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RAMA VARMA RESEARCH INSTITUTE.

TRICHUR. COCHIN STATE.

B. THE AFRICANS OF THE INTERIOR

§
S. THE WAGANDA AND OTHER RACES WHO HAVE FORMED

STATES IN THE DISTRICT OF THE SOURCES OF THE
NILE

KcUllou with the K.W Afrirnu |-.:cuut proplci—Mlituie of I'cr, in Ue«.la-\Vii !SBn tit Wanyoro, und

kirdwd people--Tb. \Vah«ma—Sketch of «h« Wafcumi Suns. Unyoio, UptnAi. Uiin)i.

Ruiodi.

IN the population of the lands around the sources of the Nile, divided as it is by

language into Waganda, Wanyoro or Wasinga, and Warundi, we are met be-

tween Lake Albeit and the north-east border of Lake Tanganyika by an anthropo-

logical distinction, which appear* of double importance as coinciding with one of

ethnology. In Its level of culture this contrast is connected, a.* in the southern

part* of East Africa, with that between settlers and nomads. Hut in its anthro-

jxdogical basis it is clearer here than there, for in the settled tribes even the first

visitor# to the land of the sources of the Nile recognised a stock oth« than that

of the pastoral races who roamed among them and lorded it over them. The

former have more affinity than the latter to genuine negroes hut collective!y arc

raised above the darker negro i>eoplc* as a race lighter in colour and of nobler

bodily build, the result of a specially favourable admixture of breeds.

From the descriptions of the most unprejudiced observers we get the impres-

sion of a nobler type of mankind, and from their picture# we carry away the

feeling that we have here reached a border region of true negroid men. The

statements even as to the colour of skin paint them in yet lighter tints. Among
the Wagar.da of pure breed Stanley speaks of a bronxe colour, or dark reddish

brown, and in reference to some of their women, of a colour like light reddish

gold, which here and there approached that of white men. But or the pastoral

Wahuma he says :
" Though the majority have a nutty brown complexion, some

even of a rich dark brown, the purest of their kind resemble old ivory in colour,

and iheir skins have a beautifully soft feel, as of finest satin." .Elsewhere he

speaks of "tall, finely-formed men, with almost European features." In general

it may be *aid that here the South and Central African form of figure recede*,

and we are at tire point of transition to those of East and North Africa, influenced

by Asia. In Uganda, the most important in every respect of these countries,

this blending of races has no doubt reached its highest development, at any rate

has been most thoroughly studied. Here the Waganda form the basis of the

population
;

with whom we may reckon also the island-dwellers. Bazew, who
live in the islands along the coast of Uganda, have the same origin, and speak
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a dialect of the same language. Both arc negroes with dark chocolate-colourcd

skin and short woolly hair, above the middle height, well-built and powerful.

The Wahuma, called in the south Watusi. who in numbers take undoubtedly the

second, and as -rulers the first place, arc here, at wherever they appear, the same

peculiar stock whose acquaintance wc made in Section $—tall, with oval faces,

thin lips, and straight noses, their hair, however, not wavy but woolly. The

women are so fair and handsome that the Waganda chiefs prefer to select their

wives from them
,
and even far to the west, in Ruanda, the Arabs ally themselves

with them as with equals. Wherever the Wahuma arc found they are herdsmen,

living principally on meat and milk. They arc strictly exclusive toward other

tribes, live in remote villages, mostly on the edge of the forests, and do not easily

mix with the tribes dwelling round them. Dark tribes, and subject to them

—

mostly indeed in the position of slaves—arc the Muddu in Uganda, the Wichwcsi

in Unyoro. These have been held to belong to the earliest inhabitants, and

special magic powers have often been ascribed to them. Similar to them are the

VVasoga tribe. These immigrated from Usoga eastward into Uganda, but brave

and warlike as they are, were gradually subjugated by the Waganda, while a

great part of Usoga was annexed. Their skins are much darker than those of

the Waganda.
The Waganda and Wanyoro are distinguished from all the surrounding tribes

by their clothing. They arc the only negroes who—unless in imitation of Arabs

or Europeans—go clothed from head to foot
;
and the effect of this is so striking

that by the naked tribes of the Upper Nile region they are styled women. To this
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Speke refers the talc which the Nyam-Nyams arc said to tell of a rate of women.
The laws with reference to clothing arc very strict, and any one, man or woman,
who lets himself be seen in the road not fully clad, incure the penalty of death.

Law* as to clothing form a special element in the traditions. One of Mtesa's

insane orders enjoined that every man should wear a string of beads round his

wrist, every woman round her waist, and for any omission to do so a man should

have his hand chopped off, a woman be cut in two. Indoors things are not so

precise, and there the younger women often take their clothes quite off. Similarly

men go in battle unclad save for a waist-cloth. The national garb is the mbugu.

made of bark-cloth, which the men wear as a loose flowing robe. It is buttoned

on the shoulder, leaving both arms free, and falls to the feet With women it is

fastened tightly round the body below the arms. Over the ruing* chiefs often

wear a garment of tanned hide, in which a whole ox-skin is used, or two goat-

skins sewn together
;
but the most costly arc made of the bright dark-brown

skins of a small kind of antelope, of which twenty to forty are required for a robe

of this kind. In Unyoro and Usoga skin garments are more prevalent than in

Uganda
;
the VV'ahuma too wear them by preference. Of late years, too, foreign

clothing has gradually penetrated among the people, ever since King Mtesa

exchanged the native mbugu for Arab dress. In Usui and Urinia cotton stuffs

have driven out the oid native goat-skins and bark-clcch. The Washasli on the

east bank of Lake Victoria wind their bodies round with strips of bast, after the

Wanyaturu fashion. A great number of charms, as might be expected from the

vigour of the superstitions, arc worn in the form of ornaments. Little horns filled

with some article of magic potency, and the neck rings from the giraffe’s tail hair

—to which magic power is ascribed—worn by great people, play the chief part.

Sandals of buffalo bide are often worn, a'so fantastic hcad-droaes, turbans of

cotton stuff or coloured handkerchiefs, and caps woven of string.

What first surprises the traveller on entering Uganda is the complete absence

of all tattooing or bodily disfigurement They have not even the custom of

knocking nut or filing teeth. Mutilations, when not inflicted as a penalty, arc

forbidden and punished with death. In this respect the Wanyoco stand lower

than the Waganda, fer their tribal mark is two branded scars on either temple,

while the lower incisors and perhaps the eye-teeth also of boys and girls arc taken

out when they come to maturity. The Warvmdi again know nothing either of

car-toring or of mutilation of teeth. On the contrary, their teeth are very

carefully looked after. Circumcision is practised by the people of Londu. who

according to all accounts arc immigrants from the vest, and by the Washashi

cast of Lake Victoria, who also ill-treat their ears and teeth after the Masai

fashion. Infibulatxm is also said to be found among them. The Waganda arc-

very cleanly, washing often and never greasing tl«cir bodies. Their hair they

mostly cut close.

The huts throughout these peoples are in the conical style. By great industry

they have attained not only to more finely built and durable, but to more roomy

edifices. Large dooewaya and architectural prominences improve the outward

appearance. Instead of the cylindrical clay huts with spherical roofs whkh still

prevail in Unyamwesi, we find bee-hive shaped hut* mostly covered with grass.

This better and roomier style of building extends quite up to the highlands by

Luke* Albert and Albert Edward. In Mukungu, Emin l’asha inhabited a grass
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hut 20 feet high and 26 feet in diameter. The Arab and Swaheli trader* have

become quite used to these hut*. King Mte*a U«cd to receive htft gUBtS in the

wide doorway of a conical hut, surrounded by a double fence containing two courts.

Tint kinK1

! palace was a building, barn-likc indeed. loo feet long, consisting of

canes and straw, “but the space at least was of aulic extent,” says Stanley. It

rested upon gigantic tree-stems

as pillars. A hall occupied

some two-thirds of the entire

length of the building
;
on both

sides were long narrow apart-

ments, and a: the back was a

suite of smaller square rooms

through which the palace garden

was reached. The YVanyoro

huts, too, have as a rule the

rounded form of a hoop-petti-

coat, and are divided internally

into two parts. Their fence*,

like those of the villages, arc,

in Unyoro— where there arc

many wild beasts, where lions

abound, and there is even a close

time for wild buffaloes—made
of very strong thorn - hedges.

The huts lie in recent clear-

ings in the primeval forests of

Uhyoro, among the new fields

planted alternately with bana-

nas, Angola peas, ami haricot

beans, occasionally also with

maize and Virginian tobacco,

in groups of three or four;

hemispherical, with a grass roof

coming nearly down to the

1. WjgnidA c>cpiam>»jir
;

a. Sfair knifr
. J, VWmuio pOtaal gTOUnd, which IS Supported OVCT

U,t° d:n0n< ^ A*“* nnd VU'k*%' (A*W the by posts
»
hastily con-

ducted edifices, which not un-

commonly are deserted after harvest. Where tranquillity prevails, as in Urtindi,

they live in hamlets ; where wars arc frequent, as in Uhha, in villages of as many

as 1 jo huts. The round huts of the Wahuma stand several together within a

thom-hedge, strengthened inside by a bank of cow-dung 5 fee: high
;
and they

may be recognised far away by the absence of the banana-hedges and the green

plantations which surround the villages of the agriculturists. The regularly

shaped dung-heaps, standing everywhere by themselves, mark for a long time the

spot where a settlement of this kind has stoed. The pastoral villages, as a rule,

comist of enclosures of this kind. Moreover, the negro tendency to change the

place of abode is here also opposed to the growth of permanent residences.

Banda, the old capital in which Speke and Grant saw Mtesa, is deserted and lias
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completely disappeared ; and the same fate befell cnc or two other towr-s, Iii

their place two other capitals sprang up under Mtcn—Kubaga and KcbnlagaMa
The salt tour. Katne on lake Albert Edward was estimated to have eooo
inhabitants.

The industry of these peoples give* evidence of care in details, without rising

by novelty in either aim or form to any considerable extent above the negro

level. In originality indeed their productions are behind those of remotest

Central Africa
;
but there is the same spirit, the same direction of taste, which

have litre sought to express themselves in the time materials but amid greater

peace and more secure prosperity. Speke refers in one place to a village of

potters in Uganda, which points to a division of labour. A natural and ancient

tradition of taste is con'ptcuous in form and colour, and above all is not spoilt by

overbading. The simply shaped thin earthenware vessels of the Wanyoro,
almcnt spherical, and worked with a light relief in the upper rim only, blackened

imide and out, outside also as it were varnished by being hung up in the smoke,

are delightful with all their simplicity. Two forms of pipe arc in use, one with

a round bowl, holding little tobacco, and one of conical shape which can take a

handful. Both kinds of pipe and the drinking-vessels are also ornamented by

painting with red and white earth. If we consider that all this earthenware is

made without the use of the wheel, its regular forms arc quite admirable.

The art of plaiting attains a high degree of perfection. The ribbons and

strings of fine ribre. plaited in variegated patterns, would do credit to any highly

developed industry, and to the best taste. Especially pretty arc the four-edged

strings in which these ribbor.s terminate, and the red and black zigzag pattern,

used in the casing of many articles, such as the double boxes which serve to hold

small objects. Not less excellent are their baskets and stands for pots. Large

flat circular baskets are made from grass
;
these arc water-tight and u‘cd for

carrying food. From the narrow young leaves of the wild date-palm are con-

structed small baskets with lids for holding the indispensable coffee-beans. For

the manufacture of the plaited cylinders out of which the native beer is drunk,

a hollowed and carved block is surrounded with tight-fitting plaited work of

variously coloured date-palm leaves, and at the lower end a kind of close plaited

sieve formed from variegated grasses. From an artistic point of view it i» a

charming and admirable piece of work. The mats which form part of the outfit

of every household are woven from strips of young date-palm leaves and arc

very supple. Even remote tribes, like the island -dwelling Wakcrmve, plait very

tasteful patterns in their basketwork. See cuts on pp. 2 and 6.

The bead-work is equally tasteful in form and arrangement of colours. The

thick body-rings, closely set with beads, the strings of bad or fibre ornamented

with a single large bead, the smooth fruits set with brads on one side, and strung

together in chains, all show a high degree of taite. The wood-carving of the

Wanyoro is not on the level of their other industries. The fine smoothing of the

carved wood, such as is found among races which In the absence of iron devote

ail the more attention to wood, is lacking here, as almost everywhere in Africa.

The great men of Uganrla carry walking-sticks cut out of a hard white wood,

nicely rounded and polished. The King lends hia staff to meet distinguished

visitors by way of greeting, as the King cf Dahomey does.

Of the fftbugK or bark-cloth industry we hare already spoken on p. 3 and
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vd. i. p. 95. We may add here that they colour it in various patterns, usually in

a square check printed in black or colours. The black pigment is got from the

,oot of a sweet-smelling wood. Large dark-leaved trees of the fig kind, which

supply bark-cloth, and at a pinch firewood, arc planted round the villages. Nor

do these |>cople less excel in live preparation of leather by scraping and greasing,

whereby the hicks become as soft and pliant as glove leather. In metal-work the

smiths of Uganda arc as superior to those of Unyuro as the latter are to their

neighbours, and in Usui and Usinja all the metal-work is done by a race of smiths,

the Waronjo. who recall tltc Elkonono mentioned voL ii. p. 494- They get their

Dommie nmiU oT tbs tVanyuw
. j an! a. pots; jar.l t . : y. uaad for a pee : 6. loot-bm«ci

iron from native ore. Of steel they originally knew nothing. They make spears,

bell-, and rings of copper imported from Zanzibar. They arc very- clever too in

imitating European work, and can, for instance, convert match-locks into percussion.

Wilson saw cartridge cases cast in brass, which were wrought with astonishing

accuracy and smoothness. Balula of Fatiko, the lame armourer of the King of

L'nyoro, when a prisoner at Dufileh, mended all the Egy ptian rifles.

Their tools are few and simple. For tilling the ground, the hoc or nkutiibc is

in general use
;
a heart-shaped implement with a long spike at the broad end,

fastened to a crooked handle about a yard long. A sickle-shaped bill-hook is

used for clearing papvrm. In remote districts, among the Wangatura and

Wakara we find a hoe with a shovel-shaped wooden blade. Agriculture is looked

after principally by the w omen, the men only taking a hand in cate of need. In

the more thickly peopled Uganda, which is bcttci cultivated than Unyoro. the

gardens arc divided from the road by high hedges, and kept with extraordinary

neatness. Each kind of plant is sown in a separate bed. and diligently kept free
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from weeds. Tobacco i; sown c'osc, in small beds, tho seedlings being lifted os

they grow up and pricked out in rows. 'I'hc bottle-gourd*, trained o:t voodcr
espaliers, climb over the wall* of the hut.

Tlie Waganda. especially the lower classes, live chiefly on vegetables, among
which the banana holds the first place. It grows everywhere and with little

tending, so that it must have long been naturalised here. Various kinds lave

special names
;
some arc stewed, others roasted, while from others wine is obtained.

They arc also cut up into dishes, dried in the

sun, and stored against times of deartli, or a*

provisions for a journey. Next to the banana,

the sweet potato, also grown here in great quan-

tity, forms the chief victual of the native, besides

these plants the Waganda also grow CoIoms'm

an!iquorum, Hrtmiti bulbifim, various kinds of

beans, two or three gourd-, a kind of So/hhum,

sugar-cane, a kind of red spinach, cassava, maize,

millet, sesamum, rice, and grape* The codec

plant too is extensively cultivated, but the bcrrvs arc very small. L'hiya

serrated by a deep valley from Karagwe on the west, is famous as the chief

district for the production of tobacco and coffee. Tobacco is exported by the

Wahiya in quantities to Karagwe, Uganda, and c\cn to the Riches ; and the

traders are found all round 1-ake Victoria.

Besides these the Arab' have imported onions

tomatoes, guavas, pomegranates, and poppies,

in addition to which radishes and Hibiscus

isailattus, the Arab hmia. have come from

Egypt. While fowls and egg' are seldom

partaken of in Uganda, they eat the flesh

of the tiger-cat. On I-ikc Victoria and the

islands, the fish of which the lake contain,

many kinds arc a chief article of food, from

the tiny nuieni, a fish as large as a bleak,

to the huge hnuMri. which often attain* a

>a4 in hundredweight and more. Some kinds arc
vkuu

dried, and bartered for coffee and alter pro-

ducts. The mode of boiling in Uganda is

very intelligent, in boiling bananas a large leaf of the plant is laid upon the

water in the pot, and the fruit upon it, so that this is only steamed. Meat or fi'h

is wrapped firmly in a young banana leaf, which has been held for a few moments

over the firc to render it supple. Good salt is a great rant>’ in Uganda, that

commonly used is a dingy grey, and bitter ; while in Unyoro, on the contrary,

west of Lake Luta-Niige, it is found of much better quality. Hands arc washed

before and alter meals; then pipes arc brought and coffee-berries passed round to

chew. A person who knows what is proper in Uganda always carries -oir.e

coffee-terries about him. and offers them to his acquaintances to chew when he

meets them. The NVaganda never drink during a meal, but at the end of it they

su-allow copious draughts of water or the fisang wine made from bananas. The

drink, kept in large batlc-gourd.s, is called mubisi when unfermented, UiMUgi

Wftfftftdft trap
:

«s*~$ ill *0 »•> iV-»

Arabian ile*rt for *u«Ua.
Museum.!
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when fermented. Mixed with boiled milict it has the name of malioa. Mlamba
is a •mall beer prepared in a similar manner. The brewing of banana uine »
always the fire business as soon as a camp is pitched and a company got

together The wine being light, it is taken in great quantities, and being easy to

prepare, the poorest can have enough and to spare of it Speke calls Uganda
"a pombt-drinking country." At his reception in Mtesa's palace the queen

and the dignitaries drank out of the pail, the cups not pouring in the drink

fait enough. Drunkenness is frequent, especially in the upper classes.

Immoderate eating is also a very common vice. Persons were pointed out to

Felkin as having eaten a whole gait at a sitting. Nor are they less great as

smokers, and in this the women are not behind the men. The excellent tobacco

of Uganda is always used clean, and free from mixture with other ingredients
;

it

is nc< made into cakes, but used in tlie leaf.

The domestic animal in Uganda are cattle and sheep, goats, dogs, and cats.

The Wahuma, who arc the real owners of Use cattle, breed a strongly-built species,

found in Abyssinia and among the Gallas, and descended from the sanga-ox.

Tney arc mostly beasts of brown or iron-grey colour. The cattle have naturally

very large horns, but arc often hornless, tho horns being scared at their first

appearance to make it easier for tho animals to get about at long grass or tangled

bush Not till we reach Ukcrcwo do we find the genuine Hast African xebra

breed. In making presents, people select usually long-horned beasts; and King

Kabrega's herd, which Emin Pasha put at I JOO head, was all long-horned. Only

men may milk ; no woman may touch a cow's udder. Sheep (of the Somali breed)

arc few ; but goats, on the other hand, are plenty. The poultry looks wretched,

bring never ted. Dogs ate kept chiefly for antelope-hunting. The Waganda
arc keen sportsmen, many of them hunting elephants as a regular business.

Three or four hunters unite ami attack the animals boldly, and in cold blooc,

with their spears
;
a mode of hunting which claims numerous victims. Buffaloes,

which in Unyoro are regarded as sacred and therefore spared, are taken by meant
of a contrivance like that shown on p. 7. A hoop of thorny twigs is attached

by a ccrd to a heavy’ block of wood. When this is stepped upon, the foot breaks

through
;
the animal is hampered in its movements, and cannot escape from the

hunter. The smaller antciopes arc often taken in drives, in which whole villages

participate, by means of strong nets about a yard high. On Lake Victoria wild

geese arc caught in nooses. Fishing is carried on with energy by the inhabitants

of the rhorca and islands. They fish usually with the rod
;
the hooks arc small

and not Uirbed
; and the line, very fine and strong, is made from the fibre of a

kind of aloe. Night linen are aim employed. Besides these, wicker baskets arc

in use
;

th^se, fastened side by side to the number of eight cc ten. are taken out

inlo the lake, weighted with stones, and sunk. After a while they are dragged

ashore with long ropes, which have twigs attached to them close to the baskets,

that the fish may not escape in the shallow water.

The Waganda and Wanyoro are very well armed. Their weapons arc spears

of excellent workmanship, u-ith long heads of different form in different districts,

and mostly with a ferrule coming over the long beautifully smoothed shaft. In

the »uth light javelins arc usual. In Uhha, doubtless borrowing from the Zulu-

hkc U angoni, they carry long oval shields, made of light wood, somewhat concave

and loosely covered with a network of the thin shoots of a climbing plant
;
these
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nearly cover the body. The slticlds have a boss in the middle, hollowed

within to save weight
;
at the back a handle of osier-twigs is attached, often

shaped like a lixard or other animal. Beside the spears, bows and arrows arc

used, seldom hy the Waganda. often by the Wanyoro. The rather large bows,
recalling the shape used or the Upper Nile, as shown vol. ii. p. 353, are

difficult to bend
;
the arrows arc a yard long, often provided with frightful harbs,

and poisoned. Besides vegetable poisons, cases arc known in which the bones of

dead persons and the products of putrefaction arc used. The quivers arc of

leather and bamboo, and arrows are also contained in long gourds. Good shots

can make sure of hitting with an arrow at over thirty-five paces. Besides their

native weapons both Waganda and Wanyoro now possess

a considerable number of muskets.

A few general words may here be permitted upon the

various forms of shield which occur over a small area

upon the Upper Nile, and in the Equatorial Lake region.

They may be divided into two great groups—those made
of wicker, and those made of hide. The Arandch shield

may be taken as the pattern of the former, the Zulu of

the latter. The former consists of a wattle of black and

white reeds strengthened with rods at the edge, over

which the work is carried. The white bands form geo-

metrical figures within and without. On the inner side

a rectangular piece of wood serving as a handle, and inter-

laced with white reed*, is attached by lie* of reed. The
shields of the West Aiandeh are similar, but rougher, and

edged with hide. The Wanyoro shield is a pointed

elliptical wooden shield, slightly curved with a sharp

conical boss, covered with wicker-work inside and out,

and edged with hide. At the other eixl of this series

stands the Shuli shield, an improved Zulu shield, consisting

of a single piece of thick hide. It is rectangular, slightly A
l
v»~

scalloped and padded on die longer sides, while up the

back runs a stick adorned with a bunch of feathers, bound with a webbing of hide,

strengthened with iron bands, and often beautified with iron rings. The Turkani

buckler, shown on p. 31, is equally built upon the model of the Zulu or Shuli

shield, of thick hide, rectangular, scalloped at the side, with a stick wrapped in

hide and two handles of plaited hide at the hack, and the whole adorned at the

upper end with iron rings. One of these two main forms runs all through East

Africa from the Upper Nile to the south-east extremity, while the other points

to affinities with the Upper Congo and Soudan.

The importance of the Waganda as a nation rests principally on their military

institutions. Every man who can carry spear and shield is a soldier. When the

king in council has determined on a campaign, the great war-drum is beaten, and

next morning bodies of warriors equipped for the fray assemble before the palace.

They have laid aside their ordinary’ clothing, down to the loin-cloth, and painted

their faces white or red. In Unyoro the warriors wear a* a sign of war a banana-

leaf or a bit of bark cloth round their heads. The king, with his noble* round

him, stands before the palace gate armed with a shield and two copper spear?,
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which only the ling and the most eminent chief* may carry. Each detachment

come* up to the king dancing and yelling, and. going through the movements of

attacking, swears fidelity to him and vengeance upon his enemies* Thus a mighty

lu»t gradually forms around him. Then he summons the chiefs who arc appointed

to command the army, and gives them his orders, after which the enormous

assembly breaks up. The leaders now send for the various bulongoli who have

to furnish the righting men
;

it is settled how many each is to call up, when and

where he is to join the others ; each division marches off, and in this way the

whole force .starts by degrees for the scat of war. In the fight every man carries

two or three spears
;
the warriors advance upon the foe in disorderly masses

dancing, shouting, and yelling; when they are near they hurl one or two spears,

and fight hand to hand with the remaining one. Prisoners become slaves as a

nutter of course, unless every prisoner is killed, in which ease the herds form the

only bony. Beside these levies the police form a standing army, which in Unyoro

is 1000 strong, surrounds the king in time of peace, lives by plunder, and is glad

to receive into its ranks any runaway slave, any criminal or lazy debtor. On his

return journey, Stanley found these troops alike on the west shore of Lake Albert

and on the north-east shore* of Lake Albert Edward, in both cases as predatory

frontiersmen
.
dreaded far and wide under the name of Warasura. He has also

given us a remarkable picture of one of king Mtesa's campaigns. First went the

auxiliary troops, followed by the picked warriors, with their war-cry, 44 Kavya,

kavya 1
"—Mtesa’s name “Mukavya” is explained further on,—and then the

body-guard, amid which marched the king and his ministers. Among the troops

that followed later cane Mtesa’s large harem. Each division of the troops might

be recognised by its peculiar drum-tap
;
they marched fast

—
* it is their custom

to move always at a trot when they have any warlike business on hand/ On
this occasion Miesa had painted his face a ticry red. In order to soothe the

terrible Muzimu or evil spirits, and render them propitious, it is u<ual before a

battle to present all the effective magic drinks and charms in Uganda to the

monarch, that he may touch them, or at least point to them, with his forefinger.

iJuring the battle the sorcerers, male and female, chant their formulas of incanta-

tion, and fling their charms high in the air before the enemy. Stanley reckoned

the army which was called out against the Wasoga at 100,000 men, and 1 50,000

women and children
;
ptobably somewhat above the mark.

The W.iganda posses a large fleet of war- canoe*, distributed among the

numerous UUnd* near the coa^t of Uganda, so that the headman of an bland has

two or three tinder hi9 charge. Many of these canoes hold 40 men. and all are

well built. In each one arc a number of fighting men, and usually half as many
rowers protected by the shields. To the war -canoes is attached a prow, the

extremity of which is adorned with antelope horns, while a fringe of grass passe*

along it to the bow. Several points recall the Malay and Polynesian craft. The
vessel is steered by the two after paddles. In their flourishirg time the Wagand*
possessed perhaps 500 canoes, the largest 65 feet long, manned in all with 86co
rowers and boatmen, but capable of transporting 1 6.000 to 20,000 men. Speke
saw among the Wanyoro only 44 dug-outs" Emin Pasha describes small out-

rigged boats, which he saw near Rubaga. Instead of the teak a long bayonet-

shaped spur is attached, probably to facilitate entrance through the reed*

In the character a* in the mental capacities generally we meet here with a
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higher development than we find among many other African*;
; yet the* differcnee

is not 50 great that it can be indicated in brief and dear words. One can indeed

gay that thii level of general culture, this tendency to order and cleanliness,

unconsciously aiming at a higher human dignity, the greater attention paid to

government, the better array, and so much else, cannot have grown up upon a

purely intellectual basis, but must come from at least somewhat greater steadiness

and firmness in the character. But all this i< easier to recognise by its remits

than to put into words.

The strongly-developed *xiab!c feeling found among these races i* supported

by their love for music. In this they may be no greater artists than other Africans,

but they cultivate it in a grander style, and with a greater variety of appliance?.

They have regular bands of music, at Mtesa’s receptions twelve flute-player* and

five drummers performed. The most important in%tnnvjnt of the Waganda is

the harp, or nanga. with a wooden sounding-board, which i% made concave, covered

with the skin of an animal, and strung with six to eight gut strings. This in-

strument is played with the fingers, Coutin Urge drums of a specially fine tone,

some of them the workmanship of former kings, arc in the possession of the chiefs.

Each has its own name, is guarded with great care, and only used on festal

occasions. The modi;nda
%
as a rule played by boy*, is a Marimba without the

calahach sounding-beard. Flutes of med or from the stalks of an umbeJSfcroua

plant, and horns of the ox or antelope, with the mouthpiece at the side, are other

popular instruments. Beside* these ways of making music, we find at dance?

little iron bells attached to wrists and ankles. Bottle-gourds filled with parched

peas and used as rattles are among the apparatus of the witch-doctors. Particular

tunes arc sung and played on special occasions.

Singing is usually accompanied among the Waganda with the tutngn or harp.

There are singers by profession who arc kept by the king and chiefs at their

courts. In singing they improvise allusions to occurrences of the day or to

persons present. Many of their songs glorify the king or great chief* ; others are

war-songs, others again dirges for the dead. We give two specimens, after

Wilson ; one a hymn in praise of Mtesa, one a dirge fur dead chiefs ;

—

L

son c4 the forest 1

great is thy wrath

;

great U thy power.

11 .

0 Separator/- O Senutimba

!

They tied go&t*, they tied gcau tn vain for h*ra-

Sau of a king he has no pride

He freely gives plantain wine.

LuViogB, Lubmg* !
him of whom I *pe*k

He has no pride for he freely gives pantain wise

Mk«enda, Mkwcndn! whose borne i* Chiloingi 1

Him of whom I speak, be has no prkle

Foe he freely give* plantain wine.

The young men of Uganda arc expert wrestlers. They always begin by

1 That i( lit lice, fhr «ymW «f loyil rink. * **«*pta*for

» Chilungi, Mlweioii tand-pbes.

Thy feet arc hammer*
tireat n the fear of thee

;

lirot i* thy peatc.
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taking hold of the opponent with the right hand only, holding the left behind the

back till they have got a firm grip, then the other hand come) into play. The
war-dances with spear and shield resemble those of the Zulus.

In their system of numeration there are names for numbers up to 1000.

When taking messages or re-eounting, the Waganda aid their memory by meant

of Ixta of sticks and the like. When Speke drew near the capital, royal pages

came to meet him, carrying three sticks, each of which denoted a wish of the

king. The first meant his head, troubled in dreams by the spirit of a person

deceased
;
the second, his desire for a powerful stimulant

;
the third, his wish for

some means to Weep his subjects in dread of him. In the same way the queen-

mother enumerated her complaints on those stick*.

The government of the Waganda and Wanyoro is based in theory on the

king’s lordship of the whole land
; but this is not much more than a fiction of

government, for in truth the land belongs to the highest chiefs cf the kingdom.

WocaniU uianU* I, [U ; i. mil
; j. cticTi akk ; 4. |»pc. j. ptaked lube fw lucting ''» i

6
.
knife (K,om Dr. »«UnJ ooSnci on. 1

In Mtcsa’s time these embodied the popular opposition to foreign influence, and

Mwanga stands in dread of them when lie would like to introduce any novelty.

But if the monarchy is actually limited, it holds an imposing position in respect

of external formalities- Towards the mass of the people the sovereign stands as

an unlimited ruler, for he disposes as he will of life and death, and feels no con-

straint except in the narrow circle of the highest courtiers- This constraint,

which may fcc very largely limited by those who have a natural power of ruling,

takes from the princes of this country nothing of their high sense of their own

dignity, men when they let themselves be bribed by Europeans. Tlw Arab

Nasib said quite rightly to Speke :
“ These Wahuma kings arc not like those you

saw in Unyamwcsi and elsewhere ; they have officers and soldiers like the Sultan

of Zansibar.” With this high position of the monarchy correipctids the apologetic

character of its legendary or rather mythical history, which is so strong that even

Rumanika. the clever king of Karagwe, teemed with the most fabulous fancies

even about his father and his immediate predecessor*. Nay, even about himself

Rumanika made marvellous assertions. Thus after his father’s death there

appeared to him and his two brothers a very small magic drum. It was as light

as a feather, but so full of magic that it could only be lirted by him whom the

spirits wished to indicate as the rightful heir. Naturally Rumanika lifted it with his

little finger, while hi* brothers laboured in vain to do so. He further related that

every heir to the throne, before he enters upon his reign, sits upon the ground at a
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particular spot. The ground thereupon rises lip like a pillar, and if he i* the

rightful heir, it sinks gently back again
;
but if rot, it come down with a rush,

and crushes him.

Court ceremonial occupies an exaggerated -pace in Uganda as veil as in

Unyoro Agreeably to the character cf the oligarchy, tlx; people may only

approach the king on special occasions, but of the highest dignitaries tome arc

almost constantly about him and a part of the chiefs arc even compelled to live at

the court. If the king cundes»nds to allow strangers within his presence, it takes

place with great pomp. “ The first court passed," wrote Speke, in describing his

reception by Mtesa, “ 1 was even more surprised to find the unusual ceremonies

that awaited me. Three courtiers of high dignity stepped forward to greet me,

dressed in the most scrupulously neat fashions. Men, women, bulls, dogs, and

goats were icd about by strings; cocks and liens were carried in men’s aims,

and little pages with rope-turbans rushed about, conveying messages, as if their

lives depended on their swiftness, every one holding his skin-cloak tightly round

him, lest his naked legs might by accident be shown." Dancing musicians then

led the procession into the hail where tlw king sat on his throne, surrounded on

three sides by courtiers crouching in the dust, some female witch-doctor*, and

the symbol of Uganda—a woman, a dog. a spear, and a shield. Leopard-skins,

the sign of kingly rank, were spread in front of him. and the most sumptuous

drums in the palace were displayed to view. The white roar sat for an hour,

staring anil stared at. till the king rose, asking if he had seen him, •• and went

away with the straddling step. copied from the lion, w hich is thought majestic in

Uganda,” but to Speke produced only the impression cf a waddle. A later audience

was grace; i by the presence of hundreds of the royal wives, from whose charm*,

however, all the subjects of Uganda were strictly compelled to avert their eyes.

Next morning, Sjwke found in his hut twenty cows and ten goats a* a present

to the guest from the king, who was condescending enough to send wont that

he liked turn well. The magic circle in which all Waganda live is drawn with

double strength around the king
;
he moves and acts in a cloud of nonsense.

Nothing that his hands are to touch may be handed to him till it is exorcised.

The bearer extracts the magic by wiping it with his face and hand. Making an

offering is thus a serious businee. with all these ceremonies, ar.d at the audience*

there is a crowd of women, cows, goats, poultry, dishes of fish, boskets containing

little antelopes, porcupines, enrinus rats which his hunters have caught, rolls of

mbugu from his cloth-workers, coloured earths, sticks and other apparatus of hi*

magicians, all having to be disenchanted in this manner and offered to him.

The court and council of the king is composed almost entirely of the uvkungu

or nobles. The rank of the three leading wakvngu is hereditary. The firs:

officer of state after the king is the hilikin or chancellor, who i> appointed by
the king and holds office at the king's pleasure. He has the precedence of all

the other grandee* both in the council and in his place beside the king Beside

these personages two others of great importance live at court, the chief brewer

and the head cook. They hold a conspicuous place in the court, sit near the

king, and take part in the great council. This great council or luihiko is the real

governing power in the state. It consists of the king, the hi/rii'v. the svinfruvy*.

and highest wahmgoU, also the head cook, who may rise to be kutikiro. the

brewer, and one or two other creatures of the court. In ordinary circumstances
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the council meets daily and occupies some hours in discussing the affairs of tlic

state. The chiefs have the right of requiring it to be summoned. If in less

important matters the king can act independently, he must consult the coundl

in all serious cases, and if chiefs and council unite in demanding anything, no king

would venture to refuse it. All chiefs have in rotation to pass three months a

year in the suite of their king : the other nine months they may live on their

estates. But most toakungu and the highest rualongoli live always a: the capital,

if not fighting abroad.

Fran a political point of view Uganda may be divided into four classes
;
the

slaves, the wakopi, or peasants who form the basis of the population, itHUongoli or

chiefs cf the second rank, and v/abungu, chiefs of the first rank. The xaakopi arc

in many respects the most important class, partly owing to their great number,

partly because the formidable army is composed of them. From their ranks is

recruited the second order of chiefs, and the sons of watongtli became wakofii again,

the rank not being hereditary. These waionge/i govern provinces under the

to*Jsxngu, and lave in time of war to raise a stated number of soldier*. By means

of this hierarchy of officials or courtiers always in movement to and from the scat

of government, the internal cohesion in the administration of the country is

rendered firmer. The king or his counsellors know what is going on in

the country, and have means of acting vigorously even a: the farthest point.

“ Nothing is lost in Uganda," say* Emin Pasha, and in fact, before lie left Mtew's

territory he got back all the things that he had missed in and about Ruhaga.

Europram and Egyptian* have had wonderful experiences of the vigilance of

Uganda and Unyoro In 1876 Emin Pasha was only a few paces, *0 to say,

from Stanley and Mason, and neither had any news of the other. The imminence

of war between Uganda and Unyoro remained quite unknown to Junker and

Vita Hasan, who were living in the latter country. Trade B •*> firmly regulated

in Unyoro tliat. Vita having given five shells more than usual for a fowl, Kabrcga

sent word to him that he was not to pay for things above their value and spoil

the market- All these chiefs arc cs-offuio judges in their own districts, but more

important eases must be brought before the toakuNgu or the king himself, to whose

decision the accused can appeal. Chiefs lave a judge to themselves, while the

countless law-suits among the lower classes can be settled by subordinates of the

kalihire. Naturally there is no written code according to which causes are decided,

but certain laws are in existence under which verdicts arc given. A comlcmised

person is pu: in the stocks, mutilated, or put to death. The first penalty is

applied for small offences, such as unimportant theft* and refractory behaviour in

women and slaves. Theft i* often expiated by the loss of the hands, the nose,

tlic cars, and—most hideous of mutilations—the lips. Adultery, and in some

eases murder oho, are visited with the capital penalty, but for the latter a money-

fine is generally held sufficient The Wagaitda have various modes of execution.

Cutting the throat and hanging are the meat common. Human sacrifices arc always

beheaded. For the worst offence* a penalty is inflicted under which the victim

bleeds gradually to death
;
sharp splinters of reed arc thrust deep into live body,

large blood-vessels being carefully avoided. The greater chiefs keep a little host

of executioners, of whom some arc always in their train. They wear a rope or a

wispy wreath of grass round their heads, and, when they seek their victims, their

faces are hidden by a plaited cap.
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Cruelty i* far too prominent * feature in the maxims of government iha:

prevail in Uganda not to throw a dark shadow over all prospect* of higher de-

velopment. Always and everywhere it ruins any unfolding of the picture of

higher culture, of whose nascent outlines some people think that a glimpse may be

caught. Aimless slaughters, due simply to the wish of the sovereign to have so

many executed daily for a given time, or to have 20CO men, women, and children,

almost all poor and unprotected, caught nn the roads for a festival of the dead,

or to have all Christians murdered off, have stained every government that wc
have heard of. Emin 1’aiha beings out strongly the contrast with the very

peace of nature produced by this devastation of human life, when he writes on the

road from Rubega to Lake V ictoria :
“ Wc marched co through banana-groves

and houses as through a garden. If man has left a gap anywhere, Mother Nature

has been all the more busily concerned to fill it with a splendid vegetation of

grass and slim elegant trees. Gardens, artificial and natural, followed in constant

alternation
;
but the former of bananas and sweet potatoes could not vie with

the latter either in picturesque bcatrty or in variety of contents. A fair and

favoured land, with its red toil its green gardens, its breezy hills, ixs dark receded

valleys. Man alone disturbs the harmony of the picture. Corpses ir. the middle

of the road compel us to turn aride
;

the small Uganda vulture* at our approach

desdt their gruesome meal with rushing flight. Four corpses lie there ; the

hangman has raked them in together, young and old, cutting the throat of one

to the very vertebrae, aixl smashing the *kull of another with a heavy Wow from

behind. Daily and hourly the people go past them, perhaps soon to meet the

same fate themselves/’

The W&gftnda have shown themselves ready to meet foreign influences half-

way. Strangers may attend the council, and arc often a*kcd fur their advice in

various political and social matters. Rut their participation in all business

connected with the suxession to the throne is strktly forbidden. Even in 1 88:

a report of Mr. Wilson's called attention to the fact that foreigners were beginning

to exert an influence over the people, and that a considerable advance in this

respect could be noticed since Speke’s time. The Arabs, who have been longest

in the country, lud naturally made the strongest impression on the people up to

that time. Thirty yctrs ago, bark-cloth, or wbugv% was universally worn, and no

oi>e nave the members of the royal family might powers any other materia!
;
but

even Mtesa in his laid yea is, as well ar. mo>t of his chiefs, were Arab dress,

while turbans and while cotton trousers have come fast to the front. Leather

belts with buckles haw spread with ridiculous rapidity. The number of firearm,

increases every year. Foreign fruits and vegetables arc grown more anti more.

Many chiefs use chairs and stools, whereas formerly every one sat on the ground.

The few European tools, such as files and screws, which have made their way to

Uganda, arc cleverly used by the craftsmen
;
and the square house with perpen-

dicular walls and gabled roof which Mackay built was soon copied, if on a ‘mailer

scale, by the chiefs. Intercourse with Zanzibar was followed by the introduction

of the Swaheli language, for though this is net understood by the peopb in genera!,

two or three persons who speak it may lie found in every - village. Many people

of rank have as good a command of it as of their mother-tongue, and most of the

great men partly comprehend it, so that the traveller who has come to Uganda

from the cast coast rs in a position to communicate with the people directly.
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This is the result of an intercourse which has lasted at most two generations.

Foreign religions have, if in the first instance only outwardly, made their im-

pression on Uganda The Mussulmans have not spread their faith, for Mtcsa«>

so-called conversion to Islam was merely nominal, so that even the Arabs do no:

claim him as a convert. He declined to undergo circumcision, and a hundred boys

and lads uho had submitted to the rite were simultaneously burnt by his orders.

This rite seems indeed to have been the main reason why the religion made no

way with the Waganda. Christianity, on the contrary, though Mtesa's conversions

were only mockery, has gained ground with uncommon rapidity.

The royal family is not of the Waganda stock, but belongs to that of the

Wahuma, of the origin of which we have spoken in § 5, Though blended with

the negroes, enough of the characteristic marks of that stock had remained to

distinguish Mtesa as a foreigner among his subjects. In regard to the »ucce*

sion to the throne, curious laws existed. When a king died the three senior

wakungu Ch<M a successor among his children. A child is always chosen.

During his minority his mother and the three grandees govern the country, while

the young king is being instructed in the traditions of his ancestors. Even later the

mother exercises some influence
;
when Mwanga was in one of his bloodthirsty

fits, tlvc queen-mother sent him a warning through the katikiro only to kill

those who disobeyed him. We have spoken above (vol. ii. p. 492) of the traces

of woman-rule in Unyoro. If the three chief* do not agree in the choice of a

successor, they fight, and the winner puts the boy of hi3 choice on the throne.

The brothers of the king-elect are kept in custody during his minority, and when

he comes into power are burnt all but two or three, who continue the stock in

ease of the young king’s dying childless. The king's children bold no special

rank or position, and not all the princesses arc aUowcd-to marry.

Polygamy, sustained by a great excess of women in the population, is uni-

versal in Uganda, from the king, who formerly used to have 7000 so-called wives—

at Speke's first reception Mtesa’s excuse tor assigning him no quarters in the palace

was * that all the huts were full of women down to any mkopi who can scrape

together enough to buy more than one wife. The fact that many in the lower

classes cannot get any wives is the cause of much Immorality. Yhc usual price

foe a wife was either three to four oxen, or six needles, or a small box of

percussion caps. Speke saw two of the King of Uganda’s wives offer their

maiden sisters to him. He indicated his acceptance by sitting in the lap first or

one girl, then of the other, pressing each to him, and laying his head first on her

right shoulder tlicn on her left This it said to conclude the marriage ceremony.

Wives are also demanded a< the penalty for certain offences, which naturally

open* the way to arbitrary caprice. On the other hand, if a wife docs wrong,

her hutband can sell her as a slave. One of the ways in which the king

maintains hi$ influence or popularity is by supplying his wakungu with wives.

Marriage between near relations is not forbidden by law, and often takes place.

At a man’s death, his eldest son even inherits all his wives, excepting his own
mother. Women seldom have more than two or three children, and according

to one law, which presupposes polygamy, after the birth of a child the mother

must remain separated from her husband for two years. The king and the

chiefs have establishments of their own in the country, where their vpves

arc sent for this pcricel. Twins arc greeted with delight. The umbilical
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cor«l is preserved, if the father is a chief, and ornamented with beads and other

finery.

The oorpsc of a king is buried in a gigantic package of bark-cloth, that of a

chief in a ivoodcn coffin ; while that of a slave is merely flung into the thicket,

and that of an executed criminal left lying in the public road.

The Waganda have a large repertory of names. Some arc especially popular

among them, as Makassa, the deity of Lake Victoria
;
for they see nothing in-

appropriate in taking the name of a god. Names of beasts and insects arc also

given to men. Many names have a definite signification. Thus Mtesa means

“one who tries or decides controversies"
;
Mkavya, or Mukavya, another of his

names, which lie assumed on the occasion of his great victory1 over the Wavoga,

means, according to Wilson, “ he who causes to weep.”

The larger among the political organisms into which this group of races is

divided, arc also of significance in respect of their relations to live neighbouring

races. These arc Unyoro and Uganda. Einin Pasha notes Kinyoro as the

older language, and that which has been maintained in the greater purity
.
while

Kiganda has been much modified by continuous contact with Zanzibar, and is still

charging. In Karagwe and among the Washashi on the eastern shore of Lake

Victoria, as well as on the large island of Ukcrcwc. a language is .-poken nearer

to Kinyoro than to Kiganda. Uganda seems generally like an intrusion into

an original Kinyoro-speaking district, which embraces Unyoro. Udda, Karagwe,

Usinja, and Urundi, and reaches as far as Unyamwesi. Tradition has it that

a single great territory called Kittara, of which Unyoro seems to have formed

the nucleus, once extended over the district occupied by these kingdoms.

Kittara as a general name has now disappeared ; it is usually applied only to the

western fragment of the ancient kingdom. From this state there successively

split off Nkolc to the west, Karagwe and Usinja to rive south, where perhaps a

larger kingdom once existed with Usinja as its nucleus. Unyoro lies to the

north and west of Uganda. It docs not touch Lake Victoria, but reaches to the

left bank of die Nile and the cast shore of Lake Albert. Without exercising

a definite ovcrloiddiip, Unyoro has a strong grip upon the Kiches, the Wasogs.

the Gunis or Shulia, the Ulegas and other tribes on the Upper White Nile. It is

less fertile than the district to th- south, being a pronounced prairie and pasture

country. Cultivation is less careful than in Uganda, and the whole administration

of the country, the organisation, the laying out of the roads, are less complete.

The hi’tory of the last few dteadcs records a whole scries of conflicts between

Waganda and Wanyoro, and of distrust on the part of the latter towards the

former, in the north of Uganda numerous Wanyoro settler* arc found, who have

been captured in campaigns and brought along by Uganda chiefs.

Uganda lies in a crescent round the north end of Lake Victoria. The

country' is rich, and maintains a large population. If we cannot take quite

literally Stanley’s remark that the Uganda peasant realizes the ideal of happiness

after which all men strive, yet copious and regular harvests stem to reward hi*

labours. In Karagwe the line between the ruling Wallurn* and the agricultural

Wanyambo is drawn even more sharply than in Uganda. Culture i* in general

at a loner stage Karagwe is said to have been founded twenty generation', ago

in the following manner.—A conspirator nnrr.ed Rohinda fled from Kittara to

Karagwe with a great following of Wahuma. At that time N’ono was king of

VOL. Ill c
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the Wanyambo, the settled residents in that country. Rohinda managed to

insinuate himself into the king's confidence, laid an ambush for hirn
f
and killed

him, placing himself then on the throne. Since then the Wahuma have held

the sovereignty of Karagxvc. The foundation of the Wahuma kingdom of Usinja

is said to have ratilied from t quarrel between brothers in the royal family of

Karagwe.

The expeditions of recent years have brought us acquainted with another

negro-state ruled by Wahuma— Kavirondo to the cast of Lake Victoria. Its

dark inhabitants are of Nilotic stock. We have also learnt through Stanley of a

country called Undussuma. two days' journey from the western shore of Lake

Albert, and through Stuhlmann of a series of countries to the west of the Nile

sources, where Wahuma rule or roam, and in some cases have a clear recollection

of their arrival from Unyoro. To these belong particularly Ruanda, whereon the

plateau which borders the great Central African forest a specially pure Wahuma
population feeds its herds. The lords here are the warlike Wasamboni, with

shields like the Waganda, spetrt of the type of Karigwe. Uhha.and Urundi, bows
tuo yards long, and arrows of twenty-eight inches, kinsmen of the races on the

Upper White Nile and Lake Albert. Their subjects arc Central Africans of the

Wftvira stock. Though the strict military and political organisation of the

Wahuma state* and especially Unyoro, does not roach thus far, manners and

custom* point to the presence of Wahuma in this region also.

5 9 .
THE NEGROES OF THF. UPPER AND MIDDLE

NILE REGIONS

KeUtijn v:tb East irrxJ UVt-Thc roll er group*! Shillook*, Jtn, Shilis, Dink 3 -, NVr«, Madlc, Mitt.v,

Buis Nyamtarws Latuka*—OfilftM* sod djeii, irea wtipceA, trap*, nnw*, kat-koillifft w
of the vUhge* agf(o4l*0 and <A«U Ucuim*. dimUttu r**uilu cf «*ut6<thlcn«g-4W*c. iron Mmtif
r»f the Jur- and Boogoi. p«tery and weaving—Muftk. a^^ herws —Family and o^ananiiy—

lWiUal lUttergsalieo and retrtgressior.

Thk great majority of the rivers falling into the Nile in the upper portion of

Its course arc broad shallow streams with slow current. For long distances they

arc blocked by a growth of papyrus and fistia . The land through which they

flow is one vast swamp
;
the abominable vapour over the waters, the stupefying

smell of the tropical swamp-vegetation, the mosquitoes which fly about one's head

in thousands, the difficulty of keeping a firm footing owing to the uneven con-

formation of the ground, the numerous hindrances in the way, climbing plants,

fallen stones, deep holes made by elephants' feet, all tend to make this district of

swamps impassible. It is for the greatest part uninhabited, and at most forms

the theatre of frontier wars between the Wanycro and the Nile tribes living to the

north of them. In many parts the dry season is the only period of intercourse

by land. To get from the Bongo country across rivers and swamps to the regions

inhabited by the most southerly Baggaras is only possible at the very driest

season. Where the country is higher, the absence of any decided fall still remains,

and gives rise to a network of streams which arc not less of a hindrance to

traffic
;
above all in the liahr-el-Ghaaal region. With this the water supply
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Mdhr-cr Rtk ox it# Mr-ci-Glanl. with the Kuban uad** Sai. (After Knitf-it.;

outside the river-beds is apt in the dry season to te deficient rather than excessive.

The tar.glc and swamp reach their culminating point in Lake So. whose barricades

of confused vegetation have from old times placed a barrier to any advance into

the region of the lakes where the Nile rises. Into this Hows the Gazelle River,

sluggish, rushy, and grassy, from the east comes the Sobat, from the south the

Bahr-el-Jebel, already a mighty stream. It shows significantly the difficulties of

navigation that no true race of boatmen has here sprung up, such as the Congo

knows on its head-waters and tributaries. They are rather mere swamp-dwellers,

who have attached themselves more closely to the moist climate. Thus too, the

spots where settlements are dense on the Nile and its tributaries are more limited.

even if we look back to the time before Egyptians and Nubians had invaded the

life of these people, disturbing and destroying.

The relation of these people to the streams on which they live is also peculiar,

inasmuch as the larger groups always occupy both banks. Ethnographical

differences, however, are grouped along either side, corresponding to the position of

the Gallas and .Semites on the one hand, and the Central African Negroes, whose

centre of gravity lies in the Congo basin beyond the Nile water-ahed, on the

oilier. Hut the cast side predominates decidedly over the west, where the herds-

men may be seen far into the Bahr-cl-Ghazal region, roaming about with manners

and customs similar to those of the east
;

just as biological limit between forest

and plateau, essentially fixed by climate, extends much further to the south in the

cast than in the west The <f*wr-pa!m, Htfhacue ttubaka, so characteristic of the

Nile country, leaves off on the west bank in 5* 2c' N., whereas on the eas: it

forms groves even in I^ituka
;
while the animats of the open country, elephant,

giraffe, zebra, ostrich, follow the Nile valley on its east side as far as the lakes;

but ia the west do not as a rule go further south than 4
0 N. Thu? the plateau

and its inhabitants embrace the Nilc-lands to the cast and the south-east.

A chain of true negro peoples runs between the lighter races of Abyssinia

and the light Azandch and Monbuttus down the Nile valley, to near the point

where the Blue Nile mingles its waters with the turbid stream of live White.
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Thcxvs who dwell round die great lakes form die cutmeeting-link between these

Nile negroes and the Bantu family, while the Nuba negroes of Kordofan, and the

Fors of the mountains of South Darfour connect them with the Soudan negroes.

The majority belong to the pronounced pastoral storks, and share not only their

descent, but also most of their methods and usages with the pastoral racm of East

and South Africa. The agricultural tribes arc equally near to those of Central

Africtu

We have in a former section traced the kinsfolk of the Gallas and Masai

into this district. To them belong the

largest populations of the Upper Nile,

who arc indeed genuine negroes, but are

mrj # timedki ill tbe IImmi #f Km
^BB^r dm Africa by their fashion of life—with the

Masai also by language— in gradual

transition. Physical as well as ethno

^ graphic«il characteristics point no less

decidedly to the pastoral races in the

.iSj"'/ cast and south, colonics of whom penc

i 'INn \ uO j|pr trate them deeply. Hamitie shoot?

Lv i.S have been grafted upon a negroid stock.

}
^.jBp* \Sf^vk'4*7 mk B The rc;5e,,l^^ancc k expressed in cattle-

t vwBttf / v^B^B breeding, in hut -build mg—the huts n*

b n tire most northerly and rr.os: southerly

{ -c groups arc essentially alike, and reach

w

M

\ pvrhatw their

V--ni^Bfik rUlgL? J I

*
"• \V 1

1

!•.*«:::•. 1 ^.-.- me the effect*

of contact with their western neigh-

AShiiteoknej;r«». Aaroniir^ to d». suAtsunn, iha is hours, over whose territory large and

w uf tie (^rc- • sma ll
jrroUps of our tribes arc equally

•» “»
disiribulcdin the fashion of coLici,

such as the Haris in die Makaiaka country, or the Shillooks in the Bahr-cl-

Ghazal region. The insignificant physical differences do not here call forth

such pronounced transition-forma. In the matter of dress the leaf-covering

encroaches as we go west, 9kin and leather arc exchanged for bark-cloth, bows

and arrows come to the front, leather shields disappear. The most obvious

transition-people here arc the Bongos. Physically they stand between the

negroes proper and the lighter skins and more noble forms of their neighbours

to east ami north. In fact they arc genuine hybrids of the two, in part only

mingled
;
and this alone can explain why observers have seen in the Shillcoks

the ugliest, blackest, most ape-like of negroes, and then again tall, slim, light

coloured people with fine profiles. Schwcinfurtli's judgment was the more

favourable, and Fclkin found the Shillook chief Kaikum unusually gifted both

physically and mentally. The Shulis' feeling for beauty, as shown in their choice

of sites for their villages is especially noted by Emin Pasha. Tlic Dinkas indeed

arc strikingly long and lean, so that they have even Icon compared to the wading-
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negro people are the Shillooks
;
they form one great family with the Luis and

Shulis in the south, one dwelling to the west of the Nile, the others to the east.

Emin Pasha first called attention to the resemblance of these people’s names with

those of the Luohs and Shillooks. Similarly the Bclandas and Jurs stand as

links between the northernmost and southernmost members of the Shlilook tribes.

The Shulis encroach to the eastward upon the territories of the Langes and

Kkhcs, and arc limited to the south of the Victoria Nile
;
beyond this there extend

only small groups, known in Unyoro as Shcfaloo. The eastern limit of the Lurs

bird of their marshes, but are predominantly dark, like the Bari’, among w horn

Junker remarks as a peculiarity a shading of the skin towards grey, in spite of

their powerful build ; but the Shulis and Madia are not only tall and powerful,

but also lighter than the Baris and Dinkas.

Tlie position and delimitation of the district* inhabited by the more im-

portant peoples on the Nile may be briefly given as follows. The most northerly
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is formed by Lake Albert and the Bahr-cl-Jcbcl, on the western bank of which

they arc settled as far as 3' to' N. Westward they are almost certainly bourvied

by the Madi*.

Thus we distinguish three great Shillook district!, that to the north being the

large-1 1, in which the Shillooks proper, who still bear that name, dwell, as far as

A uuooed Sralsnrjro »«h his raproi |Fn*n » photograph hf R. Budna.)

the Ilahr-cl-Ghaial. As we proceed up the Nile from tic north we come upon

their place of abode, and follow them as a scattered group of peoples, living-

with the exception of some eastern outliers in the Sobat region, where they dwelt

a day's journey up from the mouth of that river on the left bank of the White

Nile aod some of its tributaries, roughly speaking between 6' and 12’ N. They

once extended to the neighbourhood of Khartoum, but since the founding of that

emporium of the Middle Nile region, they have constantly been pushed farther

back. When Schweinfurth travelled up live Bahr-d-Abiad in 1869. they came in
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their tamarind canoes at most as far as 13 30' N., and their habitations certainly

did not extend so far northward. Among tire Shillooks proper, according to

Brun-Rollcl, a legend is found that they were once rettied or the Sobat, in about

5" N., that the Dallas drove them out of that, and they migrated down the Nile,

where they appeared as “people from the Jotl “ (that is the Sobat River), and

drove back the Dinkas. la this tradition, which has nothing unlikely about it,

may be found an easier explanation of the presence of the Shillook language at

the Equator than is given by Emin Pasha's hypothesis of a great migration to the

south. The Shillooks were complete outlaws
;
" to begin with they arc heathens

;

secondly, they often revenge an injury done them by an attack upon a boat

;

thirdly (and chiefly), their numerous cattle are a very desirable acquisition."

A Bui *ul. lull bee and poOc. (to * tj R. ftxhtn. >

The most like to the northern Shillooks are the central Jure and Tembos

who dwell upon tire Bahr-el-Gharal and Tonj, and form an tndavt amid the

Dinkas; and tire Belindas more to the sooth, separated from the Jure by

the whole breadth of Bongoland. and bordering on the Azandch. There is

much in favour of the view that we have here comparatively recent immigrants.

We still see migrations taking place under the influence of the extensive breeding

of cattle. Formerly, too, all these races were warlike, and pressed upon their

neighbours by dint of their more compact organisation as states, at any rale in

the north. They themselves were first driven back by the invasion of the

Egyptians and Nubians, and brought to the verge of annihilation. The most

northerly of the dispersed members of the Shillook race, the Jure, is in this respect

like them. They have above all retained the many-skiedneM of the Shillooks in

the acquisition of means of subsistence, they take eagerly to hunting and
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fishing, and when opportunity series, their women till the ground industriously.

They also attach great value to cattle. A poultry-yard always full, and a dog,

arc indispensable to the domestic comfort of a Jur family.

The Shulia, or as the Wanyoro call them, Ganis, to the agreement of whose

language with that of the Shillooks the attention of Enin Pasha was first drawn

by the natives—a proof of its obviousness—encroach the most deeply from a

geographical point of view alike to the south and to the east u|ion their Hamitic

neighbours. Part of them, the Shefalcos, live on the same ground with the

Wanyoro, and Shuli chiefs claim to be descended from the same YVavitu to whom
the Wahuma sovereigns trace their pedigree.

The habitations of the Dinkas stretch nearly as far as those of the Shulis,

reaching along the right bank of the White Nile as Tar as the mouth of the

Bahr-el-Ghazal, and along the right bank of

that river. Perhaps, too. the Jangehs of the

Middle Sobat arc a fragment split off from

the Dinkas. Very like them also arc the

Amams on the Blue Nile, whom Matteucci

calls the Patagonians of East Africa." The
Dinkas have undergone the similar fate of

being driven hack by the Nubians, but

although more exclusively a pastoral people

than the Shillooks, they are not their equals

in warlike character. Though their territory

is so extensive that their existence seems

assured lor a long time amid the chequered

fluctuations of races in Africa, and although

their national unity In respect of race, mode
of life, and customs, cannot l>e doubted, they

yet lack any political cohesion. The numerous
winijM^^aoau. (toim, tribes arc often at war with each other, and

hence comes the variety in their fortunes.

The northern Dinkas were once extraordinarily rich in cattle
;
among the southern

tribes, on the other hand, arc found povcrty-strickcu dwellers in swamps. The
custom of going quite naked is very frequently found among the tribes of this

race and the Baris. In hut -building, and in the working of iron, they arc

inferior to tluir neighbours, for which reason the Juxs, cunning iron-workers, long

kept them in a kind of subject position. Their chief tribes arc the Dinkas proper

on the Lower White Nile, the Bors and Kiches up the Bahr-el-Jebel, the Reks
about the mouth of the Gazelle River, the Agars on the Yolo or Rohl River.

The ANvajc3, Schwdnfurth’s Ahiadi. who carry bow and arrows, are men of

the woods, forming an enclave among the pastoral Dinkas of the Bahr-el-Ghara!

in an oasis of thick forest amid the flat, otherwise forestless country. AH these

are closely allied in language, while the Xucrs and Atots speak a peculiar dialect.

The Niters arc settled on the Upper Nile between the Bahr-cI-Ghazal and the

Sobat, but do not reach the latter river, having been, it is thought, turned out of

their former abodes by the Dinkas. They arc a warlike pastoral race, in many
respects like the Shillooks and Dinkas. The practice of boring the lip begins

with them.
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Tlie Madis 1
arc retried to the north and west of the southern ShiHooks in

the mote general sense, westward of I-ado. Tradition makes them immigrants

from the north-west. They undoubtedly belong to the tribes whose ap[waranre

on the Nile divided the northern Shulis from the southern. Shuii fragments

which have survived in less accessible spots, like the Labila mountains, point to

an incursion of this kind ;
thus there are Shulis who go under the name of Madis,

like the " Madis of Dufilch," and a great agreement often prevails between the

customs of the two. Linguistic affinities, however, point to the westward, and

Emin Pasha accordingly proposed to place the Madis of the Bahr-el-Jebel with

the Lubaris, Kalikas, Loggos, Breras (on the Kibali), Abukayas, Jojeris, who

Mon: wauan l ; oraunew. (Troni a by R. fkchra.)

belong to that part in a western group of races forming a counterpart to the

northern Dinka group. Thew belong to the lighter (a light chocolate brown},

taller stocks, of more nobly-formed feature*. The Mittu or Kederu tribe again,

seem* to belong here, though the dialect shows differences. The Mon tribe

resemble the Mittus ethnographically, but not in language.

The Baris, occupying both sides of the Upper Nile, from 2 ° to 6’ N, a

powerful, tall, dark race, among whom a large part of the Egyptian army was at

one time recruited, are herdsmen of limited capacity and passionate disposition.

They arc conterminous u ith the Dinkas to the north, the Madis to the south and

west, and the Gallas to the east- They say that they migrated some generations

ago down the Lasiri from their scats in the south, whence they were driven by-

war and over- population, and that they drove out their predecessors, the Beris,

from the places where they now reside. They arc said to surpass the neighbour-

ing peoples in intelligence, but the Gondokoro mission found it imywssiblc to

introduce Christianity among them, and had an opportunity of learning their

1 Severe! peojie* hire rtCCTrl :hi* taznf from the An!*, w that Madis are found both ia*t and «« of

tli< Nile. We adhere to the ore </ Enin, Felkin. end ether*
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savage disposition in 1859, when they killed their chief and rain-moke/ Nigila

because he was unsuccessful in averting a famine. A westerly branch of the

Baris aic the Yanbaris or Nyambaras, who do not dip their hair nor grease their

bodies. Just as small Bari colonies are found scattered over Makarakaland. so

three arc distributed further to the west and south, other and somewhat more

dissimilar groups of the same stock. Fajclus. Kakuaks, Liggis, Mandarin, whose

territory has been invaded by Axandeh tribes from the west, who have forced these

people eastward, or broken them up, isolated them, and subjugated them. Liggfe

and Nyambaras form a southern, Mandaris a northern group, Kakuaks and

Fajelus are fccccd south-eastward into the hills. A very small group, being a

fragment flung off from the Bari stock, is formed by the Marshas on the Rimo,

B*ri fin*. fFror* Dr. FdJdn’s Cdlcrtioo. |

clever workers in iron. Emin Pasha thinks that his Bari tribes can all be dis-

tinguished by their peaked skulls and depressed temporal bones. The differences

in language among them are at any rate only a matter of dialect, while the

manners and customs of those who live to the west have been modified by

Azandch influence.

Contiguous to the Baris on the cast arc the Latukas, near akin to them in

language. They arc probably also akin to the Masai, being ?pcar and leather

shield bearers, but are in very close contact with the herdsmen of the Nile through

their cultivation of dum and their metheds of cattle-breeding. The smith’s croft

too is indigenoiK among them. Their kinship with the Gal!as formerly maintained

by Emin Pasha can he proved to exist only in externals, such as their dress, in

which, to be sure, much recall* their neighbours the Langes, especially the tue of

skins and the peculiar head-covering.

Mutilation of the body, which U the most primitive form of ornament, is

practised on a large scale by the negroes of the Nile. The Baris, who haw little

bead-omnment, tattoo themselves, as do the vain Shulis and Madia, often in very
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good patterns. The painful operation is performed at the epoch of bodily maturity.

Radiating slashed scars on the forehead ore the tribal mark of the Dinkas and

Nuers. Shillooks and Jure do not tattco themselves at all* only a few dwellers

on the frontier imitate the scars on the face in vogue among the Din leas. The

Morn tribe show 2 characteristic dotted tattooing of the forehead and tempka.

while the Nyambams tattoo their temples with a plume-like pattern. Emin Pasha

describes a Shuli fashion of painting the face with purple-red and ashy grey. The

A lAnjo rttan (Frum a phcto^niph by Rkhu4 Buebii.

)

custom of knocking oul sort front teeth, usually the two middle teeth in the

loivcr jaw. to which, however, the four upper are not rarely added, is found among
all Nile negroes One mark which distinguishes the western tribes from all others

is the habit of wearing in the lips a bit of polished quartz 3 to 4 inches long.

The Shulis wear it in the lower lip, where it * wobbles " to and fro when they .speak,

so that their communication, which has already suffered by the knocking out of

the lower incisors, becomes completely unintelligible. For this reason Heuglin

excuses the absence from among his scientific results of any vocabulary' of the

Dor language. Little sticks of transparent quartz in the shape of drawing-chalks,

having the blunt end surrounded by a small iron ring, arc worn by the Juts and

Yanbaris in both lips, by the Nucra in the upper. The Madi women wear In

their upper lips disks of wood or brass rings with a few beads
;
the Mcru people

fasten a stone not only in the lower lip like the Shuli*, but in the upper lip also.
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»o that it dicks against their teeth when they speak. The cattle-breeding Jibbehs

in the yet unexplored country south of the Sohat arc said to wear ivory disks in

the lower lip. Bari men often wear flowers by way of ornament, either in the

belt or the car-rings, or as garlands round the neck Greasing and painting the

body is found among all the Nile negroes.

The basis of the remaining ornament is given by the ring round arms, legs,

XUdi lew Sid ami. (From a photograph by It Btxhta
|

and nark. The mark distinguishing them from other negroes is the preference

for iron and the manifold variations on the original type- While from the Baris

we have neck-rings which arc, as a rule, simple hoops of iron, notched or scalloped ;

among the Madis head-rings appear with a circular dilatation to fit over the

forehead. Among the Shulis iron rings on the arms and legs, heavy enough to

be a hindrance in walking, are usual. With the Madis the arm - rings arc

developed into dangerous weapons, furnished with spike? 2 to 3 inches long.

Then again the Jure wear an elegant arm-ring, finished off with two sharp points

forming a fork, so that it can be equally well used as a weapon. It is shown in
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the cut vol. i. p. 101 , and on tlic next page will be found the licnga aim-ring,

made of a sharp-edgod plate of iron of circular form. In peace the outer edge in

covered with a leather sheath, and this being removed for fighting, reveals a

formidable weapon. It

U said that among the

Baris only persons who
have killed a man. or

slain an elephant single-

handed, arc allowed to

wear this. Formerly
ivory rings were met

with in quzntitics, but

this soon changed, and

the ivory rings common
in Hcuglin's time among
the Jun were not found

by Junker till reaching

the Ubangu Leather

rings round the upper

arm, no doubt amulets,

are also found here.

The earrings so frequent

in the west are here rare.

Roars' teeth, which the

Madis wear round their

necks, as also necklaces

of dogs', sheep’s, and

men's teeth, are allotted

the rank of amulct9 .

Among the Shults, who

vie with the Madis in

the abundance uf their

ornament, men and

women wear little disks

cut out of snail shells,

on long strings round

their waist As with

the Baris these have a

value as coin. They
also wear suing* of iron

beads to which are

hung numbers of little double disks and spirals, adorned with dots and lines.

Before the extension of trade, copper and brass played a part only in the

more westerly countries of this district. HeugHn formerly found among the Juts

arm-rings of brass or very light yellowish copper, nearly an inch m thickness.

These lud been nude by the Homr-Baggaras. But five-and-twenty years ago

brass spirals had made their way from Zanzibar to the Lirias and Bari*, forming

the favourite finery.

boo nrrxvt. and qurrtr anti rrwi
rxml »uc (Cbruiy CoOe<t**.)

a with limrd •
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Iron is even brought into ust for the adornment of the bead
;
and of the two

method* employed to impart to it the desired elegance owe consists in the

transformation of the hair into a firm mass, which can be modelled at pleasure
;

the other it the application of iron With this goes the development of peculiar

head-coverings most artistically wrought. Thus the Lango men. in the region at

the head of the Nile, wear an artificial head-dress of beads and shells, rising

sometimes half a yard above the head; or a thin circular plate of iron on both

sides of the Ifead, a usage which is again found much further north, on the Bahr-

cI-Ghaal. The Lango women sec to the decoration of their husbands' heads,

and often devote several years to a single one. Then, however, their labour is

repaid by such a wondrous spectacle as in the cut cn p. 27. Among the

Latukas it hangs far down the back. The hair of the Shillooks, Jurs, and Nuers,

is worked into a plastic mass by a method similar to that of the Kaffirs, with day,

cow-dung, and gum. The women only wear as a rule their woolly hair short.

The Baris, and in some measure also the Madis, arc perhaps, of all Nile-negroes

the most moderate in the ornamentation of their heads, for they shave their

hair, leaving only a bunch. Chiefs wear a chin band of iron round the forehead ;

other men draw a bunch of hair through a perforated iron plate. Many, especially

the Shillooks, remove all hair except that of the bead.

Among the uncommon wealth of forms shown by the head-covering* of thc:o

people, wc may mention one of the western Langoi as adhering most closely to

nature. It is in fact nothing but a wig, which is ir.tereitiriR as an anthropological

illustration or caricature, reproducing as it doe*, by little buttons of palm-bast set

close together, the 11 peppercorn M
state of the negro hair. In the Vienna Ethno-

graphical Museum there is a cap presented by Emin Pasha, made of wicker-work,

with two teeth set upon it like horns, and stuffed inside with human hair. Other

Shuli and Lango head -coverings consist cf strong bast-matting, close set with

concentric rows of cowries, with a woven blunt appendage, shaped cither like a flat

conical cup or like a helmet enclosing the head arid hanging down the back of the

neck (see again vol. i. p. 101). Among the Latukas and their kinsfolk heavy

helmets are used to cover the head, made of close wicker, bound round the edge, with

crests recalling Greek forms. A few- iron rings are usually let into these crests,

while a ring of cowries runs all round, and strips of sheet copper arc attached

in front, no doubt as a defence. Here again come those hats closely woven of

straw, with a substratum of reeds, looking just like a copy of the Somali or

Zanribar shields of rhinoceros hide.

Among these people, again, the women are a* a rule more scantily clad than

the men, indeed the Lango women often go quite naked. However, the like

is reputed of the men among the Shillooks, Jur*, Baris, and Nucra. Skin and

leather arc the chief materials. Among the northern tribes we occasionally meet

with the uie of skins to afford the covering demanded by bare decency, while among
certain tribes in the south it is universal. Rut neither the iarge skin garment* of

the Wahuma. nor the bark-c!othes of the Waganda and Azandch. have spread to

these people*, and consequently they dispense with all the crafts whose aim is

the manufacture of clothing. Only the pre-eminent iron industry- has been

drawn to any extensive degree into the service of this requirement The leather

apron trimmed with iron is frequent in the Upper Nile district Among the

Bon it appears in comparatively simple forms, in the shape of a raw goat-skin.
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The Bans, however, have it in a completer form as a belt of smooth or pressed

leather, hung with loogish iron plates in a close row, or having strings of iron

chains dependent from it Among the Madia to the cast the apron takes the

form of a coat, and among those on the Upper Welle the belt becomes narrower

and is set with little flat iron bells, or vanishes in a simple waist-string of iron

beads. Another variation is the Mom narrow leather thong having numerous

iron rings hung with rattling beans passed through a row of holes. The tail of

cotton strings worn by the Shuli women reminds U3 of the Bongos. The Amams

X, Stall liickl
;
2

.
Torkina buCkJer nub lron*ttu»i<2etl ch*L {Vienna Mueum.j

on the Blue Nile wear two thick ropes of grass hanging down before and behind

from a leather girdle, they wrap their ankles thickly with the tough tendrils of a

wild vine, and in wet weather cover themselves in a great rush cloak, having a

collar of finer gnus attached The Nile negroes, however, have advanced in

regard to body covering under the influence of the Nubians, and still more of the

Egyptian*
;
they ever, make themselves clothes of Egyptian cut. Thus here too

we have to note the sequence in which the blessings of culture are adopted— first

ornament and luxuries, then weapons, lastly clothes. In general the weapons

possessed by three races are much less various than among those living further

westward in the same latitude, from wham the Bongos obtain by barter knives,

throwing knives, and spear-heads. In fighting and hunting, iron ornaments are

put on and the face is painted.

The Shillooks and Dinkas have essentially the same weapons ; a stick a yard

long, something between a club and a parrying stick, is their constant companion,
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>o tbit. a* depicted in the cut nn p. 2 i,- they look to be carrying a gigantic

nail. Further, they have tall spear* armed with long iron heads of excellent work-

manship, a* have also the Shulis. The Nubian custom of never going without a

brace of spears in the hand is found among the Langes and the Latukas. The
» i Shuli weapons arc not so good a* those of the Shillook-Dinka

I

* group, and to the westward also a deterioration may be noticed

I The Shillook lances with heads of antelope horn arc an

& interesting survival of an older equipment ; but the wooden

||
spear of the East Shulis, with a rib along the head and rings

II inserted, is not a weapon of war.

fll The bows of the races of the Upper Nile, as well as of

II those in the country about the watershed of the Nile and

«J Congo, and Lakes Albert and Victoria, recall those of East

n Africa, in the partial employment of animal sinew, the sym-

P metry of the ends, and the custom of binding them with the

[l skin* of various animals. If they arc somewhat taller and

)]
broader, aiul also somewhat (latter In shape, their ends are

almost always a little turned back. Closer affinities with the

I
nest, a* far a* the Upper Congo, appear among tlic more

|j
westerly Nile negroes. The most unique group is found on the

1] Equatorial Nile aivd on Lake Albert
;

large bows of small

1 curvature, usually of a long oval or spindle-shaped section,

.
' having no notch or similar contrivance for the string, which is

1
1

a strong thread of animal fibre, only exceptionally of bast, and

|

characteristically bound with lizard -skin and strips of iron.

The skin of vatanus or of some snakes drawn over the wood
' when moist holds remarkably tight, like fresh hoop-iron, say's

Junker ; even gun-stocks arc mended with it. The wood is

,
generally bamboo, perhaps of the Abyssinian variety. Many

! of the Hari bows, a couple of yards long, have rings covered

with hide, for hanging them up and to get a tetter grip of

II them, at about a third of the length. These rings arc plaited

into the wrapping of the bow. The expenditure in iron is

|J considerable. In a bow in the Berlin Museum iron and lizard

"
skin alternate through its whole length, the ends for a distance

‘°mC ** inchc' 'vfaPPcd with iron only.

From these forms, found in the largest A/rican bows,

''"m.Z,"swumT* "c dcsccnd a' 'vc £° westward to very small models.

Strings of rattan and considerable curvature appear together,

the shortening being due to the string. The reports of the old Portuguese give

reason to think that people using bows wrapped with snake’s skin, to whom
belonged the often mentioned Antiques of the 1-owcr Congo, formerly lived

far to the westward. To-day wo find, west of those just mentioned, the allied

bows of the Upper Congo, bound, however, with hide. Shorter shapes begin to

occur among live Wanyoro, the Mondus, and the Madia. From Buchta’s portrait

on p. ;8 we may conclude that even shorter and more strongly curved bows

are to be found among the Madis. The Makaraka bows also are short, 3 feet

4 inches to 4 feet, cither simply made from knotty wood in such a way that the
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middle part is flat, and the ends strongly curved, or more regular and polished

with the string twisted over to one side, and various wrappings over covering the

greater part of the wood. Feathering is generally unknown among the race* of tho

Upper Nile, while it occurs among the East and West Africans, who use feathers,

and in the very simple

form of an inserted

leaf or bit of leather,

among the forest

racca

To
.
this group

belong further the

bows of the Bongos,

the Azapdeh, and

the Bakumu, whom
the Wagenya drove

away from Stanley

Pool. They arc short,

strongly curved,

Tuuml, smooth staves,

the short blunt ends

notched to receive

the rattan string.

Hcuglin describes the

Nyam-Nyam bow* as

at most 2 to 21 feet

long, made of rattan,

the string being a

liicce of rattan bark.

The quiver mostly

consists of air

animal's skin without

scam, and contains

many, often over

too, little arrows, the

iron head* of which

arc poisoned. If in

genera! the bows

with rattan string*

arc not worse than

those strung with

animal sinew, still here too, in a district where the spear predominates and the

bow drops into the background, we behold the latter in a weaker form. The
broad rattan strings seem universally to shorten the bow. To this class also

belong the excellent bows of the Jurs, distinguished by considerable length.’ neat

workmanship and well-chosen ornament. The staff is wrapped at the ends with

lizard skin, and the tip terminates in a lizard's foot Similar in form, size, and

stringing, but usually not wrapped, arc the Rich. Yanbarj, and Lur bows.

The shields of the Upper Nile tribes arc of the Zulu shape, and thus are oval

hnt > the

k, BockU.)
|
Frcm » by
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ot rectangular, cut from hides and supported by a stick passed through cross-cub.
The parrying shield of the Turkani* also takes this form, while among others, bs

the Mondus, it is narrowed almost to the shape of a red.

Hunting is carried on by means of cunning traps, or self-acting bows
;
driving

is done with the help of nets ; the hippopotamus is hunted in specially strong

boats. At Kodj, Felkin saw a hunting boat made »r a bent tree stem. In tlva

days when the ShDlooks were strong, they navigated the Nile, as traders or

pirates, in large canoes holding forty or fifty men. For fishing, the Shulis hare
harpoons. Many tribes despise a fish diet, but the rafts made of awbauk
branches, as light IS tinder, of which, as is said, one man can carry three rafts,

and one raft three men (see cut voL ii. p. 375), are of especial nsc to fishermen.

The conical shape of hut prevails as far as the Monbuttus, and there they

arc net on high ground as among the

Waganda. Even with the Langos the huts

begin to he smaller and dirtier than those

of the Wanyoro. Naturally with the great

political organisations the palatial premises

also disappear. On the other hand,

wattled instead of grass huts make their

appearance from the Madis onward. Walls

3 to 6 feet high of wattled work with bell-

shaped roof are characteristic of tlio Madi,

Pari, and Shuli huts. The .Shilk>ok huts

with their projecting roofs of straw look

like mushrooms
;

while the Dinka huts

are more massive, and have a porch in front of the entrance. Among the Jure

the roof is carried up into a high point
;
the Madis crown it with an ostrich egg

;

the Bongo huts have a bundle of straw at the apex
;
and the Shulis with tlieir

sense for the picturesque let gourds and passion towers climb over the village

fences. From the Baris, whose villages and court-yards are very dean, there is a

rapid descent in the scale of cleanliness as we go eastward to the Shulis, Linas,

and Langes. The wicker corn-bins, plastered with clay and cow-dung, and made
to empty from the top, stand on day substructures or on posts, to protect them
from rats. Among the Madis the lower part Includes the kitchen. They erect large

sloping stages on which the sesamum is spread to dry j and nearly every family

has a hut for strangers. Special huts for buys, also for girls, arc to be found here,

as among the Shulis, in almost every village
;
others again for the beer, which

is common property. On the village “ place " may be seen huts for conversation,

look-out towers, and grindstones neatly embedded in clay. Among the Baris a

spacious hut standi in an open place in the middle of the village, in which young

married couplet live together till the birth of the first child is drawing near.

Then for the first time the couple get a hut for themselves. Beside* the magic-

averting horns on fences and gates, there is often found in the village a place,

held in high honour, where a tree or stump stands adorned with the horn* of

antelopes and buffaloes, and the skulls 1/ lions, leopards, and wild cats. Little

consecrated huts arc especially frequent in Shuli villages. In front of a chiefs

hut the insignia of his rank are as a rule set up in the ground ; also several large

ncga'fiks or wooden drums, and other instruments of warlike music

A Ow Moot (Pram Dr. r«IUr’i roOetOon.
J
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The size of the

villages is very

various. The politi-

cal disintegration is

now too advanced to

allow of any real

capitals 'there the

larger pan of the

tribe should be col-

lected round the

chief. The great

Shillook village of

lJenab has long since

been destroyed by the

Baggaras. The south-

ern tribes, less broken

up by the slave-trade,

can stiii show largish

centres of population

like Midi and Tar-

rangole. The rule is

universally main-

tained that the pas

toral tribes have

larger villages than

the agricultural.

Madis, Shulii, Bon-

gos, as well as all

peoples that live al-

most exclusively by

husbandry. have only

smallvillages. Among
the Bongos, Heuglin

saw none counting

more than thirty

houses. Vet many
suchhamletsare often

found within a small

radius. In general

more permanence in

the sites of villages

is found here than

in live west and

south. Before the

devastation of the

slave-traders the

lands of tlie Upper
Nile undoubtedly

n
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were among the most populous portions of Africa, and in some parts they are 30

still. Both the connected territory of the Shillooks on the left bank of the White
Nile, and to the south of it the Shillook mtUrvcs of the Jtirs and Dembos. afford

examples of very dense population, such as we find as a rule in the neighbourhood

of large rivers. After the subjugation of the Shillooks in the year 1871, the

Egyptian government had a census taken for the Shillook territory proper, which

resulted in an estimate of some jooo villages.

Some tribes on the Upper Nile take a high rank as agriculturists. The only

implement, besides the dibble for making holes for the seed, is the feeble hce

with crescent-shaped blade, shown on p. 91 of vol. ii.. the handle of which ends

in a fork among the Shulis,and among the Bongos is curved. Yet the condition

of the holds is often very good, tlve yield copious the variety of crops cultivated

great. Often the whole family goes to field-work, the women and children

place tlve grain carefully in the holes, while the men, kneeling, break up the

clods and heap dry weeds and twigs for burning. Besides the fields, narrow strips

which among the Madis are divided by boundary stones, we find, round the huts,

gardens full of melons, gourds, tobacco, dowers. Poisonous bulbs for doctoring

arrows arc never lacking. The chief crop in naturally com ; the Mora women,

when married, always carry in their belts, as a symbol of their work, the knife

used for reaping the corn.

We have already, in
§ 3

,
spoken of the cattle-breeding of these races. It is

carried on by the Shillooks, I arnicas, and Mom* fori fatsu with agriculture.

The Dinkas and Baris, however, are as passionate breeders of cattle as Bcchuanas

or Masai, and their wealth in cattle was once prodigious. Sheep also are hred,

and in former days shepherds in the Shillook country might often be seen taking

their flocks in boats from one station on the bank to another, their dogs swimming
patiently behind. Goats and sheep are, however, far behind cattle as domestic

animals. Neither from Abyssinia nor from Nubia have horses or donkeys found

their way to the negro peoples west of the Nile
;
while on the other hand camels

and donkeys were brought to the Latukas from the Akkara district* to the cast.

Of fowls only cocks and hens—but these in perfect swarms among some peoples,

as the Shillooks and Bongos—arc to be seen around the yards. They are usually

eaten only by children and old people. Cannibalism is held in horror.

During the day the cow-dung, carefully collected, has been spread out and

dried in the sun. Large provisions of it arc distributed symmetrically in little

heaps within the paling. When the herds arrive, each heap is set on fire ; a

pretty thick cloud of smoke soon forms over the village, which is to keep the

many stinging flics away from the beasts. The penned animals seem to find i:

very comfortable. When day come* the fine ashes are similarly collected into

heaps, and at evening spread smoothly over the whole place, serving as litter, and

as a further protection against flies. Finally cows a* well as masters can bury

themselves deep, says Heuglin, in the softest, finest bed of .'.she. The Shillooks,

who sprinkle themselves with them, when powdered all over with grey or reddish

ashes—the richer men are reddish, because they use only cow-dung—look, with

their slender limbs and quiet movements, just like mummies.
The passion with which herdsmen cling to their herds in Africa has failed no

less here in the Nile country than in the distant Zambesi region to do anything

but hasten their destined subjugation. Here more than anywhere may be per-
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ccived the results c< the necessity, early felt by the Nubian slave-traders, for being

able to offer the most popular article of barter, r.unely cattle ; o:e man was

plundered in order to obtain the means of dealing with another. The possession

of cattle was the carsc of the herdsmen. Besides this, in a purely |»litic&l sense,

cattle-lifting offered the most effective handle for subjugation. A« Schwcinfunh

observes: "In this part of Africa cattle-lifting on a large scale has for long formed

the real ground for all undertakings demanding a considerable armed force for

their execution. Even the philanthropic aims which men like Baker and Gordon

inscribed upon the banner of their magnificently planned campaigns of conquest

in the cause of culture, left them at their wits’ end when confronted with the

task of substituting anything else for it. . . . I must express my conviction that

the historian of Africa will be unable to avoid marking the stages of these

contemporary efforts of civilization with the unjustly shed blood of cattle, a

handsbreadth deep."

It is astonishing how little thc-e people have learnt from Egypt and Nubia

as regards trades and industries. Only in ironwork do they excel other negroes

in any marked degree ; and the only conspicuous point of eminence above the

level of the African negro seems to lie in the progress made In leather-tanning,

not indeed by Dinkas or Baris, but by the Bongos who arc nearer to the Azandch.

and who use for the purpose more especially the bark of a sycamore and an

acacia. Nowhere in Africa arc there better smiths than among the Jurs and

Bongos, and nowhere lias the use cf iron risen to such a height. The Ijtuka-

too arc clever. Iron hero replace- all ir.ctals, and the precious metals above all.

In the traffic of those j>arts it approaches most nearly to our coin, whether in the

form of ho^, or of round disks, out of which two hoes can be made by bitting

them. It has been said of the Dinkas that they arc living juit in the Iron age.

in an age. that is, when iron ha3 the greatest value ; and the same is true of the

Baris. Of the Shillooks. Schwcinfunh says :
*' Rich men's wives are often so over-

loaded with iron that, without exaggeration, 1 may say that I have seen some

who were carrying nearly half a hundredweight of it in rings ar-d trinkets.*

Copper and brass are held in less esteem. Not till we reach the west part of the

Upper Nile district do these metals become more frequent and more popular

;

especially where, as among the Dors, they enter into trade. This they do In the

form of little ingots of about 1 lb. weight, which among the Azandch and Fertits

arc even a medium of exchange. The Bonges forge arm-rings and other little

adornments of copper, and draw wire of that metal. In the artistic working of

iron the Jurs may perhaps be placed on a level with the Madia, and the Bongos

above both. The Dinkas, in spite of their wealth in iron, are lew acquainted with

smith’s work. On the other hand, they long ago brought those clever iron-workers,

the Jure, into the relation of a sort of serfs ro themselves, making them hand

over all their smith's week, just a* in later times the Jure were of service to the

Nubians, Connoisseurs have compared their iron articles with the good work

of English country blacksmiths. The ore is got in the form of the brown iron-

stone which abound* in the Jur and Bongo countries. In the Shuii county-

much graphite is found in the river-beds, with which the walls of the huts are

rubbed inside and out. Salt in a mineral state does not occur anywhere in all

this region. A substitute for it ii sought in the **h« of certain plants, which

arc washed, mixed with tobacco, and chewed. Good salt is aid to have been
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introduced in small quantities into BongoUnd by the Arab* of Kerdofan and

Darfour, but it- Use is regarded a- the height of luxury.

The manufacture of earthenware is mostly the women's business. The

cleverest at this are the Shulis. who send their pots as for a* th« Iatuka country.

The corpulent tobacco-pipes arc often widened at the orifice by the insertion of

a pear-shaped gourd in which arc placed bill* of (lax to suck up the tobacco-

juice and serve for subsequent chewing*. Both the bowls and the stems generally

have a bulky character. a< though the soothing fumes could net be inhaled fast

enough or in sufficient quantity. The tube is often as thick as the arm, and

the bowl holds easily a quarter of a pound of tobacco. The workmanship is

usually rough, and the separate parts arc connected by hide, sewn or tied on.

The imitations of human faces on the bowls arc on the other hand often not

without talent. In almost every hut stand large earthenware vessels for corn,

-mailer ones for water. Among the Madis a large number of |*>u and biskets,

often unused, form, as in our drawing-rooms, jiart of tlie decoration of a hut, and

among the southern tribes the ditfrvi-bccr is kept in big pots in a special huL

Some of the prettiest bits of wood-carving arc the littie chairs and pillow-

stools cut from a single piece of wood. Platters and dishes arc also found, made
of hard, heavy wool, especially the dalbergia. But in this art the Azandch and

Fertita stand higher, to that they export dishes of this kind to the Bongos.

Reed beds on six wooden feet occur among the Morn tribe. That a brisk im-

portation of weapons goes on from the westward has already been mentioned;

and this trade with race* living to the west seems the mere remarkable when we
consider the for more limited Egyptian, Abyssinian, and Nubian elements in the

culture of the l’ppcr Nile peoples.

This traffic also extends to musical instruments. These arc more various in

the west than in the cast The greatest industry is expended on the manufacture

of signal horns for use in war and witchcraft. Among the Madis the**; arc

straight in shape, made of wood and covered with lizard-skin or leather, while the

Latukas make them hom-shaped, of ivory, with a polished mouthpiece, and most

carefully protected by a cover. Signal whistles, too, made of wood and covered

with skin or leather, arc found among the Latukas. A band of Dembas which

Dr. Fclkin heard at the house of an Egyptian official in the Bahr-cI-Ghazal

province, consisted of five men, playing pipes of reed, and two boys who rattled

gourds full of beads in time to the music. Wooden drums, large and small, are

also in use in the l’ppcr Nile district
; one or more alarm drums arc hung up in

front qf n chiefs house, or in the shade of the consecrated village tree, and

regarded with a certain awe.

We have spoken above of sacred places in the villages of the negroes on the

l'ppcr Nile
;
also of graves, the outward indications of which point to a belief on

the part of these peoples also tliat all relations with the dead arc not broken off

by death ami burial. The Baris bury their dead simply in a sitting posture, and

raise mounds over the graves. Among the Matli*, on the other hand, regular

arrangements of stones arc found, recalling the Birlicr dolmens, as in the cut vol

it. p. 372. The older observers report human sacrifice* at Shillcok funerals. A
belief in “ rain-stones," found also among the Wahuma, is very widespread

;
rare

or curicus stones being laid in water to attract the rain.

Life in the family and in live community offers very itt'c novelty among
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these peoples
;

it ii that of negroes in general, though with tendencies to higher
developments, especially in the position of women, Nubian shoe-raids haw
interfered with both family and community so disastrously that it may le
regarded as a main pronf of their soundness that they have not retrograded into

aloolute anarchy. Among the Madis every village contains some circle: of more
intimate friends, the memliers of which live near together, taite their meals in

common, assist each other in tilling the land, and thus aid each other mutually

in (lie acquisition of a larger private property, since to bring soil under cultivation

leads to the ownership of it. The tribes arc broken up into associations, the

traditional distinction of which

is the number of stones they

wear, though these stones have

no actual existence. " IIow

many stones dost thou '.scar ?

"

is the first question when two

Madis meet. Similar numbers

indicate assodateship. Among
the Shulis women have, con-

trary to the general custom,

a voice in the selection of their

husbands ; and they hold a

higher position than in tlie

other tribes thereabouts, with

the exception of the eastern

Madis the Latnkas, the Wa-
gugu, and, above all, the Mon-
HuttiK. Among the Shiliooks

we find trace* of inheritance in

the collateral line. Endogamy
is enjoined in the Moru tribe. A
peculiar custom prevails among

A Burdrkf. (Drawn inm life »y RidsorJ iMetea.,
the Madis and ShullS. Ill the

midst of the houses in a village

scattered edifices may be seen, raised above the ground, resembling very large

corn-holders, but showing an oval entrance in the front side, and smoothly

plastered with clay. A wooden bench usually stands in front to facilitate

entrance. In these houses the girls sleep when approaching puberty, and

there all the marriageable lads consort at pleasure with them. If a girl

becomes with child, her comrade is bound to marry her, and to pay up the usual

price of n bride to her father. Burton reports a similar custom among the races

dwelling south of the Equator. Whether or not there may be found here a case

of greater freedom allowed to the woman or girl who can choose her partner

according to taste, in other respects we may note an advantage possessed by women
among the Madis, in that they are never beaten, hut often called upon for advice.

If a Madi gets a present he at mice asks for another for his wife. Polygamy i»

unlimited where the person concerned is in a position to buy wives. Only the

housework falls to the women
;
the tilling of the fields is done by the men and

boys. Of the southern Dinkas, Brun-Rollet relates that if a widow marries a
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man who cannot pay for hrr, any children she may have by him take the name
of her deceased husband. Near kinship teems to form hardly any impediment to

a marriage which property, the main consideration, renders desirable. The old

Dinka princess who governed the wilderness of swamp islands known as the

Meshra, on the Bahr-cl-Ghazal, Schweinfurth's * Old Schol is a good illustration

of this family relationship. She had married the son of her first husband, who had

no property* while she could show a wealth fabulous for those parts, in cattle,

rings, chains* etc The consort had only the joint usufruct
;
the wife held fast to

the property*

Large families arc the rule, and the relations of parents and children, even

among an oppressed and broken-up trite like the Jurs, arc so beautifully

maintained that were Schweinfurth not above all suspicion of embellishment, his

picture of the village and family life of those people might seem like an idyll in

the style of Bemardin dc Saint-Fierre or Forster. Fdkin, besides, has sketched a

favourable picture of wedlock among the Madis, where at times all the members

of a family assemble, down to the great- children, while the head, the

patriarch, commemorates those who arc dead, and inculcates family duties upon

the living. Every Jur family is richly blessed with children. The Morn tribe,

among whom Eel kin gives four as the average number, look after the virtue of

their girls and punish adultery.

The life of the community and of the tribe suffers even more than that of the

family from the oppression in which Nubian slave-traders, Egyptian officials, and
the Mahrii’s people have SOCCessivrly taken a hand. When the Nubians raided,

the Bongo* were pushed or flung among the Dinkas, their land laid waste, their

tribe broken up. The Jur9 especially had resigned all settled ownership of the

soil ; they tilled the ground here to-day. there to-morrow, according as a place

suited them and offered shelter. Hence they laid out their plantations in spots

secure from forays, commonly clearings in the dense forest. They kept up only

small fields and gardens near their dwellings* The Shillooks once the largest

nation in these lands according to Kaufmann's estimate still numbering half a

million in 1 86 1, lost ground every year, retreated southwards and forfeited their

capital and their sacred groves. The Dinkas are called by Schweinfurth a people

completely without chiefs or frontiers. The Nubas have been pulverised by the

Mahdists whom they at first ventured to oppose. Madis, Shuhs, and their kins-

folk betray a certain democratic strain in their great personal independence.

Toe priests, the regulation of ordealt* and the judges are at least as influential as

the chiefs, who accordingly unite as many ;u possible of those functions in them-

selves. When we hear that a Madi ruler, like Tak Farre whom Fdkin visited,

commands 5000 persons beside lus own tribe:, we arc astonished at the magnitude

of this *tatc. But he commands only in time of war, and allies himself with hw
neighbours only when danger threatens, and for the extirpation of dangcrou:

animals. The chief of the Obbo tribe, the mc«t northern Shulis, is an old man,

a famous witch-doctor and rain-maker, in high honour also among all the con-

tiguous tribes as a potent wizard. He carries a flute made of an antelope horn,

which is credited with the power of making rain. The old chief Katchiba has

1 16 children living* and all his villages are governed by sons of his. When he

is levying tributes in any district he always rides upon the back of a man. with

some servants accompanying him. On these occasions one of his wives has to
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carry a jug of beer, to refresh rider and bearer. In places where the tribute u

not forthcoming he bewitches his subjects' goats and fowls, or threatens to keep

back the rain.

§
io. THE RACES OF INTERIOR AFRICA

Increase «/ culture toward* the interim—AOtmiix of Ewo^cans—B0mUric»atU Tic >tan!»*U

type—Fait piijei bj the Omjfo—ZUinocnphial waiV^—Strucc aivi weak rac«

—

lateral] m^rainn -

Aunab and Mnnluttcs*- Moaffis, Bccgo*> and ctheri— Peoples of the Congo— Kasai people*

-
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;
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cmmllntiMi

; political

dUnttgndoL

THE first impression made by the races of " Innermost" Africa, opened up—and

hardly that—only within the last few years, may be summed tip as follows : No
essential physical difference from other negroes, even though over wide districts

we find lighter colour and forms of nobler build, and in others people of low

stature like Bushmen ; but peculiarities, not inconsiderable, in ethnographical

relations and in language. Predominance of agriculture, here and there dense

population, and scattered distribution of dwarfish hunting- people*, are found

throughout the wide space between the Zambesi and the Nile watershed. Can-

nibalism is widespread. Iron and wood-work, and hut-building, show cleverness.

In the huts a quadrilateral plan takes the place of the round. Wherever traveller*

have penetrated front the outer parts of Africa to its heart, they have above all

received a clear impression of having come within the domain of a higher culture.

Schwdnfurth got this from die Arandeh, the Bongos, and yet more from the

Monbuttui, just a* did subsequently travellers on the Congo when they reached

the Bateke, or Buchner when he touched the northern limit of the Lunda empire,

or Wissmann on penetrating into the Kassai territory. They could all say with

the last-named :
“ We recognised with pleasure that here, where as yet not even

the knowledge of the white man's existence had penetrated, we had found a people

whose culture was far higher than that of all negro tribes of which we had so far

heard or read'' On the Kassai, in the " carefully wrought bows, the arrows taste-

fully adorned with feathers, the engraved heads of the spears taller than a man,

which gleamed like mirrors, the artistically foiged daggers hanging sheathlcss on

the right side at the back of the string which encircles the hips," Wolf sees the

evidences of a higher stage of culture in Innermost Africa, which, uninfluenced

by trade, has not yet lost its originality. The spears and knives inlaid with brass,

symbols of rank rather than weapons, such as Lukengo carried, arc peculiar to

this district, near ai it is to Katungo, the land of copper. Werner found a similar

finish, especially in the ironwork, among the people on the Araw'mi. jest before

the beginning of the Arab devastations. “ In all their performances they display

a higher culture than any other Congo tribe." Further south Francois allots

similar praise to the Ngotos. The practical and elegant execution of the iron

weapons it always especially striking, as may be seen in our plate of knives, etc.,

from the Upper Congo
;
at a meeting of the Royal Geographical Society, they were

put on a level with the productions of the Sheffield factories. This is, however,
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only one sign of the artistic dexterity which expresses itself in many ways. Thus
over a tract nearly 700 miles wide, between 5' north and 5 south, we meet with

several peoples of conspicuous material civilization all of whom undoubtedly

before the Arab invasion were in a state of political concentration, for which we
have certain guarantees in the ease of the Monbuttus and Bakuha. The name of

“ the real heart of Africa/' assigned by Stanley in his book on the Congo to this

wide, level, well-watered and well-grown stage between the coast-barrier and the

mountain chain, has also an ethnographic giouml in the fact that we are here

equally remote from the European influences of the west, the Arab of the cast

coast, and certainly equally far from the once dreamed -of primordial negro

civilization.

Not until the discovery of the Congo route in r 876am! 1877, and the consequent

explorations of the Germans in the southern part of the Congo basin, and of the

French and Belgians in the northern, were lines of traffic laid down amid these

people*. These were unhappily only too soon followed by the Arabs, who fust

began at that time to make their forward push to west and north from Xyangwe.

At that time, too, European influence had not yet penetrated very far in from the

west coast, and that only along a narrow strip, in a district which had long been

flourishing tranquilly. Stanley was highly pleated when he at Ust heard from

the chief of Rubunga, aly>ve Stanley Falls;, the name which the river bear* among
Europeans and in it* lower course. * Ikutti ya Kongo" There too, fair old

Portuguese muskets, the first which he had seen in the hands of natives since

leaving Xyangwe, indicated to him the limit of European influence. When
ten years afterwards Wissmani/s expedition found, near the point where the

Kwango flows into the Ka<ai, European cloth, and the first flint-locks they had

seen since leaving the Baluba, they had again readied the great boundary which

had been left four degrees away to the eastward. The chigoe, imported from

the coast, was also feund even above Stanley Pool. But they had alio passed

beyond the region of the highest development of the arts and accomplishments

belonging properly to the natives. To-day one can no longer speak of this region

as a whole. It has already been contracted on all sides, and its mighty streams

arc on the way to become so many arteries of traffic. A kind of natural com-

pulsion presses the owners of firearms into those districts, where the bearers of

bow.s. as well as the unorganised spearmen, are easy to overcome. Kabmba, tbe

Baluba chief, prohibited the old weapons, and had them destroyed in order to force

his subjects to put themselves in possession of firearms as quickly as possible.

In 1874 Lenz wrote of the Okande country: * Guns and powder have made
faster progress than travellers here in Africa, and I could almost believe that a

man travelling north-cast from Okandc would find tribes possessing firearms all

the way to the Nile district." Eighteen years later this had been fulfilled, for

Dybowski found percussion-guns said to be imported from Wadai, among the

Waddas on the Upper Ubangi
If \re look at the great features of race-distribution in the interior of Africa,

we first find in the north-east a group linguistically distinct
;
Monbuttus

Azandch, Abarmbo, Madis. Maigo-Mundus, Krejes, and Golos, which F. Mtillcr

has classed together as the equatorial family of languages. It have reached

farther westwards into the Ubangi district than we now arc aware of. Junker

heard the Azandch language among the Bandija, to whom the Sakaras on the
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Mbomi Arc akin. To these, on the south-east, the Upper Nile tribes join on,

seittnrod fragments of which, mingled with members of the Wahuma family who
have emigrated westward, extend beyond the Equator. Those who dwell to the west

and south of this group bdong in language to the Bantu family, bui are by race

and culture split into several deeply fissured groups, the scattered small hunting-

races of which we have already had under our notice. European influences from

the west, Soudanese from the north, have had their effect here. Apart from

them and probably long before them, great ethnographical distinctions grew up,

based on natural conditions, large internal migrations, and the contrast, always

operative in Africa, between

races developing themselves

tratiquilly
f
and others whether

of a warlike restless character

or suffering oppression.

A very large part of the

interior of Africa is fere^

country ; dark green oases

in the more open yrilotr

prairies. The tropical prim-

eval fores: extends from

the western slope of the

Ear.t African Highlands to

the mouth. of the Ubangi

;

and from the Nile watershed

to Xyancpve and as far as

S'* south. We meet with

outliers and advanced post*

of it on the west coast, as

in the Camcroons district;

but die forest is interrupted

by smaller clearings and

larger open tracts Xo feature

of the scenery in the interior

of Africa is of such signi-

ficance, Forest and prairie have their own special cultures; but their severing

effect extends far beyond that. Wide tracts of the forest arc completely unin-

habited, while elsewhere it shelters the little dwaif races. In the Camcroons
even the great dividing lire between the Bantu and Soudan languages runs for

the most part along the boundary of forest and prairie. By the conditions of

their life and dwelling the forest dwellers have become a peculiar people, shoeing

many points of agreement Stuhlmann «peaks of “a primeval forest type of

negro” which i< very* clearly marked, for instar.ee, in the difference between the

darker, less clothed, forest Wavira and their neighbours in the grass country'.

The racial distinction between the forest negro and the forest dwarf docs not

exclude a far-reaching ethnographical similarity. Further, these groups have

not remained unmixed, and from the mixture may descend semi -dwarf and

semi -light forest ncgrccs, like the Momfus. When the forest negro and

prairie-negro meet, deep differences, which the transition stage nf the

A Zinikb. ! Draun frem Itchy R. Uochia.

>
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people* like the Wakia or Wambuba, who live in both regions cannot obliterate,

show themselves. The forest negroes axe more .scantily clothed, but more
copiously ornamented

;
lip-perforations, and iron finery in the form of ncck-

rings, are especially frequent
; tattooing is less common. Their huts arc round,

and stand always in groups, when possible, on elevated clearings. In the moist

forest banana* and maize flourish the whole year round, so that they have no

granaries and few stores. Leaving the forest, one feels oneself at once among
the eitusint fieldi of the grass-land. The short bow. usually with string of rattan.

poisoned arrows in a wicker quiver,

leather corselet, skin belt, shields

of reed, sene for defence and

attack. There arc no cattle, but

goats often exist in large numbers,

and many tribes fatten dogs for

food. Cannibalism Is practised

in varying degrees* but we muft

Wftvlra HiKcWa : «. leather (ml I* tf*-* Iiarai fioco lc= bcrtolring. onc-tlmd real -4«>
. *. rvoalcii li;* piuf.

Ml %iit thriUicadt. Hah aft aho uicU by ohet toml rc^rocs— four-fifths xt%) ill* IScnh'nan Cotlfciicf

IkrliD Vluc^i.l

receive with caution the statement that it is altogether ah«cnt among some of

these tribes, such as the Manyemi. Circumcision is more widespread among

the forest negroes than ameng their neighbours to the cast ami west

;

the

forest Wavira practise it, while their eastern branches in the grass country

disdain it. There arc, however, exceptions the dwarfs especially only practise

it partially. In like manner the custom of filing the teeth to a point is

widespread, but among Manyema, Wakussa, and others, it is limited to a gap

between the upper middle incisor*. The larger state-organisations atso cease at the

edge of the forest, and every village is an independent world. How iar the

sultry damp air of the forest affects the people physically cannot yet be said with

certainty. Goitre* seem to occur with special frequency among the fores: negroes.

In any ease the European draws breath wlicn he again comes upon the open

grass country.
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If rvc attempt to delimit the^e race*, the Congo basin undoubtedly forms a

boundary to the eastward. No doubt this, as lying nearest to the older district

of Arab influence, was earliest obliterated
;
yet we shall enter this district with

the Manyema, and follow the watershed of the Nile and Congo in a north-westerly

direction along the edge of the highlands of the great lakes, while to the south-

east we have to stop at the I. tut aba. In the Congo bash a boundary h formed

by approximately the iSth parallel of east longitude, in which the river crosses the

Hquitor. Within this, to longitude 30* east, dwell races with whose ethnographical

type we first became ac-

quainted from Stuhlinann's

accounts of the Monbuttus

and Azandch. Offshoots from

them extend along the stream

as far as Stanley Pool, but

north cf the Congo reach

even further to the west;

before the Ubangi makes its

great bend to the south, la

about latitude 4* north, there

are peoples dwelling in lands

rich in pasture, with fine

herd? of cattle, in rectangular

house; surrounded by field)

of maize and bananas. They
shave their hair all but x

hunch at the back, do net

tattoo their faces, wear at

most a ring in the nose, and
are generally deficient in

Wa.ira(onetel or aontte tUWo-tiMr, u*l alia I, otter t»i« ornament
ncgr<x«— c*o-flfih r«»»! K\». (£i*hl«Mnn Co'.fctlrtfi.)

’

Even this interior discnct

has not remained untouched by the* southward pressure of the Hamitc and
Nilotic peoples. Immigrations have taken place from the parts about Lake
Albert, owing to which a curious transitional state of things has come into

existence between the Upper Nile and the lakes in which it rises, which finds

lu expression in the Lur and Lcndii tribes. Lure, next of kin to the Shulis
and Slidlooks, migrated two generations ago from Boki's country at the north

end of Lake Albert, and intruded themselves gradually by families to tlve

south-west, remaining, however, in touch with their home lying a degree away
to the east. Custom: like the knocking out of the lower incisors, aprons made
of wire rings, iron head-ornaments, the baskets, round above, square below, which
the Wavira wear on their head-band, by this means found their

,
way into tlv:

Upper Congo region. In yet greater masses, indeed in several waves, Wahuma
penetrated southward and westward, and extended their dominion, their cattle-

breeding, their customs, as far as Urundi and Ruanda. Conversely Wavitu
intruded from the west into L'ndussuma and the neighbouring territories driving
the 1/mdu Walcgga into the mountains. Then Wanyoro came from the east and
subdued the country. But apart from this Wavira seem even to have blended
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with VVaganda, laying aside therewith circumcision, lip -perforation, and other

customs.

Formerly, when the westward extension of the characteristics belonging to the

lighter races on the Upper Nile was assumed, people could only point to the

occurrence of isolated correspondences, like the throwing-knives of the Fans on

the west coast, the quadrangular ground plan of the huts, or, in the Cair.crcons

district and along the whole line from the coast lo the Lualaba, to physical

resemblances which had already made Barth believe in an eastern origin for the

Fcllatahs, and Schwcinfurth assume a Berber-Negroid admixture for the Monbuttus.

They chiefly recalled the Musgus

of southern Bornu. Like
-

them

they mutilate their bodies but

little, and with them they share

the construction of houses and

granaries, the style of their

weapons, and their mode of

burying. Now, however, river-

name* like Nevoa and Novella

also indicate the spread of the

Monbuttus on the Aruwimi. and

Stuhhunn believed he had found

them on the Linde river.

Among the peoples of the

watershed between the Ubangi
and the Shari arc found throw-

ing-knives, wicker-work shields,

lutes with curved necks, and many
other articles used by the Mon-
buttus and Azandeh j

and a

nearer acquaintance with the

Equatorial Congo races brings to

light a host of small points of

agreement, like the Bangala and

Dualla custom of pluckirg out

eyelashes and eyebrows, with others

reaches from the Nile to the Cainerrors ; the custom by which the women, when
mourning for the dead, cast away all their clothes, and cover their nakedness only

with a bough
;
or even recalls Van Gele’s remark, reminding us of the excellent

Azandeh soldiers, that the Ba-ati country was a specially good recruitmg-grourd.

Originally these marks certainly extended to many points of the West
African coast south of the Niger. Here and there in the old report* remarkable

statements arc met with. The little tows, bou-«l with lizard skin, carried by the

Anziques who in the sixteenth century appeared on the Lower Coogo, arc found

to this day in the forests of the Upper Congo region. The mode of dreeing the

hair used by the Uhongo women when Du Chailiu was there was almost exactly

the same as Schwcinfurth found among the Monbuttu men. So too the shields

of both peoples are essentially the same. European influence, however, long

operative, has formed a rrvorc or less wide fringe on the west coast, which has

VOL. ltt E
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as important as the drum-language, which
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Ixxomc more and more distinct from the peculiar fashions of the interior. In

general the connection between the eastern and western wings lias been driven

buck by the pressure which the Soudanese from the Benue and the Nile have

exercised, but it makes its way through at intervals in the direction of South Bomu
and South Baghirmi as far as to' N., and the Dar Banda of Nachtigal resemble

Azandeh. Not till recent years was it cheeked, also from the north, by the

advance of the Wadai people, whom Crampel met with

in 1 801 in latitude f N.

.
V In this region, the inhabitants of which may receive

ill ^ the distinguishing designation of the * Monbuttu type,’

\
:3 there projects from the south-west and round to south,

' {i a broad band of other races, the w Lur.da type." It

,1 >|
comes to an end generally about 5

0
S. It is backward

j

J M in artistic capacity, and by a number of features con-

('
1 ncctcd with weapons, building, etc., points rather to

[
\

(

-

|

South and East Africa. In these indications, which

ka
; i

have only a provisional value, we confine ourselves

|
within the limits of the Congo basin, although the

'.J
1 types extend beyond it. Not all the dwellers on the

1^1
Congo and Amwimi belong to the Monbuttu type, but

™ a brisk trade disseminates the products of its artistic

Wadimt* a* aid taknt,
(Stthlimnc Cntfrtna

)

The mighty stream and its great tributaries play in

th? lives of the people a port commensurate with their size. This network of

water divides the land as it were into islands, like those of the ocean, full of life

and movement on the coqct, while their interior, full of forests, is thinly inhabited,

tte home of small, poor,

dependent tribes. The
large villages or groups - J\
of villages all lie at the Jj
water's edge, or even stand

on posts in the water.

Pile-duellings are found \
on the northern and A
southern tributaries of the VJgs
Congo

;
the Sanga Is

barfed bv them till only WamLiuU* baitaUa. u*cd a!*>by lie d*arfj—oac-fomtb itul tUe.

r r i&uhVnonn Cettectioo.1
a free way of 40 lcct or

so is left. The intercourse by water is very important, and has a deep influ-

ence on the lives of the people. The old movement towards the river-banks, as

well as towards the sea, was only strengthened by the appearances of the white

men and their goods. Hodistcr was a witness of the settlement in the

Papuri district of some 5000 Bussukapos. who had migrated down stream. In

ethnographical no less than in political respects there is no exclusiveness or

homogeneity about this region. Junker says in one place, speaking of the con-

glomerate of races in die Makaraka territory’ :
“ Such a checkered tangle of

fragments of various nationalities, which, up to the time when the first ivory and

slave-traders esime into the country’, threatened to destroy each other by mutual
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friction, but made it on the other hand easier for tho Mussulman
intruders to get a firm footing and reduce the natives to subservience"

could hardly be found, cu uo relatively confined a territory, elsewhere

in Africa. Hut the interior, in its western parts, can show an exactly

similar confusion. The Liggi, Fajelu, Abukaya, Abaka, Mundu,

More, and Kakualc tribes form tndattts in this way. Nor indeed is

this disintegration an historical circumstance, something that once

happened. It indicates the line in which progress will always be

matle, be it even to the point of disappearance. As trade advanced

the effect of the foundation of centres for the deposit and exchange

of ivory and slaves, and the gradually cm- peaceful tone resulting

therefrom, would be to abolish by degrees the boundaries between

territories, and cause races to permeate each other more and more.

Later on colonics of nearly all the tribe*; mentioned were started in

the neighbourhood of the government stations. Even barb and

Nyamtnras have in yean of famine attached themselves to the

returning caravans of porters in Lado or N’yambara, or have been

transplanted by officials with a view to colonisation, and thus the

mosaic of races lias become even more variegated.

The like phenomenon, which we meet with in the whole extent of

the Congo country, from the first called forth widely different judg-

ment* as to its inhabitants. Beside the little people whn deserve the

name of dwarfs a* much as any. there arc in the Congo basin weak,

lean, insignificant-looking people, very dissimilar to the lighter-coloured,

high-spirited race. All the pile-dwellers are badly housed and fed
;

they neither hunt nor till the ground, and cat only roots and fish.

They are the same on the Mongala 9i on the Chuapa. Like them
arc the fishers who inhabit the swampy* Rianza country between the

Congo and the Iximami. The small bearded Bakoa on Stanley Pool

came nearer to the Batua. To this class belong for example the

people who live on the Lower Mongala
;
and in contrast to them we

have those bronze statues on the upper river above Monyambuli, who
with their lighter-coloured skins, their thinner lips, aquiline noses, and

free carriage, give us the impression of being - in the immediate presence

of a new type." That L, as regards bodiiy build and manner, the

type of the Azandch. We may also here mention the remarkably

numerous albino-like Monbuttus seen by Schwcinfurth.

The fact of .such a blending of various races is common in negro

Africa
;
but historical reports of gres: racial movements point directly

to this very region, and promise to supply a key to it When a

Portuguese embassy came in 1490 to the king of the flower Congo

country, an alarming report spread from the interior of the approach

of a large warlike people, designated as Mundequetes, said to live

on the lake where the Congo takes its rise. Thereupon Maui-Kongo

had himself baptized with thou<*!>d* of his subjects, marched against

the wanderers, and beat them. On this occasion he caused Portuguese,

escorted by natives, to go into the interior, and they arc said to have

discovered the lakes in the Upper Congo regions. Beside “ Man-

«i»*

”
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dcquctes * the name '• Jaggas " is also aligned to these enemies, the same word

as the south-eastern Kaffirs use for soldiers or bodies of young men. According

to the descriptions of the time they are cannibals, they offer children in sacrifice,
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they embalm their dead, they bury surviving wives with their husbands, they file

their teeth to a point. Like the Zulus and Matabcle of our own time they

adopt into their own ranks the young men of a conquered tribe, and thus always

reinvigorate themselves. They do net appear to have ever showm themselves

non *nd «on*n. (from n pbotnjraph Or K. OltblxJ

afterwards on the Congo; other peoples from the interior advanced instead.

This was not, however, the last of the movements which have caused races to

fall in with each other here, an<l permeate each other in strangely fragmentary

distribution. Literally everywhere, with the exception of the deeper forests,

which belong to the dwarf hunting-peoples, wc come upon traces of similar, in

part much more peaceable, dislocation.

Everywhere there is the same contrast between races who were formerly in

possession and new-comers On the Equatorial Congo we hear of Mobekas
;
once

they lived here, and have now been driven somewhere else by «>me powerful race
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of immigrant*. a The whole land," says Coquilhat, " tells of fighting and dis-

lodgmcnt. 1 have visited five or six deserted districts, and the story always was

that Mobekas once lived here, and had been turned out. The people must haw
offered a long resistance, and often changed their place of abode, before letting

themselves be driven into the Mongall* basin." The Bangala came liere recently.

According to their own tradition perhap* a century ago they left the country to

the west between the Ubangi and the Congo, driven out by inundation or war,

ami came in scattered bodies to their present abodes. On the Congo, in about

i
north, they divided, one party going towards the Equator in the direction of

the Mongalla,1 another in that of Mokomila, while a third crossed the river and

settled about the mouth of the Lulongo. The former immigrants, the Mobekas,

were then forced up stream as far as the Mongalla. loiter they arc raid to

have allowed agriculturists from the north to settle on their ground. Almost

simultaneously with the Hangala came the Ngombes from the north-east, and

were in part received willingly by the Mobekas in their new settlements. The
Handija, on the other hand, were formerly sctt’-cd further to the west, where the

Sakaras invaded their abodes on the Mbomu.
In the extreme ca^t of this region a precisely similar story is told of the

Mtkaraku and their kinsmen the Borobes. lk>th of these migrated from the far

west forty years ago as tribes of the man-eating Azandch, moved eastwards from

districts lying to the north of the Welle, and after raids carried as far as the

Xyainhara district, now live peaceably among their neighbours. The compara-

tively limited space which, in spite of their position in that country, they still

occupy, also Speaks for their recent immigration. Their distribution, just like

their history, rcacmblc* that of the Bangala
;
and history here means history of

migrations. Thus the Abangbn intruded from the north into the territory of the

Monbuttus, and the Abarmbo followed the Arandeh coming from the north and

west, into their territory. Just so the Monbuttus profess to remember that they

came from the north-west, and lived beyond the Kibali before they advanced

southward and eastward, and struck upon the Azandch coming from the west.

In the forest country the legends of a southern and western origin are strikingly

frequent
;
and Stuhlmann assumes for those parts a great and continuous flow of

humanity from the south. These transpositions arc still proceeding under our

eyes. That |>art of the Shillooks whom we have learnt to know as the Jure

have intruded themselves among the Bongos ; while among the Bongos themselves

the slave-trade has made such clearances that twenty years ago Schwcinfurth

wrote :
“ In all Mussulman lands one may still at this time light upon many

Bongos among the domestic slaves of the upper classes*" On the other hand,

while the Arabs were devastating the districts about the Rohl, the Azandch

received an accession of strength through the immigration of fugitives from the

Mittu and other tribes
,
and towards the aid of the 'seventies their chief MbftO

succeeded in raising himself to considerable power. But soon the Egyptians who
ruled the country recognised, in the Azandch, soldiers of such excellence that a

good many of them migrated to the barracks on the Nile, and so new colonics

of light negroes have there coine into existence.

In the country atout the sources of the Rahr«el-Gh*z*1 and on the watershed

l' The gixgnu&y i* sontcwlnt cteeure, (or the MengaBa. flowing from ih- nnrth’cax. joins the Congo 3%

].uituitc 2’ nofitv
J
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dividing this from the streams which flow southward and westward to the Congo,

between 4' and 6” south latitude, dwells a light-coloured race, the Zandchs or

Ataadch, called by the Nubians Nyatn-Nyams. They must have stood in

relations of kinship rather with the light races of East Africa than with their own
dark-coloured neighbours. Immediately bc>ore the time when they were visited

by the first Europeans they had spread northwards, subjugating or driving out

the negro tribes with whom they came in contact, and surrounding themselves

with a ring of kindred peoples, but more strongly blended with the negro, such as

Krejes and Bongos. The Azandch proper dwell, sometimes denser, sometimes

more scattered, over a spice of 5' of latitude, from the Makaraka to Bagbinne, that

remote point reached by Junker on the Welle, and across that river to the south.

Both the men and the women of this group arc powerful, hut not so tall »»

the turrounding tribes. The greatest height measured by Schwclnfurth among
the Nyam-Nyams was t feet 10J Inches whereas Felkin gives

5
feet 9 inches as

the average for the Bongos. Tlx- frequency of round paunches forms a striking

contrast to the slim Binkas. The bail grows strongly
;

plaits and pigtails, which

sometimes hang far down over the shoulders and reach even to the navel, cover the

broad round head. The size and wide opening of the almond-shaped, slightly

slanting eyes, set far apart and shaded by thick sharply-turned eyebrows, imparts

to the countenance an expression of wildness, decision, and frankness. The full

lips strengthen the massive outline of the whole frame. The tint of the skin is

light, rather ruddy than bronzed. Junker's description of the Azandch chief

Ndomma should be read: “Sharp energetic features, large lively eyes, very

prominent cheek-bones, tall figure, quiet dignified demeanour, combined with

discretion and sound judgment.” An aristocratic race, ruling in almost every

place where they settle, they adopted before their neighbours, togctlx-r with the

dress of the Nubian Arabs their methods of ruling and fleecing the ruled, and in

the time of Egyptian supremacy offered the materia! of fine soldiers.

A brother-stock to the Azandch arc the Bandija, who dwell further to the

west between the Mbjrr.u and the Mbiii. Physically and in their language they

show little difference, but ethnographicaily they betray a certain impoverishment,

Inasmuch as they do not take equal care of ornament and weapons, and cany

smaller shields. A yet wider variation, together with not important dialectic

differences, is shown by those Azandch tribes who, as Makaraka, dwell further to

the cast, towards the Nile, whither they are said to have made their way from

the south-west four generations back. Tradition speaks of (our tribes ; the Idiot

and Bongbet or Bonbths hive maintained themselves. Idio is the name the

Makaraka give themselves, and the Western Azandch also give them this name.

Unlike the Azandch proper, they are capable agriculturists, cultivating only the

edible arum, co/oiatia, and the manioc brought with them from the west. In the

creditable work which they have done as soldiers for the Egyptian government

they have shown that they kept their strong Azandch character, and have also

retained most of the outward characteristics of their origin, but have unluckily

become even more disintegrated than the genuine Azandch of the south.

The Monbuttus (as Schweinfurth. their discoverer for the purposes of science,

writes tlx name), a race dwelling in a larger mass immediately south of the

Welle, and scattered as far as the Nepoko, are a somewhat more negro-like variety

of the light races of the eastern Congo basin, who are represented among them
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by isolated individuals almost wholly yellowish in colour. Schwcinfurth dreciibcs

thdr tint as tliat of ground coffee. They also posses* a less developed muscular

frame than the Awndeh, but have a stronger growth of beard. All observer

have noticed the similarity of the features to the Semitic type. Their character

is more that of negroes, wherefore the Azandch look down on them. Junker

finds cause to blame their fickle, pushing, headstrong natures.

The general superiority to the negro stocks is, if possible, even more sharply

accentuated in the Monbuttus than in the Azandch. especially as regards their

artistic execution (as the plate of their weapons shows), ar.d the higher position of

women. Of their proficiency in the manufacture of artistic utensils of wood,

wicker, earthenware, and iron, we have already given evidence. Their huts, with

pointed rojfs, arc rx»t only larger and more handsomely built, but arc also kept

cleaner than those of their neighbours. In natural disposition lor art they are

perhaps surpassed by the Azandch ; but the impuL-c towards the beautifying of

existence is even more developed among them. *‘ How far their sense for sym-

metry extends," says Emin Pasha, “ is shown by the way in which each log in

the piles of wood stored up within thdr huts against the wet season is previously

cut to exactly the saute length, and moreover tlic cut surfaces, which arc per-

fectly smooth, are adorned with all manner of colours.” In regard to family life,

we may recall a trait for which the same authority touches, as noticed on his

journey in 1882 into tho Rohl Mudirich. The wife of Gambari, a Monbuttu

noble who had been carried into slavery by the Danaglaa, made at that time the

long journey from Monbutluland to Lado, in order to beg her husband’s release.

Hearing on the way that he was in Emin’s suite, and at liberty, she went in haste

through Azandchland to Bu&i, in order to thank the governor -general. They
were astonished at her independent demeanour, which, however, was only in

accordance with the higher position held by the Monbuttu women. Monbuttuland

lias been as much riven by the decomposing influence of the Nubians and Arabs

as has the ndghbouring country of the Azandch. Not only had the mysterious

ancient empire of this race fallen to pieces before any strangers from north and

cast came into the country, but even the state of things which Schwcinfurth

described in genial pictures exists no longer. Munsa's glory and greatness has

vanished with that of his royal colleagues among whom the sovereignty of the

land was divided. When about the end of 1S80 Junker visited the spot where

the king’s palace had stood, “ a sea or grass was waving on the flanks of the

gently sloping hill.” Munsa himself fell by the bullet of a Baxingir, as the

Nubians, originally soldiers in tlx; Egyptian service, arc called. Tlic collapse b
permanent, it is the old negro history in its tragic monotony.

A great port of the peoples in the north-eastern Congo district show points of

resemblance to the Monbuttus
; and more thorough investigation would probably

prove their distribution to the westward, even to the southern part of tlic Central

Soudan, and to the southward. The political position can make no change in

this, for among the bitterest foes of the Monbuttus were once the Abangba, or

Bambas, who are near of kin to them. Under their famous chief Gambari, they

laboured to extirpate the Monbuttu dynasties. They are a people skilled in

many arts, whose love of order and carefulness arc conspicuous in their huilding

and the laying out of their villages. Kinsmen of the Monbuttus too arc the

Maigos, who live in the angle between the Ncpoko and the Oba in colonies among
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the Momfus. The Ababua about the outflow of the Bomokandi separate tlie

Hast and West Azatideli south of the Welle- Makua. Junker thinks it ponsible

that the name may be a collective designation for various tribes. Their high

plaited head -coverings, their handsome spears and throwing knives, rerall the

Monbuttus, and they understand weaving. Stanley heard the name on the

Armvimi as that of the people from whom the artistic iron weapons were obtained

branching far away in another direction are the Babukur of the Bahr-cl-Ghazal

and Western Makaraka district ; their own name is Manyanga. With the

Mundus of the Makaraka country they form the northern mother of this group

of races, as the Babua according to all presumption go furthest to the south.

Part of the Bongos give the name Mundu to the Azandeh, another to the smalt

nation who call themselves Babukur.

The Mabodc, a large people with numerous sub-tribes, extend southward even

beyond the Kcpoko. Like the southern Momfus they arc interspersed with

Ahangba, who form the governing race and class. Another Monbuttu stock, the

Majos, arc also settled among them. Physically they sand nearer to the Momfus

than to the Monbuttus, by whom they have been repressed and subjugated

They tc-o have something special to show In their finely-plaited fillets, their

armlets of sheet-iron prettily engraved, their large woven mats, such as Junker

never saw the like of elsewhere. Besides tliis they prepare salt from their swamp-

grass, of better quality and in larger quantity than their neighbours, and do an

extensive barter-trade with it Numerous Wcchua, as mentioned vol. ii. p. 308,

lead a nomad existence in the forests of the M abode district, studiously and almost

nervously avoiding the Monbuttu territory. They belong to the darker, crisper-

haired, more genuine negro stock, whose special characteristic is noted by Junker

as the short head, and who live among the light stocks for the most part oppressed,

domineered over, and plundered. They are indeed no: without artistic capacity,

though it cannot be said to flourish. Formerly they were rich in herds, but for

that very reason were early visited by the Nubians and Arabs, to whom, broken

up as they were, they fell easy victims. As far as the Momfus they' have a

special predilection for varied and ponderous iron ornament. A comparison of

languages may seem to show a deeper difference between them and their lords

;

the Momfus appear to belong linguistically to the Nile races. In respect both of

them and of the YVochua, the surmise of intermixture with the dwarf races, who

are their neighbours, and in some measure share their fortunes, is in many cases

certainly not unfounded.

The Momfus inhabit the undulating country- on the Upper Bomckandi a* far

north as the Vulibo, the southern tributary of the Kibali, southward probably to

Stanley's primeval fores*. Their darker colour and smaller sire make it easy to

distinguish them from their masters. An unusually' disintegrated, disunited race,

they have, in the north, fallen wholly into the power of a Monbuttu colony*, a

sharply -defined endovt on the Upper Bomokandi. Formerly the Monbuttus

acquired influence here under Munsa, and were followed by smaller colonic; of

^bangba. Towards the Ncpoko the Momfus are more independent, and in their

urn domineer over Mabodc tribes. Now they lead a timid and submissive life

tr from the roads, and have withdrawn into the hills, where their huts lie concealed

among the chaos of rocks. Their peculiar heavy knives* with broad slightly

1 Junker u yi tint thry oltrt appeu Inmum «• " AWfci " arroaHuuk.
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curved blsde*, their short spears propelled from the hollow of the hand as from

a throwing stick, their arrowheads of various patterns arid finely wrought, their

wicker shields kite-shaped, show how independently they once evolved them-

selves in proximity to the Monbuttui. The Akahlc arc, according to Junker,

the only people who are not split up, and of whom no colonics arc to be met

with outside their own country. Far inferior to their lords the Azandch, they live

in little huts, keep their corn in small quantities in nest-like receptacles on high

trees, arc even worse cannibals than the Aicandch, but do not offer human
sacrifices. The Kalikas. a middle member of this group, are connected by the

Lubaris on the cast with their kinsfolk the Madis of the Bahr-d-Jcbcl
;
the

Loggers and Abnkaya also belong to the group. To these subject tribes belong

also the Krejes, who call themselves Adja
;
they extend westward to Darfour.

Though profiting by the nearness of the Soudan, so that like the Fora they grow
cotton and weave t/i/n/ur-cloih, and trade with it, they are still genuine negroes.

The "red-brown people” of the Bongos arc in many respects more negro-like

than the Azandch, as indeed might be expected from their geographical situation.

Thus their customs show a remarkable mixture. Mutilation of the face reaches

its highest point with the Bongo women. Beside the lip-plug, they wear copper

rings in the nasal septum, straw* in the alae, copper rivets in the corners of the

mouth, and numerous rings in the ears. There are women in the country, says

Schwcinfurth, who have more than a hundred holes about their persons. De-

formations of this kind, the foreign origin of which may often be recognised, seem

to have concentrated themselves just among these people. Thus the northern

Bongos have adopted front the Jut' and Dinkas on their frontiers the custom

of knocking out the lower incisors
;
they share the disfigurement of the lower lip

with the tribes to the west ; while even in their scanty clothing they differ from

the Azandch. with whom they have so much else in common. In the south,

where their places of abode march with that people, they wear pigtails and plaits,

while in the north they cut their hair short In the Dinka fadiioa

A!x>vc Stanley Pool men and things change on the Congo. In place of the

weakly, ugly Bakongo and their kinsfolk, appear the powerful negroes “like

bronze statues," looking masterfully upon the world with expressive countenances.

The same series of tribes which began with the Baluba on the right bank of the

Kassui, crops up on the Congo in the Bateke ; and on the Ubangi, when we have

left the Baati territory, somewhere about 3' north, the language suddenly charges,

ivory articles, mortars, and herns appear, and with them a breed of men who can

be traced across the watershed away to the Upper Nile. If we cast a glance at

the most important races of the Congo valley, we find, as the older inhabitants of

the country southward from Stanley Pool, the Wambundu, on the south bank of

the Congo from the Inkissi riser to the Mangelc hills. Capital agriculturist*,

even dispensing manioc bread, .«iicuanga, to their neighbours, enterprising traders

in ivory, they stand in point of language nearer to the Bakongo than to the

immigrant trading-people called Bateke. With these begins a Central African

series. Coming from the Alima district, they have intruded themselves between

that people and the Pool, while, together with the Wabari from the north

bank, they in similar fashion keep the Bakala from it. These Wabari arc

like the Bayami. who in their turn stand nearer to the Bateke. Just in the

Same way, farther to the east, these latter, by their river -settlement* and
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appear only as scattered colonists. Yet their influence and their blood can bs

traced much further. Thus the Balali near Linzolo on the north bank of the

Congo arc pointed out as a cross

»

J

between Batekeand Bakongo. Bisc-

ay i x. where in the Bateke territory lying

further up the river we find scattered

S' ^ — X colonies of the Bayansi. Above

f \
Chumbiri, Bayansi live on the left

Q a
‘

bank, while Bateke predominate on

I \ ^ j I the right. The Bateke arc marked

O A !
ofr lhc Rakongo who live fur-

\j~K~] \
ti»er down the river, by their tall

<3 cS'C
J

p 2^ * \ powerful forms, with long attractive

9
j

<£ A \ countenances. Intelligence, artistic

' ^
130

*1 V, \
dexterity, cleanliness, and a quiet

I
\|2ul i.

|
v i

'
I serious demeanour, full of charm,

'i ^ ll
1

I recall the far remote inhabitants of

\ i i the noith-eait Congo basin. Their

\ /j

P ^
** I

; i neck-rings of engraved brass, their

lj i
,

i
light knives, the handies bound with

*
1 brass wire, their pretty mat-cloths,

Tattodza on a n»po. protatrif Ire® ih< faio: oxiitrf of testify to the high level of their
Yacmlx. The Finn, rail I hi. inesni UUocins •Simla " industries
(Token on .he Ux.icoe.Mlbx Dr. PraUal Lara.hr.

) „ , , , r .
I he Bololos arc a people of the

interior on the great southern tributaries Chuapa and Lulongo, and away to the

LomamL They ap|>car in the Bakuti trilw near the Equator, on the Congo. In

spite of the great extent to which they are permeated with Bayansi, thdy are

physically inferior to them, being smaller, slenderer, darker. They have also less

sclf-rcspca, for they were ready to enter the sen-ice of the white men sooner than

their stronger neighbours.

The Bangala—a name which according to Coquilhai means people of the

little river—are most densely aettkd on the Middle Congo between Bokomera
and Mongala. They arc good-lookir.g and powerful. Special points in their

dress ;nd tattooing are referred to on pp. 49 and 67. Their manner-, and
custom* arc very like those of the Bayansi, but they stand somewhat lower. In

warlike spirit and power they have retrograded. Their cannibalism is an un-

doubted fact, well known even in details. They have wicker shields, and sickle-

slupcd knives
;
they are clever at throwing the spear, use peculiar wooden belli,

understand rowing well, and are cunning fishermen. We have seen how compara-
tively shon a time the Bangala have been in their present abodes ; the Mobekas,
who now arc settled on the Middle Mangala, are said to have been there before
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like the Bangala
;
tattocing is not universal

;
their weapons arc spear and knife.

As third in the league «e find the trading people of the Wabuma on the Congo.

They bring dried fiih from the Lower Kastai, and the productions of their

pottery—simple and pretty vessels of white carthenuare.

Of the tribes dwelling further up the river we have little certain knowledge.

Names like Bakutu, Upoto, Barings, at present tell us little
;
but they are all

included in the general Azandeh type. They own no cattle, but have sheep,

goats, and poultry- One tribe has perhaps a predilection for manioc, but all grow

bananas. The clothing of all alike consists of bark-cloth. The head ornament is

everywhere similar, although one tribe is cleverer than another in constructing it.

Almost all practise circumcision, and are said to cat the flesh of their enemies.

Their weapons arc the broad sfear, as sharp as a knife, the two-edged pointed

dagger, the curious missile-knife with two and four blades, the cursed sword, the

little bow with short arrows. Alike too, arc can ed stools, benches and settles,

them. Within the territories of the Bangala dwell the Marunja, a trading-people,

called by the others “ Ngombe," or bush-people
;
whose ivory trade extend* as

far as Upoto and Yambinga. Of those dwelling further on we have little in-

telligence till we come to the Mabodc and their associates. Stanley, who was

the first to visit them, found everywhere peoples settled only on the Congo and

the lower course of its tributaries, whose calling tied them to the water, and who
consequently had no extension inland. Thus the Wenias, a fishing -people on

the islands near Stanley Falls, do a brisk trade in smoked fish. They have

certainty been Using in this

region for several generations,

and base long been in the habit

of spending a great part of their

days and even of their nights in

their canoes. Hence they are

of herculean build In the chest

and anas, stunted In the legs.

Mention will be made later on

of their inadequate clothing and

their ornament. Their weapons

are spear and knife They live

almost entirely by their fishery

and trade. Bang strong and

useful, they arc better treated

by the Arabs than arc the other

peoples of the Congo. The
Bayansi, on the Middle Congo

from the mouth of the Kaswi

to the L’bangi, arc poorer ; they

trade more by boat than on

land, and get the food by

fishing and hunting. Their

colour is light brown, and they

are handsome and well grown.

They dress their luiir in plaits
Uiicils from the Mrfd* Ccoro. (Aft«r Stanley.

)
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earrings, necklace*, chtap* for arm and leg, the great war-drums and smaller drums,

the war-horns, and tivc smiths’ ar.d carpen tors* tools. Lastly, v%c must note, as a

further and deeper-reaching point of agreement, the generally lighter colour of akin,

which can hardly be connected, as Stanley thinks, with the fact that these

tribes live in the most wooded parts of Africa
;

for it equally distinguishes the

Arandeh in the north and the B&luba in the south from the darker negroes who
dwell around them, both of which peoples live in timbered grass-lands. Curiously

enough, in the northern districts, bordering on the Soudan, we find more of darker

and weaker breeds, who aiso, as a result of contact with the superior Moorish

culture and of the devastating man-hunts, arc cthnographically poorer. Barths

Marghtns and Musgus, Crampcl’s Waddas, stand lower than their untouched

southern neighbours.

In any case, however, most of the characteristics here adduced arc equally those

of the real forest negroes
;
only among them they appear in a limited ar.d reduced

form- As we descend from the high ground, between the forest-tribes and the

peoples of the East African highlands, who arc dominated by Wahuma or Wacusi,

we meet with Bantu tribes, who stand near to those of the forest, but have at the

same time undergone eastern influences. The most widespread arc the Wakonjo
on the north-west shore of Tanganyika, as far as Lakes Albert and Albert Edward.

A narrow apron of bark cloth attached to the waist string, shell beads rings in

both lips, pointed teeth, small bows with rattan string*, arrows fastened with

leaves, huts with gra*t roofs coming low down, show a combination of the special

features of the highland and forest tribes. Among them dwell peoples; who show
the forest characteristics especially in their conical huts with perpendicular walls

;

notably the Wavuma. Northward, toward the Ituri, dwarfs ar.d dwarf-like people

appear. There, amid the forest Wavumta, Stuhlmann found the Wambuba,
WaJesse, and Wahoko, who speak quite a different language from the surrounding

Bantus, are stated to have wandered hither from the west four generations back,

and are nearer to the small hunting-stocks. The typical forest people are the

Wavira of the Upper Ituri, described on p. 47, who spread in branches showing

some variation, along the upper course of the Congo, from Nyangwe to Stanley

Falls. They arc dark-brown powerful folk, disguising the colour of their skin by

smearing with grease and the powder of a red wood
;
wearing rings, disks, and

plugs in the upper lips, brass wire and plugs in the ear-lobes. Other adornments

arc beads of iron and shell, chains of iron rings worn round the shoulders, cowry

shells stitched on leather. Scar-tattooing is sparsely performed on the breast and

belly. Circumcision seems to occur among the western tribes, but to be lacking

in the east. Lit lie bows with rattan strings, arrows (leaf-feathered) in tog-like

quivers, a leathern pad to protect the wrist from the bow-string, often a cuirass of

buffalo hide, forms part of their equipment. They live in conical huts, grow'

bananas, work little in iron
;

iron goods arc obtained from the Wad umbo.

According to their own tradition they came to their present abode from the

south-west, only two generations ago
;
whence Stuhlmann believes in their tribal

kinship with the Pakuba.

The Walegga and the Londtis (who call themselves Drugu), on the gras*

plateaus west of Lake Albert, arc a single race, differing from all their neighbours

in language. Their habit of boring the lips, their small bows and arrows, their

aprons of bark-cloth, their conical huts, recall the forest-dwellers most of all in the
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west, where they come in contact with them. In the other direction their cattle-

breeding attaches them to the Lurs. their neighbours on the cast ; and they have

more iron than the forest tribes. Thu. they give the impression of u forest

people who hate tiken. in a limited meagre, to cattle-breeding.

The Manycm a. owing to their warlike qualities, have become a powerful race

in the south and cist of the Corgo basin, and a3 far as the lakes. Other forest

peoples have attached themselves to them, who have by hasty observers been

designated as Manyema; especially the Wakussu. who were originally settled

between the Upper Congo and the Lotnami, and formed ethnographically the

transition from the Mor.buttus to the Kasai peoples, just as did the Warua and
Waguha to the nearer Manyema. The Wakussu on the Lower I.ualaba, north-

ward from Nyangwe to the Lomarni, brown people with broad, expressive

countenances, and of stalwart growth, armed with bows and weeden shields, and

clad in aprons of palm-fibre, arc no doubt Bantus in language, but in industries

approach the Azandch.

Stuhlmann calls their wea-

pons, inlaid with copper,
“ some of the prettiest that

arc to be seen in Africa/'

Peculiarities of their

language, their dancing-

masks, their frequent re-

presentations of the human
figure, may even point to

closer relations with the

Fans, and other peoples

inland of the Cameroon!

The Baluba arc com-

posed of a great group

of peoples extending from

the frontier—botanical and zoological also—formed by the Kassai, as far as Lake

Tanganyika, and from the bonlers cf Lunda to the northern Bateke and Bakuba.

They arc the dominant race in the south of the Congo basin, occupying an almost

uninterrupted territory. They possess in common both language and “ a character

of mutual affinity " which not even the manifold crossings of the western Baluba

has been able to obliterate. The West Balubi arc generally described as ugly,

uninteresting, weakly folk ; the women, however. arc often well grown and powerful.

Their picturesque tattooing is a specially prominent characteristic. As we go

eastward, the villages become larger and more regular, the huts better, the entire

ethnographical store of poaiessions more copious.

The western Baluba or Bashilange assert that they came to where they now

arc from the south-east, under pressure from their southern neighbour*. Though

the Bashilangc like to call themselves Baluba. this is properly only the name of

the race who invaded their country as conquerors, and who rule them. W'issmann

regards them as a cross between Batua and Baluba
;
Woif designate* them Baluba

simply. Here on the Kassai, by means of the Mamba cult—that is, the worship,

in place of fetishism, of the hemp leaf, and hemp-smoking as the most universal

preservative and charm, but especially as the symbol of peace and friendship—and
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aUo by a league with the Kiokos, Kalomba-JIukcngc succeeded in forming a large

empire out of small independent tribes
;
though its cohesion is still very loose.

Immediately to the north, indeed, separated by the Ktnsula stream, there follows

a region of independent B3 lub>, who call themselves Chipulumba, are subordinate

to no great chief, and shut themselves off from all intercourse. They will not

sell any of their members as slaves. The success of Wissnunn's journey was

materially decided by their participation in a campaign which Kalamba, the Baluba

chief, undertook In order to bring a doubtful vassal into obedience. Payment of

tribute, by preference in slave women, is the sign of dependence
;

its refusal is

equivalent to a declaration of independence.

Tradition, as well as similarity of political institutions, makes it hardly possible

to doubt that the foundation of states in the Baluba district was an enterprise

emanating from Lunda. At the same time, in recent decade* a remarkably wide-

spread race, and one ever pushing forward towards the north and west, has invested

itself with the function of founding states. We refer to the Kiokos, also called

Kioques and Kibokwc3. Buchner in his day spoke of powerful Kioko chiefs in the

Lunda empire, and we have already had occasion (vol. ii. p. 555) to mention their

share in the political vicissitudes of Lunda. North and south of the Baluba dwell

the Bakete, a race like the Bakuba.said to have been broken up by the Baluba in

their advance from the south-east. Over their northern members Lukengo claims

sovereignty, as his *' slaves." The two portions of them, seated in different tracts

on the banks of the Kassai, arc separated by a space of 1 50 to 200 miles,

occupied exclusively by Baluba.

The Baktiba live further up the Kassai. having as their western frontier the

Lulua, and in its lower part the Kassai itself
;
but independent Baluba settlements

are found on the left bank of the Lulua. The nucleus of their political power is

Lukengo’s kingdom, according to L Wolf, 1 2,000 square miles in area, between

4° and 5* 10' S„ and 21*
I o' and 23 * 20’ E.

1
It is well cultivated and thickly

1
fSit: but ic mi toy to ruantile :he ntcj with the loondiuiM sate!]
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peopled. Some Bakctc are, however, included in this
; for Wolf passed the

boundary dividing rheae two peoples between the villages of Muanika and Mun-
dongo in about 5' 5’ S. In contrast to the Baluba, the Bakuba are described as

powerful, broad-shouldered people, above middle height
;
their carefully-wrought

bows and arrows, their spears, taller than a man, with chased heads, their artutic

knives, wom without a sheath attached to the waist-string on the right side, testify

to a delight in weapons and capacity for art Their pretty little houses of palm
timber are distributed village-wise along straight roads. Wolf was so struck by the

difference batween them and the Baluba that he reckons a new “ aarics of races
-

to begin with them in a northerly direction. The Bakuba say that they immi-

grated from tire north-cist, and thus ran against the Baluba coming from the

south-east. At any rate the boundary between two great race migrations has to

be drawn here. " Lukcngo," the name of the Bakuba sovereign, is appropriated

also by lesser chiefs; but the genuine Lukcngo is named by independent Bakuba

with some trepidation. The Bcna-Iiasrongc are designated as the people forming

the nucleus of the Bakuba. According to tradition they were the founders of

Lukengo’s empire, and he draws his best warriors from them. Generations ago,

when the land was yet hidden by- primeval forest, they dwelt on the left bank of

the Lulua as a small tribe under their chief Lukcngo, together with another

Bakuba tribe; the Bikenge. By cunning Lukcngo made himself their master, in

which he received such valuable help frem a Bikenge woman that when he was

victorious he ordained
:
That none but Lukcngo and his relations might choose their

wives at will from the Bakuba women
;

all other Bakuba must supply their

harems from slave women only. The position of women among the Bakuba is

more influential than among the Baluba, while the distinction between them and

the slave women is on the other hand more abrupt.

Divisions of the great group of peoples called Baluba extend from the Kasr-ai

to Lake Tanganyika, and southward to I.unda, crystallised into different states.

The Bakutu or Ba.vongomioo settled on the Kauai appear first, the type of a

Central African conquering race, in 3' S. As savages, even a» cannibal", their

evil reputation extends far. Even on the Upper Chuapa, Francois heard talk of

them, while he could learn nothing of the Baluba and their great chief Kachich.

later, on the Bussera, he heard that they fired twenty day* further to the sooth,

in the interior, and were expert archers. Information from the southward

extended only as far as their territory ; all beyond was terra inctgnita. As to

themselves the reports were far from precise. They have intruded themselves

like a wedge among more peaceful peoples, have cut off weak neighbours from all

intercourse, and let them fall into poverty—as for instance the Bacinga. The

Bangodi have been compelled to seek their markets to the cast and scuth instead

of to the west and north. Wissmann got to know the Bakutu a* a highly

warlike people, really rejoicing in the fray. The signals of the alarm-drums, and

the war cry Xyatna l Nyama !—“ meat I meat I

“—resounded all along his route.

It was the summons to battle against the intruder, who had ventured to violate

the frontier. Their tribal mark, teeth filed to a point, has earned them the name
•' Bassongomino ’—mine, according to Wolf, signifying - teeth." Malicious coun-

tenances, inspiring distrust, impudent demeanour, careful treatment of bows,

arrows, and knives, in contrast to the dirt of their houses, complete the picture of

this predatory' race of innermost Africa.

vnc. m r
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One of lie mint active trading peoples of the Kaiiai region ucre the Tupende, 1

so long as the for)- at Kiknssa was in their hands. They lost their position

oving to the extension of the Kiokos. Even before that they had been driven

from the Kwango by the Southern Bangala. Wolf came across their first large

village at Kisange t. {so-called to distinguish it front Katsangc 11. nearer the

Kasai; They showed themselves specially obliging toward the strangers from

the west, having themselves come from that quarter. As trading pcopie that

have gone down in the world,

they arc lazy ;
their agriculture

is negligent, and they them-

selves pass for malicious and

treacherous, and arc even said

to be cannibals. Mwata Kam-
bana told Han* Muller that

the Tupende also dwelt north

of the junction of the Loange

and the Luahiku, and that

their great chief, Kombo, re-

sided at Lovuo. Muller seems

to indicate their southern

frontier in the statement that

in Malocka he found a mixed

population of Tupende# and

Lunda people, but by the time

he reached Mpaffu, pure Lunda

people. Malocka lies half way

between Lovuo and Loange ia

about 6
°
20' S,, Mpaffu some-

what further to the cast

As an external pheno-

menon, the great perfection

and copiousness of tattooing

among some of these peoples

is noticeable
1 With the Ha-

Shilange, or dwellers on the

.Middle Congo, it goes " from the roots of the hair to the knees.” 1: is mote
frequently executed about the age of maturity, repeatedly serves as a tribal mark,
and certainly is in many eases carried further only from delight in ornament.
Junker relates how Azandch men go on always gradually tattooing their favourite

wives more and more at a token of affection. The custom fluctuates, as may hn

conceived. Circumcision appears to occur just where tattooing is most highly

developed—for example, among the Monbuttus and west of them
;
but is no:

found among the Azandch or among the lets tattoccd negroes to the north.

> •• TtaUmS,- WMounii Uibewe pv«n by tbe Klo*« ro Heir in the omth. 1. uu
•inrifc: name, bur dcnoia merely in inferior r«ee.

’ Ifhe tern 'Matiootog" ii jere md ebnherc umJ io denote any penutneM dsfipremcnl erf rhe ikii

(or |c<pcKi of p:tenal embcllutmeor. Ii n»t be ondeniood lh»t AMean rationing in a different prxes
fro... .be (-eocuroi uuoolng in «4;uc among lVIynnkns, am! cxittr.l* in li.eic.ing ineiK-t xrndl iasch .

way ar lo leave peraunenl raised nr*, whether in ra-nter pattmu or tor.)
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When Wusmann car:- to I.tiboku. the Bashilange had given up tattooing for

some years
;
but unusually pretty designs were still frequently to be seen, the

southern limit of which was toneheel by Buchner in the north of the I.unda

empire. In the Congo basin the most widespread form is “scar-tattiminp.' often

better to be described as “ timvour tattoDtng, " produced by amine and cautery.

The “ pea-sears " all over the face, but especially on the ridge of the nose 'the

Sttrti.— i Haluhi
; sr ^4 Iknxmuaiimta . Cup <mib iandte. 4d«d theSaKkvm.

fWisamatn CotWo* fcfrJm M«*rjn.|

“ button-scar ’ of the old descriptions), and continued thence on to the forehead,

occur from the Lower Congo as far as L’poto. The weaker linear incisions on the

cheeks appear among the Bateke and on the Mongala. Further north we find

tattooing on the shaven head, while the face remains free. The Bangala, who

arc some of the most disfigured, combine both kinds. They wear three pustule-

like signs, like vaccination marks between the ear and the temple, in the middle

of the forehead a vertical line of the same, a slash from temple to temple, and

finally a vertical median scar on the brea«t. The Ngombes, on the contrary, raise

all their scars in the manner of peas, and put them in curved lines round the eyes,

chin, or cheekbones. On the Mobcla dwell people who show on their backs a
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double row of tattooing from the hips to the shoulder-blades. That is the train!-

tioit to body tattooing, such as occurs in manifold shapes among the Monbuttu*

and their neighbours, and fortunately, as a rule,

.. leaves the face froc. As a tribal mark the Azandeh

have three or four squares, like cupping-scars, on

chin, temples, and checks ;
also an X -shaped figure

bclo.v the cavity of the chest- Artistic tattooings

. of the whole trunk also occur as an exception among

them. Individual groups, like the Embcli, arc dis-

tinguished by tattooing at the root of the nose.

Up-p'rioaitcn of a Woho« .u«-
‘ Body painting reaches its height among the

xoimn. ss« nfelaiiij tod -vtn Monbuttu women, who in this respect arc equalled

r; ttvnw «o.Im “y th« I®- only by some Carib tribes of South America. Their
xrum '* a »«.»- u-k. (After wh0!c body is painted in divers figures, executed

with all conceivable variety of pattern, in the black

juice of the blipfo, Rawiia walUi/tnu Stars and Maltese crosses, bees and flowers,

everything is taken for a pattern. At one lime the whole body in striped like a

xebra, at another, covered with irregular spots like a leopard skin. The patterns

la*t about two days, after which they arc carefully

wiped off and replaced by something new. The J

Azandeh do not achieve such regular patterns as fl

arc achieved by this artistic people of inner

Africa. The m™ amint :h<- whole l>ody with a vdjSflV^V

mixture of red-wood powder and grease. This WMmm
hzbit runs through the whole Congo basin to the tfflV
country at the back of the Cameroon, where HV
Weissenbem speaks of it as a difficulty in the

way of ascertaining the true colour of the body. Jga FB
live red-wood powder is one of the most saleable «
commodities from the Welle to the Camcroons. | 5
Painting of the body— or only the breas: and

) r
"3

anns—white, yellow, and red, occurs on the Congo gaBB ): |
even among the Bateke. M G0

Brass rings, up to 28 lbs. in weight, says g-la
I jj

Baumann, serve the Bayansi for ornament. The vtf
|

poor women, round whose necks they are welded, ——, ,
,

||
place bunches of grass beneath them, that their B
shoulders may not be tubbed raw. These ripgs

an; often prettily designed. The rings of hematite,

larger than the arm, leg, or neck-rings of the it,mving. iiim atei tw it* 1«» •-’>»

present day. which arc found in the ground in gyg * **

the Monbuttu country—curiously enough only in

one spot, the Tena mountain south of Gambari's tillage,— can only have been

articles of exchange, or offerings. On the COTgo above Upoto, strings of beads

or plaited bands arc found as frontlets. Shell beads made from river shells are

found in Central Africa, resembling Polynesian work. They take the place ot

the beads made of polished ostrich-shell which arc common in East and South

Africa, and arc of similar construction.
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The modes of hair-droning among these races are extraordinarily numerous,

in many cases surpassing in grotesqueness anything else to be found in Africa.

The Azandeh used once to wear a sort of big full-bottomed wigs, and even Junker

saw elderly people in such. Schwrinfurth depicts for us a fashion in hair among
the Monbuttus, which indeed occurs in other parts of Africa, by which the head

is surrounded with a regular saint's halo.' The hair, in plaits, is spread out round

the whole head and fastened to a hoop embellished with cowry shells. Although

the caiffurts show much caprice, they mark national differences nearly as much
as tattooing. Peoples so nearly akin as the Azandeh and the Bandija arc dis-

tinguished by the lact that the women of the latter shave the back of the head,

and those of the former do not The Batckc on tlte Congo wear their hair

gathered together at the back, where a great pad of hair is fastened, slanting

upwards and backwards, such as is aiso characteristic of the Monbuttus. The
Marunja add a pad at each side of the head. Hair-dressing in the Monbuttu

style, carried to an extreme, that is the hair rising obliquely from the back of

the head and often terminating in artificial locks, which hang far down, occurs on
the Middle Ubangi in about

1

9

' cost. The Bayansi may be known by the tresses

which fall in numbers over their shoulders, while among the Bangala they project

forward in the manner of horns. The Xgombcs black their hair with charcoal

powder, and make it into lumps as big as a walnut and bigger. On the other

hand those active aquatic people the Wagenya simply shave their hair into a

circle from below. The light people on the Upper Mongala have a special way
of shaving the whole front of the bead in a triangle, and making large scars on

this and on the forehead. The natural hair is insufficient for the fantastical

modes of dressing, and that of those who fall in battle is used
; or else a supply

is bought in the market. Oil the top of these wonderful structures the Monbuttus

and Azandeh wear brimlcss straw-hats, with four-sided crowns, adorned with red

parrot feathers, or with these of eagles and falcons. The women decorate their

hair with combs, porcupine quills, and ivory hairpins, the most popular present

to guests. On the Congo head-coverings occur, in some cases of curious shape,

as the cylinders worn by the Bangala, made of lemurs’ and monkeys' skin ; and

the iron brow-ornament of the Lun recalls their kinsmen on the Nile, l’ersona

of rank wear immoderately long finger-nails
;

Mor.buttu dandies may be seen

with them grown to a length of several inches.

Mutilations of the teeth are very common. The habit of filing them to a

point, which here again has without any reason been connected with cannibalism,

extends from the Azandeh and the southern Bongos to the Rassongomino on

the KassaL It is also a peculiarity of the Batckc on the Alima, and reaches the

west coast in an Equatorial offshoot, the Fans or Pahuins. Knocking out the lower

teeth turns up among a whole list of dwellers on the Congo, and the majority of

the very various tribes cn the Bahr-el-Ghazal. Other mutilations occur over the

whole region. The Monbuttus see in circumcision a mark of superiority to other

negro races
;
but we cannot yet say accurately how far it extends to the westward.

Perforations of the ears, often in several holes, in order to insert ornaments of

beads and fine wire, is very usual. Among the Monbuttus the holes arc found,

but without the pendants
;
and the wooden plug set with cowries a: both ends

which the Wavira wear in their ears, is in the Lund* Empire an amulet hung l>y

' f.\ good initanrr fmen Lod3* will be Ibood on p. 4«9 ofLivingtloee's MinUwy rnnv.i.)
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a string from the week. Willi llv^ Wagenya il is customary to bore the upper lip

ami stick in the teeth of animal*, while all forcit tribe* do the same with the

nasal septum. The Wavira put large wooden disks in the upper lip. The lip.

plug of the bongo women has been introduced from abroad ; only in the district

round tire station of Biselli they wear in their lower lips wooden plugs an inch

i and a half across and an inch thick. The

y 4 4 Azandeh chiefs used formerly to despise the

pg wearing of articles of ornament, in this as in

^ >jC /
: Bk other externals coming near to the Nubians

^ V/m and other Soudanese.

[fm ¥ The skulls of persons from Yalundi on the

H Equatorial Congo looked to Baumann so un-

naturally curved bzhind and flattened in the

Iccehead that he assumed artificial distortion

mm F LjB to have taken place. Undoubtedly M or buttu-

ol the higher class give the head an elongated

A
ft form by binding it in early life, which suits

ft their exaggerated style of hair-cheesing and

u head-omament.

^ (j

The ?rcatcr Part lbc district with which

* f II we are here dealing falls within the region of

pa!nv fibre fabrics and bark-cloth. T he latter

U also strongly represented in the cast, skin

clothing encroaches but little in the cast and

north. The Monbtlttus, to whom weaving is

quite unknown, ilsc the bark of a fig-tree

( UrosHgiun Aofsc/ipw<7\ the naturally gray tint

of which i< converted to a rod brown by dyeing

with a certain wood. The same material fur-

nishes clothing in Manyema almost exclusively.

The Bongo men draw a smallish piece of bark

cloth between the legs and spread it out over

a belt which hokls all together. Curiously

enough the women do not use this material

or a: any rate only to the smallest possible

extent
;

they cover their nakedness, inade-

quately, by means of a string round tl>c hips

having a baiutua-kaf or a bit of bark-cloth as

large an the hand hanging from it. Every

morning n Bongo lady get* her costume from the forest. A spray of leaver

or a bunch of gra** is fastened to the 3oin string before ar.d behind. Very often,

however, a u hi*k i- nl-^o u*cd, made from the bast of the Sanstvura, which waves

to some length behind, looking like a black heese tail. Al! the rest of the body

remains uncovered in both sexes
;
a feather ornament on the head is worn only

on festivals. Obviously in this respect, as in so many others, the Bongos form

the point of junction for the manners and customs of their neighbours. The

contrast with the Azandeh is most striking, since these people, even before they

began to imitate the Arab dress, w etc more fully clothed. The lower and middle

Weapons, hnipros

Itilt la fly

6. a tiultf.
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parts of the Congo barm comprise the larger region of palm-fibre

fibre- in Africa, woven in hindsottie patterns from the long fibres

of young palm-shoots. An example is figured in the plate "Artistic

Productions of the Southern Congo Races." The lUkuba women
embroider geometrical patterns upon this cloth with black, yellow,

or red-brown thread, which then ts *havcd Idee velvet. Nevertheless
their dress is not richer or more complete. On the Equatorial
Congo, as for example among the Wagenya. the men wear a skirt of
banana -fibres, the women a few' sprays or leaves. The rich and
proud Bartgala arc not a bit more clothed

; ami their wives wear

only skirts of fibre. In war-time alone do the men cover them-
selves with more stuffs, and paint their bodKs red more thickly than
u-iud. The cloths .stored up in a chiefs house often fulfil no purpose

until the owner ii dead and wound in endless sheets of them, or

bedded upon them in his grave. Towards I’poto. and beyond it,

suite naked people, even women, may also be met with on the

Congo; but they arc less demoralised than their betier-clad neigh-

bours further down stream. Going westward, the more complete

clothing of the Bakongo appears first among the Baicke. Aprons

of iron beads, reminding iis of the Upper Nile, or of iron rings

fastened like mail-shirts upon vegetable fabrics, occur among the

Mogualla* on the Upper Congo, between the Eubi for Itimbiri ar.d

the Aruwimi.

Throughout the whole rf this wide territory warlike peoples

dwell. No single expedition has get through un-hot at. or un-

op|K>scd. It may be said that the whole Lc-mami, so for as any
one has travelled along it. has fighting |xiop!e dwelling about it

and almost the same is true of the Kauai. Everywhere one comes

upon little populations of redoubted river-pirates, like those whom
Van Gclc found on the Ubangl. In some eases kidnapping is

practised by these people mcicly to get meat Their wcai<c.n' arc

conspicuous for excellence, quantity, and beauty. When Nachtigal

reached the camp of the fugitive Baghirmi king Aboo Sekkim. where

an army of quite I J.coo men. consisting chiefly of heathen auxiliaries

from the south, was asscmUoI, he found that the indispensable

weapon was tlvo thiwing-ina, of which many carried several speci-

mens, a- man)* as five in some cases, in sheaths of hide. Spears

were not represented in such numbers, although all possessed them,

and still less general were the daggers, the manufacture of which

has not yet reached so high a pitch of perfection among those tribes

as it has further south. One of the most marvellous weapons was

brought by those divisions of the Gaberis, who in rime of war take

up their abi.de in lofty trees. These were hard projectile* about

half a yard long, of strong reel, pointed at one end like a pen, and

weighted at the other with a spindle-shaped lump of clay. Some

Buas wore a hollow cylinder of ivory on the forearm to pairy with.

A similar opulence prevails among the Monbuttus w ho cjiry. bc-idc-

spear, shicid. and bow. knives of the greatest variety, dagger-like or
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Inin t!r.;fer. u,ol tv Uit Matonil (ChrlEy Collotloa.
)

curved into the shape of a sickle, but have not the genuine Axandch throwing-

knife The weapon-trade was lively even before the introduction of firearms.

The Axandch supplied the Bongos with throwing -knives, daggers, and short

single-edged swords. On the whole, in the prairie countries bow and arrow recede

before the spear, which seems to predominate in all places where a more powerful

military organisation has made its way, as in Lukengo’s country*. Among the

eastern Lendus pike* occur, especially heavy, and with ends thickened to a club

shape. These are thrust into hut', to kill concealed foes. Baumann says that

the Bangala are amazingly expert in throwing the .spear
.
while in the forest the

bow predominates, and that in the snail fonn which is often associated with

poisoned arrows. The Krejes, however, still carry spears. The s|icar-bladc is in

most eases of the form shown in the last cut, with three curving edges
;
while

the arrowheads are preferred broad and flattered, to inflict wider wounds. Both

kinds of weapon have bleed-channels and barbs. Arrow-shafts are made from

reeds, and feathered

with bits of banana-

leaf or genets skin.

The string consists

of a thin strip of

rattan, and a small

piece of wood or

cushion of hide pro-

tects the thumb from

the rebound of it.

Among the Monbuttua this wooden guard is hollow, and contains poison into

which the arrows are dipped. The bow is either short, with sharply bent ends,

bound with rattan or strips of monkey-skin, and furnished with a string of rattan

o: twisted vegetable fibre
;
or else it is longer, of comparatively slight curvature,

grooved on the under side, and fitted with a button of plaited work at each end for

the attachment of the string, as shown in the cuts on p. 70, and vol. ii. p. 253.

The former shape, with which poisoned arrows arc especially apt to appear, is almost

universal in the forest—occurs on the Cengo even among the Bateke ;
while the

latter is most frequent on the Kassai, and attains its finest development among the

Bassongomino in their fluted bows of palm-wood 5 feet and more in length. On
the Congo the Yankows and Bakumu have similar bows. We have seen bows

from the Kwango and Sankuru in which the rattan string is held firm by wooden
balls.

Throwing-knives arc among the notable properties of the races of the Mon-
buttu type north of the Congo. South of it they arc authenticated only in a

narrow strip between the Kwango and the Kas-ai, and then: by one observer only.

In the north, on the other hand, we can trace them as far as the Soudan, and

from the Bongos and Azandch through the Ubangi tribes nearly to the west

coast. These wry peculiar weapons are 1 5 to 00 inches long, have a belt bound

with string, and consist of a piece of iron with one or more arms or knives,

ground sharp, projecting at an angle from the fore part of the short blade. The

weapon is flung horizontally, so as to turn over and over in its flight, but in many
eases can be of use only for ornament or menace. They are most copiously

developed among the Monbuttus.
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(n l lie sou til
i
axes arc the more popular tool, forming a third u-ith how and

spear, but often only as an ornamental weapon. The idea of power is often

associated with them. ICaiamba would not lx- happy till he hail got Chilungo-

meso's redoubtable battle-axe. At Mona Ten-la’s, where spear and club are the

chief xrcapom, Francois speaks of a specially beautiful axe. Next to the how.

little axes arc the principal weapon0 with the Western Raluba. Further

V to the cast, knives prevail. They
i

1

! arc carried at the hip, in a woolen
- - sheath or naked

;
their broad

H i shape and curved edges recall the

simpler forms of throwing-knife

The Bateko too arc regular knife

ji
, 1 wearers, and broad, “floumler-

9H shaped* knives occur among the

1 jgM Bassongpmlno. About the mouth

__ of the Kwango spear-blades fitted3
|

with a handle serve as knives.

I

Other peculiar weapons arc the

M 91 iron daggers of the Azandeh,

r
'WM s' f I, which occur in precisely similar

I( Ki ; I H Kr-Jn form among the Tuaregs. Pike

I H&® FM shafts arc often handsomely can ed.

Vi ' y\WHr HB r f Hi^v { T JflKv and are found of open work, serving

\
, \ \ j | 8f«j IH i)., for ornamental weapons, as with

i njn If ‘ '.Wr the Marau of the Welle ; the

\ \\35vW, jtWtjf
\ IfCiW [WiFi smaller missile spears used by the

Ilf*,', 'M-jl A»ndeh being on the contrary ai

\ W* V‘‘ '.SK^IK * i,n Ple ili Zulu assegais. Spear-

M»{\ '« "Kv.' men carry shields throughout the

W Bb .'i m y’kMujt- y raji district ; these, however, are seldom

\ WL\ K''- .

'

‘

.
V \ Im - of Icatlicr as in the cast and \scst

' lira'll
1

I'BrJ among the Nik races and the

‘ Fans, but of wood or wicker. Only

among the tribes in tiie south

w\ Sad parts of Baghirmi do leather

shields occur as well. The Buas

used sometimes to wear sleeveless
""”

Jackc>* °[ hWc
;

rathc!

than clothing, with the hair turned

outwards, their rectangu lar Hat shields of buffalo-hide, abo with the hair outwards,

being proportionately le« finished. Among the other tribes most carried shields

6 feet high, but narrow, oval in shape and slightly convex, made of basket-work
nr buffalo hide, on account of titeir narrowness more useful for parrying than for

covering the person. We give illustrations (on p. 76, and vol. i. p. 105) of

Azandeh wicker shields in their simpler and more finished forms. Schwcinfurth

attaches importance to the cross design as evidence of the contact of the Azandeh
with the west coast, where it is also found worked into the woven shields of the

i-ur tk ttxx 1

ISm'iImn

if round the rwcV—ni**-/;urlh rtx) •

Colltccloa. ferlit Moku&l)
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fshogos. Wc arc, however, Inclined to believe that the cross must have resulted

spontaneously in the search after geometrical ornament. The Bateke shields,

woven of bast, are somewhat broader, while those

of the Bangala are quite like the Arandeh.

Among the Monhuttus and the N'orthem Congo

races special attention is paid to the shields ; they

are cut with the axe out of the thicken stems. so

as to form flat rectangular planks of some breadth,

about as high as a man. Across the middle of

them, on the outside, runs a rib, to give strength.

They are further rendered firm by parallel bands

of rattan running across at beth ends 'see the cut

on p. 78). Any split or crack is at once cloted

by damps of iron or copper. All shields arc

coloured black, and often, for ornament's sake,

hung with the tails or river-bogs. A trapezium-

shaped piece of reed matting hung to a string

passing round the neck is worn by the Wasson-

gora as a protection to the back.

In the first Manyema villages we begin to

find houses quadrangular in plan, and therewith

a new style. Of a village on the eastern frontier

of this country, called Riba-Riba. Stanley writes :

—

" The conical style of huts ia exchanged for the

square hut with more gradually sloping roof,

wattled and sometimes neatly plastered with

mud." The distance between these huts, more

resembling our own house*, and the style of

building elsewhere in Africa, is made the more

noticeable by the extreme conical form which wc

find in Uhombo up to the frontier of Manyema.

With the new style a new arrangement of the

tillage makes its appearance. Instead of being

grouped in a ring round a centre, we find the

low, four-sided huts running in fairly straight

lines along one or more regular streets JO to 45
yards wide. In the view of the Ashira tillage,

vol. ii. p. 403, (his is well shown. At one end of

this street, or on both sides of it, stands the house

serving Tor council meetings or for social gossip,

commanding a view of the village street. The

small entrances to the village, often lurd to find,

lie between the houses of the longitudinal street*.

The walls of the houses are of mud, and a terrace

of the same often forms the foundation ;
the back-

wall is turned toward* the wind, the roof often coming down 10 the ground fer

shelter, while the half that projects tow-ard* the front, rests upon wooden posts.

Where the verandah i* absort, little shelters arc found, composed of a too! on

W.Vun knife, hii »t«1 if*”' omiir-nlel

-till onr ISIth n il uv
(SublcMi IdkvMon.i
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four posts, to pass the day In. A curious variation arises from the union of the

houses iti one row, as among the Balcsse, where hut stands so close to hut, along

a road fij to 130 yards In length, that the villages seem to consist of two buildings

with sloping roofs, the front walls ioir.e 9 feet high facing each other
; while the

hack walls, about half that height, look towards the forest or the clearing. This

construction is found also on the northern tributaries of the

SM Congo, and tlie street, consisting of two "long-houses," runs

Jim either parallel or prrjieniiicular to the stream, according to the

MM situation. The Bateke lake care to have the back of a village

,
if lying along the stream covered by a dense bulwark of pathless

/. 1M forest- Fishing peoples and fugitives live in houses on piles,

which occur in plenty on both the northern and the southern

fiM affluents of the Congo, such as the Chuapa and the Mongala.

, ,
‘ The disposition of them seems to ccercspond to that described vol.

)jjM ii. p. 400. In the cottonwood trees of the Middle Ubangi, Van

I Gelc found lookout places fitted up, recalling
4

"p3l the trcc-dsrcllings in the south of BaghirmL

the limit olThe edge of the grass country

the round huts of the cast. But even on the

further side of 2 5' E-, in the Bakutu district,

we hear of an enclosure with 2 to conical huts,

and two quadrangular sheds, serving as as-

sembly house and smithy, which would point

to a mixture of styles. The Lendus too, dwdl

in conical huts, and among the Monbuttos

such occur among the prevailing four-sided

one*. The limit towards the west lies in the

territory of tire Bakongo, who build square

huts on the east, round on the west. In the

south we find the quadrangular plan among

the Bakuba, passing over to the round in

Lunda. The large halls, or ubanga, of the

greater chiefs, arc striking
,
half palaces, hall

assembly-houses, they attain a length of over

40 yards. Blocks of wood, carved into the

shapes of men and animals, and painted black

and white, on a red ground, arc kept in them.

Munsa's hall was 160 feet in length, nearly

5a in height- Baluba chiefs again, have
palaces consisting of one hull, which serve* as a drawing-room, 130 feet long.

But the size alone of tire*; buildings is monumental, not their duration. A few

year* after Schweinfirth had admired Munsa's palace, it had vanished from the

face of the earth. “The town mutt be very old, for here and there a huge shady
tree towers abovo the tops of the palms," says Wissmann, of die Bcncki capital.

Yet trees grow fast in Africa.

Wherever one advances northward and eastward along the tributaries on the

right bank of the Congo, one comes upon huts of circular outline. On the Upper
Ubangi from 20’ cast, and Oil the Armvimi from 23

1

east and further, in the

iiiuvia
.
j. Milo

tVtiirm M
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Azaudch territory, the conical stylo prevails. But these -any? people aim nt a

great variety of style, and are among the bo-t architect- in Africa. This becomes

all the more conspicuous when we compare their constructions with the wretched

domiciles of their subjects. Passing southward, through the Makaraka territory,

one is surprised to find among the Fnjelus huts whose smallness and poverty form

a great set-off to the spacious abodes of their northern neighbour-. The contras

appear- great when we hear Fdkin »y tlut next to the Uganda huts, those of

the Bongos were the best he came across in Africa. These Bongo huts are

flattened at the top, and this characteristic

has set a national stamp on the architectural

style, in the region of four-sided huts, too,

no sach differences arc apparent, corre-

sponding to the general level of culture,

in the Baluba villages, says Wissmann,

order, care, and cleanliness ait seen at once

to lx? less pronounced, and the same is said

of the Battgala. The Bakuba, on the othe

band, in but building us in all else they do,

display a higher level, and the Monbuttu

villages everywhere are shining examples

of cleanliness and kindliness. In fertile,

politically secure districts, one village often

extends to another, and not on the rivers

only. In the prairie country trio, eastward

from the Satlkuni, Wissmann found league-

long chains of uninterrupted villages.

Apart from the hunting and fishing

peoples, who buy even the manioc becad

which is the most essential article of food

among the Congo races, or the less perish-

able fire -dried and smoked manioc roots,

ail arc more or less agriculturist, indeed

agriculturists principally. The breeding of

goats, sheep, poultry, and (in the >«rth) a

few cattle is a secondary affair. The eountiy is suited to tillage, being among

the most fertile, best-watered districts of Africa. What grows in the Nik

region is found here also, and more. The soil produces especially tilabm

(tlensine), maize, sesame, ground-nuts, gourds of sorts, tobacco, etc. Among the

wild grow tits arc bananas, of which the fruit is said to grow a foot long, sweet

potatoes, an oil palm with fruit ns large as the ordinary banana. The butter trot,

(or ba/sitt;. is common everywhere. In Monbuttu-land, Emin Pasha marched

along n narrow path between unbroken walls of vegetation, « herein domestic

plants, bananas run wild, and manioc, shot up to the height of a tree, vied in

luxuriance with the trie children of the forest. Beside such fertility, a certain

poverty or rather monotony of agriculture among many races, in the north, parti-

cularly the Arandeh, i- the more striking A smaller kind of grain. F.tnstm

ar<ttan<i, forms in fact the chief article of cultivation, while sorghum scemt

altogether lacking in most districts of the Azandch territory. Maize also i* grown

Montiuu -hen -one-i*enu«B -to: no:
tCtrluy Cotlorion I
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within a limited area, while in many regioi- to the can, mich as Mai.yun* uK>
in Monbuttu-land. it ii the favourite crop. Here the relation ..f the iu.:„- ,«c in

the Soudan to their negro subjects, who are better former* than their !,

to repeat itself. There are {xoplc who attach little importance t*. agriculture, and
whose relation to tl*ir neighbours i, that of large hut in. Went land-owner* •

.

industrious small farmers. The pritc for cultivation of the land -earn here to he

due to the Kalikas, a tribe of serfs whose country, south Makaraka-laml. it. 3 N
.

impressed Junker as one of the richest countries he had seen in Africa “ Extends

e

tilled fields, with stalk* of dttrta as tall a* a man. between which the native* hid
for safety ;

small patches planted with Mia, beans of various kinds gourds, sweet

potatoes, etc.
;
pasture meadows on the gently -loping hi!'.-.cut up in all direction*

by little watercourses, breaks, deep channe-, accompanied here a* elsewhere by
luxuriantly growing trees, standing up

in narrow green lines
;

little groves, of

hardly a dotttt tree- or so, rising all

about out of the tilled fields, their tall

stems made closer by thicket and climb-

ing plants
;
belated trunlcs taking the

place of our village lime-trees, offering

peaceful shady places, such as arc fre-

quently to be met with near the little

groups of hamlets distributed about this

country ; while the dtltb palm and the

banana only occur singly, make one at

the fits: glance compare the district,

I. I'tpe-bv*! . 1. no* c€ :tie Rjlo Woktojfr-o. Urn* cjtitbi i-»l w. iSohoauui teiktim
I

taking all in all, with a cultivated country-side in Europe” In the Cong-- tusin

manioc predominate.'; coming from the cast one first meets with the oil-palm

among the Monbuuus, and with it bananas.

The inhabitants of the Congo bavin are, ..n the whole, vegetable rather than

meet caters. Their chief food is manioc, in the upper part banana*, with smoked

tit" in the river, insects in the »re«t. Their chief drink » palm-wine. Agree-

able to the high level of material culture among theve people. their modes of

preparing food arc manifold. Junker praise* a [vreridge made of the milky young

grains of maiec
;
besides this they are great drinkers and smoker* Monbuttus

<le*pise elephant, lion, and snake; the dwellers upon the Equa!t>r!J Congo, on the

other hand, eat elephant, hippopotamus, and most other animals, including roan —
of which more presently

;
also snakes, iguana*, white ants, and various bird.,

snails, and insects Besides these they have, though no* in great quantity goat.,

sheep, geese, fowls The salt of the Soudan dor* IWX socm to get a* far a- thi-

ilnce we hear of the preparation of a substitute from the frequently occurr.ng

l'islia itraliotfi and other rcanh plants. We meet with the kola-nut first in

Monbuttu-land, and the Azandeh potentate* alto love to chew it. W have

spoken above of the great extent to which wine from palms, bananas, sugar-
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cane, cic„ is dmnW. Where sorghum, which, spreading from the Soudan, ha?

reached, to the cast, Azandeh-land, and to the west, the north of the Canveroons

territory, has made its way in from the north, nigrissa appears, with which may
be compared the r/wrutf-beer of tlic Azandeh. The wide diffusion of tobacco-

jM«£*

*Wf4 j f. . # '*

U •
, v g

* •

growing gives the scale of the indulgence in it. The Azandeh are at once the

greatest tobacco-planters and greatest smokers in Africa. There is not a hut
without a tobacco-patch as close by the house as possible, for fear of thieves.

Alone in this region their language ha* a word of its own for the plant

—

-gundtk.

They smoke out of short clay pipes without a stem, while the Monbuttu use

remarkably long pipes. Chewing is customary among the Bongos. These make
up the tobacco, mixed, it is said, with cow-dung, into cakes as hard as stone.
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which are laboriously mashed and ground up between stones This •n/shir is *o

strong that an unpractised smoker can only take it mixed with mild leaf-

tobacco. Only persons of property own lar^c stores of it, the

price bein' high. Right away to the country inland from f 1,
the Camcroons tobacco leaves arc one of the most effective frm\\
presents and forms of currency. The Congo tribes clearly f'\
knew of tobacco long before the arrival of Europeans

; they J I V
smoke it in chibouque -like pipes, as shown on p 79. The J i< \ \
practice of eating earth has recently been observed in the J \

Congo basin, on the Loketo
;
where the sickly-looking people ah

arc aid to have hit upon it as a cure for stomach-ache.

Poisons are used in the administration of justice, as well as Agn
for arrows. The Monbuttus do .1 nourishing trade in tlicir

" oraclc-polscn," bang. Where millet 01 moire is used as food, tfg

a platform is made in tb= centre of tho village filled with

tightly-ramined clay. On this ia laid a heavy tree-stem, in ......p d.^. lxI1 u |lp

which sundry troughs are hollowed out These trough-like lmuUi—«v»ui «<>•

pounding mortars on the Middle Congo stand singly or in pairs 1,1,1

in front of the huts. The round sort, made of earthenware,

and the wicker corn-bins, disappear here, and give place to long poles having

some dozen horizontal cords of liana or other climbing plant fastened an equal

distance up and down them. To these cords the

corn-cobs har.g, tops downwards. But where the

M kind of maize is grown which Livingstone saw

% in Manyema, with cobs bent into the shape of a

A 1 I hook, they arc merely hung by their own hooks.

a I Mp 1,1 innumerable places in the Congo country tlvc

Jj
remains of the meals of generations arc piled up

S in the form of shell and bone heap*.

m: Among domestic onimaU the dog and sheep

V* of the Congo are exactly like their kindred in

Fil bolMfrc<o LnkftAUrn—m>(hrU
real slfti. iStTllnaa* CoOcctkm.

|
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great advantage to these races when the Egyptian invasion first began, a.i an

enticing form of plunder wm wanting, Dogs and fowls arc the only domestic

animals that the Monbuttus possess, apart frrxn the occasionally half- tamed

river-hog. As breeders of great flocks of sbrep and goats, we may specially

mention the Mabodc in their wide plains.

The chase is often altogether left to the scattered little hunting-races, who
barter their spoils to their neighbours for the produce of agriculture and industry.

Many tracts of prairie-land arc less rich in animals than an average shooting with

u<, and among the Lendus rat-catching is briskly carried on with traps like ecl-

m baskets. But everywhere there arc families oc

tribes of hunters. One meets canoes, each oc-

cupied by a family and a pack of dogs
;
these

are hunters who are well furnished with nets

and spears. Certain special peoples arc known

>
as elephant hunters, and roam far and wide.

Coquilhat reports that Ngombes from Mobunga
range across country as far as the Lulongo, to

hunt elephants. In the forest the little people

arc, so to say, professional hunters, but in the

open country hunting with nets and traps is

one of the occupations of the dominant race.

Azandeh men take to this only with a certain

zeal. Quite consistently with their position as

lords among their dark serfs, they are great

hunters, and keep, especially when the grass is

burnt after the stake-net hunting is over, large

quantities of dried meat. They tame a small

bcast of P«* PcrtaPa a rkytana, for hunting

taiije. {Bniir. Minim. )
purposes. Numerous birds are tarred; among
them a red -tailed parrot, Psittaeus tritiums,

which is often trained to talk. A peculiar hunting-weapon is a sltort harpoon
with barbed blade, thrown at wild boar. Fishing is carried on with the utmost
perseverance, perhaps nowhere in Africa to such an extent as at Stanley Falk
Angling is left to the children

;
grown persons set basket-traps— those of the

Baati in the L'bangi are so heavy that it takes two canoes lashed together to

transport them, and swimming in the water, drive the fish with shouts and drum-
beating to the row of stakes. They set these enclosures In the wildest rapids and
whirlpools, in some parts so thick that we may speak of a forest of stakes. They
firh also at night by torchlight The Wagenya, who are the keenest race of fisher-

men, use drum-signalling extensively for this purpose and also to convey intel-

ligence. Dried fish is an article of trade, and is sent from the Lower Kauai ar.d

from Stanley Falls to a distance, through the medium of regular trading-peoples.

The dwellers on the Congo and its tributaries are clever cancc builders and

boatmen, and were celebrated as such even by the old Portuguese. Stanley

found even larger boats on the Congo than on Lake Victoria. A canoe taken

from Mwana Tapa was over 80 feet Song; and Van Rortsl6 speaks of others of

almost equal length at Stanley Falls. Among the Rubungas, Stanley met with

numerous canoes of faultless shape, with very beautiful carvings, propelled by
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oarsmen standing upright with paddles two yards long, half the length being
made up of the pointed blade. They piy with great boldness close above tho

rapids, where a moment's relaxation of strength mean* being cast away. Canoe*
are a costly possession

;
the building of them as well as the carving of the

paddles is not every man’s, nor indeed every people’s, affair. The Wagenya. those

doughty navigators, get their boats, which are much stronger than those of the

x. Boski J*ish
;

a. Bmhilirxf fcub-r orromrot ; I ftrlt from Ujajit ; 4. Worn ap tom ibe Siiitiu
;

t, SOU* Htioeiac kni!e-*to»r one-UrtrC real Urc. (i-« Wsaaain
:

5, We* ColUWior.
|

Rangala, from »h- Wamanga on the Lindi. They are, if possible, concealed,

where the mouth of a steamlet or any natural inlet afford* shelter, in artificial

side channels, !0 to 30 feet wide, which also facilitates the capture of fish. They

arc also kept under water, when they last better. Up the Welle, the Abassango

dwelling on the islands are instances of a people well provided with boats ;
and

on the Logon, Barth saw- half a hundred boats, 23 to 35 feel in length, with

powerful beaks, all dropping down stream at .the same time. The Bassama of

the Benue have boats with beaks like crocodiles, and paddles, adorned with

burnt-in patterns, tied to flexible Waves The Arandch and Bandija go very
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little on ihe water, while among the Baati on the Mobangi 3CO or 300 boatful# of

women and childicn may lie seen every morning going to their work under the

guard of a few fighting men. In this well-watered country some people naturally

lead amphibious existence* :
fishermen who live mere on the water than on the

land, and pirates who go man-stealing many days' journey from their homes.

Among some peoples of our district, articles wrought in iron arc numerous

and handsome, and show the

mm
‘A*'- #****

sjjEfcp

quality which Junker praises in

the Amubenge of the Welle as

" a feeling for art-industry ”
; but

h—rtua
*®r *'om a" 0|* **wm occupy

1 '.'t themselves therewith in a large

degree. Naturally in the cast.

• % where iron is plentiful, we find

« admirable smiths. Among them
are the Bongos, who used once

to manufacture quantities of good

I'i.ljli
'lollvalc i particularly slciider

!<B,p- A rings, worn ns ornament to the

number of 20 or 30 on one

WMjL’.'i forearm, and barbed spear blades.

With tlvem and the Monbuitus.
‘ the smelting is managed as by

other Central Africans
;

two

earthenware cylinders closed

JCtfW i !* with banana leaves rendered

soft serve as bellows. Both in

rapidity of work and in the

I'JJS
1 beauty of their productions the

SS)* Monbuttu smiths arc even

mf superior to Xhz Bongos. Co-

fr quilbat expressly emphasises the

correspondence of the Bangala

smithies irith those of the Mon-
buttus as described by Schwein-

wriAStr >t»‘» *• *****
country, is tamou9 on the

Equatorial Congo as the centre of the iron industry. The ironworkers of the
south again, in the Baluba country, have methods quite peculiar to themseiuei
of manufacturing iron ornaments and weapons—twisting, for instance, iron xodi
when red hoc into a screw form Pretty collars are made in this way. Again,
they twist several together and weld than and grind them into axes.

' Frequent,
and very well wrought, arc the broad knives of the Baluba. These are pierced,
before the final hardening, with hard punches in geometrical patterns, engraved
and damascened with copper. From them we can reeognire that here, in the
most opposite comer of our district, that “ training of the eye for regularity and
symmetry" which Junker found to be developed among the Monbuttus as among
no other negroes, ij again at home.



.vjtiitic noocrooKf op thk SauiurBx Congo P«o»l*.

<i> Biluba cant-) fafafe-eoe-fltti rail «*. («-?) BcaUuMua*. cipl c4 eannl »cod. U> Baton do l5»

Baktr'A do. (6) Buonpnnloo double <u|X <7!
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Copper and lnu?
(
loo, play a greater pari here than anywhere also in Africa

The former comes in the extern part from Hofr en Naim, while in the west

Manyar.ga reema to be the point whence it radiates Both, in the form cf hart,

wire, and rings, are among the meat current and most valued articles of trade,

and pass for money over a large area. Among the Azandch spear? entirely of

copper are found, naturally as ornamental weapons. But copper is used for

ornament by preference in smaller quantities ; and they arc fond of damascening

it upon iron with much taste. The Baluta coat wooden articles, such as axe

handles, with sheet copper beaten very thin, instead of the crocodile shin elsewhere

used for the purpose. The Monbuttus draw bars into wire, with which they bind

bows, spear shafts, knife handles, and so on. Shields and Ihe little sticks worn

in the car arc studded with copper, and the same metal holds together the rings

of buffalo hide, and is

........ .... —Mr.'.. HIM ....... .'KMi.'1" 0"
Equatorial Congo we

find copper and brass used in great quantity, even for musket balls.

Wood-carving is highly developed. Just as Schweinfurth described it among

the Axandeh and Monbuttus. do we find it also south of the Congo. Not only

those gigantic canoes, and the shields, drums, stools, dishes, but all smaller pro-

ductions of what is in its way a highly developed art industry*, arc made from

mighty robiaccous trees, which the people fell moat laboriously with their little

hatchets, doing the preliminary shaping with a kind of adze. These finer wood-

carvings arc done with a peculiar one-edged tool. The variety of their caned

dishes is extraordinary
,
some have ring-.ibapsd handles, others stand upon four

feet. Generally speaking, the addition of feet to all their wooden utensil * is very

universal. Besides the women's round stools, they make benches with four feet

for the men, in which the separate part* arc neither nailed nor glued, but sewn

together with thin strips of Spanish cane. The couch of bamboo poles and cane,

like that of the old Egyptians which moreover may be traced as far as the south

of the Wahuma territory, is also noticeable. The Azandch and Bongos also are

“Xpert in wood carving. Emin Pasha even gives them the preference in artistic

matters proper. They ornament the feet of their stools with abundant carved

ork, even imitating the human figure ; and carve good spoons from wood. The

,/retty harps, with necks ending in carved heads of men cr animals, which the

Azandeh bring to the Bongos, and to their neighbours beyond, show* with what

taste and refinement they work. Among the Bongos this branch of art attains a

high development in the massive human figures with which their villages, gates,
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and grave* arc decorated. In their village* may frequently be found whole

rows of figures carved from wood at the entrance in the palisade or by the huts

of the oldest people
; soul images, perhaps at the same time monument* of dis-

tinguished personages, nr, as in the Lcndus' fields, caned sticks to avert the evil

eye. Similar objects indeed are found as soon as we reach I'guha ard Ubujnc,

as in the cut. vol. i. p. 46. We find again the same style, the same predilection

fee copying human beings, coupled with almost greater dexterity, in the south.

The Haluba make wcodcn cups in very characteristic imitation of human figures

and faces, they carve human figures and limbs on knife handles and even on
spear shafts, and they put Ihcir stools upon supports representing broadened

human figures, like medieval corbels.

AtamUl !urp» |T>* fcftOMd tr ih. ( Wy CcU'ctM
|

Pottery is, as usual, unevenly distributed. Its achievement* are considerable

in Manyama. where twenty or thirty earthenware pots on peculiar frames, hang

from the ceiling of the huts; and it attains its highest point in the cast. where the

Monbuttus manufacture quite the best things in Central Africa. In this way they

surpass the Bongos no less than the West African potters working after Moorish

patterns. Even though working in a coarse material, and unacquainted with

the wheel, they make vessels of admirable symmetry', and of strikingly p-od ta*tc

in the simple’ ornament In their best pieces they even make a start in the

direction of forming handles, an art unknown elsewhere to African earthenware

Their water-bottles recall Egyptian forms, their dl-flask* we richly adorned.

The Azandch too attain conspicuous success in earthenware. In wicker-work

the cuiizus style of the Upper Nile peoples, in which all round dishes, plates, and

so on, arc shaped square at the base, prevails far into the forest.

Striking and significant is the small use which people dwelling among India-
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rubber-yielding plants make of caoutchouc. They employ it occasionally fer

cement, and to mdkc drum*ti<J<<> I

Some of die musical instruments are peculiar. While the Monbuttus, strangely

enough, have no stringed instrument*, even the marimba being unknown here,

horns and trumpets, on the other hand, which are in use pretty well all over

Africa, arc plentiful, while the semicircular fiat Monbuttu drums, or rather gengs,

offer an example of the reproduction of a smaller form on a larger scale in another

material, and fee another purpose. They arc at bottom only the flat bells of ,hc

Congo district enlarged, they arc narrow, formed from one block of wood,

excavated through a narrow chink, and at the narrower end have two handles by

which they arc held upright while they arc beaten with india-rubber cudgels.

They arc like the difuma of Lunda. Hunting-dogs have little wooden bells

hung on their necks.

The whole region

is penetrated by native

traders, who leave to

one another particular

districts, 90 tliat every

larger group of popu-

lation has its own

tradespeople. No-

where in Africa does

the negro vindicate *o

high a position for

trade, alike as regards

its efficiency, and its

recognition and regu-

lation by the State.

Kund notices hour, in spite of the brisk traffic in the country behind the Camerconi,

he never inct them with caravans several hundred strong as on the Upper Congo.

Often they consisted of only one family. Trade brings to pass an interesting

division of labour, and produces very peculiar political conditions. The Uateke

who live on the Upper Congo by Stanley Pool, and arc influential as traders,

doing business especially in ivory against copper and brass rings—Stanley calls

them ivory-brokers—cultivate no land, for their settlements ate among the few

which lie directly on the river, and arc therefore wholly dependent for their

sustenance upon the district In which they stay some months every year for the

sake of their trade, obtaining their victuals through the medium of the chiefs.

To them and to the Mahubari, who like them live entirely by trade, the Mam-
bund u deliver liberally their daily bread, that is prepared manioc or chiitta*g«.

Similarly the trading folk called Bnaiiga, who live on islands in the Sanga, pay

ho chief a tax on their trade, serve him as smiths, build canoes and make paddles,

etting his protection in return. There are direct connections extending fmm the

wist to them, and goods are found among them which have coine overland

irom Ogowe. In the Kasai region* the Tupende once held a more influential

position, from which they have come down since they lost the Kikassi ferry to

tlic Kicked.

The markets arc among the best-known spots in the whole region. They

Dcutte Jig mute b^tbe focal Waliojo—Ofw-thirU lit*.

(Stuhlrara CoOeoUin.)
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arc looked upon es neutral soil, which no chief can claim, and for the use of

which no one may assert any privilege or demand tribute. Many of them arc
broad spaces of grow lying beneath the shade of mighty trees. To the market
on the plain of Mbuga, 011 the right bank of the Lualaba in Manyema-land, came
regularly every morning fifty or sixty great canoes from the other side of the

river. K.'bao, the ivory market of the llateke and Bakuba, seems to be one of

the mw* important of the neutral market* in the southern part of the Congo
basin. Even strangers may freely visit this place, but none is

allowed to enter the country itself. Silva Porto's advance beyond
it was stopped by the Bakuba, and that by force of arm*.
Kabao seems to lie exactly in the frontier district between the

two peoples. Similarly a neutral market-place called Kicanda
lies upon the frontier between the Baluba and Bakctc in a clearing

ro to 40 yards wide in the forest. Chileo it another such place,

where the territories of the Baluba, Bablndi, and Ha.unga meet,

and a brisk trade between eastern and western tribes is said to

go on, in which the chief articles that change hands arc women,

firearm-,, powder, ivory, and india-rubber—ten times cheaper thru,

on the coast. Articles of the lively trade on the Congo, which

brings the boats of the Bolobo and Ngombe people os far as the

Bangala, are smoked fish, a fine red wood powder to which medi-

cinal properties are ascribed and which come® from Ruki
;
also

copper rings from the t'bangi ami Ircbn. which serve as money
Tire bar* from which they arc made come frtxn Manyanga. These

rings arc exactly like those which circulate inland of the Came-

roon! and the Oil River*. Other media of exchange that may
be mentioned are the iron lancc-hcads in use among the Makaraka,

and the goat3 which from the Middle Congo to Manyema play

much the same parr as is taken in the east by oxen. For ten

goats a man can buy a young girl. A very curious use by the

Wavira of the iron hoes which on the Upper Nile are current a*

money is reported by Sruhlmann. On declaring war they send

them to the enemy, awl fetch them kick when peace is con-

cluded
;
on both occasions by the hands of women.

The double significance of slaves a* a means of power, and as having a money

value, makes the slave-trade a matter of the highest importance almost everywhere

in the interior of Africa. Only here and there does a people despise it and the

man-stealing which is connected with it, having recognised its weakening de-

moralising criect upon the populations as a whole. Vet even among thc-e negro

races slavery is profoundly intertwined with all other institutions, not least with

the horrible human sacrifices and cannibalism. What has been said above as to

the political results of the African slave-trade of the Africans i» true throughout

of these races ; and for that reason the foreign trade in these most costly of all

goods, as for instance on the Upper Nile, where it was introduced by the Nubians,

quickly assumed so large and destructive dimensions. Denham has described

man-hunt* in the Musgu country, and Nachtigal very fully in the region* south

of BaghirmL There is indeed hardly a district on the edge of this innermost

Africa where man-catching is not carried on, even though the machinery may not
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be always in operation as in the countries sooth of Darfour, particularly Darfertit,

or again in Manyema and the countries bordering on the Wahuma states to the

westward. Where Arabs, Soudanese, Portuguese, and the like do not make
their way, the negroes themselves catch their fellows, to make money by them.

Thus the people of Lunda, in this resembling the Wayao of the cast coast, seem

to be particularly active agents of the slave-traders. How often nay the melan-

choly picture which Stanley gives from the Middle Congo be repeated. “ The
exact extent, position, and nature of the village life was unchanged, but the close

bristling palisade, and the cones of fowl-huts, and the low ridge-roofed huts just

visible above it. all had vanished. ... We perceived that there had been a late

, „ , n t *’rc- The banana plants looked

meagre, their ragged fronds

waved mournfully their tatters,

as if imploring pity." Only in

limited districts did the right

view of the matter penetrate,

as with the Bashilange who
would 3=11 none of their own
jrcoplc, or with the Bailing* of

the Lower Kassai, who lived

in poverty with no copper

rings or ivory to protect them

,j
selves from invasion by the

dangerous trade.

Cannibalism is spread over

the whole wide region, even

CaUoaion
i

Tl'« Azandeh, the Moo-
buttus, the dwellers on the

L'bangi ar.d the Mongala, on the Ltilongo and the N'ghiri, the Xgombes, the

Bangala, are among the cannibals. While Baumann had his doubts respecting the

Wagenya, Binnic is convinced that they are of the number. It is not without

reason that the wildest rumours on the subject circulate throughout the outer region

of the central region. The name of “ Nyatn-Nyam " given to the Azandeh in

allusion to this charge, had, says Hocnenunn, got as far even as Murzuk, by means
of Arabs, at the cud of the last century

;
and lung before the exploration of the Congo

one heard of cannibalism in the inland parts of West Africa. Tlve Lunda people in

particular imagine all the country north of them to be inhabited by man-eaters.

Often we have only to do with one of the modes of employing portions of the

human body for every kind of witchcraft. According to Livingstone it sometimes

'appens among the M tax.ha on the Lualaba that the end of a quarrel between a

ttrried couple is the death of the wife, arid the eating of her heart by the

ushand. Human fingers arc used as means of sorcery. The skull of the wise

.hief Mocnelcuss of Bambarre was preserved by his people in a pot, and brought

out at all discussions of public affairs. The quantity of human sacrifices has more

to do with the suspicion in question. When the predecessor of tbc present Mobeka
chief, Makwata, died, three hundred human victims were sent after him. There is

a brisk traffic in slave* to meet this requirement, and on particular occasions the
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village* outbid each other in the appointment of men to furnish the sacrifice

which the chief offer*. Van Gelc and Coquilhat were witnesses of the following

scene :—Upon the death of the chief of Wangata, near the Equator station, bin

sorrowing family bought up slaves in the adjoining district*, and had them
decapitated. A tree-stem was bent down, and attached to the head, so that when
the Bangala knife divided it from the body, it flew at once into the air. The
lookers-on stripped the flesh frwn the bodies, as was alleged, without eating it

;

and the skull bleached on the roof of the dead man's hut. The bodies of four

females, of all ages from childhood to full maturity, having been strangled, were

thrown into the grave, cloths, rings, and all. for the corpse to lie upon, and two
more women fell in the funeral fight which succeeded—in which a woman
represents the enemy, is pursued, and run through with spears Among the

Bayansi, when two villages agreed to conclude peace, they dug a grave half in

one territory half in the other, and flung Into it a live slaw with his limbs

broken.

The indulgence In human flesh as an almost daily food is, however, quite

another matter. When Livingstone noticed the absence of grave* in Bambarrc, he

shrank from indining to the belief that the inhabitants ate the corpses in lieu of

burying them. Now, however, we have learned through Junker that among the

Mambunga no corpse ever attains to interment; but, since there i» at least a

prevalent dislike to making a repast off blood relation*, is traded away to person*

at a distance. Mcccovcr, the victims, whom an oracle, always consulted on the

occasion of a death, has declared to have caused it. arc always eaten. Human
flesh is eaten with the accompaniment of a dish called lugp/a. a kind or pudding,

and clearly a* a cheerful carouse
;
and Monbuttu chiefs owed a grisly celebrity

to their relish for human fle-h
11 Speaking a; large anti in general," says Junker

of the tribes on the Welle, " one may safely designate them a race of anlhrofxfhagi,

and where they are so they arc thoroughly so, and make no concealment «>f it.'

The cannibals of those parts bag before ail the world of their savage appetite,

wear the teeth of [lemon* they have eaten, strung in rows like glass beads, round

their necks, and hang up the skulls of their victims on posts like trophies. Human
fat Is very generally turned to account In war, people of all ages arc eaten, the

old indeed more frequently than the young, since their incapacity makes them an

easier prey in raids
;
also people who have died a sudden death, and such as had

lived in isolation. Gessi Fasha’s Makaraka soldiers, otherwise so excellent, were

universally known as caters of their foes. “ It must not be inferred," *av* Felkin,

“ from my mentioning the fact of the Xyam-Xyam warriors eating the slain, that

they are cannibal* only when fcod is scarce, or in time of war. It is a regular

custom with them to consume the dead, and at times children are permitted to

die in order that their parents and friends may have the opportunity of gratifying

this horrible propensity."

Winsmaim relates of the Kalcbuc that they cat people who are sick to death,

and he heard a similar story from Manyema. The Bassonge, otherwise holding

a high place, are cannibals
;
and in the Equatorial Congo the custom reaches its

highest point with the Bangala and their fellow*. There arc chiefs’ houses there

where two human victims arc slaughtered daily
;
as Van Ronsld, the missionary,

records of the Moteka, a neighbour tribe to the Bangala. where slaves destined

for eating take the place of animals for slaughter. They arc called Slobo/i, goats
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serving the same purjxtae bong Atboh. The recognised object of the raids made by

the warlike peoples of the Mobangi is to obtain human flesh.

As we go north, there is a slight toning down here also. Schweinfurth

specifics from his own experience some Atandch chiefs who had a horror of

human flesh, and even despised chimpanzee, though roast monkey is in general

popular Junker found the had habit in greater force south of the Welle, where

persons belonging to the tribe, and all under sentence of death, fell victims to it

,

while he calls the Amadi only occasional cannibals. The Bombes also arc styled

by him. in contrast to the Makaraka in the north, “anthropophagous Nyam-

N'yams.* Among the Bangaia, near the station of the tame name, a cannibal

meal took place, according to Coquilhat, thrice in five months ; hut he was told

that formerly hardly a week passed without a village or a passing canoe being

attacked to get human flesh. Just as scarcity of victuals cannot have been the

cause of the practice arising, its diminution and disappearance cannot have been

due to some great accession of food.

MoslmU trumpet of J*oiy. (OnUty Cottedtot.

)

We meet with a stricter regulation of the family and society among those

aristocratic peoples who have been able to shape for themselves a comfortable life

based on the manual labour of a number of slaves and serfs. Felkin notices, in

regard to the Bongos, that the children did not at firs: sleep with their parents

but In special huts, which is not the case with any other tribe between this district

and Lado. The Atandch and the Madis, too, have their special houses for boys

Marriages are not contracted so early a3 in other tribes—not till the age of fifteen

to seventeen in the ease of the girl—and probably for this reason arc more fruitful.

The Baati and Monbuttu women constantly carry their children with them in

lorgish ba»kets, slung about them. With the Azandch, plenty of children is a

token of good fortune and prosperity, and the birth of twins is esteemed as a

promise of luck. With them too, courtship is riot burdened with any demand

foe tribute on the part of the father. If a man wishes to be married he goes, as

a rule, to the principal or some inferior chief, who at once procures him a wife to

his taste. The Azandeh wives are distinguished by their reserved bearing, while

on the other hand the nsemgah or wenches—childless widows for the most part,

are proportionately free. Precisely similar conditions hold good with the Mon-

bottus, the number cf whose children strikes every observer. Among tlicm, as

among the Azandch and Makaraka, women arc more respected than among many
negro tribes. If one enters a village the first persons visible arc the women,

mostly tall very powerful figures, and one soon becomes aware that even in the
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affairs Ol tho village they arc the a^okca^/i. In uthcr respects they arc good
and industrious worker:* clearing closely to their husbands. Owing to the

pn?30i\cc of foreign women, who live among them as slaves, it has become a custom

for the women to receive strangers and act as interpreters for them. Polygamy

prevails in connection with man-stealing on a Urge scale, and acts as a political

weapon through the nuptials of the inferior chieiV daughters. Thus the Mon-
buttus on either side of the Kibali formerly cemented their old tribal kinship by a

chief s marriage.

With the exception of a single Monbuttu tribe, the Majo, who arc said to

burn their dead, it is the custom to inter all corpses

that arc not destined to provide a meal. The graves

have a peculiar niche, in which the corpse is placed r

in a squatting attitude. Mens faces arc turned

eastward by the Azancch, northward by the Bongos,
^

women’s being in each ease turned the opposite K J
way. But all observers have seen but few Mon- ‘

|
buttu graves, and even when interment has taken K> I

place, the body is apt to be disinterred from anthro-

popliagic motives. In the west, as among Bateke,

graves arc found in which pots, elephant*' teeth,

even umbrellas have been deposited. Human wen-

"secs S'C icpoircd ,v the fuivwa.t: nf Bar.gala chiefs.

The division of classes is as sharp as might be H
expected in societies which have arisen through

immigraticn anc subjugation. The Monbuttus am .

in this leas stria than the Az&ndeh, among whom J '' vK
the nobles—warlike, doing little work, drinking and jp •

gambling Imany cf then, as chiefs sons, having Ll'
•‘Mata" before their names)— form a true aristo-

jj

ux

cracy. But among tliem al«> a governing class,

setting great store by a pure pedigree on the

father’s side, is built up on various stages such as “—
slaves, serfs, subjugated peoples, semi-subject hunting V0IL

(

races. Such a state of things as prevailed in Mon-

buttu-land when Emin and Junker were there, in which Gambari. the son of a

smith, had obtained the succession to Munsa, while tlmt chleTi legal successor*

had become private persons, could only have come to pass or been tolerated in

the revolutionary days of the Egyptian invasion. The distinction between

mukunzi and mom which we find among the Bangaia, is apparently based

purely upon property. To the former belongs every pOMcnor of any wires,

any male slaves, and a complete house establishment
;
the latter is competed of

unproper*,icd freemen. In the larger partition*, as that between the dwarfish

hunters and th-ir lords, the breed with a capacity for social life emerges un-

mistakable
;
but neither do the bronre-hued warriors of the Bangaia. the Azandch,

the Balulta, belong to the negro breed, although they inhabit the moat centra'

regions of the African continent Thus on the whole an ethnographic separation,

as in the Soudan, though perhaps more obliterated, coincides with the social.

In political respects great disintegration prevails. Every people is split up
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into numerous tribes. More than a hundred hereditary sultans or princes, better

called barons, rule within the small Ar&ndch country, and some of them poosca

a respectable military power and a Urge domain It is the same with the

Kongo*. Uganda and Unyoco know no power equal to their own westward of

their frontier, only weak districts destined to be plundered ; their example has

been followed by the Arab?* supported by the warlike Manyema; and since Emin
Pasha’s withdrawal, by the Soudanese, who have made frightful havoc, especially

among the Lendus. The Lunda empire stands alone in the southern Congo
basin as a state of considerable extent, and in the whole length of the Congo

country* Europeans have struck upon no single great state. Even the Bakuha

chief Lukengo is only a regulus . When the first people from Khartoum reached

Bongoland in 1856 they found the whole territory divided into an endless

number of small districts and communities entirely independent of each other.
41 The normal anarchy of African miniature republics prevailed,” say's Schtvcin-

furth. A commonwealth Jike that of the Dinkas, which united whole district

*

into a stock, imposing through the number of its warriors, was not to be found.

The greatest Bangala chief only keeps some dozen villages more or le*s firmly

together, and is but primus inUr pares. In rarer eases the influence of the village

senior is supported by the connection with hU name of a reputation for witchcraft.

This subdivision, however, docs no? rccre to have always existed
;
at all events it

corretqxjnds to no national d»virion, as we inter from the fact that the Azandch
language, though its spread is considerable, shows no striking dialectic variation*.

\mong t>on -nomadic peoples this testifies to the existence in former times of a

tore intimate connection. The high level of material culture points in the same

trcetion. With gifts .*0 conspicuous, and a country so fortunately endowed, a

ate of political rejx»e must always inevitably have been accompanied by an

Jevation of the genera! culture; and so far the breaking up of these races will

seem to us a token of the decay that we may almost certainly assume in the

ease of several, such as the Bangah, and that we know unhappily to be a fact in

that of the Bongos, Azandch, Monbuttus, and others. The greater chiefs put

their sens and brothers in command of the more outlying districts, and so dyrnastics

of mary branches arc formed, against which a grudge accumulates among the

inferior chiefs outside the family, who are prejudiced thereby'
;

and when this

breaks out, danger is apt to follow. Neither among the Azandch nor among the

Monbuttw has this system averted political decay, with its consequences of

weakness and subjugation.
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ii. THE NEGROES OF WESTERN AFRICA

tea enl W« AtHara; E-i vjecn *nl Muattwo nfluetce: flit in the Umi U culture on the ctm-
Ti*tllng m«», Dtillaa, K»Vm—Run of U-ti Oiinu i the UttU* S"'r> inflactoo.

Oiriubn toll urates, Brlrkc, Fmi r»f» of the Cameron ilMricl—Race* <f Upper Guinea: Vonbu.

E»« propin of TogoUail. TstU. Iniai. Aihutees, Kruoara, Gieboo ; Uboa aoi Sima Leona.

THE lowest step in which the slope of Africa towards the Atlantic Ocean,

essentially similar from the Cutter* to the Sahara, terminates, is the flat or

undulating West African coast-land, 30 to too miks in breadth. This a

followed by a narrow transition step in the shape of a bill country, running up to

3300 feet, at their exit from which occur the lowest rapids in the coast rivers

Behind this the plateaux of the interior stretch away out of sight 10 the east-

ward. Thus in West Africa the coast is not u country destined to develop

independently, whether in regard to sire or detached situation ; it has always

remained a protruded bit rf interior Africa At individual points the coast-land

disappears altogether, and the height* come close up to the sea. as in the dark

forest belts of the Gold Coast, in Sierra Ixone, in the volcanic mountains of the

Cameroon*, and in the coast plateau of Bcttgutlla. On the other hard, for many

miles to nest and south of the angle where the Niger flows out. level stretches of

sandhill and lagoon form outposts to the coast
;
amphibious objects, hardly rising

above the sea-level. On the long reaches of the tranquil lagoons the traffic between

remote points of the coast, such as Ak-assa and Lagos, move about in security.

At the mouth of the streams, greater and smaller, the Volta, the Niger, the Oil

River, the Cameroon River, the Ogowe, the alluvium of great deltas widen these

level strip#. The Niger delta, a vast alluvial country, steadily increased by

frequent inundations, forms the gate at once to the Soudan and to northern

Central Africa. Almost as far as Lake Chad no elevation of more than 1 000

feet has to be crossed. Less large U the gateway of the Congo, in which, even

below the junction of the Kwango, occur the forty-two rapids known a* Living-

stone Falls, leading down from the plateau through which the river flows in its

middle course to the comparatively limited portion of lowland, and cutting this

off, at least for Europeans, during many centuries, from the interior. Above the

point where it widens out. the Congo flows in a narrow valley with steep walls,

the floor of which ii so impaswfac that, on his famous journey of discovery.

Stanley had often to follow a route miles away from the stream. For long

distances there is not room for a mule track. Numerous tributaries again have

in the same way cut oat deep channels, and not only render traffic difficult, but.
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with the dense vegetation, offer to the natives good bases for attach.' on trade

caravans. Thus, apart from the very lowest portion of its course, the importance

of the Congo to the coast regions of West Africa for intercourse and settlement is

limited
;
and for this reason it could not and never can be the Nile of West Africa.

Seldom throughout tlte rather shapeless West African coast do we find islands

large or numerous enough to allow of their population entering into any effective

mutual action with the mainland. That all those not lying quite close to the coast

were uninhabited in pee-European times is evidence of the limited development

attained by the life of the coast, lacking, as it did. independence and the contrasts

which give rise to life.

The climate is for the most part hot and damp, certain tract* of the west coast

being among the rainiest regions of the continent
;
and accordingly some districts

arrive at great fertility. The market at Freetown displays ail the year round

tropical fruits of the greatest conceivable beauty and variety. Stretches of

coast, hkc those of Akim and Fantcc, lire most fertile of the Guinea coast, abound-

ing in streams and harbours, with more timber than enough at hand for bxit-

buiiding, show that it ia not in all cases Nature alone that has interdicted the

development of navigation among African mankind. Here, from the first

settlement, European factories and forts were thickly planTcd. North and south

in Senegambia and Loanda. lie very hot regions, and the grass-land comes Cose

to the coast. For development of relations between Europe and Africa, the

unhealthircss arising from the frequent contrasts t,f climate in marshy coast-tract*

is of moment. Some European trading-stations, 'ike Grand Ba"arn. Assinie, and

Dabon have been deserted from this cause
;
others, like Lagos and Akassa, arc

every year decimated by fever. The negroes do not escape these fever* ; but

as they get better nourished on the coast, they- are, i" -pile of them, not un-

commonly* superior in bodily strength and gcod looks to their brethren in the

interior. The blending of race- may not b; without its effect here The coast,

ill the narrower sense, is often left uninhabited, and the settlements lie most

frequently at tl»c limit of high water. In Togo, a- in the r.or.h of the Cameroon*,

the coasts arc more densely* peopled than the slope from the highland-, but part

of the Ratanga coast lies desert. As everywhere on the earth, the population

tend* to mas* itself at the mouths of rivers.

Apart from the trade-winds of the two hemispheres, the prevailing south-

westerly direction of the wind, blowing on shore as a violent monsoon at the

season when the sun is north of the Equator, cantxit encourage the negroes to

tempt the high seas in their walnut-shells of canoes.

With the abundant rainfall the vegetation is luxuriant on the coast and in

the lower-lying parts of the interior, but at the fir*t beginning of the high ground

about the Congo and the Ogowe, assumes a savannah character, which i* maintained

and extended’ by the practice of burning. The wealth of useful plants is great.

The two indigenous plants of Africa of must impedance in trade-- the oil-palm

and the coffee-plant—occur wild in these countries
;
the former, since the abolition

of the slave-trade, live export article of Africa most capable of development, chiefly

on tlte Lower Niger, where it forms forests, anc on the Congo, where it covers

whole islands. The oil-palm does not belong alone to this region, but is found

throughout the Congo country as far a. the Welle, but ascends the N : _cr .ml

Hemic ; but here on the coast, where it i* universally distributed from >- no_..i.

VOL. Ill
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to Angola, it undoubtedly receives it-* chief development and is turned to mo^t

account. The coffee-plant occurs in its West African species, C&ffea Hlwriai. much

superior, a< it scents, to the Arabian or Hast African. In the higher parts grows

the turn - nut tree, MmMu of importance in the trade with the Soudan
;
and

Giouichotic-pftxhiciitg lianas arc widely diffused in the damp forest*.

The West African fauna is pjur compared with that of South and East Africa,

especially in the part south of the Equator. In the markets there dried rats form

an article of trade, and antelope skins arc a costly possession, reserved for person*

of distinction. The Guinea and Senegal region is better oT; but even here the

elephant has been driven so far back that the west coa* has already lost much
of its old importance for the ivory trade. The south-west coast abounds in fish;

Mossamcdcs supplier the Lower Congo and Galioon with it in a dried form

to ihi** lung stretch «•:’ coast the deserts, emerging broad on the sea-front, form

natural botiudanV- which may be indicated in a general nay by the .Senegal

River in tin? north and the Omcne in the south. Between these points negroes

d toting tlicjii'-e'.vc- to agriculture and trade, appear everywIkic on the coast,

b Minded to noith and -mith bv nomadic dwellers in the plains and the desert.

Their distribution is frequently typical. They arc thick on the coast, thin im-

mediately inland, thicker again further inland ; this is especially seen in the

inhabitant* of T*»go and the Cameroon- The most dividing feature in this long

line is the Gulf of Guinea, farmed by the change in the direction of tlv? coast from

north and -mith to east and west. At this point the great Bantu family of

languages finds its limit, and the negro languages in the narrower sciuc, with their

manifold vsirfatL"*. succeed each other from the Rio del Key northwards. In

OMitm-t to the unity of the Bantu languages, the tangle of tongues in Upper

Guinea is almost ini|tenetrnhtc. In Sierra Leone, wltcrc no doubt the settlement of

liberated slaves lu> brought together the greatest possible diversity of races,

member* of zoo <liiTcrcnt negro tribe* with r;o different languages arc said to
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have found themselves in company. Further, we have the European languages

under the curious disguises which negroes have given them, and then the Fulbe

language and Arabic If the most obvious bond between them, apart from

community of language, is that which is common to all negroes in physical

and mental nature, in custom and tradition, contact with European Christian

civilization and its whole sum of resulting changes have also fallen to the lot ol

many, and formed a ground of separation from the tribes of the interior. West

Africa, throughout the whole space between Senegal and Benguclla. lias felt the

influence of Christianity soonest and most enduringly. The bearers of it were at

first exclusively Portuguese, or Europeans in Portuguese service, with whom French.

Dutch, English, and only at times Danes, Gentians, and Spaniards, were associated.

The influences of the European settlements, rarely beneficial, in many eases unfavour-
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able, were, until the most recent period, limited to a narrow strip of coast which

in the old Portuguese penal settlements of Angola, Moesamedes, and Bcnguclla,

extended on the other side of 10° S. in a leisurely and uncertain fashion into the

interior. Even in our own century the coast-district of Kissame, between Angola

and Renguclia. was not entirely subject to the Portuguese, and in the very latest

decades they have retired on their interior frontier, yielding to the pressure of

Tongas. Bangala, and Kioko* North of the Congo it is but a little time since

Europeans have begun,

and the*?

48k .
• -

, uJj

' }

'
mmmm coast

‘ arc 35 important

PcxkHtoU fon UboU. |S«kb))-t,Fib.0Br,i*K,ic«.i«.™.)
qmte a d,ffcrcnt khsc,

and with quite diflcrent

effect. All the ethnographical diversity found on this coast can always be reduced

to the two opposite types—die coast negro, trading, adopting the immorality and

the usages of civilization, and in wmc eases containing a portion of white blood (for

in Angola, where European arc more numerous than at any place in the tropical

west coast, they form at most a tenth of the total population), and the negro of the

interior, who, somew hat more firmly organised for military, predatory, and political

purpose*, is now beginning to want to look for a place at the fascinating hoard of

the coast-trade, to reach which, as Zintgraff says ,

44
he bores on slowly and almost

imperceptibly like the chigoe of his country * This is not. indeed, the only reason,

as U shown by the invasions which must have pressed westward long before the

time of Europeans
;

but it has received a powerful development in the course of

time, and the Fans, ivho have lately achieved a successful advance, admit it

candidly, even though they may not, like the Fulbes, clothe their thought in a

PcAcxr*tU%l% from Ubcrlt. (Sxckbdm Etfaaofopfakal Con**bw

)
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sonorous prophecy how * hc who ha» the coast will be master of the whole world.'

Meanwhile in the south, where the Portuguese arc finr.ly established a* colonial?.,

bounds were long ago set to this movement, so that it is chiefly felt in the lands

north of the Congo.

Everything connected with origin and kinship oti the west coast points east-

ward. There U no indication of western, Atlantic, or transatlantic connection?

before the time of the Europeans. From the Ovaherero and Ovambo, whose

nearest kinsfolk arc certainly to txr sought in the Xyassa region, to the kinsmen of

the Fulbes and Mandingos, descended from dwellers on the plains, who came down
to the coast on the Senegal and at Cape Palmas—Jolofc, Scrcrs, Yd*, and their

fellows—we everywhere we the c<;<t it! movement toward the west This tendency

is often vouched for by history
; indeed it has stamped itself, before our own eyes,

upon remarkable national migration*.

The Fans, called also i’ahuin. nr.?: reached the coast within the last -ixty

years, and have spread so rapidly there that they possess to-day a row of

settlements between the Gaboon and Cape I while the coast tribes arc

split up. as by wedges, by the advanced post* of their extension. '* In presence

of characters so active,
r
jays Lem, 41

the various small nations on the southern or

left bank of the Ogowc have no show at all. and even the numerous and powerful

Akclle or Bakalai, a warlike people of the bush, arc \anbhing before the Fan*.

The Okota, Apingi. am! Okande. who formerly dwelt on the right bank. have, in

the course of recent yea re, been driven on to ike islands in the Ogowc. or to it*

left bank. Conscious of their wn pDwerlcssr.e--. they never seek to offer any

resistance, allow lharo$clv<^ even to be .-old ns dares by their own chiefs

and hardly venture w visit their former abode?.* Enquiries a* to the place

whence the Fans came received tie answer that they came from the land •:*

Xdua and Lake Ton. where constant wa-< drove them to migrate. They to»k

from five :o eleven months getting t'wrrcc to the Gaboon, marching three iky*

and resting two. AU the tribes between the Gaboon and Cape St. Catherine

—

Mpongwe, Orungu, Nkam:—who apeak the sane lai guage, lived formerly further

in.atx). King Kengueza showed Du Chaillu the sometime scat of his people

about 45 miles up the Fernando Yaz. The Ishogos like the others, have started

on their progress westward. At the end of 1SS0 Father Delorme found the

Bakahti on tlx: Ogowc driven back everywhere to the left bank, while the Fan*

occupied die right, and were prepared to subdue the whole region a* they Had

done on the Rembo and in the Xkami country. They arc mere powerful, freer

from vice*, without slavery or human sacrifice;. The Okota on the Ogewe former*)*

lived in greater numbers on thx: right bank of the Okande. up to ten years before

Lena wrote in 1874 that they had «m>u* all retreated before the Mpongwe to the

left hank. We shall recur to the advance of the Fan* in the Cameroon** territory.

In the country behind the Cameroon* other races—at present somewhat

limited by the Sannaga River—ami what is more a new culture, the Moorish,

and a religion in those region* young and fanatical, the Mussulman, arc taking

tip. in forms to some extent different, the same movement towards the coa^t
;
now.

however, no longer as a crude mass-movement accompanied by cor.qucst and dis-

possession, but as a mighty civilizing and religious influence. Here too we often

come upon negro races pressing forward, and a tradition of original abo< 5cs further

inland. But those arc either already bearers of :hc same influence or of Islam.
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accelerated by the gaps w hich they leave in advancing fast behind them. Thus

the Gallinas originally pressed coastwards at the back of Liberia as negroes in

search of land : to day they arc already among tb= earners of Islam, which, by

their means, is making its way faster to the coast in spite of the externally zcatou*

Christianity of Liberia. The increase of culture towards the interior, in the

southern half of the coast, is inactive and less important in comparison with that

of the northern half, where, for example* from Liberia or Sierra Leone, even* single

thing becomes larger and better as we go north, beginning with tobacco, which

the Barlins send down to the coa<t, the stronger Mandingo bark, the finer leather

work and fabrics, up to

rita *^1Ml WM liMM
omical and social con-

L
d- OU 0K dM<1
influence of Moorish ways

:*/A :
and of Islam, the carriers

N v of which arc the talented

ftV *nd inuch-m ixcd 1 1oussas,

V*ri I
* »*4

far as A*hantcc at the

beginning of the present

century, have, a< trader'-,
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tco Christianityand I -lam
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getting tlie impression

that, as with the Man-
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Moorish influence, so the

spiritual effect of these races operating from the interior already toners high

over the less self-supporting offshoots of Christian culture in Sierra Leone, Liberia,

etc., in spite of the devastation caused by its endless wars.

A better destiny had been prophesied for the West Africans from their contact
with the Europeans. Hut here the weakness of the character shows itself. The
negroes with whom Europeans came ittlo intercourse on the coast, were no less

ruined by the numerous new temptations there offered to them than by unjust,

and especially unjudicial treatment Obviously t<o they lacked even the capacity

to hold fast and make permanent any improvement that they received. Haitian's

melancholy phrase about the successors of the Christian Congo chieft it true

throughout the coast :
“ I had to find out. to my disappointment, that the breath

of civilization which may be supposed once to have pas«d over the Congo jieoples,

has pas-cd and left no trace, while they have long fallen back into the torpid
indifference in which the dark race universally broods away its life.” In the
natives the Portuguese found races living by fishing, hunting, and agriculture,

practised in many arts, but rude and barbarous in their customs, despotic in their

A Saubee-*: ru^ro
I
from a jihxctfurti in Pkuw Brt i Colleciiou.

|
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form of government, debased in their religious ideas and usage*. It was not till

long afterwards that European* exercised the moralising influence which at |hb
level seemed easy. The difltf>vcrcr3 were followed by ccof.t seekers, while the

greed for gold, and afterwards the yet more paying budness of exporting the

children of the country to America, were the chief causes of the brisk traffic with

the West African coast. For a long time Europe implanted only the wild shcots

of her culture in the national life of West Africa, and what was noble was killed

among the weeds. The natives saw no difference between the morals of the

strangers and their own
;

if

hospitality, fidelity, and religion

were formerly held sacred by

the native, the Christian trader

extirpated this notion by the

contrast of his demeanour and

conduct, and roughness re-

mained as the dominating

power. Only the danllng
treasures of Europe, things

that children enjoy, or Euro-

pean manners, found willing

imitators, and the native fash:oh

of work and art died out. This:

it remained in the following

eenturio*
;

and now that the

slave trade has been abolished,

the enormous import of spirits

has a demoralising effect. To
the new powers which haw
entered the country in the last

few years as colonists, unbur-

dened by tradition (Germany

and Belgium;, a splendid oppor- A Kou' “

tunitv has been opened of

avoiding Ihc old faults of others, and producing something better after methods

of their own. 1

The drop in the level of culture towards the coast is manifest, and not only so

in the difference which strikes every one between the negroes of the const and the

Mussulmans of the interior, aa for instance, between the Gold Coast people and

the Mandingocs. It meets m again among the heathen races who are still

remote from Islam and the immediate influcr.ee of the Arabs, among whom are

many of those belonging to the interior. In material culture at least they arc in

no way behind their Mussulman neighlrours, and hold the coast negro in almost

as low esteem as these do. Thus there is here a yet older contrast. Islam was

not the first influence that caused a higher culture to flourish in the Niger valley

and in the Mandingo plateau, it merely spread more quickly in the 'Oil which

had already been thoroughly worked by influences operating from the north, of

Berber, Phoenician, Grxco-Roman, and Christian origin.

J> ’Hit nimM of Finn and l>Mha&re will oecir in ihii connection roevery itvlct]
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i! is of course certain that the East African has got more Asiatic constituents,

or, from a racial point of view, nobler Wood, into his veins than the West African
at a greater distance from the* influences. But the West Africans arc far from

bring the caricatures which tl*y need to be represented as being in the days of
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bad ethnographical pictures.
1 Nearly forty yearn ago Haitian spoke of die

impossibility of finding the conventional negro type as one of the very results

of his West African experience, and the portraits drawn by trained and moderate

observers and dcscribere show fewer and fewer departures from the general negro,

and especially few in an unfavourable direction. Gdssfeldt sums up his impres-

sions of the Loango natives and their kinsmen in these words: “Their bodily

frame shows to advantage
;
their features frequently display intelligence, prog,

nathism is little developed, heads of at all striking length arc rare, and it is probable

that most skulls arc on the border between meso- and doiichoccphaiy. The
colour of the skin is dark bronze, and it it

more usual for it to sway in the lighter than

in the darker direction.” The attempt to

constitute a special West African negro race

must to-day be looked upon as futile, even

more certainly than at the time when we
expressed our objections to it in the first

edition of this book. The considerable dif-

ference in mode of life between the in-

habitants of the coast and those of the

interior no doubt produces differences of

appearance
;
but no question of breed can b;

based on that. Inland from Batanga no

doubt there dwell in the forest small light-

coloured people, who have no fixed settle-

ments, live solely by hunting, and are related

o haw made the first paths through the

forest. They arc outliers of the Akkoas or

Okcas. treated of earlier in this volume. In

any cate the coast tribes, who are in frequent

intercourse with Europeans, are better-looking

than the poor bush people of the interior.

But that is a matter of inode of life and

mixed blood, and thus is not universal Tlve

Ewe peoples ivho iiv-e on the coast are

stronger and larger than those of the interior, owing to their more copious flesh-

diet aixl their maritime occupation. The Duailas are darker than the Bakwiri,

who live inland of them, and so are the coast tribes in Akim. But if the coast

tribe-, live in general better, tliey are more visited by illnesses, imported and
indigenous. Mixture of blood is making destructive inroads, especially in the old

Portuguese colonics, where the number of mulattos is so great that the negro
divides men into blacks, whites, and Portuguese

;
feeling himself nearer to the last.

One has now to penetrate far into the interior in order to find the dress which

four hundred years ago was indigenous on the coast, but since then has steadily

retreated in consequence of the immense importation of cloth, clothing, and orna-

ment. and of tb: all-powerful craze for imitation among the native*. The Portu-

' P* “"kg dial the "cuicaiin" nrgro ijp< a comparative), J* pro-Jmtien. In earl* ar,
ana in the older ba>l« of trawl, the negro li rcpraaaUd a. a pe>*w oi pooling featans bat black

eonpinion.]

v.o-d Jid thenih from the Coins*
{Chilly CollMfea.

)
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gucsc mi"ionancs ascribed lo themselves the merit or having induced the Congo
Degree.' to clothe themselves in pzlm fabrics

; but this industry extends far beyond
their sphere of operations. In the interior the only universal basis of costume i.-

the small covering made of bark cloth or hide, or even only of a leaf or a spray
;

in general the men arcmen arc

more clad than the women.

Warlike tribes, such a* the

Fans, have adhered to the

merely necessary modicum

of clothing longer than the

traders on the coast; but

among these the Kabindas

still take off their clothes

before going into battle.

Among the industries of

the people in the Congo
empire Lopez reckons the

preparation of bark-cloth

from a tree called entaila,

doubtless a kind of fig,

and also the dressing of

hides by the aid of the

roots of the mangle or

mangrove. Both these

clothing industries have

to-day diminished among
the West Africans. Cotton

stulTs have driven out

native products and facili-

tated completer covering.

In Angola, Buchner found

hardly any girls on this

side of the Songes with

the upper part of the body

uncovered. To-day the

dress of the typical Loango

negro consists of a longirii

skirt with many folds

round the hips, for which

it is customary* to use cloth enough to sen* a; night for enveloping the whole

body. To go unclothed would there appear hardly lets chocking than with us.

Children alone have simply a string fastened round the Ioin< Trade has

gradually introduced stockings of all colours, jackets, piece* of uniform, and livery

coats The negroes of the Cameroons were fond even of wearing long white

women’s stockings, a pleasing alleviation of the wire top-boot' of former days

On special occasions, such as a meeting with white men, things of this kind arc

often worn one over another, however uncomfortable it may be. An article of

the female toilette among those just mentioned, and other civilized ladies of the

i. rw; . from tlw Gninn : 3. J'
(i out 1. BMUb Mi

-ilormh res’ lUt.
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coast. Is a cushion worn a9 a “ bustle,* serving at once as a scat for the rarely

lacking infant, and as a means of embellishment. That almost inevitable com-

panion of every mother is wrapped in a handkerchief, which is tied til front, and

40 hold 4 him on his scat. The object of the strings like garters, worn by women

on the clave coast, but occurring also elsewhere, is problematical
;

but see vol. iL

P- 53 -

Headgear plays a great part. On the Loango coast caps running up to a

point are woven of vegetable fibre, often with pretty raised designs. The wearing

of these is a privilege of persons of quality. Further north are also found the

pointed caps of antelope skin which are invested with a special dignity or sanctity.

Chiefs' caps of honour arc thickly embroidered with beads. An abundant and

tasteless use or abuse of beads is everywhere a characteristic of West African an

industry. The Bangala women are distinguished by a thin band of brass over

the forehead. Among the Cameroon* women the fashion in hair is simple, as

they merely cut their hair short. With the Bangalas it is more complicated

;

they shave part of the skull. Among the Basunti, •‘the most amiable of the

peoples north of the Congo," says Pechucl-Loesche, the luiir is rolled up with

charcoal, soot, and ground-nut oil into separate little balls, so that the head looks

like a tight bunch of grape*. The great hair-pin of tlie Ashirn recalls the head-

ornament of the Anandch. Porcupine quills arc similarly worn. The pigtail Li

part of the uniform of the Fan warrior. The Loando negressei wear a handker-

chief wound turban like round the head.

Anointing of the whole body with oil, and powdering it with colours, arc

universal practices Thus one may at timer see Basunti, the right half of whose

bodies is black, while the left is gorgeous in the most beautiful vermilion. On
the coast the variegated painting of the masks— sec the plate “ North-west

African Weapons, etc.’—may be a reminiicer.ce of painting and tattooing tlx? face.

The Basunti are also fond of adorning their bodies with red and blue beads.

In a West African capital like Abcoj.uta, inhabited by a variety of stocks, each

one may be distinguished by its tattooing, since even’ tribe, and every clan within

a tribe, nay, every family, has its own skin pattern or armorial bearings. The

Egbas arc to be known by three parallel lines on either check
;
the Yorubas

draw vertical lines from the temples to the jaw, as in the cut on p. 103. Free-

born women have two or three lines or scars as thick as packthread, running from

the fist up the outside of the arm, and round the neck like collars. They call

them “ nooses to catch a husband.’ It is not uncommon for women to tattoo

blue the aicola of the nipple. The Aposso of Togo wear knobby scars on the

breast. Still more curious are the decorations of the Brnki, a word meaning in

Eboc “noblemen." They detach a piece of skin from the forehead, letting it

(all like a roof over the eyebrows and nose. This partial scalping costs many
their lives, but any one who has survived this “ ennoblement ” of his physiognomy,

enjoys ail the higher respect therefore. Painting the body red denotes the

intention to tight, and in the ease of women announce* a recent confinement.

A slight tattooing on the temples, forehead, shoulders, breast, or belly, is usual

among all West Africans who arc not over civilized. Some tattoo but little,

others, like the Duallas, tattco themselves with great variety on the face and

breast. They also pull out their eyelashes, which they think prevent sharp sight

and readily cause inflammations in the eve. The Duallas may be easily distin-
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guithed by their lachles* eye* from the Krooincn. whom they othenviw resemble.

When dancing, they evince a great liking for rattling and jingling appendages in

the form of arm- and leg-ring*, string* of beads, little bells, and the like. The
Fan women have a curious way of wearing fcclk which, taken together w ith their

way of dressing the hair, recalls Ukcir eastern origin. They are. moreover, given

to making a somewhat saucy display of their comparative prosperity. Young
girls about to be married may be seen hung about with such masses of beads

that they can hardly move, lion and brass wire do not play so great a part

here as in East Africa, but still, in the parts inland from the slave coart and

Hatanga, find employment as arm-rings of spiral shape. Heads, little bells, and

other glittering and clattering gewgaws, seem to be more the fashion here
;
but

the older more solid ornaments of metal are still frequently found. On the

Loango coast genuine coral ornaments arc the most highly valued
;
gold i* little

prized, silver is rare, brass and iron rings often have significance as fetishes.

Trade has caused a diminution in the exaggerated

value attached to ornamental frippery
,
and the

coast negro prefers to beads objects that can be

turned to practical account. When he still asks

for beads it is usually with the intention of giving

them away a* prevents to some simple beauty.

Just as the old dress of the Angola people,

consisting of iron chains hung crosswise over the

breast and shoulder, head - ornament of feather*,

and a long garment reaching from the girdle to the feet, recalled the negroes of the

Upper Nile, so the leather shield, now only to be found among the Fan*, was

once universal in those parts, and Lopez assigns to the Congo people long *hicl<!s

covering nearly the whole person, and javelins, bpcar, bow, and arrows were the

chief weapons, and the iron knife was already worn. With thin he contrasts the

equipment of the man-eating Anziques—short bows bound with snakes' *kin and

strung with grass-stalks also little arrows earned i:i the hand, short daggers in

snake-Skin sheaths, and battle-axes. Round the body they wore broad kathcr

thongs. The influence of trade upon the tribes of the west coast has been to make

many of them give up manufacturing any wea|X>ns, and so far they are on a lower

level than the tribe* of the interior. The flint-leek gun i* now aimo-t their only

weapon. Pikes and javelins, bows and arrows, air almost unknown on the coast

as weapons for use The European traders, needing for themselves the security of

a superior weapon, once made a tacit agreement with one another to import no

firearms save flint-locks. With these gur.s a powder of the most ordinary kind i>

sold, which is carried in pouches or horns. Tlte projectile is made on the spot, the

natives forging iron bullets for themselves, but using also bra**, lumps of ironstone,

and small fragments of stone, which at short ranges make nasty wounds. As a rule

the guns are overloaded, for a loud bang is of consequence. Among other vveaions

the dagger, which develops into a short sword, a* shown in several of our cuts,

acquires a characteristic importance among the West Africans. From the GaWn
onwards this weapon, unknown in many part* of Africa, becomes ever more

frequent the further we go towards the north, and at the «mc time approach

nearer the probable ccntic whence Moorish culture radiated. Tie arti-uc sense

of the West Africans lias taken possession of it and ornamented blade, hilt, and

i an Mlts. Aha IX Oulki.
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.-.heath in moil divers fashion. The blade is generally broad. S to 1 2 inches long,

often flame-shaped, very sharply pointed, two-edged, with a channel for blood, or a

number of ridgei or charnels converging to a point. Often it is narrow, less often

curved, in which case it is one-edged, with the hack perforated, indented, or other-

wise ornamented. The hilt is commonly of wood cut into a cross shape, and

beautified with carving or iron or brass wire. On the Gaboon the sheaths am
universally of snake-skin, elsewhere of leather or wood, generally as wide at tlv

lower end as at the upper, or wider ; but the simplest form of all also occurs,

THE HFSTOPY OF MANKIND

namely, a tlat bit of w ood with two or three wires round it to hold the weapon.
Nowhere in Africa has this mean term between sword and dagger spread so

widely as where Arab influence was strong. It occurs also frequently In Hast
Africa, but there assumes gradually the humbler foila of a knife, such as the

Kaftirs wear cm the upper arm. The dagger-sword,on the contrary, is more frequently

attached to the holt or the saddle. Shields arc giving way before firearms
; but

among the Fans who despise the bow, they are found in the same form as among
the spearmen of the Nile. The round shield, often a yard and a half in diameter
so as to cover a man on horseback, has come in under Soudanese influence.

In the country between the Niger and the sea they have simple bows of modest
dimensions and execution, ornamented at most with a few rings of rattan or strips

of hide, at all events showing a slight correspondence with the Asiatic form. Some-
bows, too, which l-'lcgel brought home from the Benue, are distinguished from the

other productions of that region by less care in their manufacture. If we overlook
this negative property of imperfect workmanship, and the traces of a re-entering
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curve in the middle, there it conspicuous in all these bows of the Niger and Benue
region, and the coast thereto belonging, the notion of attaching the string by
means of perforations or notches, which is elsewhere quite foreign to true African

bows. This caprice and lack of style, when compared with the strict rules which

govern the attachment of the strife m Ease and Central African bows, gives the im-

pression of an absolute want of culture
; as again, in a bow from the Gold Coast

in the Berlin Museum, where the string of hide is fastened to the bow at one end by
an iron band. The Houssa bows in the Munich Museum, brought by Governor
Zimmcrcr from the Slave Coast, represented in the cut, vol. ii. p. 253, show a
regularly recurring but quite peculiar moth; of fastening the string. No attention

has been paid to the wood
;

it is slightly

convex on the side where the string is

fastened. Towards the end pieces of hide

and leather arc laid tightly round it, as

though glued on. Some have strings ap-

pended to carry them by, made of the

same red leather that we find in cur

museums in the pretty- leather pouches

and 3hcaths from Mandingoland. The

string is a twisted strip of leather, and is

fixed to one end, which thins slowly, while

at the other it is hitched into a deep

groove in the side. This uncommon way

of making the string fast, together with

the curve in the shaft of the bow, ob-

viously came here from Asiatic forms, in

which it is found on the upper side of the

recurved arm. The imitation here is plain.

One end of the string is apt to be turned

back and twisted round it for some distance as a reserve. One form which

belongs here, and at the same time points decidedly to the south, has been made

known to us by Lieutenant Morgan’s expedition as in use among the Wads at

the back of the Cameroon! territory. These bows vary in length between 6 ft.

6 in. and 5 ft.; they are of dark wood, smoothly wrought, having at one end a

point 1 1 in. long and turned sharply back, while about an inch from the other

end b a perforation. They arc furnislted with strong strings of twisted hide, the

ends of which arc mostly wound a long way back. The section, a somewhat

flattened semicircle, shorts on the under side a more or less broad and shallow

depression like that in the Kauai bows. The hand-guard and instrument for

stringing show yet more plainly the Moorish influence, which also declares itself

In the fringed leather quivers.

The drum is at once the primary and principal instrument, and serves the chief*

for signalling. The negroes of the Canieroons give signals, amounting to a regular

telegraphic system, upon their signal drums, the dimbt, an elliptical, hollow piece

of wood half a yard long with a groovc-like opening in the narrower side. Besides

the wooden trumpets there are others covered with hide. Stringed instruments

are found here both of the harp and of the lyre kind. A form that frequently

occurs is one with five strings of palm-leaf fibre stretched over a resonant surface.
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The marimbas, consisting of rods, undergo many kind-; of variations here. The

rod* can bo pushed too and fro over a sound-boy, so as lo change the pitch. The

number of rods is not accurately fixed, varying from five up to thirty. As with

our pianoi, every one can strum the marimba, but few play artistically. Among

wind instruments \rc have pipes carved from wood, others made from a round fruit,

buffalo-horns which carry their sound a long way, and above all the wcll-knowa

hollow elephant’s teeth, with a mouthpiece at the side, near live tip. Tl>e most

interesting, however, are the so-called fungi*—four elephant’s teeth of various

sizes made into horns, which arc always played together. The martial music cf

the Angolas is described by Lopez as consisting of wooden shawms covered with

leather, also triangular slabs cf

wood, which were beaten with

rods, and, finally, pipes of ele-

phants' teeth. Worth mention-

ing, too, it a stick with rings,

upon which a small hollov

perforated calabash i» rapidly

tapped up and down, and which

is used as a “ fetish-drum “
in

processions. Other rattles have

been depicted on p. 109 and else-

where. The double bells, which

are also very common here as

chiefs’ insignia, and which M.

Buchner calls “ the characteristic

Lunda instrument." acquire, as

we go into the interior, artistic

ornament often of considerable

richness.

In spite of the trade, the

villages are not large. The
*’ towns "on the Congo, the residence. " on the Guinea Coast are only larger

village, which do not exceed 2000 inhabitants, until we come where the power of

Soudanese influence appears. Even in a situation so favourable as Stanley Fool,

places of any size were found only in very- small number. Xkunga and M bangs
on the eastern hank; a cluster of villages called the Nihasha group; at the southern

entrance Kintamo (Leopoldville), with 1 ;oo inhabitants
;
Mfwa, a group of four cr

five little villages Opposite Brazzaville, each of which ha. its own chief, are all worth
mentioning on the coast-line, some tjo miles along. Inland, to tbs south also,

lies Lena, a well-known ivory market Where the huU of individuals stand like

homesteads in the plantations, as among the Banyang, or in many a peaceful

countryside of Upper Guinea, there is always a group drawn together round the

chiefs hut or the market-place. The construction is usually flimsy, and the ex-
perience of the Portuguese in Angola, that the destiuction of a village was net

;i keenly or permanently-felt punishment, was soon repeated in the Congo State
Assembly-houses, serving also as rest-houses for the tracers, in which the fire h
always burning, stand in the middle of the Cameroon villages in an open space

often distinguished by a shady tree. In the Lower Congo district, a veritable

of J (tm, -u*- fifths rwJ
{ Britub Muwin. |
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country of petty kings, the chief, huts arc marked by a roof coming iow down,
«o as in form a verandah, and by artfully woven walls of reed.

Bi.tli tile four-sided and round style* of building occur on the west cobm.
The former prevails along the Congo, also in the Ogowc, Gaboon, and Cameroon*
districts and shows itself capable of developing materially in the direction of *izr

and comfort. It necessitates a laying-out of simple streets, that is the house*
stand opposite to each other, as we have seen, along a broad road, while the
conical style leads to a circular a-rangenent. or to scattered buildings. The plan

is always the same
; a rectangle divided by partitkms into kitchen, women’s room,

men’s room, and stalls. These rooms all open by separate doors on to a common
courtyard, where stand the troughs for making palm-oil

;
also, in the larger

establishments, open sheds and stalls. Many of the living rooms arc hung with

prettily woven mats. T he

conical style of dwelling

house, in which the well-

known forms are repeated,

is found among the south-

ern tribes, as those of

llcngiiclla and Angola, but

also, remarkably enough,

among the tribes of Upper

Guinea. The huts of the

Kroo village near Mon-
rovia are rectangular and

prettily made of wattled

bamboo and palm -bast ; t»m, Urr-rep, ‘son cut OJiar-MMhid wat tu.

close by is a Vci town of

round mud hut*. So in Tribu the rectangular style prevails, in Adcli the round

There u little else to be said about it save that it repeats, with slight variations

the well-known forms from the Kioko bee-hive to the Ashantcc round mud-hut.

The villages on the coast often manifest the influence of the prosperity which

their position as trade tHtrtf&s brings with it ; their sire is often considerable

—

in Dahomey, Whydah, Agomey, and Agomey-Sefa, have each over 5000 inhabit-

aits—and their situation very attractive. The elegant huts of King Bell's town

lie in the shade of a forest of bananas, coco-palms, mangoes, and other fruit trees

forming broad streets and square* distributed over a wide space. They are very

long and of rectangular shape ;
only the foundation, a substntturc a yard high,

is made cf mud, while the walls of the huts themselves consist of mats, woven

extremely prettily from the leaf-stalks of palms. The very neat and elegant roof-

consist of the leaves of a pinnate palm, made to overlap like tiles. A less gratifying

sign of progress in the fittings of these huts are the firm padlocks on the doors.

In the Cameroon district there are "long houses” capable of lidding too persons.

In the grass-plains of the interior the lack of palm-leaves causes a variation ; tin-

huts are thatched with gras*, and the sagging roof forms the ordinary station of

fowls, goats, and cats. In districts where feud* are common, fence and ditch are

not absent
;
and the villages stand on hill-tops or oilier places difficult of access.

In the hills on the Bcnguella coast, Cameron found a village with thirteen lines

of fortification. The custom of daubing the w alls ana floor with ox-dung lias been

voj.. rn 1
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transferred to the Upper Guinea coast from the Soudan; horse and cow-dung for

this purpose arc offered for sale in the markets of Abeokuta. Skulls of animals

arc Stuck on the gable as trophies of the chase.

Agriculture is indigenous in all West African races. The chief produce is

manioc, maize, yam*, ground nuts, kcko { Caladium €5aihntnm\ and a kind

of gourd, the seeds of which arc pounded and boiled.
.
Much attention i* devoted

to getting the palm-oil, though little to the cultivation of the palm. But among

the trading-people on the Batanga and Cameroon* coast, the industry produces

only the barest sufficiency, while it reaches an astonishingly high point in seme

parts of Upper Guinea, for instance on the Slave Coast, where it utilises almost

painfully every foot's breadth of earth, and where the sale of land is a capita!

Camd ntxrtt* \vsvi. wnh lrt. from Gvma— n*l w«. iftntKt UoMtini. \

offence. But to this extent it flourishes only over a limited area. Agriculture

so extensive and industrious as that of many races of the interior is not found

amid the conditions of decay that prevail here, and in the far less fertile *oil

Wide tracts lie unbroken-up or covered with wild woodland
;
for years Stanley, on

the Lower Congo, had to get nearly all his food-supplies from Europe. The only

fkld*\vork is a little scratching of the ground to plant manioc : anything further

is forbidden, in politically insecure districts, by the fear of plunder. The tool is

cither one imported from Europe, or else the two-handled hoe to be found also

on the Upper Xile. Many articles of agriculture are imported from abroad

Bastian relates how Sail Salvador is famous for the goodness and abundance of

its cabbages, which, like the pease and beans, probably derive from the vegetable

gardens of the old missionaries.

Pigs and fowls afford the greatest part of the animal food. Anyanga, inland

from Togo, rears pigs in great quantities, while all around, owing to the influence

of Islam, they are lacking. Also in Benguclla and Kimbundu the pig is widely

diffused Cattle arc to be found only in places, more in LIpper Guinea, where

they have spread down from the Mandingocs and Houssas, than farther smith.

The interior is unquestionably better suited to cattle than the coast
;

in Angola
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cattle-breeding stop* at the Portuguese frontier. Here the breeders of cattle are

the Bangala and Bondos In some district-:, for instance the inland country of

the Cameroon*, the goat is the commonest domestic animal. None of the bea-.tr

of burden employed in other countries can thrive in the coast-lands of West
Africa ; a fact on which much depends. Mules that were imported quickly died.

Horses spread from Houssajand towards the coast, but do not succeed in doing

thoroughly well there. There are some studs of horses on the plateaux of

Angola, but the breed i* small and weak. Oxen, which thrive nicely in the rich

pastures of Ambaqua, and arc much in use for riding in the higher parts of the

Colour^ ar.Ucnvxit wees Sen ih« Ni*tr.
I
&iush Mmewn
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coast, are not driven to the coast till they arc ready for slaughtering, since It Is

only with great trouble that they can be kept alive there for any time. Probably

the fault is with the plants used for fodder, which alter within small distances, so

that the removal of the beasts from one district to another always produce* sick-

ness. An attempt lias been u.ade to import camels from the Canaries, but they

stood St only a short time. The Angolans were formerly described as fattening

and eating deg 5. Guinea-fowls «rc found with other fowls in Upper Guinea. In

many markets dried rats arc offered for sale. Bee-keeping is carried nn here, jus:

as on the Upper Nile, in artificial bee-hives made from cylinders of bark a yard

and a half in height These hive, are attached to lofty trees, in a horizontal

position, a piece of some “ medicine" beirg tied to the strm to keep of thieve*.

All the wax exported from Benguella and Loanda is got in this nay. Slices of

manioc toasted, roasted ground-nuts, parched farinha..
or a porridge made from it.

play the chief part in the diet of the Congo and Angola negroes. V ocdcti

mortars fee preparing this meal may be seen in front of all the houses, and at
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them children arc usually occupied in pounding cassava roots. Tapioca, which

requires more minute preparation, is used almost toldy by Europeans. In the

Niger delta the so-called “palaver sauce" is made from fresh palm-oil. while on

the Congo the palm-nuti arc eaten a9 nuts. On the Lower Congo the extensive

fishery allows of a mere copious diet, and its produce is also dried and exported.

Certain tribes are passionate sportsmen, and the chase of the buffalo and

elephant is still pursued with success in the interior. But in the Camcrooos it is

regarded as a triumph when a large hunting-party brings home a porcupine, an

antelope, or a wild boar. In certain parts of the coasts the oyster plays the chief

part in the food of the people, and in Lagos there is a special class of oyster-

catchers, said tc be the lowest among the labouring classes. Other shell-fish and

crahs are also eaten. Certain whimsical peculiarities in

the choice of food have their roots perhaps quite at

much in forgotten tribal precepts as in the Christianity,

now lost, which numerous mistions founded on these

coasts in the sixteenth century. The consumption cf

the viands does not Lake place in a disorderly way,

but has its appointed and fixed usages and rules. On
the Loango coast a woman boiling manioc never takes

.
hold of the pieces with her hand, but u.scs a green leaf.

Washing the hands and rinsing the mouth arc universal

; after eating. Whenever possible people cat on a mat.

The negroes share their food with one another with

great readiness. The use of aromatic herbs in soup

and broth, and the great popularity of cayenne pepper

pods, show that these negroes arc more cunning in

u-j-gja1 flavours than many others. Nor do they suffer from
—* ' ~~

dearth of salt Near the former German station cf
:"p!'

Chinchosho the manufacture of salt in large quantities

was carried on by filtering and evaporating the water

of a salt lagoon. In the north, where a row of salt-pans extends as far as

Nyong. it is done yet more simply by directly boiling down the sea-water in

shallow brass basins which come as an article of trade. Farther in the interior,

as about the sources of the Ogoue, sale is also got from inland lakes, and forms

u important article of trade for the Bateke and Apfuru.

In the Guinea district essentially the same customs a* to food prevail,

.llhough in many eases more European maimers have found entrance. For

example, stoneware cups form part of the household utensils, while table-knives,

forks, and spoons arc articles of luxury met with in some Europeanised families.

The only intoxicating drink which these people brew for themselves is palm-wine ;

but spirits, ruinous both in quantity and in quality, have been imported by

Europeans. In hardly any part of Africa can tlvey be so widely spread as here

;

and the west coast, under the influence, as it is of Christian races, compares un-

favourably in this matter with the Mussulman east coast.

Hemp as well as tobacco is smoked out of bulging calabashes, converted into

pipe by the insertion of a reed. The Loango negroes have short pipes : long

pipes with tubes of hollowed banana-stems arc not found till further north.

Among the Loango people it almost teems as if the women smoked more than
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the men. Small calabashes, ai in South Africa, are used for snuff-boxes. In

the inland port* of the Cameroon* country the habit of swallowing the smoke
enclosed in a vegetable tube, with rapidly stupefying effect, has come in.

The most important article of export from West Africa is to-day without

question palm-oil, obtained by the natives from the pounced kernel of the palm-

nut. with no particular trouble, but so care-

lessly that often only a third of the oil

available is pressed out. There arc various inra
methods of obtaining it, the most careful ,«i
perhaps on the Lcango coast, the most care- r&S
less that of the Bassas on the Loner Niger. 'flA
The oil when ready is taken to the coast in B
calabashes and earthenware jugs, and cis- /’!> rfiffjEW
posed of to the factories for payment in HgT
money ami goods. The place of sale dis- ftjk

plays the bustling life, and offers the most fcgSgsW
uniqae physiognomy, of an exchange after v®
the African style. Troops of negro women,

yelling and screeching, set down the heavy W
pot< c4 ei. ••«•> the 1 «l de* cis by

tlie aid of gestures, laughter, and abure, and 'W
when they have come to terms, go off II Hkar
tegether to seek fuel to render the oil fluid. *

Real cultivation of this useful tree, which

also yield* fibres for weaving, roofing material, jgaB
tinder, palm-wine, and finally even an edible

caterpillar, is as yet rare. In many a village

“place" it forms regular groves; still more

often it occurs, a living ruin of culture in a'ujy
the waste places, only too frequent, where ®
villages once stood '70 AreBV

Wet African industries in theivell-ordered . p fefl
states are divided after the west Soudanese (3 ul
fashion into castes or guilds. In Abeokuta mk

v 'i,|

the head guilds are five in number—smiths, ip' P nJ

carpenters, weavers, dyers, and potters. In W ~fj

the northern parts, till close to the coast, 3
they have come under higher influences from

the cast, and have retained the negro char-

acter only in narrow areas, while further
*•» * ****

south they have lost many of their peculiar-

ities owing to European influence. The iron industry of the Yaunde*, at the back

of the Camcroons district, is quite excellent ; and their large smelting-house* can

be recognised far off by the pointed roots. In somo places it is conspicuous by

a special perfection of artistic endowment
;
while elsewhere it i< at a low level.

One may speak of a real art-industry in those regions, since r. great number of

articles in common use never occur unadorned by wood-carving, head-embroidery,

cast or wrought metal-work. The leather work in the Moorish style is brought
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scntations of animals, In picscnce,

however, of the large groups of many
figures represemed in ivory, as in the

nu inti l. from Lo.t-.go

.

from
tropic |t. Brituh Mum,mi

,

. in Clui
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annexed cut, which the native*. especially of the Loango and Cameroon coasts, used
once to execute with nothing but a pointed nail, one » certainly justified in suspect-

* n l!
European influence. Here the tendency to caricature gives way to the effort to

be natural
;
and one notice* that the artists of the Congo and the Gaboon in their

coar«er daily work have acquired sufficient manual dexterity to be able successfully

to carry out the orders of Europeans, (The carvings on the elephant's tusk were
undertaken for one shilling.) The single

figures again, carved in ivory, and the ir.orc

geometric ornaments on the trumpets, on

cups, on spoons, and other things, often

show no slight artistic capacity, and still

more fancy. Favourite themes are lizards

ar.d snakes, certainly not without some
religious significance. On weapons too,

especially on the helves of battle-axes,

adornments of all sorts occur, showing that

in fact more than one branch of industry

has here been impregnated by a crude

artistic impulse. The ornament often over-

steps its object, as in the case of the

buttle -axe; decorated with beads and strings

of shells. In the staff of cast brass carried

by the members of a secret society among
the Aboni negroes, which is figured on p.

1
1 7, the metal industry is also shown in its

artistic side. To this also belong the simple

engraved or embossed arabesques on the

blades of battle-axes and on broad knives,

which give a further view of the art of

these West African smiths in an equally

good light. The same holds good of their

daggers. Their potteryware similarlyshows

aspirations, but is obviously, where the en-

nobling Moorish influence has net entered,

the weakest product of their art-industry,

while their plaited or woven work is,on the

contrary', no less neat than compact. Plants

furnishing materials for weaving—which is
A paOlle from Bmin. (IWrlli Ckf Mcseim.)

carried on by the men only—and plaiting are represented in great abundance and

variety on the coast. Those principally employed arc the fibres of the oil-palm

and the bernboo, the pandanus and live pine apple, on the Gold Coast also the

wild cotton. The natives, though they wear almost without exception the printed

and white stuff* which the traders bring, consider them none the less a* something

outlandish
;
for they still make a point of appeanng at assemblies or palavers of

special importance in African vegetable stuffs only, the manufacture of which was

once more flourishing than it is today. Lopez gives marvellous descriptions of

the weaving of the Antiques, how from palm-fibres they manufacture all kinds

of fabrics, which he himself compares to velvet and damask. This industry has
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migrated back to the interior, nr. I is now limited to the production of cap* for

festive occasions, and to mats. Bark-cloth is often worn, a* in the country at the

back of Bntanga. where suing and roj* are also made from the bast.

Apart from the cases where the material is no longer to be had, as in ivorv-

carring, which U aid once to have flourished especially among the Ditallas. we

perceive in the art a |>aralysis of natural creative activity. European influence has

provided no compensation for the loss of the peculiar, the original, the genuine.

Haitian contrast* "the grimacing, styleless idols of the coast region where, by the inter-

course of centuries with Europeans, the natives have been degraded to a profligate

rabble "with an idol from the Lunda empire, haring a hcad-omament which recalls

those known as haup, and with other caning* “ somewhat Egyptian in style."

Of a!! industries, boat-building and the navigation of the coasts end rivers of

West Africa is perhaps the only

one which has teen materially

advanced by the influence of

white men, since the amount of

surf on many readies of the

coast makes voyages in weak

boats almost impossible. Even

J-ojxj: speaks of boats on the

Congo bolding 200 men
;

but

notices the primitive stylo of

_ rowing without Ihow I* or wash-

- boards, and without any steering-

paddle. The long-standing dc-

\n»faniihjrp (Attn Da Ch*>Qa )
vdopmcnt of beat-building in

the Congo delta is in close con-

nection with the slave trade. According to Ladislaus Magyar the dweller* on the

Lower Congo were excellent boat-builders, in spite of their simple tools. * Many of

the vessels built by them have before now gone off to Brazil and the Antilles with

400 to 505 slaves on board." Til! quite recent years the part abaut rise mouths
of the Congo was rendered unsafe by the Mussorongo, a race of river pirates, who
never allowed an unarmed vessel to pass without hindrance. One invention that

belongs apparently to all these coast tribes is that of a double boat, in use oil the

Angola coast, made of two boats lashed together, with the gunwales down-

wards, so that it has an upward tendency, like a buoy, and cannot capsize. At a

favourable moment it is quickly run down into the sea, and by dint of rapid

paddling got dear of the surf before the next wave comes. You take your scat

in a. squatting posture in the hollow between the two rounded keels, in front of

the negro, who employs his broad shovel as paddle and rudder. The Cameroon*

people construct richly-ornamented dug-outs to hold I oo men. The Kroomcn on

the coast of Upper Guinea arc valiant seamen, who make long coasting voyage*

in their simple canoes
;

but the regular coast navigation is everywhere here

conducted at the present day, as it was 300 years ago, by Europeans with black

Ctews. Among these the Kreomen are noted for their cleverness
;

they arc

indeed indispensable. The car.oes built by the people living in the highlands of

live interior, where water is scarce, or torrents only make their way, are of inferior

quality, and the femes arc few and far between.
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The iiejpo’s talent for trade, upon which wc have often remarked, Sndi in
most extensive sphere of action on live long reaches of the west coast. The first

success won for civilization by Stanley and his people was bringing the natives to

barter and to act as carriers. Of the Portuguese coast district*, one as experienced
as Montciro thinks that in spite of missionaries and all other philanthropists, trade

has shown itself to be the only force making for culture. Everywhere from
Bcngucila to Senegambia this business is carried on by special groups of people.-,

the trade in the markets of the interior being frequently assigned to the women
;

in Dahomey, indeed, the women alone trade, and so in some districts of the
country inland from Togo. When the Houssas appear, trade attains a more
flourishing aid dignified position, and men of the highest wealth and rank devote
themselves to it. The Biheftos of Bengueila lit out whole caravan*

; and indi-

viduals arc said to embark as much a* £aooo in a single trading party. In the

north the caravans arc smaller and the journeys shorter
;
from the Cameroons

and Batanga more than twelve seldom go together,

and these arc as a rule members of one family.

The limitation of die slave-trade has put an end

to the great trading business
;
marts once famous,

like Bonny and Kimbundoo, have decayed, while

new ones, like Lagos and Noon or Akassa, have

sprung up. The decrease of elephants, the rapid

extirpation of caoutchouc, the exhaustion of the •'"win* rr">«U? medium <J

, . tit f % i i i

eifctanc*. fxeni the Wo: ATrkia xa.
deposits ot gold, have further borne their share; teh*e*»pMartC<£«t^

but in place of these individual trade, in which

the negroes take part with cvcr-incrcasing independence, has flourished all the

more. The Portuguese tracers at Cassangc and Malangc, the Ambaquistas.

Linguists, or whatever the middlemen arc called, arc hardly hit by the custom

ever spreading among the local negroes of themselves carrying their goods a

distance of hundreds of miles to the coast, in order to trade on their own account.

The Bangala, who operate here, arc among the best negro traders, as further north

arc the people of Batanga and the Camcroons, of Old Calabar and Bonny. All

are not equally competent for the business
;
the German Loango expedition found

the chief hindrance to its rapid advance in the impossibility of obtaining carriers.

Nowhere had trade made so deep a mark on the life of the people, especially in

social and constitutional matters, as it has here King Bell of the Cameroon*, a

true merchant-prince, who maintained trade stations all along the Mungo, and

thereby ruled the district both commercially and politically, was a genuine Weal

African phenomenon. In Salaga, trade flourished more than in the equally veil

situated and peopled Yendi, because in the former country fewer taxes were

imposed on the merchant. At long as the slave trade throve it was the cause of

very close ond steady relations between negro chiefs and traders or shipper*.

Every negro village had a broker who, when a vessel appeared, quickly came on

beard to do business in slaves, gold, or ivory. The vessel went on from one

place to another on the coast until it had it* cargo, which everywhere was in

readiness for it. Thus the dignities of trace viceroy, trading prime minister, and

the like, came into existence.

A good type of the coast traders is found in the Duailas, who hate the great

advantage over many inhabitants of these coasts of being laborious and ir.dustrioun
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ami capable of endurance. In this they resemble the- Kroomen. They haw:

succeeded not only in putting duties on the trade to and from the interior, so far

as it gees by way of their coast, but in getting it with their own hands
;
and the)

now commard it with a jealous)* which sedulously and by all possible means

excludes every trace of competition. They arc a nation of trader* showing in

their own narrow territory* the same ruthless craving for monopoly that is found

in the trading nations which rule the world Thus they are conspicuous among

their neighbours for prosperity, but show on a small scale the same disregard for

agriculture, and the same strong need for extensive possession of slaves, as did

once the Phoenicians and Carthaginians. By the help of their women and slaves

they produce bananas and yams hardly sufficient for their own requirements, and

their coast has a bad name for dearness of victuals. Crops which demand more

attention, such as maize, coffee, and cotton, arc unheard of among them. Almost

al! the goods in which they trade arc brought from the interior. The tendency

to monopolise is universal. As the southern Bangala formerly tried to block the

raids to the Kassai, so the Duallas those to the Benue, the former by force, the

latter by inciting the inhabitants and spreading reports. When Fourucau went

to the Ogowc he was preceded by such a panic, artificially created, that he found

only deserted villages, and an attempt was made to put about a report in the

Cameroon* tint traffic only went on in the dry season. On the Benue it happened

that the inhabitants tried to bar the river to strange vessels by dams of wicker-

work Flcgcl rightly saw that the importance of the Benue lay in the fact that

it interrupts the monopoly. The peoples of the interior were then obliged either

to lake circuitous routes, as Okwao, before the days of its independence, had to go
by Coomaxiie

;
or else to pay toll, having to fight if they declined to u fork over,"

ns, a few year* ago, the Bane, inland from the Cameroon*, had to do with the

Yenoas. Till quite recent year* Dahomey prohibited strangers from travelling in

the country or learning the language. He who dispenses with impests, like the

wise ruler of Salaga, takes the surest means of making trade flourish. Few tribes

have contrived to assert a certain inviolability through the terror of their fetish

magic. 41 Of these," says Bastian,
11 one can naturally not hope to obtain any

intelligence, since their whole policy is directed to keeping intercourse as dark as

possible/* In this again they are like the old Fhccnicians. Naturally, cannibal

legends are also connected with this.

The chief traffic with the tribes of the interior takes place on the occasion of

the weekly markets. On the Lower Congo, where there arc four day's in the

week, there is a market every day at some particular point, and the market-

overseer is never absent. The visitors either simply barter or use fragments of

blue beads as counters. On the coast sixh childish ai tides as beads, hand-

mirrors, and soon, have naturally long ceased to have %aluc. and brandy, firearms,

cotton-stuffe arc in demand. Where intercourse with Europeans is more vigorous,

coined money is also current. The cowries which once were alone of value on

the Congo no longer pass there, while in the Niger territory they still form the

universal small change. The King of Congo himself ussd formerly to send to

collect cowries on the Angola coast. In Bonny, and at the back of the

Cameroons, home-shoe shaped brass rings are used as counters resembling the

Nubian arm-clasps, but too small even for children** arms. On the l.ower Niger

little triangular plate* of iron were once usual. At times we find laws about the
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number of goals or cattle which a private person may possess
;
just as elsewhere

a government tries to regulate tire circulation of coin. Unfortunately, among the

tribes which come more frequently into contact with Europeans, brandy has
become a medium of exchange, which is pretty much in a position to outweigh
everything supplied by the negroes. The standard for many kinds of goods in

the West African trade, but especially for ivory, is formed by the rod. a value

nominally adopted, originally perhaps expressing the definite length of an iron bar,

but now composed of the most various articles as agreed on by the two parties.

In the Portuguese territory it is. like the /Vpr, originally a piece of cotton doth,
composed of this

; but also of brandy, powder, and other things in a fixed

proportion.

The trading spirit makes its way into families, and wife purchase is much
more an at’tair of trade here than with other Africans. The average price among
the Duallas Is from ,£90 to-£t20, but often more when the father is a person

of consequence. The wife is the husband's entire and absolute property; he may
give her away to some 011c else, lend her, or sell Iter. But since wives are the

most costly article of commerce, this only happens in important circumstances, as

at the conclusion of peace between hostile tribes, or as expiation for a murder.

The penalty for adultery is sought by making the seducer i>ay, or if he is

not in a position to do this, become the slave of the injured husband. In

Loango adulterous wives of chiefs are said to have been burnt with their

paramours.

The economical clement runs so markedly through all phases of these negroes’

family life that one has to look closely at it not to believe that the institution of

the family has for its sole object the increase of possession*. A young man who
attains the age for labour hires himself out, and seeks in various wav*—the

Kabindas or Kroomen as sailors, the Duallas and Bangala as traders—to cam his

livelihood, upon which he raves as much as he possibly can. As soon as he has

enough, he buys a wife, and the richer he becomes so many more members docs

he add to his harem. Each of these wives will clear a special spot in the forest,

and there plant manioc or ground-nuts, which she herself has not only to cultivate

but to take to market and sell. Not every spouse roams with impunity under

the shade of so fortunate wedlock. “In OkoHoma," says Bastian. “my host led

me, in a troubled frame of mind, through the tangled and crossing paths of his

dwelling, in the innermost room of which he slept. He had good reason to

fortify himself carefully, for twenty exasperated female fees inhabited his home-

stead, and he could justly curse the hour when his wealth led him to surround

himself with them.”

Persons of princely rank have in this respect also important privileges. A
Loango chief could espouse any woman by the grant of an ivory ring, and could

by the same moons secure young girls for himself. Equally a princess could

choose any man, so long at he was not himself a prince or a white map, and had

not shed human blood. Even if lie were a slave, the children of a princess were

princes. In Akim, princesses had just the same rights. By their choice they

could make peasant* into chiefs, and compel their husbands to put away wives of

a former marriage.

Still greater vestiges of woman's rights appear in the institutions of the west

coast. The children belong to the mother, who brings them up almost universally;
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if she die*, the husband makes a payment to the wiles parents that they may keep

the children. Female sovereigns are frequent Among a few tribes, as the Eboes.

the law i- male inheritance, accompanied with a. high position of women in other

respects, A Fantee queen emigrated, in consequence of a dispute fiir the throne,

to found a nation of her own. The Jiggas too were ruled by queens. The

peculiar position of the Lukolesha beside Mwata Jamvo seems to radiate west-

ward- The l.unda legend of the founding of the empire by an immigrant hunter,

who wins the love of the local queen, recurs in a significant fashion in several

districts, as with the Biheikis. The position of the women is yet more elevated

by the frequent validity of inheritance in the female line. Eren the throne of the

Congo empire, where the missionaries succeeded only for a short time in imparting

a different order of succession, passed to the sister’s son. In the famous Amasons
of Dahomey, too. a vestige of gynecocracy has teen preserved. It is not in fact

limited to the renowned guard, under the command of the queen Dada, in which

the soldiers consider themselves as men, and dress accordingly
;
the women also

help to govern, advise with the prime minister, the Mingo, while the queen has

the right of life and death over the wwneti. li is only their sons, ico, who may
mill themselves princes, all other sons of the king being forbidden on |iui:i of death

to mention tlieir origin.

Closely connected with marriage is the practice of secluding boys and girls

when approaching maturity in huts in the forest called on the ivory coast

“ Grigri-bush
r
or magic forest. There they receive their final education from

persons of their own sex, and there girl-, when betrothed, often remain til! marriage.

The boys ate at first kept very strictly, but are afterwards initiated into the jollities

of the men. They receive new names, live chiefly by thefts from fields and gardens

which they cany out under the guidance of their' coach.” and announce that they

have been killed by the spirit of the forest, and have conic to liw again. If they

have not yet been circumcised, the rite follows on their entrance into the fewest.

Like the fetish-doctors and corpse-dancers, the leaders wear cloaks of leaves and

masks, just like the Melanesian dtik-iinks.' In Loango they wear feather-cloaks

which are some of the most interesting remains of an old artistic industry.

Among all West Africans, slaves form an essential element in the household, and,

with the chiefs, the basis of their power. They attend especially to every branch

of labour that does not come into the business of trade. Often they live in

separate villages, called in the Camcrcons M/Ngu-villagCi, and usually undergo no

very hard treatment But their quality as " chattels " is regarded by their masters

from so consistent a point of view, that if need arises for a human sacrifice, they

are slaughtered in cold blood. Travellers also relate bow chiefs, who have been

unsuccessful In stealing men from foreign tribes, cut the heads oT their own slaves

secretly, 10 bring home as trophies
j
since “ you kill 110 man, you child " is the

most grievous reproach that can be aimed at them. This passion for killing

innocent strangers does not spare even cripples. To this day great slave-hunts

are a fixed Institution in Dahomey, one may even say a manifestation of life in the

state ; and till recent years slaves were also exported thence.

The formation of states in this district has in our time, far more rarely than in

the eastern parts of the continent, assumed a great and permanent character.

In certain favourable spots conqueror* have risen to become sovereigns over

* xx2. i. |i lSj.
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wider territories, but their power hai always been transitory. To tlii; day bold
marauders take possession of a village on :omc frequented trade-route, and
extend their power in the fashbn of robbrr-barom. The French were astounded

to find in the terrible Murgula. from which the whole province of Birgo had been
sucked dry, only a miserable nest of robbers. This was obviously Otherwise in

the pre-European time, from which have been preserved the debris of political

and social organisation much more powerful than anything that the present can

show. Negro empires, gorgeous and cruel, like Benin, Dahomey, Ashantee, offer,

in their surrounding cf politically disorganised tribes, many points of comparison

with the old Peru or Mexico. The strictly exclusive hereditary nobility of the

Mfuraus, to whom fell the principal administration of the district, and with them
the more transitory nobility of rank, formed from the children and grandchildren

of princes, court officials appointed by merit or favour, faithful vassals, to both of

which classes appertained strictly defined privileges, formed stout pillars of the

monarchy in Loango. Even the dynastic tradition, in its inddimtenew, shows

the present decay of the idea ol the state. It contributes very little to the

security of the tradition if oaths are taken by the names of great predecessors,

or if kings of Whydah were crowned only In their old family scat, even after it

had long been lost.

Just as the conquests of the Jaggas on tlie south-west coasts had to perish,

leaving little trace, since they were based on no forcible or permanent organisation,

so the otlvcr racial waves, after swelling for a short time, have subsided again.

Like them too have disappeared those Christian kings of the Congo, whole

dynasties of whom arc set up by the old Portuguese. Captain Kilim'-, expedition of

1883 to tire Kwilu-Nyadi district came across no important political organisation ;

the whole province could therefore bo acquired without fighting, and with no

great outlay in presents, and in the whole Congo basin it is only foreigners, that

is the Arabs, who have offered any obstinate resistance to the foundation of a

European colony.

Before the time of extensive acquisitions by Europeans on the Guinea coast,

and before the greater kingdoms, above all Dahomey, had pushed font ard to the
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coast from the interior, geographers enumerated upon it a long scries of kingdoms

and republics mostly with tiny territories. On a smaller scale they repeated the

states cf tlic Loango coast and were influenced by trade in even a higher degree

than those. One may indeed say that in most eases they owed their existence

to the nidi, often prematurely recognised by Europeans, of sharing in the trade

independently of neighbours to right and left along the coast. Tl»e history' of the

Gold and Slave Coasts teaches that European powers frequently enough found it

to their ovn interest to support these pretensions
;
indeed, towards the end of

the last century there existed on the Gold Coast alone forty forts and fortified

factories of English, Dutch. Danes, and Portuguese, all without area of power, and

dependent on the friendship of neighbouring kinglets.

The chief attribute of kings i* the throne. On the first reception of the

Portuguese in his capital the king of Congo had his ivory throne adorned with

carved woodwork on the arms, and erected to a high platform, so that he could

be seen from ail parti of tlic vast assemblage. From ha shoulders hung a horse’s

tail, the token of royal rank, while his head was covered with a mitre-shaped cap

woven of fine palm-bast Besides these there are many monopolies of dress and

ornament. The umbiclla is often permitted only to the chief and tlic princes, as

also the right to be cauici in a hammock, and go shod. To the nobility of

Loango were reserved ivory ornaments, clothing over the shoulders. the finest mats

and cajrt. They only might partake of a certain kind of cayenne pepper. In

Dahomey, stcols and wooden doors were forbidden to the people. The King of

Accra still wear* at festivals a pointed hat of antelope-skin with a feather, peculiar

to himself ;
the priests wear a similar hat of horse’s skin with a piece of the same

antelope skin attached to it. In Loango the upper cl»*s of inhabitants still speak

the language of the country mixed with peculiar words, and with an intonation of

their own. We must not forget what is the most effective attribute of West

African princes, the staff
;
armed with which the chief of Akim perambulates the

reads at night, to drive home any subjects who may be late abroad. How
different a picture docs the appearance of these kings offer under prevent con-

ditions ! They now adorn themselves by choice with the leavings of European

marine store-dealers, and the remnants of their insignia stand in loud contrast to

the misery of their other circumstances. Comparatively dignified is still the

presence of one scion of the Congo kings al San Salvador. Beside the long

lorn-cloth, he is described as wearing a white shirt to cover his upper body
;
a

silver crucifix hung round his neck, and his hand grasped a sword. Basttan’s

companion greeted th s man according to court etiquette a* a prince of the blood

royal
;
kneeling down, striking the ground thrice with his forehead, ami rubbing

dust on his face, before interpreting the welcome. The old nasty custom of licking

tlic soles of the feet is obsolete.

In the south, echoes of the Lunda tradition pan- into the legend* and custom.-:

of the dynasties
;
and from the other side, tbs new power of the European colonies.

The foundation of the kingdom of Bilic, and of the Portuguese supremacy, is

related as follows. Bihe, coming on a hunting expedition fretn Birnbn, fell in

low with the fair daughter of the chief—the title of Soba, afterward* generalised

by the Portuguese, is used in this region—married her, subdued the people round

about, and founded the place still called after him. Part of the Bamba people

migrated hither. Bihd had brought a large following with him, and so a new
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people aroie. A successor of Bihi sold hii brother Cangumbi at Loanda. u lure
he became the governor’s favourite slave. Thereupon part of the Bihc people
conspired, and scut to Loanda to buy Cangomhi tree

j
hii master would take

no ransom, but sent him home with present-*, and a Portuguese escort. In thii

way the Portuguese got to Bihc Cangombi overthrew his brother, and on his

again trying to invade the land, let the Gangudlas have him to eat. This i« <»id

to have happened three or four generations ago.

The chief is surrounded by a council, the members of which are taken from
the nobles or the village headmen. Several have about them nobles who gather
up what they spit and take it out, a private stool-bearer, and a fool, who ha- to

keep the environs of the palace clean. The principal burden on the chief arc the

fetters of the ddrui, a grandeur recalling the Polynesian taboo, which forbids him
—among the Loanga people the nobles also—to sleep in any place surrounded
by water, whether island or boat, or to cross certain risers. Some might not

leave their dwellings at night, i»r look upon the sea, a horse, or a white man.
Sometimes he was a poor prisoner, with whom only his visible representative and
three of the eldest men might hold intercourse, and that with their backs to him.

As elsewhere among negroes, the people hear nothing of the king’s death
;

his

body moulders away in the hut, after which the bones arc buried in or beside it

Then follows the well-known interregnum when lawlessness prevails. The witch-

doctors discover *omr one who has caused the death by magical arts, and who is

naturally put to death therefore. Meanwhile the elders have ascertained ihc

lawful heir ; and then a band hunt an antelope in one direction and cut iti

head off, while another band in another direction similarly cut off the head of the

first man they light upon. With the two heads the medicine-man then «loes

magic business, that his consecration may not te lacking to the accessvon.

Among some tribes the right of succession falls to the head wise
;
elsewhere *he

takes a place like the Lakokesha in Lunda.

Since 1445 the Guinea Coast has been the tegion of Africa most visited by

European ships, so that information about its political condition is especially

copious. In spite of the waste of human life in wars, slave-trade, and human
sacrifices, unlimited despotism nowhere prevailed. So free was Ashanice under

its first kings that, as Bowdich avers. Dahomey, which was already despotic,

declined all close intercourse, lest its people should have an opportunity of

making acquaintance with the liberty there existing. According to Ashantcc

tradition, the founder of the kingdom, Si Totcio, concentrated his power in

Coomassic and the neighbouring towns, in the latter delegating it to chief*

who were only bound to appear at the capital on certain feast days- Later

a great number of courtiers assumed at the Ashantcc court the position

of representatives and administrators of the conquered districts, visiting them
mostly only to collect tribute. Therewith they were to some extent responsible

for the behaviour of the actually reigning native sovereigns. Bowdich notices

the similarity of this to the Persian system dercribed by Hcrodotu*. They held,

besides, the most important post of heads of the spies and the secret police.

When 3000 persons were put out of the way at short notice on the occasion of

a threatened Mussulman rising in Dahomey in 1835, it was done by the dreaded

"king’s people*—detectives and executioners who base their indefatigable and

unscrupulous work for the state on a highly orgairi«ed espionage. It is a rccog-
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uncd system in Dahomey to associate some spx^ with even- representative of the

king—Gvogtufo as he i* commonly called. Spies keep an eye on the intercourse

between Europeans and the* people of Dahomey
:
and the traders in VVhydah. the

Dahomey coast station, for this reason avoid taking the kings subjects into their

service. With hfe frivolous nature and quick temper the negro often breaks out

into abuse of his superiors ; but in Dahomey any one who speaks or undertakes

tte slightest thing against the king is irretrievably lost. In this way it has been

possible for centuries to maintain here a compact power, which has not its like in

West Africa from the Senegal to the Cunene
;

while in the Cameroon*, where

even a dozen years ago only two trading kings, Bell and Acqua, ruled over all

Duallas, in a short time a string of subordinate chiefs have raised themselves to

the height on which princes stand.

Everywhere the people took an occasional hand in the government, and in

most states they had a traditional part in it The Ewe peoples are ruled by a

king, whose power was limited by a council of the senior men in his capita!.

Laws have al*> to be laid before the elders of other towns, and ultimately before

the whole people. In the towns there is a complete 41
college

'* of councillors and

justices, with a chief at their head ; in the villages the functions arc performed by
the eldest man of the family on whose ground the village is built. Amacu on

the Gold Coast, where the French founded a settlement in 1787, gives an example

of what was then called a icpublic. Genera! and foreign officers were settled by

the whole people in great palavers, while internal affairs were regulated by the

cobocccrs or hereditary village headmen who had usually enriched themselves by

tmde. and were dependent on the traders. The person of the king was held in

historic and religious honour. 'Die cabocccrs alone arranged the entire cession

to France in 1 786. When King Si Kwamina of Ashantec did not return into

his kingdom as his chiefs wished, but remained in the neighbouring state of

Duabin, he was deposed in a tegular form, bearing a legal appearance, his brother

was placed on the a stool/' and his own wives and slaves were sent to him, with

whom he had to betake himself to the forest and found a solitary village. The
brother, however, reigned only a few days. The island-states of the Bissagea

have been described, in contrast with the oligarchies of the neighbour-peoples, as

purely monarchical
;

but this we must conceive as due to acquired privileges of

a transitory nature, just as the head cabocccr of Amacu had a dignity which

gained him respect beyond his own village, owing to the conquest of the place by

his ancestors. There were regions, as in the Timcnc country behind Sierra

Leone, which has now in many districts fallen to decay, where no authority

whatever was recognised. Mayraso, where Vorsc held a palaver with the chief

In 1883, seems to have been only a historical spot, not a political centre.

The authority of the sovereign, and therewith the political cohesion of these

countries, naturally grows weaker with the extension of the legitimate trade,

through, which cvcty private person has a chance of acquiring wealth and influence.

Each then makes himself independent and gets powder and muskets ; and so

the royal dignity loses still more in importance, no one caring to assume it and

submit himself to its burdensome ceremonial.

The endlessly recurring conversations and councils between the chief and his

magnates bear on the coast the i!!-famcd name of 44 palavers " nr in older writings
44 cabals/

1

Every talk or council held by several persons is here called a palaver,
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and the name is transferred to tlx disputes which arc .settled at them. The ir.ost

dangerous is the witch-palaver, at which the frequent trials for witchcraft arc
discussed

;
the m«t popular, an elsewhere, the brandy palaver.

In the stricter social organisation, such os formerly existed in tlx Congo
country, insoluble disputes between two men of rank were decided by wager of
battle. A tctch was lighted between the parties, and when it was burnt out, the
time for reconciliation was at an end.

The frequency of money-fines and the covetousness of these races has led to

a universal extension or the bad practice of stamping, with a certain traditional

caprktousness, as punishable crimes a number of trifling trespasses and oversight*.
Among some peoples, such as the Btheflos and Kiokos, this custom, known as

uinkano and milonga, has become an extraordinary annoyance, especially to
strangers. The negro farcy is inexhaustible in devising grounds for unitmo.
The penalty, tco, is transferable in the must arbitrary way, so that a caravan-
letder has to settle for unatoned mutaws of his predecessors. If any one liable

for a umkaw dies, whoever innocently enters his dwelling has to take up the

deceased’s liability. The most common occasions for mukano arc given by
adultery, real 01 alleged

,
and the demoralised negroes on the roads to Bihe and

Kimbundoo compel their wives to provide pretexts for these extortions

Since the cessation of the slave-trade the income of the stales is reduced to a
small sum from fines, tolls, and rents for sites where there arc trading houses ; the
“ hulk* " of European traders in the Cameroon* river pay a yearly rent to the

negro chief* of the district* off which they are mcored. Among the hunting and

agricultural peoples of the interior the chief, as a rule, receives from hi* subjects

beer and palm-wine, ivory, lion and leopard skin*, a* well as the right hind-quarter

of all game killed.

Exogamy appears only in isolated ease* or in trace*. In I_oango it afleets

only persons of higher rank, all princes counting as brothers and sisters, and
therefore being able to marry on their own level only abroad. As an express

national custom, it occur* among the Mpongwe of the Gaboon and the Orangus

of Cape Lopez. The delimitations of special trade districts by primitive treaties

is established among the Duaiias. The Tangwanes of the southern Cameroons

may not go as far as the Sannaga, hut only to the country of the chief Chinga.

Confederations for purposes of aggiession are met with, according to Stanley, in

the Congo region. Wars do not always result from hasty quarrels. Negotiations

often precede, at which the parties, in order not to break out in the heat of the

moment, make between themselves a line of branches, which may not be crossed

Among the Loango peoples the dispatch of a burning torch denoted war. Wide
frontier deserts, or uninhabited forests, thirty to fifty miles broad, isolate and

protect the states, and foster abundant hupting.

The veneration paid to certain animals, as the iguana in Bonny, the .‘hark tc

which chikircn used to be sacrificed) in Oid Calabar, points to ancient totem*.

Thu* the Ashantcc. I'antec, Wassau, Akim, Asiin, and Aquapim tribe- are bound

together not only by a community of language*, which Bowdich noted a* going

beyond the similarity of the ancient Greek dialects, but arc just a* closely

embrac-d by the bond of a common tribal organisation, which isH^jjcdJby
legend as a primitive possession of these tribe*, and confirmed^}- |tus pfSfcws

conditions. There arc twelve stocks, the members of \/nch arc- drstribdtcA
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promiscuously throughout these tribes, however remote they may be in situation,

or politically separate. These arc the Aquonna (buffalo), Abrotu (corn-stalk),

Abbradi (plantain), Essontia (wild cat), Annona (parrot). Yoko (red earth), Inchua

(dog). Appiadie (servant), Chuidam (panther), Agur.a (grove of oil-palms),

Dumina and Abadie (of uncertain meaning). In the individual slocks wc find

Ashantces beside Fantccs, Akim people, or members of other tribes. Perhaps,

however, the basis is not in all cases common descent, but the “servants" may
have been a subject class, as the oil-palm clan, into which the Portuguese are

adopted, embraces the trading people. The Aquonna, Easonna, Inchua, and

Chuidam stocks arc regarded as :hc oldest and noblest. In Angola, whoever

kills a crocodile has to give up the gall-bladder to the nearest chief, who buries it

with quick-lime in an out-of-the-way spot In Loango, leopard's gall is also held

poisonous, and in Dahomey the leopard is a kind ofsacred beast. Dahomey and

Ashantec tribes arc called after animals like the Bcchuana tribes
;

and this

connection with living nature descends to the very smallest animals. On the Gold

Coast, Buchner often found clay dolls representing a man and a woman laid at the

foot of termite-mounds, and surrounded with particular roots, charcoal, etc.

The ordeals of the West Africans have obtained a tragic celebrity on account

of their wide diffusion and the employment in diem of powerful poisons. In

administering an oath, die priest causes the parties to drink the bitter water,

which will cause the death of the perjurer. On the Lower Congo this bitter

water contains an extract of w&MSU-bark, a very powerful cardiac poison. The
plant seems to belong to the Asdeptadftaa. Its very irregular operation can only

be explained by the fact that the vomiting excited by it occurs so quickly that

the stuff is often thrown out of the stomach at once. At the first sign of con-

vulsions in the victim the opposite party would often fall upon him and hack him

to pieces with knives. The Angola tribes run a slurp stake through the corpse.

The ordeal is reinforced by an oath, taken only on this occasion, and applying

either to the swearer's family or to the whole people To prevent suicide by

swallowing the tongue, the Dahomcyans pierce the checks of prisoners from the

back, or tie a wooden cross over the tongue.

At these adjurations, and on other great occasions which require the co-opera-

tion of the priests, magic rites are performed with portions of human bodies,

which imperceptibly pass into cannibalism. Scrpa Pinto mentions a festival

which the chief of Bilic now and then organises, at which the headless bodies of

five men arc eaten, being roasted or boiled together with beet To the old

Portuguese, to Zuechelli, and otlvcrs all the inhabitants of Bcnguclla and Angola
appear as actual cannibals, even the wooden forks for human flesh being referred

to ; but the - Giaghi " arc especially noted as such. They were known by their

shaven scalps, their filed teeth, and three scars on the check. Anthropophagy is

alto ascribed to the Kissamas, south of the Coanra, It has often been asserted,

but never proved, that the people on the Lower Congo were cannibals
;
but it is

certain that there are still man-eaters further in the interior of West Africa. Even
where no strictly-attested cases of cannibalism can any longer be recorded among
'.bese peoples, cannibal customs point to its continuance in secret.' We may
-ccall how, among the Cameroon tribes, a new chief, when entering upon the

1 [The recent -o*V fcy sn ^ dicer in the icniceor the Cix.p> State Intel no doubt u to in wilooitud
ewtena.l
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inheritance nf his precedcssor-—usually hit father,—does not count as having

fully attained his position until he has killed one or more men, either openly or

by stealth, and distributed parts of their bodies, even the entrails, among his

kinsfolk and the neighbouring chiefs. The skulls of unlucky victims are preserved

to be paraded at commemorations, to adorn their graves, or to serve as drinking

cups. Among the Mpongwc a couple of chests of lime or ochre are kept in

miniature houses, between or behind the dwelling-houses. With these sub-

stances the owner rubs his skin as a protection against dangers whenever he

goes hunting, fishing, or on a journey. Usually, however, the chests contain also

the skulls of ancestors or relatives. If a guest comes to the house, the owner
scratches a little earth off a skull and mingles it with the food that he sets Ixrfore

him, with the idea that he will be more friendly, if a little of an ancestor’s

substance has passed into him. Human skulls and jaws arc among the mast

popular ornaments.

Secret societies play a great pail on the Upper Guinea coast as well as in the

south. We meet with them even in old traditions of the Bundas, who put an end

to the devastating cannibalism by means of the league of the buffalo hunters,

called by the Portuguese ewftacasieiros, from which a new nation grew. In the last

century the league of the Aboni, Ogboni, or Egbo, played an important part in Benin.

Its members wore admitted by drinking human bond, and bound by fearful oaths.

It forbade the introduction of any strarger on pain of death, and exercised a

regular reign of terror by the death-sentences which its members executed without

a word. We have air off-shoot of mtngo customs in the parra-parra festival of

the Duallas, when a series of tournaments takes place between two villages, the

combatants appearing in the nitn-o costume, which protects them against any

hostile treatment. It consists of a t»oad projecting girdle of dry palm-leaves,

and a mode of dressing the hair in a single upright tuft The contests take place

under prescribed regulations, and are watched by seconds, who jump in at the

slightest violation of the rules. Women, who arc excluded from the men's leagues,

form secret societies of their own
;

live female * freemasonry” " of the nytmbc forms

a counterpart to the male nda.

The races of the West African coast, between the Hottentots and the

inhabitants of the Great Desert, belong to the two great linguist* groups of

negroes. From the mouth of the rivet Ngab, about z i
:
south, to the point where

the fourth parallel of north latitude strikes the innermost comer of the Gulf of

Guinea, dwell relations of the Bantus
;
from this point west to the Senegal, the

varied series of” Soudan negroes.” We have made acquaintance with the pastoral

Ovahcrcro in the extreme south, the only one of the West African negro races

that has carried cattle breeding in the full F-ast African fashion to the coast We
have crossed their northern boundary, which is also the southern limit of the agri-

culture henceforth predominant, and have in the Ovarobo described the most

southerly of the West African agricultural races. Both Ovambo and Ovahcrcro

show intimate affinities with their eastern kinsmen; at the back of both, wide

tracts arc inhabited by Bushmen. Now we cross the Cunene, and find ourselves

among peoples who, as far as their nonhem limit, show a .mm cf Central African

characteristics. Tattcoir.g meets us ; leather clothing vanishes with cattle-breeding

,

agriculture makes its appearance together with a higher development of handicraft,

already announced among the Ovambo, and embodied in the loom, in more careful
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construction of huts, in finer work on the most divers articles, especially bows ,ard

arrows. This does not display itself freely till we go inland, being subject on the

coast to the law of decay upon contact with higher culture. Presently, too, in

Angola and on the Congo, we meet with larger political structure*, which in part

iv> doubt first came into existence under the influence of the active slave-trade.

Within the general rdatioiwhip of the Bantu, a gicat dialectal affinity embraces

the tribes of the Portuguese provinces of Benguclia, Measamedes. and Angola, and

the inliabitants of the Lower Congo basin as far as the Dandc. These arc

members of the Bunda group. They also have lire name Angola, since in

Angola Kimbunda has become the liugua gtral. It is nearly three hundred years

since dictionaries of it were published at Lisbon, and it was raised to the rank of

the trading and missionary language throughout Portuguese West Africa. It is

customary to distinguish tlie Burdas north and south of the Coanza. Along the

whole coast disintegrating influences have much altered the negroes of this family.

They have adopted Christianity, speak Portuguese or a mixture of it with Bunda,

and call themselves Preto*
j
while applying the term Negros with a suggestion of

contempt to those who have remained free. In the trade which radiates from

I-oandii and Benguclia, Malangc and 13ih6
,
two groups arc important

;
the

Ambaquistas, originally the people of the Ainbaqua district in the basin of the

Lukalla, and the Bihcho’ or people of Bihi on the water-shed between Coanza

and Cuncnc, a kind of caste of traders, guides, and porters. Not only have the

Europeans influenced them, but also the active Kabindas from the Lower Congo,

who were formerly introduced in masse*, and still immigrate ; also, too, negro-

slaves of the most various origin and blend, who have been brought or have made
their way hither from Brazil ; and lastly, immigrants, in no small number from

•Madeira and Goa. the latter called Canari as coming from the Canarese coast.

The climate of Angola and Benguclia makes a prolonged stay’ there and the

establishment of a family difficult for pure Portuguese, and the Bunda and
Kabinda half-breeds flourish all the more vigorously. Many negro customs

betray their more distant origin, for example the jus pritrne not!is mentioned by
Magyar and Lux, as offered publicly by poor girls in order to earn a dowry for

their marriage ; but in adapting himself to negro customs the Portuguese goes

half way to meet them, and thus a much more intimate alliance between the two
races has come to pass than in other African colonial territory. Since the

slave-trade which depopulated Angola and Benguclia ceased, the numbers have

increased materially; and since the formal abolition of slat-cry in 1878, tlx;

cultivation of the mixed breed makes more rapid progress. In the southern

colony, Mossamcdcs, tlx: Portuguc.-c dement keeps itself purer in the more
temperate climate

;
ami Portuguese fishermen are active oil the wdl-slockcd

coast.

North of the Cunenc the Banhancka and B.inkomb form a number of small

tribes, who trace tlicir origin to the Upper Coanza, whence they arc said to have

been driven by the Banano, the people of the hills. Although they carry on

chiefly agriculture, their whole life, to the point of their burial in an ox-hide, show
traces of an intimate connection with tlicir herds, such as points to the sooth.

The notion of circumcision as an important ceremonial occasion belongs to them
with the other Bundas. The Basimba or Simbeba live along tlx; coast to the

right of the Cunene. North of Mossamedcs live on the coast the Bakwando and
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Bakwisse, and in the mountains on the coart the Bakankala, to whom Nogocira
assigns Bushmen characteristics, partly pure, partly mixed. Throughout Southern
Angola generally smaller stature, lighter colour, broader faces, point to a strong
admixture of those races whose now concentrated distribution further in the
interior we have already lud to mention. Next to them live a vigorous pastoral
people, the Mundombe, vrttose hemispherical huts, leather clothing, and sandals
strongly recall the cattle-breeders of the south. On the Upper Kubango
we have already come across the name of the Ambucllis, the people dwelling
further to the north, aixi are reminded by it of the strong movements in those
races, a part ol which may here have teen pushed to the coast. Next come,
west of the Libollas, tl» small dirty Kissamas, who arc said to have been still

cannibals in the 'forties, and now arc salt manufacturers, purveying the bars of

salt which are important in the trade with the interior. In spite of clcse inter-

course with the Portuguese they still preserve a certain independence. Their
dress combines leather and bark-cloth, and they plait their hair with alternate

strings of beads and vegetable fibres. Lastly, beyond the Coanza we find the

nucleus of the family, the true Mbunda, tall, teachable people, who formerly

impressed Europeans by their miiitaiy capacity, and now, under the name of

Pombeiros {feutbe- the bush, Portuguese, ttrtao) undertake bold trading expedi-
tions. Closely akin to them are the Songos between the Count* and the

Kwango, and the GanguelUs who live further inland in the south.

The Bunda legend* of an origin in the north-east, which is carried back to the

sixteenth century, connect the races sooth of the Dande with the dwellers on the

Lower Congo, across which, at the time of the arrival of the Porttiguese, peoples

from the interior—as alleged, from the neighbourhood of great lakes—had thrown

themselves. Whoever examines the incessant movements of nations in the

interior will find it natural that they might extend to the coast and fill wide

territories with races of identical origin. One thinks at once of the Fan people,

who within historical times have found a way to the .sea at some places in the

northern part of the region we are considering, and are trying to do so elsewhere

As might be expected, beneath the peculiarity of the dialect which connects the

peoples between the Dande and the Rio del Rev, lie a number of ethnographic

points of agreement which alike north and south of the Congo point to the cast.

Karl Ritter was long ago reminded of the Upper Nile tribes by the snakc-skir.

covering of the Anziquev' bows. The weapons of the Fans also point back across

the basin of the Congo, and both Ir, dress and hut-architccturc there arc further

resemblances between the Upper Conga and the coast regions north and south of

that stream.

Though the dwellers on the Lower Congo, alike the Musliicongo and Bacongo

of th: southern bank and the Muworongo of the northern, and the Loango people

beyond them, have not felt so deeply as the negroes of Angola the influence of

European traders and missionaries, no true colonisation having here taken place,

their independence has long been broken. The Congo empire, like every negro

empire, is a mere political shadow, and the “ King of San Salvador" has not even

power over the neighbouring villages, where, as Wolff assures us. he dares net

show his face for fear of a thrashing. Boma, at the mouth of the Congo, where

Tucltey was sadly disappointed by the wretched huts of the 500 inhabitants,

was once the greatest slave-market, visited especially from Liverpool. Remnants
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of old plantations in the form of cotton bushes run wild, surrounded the place.

But by that time the traces of European influence had become fen- in Noki, and

no one knew anything of the peoples in the south or north, the “ bush people "

who brought the slaves. Here were found the first of the little independent

chiefs, called Chinn, enthroned on lion and leopard skins upon which no man

night step on pain of death ;
with the cross degraded to the indignity nf

a fetish.

Whether Congo with Loango and Lcanda ever fonr.cd a great empire may

b~ doubted ; in any case the Portuguese here feurvd disintegration into smaller

states already an accomplished fact. The impracticability of a purely ecclesi-

astical mission was never mere thoroughly shown than in the degeneration of

Christianity on the Lower Congo. Fetishes

hung with cresses were held sacred by the

negroes, and nowhere was the ordeal by poison,W <* .-«j .1/ a i * »• Wj • i*
( 4110

The influence of the masses of slaves brought

from the interior was naturally more potent here

»hW. iW *a* Imwfr

•
;>• some figures, especially among the Mushicoago,

i?Sk may in part be traced to this admixture. Very

dark, almost blue black, negroes, with skins re

markably full of creases, inhabit some island!

>n *bc lower stream. North of the Congo arc

- settled the Xahindas, the mosr industrious of

~ ' the Con-'u tribes, whop ene rcires across it.

’llBKilti. ' ' all the Portuguese coast-stations as far as Ben-
" guelia, discharging the mest various functions,

. _ , . . _
,

. ,
_ especially that of deter boatmen. Nearly akin

FaiUntie 114 to them arc the Alavumba, renowned as potters

and smiths, to whom some assign a Jewish

origin—Jews expelled from Portugal being alleged to have settled at Sao

Thome, and to hare sent a branch this way. Loango, as a province of the Congo
Empire, is said to have at one time extended to the Kwilu, and its capital, which

now consists of a few shunbtks or negro huts and factories, to have numbered
15,000 soils The Luango negroes, with the Kabindas, belong to the Bafiot

group, nearly allied to tnc Congo tribes. Their three states on the coast have

long vanished, and their Christianity has fallen into such decay that baptism is

followed by circumcision. They have adopted few of the economic virtues of

their neighbours to lire south. On the other hand, as our general discussion cf

them shows, their life is still rich in curious old-fashioned customs.

To the hack and north of them the Western Bateke inhabit the dry, sandy,

elevated region which forms the watershed between the Congo and the Ogowc, and

the upper country of the Alima. The Lebai river, with its tributary the Lekona,

may be taken as the extreme limit which the Bateke territory reaches to the north.

Here the population is so sparse that one may often go a day’s journey without

coming across human habitations. The houses arc built on a rectangular plan,

the villages arc small. The Bantu dialect of this part seems most to resemble

that of the Upper Ogowe, as for instance the Aduma. The chief food and most

A Kattad* (Fioai a :.L«xusjnii* 1>y Dr.

PhltwntfriB
)
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important crop is manioc. Weapons arc those of the people* on the Upper

Ogowc ;
the simple African bow, arrows carried in quivers of hide with coxers,

barbed javelins, and a narrow rectangular shield, rounded at the corners. Battle-

axes and short swords with incurved heads are more rare
;
throwing knives arc not

Tjpn from 0* I-auieo |lr«n phoeagrrph Dr. FalhanMn.
>

found. Beyond the Kwilu. after so many old races fallen into decay before

reaching maturity, we find a younger people, the only one that in this wile region

has exercised anything like political power, or in whose present position may lie

at least the germ of a political formation destined to greater importance. These

arc the Fans, Fangs, 1 or Pahuin. They arc at this moment the most dreaded

race between the Niger and the Cuncnc. New as they are, their influence has

1 Kune avert that he nevn hmrd the name prooourasi Othnwhe than at Fan? or FanV.
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been powerful. They have driven a number of people* from their abodes, have

taken their places and subjugated their neighbours. They alone have offered an

enduring opposition to Europeans, of which the French can tell talcs. Though

their agreement, physically and intellectually, in language and in custom*, with

the surrounding Bantu tribes, excludes any fundamentally different disposition,

their ixusciwion of a military system and belter weapons is enough to make them

appear to tl>eir neighbours as a more highly -organised race, since from the

Gaboon to Brazzaville, Ballay tells us, all the natives, with the exception of the

ever quarrelsome Pahuins, arc peaceable and gentle. Almost naked, with front

teeth filed to a point, frequently with what the French call a Mahometan shaven

head, with lion and leopard skins for finery, never without a musket—it used to

be bow and throwing-knife,—the short sword, copied from that of the Arabs,

slung round the neck, they remind us strikingly of the Zulus, and form a contrast

to the bow and spear-bearing negroes between the Cameroon*, the Gaboon, and

the Ogowc. With their warlike dances, their wild cries of menace and battle,

they arc an object of dread— as elephant-hunters, of admiration; and. where

possible, of imitation. It may t»* called lucky that they have never yet attained

to political consolidation, and now that the coast is everywhere closed to them

by* European occupation, and road* will soon have to be made through their

territory, never will do so. They arc ;pht up into a mas; of village sovereignties,

which individually are not sources of danger—nor are internal feuds ever lacking.

But they have undoubtedly gained seine national feeling, one of the rarest

characteristic* in Africa, from a deeply rooted tradition. As though led by one

idea, they press west and north-west to the coast, not merely as brutal conquerors,

but colonising at the same rime. This bond of union makes their progress steady

and imparts an unusual permanence to their conquest*. Whether in this conquer-

ing and colonising race we have a chip from greater masses which formerly

surged toward the coast, whether the Fans are only a limited manifestation of

military spirit in one stock, or, what is more likely, ate sprung from a warrior-

caste. the tradition as to a migration from the cast is universal.
1 Except on the

Ogowc, where they already occupy the coast, they have come nearest to it over

against the little Island of Eloby, where their first village may be seen on the

Muni river, near the affluence of the Kongoa; then on the Ikuku river, where

they are staying, it would seem for a time only, in the village of the same name,

inhabiting a special quarter in the shape of a long dirty street. In Batta Land,

Zflller heard that a stout walker would take six or seven days to reach the Fans'

border
;
which, as negro marches arc short, might mean sixty or seventy miles.

Here again, however, they inhabit only temporary huts, which the owners of the

land permitted them to build, for they often come down to the count as porters.

On the Ntotube. Crampcl met with Opposition from the Fans, and on its right

bank they had already got rear the coast in 1S9O. A certain mobility is a

special feature in them, and is of advantage to their enterprises, since in Africa

also political and mercantile agility go hand in hand. At any rate people are

said to come to Batta who have already been on the Gaboon, the Muni, and the

Ogowe. The Fans spread, however, not solely through their combination of

military and commercial qualities, but also by reason of their rapid increase,

female children being treated with consideration.

1 [ftsrac NCent oltmm nr* infliiint in iViwifj lh«m ui;h the Manjrnu )
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The population .-settled beyond the Meep slope fiom the highland*, which

being thickly wooded fa thinly peopled, close upon the interior plateau, is as far

as the Sannaga in the interior of the Southern Cameroon* territory*, practically the

.cimeas that with which Crampe!'* and Braxza’s travel* south of the Xtembe have

made Ui acquainted. Here again Fans lurk under the most various names—we give

only tho^c of the more important tribes mentioned by Kund—via. Bane, Yaunde,

Tinga, Bulci. Thi* collective name is, however. a% unknown to them a* those of

Mpongwe or Fahuin. They arc tail pDwurful people of dark bronze colour, often

with regular features, the men dressed in batk cloth, the women scantily covered

with a banana-leaf in front and a reddish-brown tail of fibre* behind, a costume

Km kni\» (Berlin Mtt*cw».l

fully recalling ihc Bongo or Atandch women of the Upper Nile and Welle.

The affinities of the Fans extend further north titan their name. A characteristic

as important as the absence of the bow, which is to highly developed among their

neighbours to the east, appears no less among the Yaundcs in the country behind

Batanga,, who are almost always seen with spears only. Not only in the dialects

of various Cameroon tribes has it been held that a closer affinity with the Fans

may be detected
;
a tradition of immigration from the south is found among the

Kasyuas and Ibea-, Batanga people of the Southern Cameroon* territory. The

Xgambas again, .nettled on the verge of the highlands behind :hc mouth of the

Kriby, have a similar view of their origin. They arc indeed the nearest neigh-

bours of the Bulci who have advanced in this direction from the Ntemte or

Campos river, and undoubtedly belong to the Fan*. North of them dwell the

Balcoko, akin to the Cameroon* people, in the country behind Batanga between

the Sannaga ard the Nyong, where they are very unevenly distributed through

the primeval forest, to the verge of the coast, which they leave clear. South of

the Nyong on the coa*-! dwell the Batanga people* Bapuko and Banoko, who

equally say they came from the south. Kund got the impression that ail the

population west of the interior plateau could be traced to a recent immigration.
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This sn ip widens to the north
;
and as even on the SannagA and Nvong we

found the population denser, so on the hay into which many rivers discharge to

form the Cameroon* river we meet with the Duallas, a trading people nearly

allied to the Bakoko. They themselves say that they dwelt on the north-west side

of the Cameroon* peak. As the slave-trade was flourishing here at the end of the

seventeenth century, it would seem that this brought them to the coast, where we
fir»t hear their name about that time. On the analogy' of the Fans and ocher

races of the interior who advanced to the coast this process must have gradually

followed the track of trade and colonisation. A deeper resemblance between these

traders and warlike expansive tribes, especially in the display of courage and

ferocity, perhaps also in their physiognomies, seems to favour a connection of this

kind. Zdllcr thinks that the difference between the Fan and Dualla dialects may
be compared to that between German and Dutch. When the Germans established

themselves in the Cameroons the number of the Duallas was estimated at some

26,000. They were under numerous petty chiefs, who mostly ruled over only

one tillage, while two greater chiefs, Bell and Acqua, appeared each as the leader,

with many limitations, of one half of the people. Nearest to the Duallas, of the

tribe* dwelling towards the mounta.ns, stand the Bimbeas. and then the Bakwiri

bush folk), the most numerous of the mountain tribes, wliosc settlements lie

almost too deep in the forest for much change
;
the largest being Buca, a village

that can turn out 400 armed men. The Bakwiri are cut off from the coast by
the people of Victoria who have come from Fernando Po. These immigrant*

belong to the Bubis of that i-Jaud, an ethnographic-ally poor people, driven into

the interior by Spaniards and Portuguese. They are probably as little the

aborigines of their island as arc the people called Angolarcs, long the inde-

l>rndent inhabitants of Sao Thome, who are due to the wreck of a Portuguese

slave-ship.

North from the Cameroons rive t one comes in a few days' journey, beyond
five station of Barombi on the Elephant Lake, to the country, as yet untouched by

trade either from inland or from the coast, occupied by the Batom and Mabum
tribes oa the Mango river. These still wear the bark apron, artd arc copiously

tattooed with long scars on shoulders, back, and belly. They extract the upper

incisor teeth. Among them dwell numerous slaves from the interior, the Bayengi,

tall people, little tattooed, who like the Fans have their middle incisors filed sharp,

and inhale tobacco-smokc through the hollow stalks of the

Beyond the Batom and Mabum, on the Katsena Allah river, come the

Banyang, an industrious agricultural people. Their clean rectangular huts stand

singly in the plantations, or, where the chief lives, arranged together in an oblong,

the shorter ends of which are dosed by assembly-houses. Among them cloths

from the interior arc found
;
bark-doth is reduced to a belt or a pockct-hand-

kcrchicf. North of the Sannnga, West Soudanese influences radiating from the

Benue, decidedly prevail. Houswis come as far aa this on horses
;
their cowries

are found even further south. Blue and white burnouses of European and

Soudanese stuff become ever more frequent
;
north of the Nyong one begins to

find beehirc huts and the cultivation of sorghum. Prettily worked bows, with

strong suggestions of the Asiatic form, and huge shields of buffalo-hide, together

with numerous spears, form the equipment. Turning south again, we find the

Barondo and Bakundu, kinsmen of the Duallas. as the last Bantu tribes to the
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south-east of the uninhabited frontier forest brtween the Okl Calabar river and
the Rio del Rcy, which divide* then front the nr* Eboc tribes.

The race? of the northern and western Guinea coa*t» are bound together in

the first place, as opposed to other negroes, by the negative feature of their

contrast with the linguistic unity of the Bantus
;
but also by their distribution on

the verge between the highlands and the sea between the Moorish-Mussulman
influences from the interior, and those cf Europe and North America from the

coast. Squeezed between the pastoral peoples and the sea, the tillers of the Guinea
Coast, from Cape de Verde to the Niger, hold an outlying position which, for

want of any use of the seafaring privileges of the coast, makes them just a mere
fringe without power to create anything original. Now, whether politically or

cthnologically, no idea can be formed of them apart from foreign influences which
have become closely interwoven with their whole being, and of their origin only

relies remain. The discovery of their coasts by the Portuguese is the most
important epoch in the history of these peoples, and hardly less significant are

those connected later with the Mussulman influence. It was in 1 B0; that

" Moors" first made their appearaixe in Ashantee politics as suitors for aid. In

j3i 6 they first came to Lagos. But in general European influence predominated

on these coasts, if it nowhere readied far Inland. The law of political develop-

ment has caused a number of small oMut-kingdoim to spring up as a xquel to

trade
;
these came into relation with Europeans, and in order to satisfy the

demand for slaves, sought to extend irJand, and then gradually fell victims to the

colonial extension that followed
' Pawing from the Cameroon? to the Niger, we first come to the Efik*. They

have been visited by missionaries for sons? decades, and formerly had a reputation

for cannibalism. Like the Akvv&s, who. exhausted by their migration down the

Calabar, now live among them as Helots, they belong to the Eboc group. Many
things testify to their arrival from the north and cast, while their customs, their

mode of building, and other things, arc certainly influenced from the Niger.

Members of the same great Efcoe family, connected by community of speech,

dwell from Old Calabar to Yoruba ; especially the ruling tribes on the Lower

Niger. The name has somewhat more meaning than several other African

collective names. Formerly in America all slaves coming from the Niger and

thereabouts were called Ebocs; ar.d the Eboe of trade, the lingua franca of

middle Upper Guinea, is a dialect of the Lower Niger. In the Niger delta there

are some enclaves of Eboe; but on the Noon river they speak Akassa, a branch

of the Eyo or Iju ;
further east. Nempe or Brass, another branch of the same, to

which traders and inissionai ics, as fat as Bonny, have given a wide currency.

After this comes the territory of Efik, which is widely spread in the interior,

and arouses our interest aa the transition to the Bantu of the Cameroon* people

which begin* east of the Rio del Rcy. From older report* we gather that much

of these low swampy or sandy roasts cut up by lagoon* and water-courses, was

little inhabited. Here, too, trade has clearly drawn people from the interior to

the sea, and created genuine trading nation* under the influence of the once

flourishing slave trade. But even now, the tracts immediately bordering on the

sea are empty, and trade begins where navigation for large vessel* ceases.

Tattooing and tceth-filing have almost disappeared. The former u*c*! among the

Ebocs to mark the strict differences of rank, which in the highest circles were also
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marked by band.-* of bclb round the knee. To day it i* usually among the

Akasaa people to mark the first born by tattooing the forehead* Circumcision i*

confined to slavey tillage is confined to small gardens, and fishing is carried on.

Only trade, in which the Bonny people and the Kfiks rank as masters, is pursued

with enthusiasm. Hutchinson relates that even in 1S57 a slave was solemnly

committed to the sea, on the voyage to Old Calabar, in order to .secure or hasten

the arrival of European ships.

From the Niger to the Volu extends the Hat Slave Coast, the approach to

which is rendered difficult by a mighty surf, while the numerous lagoons behind

the dunes facilitated the trade which gave the coast its name. Here two groups

of people come down to the sea. Starring from the cast, we come to the

Yorubas, to whom the inhabitants of Benin, the most easterly of the larger negro

states of the Guinea coast, are nearly akin, though differing in language. We
find their belongings in smaller groups in the Niger district, and inland as far as

Dahomey. Egba, Jebu, Kctu, Eyo, arc some of the names attached to this family

of languages, known collectively as Nago* Negroes externally, though already

somewhat dignified by Soudanese influence, they arc in character and tastes much
mure like the more elevated races of the interior than the coast-ncgrocs. Active,

industrious capable agriculturists and manufacturers, liking to collect in large

towns, as Ibadan with 150,000 souls, lloriu with 100,000, Oyo with 80,000,

they recall the 1

1

01133*5, who have obviously had great influence over them, but

their manners arc gentler. In many descriptions they arc shown as a pattern

people. Since the Fulbc* founded Ilorin in 1 8 30, they have come under their

influence
;
and in the north, on the Ma<sa, which flows into the Niger opposite

* Rnbba, they come in contact with the Segu territory. On the coast, Benin was

once the most important country of this group. It penetrated into the Niger

delta, and was looked on as the remnant of a great inland slate between the

Calabar and :hc Volta. Its inhabitants, who fattened dogs for eating, and bore

various tattooed tribal marks, drove the most active trade in slaves in all Upper

Guinea. Hence they show traces cf the Portuguese language and of Christianity.

Further west lies Lagos, the great centre of European influence and trade on the

coast, on an island near Badagry, the old metropolis of the slave-trade, where, as

late as iSjO, Richard Lander, to prove the innocence of his intentions, drank the

cup of poison, fortunately without effect. Lagos, owing to the afflux from the

interior, becomes every year more and more the rendezvous of the black Mussul-

mans, who are here simply lumped together as Houssas
;
they have increased

nearly thirty-fold in the last twenty years.

The old kingdom of Whydah once stretched from the Volta to near Lagos.

On the land side it bordered on Dahomey. In 1723 Ard rah, formerly united

with Whydah, and in J727 Whydah itself, were subdued by Dahomey. Later,

the chief trading place was Ayuda ; both arc now in French possession. West of

this Dahomey comes down to the sea. The way to its capital, Abomey, lies

through the ruin* of Attack, 200 years ago one of the greatest towns in West
Africa. On the Ogoon, which falls into the sea cast of this district, stands

Abbeokuta, the remarkable free city of the Egbas
;
one of the largest inland

town* in Africa. Its population has by some been estimated at 120,000, while

its outer walls are nearly 20 miles in circumference. The town was founded on

this spot in the ’twenties by a number of negroes who had escaped from the slave
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caravans
;
but its nucleus beare the name of the old Kgba capital Akc. It may

be regarded as the molt outlying of the Yoruba towns, which arc like it in

composition, and quite similar externally in irregular agglomeration.

About the Volta U grouped a conspicuous family of West African negroes,

the Tchi or Volta group, comprising the Tchi, Akwa, Gan, and A-.atime

branches of language. It extends inland as far as the Niger. First, west of tlie

Ogoon, dwelt the great race of the Ewes Efes, or Asighehs. who are held to be

immigrant* from the north-east, in the neighbourhood of the Niger. The Mabis

arc said to speak the purest dialect in that part ; beside theirs, the Dahomey and

Krcpi branches are to be distinguished. The Ewes arc a not very dark variety of

the Negro, of good stature. They* were once in great favour as slaves, owing to

their intelligence, courtesy, and ricanlir.-cst. Returning frem Portugal and Brazil,

where they went by the name of Minas, they have gained great influence on the

coast
;
while conversely they transferred their heathen customs, and particularly

their Viiudoo or fetish priests, to America. The Fens, known since the seventeenth

century as Dahomeyans, arc the most important branch of this race historically.

Their state, until its collapse in 1893, rigidly centralised, and in many respects,

especially as to the trade and commerce of its inhabitants, well administered, at

the same time strictly exclusive, resembles that of Ashantcc in the divine honours

paid to the king, the "Coudn of the Leopard," and in the waste of human life

;

its most famous peculiarity being die Amazons, who form the king's guard.

In the Togo highlands, between the coast-strip and die Volta, resides a dense

Imputation of the unwarlike, industrious, Krcpi tribe of the Ewes, who in addition

to a carrying trade, to weaving, pottery, and smith's work, carry on a somewhat

flourishing agriculture, the staple of it being the growth of maize and yams.

From the Upper Volta onuard*, cattle-breeding is general
;
herd* of 100 cou-s.

which are milked daily, are not uncommon. The fact that cheese is made

testifies to the Soudanese origin of cattle-breeding here. Just inland from the

coast the population is so dense that with a bad crop famine is inevitable. Every

patch of ground is carefully utilised by dint of weeding and rotation of crops ;

land fetches nil exaggerated price, and in sonvt places the sale of it is a capital

offence. When the hill-country is reached, in place of these peaceful industrious

l»coptc appear bolder more swaggering figures, who impressed L. Wolf “ in their

appearance and demeanour as more like savages than the dwellers on lire Congo

up to Ireopoldvillc, or the Angolans as far as the Kwango." Agriculture cease* to

flourish, and with it population, which may have been 40 or 50 to the square

mile, grows less dense. Slave raids from Ashantcc,— the effects of specially

devastating inreads b-tween 1869 and 1873 are not yet overcome,—have here

produced a solitude. KUng went two days’ journey from Binnarckburg to Kapu

through empty country. There are no doubt large villages which testify to a

brisk traffic, and even settlements without agriculture, laid out merely for market

and customs purposes; but those in power often try to gain the profits of trade

by oppression and caravan-plundering.

Adcli, a district in the hill-country- of Togo, n<*ar the coast. hn* an influence

owing to powerful fetishes, for which a regular cult is established in the famous

sacred place Pereu. Here the neighbouring tribes bring their dispute*, and

respect the decisions given. Kebu and Bapos*o arc the nearest neighbour* of

Adcli, and to the north it touches the little country of Tinne. Islam, which ha-
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advanced ila missionaries even to the low coast-country, ar.d to which nearly ail

the chief* and poisons of rank in the Volta district adhere, ha* on important

centre of it* own in Salaga.not far from the Upper Volta. Owing to its position,

Salago is tlie meeting-point of the road* frotu Segu, Banjsgara, Timbuctoo, Say,

and Kirotaslii, and owing to tlie wise policy of its sovereign, one of the most

influential marts of the West Soudan, especially for slaves, of whom 15,000

change hands yearly. It » at the same time one of the most irregularly-built

and dirtiest of towns. Kling assigns it 6000 huts
;
Binger, at least 6000 inhabit-

ants. South-east of Salaga lies Krakye, a trading-place with its lively Houssa

town, Kctc. Further north live tlie poor and savage Crusts, who let their women

go naked—an isolated people who have been made so shy and suspicious by the

3lavc-raids that it is hard to gel through their country. Here occur bows with

strings of bast, knives with guards to the hill, and fighting-rings.

West of the Volta we enter the Gold Coast territory, where, as the first great

racial group, we meet with more Tchi peoples, whose branches, Fantccs, Assinu,

Akims, NVassaws, Dankiraj. extend to the Tanu. European colonics attached

themselves in great numbers to the most numerous native states, without gaining

as much influence as at other points of Guinea. As early as the sixteenth century,

came in, it i» Mid, from the Niger, tlie Intas, a race capable of founding states,

who set up in Upper Guinea powerful states, especially Ashantee, which for some

time embraced nearly the whole Gold Coast, with country a long way inland.

In spite of the difference of the dialect*, which arc spoken in Accra and Aquapira

on the east of the Gold Coast, the Accra* agree with the Intas in circumcising,

and are reckoned with them by the Fantccs. Tlie Brongs or PotOsOs (bar-

barians), who have been driven into the hills to the north-east of Ashantee, also

belong in language to the Tchi group. According to their own traditions, the

Ashantces are a decided race of conquerors
; and in the. judgment of Europeans

they are among the best breeds of Guinea—intelligent, industrious, and courageous.

They came to their present abode from a country nearer the sea, and founded

their empire, subduing the western Intas, and some smaller peoples. Bowdich

thinks it probable that their emigration included a number of discontented

families, who then attached themselves to their country of origin, and that they

came from the south-east, where towns like Dumpasst, and others of considerable

site, formerly existed. Some accounts point to repeated emigrations. The
leader of the emigration is called St Totoo— tlie prefix St recurs in the royal

family of Ashantee as often as Yunana in that of Dagomba—the national hero,

who lost his life in a fight with the Akims, and whose name is still used to swear

by in Ashantee. To him is referred the foundation of Coomassie. Extraordinary

things arc related of his accomplishments. The neighbouring kingdom of Dualiin

was founded at live same lime by a sister's son of this hero, Boitinne by name.

This was in firm alliance with Ashantee, and was at first perhaps the most con-

sidered of the two. Boitinne took possession of Duabin, the largest of the

existing towns, while it was left to Si Totoo to build Coomassie. All this took

place early in the eighteenth century. Si Toton’s successor laid the neighbouring

countries of Gamati, Kong, and Dagomba under tribute. Wassaws, Assims,

Aquambas. ar.d Aquapims were subdued later
;
even Accra, though called a free

city, came under the protection of Ashantee. Since the end of the last century,

during which the Akims alone arc said to have risen eight times against the
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Ashantecs, these conquests have crumbled away bit by bit. To-day Ashantcc,
shrunk, with its 37.500 square miles, to a fifth of itself, forms only the back
country of the eastern Gold Coast. Through the opening of the independent
market of Kantambo, it has lost

its monopoly of the carrying

track from the coast, and there-

with so much power that it was

possible for Brandon to say that

the king’s command was only

obeyed within a radius of 12

miles from the capital. Quacco

Duah, the late sovereign, had

to call in the English governor

to settle internal disputes. In

1896 his successor, Preinpeh,

was deposed for breach of treaty,

and a British resident estab-

lished at Coomassic.

On the Ivory Coast philo-

logcrs distinguish two groups or

languages : the Maude, includ-

ing Vci, 1’cssi. and Kosso
;
and

the Kreo, including Bassa, Kroo,

and Grebo or Deh. Older geo-

graphers speak of the small

kingdom of Bases on the west

bank of the River Issini, the

kingdom of Issini on the same

river and on the sea, with its

capital Asoko, and Ghiomere

between it and the space of

the Apollonia Mountains. The
name of “ the bad people." given

to the coast west of Cape

Palmas, to which the Grain

Coast joins on beyond the San

Andreas River, must point to

a lawless state of things.' Yet,

in neither are independent dis-

tricts spoken of. A power-

ful race, the Kroomen, live in

the western half of this coast,

the little- known Avikoms or

Kwakwis in the eastern. These do good service as trade-intermediaries and

1 rn.i. mm., oMdi ii old Feench map* *pi*sn 0. “ Cite XUUgtt*." almott uodccUoilp TO

K

* onJtBoa. 1trough the Spaiah or kalian, with "Mdegutte.* »n esd/ ram. la the "Bwiai furs**.*'

farvt/uitum, which fanned the chief aidclr of evpxt (I tur inieldKl 10 Mas foi x

ttoOiaatiiQ of tliii T »«.*<«.«rcx.
1 )
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CAiTiers, and drive a yet larger trade in their own products, especially palm-oil

The Krooi 1
or Grebos, who live to the east and west of Cape Palma*, have

become one of the most important peoples of this side, on account of the

excellent sailors and artisans whom they supply to European navigation and

trade. Strangely enough, they are not among the more nobly-formed negroes

;

their physiognomy is decidedly

coarser than that of their softer

neighbours, the Vets, who have

become civilised under the influ-

ence of the nearer Mandingocs*

and devote themselves iudus-

r v 1
1 i f/m 1

1
triously to manufactures and

ZlP i
1

• Winft

infest \ I

* farming- But their whole bodily

II:

1 mmm*.MM.
ing, and their love of the sea,

up>n which in their own home
they are active as fishermen and

wreckers, proves their courage,

shice there is a dangerous surf

on their coast. Without Kroo-

boys in the stokeholes and holds

of vessels, and in the warehouses

of factories, West African trade

is inconceivable. Not only do

they travel along the coast in

th«e capacities, but they have

founded a whole series of settle-

ments. Sicria Leone, Grand

Bassa. Monrovia have their

Krootowns. As the slave trade

formerly spared them for the

sake of their utility, lawful trade

now enriches them
;

they are

well-to-do, and will extend yet

farther. The Veis and Bassas

also have, of late years, gone

out as labourers, and have, like

the Kroo.-nen, worked on the

Congo Railway and the Panama
CanaL

On the Grain or Pepper Coast, die geographers of the last century knew
of the Folska or Quolcha tribes, and a kingdom of Mesurado. Though still

inhabited by negroes, it now presents a very difficult picture. The Golahs, on
the middle unnavigablo course of the St. Paul’s R:ver, to whom, no doubt, the

• This name i. .icngly derived tnm. the Enjlhfc "crew." It -a. a the inmtnth century In i
. ..V Ilai JUik-i u pndtJe thxt tti. common him Kioo»..y rat derived frc*i Oet»o. Cntocrly enoojli,
“ CrewoaM," in PorticiHW. denote. state. ;

•• Kroonwn.” in Exgtiih. free lab,wm from Lite rU.
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oil name referred, are now, cut or as they are from traffic, one of the rcughc*
races—warlike, thievish, always armed. The lordship over them is claimed by the

new people of the Liberians consisting of genuine negroes, chiefly from America,

and of Congos, or blacks taken out of slave-ships. The two hold apart, the latter

being distinguished as hunters. Since the first consignment of liberated slave*
landed at Cape Mesurado in 1820— perhaps 30.003 were put ashore as years
went on—thousands of negroes from the United States have immigrated, and
have brought Christianity, the English language, and a varnish cf European
manners with an American flavouring. The free state of Liberia has been formed,

and has encroached upon its black brethren—who once came down to the coast,

—

sometimes peacefully, sometimes with the same brutal force that is used by white
men. We have already referred to the not very -at is factory results of thi* colony.

The Galllna*, west of the Mannah River, arc like the Vcis, and these tribes or

them which have pushed forward to the coast speak the Vci language. Inland

dwell numerous smaller tribes of which the Basi or Toma is perhaps tlic largest

To the north, in the district lying inland from Sherbro. follow the Mendis. Thcii

country is, according to Mcnrics, divided into twelve large districts, containing

tow ns of 3000 to 4000 inhabitants. On the coast, the English treaties of annexa-

tion, concluded in tSS3, show only small chiefs. Probably it is with this tribe

that the recent stories of man-stealing and cannibalism in the country at the bick

of Sherbro have to do.

We have spoken of an older settlement of freed slaves on the Sierra I.core

coast Here lived once the Timone and Mom tribes, both of powerful, sometimes

handsome negroes, with features getting more like the nobler Su*u type than that

of the southern tribes. The Timcncs have split the Ba’loov* into a northern and

a southern half, and their distribution scents to point to an advance here also from

the interior to the coast. One part dwells about Sherbro, the other reaches to live

estuary of Sierra Leone. Here, in I7»7. some English philanthropists obtained

the peninsula of Sierra Leone front the Tintones, and settled fugitive slaves, or

such as had been taken out of slavers. To-day, this colony, which has spread

over the whole space from the French possessions to Liberia, harbours a most

curious mixture of races. Thence come the " SienaJeoners," known all over the

north of West Africa, who speak a “ Nigger English," and do good work as artisans

and tradesmen. They have also proved their quality in European expeditions.

Freetown makes an incomparably better imprcuion than Monrovia. Soudanese

influence, expressed in the pleasing long knee-gown* of the women, and in the

number of 4000 Mussulmans in Freetown alone, has. no doubt, mote than the

variety of population to do with this superiority.

vor. lit





BOOK V

THE CULTURED RACES OF THE OLD WORLD





INTRODUCTION

§ f. MODES OF LIFE AMONG RACES OF THE OLD WORLD

rbe two grtat cccinss r.om»:nm an«] Aeulrrwnt— Tfc« pcftt'tcfiro of culture—h\ eatura! Wnis—
Kc^»*n» Ilfnroiadiim soil 10*1—TSc toll r.( tiUur<.

Ix the follotvins chapters wc travel over almost consecrated ground, where, for

thousands of years, culture in its highest developments has abounded, till, from

the south-eastern angle of the Mediterranean right away to the Pacific, one

region of culmrc follows another, tracing a noble girdle. Bordering upon, and
interpenetrating one another, prairie and arable land, in a temperate climate

have here united their powers of fostering civilisation.

In whatever of force and effort permanently exists in, and affects, the races of

Europe, Asia, and Africa, the nature of the land of the Old World bears a great

share. Characteristics which, owing to the natural permanence of the external

conditions, remain and arc repeated, hate been stamped upon the historic move-

ments by those conditions at their outset, and in the direction taken by them,

'lhis fact permits us to conclude backwards from what is historically established

to that which completed itself in the darkness of the past, because it was so of

necessity. Nature’s life repeats itself uniformly ; the forces of progress and

reaction are imperceptibly active in it, while races quickly come and go. Con-

trasts in the life of races thus possess, in their natural basis, the guarantee of

permanence or repetition.

Just as the soil of the Old World is marked by the great line of a band of

plateau, extending from the Atlantic to the Pacific, bordered on either side by

fertile mountains and lowlands, so there runs through all its history’ the struggle

between nomad ami settled, between herdsmen and tillers of the soil. These two

hall-marks of higher culture were borne not only by different races, but have

modelled great racial groups. In the coincidence of Aryans and Ural-Altaic

races respectively with the great groups of settled and nomad peoples in West

and Central Asia, the race-creating force of social conditions lies as in Its primitive

cause. At the same time, it b just in this connection that something lies which

enhances the contrast of forms of culture. How much of the mode of life stamps

itself so deep on the organism that the smallest particles of this can transfer what

they have received to foreign germ*, that is, become hereditary’- wc 1,0 know.

That it happens is probable. We see before us the great simplicity of the ap;>nrt loo-

mem of functions in the historical life of the Old World, and draw our conclusion.

Antiquity probably knew Aryan nomads
;
more recent times have seen only settled

folk of this stock. On the other hand, even to-day. hardly it single Turkic 'tock
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cun be designated as settled, or even only half nomad. The Osraanli* can show

the Ymuk* near Brou**a, and the Turcomans near Sivas
;
of the Persian Turks

only the people of Azerbaijan arc settled, while in the north they arc still roaming

after two hundred years. The Ersari on the left bank of the Oxus, the Yonuts
south-west of Khiva arc foible half-nomads. Even the ITsbck* bear many traits

of people settled against their will, and the Kirghis Cossacks on the left bank of

the Jaxartes haw adopted half-nomad customs at a few points only. Constrained by

poverty and narrowing limits, the Kuramas on the Chirebik have mixed with Sarbs

and taken to agriculture, and the history of the semi-Comck* of Tashkent seems

to be the same. A fragment of the Kara-Kalpaks has devoted iUclf to agriculture,

w hile the rest have remained nomad. Agriculturists like those on the south coast

<»f the Crimea, tlmugh called Tartars, lmc nothing to do with Turkish descent.

I he persistency of the nomad mode of life is one of the most striking phenomena

in the life of Old World races. Scythians. Sacnc, Huns, Turks, Mongols, meet us

in different ages lhe impulse of their greater princes towards cultivation, and

the efforts of Christian missionaries, alike failed to produce a deep influence
;
the

former aroused discontent, the latter open opposition. Where no compulsion was
exercised either through subjugation, which was seldom permanent, or through

the only effective means, geographical enclosure, the nomads amalgamated but

slowly with the settled folk
;
and where they did it, they always remained the

fighting part of the nation, reserving to thctttsclycs the sovereignly
.
but as a

warrior caste. Thus the Arabs appear in North Africa and Western Asia, or tl>c

Mongols in the North and Hast of the Old Workl. as far as the middle of India.

A policy of dispossession and colonicing, consciously carried out for centuries hy

the greatest power of the Old World, China, a Uftle shared in later time* hy

Russia, has only in our own time succeeded in winning any soil from the nomad*,

and decisively weakening their power
;
but the nature of those who remain outside

on the >tcppe is that of the old Hyksos and Hiungnu.

The natural conditions of agriculture arc broader and more various
;
but it long

remains fast-rooted in tint soil which it has once woo. Its chief characteristic is

constancy to the soil. In America, why did not California, in many respects more

favourably furnished, take the place of Mexico? Why, after centuries of intimate

contact, has Nubia not become a piece of Egypt? 1: is a great lesson of history

that culture holds fa*t to live soil where it once is, however much the stream of

race* may pa*s over it, or else that it returns after a short flight. Agriculture makes

a dense population ; and daw: populations arc always more stationary. No
doubt there arc spaces of the earth the nature of which not only invites man to a

stay, but by a certain regularity in all its operations tranquilliser his whole being,

keep* it in limits, and thereby makes the steady |xirt of it predominate.

Historian* have noticed how, in the words of Curtius, "Euphrates aid Nile year

after year offer the same advantages to the dwellers on them, and regulate their

employments, the steady monotony of which maker it possible for centuries to

pass over the laiul without any material alteration in the established conditions of

living ; culture Micks in the valley of the Nile like ;i mummy i:i its coffin.’*

Memphis. Rome, Athens, ever rebuilt anew after destruction and decay, symbolize

this feature of permanency, which i.* only partially rooted in the value assigned to

favourable natural conditions. An indefinable breath that passe* over consecrated

spot*, revive* and refounds. Nothing else could have made Jerusalem rise ever
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again ; nothing else have permitted the often-destroyed Ilium to luivc been rebuilt

over Scnmandcr upon its charred ruins. It is the same feature which has
constantly recalled to life towns like San Salvador and Mendoza, at the most
dangerous earthquake-centres.

Agriculture, however, grows not in rest but in labour
;

it needs stimulus and
shocks, which require to come from without, all the more that in the nature of

peaceful labour lies the tendency to seclusion. Hut next to countries which invite

to repose lie others which, by their inhwpitality, incite to wardering. And so

the impulse to a separate development lies side by sklc with that to combination
and amalgamation with other peoples. Tlic former arc to be sought chiefly in

well-fenced fertile lowlands, or on plateaux which can maintain a copious
population, or in broad mountain-valleys—in districts, that is. which allow of

comfortable life, and ca-sily-got food, and arc yet not narrow enough to check tltc

most moderate impulse to expansion. The latter we may expect to find in less

fertile lands, where either the sea or limitless plains arc every* here within reach,

or else in rough mountain-countries, which will feed only a few inhabitants.

The regions of culture, so far a* they arc continuous, form, beside the belt

of nomadism, a comparatively narrow /one which only attains any breadth in

Europe and the extreme cast of Asia, where a varied configuration has allowed

of tranquil development and a powerful diffusion of influence. This latter function

was much earlier performed by the countries to the east of Asia than by those of

Western Europe,which, indeed, were only linked to the rone ofculture some thousand

years later. In Oceania and America we meet with traces of a Pacific centre of

diffusion on the shores of Eastern Asia. Rut between cast and west, lands cut off

from tie sea, and thus deprived M the secure prop to freedom given by its vicinity,

lie in relations of dose interchange with the stifling surging mass of the inland

races. Here is shown the connection between the independence of the individual

district* of culture and the development of their culture. South Arabia and

Syria, two narrow fringe* to the nomad region of Arabia, have never attained for

any long period to an independent culture of any importance in face of the

encroachments of the nomads. Mesopotamia and Persia were more fortunate, not

without reliance on each other. The older Assyrian culture rose in the northern

part of this territory. The tranquil part of India is to the cast, especially in the

district of the Ganges
;
while the west was the field for nomadic inroads. Vet

here, at the same time, the impetus was given to tlic display of power and tlic

feenution of great states. In Further India, again, the seat* of culture were

Burmah and Siam, far remote from the new Central Asiatic element} ever over-

flowing the teeming north.

Was it always so? We can hardly doubt that the extension of these pastoral

races, who, from the beginning of history, have filled so great a part of Asia ami

Africa, an<l forced the moie civilized agricultural race* to an incessant conflict,

had much to do with their disintegration. Their great preponderance in area i>.

perhaps, comparatively recent
;

it ceitainly is so in North Africa, where horses,

and probably cattle also, were imported from Asia. That era in the world's

history which immediately preceded the beginning of the historical j*riod ;«rhaps

.saw a decrease in the spread of these elements hostile to the higher culture, and

a more connected broadening of culture among sedentary races. The- conformity

of the development of culture in the most remote parts of the Old World cannot
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anyhow be understood, »ave on the a^umptcon of an intercourse once more active,

if only by way of islands and chain) of oasis.

3y the fact that henceforward we sre to deal not with tribes but with states—

often powerful states—we arc reminded that nomadism is not entirely destructive

as an opponent of sedentary culture. In the military character of the unread lies

a Great state-creating power, which declares itself, perhaps, even more plainly than

in the (.-rest Asiatic states ruled by nomadic dynasties and armies, such as the

Turkish rulers cf Persia, the Mongol and Manchu conquerors and administrators

of China, the Mogul and Rajpoot states of India, on the border of the Soudan,

where the biending of the elements, once hostile, then combined in peaceful

co-operation, has not proceeded so far. Here may be seen, more clearly than

elsewhere, how the effects of the stock of nomads in promoting culture do not

proceed from peaceful activity in culture, but are, in the f.rst instance, tire efforts

of warlike people to injure peaceable people. Their significance lies in the talent

of nomads for energetically binding together the casily-disintegrablc vedentary

races This does not prevent their being able to leant much from their subjects,

as the Romans learnt from the Greeks, the Germans from the Romans, the Turks

from the Tajiks and the Slaves. Thus, the Ba.isa ar.d Affa tribes arc unsurpassed

ill making mats and tabJc-ivarc
;

the Musgu huts arc better than shore of the

Bomu poopte ;
Baghirmi, weak and permeated with old indigenous elements,

provide* craftsmen, tillers ot the soil, culture-bearers in general, to the warlike

expansive Wadai ; and the Fort in Darfour are ahead of their Arab lords in

agriculture and handicrafts. But what these industrious and clever people have

not. i* the will and the force to rule, the military spirit, and the feeling for political

order aad subordination. For this reason the desert-bom lords of the Soudan

stand over their negro peoples a* the Manchu* over the Chinese. Thus is

fulfilled the law which bolds good from Timbuctoo to Pekin, that political

structures arire with most advantage in the rich agricultural lands bordering on

wide steppes, where the higher material culture of sedentary races is forcibly drawn

into the service of energetic military steppe-dwellers with the capacity for ruling.

§
3. CULTURE

T!^ ccmiLtrxia of i\>» pjw.li c( culture— Lxbonr. tgf<uluir\\ lettlewxoc - Iocycm of p>pulMMn—IIov

ctiltow tnreft—Frecflon an«1 icUcrinj; of thr igfrfe—Seim*— Wrlttag aiwl tr*!lu»—

Derar of cubire—Beginnir^i cf ctjliure—Sinoi remain*—Ancitr t Egypt—Atulk Chum
fil>J Uc »«L

In regard to the growth arvd existence of culture, the condition hold* good that

culture is promoted by whatever fixes the movable human being ; and the thing

that mc6t obviously has this effect is fertility of soil combined with a tolerable

climate. The fixed man applies to nature a measure quite other than that

applied by the nan of rlccting abode
;
he asks, “ Where have we the guarantee of

a permanent stay ? " Speaking of the Chaco, Dobrizhotfer says :
“ The Spaniards

look upon it as the rendezvous of all wretchedness
;

but the savages* as their

promised land and their Elysium." The Europeans who made their way to

America, did not begin by setting up tents and making pasture-grounds on the
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virgin soil
;
they buili houses and dtiu* of stone. Cortc* conquered Mexico in

I j 2
1 1
and in that year w as laid the foundation of the stone cathedral

;
which look*

as if they meant to stay. At tltat date mankind had long learnt on what .toil

culture would successfully take root. Mexico alone, with its plateau growing

wheat like Castile, received the honourable name of New Spain. In the warm

but temperate climate, and on good agricultural soil, it uas hope*! that a scion of

the old -Spanish culture would moot speedily take root. Thus with a deep, almost

instinctive knowledge of the necessity fora soil favourable to tillage, culture spread

over the New World.

The material life of the peoples freed itself earlier than the spiritual from the

bonds in which it had been held by indolence, insecurity. lack of necessaries, and

of intercourse A great list of inventions form the basis of what we call semi-

culture Weapons and tools of compound construction, like crossbow*, removable

armour, harpoons, ploughs, harrows, carts, drills, potters' wheel*, rudders, sailing

and outritsed boats, aic found far down in the lower stages. They all involve

increased labour, and labour gives them their viluc. Jacqueinont prophesied that

Spanish America within the tropics would relapse to its condition before 1 49--

“ It will fceccmc a land without population, without wealth, because it can do

without labour." Culture Iras ever retrograded where labour has slackened. The

saying, “ labour ennobles." is universally true; labour has created the nobility of

mankind. The most laborious of the semi-cultured race*, the Chinese, stand* i t

every respect highest among the peoples of Asia. After labour itself, division of
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labour u unquestionably the most important condition of progre** in culture
; and

it.resides piimaiily in the organisation of tho uniform crowd according to social

functions.

Early in our first volume we referred to the intimate alliance between culture

and agriculture
;

its significance for the cultured races remains to lie spoken of.

From Japan to Egypt it affords the basis of the food-supply, and is in such

esteem that the plough was not deemed unmeet for the hand of the emperor.

The salvation of tilled land from the influx of uoinad< is the aim or endless fights

between tillers and herdsmen. The efforts of civilised states are directed to the

gaining of an independent food-supply for their people, and being indebted to no

one for it. In China the highest praise given to an emi*ror is that he fed hit

people in peace. Everywhere the better tillage of the ground is what most

marks the agriculture of the cultured races. Thus we get rotation of crops,

manuring, terrace-cultivation, irrigation, she plough, the harrow. These imple-

ments obviously indicate a bound*ry line in culture. The plough especially

denotes a different economical system, the large form with slaves and draught

cattle ; it becomes necessary as soon as large area* arc brought under tillage.

In Eastern Europe the stcppc-ccsintry still possesses heavier ploughs and knows

the use of them butter than the forest-country. But among all races which have

the plough, spade-husbandry, garde-ring, is also found. The choice of plants also

is different Grain of all kinds, good for storing, predominates
;

rice in Eastern

Asia, millet in India, wheat in Western Asia
;

also pulse everywhere. The

banana, of which it may be said, as of the manna of the Israelites, "it tempered

itself to every man's liking," and generally the whole family of fruits and rcots,

yielding easily and abundantly, but not highly nutritious, shows a marked decline

The varieties of grain come from the natural grass-lands of Asia
;
and the turf

from which they spring was trodden by the progenitors of the ox and the horse.'

The most important domestic animals and plants have been gained from the

steppe. Generally the conditions of the Old World were the most favourable for

the selection of cultivable plants and domesticable animals, and Asia could offer

the more important kinds in largest number.

Compared with nomadism, agriculture is endowed with a share of the power

of waiting which belongs in the greatest measure to the higher, the sedentary

culture, The greater the capital of labour which is put into the ground which

bears the crops or the more toilsomely built huts and houses, temples and

fortifications, the more firmly clues the man cleave to It, first physically then

mentally. Gunnar in the N'jdls Saga refuses to leave his home now that “ the

cornfields arc white to harvest, and the home mead is mown,’* and stays to meet

his death. The nomad, even when he roams within narrow limits, has a new

home at least in every season of the year
;
the farmer holds tight to his as the

centuries go round. When the nomad puts 100 mile* behind him between

winter and summer, the tiller of the ground at most lays a new field to the old-

Fixed frontiers come with a fixed station. How closely is the delimitation of

landmarks bound up with agriculture ! When Horace praises a country life, he

does not forget the gods of the boundaries.

Agriculture serves the most immediate need, and leaves the creation of

exchange-values and objects of luxury to cattkr-brccding, hunting, fishing. It is
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cattle-breeding that first form* a capital
;
the herd is a travelling treasury. If

agriculture produces the most important components of food, it dees not provide

each day for the day's consumption. The barn no less than the plough beioraj

to agriculture, whether it take the form of the store-hut on poles, a3 found from

the Niger to the Ainas, or the earthenware urn of the Kaffirs, or the baked
underground vault of Arabia and Tibet. Field-crops ought not, like the millet

of the negroes, to perish so soon that beer has to be brewed in order to utilise

them. A peculiarity of ail tropical cereals is that you cannot bake what we
should call bread from them

;
only the kisstre of the Arabs, leathery tough

dampers that have to be toasted on an iron plate, can be made of the leavened

dough. Bread in the European sense is indeed unknown to any Asiatic race.

In place of it rice, in wet or at least moist preparations, appears as the staple of

food in Eastern and Southern Asia. Yet however this may preponderate, there

is no cultured race that eats rice and rice only. Meat and fish with other

nitrogenous foods, for example beans, take their place beside it Indeed among
all cultured races the variety of foods is great, and the sense of taste appcali at

a very early stage. A liking for insects and worms is no sign of low culture.

It is not only among Arabised negro tribes that locusts, water-beetles, maggots

form much-prized dainties
;
the like is found in India and China. The Arab

proverb says, “a locust in the hand is worth six in the air." Indeed the caprice*

of taste in ancient Rome and modern Europe have been known to go further.

The silently creative activity of culture is not measured by increased mileage,

but by the growth of the number which can live permanently in a narrow area.

On rich soil and with vigorous labour populations grow dense, and this is what

culture need*. The great facts of the spread of mankind over the earth, in greater

and less density, stand in cau-e and effect in the closest connection with the

development of culture. Where the population is thinly scattered over wide

regions, there culture is low. In the Old Wedd the steppe-zone is everywhere

thinly peopled, while the countries round the Mediterranean— Egypt, Southern

Arabia. India, China, Japan—arc thickly so. Six-seventh* of the population of

the caith belong to-day to the lands of culture. China and India number

700 millions; a corresponding area of the Central Asiatic nomad region in

Mongolia, Thibet, and Eastern Turkestan, scarcely a sixtieth of that. To the

stage of culture corresponds the manner of its diffusion. When it becomes

conscious of this, it also strives to disseminate itself. Europeans were allowed

not only by their superiority in everything to do with culture, but alio by the

rapid increase in their numbers, to diffuse themselves rapidly over the earth ; but

it was by them too that the wish to leave no gaps in the land was raised to a

principle of policy. Obstructive natives were simply shoved aside. Even a cruel

11

natural " race was never able to depopulate a country like Cuba in a few genera-

tions. and furnish it with a new population
;
but civilization managed it.

Agriculture occupies its territories otherwise than warlike conquest 1 he former

covers tract after tract gradually but with permanent success ; the latter stakes

out a wide frontier. The former travels step by step, the latter flies swiftly

over wide spaces. Hence the former is certain in it* consequences, if only time

be allowed it while the latter is transitory, or at least Incalculable. The average

rapidity with which white men moved westward, until they made the mighty

leap frten the Missouri to the Pacific, was twenty miles a venr. Ir. three centuries
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China has won for culture her territory outside the Great Wall, once the nursery

of the most dangerous nomad horde*
;
and in the same time Russia ha* carried a

band of culture all across Northern Asia to the Pacific. before this slow but sure

progress not only the “ natural" raws, but at last the nomads too, have to give

way. The ben land is withdrawn fn*>m them by agricultural colon*;*, the

indispensable water come* into the possession of the settlers who therewith

fertilise the .sand and bind it together, the nomad is cast cut of the grass-land

into the scrub and thence into the desert. There he becomes poor and perishes.

How and where he has accommodated himself to a settled life we shall have

to show.

It is a law in the development of culture that the higher the [>oint it has

attained the mcTc obscure arc its beginnings. For it is always turning over its

own soil, and their new life destroys the remains of the old upon which it has

come into bloom. Ir. the soil of the Old-World civilizations, stone implements

alone testify of earlier conditions. Hut as we know not the age of the stone tool.;

and weapons fount! in the earth, so we do not know the circumstance! of tho*r

who used them. They give no dear answer to questions as to the age of culture.

Living traces of a Stone Age at ka^t make us acknowledge that the length of the

interval and the height of flic stage which divide the possession of iron from the

u.% of stone must not be over estimated. Even now, the Nubian Arab* find a

stone knife specially suitable for circumcision, also for shaving the head. Plinr

says that in Syria the balsam was obtained from five trees with knives of stone,

bone, or glast. since the use of iron fools caused the stem to wither. Schwein-

furth’s view, that the tmall, hardly-used stone weapons found by Lenz and others

in the Sahara, were only made in later times for religious or superstitious

purposes, looks convincing. Discoveries of stone articles in India and Japan

show that there the use of stone weapons and implements has not very tong teen

extinct. Excellent stone implements in great numbers also lie in the soil of

Egypt, so that we may safely assume a Stor.c Age for that country. The bridge

from it to the epoch of culture passes through the dearth of iron which charac-

terised ancient Egypt.

We arc l^blc to over-estimate the effect of the metals in promoting culture.

Peru and Mexico show how much was possible with a limited use of bronze and

copper, and a total ignorance of iron. We undervalue the implements of stone,

bom:, wood, which preceded the iron, because we now see them only in the hands

of poor and degraded natural races. The high level of social and religious develop-

ment in Oceania was attained with an absolute lack of metals
;
and in the yet higher

culture* of oid Peru and Mexico metals were only ornaments, not the moving

springs of progress. We must not therefore be influenced by the notion that the

discovery of smelting and forging forma an epoch. No doubt the age of steel

can show great thing*, which without iron had been impossible
;
but the spiritual

foundations of cur culture need no wielder* of steel. The Iliad is the poem of

an age which had not much iron and the Babylonish kings wrote their cuneiform

inscriptions on soft clay with wooden style*

Culture goes much further back than ttesc discoveries. The Babylon cf

6000 years ago “on the threshold of history” gives quite a false perspective

;

and it is a superficial view which is always seeing “ the dawn of human history
"

in the oldest age of which Egyptian monuments give record. Do we find, in the
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oldest age of Egyptinn history, the beginnings with their natural imperfections >

The ascription by the Egyptians themselves of the origin of their culture to the

fabulous servants of Horus proves no more than the legends of Heracles and

The*?u* among the Greeks. Definite statements, looking like reminiscences of

faeti, are rare. One of them, perhaps, is that in the Dendcrah inscriptions, how

the fust plan of the temple was drawn on a gazelle skin, and found again many

centuries later ; the historical Egyptians wrote on papyrus. Tlx temple, with no

inscriptions close to the great Sphinx, built of mighty blocks of Syene granite

ar.d oriental alabaster, supported on square monolithic pillars without ornament,

without hieroglyphs, looks like a transition from the mcgalithic monuments to the

Egyptian architecture. King Cheops says in his inscription that the origin of

this temple is lost in the darkness of ages
;

buried in the sand of the desert, it was

casually found again in his reign. Of the Sphinx itself, we can only conjecture

that it is older than the pyramids, of which it was no doubt the guardian
; we

know that even in the time of Cheops this mighty monolith was in need of repairs.

From the second dynasty we have the step-pyramid of Sakkarah, and statue*

which strike the archeologist by the " coarseness and indecision " of thcii style

lJut uftcr 45 5 years, during which the first two dynastic- reigned, we sec, in the

sepulchral chambers of the third, Egyptian life in foil development, and with all

the marks of long existence ; and as Lenormant rays, " in the monuments of the

first dynasty we mart with hieroglyphic writing in the same complication as in the

last day of its existence. If we consider that it must have been preceded by purr

picture-writing, and then by an improved form of this, in which symbolic indica-

tions expanded and fixed what it had .succeeded in exposing, we see many

generations, many centuries at work before the time of these monuments.

As early as the fourth dynasty. Egypt attained its highest point of architectural

ability. It was then that Cheops erected hii pyramid, up to that time the hugest

creation of human hands. That dynasty has left gigantic works executed with a

fineness and accuracy which yet excites admiration. At the same time pictorial

an rises to the pitch of its perfection. It is not tco bold to say that in art the

culminating point lies nearer to the older than to the later age of the kingdom.

In the daily labour, again, of the husbandman, the craftsman, the official, the

soldier, in the learning of the priests, and in the arts of the kings, the earliest

Egypt is nut so far behind the latest as the thousands of years which lie between

them might lead us to expect. From the chambers of the pyramids oldest In

age bourn on us the pictures of a culture which in many respects is superior to

tliat of the next few thousand years, until tlic contact with Greece and Rome.

Religion and its science were at their highest. Pric-ts and officials were identical,

and all life was steeped in religion. Theology was enough and to spare. Each

side of the pyramids L-; to accurately directed to particular points in the heaven*

that it is easy to see how architect and astronomer worked together. The land

was surveyed and divided into fixed districts. The king 'Pharaoh, ‘the high

gate”) w;l* the sun-god incarnate. In his court appear councillors, chamberlains,

officials of ever}' kind. Clever boys of humble origin were educated with the

king’s sons, and rose to the highest positions. The family was based on mono-

gamy
;
throne and sepulchre of the king were shared by one queen only. The

pictures show an intimate family life, and the inscriptions contain many pet names

celebrating the wife's charms. Children arc named after the mother first, then
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after the father
;
the wife is the husband's heir where there is no son. and even the

crown can pa*s to a daughter. Wealthy mens houses, light and elegant in

contrast to the massive temples, had several stories, and were furnished with

the galleries and terraces still common. But the lower classes dwelt as now in

inud huts, and the herdsmen under temporary roofs of leaves and brushwood.

Curiously enough, one of the mott costly relics of ancient Egyptian industry is a

tent of pressed leather, ornamented with gold. Coin is not known to have existed.

The great men were landowners
;
wealth consisting of fields, papyrus thickets,

herd?, serfs. The ground was scratched with a hooked plough and the seed trodden

in. Oxen threshed the corn by treading out the ears. The vine was a favourite

IV Sp&ix of Gizeti.
t
From a ph-xegr ipi.

object of cultivation. Handicrafts were the task of the serf*
; cabinet - making,

pottery, gla*--blowing. weaving, paw-making, gold-washing, metal work. By
every group ctood an overseer with a long staff, who al^ kept the reckoning. In

tb? counting-houses were scores of clerks. Politically ami economically this life

was strong enough to extend over the frontier. It may be regarded as certain

that the working of the copper mines of Sinai had begun by the time of Snefru

and Chufu
;
and there is a column of the time of Amcncmha, the twenty-fourth

century h.C., mentioning gold mines in Nubia.

A testimony to the high antiquity of literature i* the fact that mention of an
M
overseer of the house of books,* occurs in a grave of the sixth dynasty. The

chronology presume* star-catalogues and continuous observations of the visible

*tais. especially Sirius, as well a* a record of these observations. Treatises on

geometry, medicine, philosophy, have come down to us. Poetical literature i>

predominantly religious and solemn ; and the historical compositions aic similar.

The division into verses of parallel structure recalls Jewish poetry.

To the idea of immortality which penetrated deep into the being of the

ancient Egyptians, was wedded the feeling for the importance of a firm tradition.
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They attained their aim . the cities of the dead are preserved, those of the living

are dust. Within the circuit of the old

Memphis eighty pyramids look down on

tire ruins of a city of the dead, which

covers a tract 45 miles in length. But

the city itself is destroyed all but a feu-

miserable remains, and we know little of

tire date or the nature of its ruin. Vet

this place, the residence for a thousand

years of the monument-loving Pharaohs,

must have bristled with carved work;

though nothing in the Memphis of tire

Pk tfSWw living could have produced such an im-

A

a

<' 1
pression on all generations as its gigantic

re!l,M: tlu' ''on|-
» u

ficancc of these uniijuc edifices. Solitary

in time as in place, they arc the most

impressive symbols of permanence amid

transition. The centuries that lie be-

tween ui and them are insignificant in

comparison with the thousand* of year*

rliat lie behind them. It is not the two

or three dozen of centuries which we
can reckon since their building, hut the

incalculable earlier ages needed to bring

conception and execution to such a

grandeur, that look down on ns from

their tops. No other monuments so

magnificently testify to the duty of recol-

lecting the dead, to belie: in future life,

and generally to the high estimate oc

the duration of things, and therewith of

past time. Besides the rows of small

pyramids which cover the remains of

kings' sons and daughters, eastward of

each lie the ruins of the temple of I si*

where sacrifices were offered to the de-

parted monarchs’ souls.

The Jiving transmission of though;*

from generation to generation is the

most natural way to propagate ideas.

But what more effective contrivance

could be found to secure such inalien-

able fundamental thoughts than these

mighty, awful, lasting monuments ? But

they were meant to preserve much more

than this. In their accurate orientation in their definite numerical proportions,

is deposited a great part of the science of the priesthood. It has been very
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rightly urid that the calendar may pass for the chicfcst relic of old times
;
and in

these monuments, of geometrically simple and beautiful plan, we undoubtedly have

before us some of the numbers on which the Babylonish-Egyptian reckoning of

time was based.

And what of the morality that accompanied this religion of RC. 3000?
Reward and punishment from the eternal judge arc the great moral forces

;

good

works, the fulfilling of the law, their motive causes. Obedience to the government

invested with paternal authority, stands first. "The obedient son will be fortunate

through his obedience, he will attain old age, he will win the favour of all men."

says a book of the fifth dynasty, a bosk- beside which the Bible is recent Can
wc suppose so sclf-conterr.platise a society to have come into existence with

Manes ? And is it a mere accident that the same moral teaching recur? with

Confucius? May not the origins of this culture haw lain elsewhere? The
further we go into the inner nature of Egyptian culture, the more clearly it is

manifest that it must not be regarded as an isolated phenomenon. Special as

may be the sump of it, its fundamental ideas agree with what meets us further

eastward. Writing, religious conceptions, astronomical and mathematical science,

and technical capacity, the theocratic government, the organisation in castes, the

forms underlying architecture and sculpture
;

all equally underlie the culture of

Mesopotamia, of Eastern and Southern Asia.

Three groups of facts combine to prove an extra-African origin for the
Egyptians. Physiological characteristics point to a connection with the races of

Western Asia and Southern Europe. In their paintings the Egyptians dis-

tinguished themselves from all other Africans by the colour—black for live southern

vol. m «
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men. grey for the older Libyan, white ami reddish for the younger. Again,

neither in the oldest monuments, aor in the po*t-Christlan Coptic manuscripts,

does the language show any trace of African affinities; nuy.it is almost impossible,

says Brugsch,
-
to mi'take the close relations which formerly prevailed between

the Egyptians and the so-called Indo-Germanic and Semitic races." lastly, the

oldest abodes of culture lie in the Nile delta, in the outward parts, or Lower Egypt,

which looks towards Arabia, I’hatnicia, Palestine—that is, toward* Western Asia

and the Mediterranean, and in the transition-country between Asia and Africa.

The further we proceed up the Nile, while the stamp of antiquity disappears upon

the monuments, the more apparent is the decline in style, beauty, and skill. And
when we finally advance to Ethiopia, where, according to the old notion, the

cradle of the Egyptian race was to be sought, we find, to quote Hnigsch again

as the culmination of intellectual faculty and artistic development in Ethiopia,

a hc plcss imitation of Egyptian knowledge in all that concerns science and art."

Asia alone, in various favoured spots, can point to early developments of culture

;

while Africa, even to the most zealously-enquiring observation, can show only

beginnings, and even of these the originality is still doubtful.

The difficulty of the question lies in the fact that at the moment when the

Egyptians step into history they arc already so decisively linked with their soil

as practically to justify their own tradition that they arc aboriginal. No trace is

found of the instability of immigrants. “ Immigration," no doubt, is not applicable

to whole races, only to fragments, who find people at homo there before them,

and impress their stamp on these in proportion to their own number and force.

This is colonisation. The conclusion is not remote ; that a race, already settled,

extending over a great part of North and East Africa, received the germs of its

culture through immigration from without. The question of descent may, there-

fore, be solved thus: that a foreign origin is not provable for the major part of the

people of Egypt. But the connection with other cultures presupposes partial

immigration from Asia, and permanent intercourse with it. Since, in ancient

times, so copious elements of culture only entered in company with men, an

admixture of Asiatic blood became also certain.

The voyage of the Egyptians to hunt, the land of balsam, whence they

themselves traced their descent, [iroceded by centuries Solomon's voyage to Ophir.

Egyptian culture was not always x thing apart. To the northward it had the most
expansive race of the world at that time—the Flxeiiicians—and Phoenician settle-

menu to die north and west. As for Southern Arabia, there is no doubt that

the herdsmen of the Arabian plains did not always exercise the influence tliat lias

made the land lie idle. Tlve fertility of the soil, the favourable position for trade

and sea-faring, the denser population, could once have freer effect. The people
of Katanieh, in South Arabia, bore, perhaps, the greatest resemblance to their

nearest neighbours in Mesopotamia. They had a complicated system of worship,

religious monuments, written and pictorial, political institutions, flourishing cities,

an elaborate social organisation. On the coast of South Arabia once lay marts
for Indian and East African goods.

But the history of the interaction between Egypt and the neighbouring
people is obscure just in those departments that are of most importance for our
insight into the course of the world's history. It was only in comparatively
recent times that Egypt cainc into contact with the states of Mesopotamia, which
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wc must r«gnrd as connected of o!d by acccs* to a common store of culture. But

the origin of tU culture

and of :U people lead*

us to Asia. Not only

does one endmost link

in the chain of Old

World civilizations al-

low itself to be joined

on to the rest
;
an ex-

planation of it< exist-

ence is P'">iblc only

upon this supposition.

At the other end, simi-

larly apart, wc find a

region of similar, per-

haps even older, cul-

ture in China, and- its

daughter-state* Coren

and Japan. Some have

seen in Buddha a fugi-

tive priest of Isis, and

thought that closebonds

must have united Egypt

and China
;
while others

base assumed for China

a wholly independent

development. The for-

mer notion, though fabu-

lous in form, ha; a germ

of truth
;

the latter,

expressed in Fcschds
commendation of the

Chinese as self-taught,

in contrast to the Euro-

pean " pupils of nations

historically buried," is

not only unhistorical.

but most of all ungeo-

graphical.

Curiously like the

country of Egypt is that

which lies between the

Euphratesand theTigris

—a great oasis sur-

rounded by n most

desert region, rising in

the north and cast to

heights which form its limit
;
lying, too, in a kindred climate, and a gift of the

he vxau'.’J "rilL.ee an anewm Egyptsia wooden mtuate
I
In Uo >Ju»cuni Cin. h.
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waters in both sense?;, namely as an alluvial land, and a* a land who&e fertility

must b? called into life by inundations and artificial irrigation. The resemblance

i« so great thar the idea of kinship forces itself on us. Here, too, culture has

travelled up the river, after both mythically and literally rising out of the water.

In the oldest times, which lie even further back than those of Egypt, it had its

scat in Babylonia, not reaching Assyria till later. In the very oldest traces

we meet with hieroglyphic writing, like that of Egypt the result of allegory,

evolved in the single form of cuneiform writing, and with it the same delight in

recording, the same care of tradition, even monumental tradition, which builds

pyramids to put temples on—less durable, however, than that of Egypt, for

Mesopotamian culture works only in clay. Examining the inner life we find a

numerous priesthood, no less powerful, to whom in a sense the thing belongs,

whose verbose report* of victories and triumphal butcheries remind us in their

very style of the historical tablets of the Pharaohs. Religion—dispersed among
live powers and phenomena of nature with the sun as supreme,—astronomy,

surveying, were tlx: priest's affair
;

nor could ‘silence here, any more than in

Egypt, set itself free from their astrology and magic, even though in observation

it made progress.

We have le*3 information about ancient Babylonian art than about Egyptian
;

but we know that here* too, the best work in art is tire most recent. In artistic

endowments the Babylonians and Assyrians are far behind the Egyptians, but

•heir enormous luxury favoured the lesser arts. The question of Accadians and

Sumerians, the alleged Turanian forerunners and creators of Babylonian and

Assyrian culture, must be left to historical enquirers. For the Hyksos, too, a

Central Asian origin is held probable. For the present we have to do only with

Semites, cither settled as in Babylonia and Assyria, or as nomad invaders like the

Chaldeans, who conquer, and build on with the copious materials amassed by
their creative predecessors.

In the south and east, Asia has ripened yet other civilizations—the Indian

and the Chinese—the former home by Aryans, the latter by races of Mongol
stock

;
nor arc these dead. Chinese culture stands next in age to those of the

Hamites and Semites
;
and in its deeper layers much remains, in vestiges hidden

under the guise of a certain originality, to recall Babylon and Memphis. It is

misleading to seek the chief characteristic in the history of Chinese politics and
culture, as in Egypt, in their seclusion

;
nor must we too rashly emphasise the

contras: between the Chinese and the inhabitants* of the borderlands on the west

and south of the continent. It is said that beyond the Bclur Dagh everything,

conquest and commerce alike, pushes westwards, as the Phccnicuns, Nebuchad-
nezzar, Cyrus

;
on the hither side people arc content with themselves, and here,

therefore, culture, furthered by nature, develops far earlier, more abundantly and
completely, but remains stationary* for lack of rivals cr dangers. At any rate, on

the eastern side of Asia, there is no question of the separation and reunion of

Aryan, Chaldean, Egyptian culture, of a fertilising exchange, such as has woven
the most abundant threads in the web of our civilization. The Chinese saw no

race near them which they could recognise as their equal, or to which they did

not feel themselves far superior by what they had achieved. Japan and Corea

were only outliers of Chinese culture. Something of the same kind occurred

temporarily in the west—in Egypt
;
but Egypt could not remain so long aloof.
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The Chinese, Japanese, and Coleans arc the only peoples whose excluiivcncns has
lasted almost till to-day. Undoubtedly it has had a profound influence not only
on what the Chinese have done, but in a degree on what they are.

They did not, however, shut themselves up from the first, and with conscious

purpose. There was a period of active intercourse with the west and the east,

which i' not wholly prehistoric. Great powers in Chinese life have made their

entry from without, if not with pomp and sound of trumpets. All the same, they
came We see Buddhism and Mohammedanism become powerful in the secluded

land
;
Christianity, yet more powerful, in the Kcstorian time

;
and, again, at the

beginning of the Manchu dynasty, in the victorious missions of the Jesuits. When
we look at the facts we see that what is important in Chinese culture is not

isolation but connection. The Chinese of the last thousand years or so haw lived

in tranquil seclusion, but ideas which in common underlie the old culture have

become great in combination and union. They belong to an age so remote that

the history of the cultured races docs not reach back to it. But their recurrence

among lire poor stunted possessions of the " natural " races indicates the old

combination. Not only in this case, but in the study of every sphere of culture,

even the Egyptian, the highest place among the great problems is always taken

by the enquiry into its connections and relations, its give and take in the ebb and

flow of the current of culture and intellect. Here the interest of the special

history’ puttl into that of die history of mankind. All other questions ;.ie for

us of only preparatory .significance.

Among the instruments of culture, of which the acquisition is, by Chinese

tradition, ascribed to the Emperor Hwang-Ti, many point to Western Asia. Like

Nakhuntc, the god of Susiana, this mythic*! sovereign founded a cycle of 1 2

years, and settled the year at 360 days, divided into is months, with an

intercalary month. The names of the months have the same meaning as in

Babylonia. His observatory recalls similar works in that region. With those

astronomers of Western Asia, ancient China shares not only the prc-emincncc of

star-gazing among the sciences, but also the intimate way In which, as astrology,

it is interwoven with all affairs of life. The Chinese arc the only nation of the

present day among whom may lie seen the preponderance with winch this science

of superstition was invested in Mesopotamia of old. They also know live planets,

four of which have names of equivalent meaning to those assigned to them in

Babylonia; and about them was entwined a web of prognostics and prophecies which

again recalls Western Asia. In considering the common store of culture,great weight

has always been rightly attached to the remarkable agreement of astronomical

notions which connects Eact, South, and West Asia. In the common subdivision

of the ecliptic zone into twenty-seven or twenty-eight puts, designated, with refer-

ence to the intricate path of the moon, as lunar - stations * or houses, lies a strong

proof of an exchange of ideas. The star- of this zor.c leave wide room for caprice

in the selection of constellations
;
yet the subdivision is so alike among the three

races as to exclude tl*e assumption of an original difference. The Arabic lunar

circle, which varies from the other in very few case*, Ls mentioned in the Koran

as known to every one. Among the Indians, whose lunar circle shows the most

peculiarities, there is no mention of it before 1 150 U.C. In all she old Chinese

literature, a general knowledge of it is presumed
;
and it was certainly known by

2300 PC. May we, with Richthofen, assume that these " stations " had a common
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origin in the ancestral abode* of Central Asia? For the moment let us only dll

attention to the fact, that this authority does not look for the tir>t beginnings of

Chinese culture on Chinese .soil, except as concents an imperfect tillage of the

ground and the silk industry. But the question “whence ?" can look for an answer

only in the West ;
and this pushes the origin of this so-called peculiar civilization

nearer to the roots of that of Western Asia. We luvc little information upon

religion ; but tSv: appearance of Shaug-Ti, the supreme, after whom .sacrifices were

offered to " the .six honourable one*, to the mountains and the rivers, and all the

host of spirits," reminds us how, in the Susiantc texts, six lesser gods Mood below

the .supreme one. The talc of a great flood may be referable to an outbreak o( the

Hoangho, but it is impossible not to recognise many reminiscences of the Meso-

potamian story of a deluge which we have in the Bible. Bu: the great Yu—who
leads the waters in their courses and, as he wanders over the Lmd, unresting, for

this purpose, thrice passes his own door without entering—corresponds to the idea

of a god of secondary rank, who finishes creation, or brings things back to the

path whence they have strayed.

The Chinese arc a people equalled by none in their exclusive devotion to

agriculture. Their old chronicles often speak of the "six fruits of the field,” the

basis of husbandry. They arc said to be three kinds of millet, rice, barley, and
beans, tr> the greater number of which botanist* assign a home in Western or

Southern Asia. Other crops now cultivated in China were either imported later,

like maize and buckwheat, or occur only within the narrow limits to which certain

immigrants extend, like oats in North China. The Chinese in general >ccm

unanimous in recognising in the “six fruits of the field” the original possession of

their forefathers in the way of crops. Certain elements of Chinese writing also

point to another kind of husbandry, as carried on later in the loess-districts of

Northern China and tin; lowlands of the Yangtse, blessed with tropical summer

rains. In the oldest “ideographs’ for a numb?r of common objects, we find

references to water, to ditches, to flooding, from which it has been concluded that

a high importance was attached to water in older places of abode on steppes

which have to be looked for to the westward of Eastern -Asia.

§3. THE NOMADISM OF THE PASTORAL HACKS

Tie of the detains »f ucnuxlbn ami culitfic—The rut an! »->4l the w*w%xuU auJ

ri gri'intico; XJ^ntiorr; nml e\tcntki> Knee*! J uhofc raro— Muuu:. and front -

rapid change* in number c( |54>|i.»!niUx*—MUtun*—‘Tie cconraiy of the 1101:1*;—

’

Wealth and povoty

Wir nml jilun.lcr— TV.* rugtiicc* tram culture—Pnlfcfcv «.f U<? Ufpj*—Tmniitbn to it* .ctikd Mate

Notrvul an nml itiiliuiUn.

Ix 5 zone crossing the Old World diagonally between 10” and 60 of north

latitude, and extending from the Atlantic to the Pacific, lie the deserts and steppes

within, or in contact with, which the old domains of culture are spread out like

ease*. In then dwell races widely distributed, of great mobility, having great

influence upon their neighbours on whose domains they arc constantly encroaching,

whose borders they disquiet, into whose midst they thrust themselves, among
whom they fix themselves, whom they reduce to subjection, whose culture they
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disturb and destroy, while they themselves .-Jowly acquire culture in the process.

Most important consequences for the education of mankind hate resulted fiom

tbs fact that, in the Old World, the domains of the pastoral races have been in so

intimate contact with those of culture that the history of the two is inseparable.

In these steppes the migration of the nations is permanently illustrated. They
are pasture grounds where nomad horde* mam about without fixed place of abode,

but with an organisation all the more fixed for their need of cohesion. We may
think of the plains of South-eastern Europe, where one race constantly pressed on

another, where the Scythians pushed the Cimmerians before them, followed in

succession by Sarmatians, Avars, Huns, Tartars Turks. As one views this ebb

and flow, one thinks of Heinrich Barth’s words in presence of the ruins cf the old

Songhay capital, Garo :
“ I was deeply struck by the spectacle of those wonderful,

mysterious waves of

peoples, incessantly

pursuing and devour-

ing each other, and

leaving hardly a trace

of their existence,

without, so far as

appears, showing any

piogrcsi in their col-

lective life."

We have already,

in the first volume,1

cursorily touched on

the problem of nomadism, and there gained, as it seemed, a clearer view of it

from the consideration that a necessary task is allotted to it in the development

of great political powers.

The term nomadism embraces a good deal. The roaming* of a horde ct

Bushmen hunters are different from the pastoral life of Masai or Arabs; and the

Tchuelchcs of Southern Patagonia are, in spite of their horses, quite different from

the migratory Abiponcs or Tobas, still more from the Kirghisca We have in

view here only the nomads rich in herds, a great motive power in the history of

the Old World. They arc pastoral peoples, whose numbers arc increased by their

mobility, with the virtues and vices of tribes inured to war. Their equipment,

with tbs essential elements of the store of culture possessed by their period, does

not prevent them, when driven by want, from overstepping their boundaries and

devastating the soil of civilisation, like the shifting aand of their own steppe.

Though under the constraint of the necessity, felt cvcu in the better districts

for shifting its quarters five or ten miles every few weeks, nomadism asserts itself

in degrees varying according to the opulence of its territory
;
there is no absolutely

fixed hold on the land. Onslaught of strange tribes often compel the relinquish-

ment of good pastures, or at least prevent their beirg made full use of. The

Hassanieh Arabs of Sennaar, who possess the most flourishing pastiire-lar.d along

the river bank, and own so many goats, sheep, cow*, and camels, that horses anil

camel* of the finest breed are given only milk to drink till their third year, have,

in many year*, had their whole country fed-off by Kabbabish Arabs from the west

•vnii.*.
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Ii happen* not uncommonly that individual groups of nomads have their whole

possibility of pastoral life cut off by hostile tribes. The Ababdeh tribe dwell

between the Nile and the Red Sea in Upper Egypt. Sennaar, and Takka. They

it was who formerly attended to the camel service between Kcnch and Kuser,

Korosko and Abou Hamed, Debbeh and Khartoum. Fragments of the tribe fish

in the Red Sea, and themselves hawk their

salt-fish in the interior. Others go round as

pedlars. Those who arc settled in the Nile

Valley live together in villages, and till the

ground. Charcoal - burning, wood - gathering,

collecting drugs in the desert, arc the occupa-

tions of others. Those settled in towns are

artizans and traders. Several again actually

arc in the sendee of the telegraph across the

Arabian Desert.

Only the rapid increase of the herds makes

nomadism economically possible. In its essence

it is extravagant, costing time, sacrificing power

in useless movement, and wasting useful things.

Waste land and pasture land are very different

in their capacity for feeding peoples
;
but the

herdsmen are all the ie« competent to convert

the greater wealth of pasture land into a basis

for more secure existence, that they are placed

amid natural conditions which play havoc with

the works of men, if patient labour is not

opposed to them, The herdsman is every-

where marked by an easy-going way, which

even in the best specimens forms a contrast to

the industry of the husbandmart. The fatalism

of Islam has its root in the pastoral tents of

the Arab. Undoubtedly, much of the labour

of culture is brought to naught by the indolence

or the pugnacity of the nations. Nature mean-

*, while takes charge in her old fashion. In

many parts of Central Asia and North Africa

thc bclt of shifting *and P*rccP«iWy advance*.

On thc road from Karsh i to Buradalyk, sand

is gradually covering the land, and on thc right bank of thc Oxus all culture

is threatened with entire destruction at no remote dote
;
great poplars and tall

tamarisks are already half-sanded up.

Deserts and steppes must have been uninhabitable to men in the earliest

stages of culture. At the few spots where the steppe-lanej offers fertile soil, it

requires thc importation of plants to make it available for human purposes, it

requires artificial irrigation, vigorous tillage, and in general an advanced agricul-

ture and brisk traffic But where the desert appears in its true unfertile form, it

forbids any man to live on it who has not found out how to place at his

service the endurance of thc camel or the speed of the horse. While it still
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presents completely untraversablc tracts, it is in many parti never accessible during
the height of tie dry season to any but the best equipped camel-ridcra. We have

no historic evidence as to the length of time that the Sahara has been inhabited
;

but as neither horse nor camd is of African origin, it cannot have begun until an

active intercourse with Asia brought in the
11

ship of the desert" The oldest

Egyptian monument in the Libyan Desert is of Tuthmosis II. and there were

Berbers there before the Egyptians ; but that is one of the most accessible parts.

The Romans found Fcaxan. and perhaps Tibesti, inhabited, while the Carthaginian
cavalry was recruited from desert tribes. Thus all these data put us back into

prehistoric times. Stone implements have undoubtedly been found in the desert

in roost %-arious parts, and in great number. Chipped splinters of flint occur in

quantities in the depression between the Atlas and the Haggar Mountains, and

they have been found by Zittcl in the interior of the Libyan Desert From the
Shotts and the neighbourhood of Tlemccn,

southward to 27* north, and from Dakkel

and Kufra westward to Western Morocco,

stone implements arc recorded. On the

line from Biskra by Tuggurt to WargU,
Rabourdin found 367 flint implements at

eighteen -pots between 32
s and 27

s
north.

Wc have also polished stone articles from

Taudcni. In many places where the Sahara

is now completely desert, other traces of

permaewnt habitation arc found, Advanced

forts, watch-towers, castles, are known as

having existed since Roman times
;
while

near Wargla, and in Wady Midja. ruins of cities haw been discovered dating

from the days of the Berbers. What results might be obtained by providing

wells in the desert has been abundantly shown by the French. More than a

thousand years ago culture was certainly more energetic in Cyrenaica and Tunis;

devastation of forests, and destruction of the old arrangements for irrigation, have

been the cause of the shrinkage in the cultivable land. Some significance mu«
certainly be assigned to the rock-sculpture, which show the buffalo, the common
ox, the ostrich, and the elephant, in districts where none of these animals is now

known. Barth found great numbers of such sculpture in Western Feaan,

between Murtuk and the Air country. Nachtigal, again, has accurately detcribed

rock-figures from Tibesti. the heart of the Tibboo country. Wc will not straight-

way draw the conclusion that oxen were exclusively used here in old times as

beasts of burden in the place of camels—as in the ancient Egyptian sculpture*,

the camel Is never found in these,—but wiil merely point out that the presence

of cattle would certainly presuppose a different climate and other conditions of life.

Herds of reindeer, cattle, horses, increase rapidly, and no less rapidly decrease

through pestilence or famine. This help* to explain the fits and Karts in the

history of nomadic races. There were no pastoral races in America before the

Europeans came, yet by the beginning of the last century the piains of the River

Plate country were described as swarming with horses. The rapid increase of the

wild horse* led the people to try and utilise them : and whoever wanted to

increase hit stock, sent out mounted men, who in a short time would drive in a
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thousand or two of horses- Dobrizhofler saw a herd of 2000 horses sold for a

piece of cotton cloth- In North America, too, where at the beginning of this

century the Pawnees alone among the Platte River tribes possessed liorse*. the

use of them has spread with extraordinary rapidity.

Meat and milk practically form the diet of herdsmen. Beside these there arc

in Africa and Western Asia the dates which many oases bear in abundance;

though these often go to predator/ neighbours rather than to those who grow them.

Itt Centra! Asia they get poor crops of millet and barley. Famine and great

shrinkage of population arc far too frequent. Thus the great ultimate motive

force of all this roaming and shifting is again the insufficiency of sustenance,

whether permanent or temporary, general or local. Men no less than plants

have to live frugally in the desert. Narrow limits arc set not only to their

prosperity but to their victual. Everything depends on the scanty moisture. The

farmer in the Sahara is tied down to the definite amount of water which his

spring or his watcrholc affords. Rain docs not advantage him immediately
;

it

is too irregular to rely on, and is even undesirable from its habit of washing

down mud-huts and Irrigation dykes, damaging the date-palms, dissolving the

salts In the soil and bringing then to the roots In a too concentrated form. One
can understand how It is that desert-dwellers sjieak of rain-water as dead, spring-

water as living. The amount of water that can be draw n from within the earth

is not unlimited
; it varies according to the contributions brought by rain or

mountain-brooks, and the care which men take of it. The failure or destruction

of n spring may destroy the existence of a whole population. Nowhere docs the chain
which binds man to nature weigh so heavy as in the desert. Prjcvalsky mentions

that a former population of 550 families in tb> Lob-Nor district had diminished

to 70 families, numbering 300 souls distributed into 1 1 villages. But oven with

these reduced numbers, the fertility of families is not great owing to the unfavour-
able conditions of life. Troops of children and grandchildren like those of the

Patriarchs are rare even under favourable circumstances. Artificial restriction of

population is a much more frequent policy among desert-dwellers, though it does

not always appear so plainly as in the Libyan oasis of Farafrah, where, according
to Rohlfs, the male inhabitants never exceed 8o, * because this number was fixed

by Sheikh Murzuk." It is conceivable that in a narrow area the eye is sharer to

detect disproportion between territory and population. Among those, however,
who roam within wider boundaries the dcarrh of resource* becomes a limitation.
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which explains the small number of children in the Turkoman tribes the sweeping

decline of the Mongols, and perhaps alio the case with which celibacy ha? foam!

a footing among the Buddhistic nonat, favoured as it also it by the Chinese on

political grounds. The continual \rar» also certainly conduce to a decline in the

population.

The purely mechanical change in numbers is connected with internal move-

ments. Before their subjugation by Russia the Trickcs of Merv numbered 50,000

kibitkas. or some 250,00a souls. In the ‘thirties not more than 10.000 kibitkar

used to be spoken of; but since that time they hare compelled the Salyrs with

2000 families to join them, and have kept up an influx of numerous Turkomans
from Akhal. With all their experience in the politics of the steppe, the Russians

were amazed at their number. The history of the Ili country offers an example

of sudden diminution. When the Chinese conquered it, about the middle of last

century, they found it almost uninhabited
;
they then set to with special energy

to colonise, and in a short time actually brought together a congeries of humanity

such as can rarely have been collected in one place by artificial means. The forts

were garrisoned by Chinese and Manchu troops
;
Tartar husbandmen, here calico

Tiranchcs. were brought from East Turkestan
;
then Shebays and Solon? «/

Tungoosc stock were fetched from Northern Manchuria, and formed a military

frontier under Manchurian command. Many criminals were also banished hither

from China, and alio the Dungans, or Mussulman Chinese, who presently became

dangerous. The most despised element were the Champans, exiles from South

China. In 1865 the Chinese population was, for the second time within -

century, slaughtered by thousands. The rising of the Dungans was in 1 87

1

followed by that of the Tatanchc*, and 2000 of the former were murdered in one

night in and around Knldja. If »e compare the Russian statements as to the

population in 1871 with Radioes estimate in 1862. we find that it was reduced

to one-tenth. In the last few decades, East Turkestan also has been subject

more than once to similar vicissitudes. In the 'sixties its emancipation from

China began with the murder of Chinese colonists e« mass/, and when the Chinese

reconquered it in the middle of the 'seventies, hundreds of Tartar villages were

uninhabited.

Deserts and steppes are not wholly inaccessible to individuals. A merchant,

a messenger, a robber, will cross them on a swift horse or camel. But this kind

of traffic is difficult, and the roads traced by it across the desert arc few. Even

to this many stretches of desert arc obstacles, being, as they arc, conceived as un-

traversablc. We may think of the sandy tract between the Libyan desert and

the road from Tripoli to Murzuk
;
or the Tarym steppe, which ha* only lately-

been crossed by bold travellers. A contrast to till* diop-by-drop cautious move-

ment Is the march of the great nomad horde*, with whose terrible power Centra!

Asia inundated the neighbouring lands. The nomads of thi* region, as of

Arabia and North Africa, combine with their movable mode of life an organisation

which welds together their anus in a common aim. Hence arise mass movements,

which stand to other movements that take place among mankind as docs a

flooded river to the constant but scattered trickle of a spring. Their historical

importance is no less conspicuous in the history of China, India, and Persia than

in that of Europe. Just as the nomads roamed round their pastures with wives and

children, slaves, waggons, herds, and all their goods, so they burst upon the lands
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of their neighbours
;
and what all this baggage took from their speed it added to

their momentum. They drove the terrified inhabitants before them, and rolled

oxer the conquered land, sucking it dry. Carrying everything with them, they

settled iloivn in a new place jmt as they were ; and thus their establishments

gained in ethnographical importance. We may think of the Magyars in Hungary,

the Manchus in China, or the Turks in all lands from Persia to the Adriatic.

A tribe will go to and fro in the regular round long before the habit of

wandering is suddenly directed to a new goal. As for the reasons of it. we need

only point to the frequency with which the best countries have been the goal of

migrations which acted like convulsions of nature. Such were the "-Black Earth *

steppes of Southern Russia for the nomads of the salt steppe to the cast, such the

fertile plains ot China for the inhabitants of inclement Central Asia, India Jdr the

Sbepfantfs crook w>l deli from Xoba—onwculi not iUc. (Hagm(>«k Cdloriicri.
f

Aryans and Turanians of the west, the sunny fields of Greece and Italy for

northerners of Gaulish, German, or Slavic stock. History shows plainly enough
some eases of rapid displacement. Fifty years ago the Tekkes of Merv dwelt on

the Heri-Rud, but when they were driven away by the Persians on account of

their plundering raids, tlidr centre of gravity shifted to Sarakhs, and a: the end
of the 'fifties they again retreated thence and threw themselves upon the Saryks
of Men-, now weakened, chased them away, destroyed or absorbed them, and
cstab.ishcd themselves in Merv, where it is not improbable that they had formerly

dwelt Merv had oftcu seen similar change. While it belonged to Persia, at the

end of the last century, the whole population was deported to Bokhara, while the

Saryks who then settled there had already been driven from their former abodes
by the Tekkes. There at the beginning of the 'seventies reinforced themselves
with the Salyrs. and were in turn compelled by them to migrate to Merv. Such
compulsory displacements were always a powerful instrument in the hands of the

potentates on the borders of the steppe. Khiva in former days attempted to

fasten portions of the Kara-Kalpaks to the soil on islands in the Sea of Aral,

and later in the delta of the Amu Daria. Somewhat similarly, after the retro-

cession of Kuldji to China, the Russians selected eight hundred families from the
< ossacks of Orenburg ar,d Siberia, and settled them on the new frontier along a

distance of 2000 versts.

The appearance of a nomad horde on the western border of the steppe may
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be due to dislocation* in the far east. That a shock of this kind should vibrate

through the whole chain of nationalities from the Amoor to the Volga would
hardly be intelligible if the whole Central Asian region was inhabited by them

;
for

in that case an impulse given in the far east would be like a blow upon a vessel

which readily yields in all directions. But the nomads of Centra! Asia inhabit

compactly only a chain of territories separated by deserts, mountains, and oase* of

culture
;
and as this is contracted chiefly on the north and south, the propagation

from cast to west is easily conceivable.

The history of these nomads shows that they have been induced to overstep

their bounds less often by their own wish than by an impulse from without. The
interpenetration of the waves has caused a motley blending of breeds. Where
endogamy is not the custom, as it is with the Galchei, the mixtures arc so

numerous and extensive that the most thorough observers long despaired of

meeting even here with any pure breed.

Among the so-called "pure Bashkirs"

are found Tyaptyars, isolated groups

among whom now Bashkir, now Turco-

Tartar blood predominates. A district

comparatively so small as that of Hi

contains, beside Chinese, Mongols, and

Kirgbiscs, no lea) that three hybrid races

:

Taranchcs (Tartar and Aryan), Duogans
(probably Uigurs and Chinese), and

Sbebays (Mongol* and Chinese). Further,

the Kara- Kirghiz* are very Mongol

in appearance. All Turcoman peoples

show traces of mixture
; and the capture

of women docs its share in levelling up

racial differences which of themselves do A ,ra! **

not go very deep.

Well founded as ii the notion that the steppe in its whole extent is the home

of the nomad, we must not deny him the consciousness of an idea of home corre-

sponding to that of the settled dweilcr. Conquest or tradition has allotted tract*

of pasture to individual tribes or families, iri which they roam from one year's end

to another, and find their meadows, their arable ground, their springs, their

gathering-places, their hunting-grounds, their areas of plunder, and last but not

least, of sanctuary. Even the liberty-loving Turcomans of the steppe have to

recognise the power of common interests in the use of the appliance* for irriga-

tion and the cultivated land which they nourish. Nevertheless, water, the fire-

condition of life in the desert, remains the object of frequent fights.

The Cossack Kirghiscs have not extended their wanderings beyond the Altai

in the north, the Alai in the south-east, the Oural River in the we*t. A pretty

secure southern frontier was formed by the hilly country to the north of Khokand

and Bokhara. Among the Mongols the Ulus have defined district* in which

small subdivisions roam over the pastures that have long belonged to them, within

which, however, we can have a distance of 1 50 miles between summer and winter

pastures. Thus not only has the Kara-Kirghis stock been established since the

sixteenth century’ on Lake Issik-Kul, but the individual families have for many
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decades used the Mine pasture*. Tlic boundaries of these. however, arc sharply

defined where nature has provided mountain ridget, rivers, or chains of sand-hills.

Economically regarded, the nomad i« » herdsman
:

politically he is a fighter.

It always comes easy to him, whatever his occupation is. to pass to that of warrior

and robber. Everything has for him a pearefiil and a warlike, an honest and a

predator)- side : and he shows one or the other according to circumstances. In

the hands of live Turcomans to the east of the Caspian, even fishing and naviga-

tion turned into piracy. Formerly every pasture-district of a Turcoman tribe was

bordered by a wide rone which might be called its plunder-district For many

decades the whole north and cast of Khotassan belonged more to the Turcomans,

Yomut, Goklan, and others of the adjoining steppe, than to the Persians, its

nominal masters. Similarly border districts of Khiva and Bokhara were exposed

to the raids of the Tekkes until the successful wedging in, either by force or

briber)', of other Turcoman tribes

. to serve as buffers. The history

of the chain of oases which con-

nects East and West Asia across

the central steppes (where theB Chinese have, through their pos

>5?^,.'’.' fa

W

.
jjr (cation of keys famous in the

history of the world like the oasts

•iff.'
11
' of Kami, had the mastery since

ancient times) gives countless other
' instances. The nomads from south

and north were always trying to

A Tuitu aatklb p« »
,
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.
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fertile seal winch may have .-eerned

to them like Islands of the Blc«t ; and to every horde, whether it retired successful

or beaten, the sheltering steppe lay open. The most serious menace may have

been removed by the persistency with which tlx; weakening of Mongoldom pro-

ceeds, and by the effective lordship over Thibet
;
but the last Duttgan rising has

shown how easily the waves of a more mobile nomadism break over these islands

of culture. Only the extinction of nomadism, impossible so long as there arc

steppes in Central Asia, can make their existence perfectly secure.

The ways of the pastoral life, peaceful as ft appears, induce those of war

;

our illustration on p. 172 shows how tlic crook (iconics a weapon. I11 autumn,

when tlur horses come in fresh from grass and the recoin! sheep-shearing is finished,

the noinad begins to think what raid, whether of vengeance or plunder (Aanrnto,

" cattle-making ") he has postponed till then. Club-law looks naturally for its

damages to tlic most valuable animal in the adversary's herds. Young men who
have never been on a Suirmila have to earn the title of butir nr hero before they

may claim honour and respect. The joy of possession unites with the delight of

adventure : and thus arc developed the three stager of avenger, hero, and marauder.

On the lowest certainly stand the a/amans
,
organised raids by Turcomans into

Persian territory, which interest us as debased offshoots of the thousand years’

Wood-feud between Iran and Turan. The historical past of the most warlike

Turkish stock* has almost entirely been accomplished in efforts to break into the

circle of Iranian culture. The troops have become smaller, while kidnapping and

A Toitit iktW.
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theft have come more and more into the foreground. A nobler motive may have

been at the bottom of the haranuis, but the atamans show how all nomad customs

on the border of culture, where plunder ii an enticement, have a tendency to

degenerate. We may say that the position of the Turcomans in one of the

most wretched comer* of Centra! Asa, shut in between Russia, Persia, and the

Khanates, with a warlike multitude of KirghLses from the Great Steppe at their

hacks, was a desperate one
;
but this does not apply to the predator)' neighbours

of China, who had excellent pastures of their own outside the Great Wall. The
attraction exercised by the wealth of cultured regions, together with idleness and

visionary love of adventure, has turned the nomads to ordinary robbers throughout

these marches.

Fugitives from civilization, with cogent reasons for leaving their own country,

retire to the steppe, and often dangerously increase the numbers of the roaming popu-

lation. Beneficent, culture-bringing immigrations, such as that of the Russian “ Old

Believer*," who in 1861 came as far as the Tarim in their .search for their promised

land B-.elovodye or “Whitewater,” are rate enough. Since the cultivation cf

opium has been forbidden Ir. China the cplum-growcrs and smokers of Mongolia

have contributed tr* the wave of wenward wandering
;
but these migrations of

agricultural Chinese include or proceed from numerous less favourable elements.

Roving Chinese, homeless folk, deserters, fugitive criminals, come in Swanns every

autumn to Lake Dalai-Nor to catch a winter provision of fish. Outlaws form

little communities, bound together by .similar fortunes, who dare not enter a town,

or travel on the public road.

The sources of the strength and permanence of nomadism have lain and lie

in the direction of the open country behind it, offering a place of retreat. In

Asia the whole north of the continent lay open to it before the Russians had

settled in the fertile river-lowlands of the Yenisei and Obi. The pcor scattered

hunters and reindeer-herds of Tungoosc and Turkic stock could offer no barrier

to an eventual back-flow of the nomad wave, which then felt its rear complete!)’

free. Hence the course of Old World history has been hardly less altered by the

Russian conquest of Siberia than by the Chinese conquest and colonisation of

Mongolia. By the fettering of these incalculable forces Europe has perhaps

gained as much in South and Esst Asia. The great inroads of Huns, Mongols,

and Turks, luve for two hundred years been erased from the history of Europe.

In Africa and Western Asia the spread of nomadism is stopped by the Mediter-

ranean and Lie states which have grown inland from its shores
:
on the other

hand, to the south the sheltering deicrt stretches far, and beyond, weak rices

without government form a booty for its conquest. Upon these it ho* thrown

itself in full strength, until there too its own creation, the broad belt of the

Soudan stales, built an ever stronger barrier to iL

The reaction of the temporary political preponderance of the steppe-races

upon tlxrir own history and civilization has no profound meaning. The MongoU

conquered China and were conquered by Chinese culture. Culture strengthens

those who serve it, weakens those who oppose it. The latter, ir they- hive never

learnt to know it, may not like to go without its luxuries, but they lack the

counterpoise, the regular labour by which the tasks of culture arc accomplished

The co'onisation of Mongolia received its most powerful impulse through the

dominant position taken by the Mongols in China from the time when they
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conquered the northern kingdom until the fall of the Yucr dynasty, from 1234 to

1 36S. Kubbi Khan, the founder of that dynasty, was as great a friend to

Chinese culture a* was afterwards Kang-hi, the great Manchu emperor, and like

him tried to spread it among his wild countrymen. From this effort sprang a

systematic policy of assimilation, which, as finished by Kang-hi, became to this

day a rule of the policy of the steppe. We may express the elements of it in

the words of a contemporary witness. Father Gerbillon :
" The Manchus invested

the most powerful Mongol chiefs with rank and titles, assigned payment to every
head of a squadron, defined his boundaries, and gave him law*. They instituted

a superior court, before which appeals against the chiefs decisions could be

brought
;
and all Mongols, princes or common people, are bound to appear when

summoned by this court. The Emperor who then united Chinese and Mongols
under his sceptre, did more for the security of China than he who built the Great

Wall." To this momentous influence the Mongols most decidedly fell victims.

The culture with which they came into contact was no less powerful than

injurious and pitiless. In the first stages its effect was more demoralising

than civilising. The judgment that a Chinafied Mongol shows neither Mongol
straightforwardness nor Chinese industry, is true of the transition state. We may
perhaps take it that the Mongol will some day adopt Chinese culture as healthily

as the Uzbek has adopted Iranian culture
;
only then he will not be a Mongol but

a Chinese.

As regards the mind, the training which the desert bestows on its mankind it

penetrating and effective. Eye and ear are incredibly acute, and the man's sigh:

and hearing arc his most trusty guardians. His intelligence is brought to bear

only on the most immediate concerns of his monotonous life, and therefore hi*

mind is made up and his decision is »wift. Trained by nature to achieve diflkult

tasks, he is capable of more than his compeer who lives in a softer climate and cm

a more genial 9oil
;
and thus the contrast between his poverty and his strength

inevitably extends his fancy no less than it narrows hi* intellectual activity. The
three great monotheistic religions arc connected ir. their development with the deserts

of Arabia and Syria. The stimulus to fancy, and the restraints at the same time
imposed upon It, have had important results in fostering the religious sense among
the detert- dwellers. The desert, again, is a training In political force and
independence. There i* the master, and there is the slave, ami nothing between.
A governor of Ghat said : “The Sahara is a country full of sheikh*." The desert

race* arc split into factions to an unusual degree, which does not facilitate the
growth of a strong authority. In this comparatively small town of Ghas there were,

in Richardson's time, three faction*, whore traditional rivalry was the strongest

motive force for what one may call the internal political life among the peoples.

But i: is personal or tribal quarrel* that keep them apart The personal freedom
of such members of the community a* arc born free is practically little limited

;

while those who are not called to freedom have no impulse to strive for it The
difficulty of feeding slaves makes it difficult to keep many. Thus whole popula-
tions are kept in subjection, from whom everything in excess of their absolute

needs is taken. Whole oases arc turned to estates, which arc visited in the time
ol harvest in order to plunder the inhabitants

;
this is quite the desert idea of

sovereignty. Thus the inhabitants of the Borku oasis, in spite of its famed
fertility, arc poorer than their fcllow-tritesmen in the mountains to the north.
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lie-tide these permanent subjects, caravans and traders arc a source of revenue for

the greedy lords of the desert. Small as arc the sums to be carnod from tolls

and safe-conducts, they are important objects to the Tibtaio, Tuareg, or Arab
sheikhs. The fiercest fights have been waged over them ; in 1 876 Rary found the

whole Tuareg people in commotion over a quarrel of the kind.

So long is nomadism was dangerous even to Europe it was to the interest

of every settled power to check it. Now the task is divided chiefly between

Russia and China
;
as Venyukoff says :

" While we hold down the Turcoman

tribes, we must leave the Chinese to bear the burden imposed on them by history,

that of the Mongols." The practical principle of steppe policy, pursued ener-

getically by the Russians, surreptitiously by the Chinese, is the compression into

an ever-narrowing space of tribes inclined to overstep their limits, which first takes

away their area of plunder, and at last so reduces their pasture-grounds that

nothing remains for them .-ave tu emigrate or to come over to settled life. Since

the occupation of Krasnovodsk and Chlkishlar, the Yoinuts of the Caspian have

been compelled, between Russians and Persians, to give up their old mode of

life. They cannot plunder any more, and must needs till the ground and breed

cattle. The Golds ns, squeezed between the Yomut* and the Akhal Tekkes. had

already found themselves compelled to make friendly advances to the Persians;

and they have become to some extent husbandmen. The Ordos country was for

centuries the nursery of inexorable and ineradicable fees to the Chinese empire.

Now China is master of the whole curve of the Hoang-ho, which embraces

this steppe-country, and Chinese settlers grow their opium and get salt close to

the banks cf Lake Urgun Nor, or transact financial affairs at the conns of the

petty chiefs
;
and there is no more said about the intrinsic independence of

Mongoldom.

On soil that is capable of being tilled, the nomad in the deeper sens: is only

a usurper. Where he docs no: voluntarily take to agriculture, Vambiry's terrible

prophecy will be fulfilled :
* The only lurking-place of the Inveterate nomad will

one day be afforded by those parts of the steppe where bottomless sand or

waterless desert defies the researches of civilised man
;

or. this accursed roil the

last nomad, timid as the wild ass and the antelope which he has hunted out cf

existence, will end his wretched life." Agriculture, bring the mainstay of this

repressive tendency, is treated by the nomad as a fee. wherever it trie* to force

itself in energetically, perhaps under the escort of a foreign nationality, since in

the contest for the soil it is sure to win. The ancient process by which a

pastoral economy, based on the possession of wide tracts of land, is supplanted

by agriculture, more narrowly limited, but cleaving closer to the soil, may still

be seen in operation in the west, where, in the valleys of the San Joaquin and

Sacramento, since the occupation of California by the United States, a great

pastoral industry, mainly sheep-farming, has developed itself, in continuation of

the existing hacienda ' business of the Spaniards. But when agriculture also

established its footing here in the ’sixties, the old conflict at once appeared
;

farmers tried to fence In as much land as possible to keep the flocks out

;

while

the owners of the flocks had on their side the strength of their powerful lar.d-

ownership. Quietly and gradually, however, they were driven back by an

invisible foe, the higher profits of the agriculturist. The struggle is essentially

the same in the steppes of Central Asia. The plough and the ox seem u«k and

VOL- III K
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slow in comparison with the nomad’s 9pcar. arrow, and hor^c. The herdsmen are

fet ever violently encroaching beyond their own border*, the steppes
;
and though

culture grows, it often has to win bach again the land which nature destined for it.

In this struggle the nomad rightly sees the struggle for existence, lie knows

well that land which has once become arable seldom turns back into pasture : and

he fights all the more fiercely because in the end he always gets the worst of it

if he docs not voluntarily take to agriculture. The advance of the Chinese

into Mongolia mostly wears at the pretent day a peaceful garb
;
yet the flames of

the contest between two forms of culture often shoot up afresh where agriculture

and the herdsman come in touch. * But in vain," says the Abbe David, “ do the

indolent nomads of Central Asia fight against the overwhelming population of

China. The country is being dispeopled from day to day by misery and by the

great number of celibate Lamas. The Chinese arc called upon to repeople it,

absorbing the remainder of the Mongol population into themselves."

Three ways have always been seen in which the transition from nomadism to

settled life has come about. Either a wandering race has been compulsorily con-

fined within so narrow limits that the roaming pastoral life was out of the

question
;
or it has lost its herds in war

;
or, lastly, it has lived so near a region

of more stable, and therefore higher, culture that it has voluntarily given up a life

free, indeed, but fuil of privations, in exchange for the repose and luxury of a

more steady existence. This proeets is gradual but thorough. It begins with a

taste for the luxuries of culture. Tea, opium, spirits, fine clothes, fine weapons,

will corrupt the most hardy nomad. Trade plays a great part on the steppe. It

become* a factor of policy and ultimately of culture by satisfying wants, and

arousing them again or creating new ones, until the nomad is no longer as a

simple herdsman equal to meeting them, and has to allow his wives and daughters

to take up agriculture or induslry. The Chinese, bom politicians and traders,

employ trade with the greatest success as a powerful implement of policy. Trade,

as a civilising power, can only be fully estimated by him who has observed it on

the steppe. Even if the sword of China had boon more victcdous against the

hordes, she would have attained nothing so permanent as she has done by buying

out the Mongols, impoverishing them, and making them in a limited measure

more industrious and active. Even in such parts of Mongolia as China governs

without official representatives, Chinese traders arc. after the Ambans, the first and

most influential personages at court and in the government, and the nomad is

glad when he is allowed to conduct the transport-service by means of his own
camel’s back

;
like the honest Kirghises, who convey goeds from Samarcand to

Troitzka and elsewhere, a journey often lasting from autumn till the next summer.
When the nomad accommodates himself willingly to the settled life, his first step is

to build a store-hut, which stands beside his tent as a symbol that he is beginning

to cleave to the soil. The wife uses this hut before the husband, who is away
with his herds. As time g<*?9 on, a hut becomes the standing winter dwelling-

place ; the summer tent becomes more flimsy, and at la*t represents merely a

temporary interruption to a fixed abode. A good example of this semi-nomadism
is supplied by the Bashkirs of the southern Oural district. They were not always

settled in that hill-country, but once inhabited the steppe* cf the Lower Volga.

Driven into the hills, they have adapted their mode of life to its new conditions,

without quite being able to lay aside their old nature. Even the acuteness of
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Ihcir senses is said to distinguish these former rovers of the steppe from their

neighbours who have been longer settled. Agriculture has not yet passed into

their flesh and blood, liven where it might be profitable, it i« only carried on

as a secondary' occupation, The Bashkirs of Verkhni Uralsk, though long settled,

are wretched husbandmen, and, as such, arc in general far below their Chuvash

neighbours Their horse-breeding fellow-tribesmen stand higher. If we compare

more recent descriptions with that of Pallas, we sec how little they have changed.

Where they roam in summer ever the southern spurs of the Ourai with great herds

of horses—the animals, indeed, remain out even in the depth of winter and seek

their food under the snow—they have retained the same nature, the same customs,

unaltered ;
and the hunters and fishermen have done the like. Nowadays, how-

ever, all retire into winter quarters, which show some progress in building and

fitting up, but are still the simplest and narrowest wooden huts imaginable. Even

the Takhtadjis of Asia Minor, the Tchepnis of the Turks, of whom Hunann says—

,

“ They stand half-way between gypsies and Vuruks,” arc an example of true semi-

nomads, living during the winter in fixed huts, but during the summer in tents

like the Yuruks, who are purely nomad.
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4. SURVEY OF THE RED SEA GROUP OF RACES
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From the Isthmus of Suer to the southern tropic. East Africa forms a region

of exchanges between Africa and Asia. Doth by situation and by distance the

east coast has been ordained to be the place on which should break the waves of

Asiatic race shifting!. The invasion of Egypt by the Hyksos b an old link, the

march of the Arabs to I.ake Nyacsa a nctv one, in the chain that extends from

the north almost to the south end of the continent, and from ocoo B.c. to the

present lime. In certain favoured spots, such as Egypt, Abyssinia, Nubia.

Zanzibar, the Semitic incursions have had remarkable fortune
; but besides these,

hundreds of smaller points can be named where the same forces were operative.

We bold with Brugsch that the leaning of the Egyptian spirit in the direction of

Scmitism can only be explained by a long life togcdicr and by early conditions

of exchange between the Hamitic and Semitic stocks. Nor above all must we
leave out of account the trade extending from the Nile to the Euphrates, which,

before the Greeks, had crossed the Equator on the cast coast. Nor, again, did the

impulses in the direction of the eastern edge of Africa come to rest there
,
in the

wide desert they found space to spread, even to Lake Chad and the Niger. The
profound natural affinity between the Arabian peninsula and the North African
deceits promoted the racial exchange

;
but in this Afrka was to all apjiearancc

even in early times the more passive parly. That the Mediterranean border of

the peninsula with its Syro-Phanician coast overlooks Africa was a further support
on the northern side to the assimilation of the racial elements. Such strangers

as came in, came in by far the greatest part from the south
;

floods of negro
peoples, streaming in ever-inercadng extension towards that sea of races which.

Irom the position of it* greatest and most important movements we call the

Erythraan or Red .Sea group—not forgetting at the same time how great a part

was played in trade by that narrow basin through which the Ophir fleets sought
their way, binding Egypt and Phccnicia with India, Arabia, and Africa.

Two great group, of races, physically often inseparable, and no less akin
mentally than by language, Hamitcs and Semites, dwell in this region side by
side and intermingled. The di.tricts where Hamitic peoples have maintained
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their purity arc far behind those where there has been a mixture ; even in

historical times they have been seen to retrograde, especially in North Africa.

If one traces their original position and extension, the Hamites always appear

in North and East Africa, west of the Semites, whose seats arc in ArabiA. Syria,

and Mesopotamia. Semites early appeared on African soil, but always as

immigrants. Formerly the Hamites formed a wall between Semites and negroes,

and couid nee but exercise a great effect upon the negroes, as the Semites did

later. But the Hamites arc the aborigines of Africa, who even now in many
places cannot be

strictly separated

from the negroes.

The geographical site

of the older habita-

tions of both groups

shows an eastward

shifting of the terri-

tory inhabited by the

Hamites, till the Red
Sea became their

boundary. But there
•

are indications u-hicli

carry us beyond that.

The Egyptians, the

oldest Hamites of his-

tory, assign their own
origin to the south-

east,where their Punt,

of which 90 much
has been written, is

sought. In any ease

the Red Sea lay

quite in their field of

view, and it is im

probable that the

Greeks were the first to carry them over the Straits of Bab-cl-Mandeb. The

talcs of old writers about the troglodytes on the Red Sea recall Gaiks or Nubians

more than Arabs. Mesopotamia and, perhapr, Southern Arabia show traces of

an old Semitic culture.

Close and long-enduring contact with negroes has physically altered the

Hamites in so many cases, that, when calling attention (p. 146) to the mulatto

characteristics, we said nothing about the original racial type. The primitive

Hamites may have been, probably were, much fairer than the old Egyptians.

The increase of negro characteristics in the Nile district as we go further from

the Mediterranean, so strongly emphasised by Hartmann, which is yet so gradual

that, as Munzingcr says, “ the candid traveller does not know where the negro

proper begins," points to an influx cf dark blood, which in the course of thousands

of years made its way slowly northward, and is always continuing. In limited

districts, like the Lybian oases, the population is seen to grow darker with each

\ Bw.il of the Arabian dam. (Fro™ > pholocnpv

)
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generation. One may- assume that it was once lighter throughout North and

East Africa.

No doubt can exist as to the deep-seated affinity between the Hamitic and

Semitic languages. There if, too, a kindred strain in the moral and mental

qualities, which nothing testifies more clearly than the way in which a Semitic

graft thrives on a Hamitic stem. Since the arrival ot Islam the Nubians have

become “ Arabised." They ate, indeed, more ponderous, mote powerful natures,

enterprising to the point of venturesomeness, valiant soldiers, bu: over all lies the

effect of contact with Semitism going back before the period of Islam. In the

ancient Egyptian lay a religious strain like that in the Bahylonian
;

hut a strong

delight in form developed what was plastic in the husk rather than u-hit was

religious in the kernel; and there is no greater contrast than between the idolatry'

of the Egyptians and the Hebrew or Arabian prohibition of image* in worship

Agreeably to the nature of the country, the Hamitic tribes of North Africa

have submitted in the north to other influences than in the south. In the north

they were called to great destinies, to the east as Egyptians (“ Retu * of the

hieroglyphs), and afterwards as Copts, to the west as Berbers, but in the working
of history they have been thoroughly transformed

;
in the south the Tuaregs and

Tibboos, true sons of the desert, the Barabras, and numerous smaller pastoral tribes

up the Nile, were less deeply touched, and remained more faithful to their former
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conditions. Arabs and Turks have tuned the dweller* on the North African

coast into Moors and Egyptians, comporting themselves with much resemblance

to the tribes of the south. Morocco. Algiers, Tunis, Tripoli, and Egypt have

always found it easy, when occasion served, to lay a light yoke on their nomad
kinsmen of the southern steppe or desert

;
but equally they* have always found

how hard it was for culture in its most essential form to reign permanently in

the desert. For a short time, indeed, die more vigorous nomaddom pressed

northward from the plains

down the Nile, and

corresponds. Mentally AnBBKkaA»b,i>Vs«tm.
and spiritually they arc

highly gifted, and some of the greatest achievements which history records belong

to them
;

the greatest of ail being their work as teaclicrs of monotheism.

Judaism, Christianity, Islam, all arose on Semitic soiL The Hebrews arc dis-

tinguished above the Arabs by deeper feeling and richer fancy
;
and both excel

Hamitcs and Indo-Germans in the greater energy—narrowness, if you will—of

their religious perception. Violence and exclusiveness, fanaticism in short,

belong more to other branches of the stock, but are in general distinctive of

the Semites. Nowhere are religious extravagances, to the point of human
sacrifice, so widespread. The Mahdi's general who conquered Scnnaar had

his prisoner* baked alive. Spiritual cosmopolitanism, such as Christianity has

approved, belong rather to the Greek than to the Semitic element in it. The

Semite i* an individualist, holding faster to religion and the family than to the

state. The eldest of the great empires were no doubt Hamitk and Semitic, but

it was only by unlimited despotism that they succeeded in holding the tribes

together. The Semite does not make a good soldier, and they were accordingly
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obliged to win their victories with foreign mercenaries a weak point in Phoenicia

and Carthage even in their flourishing day?. Religious struggles alone called

forth the full valour of the Semite.

In the Arab; of the desert aristocratic traits arc conspicuous, founded, no

doubt, in their nomad life and the patriarchal system. Though, in the earliest

times, the Semites of Babel and Asshur may appear to have achieved great thing;

in science, it is possible that the Babylonish astronomy, calculation, and mensura-

tion were of foreign origin. I11 later limes they fell far behind the Aryan race-,

in this line. Here, again, their greatest achievements are in the religious held.

The Bible and the Koran have been for more than a thousand years the most

widely-read books. In the plastic arts we may signalise the performances of the

Mesopotamian peoples. The Phcenictans, too, attained a high level in art, and

much pre-Hellenic work of the Mediterranean region may be traced back to

them. In their pcetry, as in that of the Hebrews and Arabs, passion and deep

emotion arc conspicuous.

In the fragmentary history of Arabia there Is nothing that we can compare to

that of Egypt and Assyria. Rest and stability, essential to the development of a

high culture, were absent from a country over three-fourths of which permanent

habitation is impossible. Southern Arabia may lave retained culture for a while,

but it always fell hack under the domination of the more energetic peoples of the

north and centre, and when any purely Arab polity or body of culture came into

being, i: was always upon the ruins of more independent developments on the

richer and more fortunate culture-ground of Southern Arabia. It is not thi;

culture, ever menaced, frequently destroyed, whose sway has spread far beyond it;

borders
;

it is the people of Arabia, sunk in nomadism, strong in faith, warlike,

poor, independent Since Islam arose to show beyond question what the influence

of Central Arabia could do, the country has been even less known than in ancient

days. Of all the lands of Western Asia. Arabia has least felt the contamination

of the Turk. Arabia is far from having submitted to the rule of the Stamboul

Portes, which only maintains itself against its nomad subjects as a military

monarchy. The Southern Arabs of to-day are so completely under the influence

of the central element, and the fanatical views of the Koran, that they deny their

own descent, and take a ridiculous peide in ascribing to themselves a Central

Arabian origin.

The Arab, important as he is in history, and conceivable ethr.ographically, i*

anthropologically a vague idea. In a land like Arabia, fractions may no doubt

have for centuries held aloof from all mixture, and have developed to a close type

;

as we find wherever the Arab basset social and religious barriers between himself

and other races, a task rendered easier by his aristocratic temperament. While in

all Arab towns a medley of breeds confuses the population into a tangle which

the anthropologist cannot undo, the strong negro blood being especially prominent,
among the Bedouins or nomad Arabs mixture is still exceptional. They regard

it as a disgrace, even where the nucleus of a town population, as in Yatnbo, the

port of Medinah, consists of temporarily acttled Bedouins. French writers lay

emphasis upon the difficulty of their colonial government owing to the absence of

half breeds to facilitate the approach of the colonists to the native population

;

and we are reminded that the Arab population of Algeria is essentially composed
of nomads. The so-called Moorish town -population of North Africa has not
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shown this inaccessibility toward foreign clement? ; it is one cf the most mixed

populations known. Besides this, much Berber blood has in course of time passed

into the North African Arabs. We need only recall the prismatic picture which

the anthropology of the so-called Arabs of the Nile presents. Many Kababs

remind us of Shohos, others of lkdjas ; others show decided Arab and Vemenete

features with light coffee-brown colouring, and few only recall the Abystiiiiara,

their kinsfolk in language. !n these circumstances the fairest division seems to

be into lighter and darker Arabs.

Dark colour is the rale among the Southern Arabs, the few exception? being

intruders from the north. In Yemen we arc often reminded of South Italian

types ;
but in the mountains inland from Hodeida there is an almost black

Bedouin stock. The people of the south coast arc dark, but not so dark as the

Somalis, who arc often as black as negroes. The beauty of feature among the

HimyaritC9, which recurs with a coarser stamp among the Sabaans, recalls

Munzingcr's account of the Bcduj: “Africans in colour, Caucasians in feature,

Semites in speech." The same may lx; said of very many inhabitants of Arabia.

In the country itself the distinction is into " red men," via. Turki and Europeans, and

dark red, that is natives and black. Munxinger thinks there may bo a Creek admix-

ture, the Greeks having once had flourishing trade-culonic! on those coasts. The

people of Upper Morn boast of being children of the Turks. The expression of

the eye and the mouth alone troubled that enthusiastic friend of the East African :

“ The physiognomy remains, but eye and voice change their expression with the

age of the individual or of the race.’ The population of Socotra, less affected by

continental influence, stand*. Schweinfurth tells us. in language and physical frame

near to the Maturas of South Arabia, but seems to have received Malay and Negro

admixture*.

Another Arab type is offered by the great majority of the nomad Arabs in the

north and centre of the peninsula and in North Africa, in regions where nature

enforcer a different mode of life and occupation, and mixture especially is less easy.

The true Semites of the desert arc sinewy men of middle stature with small hands

and feet, narrow head, lips moderately everted, finely-curved nose, large fiery eyes,

bronie-coloured skin, dark-brown curly hair, and scanty beard.

Such is the light and such the dark man of these regions, with both of whom
we meet everywhere, variously mingled and crossed. We find them in the

double type of the Abyssinian races, where RUppell speaks of the Caucasian type,

equally an Arab type, beside the Ethiopian with oval face, large eye?, somewhat

everted lice, weak beard, and nose not much curved, This is the type that recurs

among the Bedjas and Dongolawis, and mokes us think of the Arabian notion of

the Abyssinian dcicent of the former. The slim build, which i:i the campaign cf

1 868 reminded the English of Hindoos, may be added as a universal trait. Rohlfc

speaks of the Abyssinians’ hands as too small generally to be called beautiful, and

says that the reason they arc small and dwindled is want of work. Among the

genuine Abyssinians, Ruppcll reckons the mountaineers of Samicn, the people

round Lake Tana, the Falashas. the heathen Gamants, and the Agaus. To the

Ethiopian group belong the coast-people and the inhabitants of the province of

Hamasa. The Shangalla slaves imported front the west have the negro physiog-

nomy. As a third type, Ruppell distinguishes that of the Galli peoples, tvitn

whom he counts the Shohos, separating them sharply from the Bedouins
;
their
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feature:, "in general not very interesting,” are found pretty frequently among the

Tigri people. Common to all three groups are varieties of skin-tint varying

from light brownish yellow to the darkest black brown.

Suggestions of the Arab *nd the Jew and Egyptian physiognomies are also

noted. Over all attempt* at classification and partition mutf in this case be set

especially the recognition of an unusual amount of blending. The position and

history of Abyssinia leave no doubt as to this. “Abyssinia,* says Munzingcr,
“ is like a rose surrounded by thorn* ;

to the north are Mussulman races, most

rebellious highlanders
;
the light-coloured Hababs

;
the Baraka people

;
further

north are the Hadendowas, nomads from old time, of strange language. In the

West Abyssinian borders is the Nile country, under Turkish sovereignty
; in the

south are the half Mussulman, half devil-worshipping Gaila horsemen.” Never

lias any part of Abyssinia beer. left to itself. At every point it has had to submit

to influences, peaceful or hcatile.

The Nubians," a nobler variety of the human species,' Join on to the Arabs and

Abyssinian*. Many of the Nubians are of Arab origin, while in others the southern

affinity is obvious—as in the Hadenckmas amt Blsliareen*—who externally arc

very like the Abyssinian.', and were, before differences of rcligbn made their

appearance, more closely connected with them. Riippell thinks lie can sec in

individuals the old national features, made familiar to us by their ancestor* in

reliefs and colossal statues
;

the face of a longish oval, nose finely curved, and

somewhat rounded at the tip ; lips thick but r.ot snoutlike
;
retreating chin, thin

beard, lively eyes, strongly curled but never woolly hair, figure that might servo

as a model
;
medium height

;
hronxe colour. " This is the picture of a genuine

Dongolawi, and these feature* arc found among Ababdchs. Bisharccns, some of

the people of Shcndy, and also in part among the Abyssinians." Comparod with

the Arabs, we may say that the Nubians have more negro blood in them. As
for the colour of skin, among the Bisharecns arc people of a blackish-brown

;
and

on the other hand, there are fair Bedouins even in Nubia, perhaps the offspring of

Turkish soldier* from Bosnia
;
but the prevailing tint is reddish brown. That is

what the Arabs call " red ” as- opposed to black, and is shown in our plate of a

Nubian warrior. The process now going on of intermixture between Arabs and
negroes throws an interesting light on the way in which these mixed types arose.

We shall have to speak in
§
10 of NachtigaTs remarks upon the hybridism of the

indigenous Aral* of Boniu.

The history of Nubia shows northern Africans and Negroes united in a

common work, of which, as a rule, the heaviest part falls to the negroes
j

the

direction of it, by politkal and mental supremacy, to the northern men. The
appearance in Scnnaar within historical times of the Funges with their power of

forming state* recalls the Houssas, while the Egyptians and the Arab* play

rather the part of the Fulhs. Nothing can be more alike than the way in which
the Nubians have pushed back the peoples on the White and the Blue Nile, and

the corresponding exploitation by the Soudanese states of the heathen lands to

the south of them ; nothing more notable than the blind fidelity with which part

of the Nuba* and Dinkas followed the Mahdi, to whose battle cry “ Fissibil Allah,"—“for the cause of God”—heathens a* they were, they charged wildly on their

own people. Nubia, however, is more closely connected by the Nile with Egypt
than those Soudan states are by the chain of oases with North Africa. Nubia,
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the frontier region between Egyptians, Abyssinian*, and Negroes, the region through
which the trade in negro slaves passes, and where Egyptians and Turks have
conquered and raided, can boast less pure breeds than the more westerly

Soudan countries. The Nubian-Egyptian hybrid, known as a Nowaliid, is a

product of primitive times. The very idea in the term " Nubia." originally eon-

fir.cd to the dark inhabitants of the highlands in the south of Kordofan, ha* even

in Nubia itself become rather social, connected with the notion of humble descent

and servile dependence
;

on which account the

Nubas now prefer to be

called Barahras and re-

pudiate their own lan-

guage. When Burckhardt

was at Shendy, all the

slaves coming from the

countries south of Sen-

naar were called Nubas.

The idea of “Nubians"

can only be taken geo-

graphically. being depend-

ent on a delimitation, as

accurate as may be, of tbc

domain of the Nubian

language. No doubt all

Nubian peoples show

much agreement in man-
ners and customs, imple-

ments and weapons, but

joined at the same time

with many foreign, especi-

ally A rah, elements, so

that even scientific travel-

lers have been known to

speak of the Baggaras as .

.

•• Arabs"
Adm* Soil. (From . |*<xc«ra?h:

Arabic has long been making an advance in the domain of the Nubian

language. “ Only Arabic," says Lepsius, " is now spoken throughout this region
;

but a very distinct recollection has been preserved of the earlier Nubian popula-

tion, and a number of villages are still distinguished as Nuha places." This

recollection, however, has often vanished before the wish which all African Mussul-

mans feel keenly of tracing their pedigree back to the noblest families of Arabia.

Pre-Arabic features are more plainly apparent in MakrisTs exhaustive sketch of

the Bedjas. According to him. these extend from the emerald mines between

Thebes and Copto* southward to Abyssinia, and from the Nile eastward to the

Red Sea. They are nomads living in leathern tents. Each tribe has its own

sheikh, but there is no general head. Descent is reckoned in the female line.

They brcoi fine horses and excellent camels, long-homed spotted cattle, speckled

sheep and goats. They live mainly on meat and milk, are fleet of foot, and fight
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on horse or camel back. Their weapons are spears, which are made by the women

ut a place where men may only come in order to buy them large bows of Arab

shape of suit- (jujube; wood, with poisoned arrows, shields of ox hide, buffalo hide,

or the hide of a marine animal, icrhaps the lialuort. They are hospitable. One

tribe removes the incisor teeth. They arc of warlike character, and have often

been at war with the Egyptians. Each tribe lias a priest ;
and when he wants

to pray, a leathern tent is put up, into which he goer backwards, with no clothes

on ;
emerging in a state of madness, he brings greetings from the devil, and

prophesies.

The Baggara “ Arabs," who inhabit the whole length of the bank of the Nile

between the Shillook and Dinka country*, and Kordofan. and arc among the most

active, valiant, and spreading races of the Soudan, arc another old Nubian stock.

Chiefly at the expense of the Nubas and Shillooks. they have spread rapidly over

the plains of the Southern Soudan, and as escorts to the Khartum caravans have,

in some eases, advanced far into the inlciior. They arc purely pastoral, and

therefore completely nomad; tlielr name meaning “cowherds." At the same

time they arc bold and skilful hunters, pursuing the elephant with spears and

swords
;
and naturally also reckless robbers. Perhaps the tales which the Greeks

heard on the Red Sea, of hunters who crept up single-handed to the elephant,

and cut his hack sinews with a sword, may have had reference to them. The
Baggara s were the first to adhere to the ?<Iahdi, and seem up to now to he the

most trustworthy support of his successors. TbHr wonderful style of hair-dressing

earned them the nickname of “ Fuzzywuzrics " from the British soldier. Schwein-

furth calls them the best looking of the Nile nomads ; there was little that was

Semitic about their appearance, while not a few reminded him of acquaintance*

at home. Their passion for ornament and fine clothes is striking. The common
people wear the indigo-blue shirt of the fellah ; but all well-to-do persons wear

scarlet, and cloth printed in many colours.

In Egypt, wherever Arab blood has not mingled, or has been obliterated, we
meet with another, if not very different, physical type. The Egyptian fellah

is a man of middle height, strong bones, muscular frame. The figures of the

girls In their slim delicacy often recall the antique symmetry. The face is broad

and round, with strong diin, thick lips, broad teeili, large elongated eyes,

hands and feet rather large. The brownish and reddish yellow of the skin-tint

hardly ever lacks a ruddy tone in addition. The difference from die more delicate,

slimmer Arab type, is plain. A herdsman, nomad, rider, reiver, the Arab in

process of time has acquired limbs of quite another frame than those of the

Egyptian, who for thou'amis of years has been a bearer of burdens, a hewer of

wood, a ploughman, a drawer of water. Both ate on the road leading from the

European to the Negro, and with them stand on the same racial boundary, the

Hamites, kinsmen by language of the Egyptians as the Semites of the Arabs, and

many other quasi-mulattos in Western and Southern Asia and Northern Africa.

In Egypt the old Egyptians dwelt wedged in between Semites to the east

and Libyans or Maxye* to the west, separated only by the outer arms of the Delta

rivers. O;' the*? neighbours the Semites penetrated farthest into the mass of the

people. The monuments found in the burial-places of ancient Egypt, the coffins and

the papyrus-rolls, bear witness to the presence of individual Semites who seem to have

had rights of citizenship in the valley of the Nile. But eastward of the Delta we
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find them in compact maises in towns and fortresses with Semitic names. It

was not by chance that the Hykaos who invaded from Edom took up their abode
here beside their kinsmen of the same stock. This throws a light on their

invasion as only a stronger wave of a ‘lream that had long been flowing.

In the course of our narrative we have so often seen peaceful husbandmen
losing their liberty and property under the sword of swift hold herdsmen.
Watuta or Gal las, Wahuma or Fulbes, that the earliest invasion, followed by the
subjection of Egypt for 500 years to the pastoral stocks of the eastern and
northern deserts, seems only a

repetition of the fight between

settled and wandering peoples,

which ha9, almost Without inter-

mission, shaken all East Africa

from the Zambes: to the Medi-

terranean. In this ease the

herdsmen were Semites, and thus

the Hyksos episode fits the more
harmoniously into the framework

of Egyptian history. For what

else are these racer, whom
Manetho makes the ancestors of

the Jews and the founders of

Jerusalem, who in ancient times

were called Phoenicians or Arabs,

but the predecessors of the

Sabxans and Arabs who were in

later days to acquire North -east

Africa with much more permanent

results? At no time or place do
desert and civilized country rest

in peace side by side ;
but tlieir

conflicts are monotonous and full

of repetitions. What went on in

the three hundred years between

the end of the okl and the

beginning of the middle monarchy? Mariette has suggested that there was an

inundation of the kingdom by barbarians. Is it otherwise improbable that the

unknown chaos out of which Mcnes raised the empire owed its existence to a

nomadic invasion ?

The Hyksos governed Egypt five hundred year*. At time went on, the culture

and civilization of Egypt must have produced their effect upon these children of

nature, even though to the Egyptians they seemed an abomination as much as

their own shepherds. Nor did this inroad remain the only one. After the

Hykso* came the Jews, upon whom the Egyptians exercised a deep influence

spiritually, and who were not without influence on them. Joseph cape to Egypt

at the time of the last Hyksos kings, was well received by the king, akin to

himself in stock but living in Egyptian fashion, and at Pharaoh's bidding

summoned his own people to the country. The Israelites, however, had to
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remain in the eastern march. * Thou ehalt dwell in the land of Goshen, and thou

dialt be near unto me, thou, and thy children, and thy children's children, and thy

flocks, and thy herds, and all that thou hast/ When Mosses led the Jews out.

the whole people, men. women, and children, went with him
;
and they disappeared

from Egypt. Must we ascribe a greater influence to the Ethiopians, Assyrians,

Persians, Greeks ? Seclude itself as Egypt might, drop by drop these invasions

one after another infused fresh blood, and a gradual transposition was bound to

take place, which yet in the often recurring ages when it was itself undisturbed,

and able to collect and seclude, only made the race more peculiar. Thus, in

contrast to other peoples of antiquity, this was a real nation, which, proudly

conscious of cohesion, loved the land as its own and the home of its gods.

Islam first broke up the cement of the old nation. The brotherhood of all

the faithful, their equality before the law, which the creed of the Prophet establishes

among all Islamites, naturally led to the blending of the Coptic Moslems with

their Arab co-religionists
;
but even now far more of old Egyptian than of Arab

blood (lows in the veins of most of the Egyptians of to-day, ftUalum or husband-

men as they arc called, from the Arabic falak/t
,
a plough. And as the fellah

inherited from his ancestors so much of their physical peculiarities and their cast

of mind, he received, alas, their destiny, which like a law of nature weighs upon

the peasantry of Egypt from one thousand years to another. Numerous as the

Arab immigrants may have been, they were absorbed by the perhaps racially

stronger Egyptian blood. In the towns and villages of Upper Egypt, where the

Copts lived thicker together, the original population has maintained itself almost

unmixed, and the traveller often comes across figures in which he sees before him

statues or pictures of the Pharaonic age come to life again. The eminently good-

humoured but <omcwhat dull exprtsrion recalls the faces of ancient Egypt, and

is in sharp contrast to the savage or cunning look of the AraK In modem Egypt

the Copt can move more freely. As a merchant, and in the lower official posts,

he is indispensable. The black tuvban, once the Christian's mark of disgrace, is

now ween willingly by the Copt, who likes to dress in dark stuffs. The Coptic

women arc gradually emerging from the veil and the harem. In the Egyptians

of to-day we have before us a substantive race, descended in a direct tine from

the Egyptians of old, even though for the sake of language and religion it calls

itself Arab, for it likes to think itself of one stock with the Prophet, and therefore

superior to the Turks who usurped the Caliphate. Of nomad Arabs within

the territories of the Egyptian government, especially in the peninsula of

Sinai, and in the Libyan Egypto-Arabian deserts, there arc liardly more than

300,000 ; and among them arc the Ethiopic tribes of the Ababdeh, Bishareens,

and Hadendowa*. To these belong thousands of the so-called Berberincs in the

servant class and in the army. The present rulers and many grandees arc Turks,

who, with Armenians, Jews, and other foreigners, chiefly Greeks and Italians, arc

in the position of intruders upon the 5,000,000 of fellaheen and Copts. So
foreign arc they that in the Mahdi's camp all strangers, even Germans, were called

Turks. People who do not merely cleave to the soil, but have grown to it with

all their fibres, appear in a higher degree the children of the land
;
and herein

lies the fellah's power of perseverance and resistance. With few alterations he

lives and uorks as did the subjects of Mene*. It it his labour and frugality alone

that have still preserved for the country something of its old position in the world
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The great change in the life of Egypt id not (he transformation ol the old Egyptian
husbandman into a man who invokes Allah, hit the complete decomposition of

the upper strata, side by side with so little change in the nature of the lower.

Masters, priests, merchants, all townsfolk, have fundamentally altered Only the

fellah has remained essentially the same for 5000 year*. Even to-day, as though

something of the old writing and reading spirit had remained in the valley of the

Nile, Egypt is of all Arab lands that where the best high schools arc—the mosque

A Hedoiin (Trc= i pliaogmp*
|

of El-Hazar is the first university, and generally the intellectual focus of Irian

—

and where there is the most active prers, and generally the briskest exchange of

thought. Arab Moorish art has flourished most finely in Cairo under the pyramids

of the ancient kingdom. If one asks for old Egypt one must go down to the

mud hut of the fellah, to the water-wheel, to the duira fields ;
the thread that

bind* the old to the new without a break run* quite at the bottom. Regarded

from this side. Egypt is the most important link in the chain of Mussulman state*

on the north border of Africa. Arabisra and Mahommedanism. with the exclu-

siveness common to both, more thoroughly removed the traces of Greece and

Rome, and of the post-Roman Christian culture, than these could do that of

ancient Egypt and thus this last great turn in the history of Egypt was the most
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for- reaching. Thus the Hyksos attained their object when thry adapted to the

crude violence of a nomad horde the fanaticism of a new monotheistic religion,

such as was bound to follow the old polytheism.

The history of Nubia cannot be kept apart from that of Egypt. We have

to do with one stock, and one frontier surrounds Egypt and Nubia as a region

of culture. Nubia, however, always takes tlx: second place, following Egypt

slowly when it advances, obeying it when it is powerful, and again following it

in its foil under the strokes of victorious conquerors. The Hamitic type of

language binds together all the races on the northern border of Africa, and in the

Nile valley to the foot of the Abyssinian mountains The variation in the

historical development of these tribes was not always so great as it is to-day.

Nubia was not always so dependent It cherished its own share of the overflow

of Egyptian culture : though it was never a lard with a culture of its own. From

all the monuments, temples, statues, inscriptions we can gather only that the

Cush of the Egyptians, the Ethiopia of the Greeks, was a province of the Egyptian

empire, the frontiers of which were pushed by degrees to the south. In spite of

tlx: opposition offered by the dark-brown negro races, the Xahasi of the monu-
ments—with whom lighter tribes of Semitic origin, coming in from the Red Sea,

were early associated in the mountain country between the sea and the Nile,—the

rule of the Pharaohs extended for up the Nile. Inscriptions or. reeks between

19* and 20' north have preserved the remembrance of the great deeds of

Thothmes I As Egypt sank. Ethiopia, its junior, rose, and, in the seventh century,

arose Ethiopian kings of Egypt. The oldest monuments preserved in the ruins of

Napata belong to the time of Ramcscs 11 .; they arc pure Egyptian, like the

later works of native kings. What variations there arc point to barbaric influence.

Black goddesses more than once appear. A certain preference for the female

element, perhaps connected with this, often meets us in old Nubia, and even

affected the conditions under which the crow n passed in the kingdom of Mcroe.

Here Greek culture and language struck permanent roots. Nowhere in Mussul-

man Africa did Christianity have a more secure position for centuries. Nubia

was the refuge of Christians who were persecuted in Egypt. Monophysitc

Christianity reckoned its adherents in an unbroken chain from Lower Egypt into

Abyssinia. Part, at least, of the Bedjas must, under the Influence of the Christian

kingdom of Aloa, have been convened to this form of Christianity, and there arc

said to be Christians still among them.

Here, as elsewhere, Islam has made a desert. Nubia is a weak shadow’ cf

what it once was. Not only tlx: Egyptian splendour has vanished, but its after-

bloom has miserably withered. Who would think, to look at the famous old

capital of the Soudan, Sennaar, the king of which ruled as far as Wady Haifa,

that it was not long ago the scat of so powerful a prince. Six or seven hundred

straw huts surround the red brick ruin where the palace once stood. The younger

towns which have sprung up in its place, like Khartoum or Suakin, are a poor

substitute. Ethiopia, once famous, was forgotten even to its name, and the

travels of Burckhardt, Bdzoni, and Ruppell in the beginning of this century were

like a rediscovery. Like Mesopotamia, Nubia was a land of herdsmen. When the

Nile used to overflow its banks and bring fertility, the desert was inundated with

shifting sands, and the cultivated strips and oases along the stream with shifting

peoples. A second Hyksos age came upon Nubia. Coast tribes had, even before
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the coning of Islam, wandered in from Arabia, like the Sabreans of Abyasinia

and the Hylooi cf Egypt. Part of the powerful Arab tribe of the Tibetich,

called Helena, came some decades ago under the protection of the government

from the district of Moilalt into the Sahel, without compensating the Beni-Amer

and Hahabs for the pastures and watering-places they took. The name of Arabs

is borne with special right by the Shaikiyeh, who have a dear tradition that they

immigrated from Arabia proper before the teaching of Islam had spread. Now
as formerly these immigrant Arabs arc most distinguished by their pronounced

military feeling ;
even at the beginning of this century they waged bitter feuds

with the petty sovereigns of the Nubian state*. Formerly they held a marked
position among the inhabitants of Nubia and the Soudan, for the very reason that

they were the only jieoplc who rendered constant military service In Dongola

those Arabs with their soldier-like organisation rose to the sovereignty. But the

Shaikiyeh war abo distinguished in she arts of peace. Burckhardt saw better

handwriting in their schools a: Mcrawi than the best in Cairo. The Mameluke*,

when driven out of Egypt, founded a slate of their own in Dongola, with which

the Shaikiyeh were thenceforward at hardly interrupted feud. In this new short-

lived kingdom many of the evil seeds were sown which came up in the most

recent history of Nubia, in which Jcllabas and Dcngolawis have earned a had

name as oppressors of the negroes, slave-hunters, and traders, and arbitrary

officials. They seem likely to be as ruinous to the rule of the Mahdi as they

were to that of the Khedive.
1

In Southern Nubia, after the conquest by the Arabs, history took quite a

different course owing to the outbreak from Darfour, probably about the beginning

of the sixteenth century, of the negro people known as Funges. Without adhering

strictly to Islam—lor Bruce saw numerous sorcerers about the Fungc king

—

they were converted, and by degrees lost their negro character, retaining, however,

so much barbarism that their most famous king, Maiefc el Gahm&n, preferred human
liver to any other article of food. The Funges rushed across to Kotdofan, and

extended their rule southwards as far as Farogl. Like true negro kings they were

content to levy tribute on ihe native chiefs, leaving all else at their disposal. In

this loose way Shendy, Berber, and Dongola were once tributary to the Fringe

king*. When Bruce first visited their kingdom in Sennaar. he found it defended

by a military border, in which farming soldiers of the Ftinge stock tilled the land.

The pagan*, moon-womliippers and pork eaters, wore thick copper rings on their

wrists and ankles. Bruce was delighted with the orderliness of the camping, the

horses, the equipment of these troop*—steel mail-shirts, copper morions, large

broad swords in red leather scabbards.

While the Arabs found in Egypt, and the plains and deserts beyond the Nile,

an opportunity of spreading, and have remained in constant movement, we see the

Arabian immigrants into Abyssinia, that island of lofty mountains in East Africa

grown benumbed in the course of ages with staying in. one place. Instead of

spreading, the Semitic colony have remained a* it were stuck fast in the mountains

and forests of Abyssinia, never even reaching the Nile, the most copious arm of

which rises and flows in its upper course amid their habitations. And thus the

great historical possibility that the Semite* or Egypt at the Nile mouth might

join hands with those of Abyssinia at the eastern Nile source, has remained un-

* [Tills *» nl exilic written bifooi lb* nxenl reovoy of UcocO*.;

VOC. lit o
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accomplished. In the foreign relation* of Abyssinia, its position is more .Arab than

African. Among the inhabitants of the southern Red Sea coast a significant

legend is current that Arabia once formed one country with Abyssinia, and that

they were tom asunder by an earthquake. Some place this occurrence in the

time of Mahommed. In any case Islam severed the connection between Abyssinia

and its mother-country. As the part of the East African highlands, richly

furnished as they arc with animal and vegetable treasure', which projects furthest

northwards and seawards, Abyssinia was ever, in ancient times visited by the

traders of Asia and Europe

these traditions lie three
Nubian hdraoi (Frsikfon CUj Mutnim.)

.
.......

points of contact with his-

tory. The Quern of Sheba denotes the connection, which the language proves

beyond doubt, between Abyssinia and Southern Arabia. It is certain that, at

the beginning of our era, Ge* peoples were settled in Abyssinia
;
the peculiarity

of the Abyssinian dialect gives reason to assume an early separation from the

Southern Arabic. The existing Ges language is simple in construction, easy

and pleasant-sounding. It is already corrupt in IEaroaaen
;

in Tigre proper it

forms almost a now dialect, Tigrinn, while Amharina has departed furthest of all.

The purest Ges is undoubtedly found in Mensa and among the Hababs, In

any caw;, in the Arab population of Abyssinia we have before us the product not

of great former immigrations, hut of the same continuous infiltration which we
find in operation throughout the east coast of Africa. The ground of the intro-

duction of Solomon is to be found in the connection with the Jewish sphere of

(FrstiihM Cl) Mu
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culture proved by the presence of numerous Jews (called Falatha) in Abyssinia,

and by the strong Judaic element in Abyssinian Christianity. There is no doubt

that here as in Southern Arabia a strong Jewish immigration once took place,

though when is uncertain. The last Himyaritlc sovereign of Abyssinia was well

disposed towards the Jews, and there were at the same time Jewish kings in

Southern Arabia, and Christian Greeks in the harbours of Axum. Even in the

sixth century Abyssinia was regarded as the protector of Christiaas in the Red Sea

district, and in Southern Arabia an Abyssinian king defeated the pagan and

Jewish Himyaritcs.

The often- quoted obelisks of Axum canr.ot be accepted as evidence for the

connection with Egypt once assumed as certain. Some cf them are quite small,

some 80 feet high
;
some rough, others regularly hewn. One has engraved on

the front of its base, of elongated rectangular plan, a door with a lock, on another

are the colls of a vine. They might be the work of late Egypto-Grcck craftsmen.

Of similar origin perhaps is the sphinx-like figure carted iu the rock betide the lake

of Eacharc. On the other hand, at various placet In Abyssinia there arc massive

edifices with thkk walls of large stones put together without mortar
j
houses on

elevations, walls, s?au as though for assemblies, reminding us strikingly of similar

ones in South Arabia. The rock churches recall Arabian and Syrian work.

Truitworthy information about Abyssinia has reached us through Greek

navigators, who traded near where the mouth of the Baraka now is, then at

Massowah or Arkiko, and founded towns. From Adule near the present Zulla,

the Greeks and Romans fetched ivory, rhinoceros hom, and tortoiseshell. We
have Abyssinian mins with Greek inscriptions of the fourth century. A.D. The

spread of Islam all round its frontiers made the country an island of Christianity

in a Mussulman ocean. Islam never look a prominent place in the history of the

kingdom till the time when the Mussulman Gallas invaded the land from the

south, while the Turks in the sixteenth century' encompassed it from the side of

the xa
;
so that the connection with European Christendom which was regained

at the same time was of little practical value.

We have spoken in former sections of the relations of the southern East

African countries with Arabia and Asia generally.

§ 5. ISLAM

EWMuion «nd HmhntUw In ptxeof Id«ra-Trace« ofJoW\ 0<rf.iami>. tool

rari»!ion«—Aaotc fjUovcra—Pliera kA demsha, rrrort divines fakln, oavau. liroihethoodr, Udji*

—I\lia a (he cunr of Arab culture. la dviliot® 3>»ti in Ceatlil Alika—Cempotpo a ccoquet—

AiBb itaiukg nol iQence—Sjwsm at Uw—1Theocracy.

THE starting-place of Islam lies by the desert, to the southward and eastward of

that whence Judaism and Christianity arose. These sprang from the mast fertile

historical sail ofthe past—Palestine, Egypt, Greece, Rome—and were from the outset

no less well furnished for interaction at many points with western culture than Islam

was defective in this respect. It suffers from iu narrow local basis. It is full of

usages indicating a religion suited to Arabia, and this influence goes deep down.

Mahommed's monotheism took its rise in the dream-life of the Arab due to the
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limitless and magnificent monotony of the desert, and was a great advance from

the polytheism of natural forces and star-worship towards a spiritual religion
;
but

in spite of all advantages, it* power for development in a moral direction was

checked by the lack of cosmopolitan humanity.

That Mamitic culture is only made up from that of the races which the Arabs,

in so astoundingly shert a time, brought under their sway, is incredible in view of

the unwonted rapidity with which their language spread. Yet some brilliant sides,

fruitful too for culture, of the earlier developments of Islam may be traced to

Persian influence. In the intellectual activity of the Abbissides these traces

appear
;
“ in Mahmoun," says Ranke, " there beat undoubtedly a vein of Persian

free thought India contributed Buddhistic ideas. So too, in Asia Minor, Islam

takes on Turkish and Greek tints, and it* elements in Egypt arc different from

what they are in Morocco. The Moors, who were once settled all along North

Africa from Egypt to Spain, differed essentially from the menial endowments and

tendencies of Asia in their art and their industry, their chivalrous feeling. This

contrast was early recognised- In its flourishing days the Islamite workl witnessed

a great struggle for supremacy between the two great subdivisions, the Maghrebin

In the west, the Mashrikin in the cast. The result was to acknowledge the cast

as superior in rhetoric and poetry, the west in art and science. These last indeed

always remained a sport, limited in place and to some extent in time, upon the

old tree of oriental religion and existence.

Pure monotheism is too abstract for mankind in general : could Orientals

keep it clear of disturbing accretions* Islam developed the influence of the

already existing monotheistic religions rapidly and in a one-sided way, in conscious

opposition to the then political refuge of Christianity, the Byzantine Empire.

Mahommed condemned the Christian hierarchy of saints and the doctrine of the

Trinity, which to him, with his need for sharp contrasts and no conciliation,

seemed pure polytheism. But his next friends and relations have now become

a whole Paradiseful of saint*, who are more passionately revered than any

Christian saints. Miracle-working sepulchres, and chapels in which Arab

marabouts arc buried in the Kubbth under their green-curtained beds, exist by

thousands in the domain of Islam. Saints of this kind, as with us, arc patrons

of countries, towns, professions. Every corporation in Mussulman countries has

its patron, who is connected by legend with its function*. In remote regions, as

on the road from Scmipalatinsk to Sergiopo), nothing pleases the eye so much
as the artistic forms of Tartar sepulchres. Hills are crowned with chapels in

which the bodies of holy men rest
;
and elevated sites are sought by preference

for mosques. The divisions caused in Islam by different views as to Mahommed’s

successors are well known.

The reforming spirit of Islam in Its oldest form attacked idolatry, star-worship,

murder of infant girls, ar.d the like
;
but traces of tlx; old star-worship have never

been quite obliterated. There is a remnant of it in the veneration of the moon
by the tribes east of the Jordan. The reverence for graves which lead* a tribe

not to stop at the tombs of its own ancestors, but even to cover the gravestones

of others with kisies, and exclaim. "Pardon, ye blessed,' recalls the ancestor-

worship and cult of rtoncs which has been able to maintain itself at the very

centre of Islam, in honour paid to the black stone of the Kaaba. When Lepsius

ascended Mount Scrbal. in Arabia Petrea, he found that the Bedouins had made
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a ring of smal! stone*, which they approached with religious awe, praying and
sacrificing sheep as thank-offerings within it. Alleged footprints in stone give ri*c

to stone - worship. Mabommed wanted to dismount at Damascus, and had
already one foot on the ground when he was told by the angel Gabriel that If be

entered the earthly Paradi-c he must renounce that to come. The prophet re-

mounted promptly, but his footmark is still to be seen on the rocky ground near

the Hanran gate. Among the advantages which the Mahdi gained by his stay at

the foot of Jcbcl Gedir was the influence of the holy stone which the Tagallas said

they possessed there. No monotheism goes so far as Islam to meet the belief in

spirits. Its Jinn are known even in distant regions where the religion itself

is weakly represented.

Among the Tartars and Kirghiscs the Mollah has taken over from the Shaman
a whole string of superstitious usages, associated with the sanctity of fire, the oath

over water, which the parties swearing drink, and other matters. The funeral

carouses on the fortieth day after the death, and or. its anniversary, arc also at

bottom pagan.

Christian traces, again, have been preserved in Islam, most of all in Nubia,

where they crop up from an earlier stratum of Christianity. Among the Bedjas

Saturday is called ’the little," Sunday “the great," Sabbath; and they know
Chriitnas and Faster as well as we do, though they can hardly read the calendar.

The Tartars of the Ufa government, while still Christian, uvd to revere the

Mussulman saints ;
now the converse is found. Islam early underwent Christian

influences ; but it is rather a continuation of Judaism, the more Semitic of the

two monotheistic religions which preceded it, and its conception of the Deity is

more Jewish than Christian. It grew up in open conflict with polytheism, and

in a quieter opposition to Judaism and Christianity. When it was growing,

Mecca, as a great trading-place, had relations with all quarters, but especially

with the Christian empire of Eastern Rome, which then embraced Syria and

Arabia.

With regard to the success of Islam in Africa we must not overlook a deeper

relation between the religious ideas of pre-Is!amlc Arabia and ancient Africa.

Africa was no strange soil for Arab nations. Circumcision, prohibition uf various

foods, polygamy, were indigenous here. The entire national and superstitious

basis of Islam is familiar to every negro. Where Islam contends, as in

Senegambia, with a Christianity that is not quite recent, this superiority shows

itself. Here Mussulmans devote themselves to the same work as Christians, but

Arab culture better suits the tastes and requirements of the negro. He adapts

himself far more readily to Mussulman dress and manners than to European, and
outwardly with better success.

The limit of the extension of Islam in Africa is shown in our map of

African culture. In Asia one can travel over Mussulman territory from the

watershed of the Indus and Oxus all tbc way to Constantinople. To the eastward

of the former point, however, Islam recurs only in larger or smaller groups,

consisting practically of Shiites, the Badakshan people, most of the Baltis, the

Dards of Astor and Gilgit, and the Cashmerees. Here Islam has gainer! ground

on Buddhism. In India forty millions of Mussulmans, who formerly stood to the

Hindoos in the position of rulers, form a little world apart
;

politically the most
forcible, the most enthusiastically united, the most formidable constituent of the
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British Empire in India. The memory- of the last brilliant days of India under

Mussulman leadership docs not easily die out.

The civilised inhabitants of West and Central Asia are among the most fanatical

of Mussulmans. In spite of their amiability, the Persians are often more reserved

towards Christians than Arabs arc

;

and Afghans still more so. Persian

merchants may be seen on the paddle-boxes of the Volga and Caspian steamers,

praying towards Mecca
;
and special kitchens arc reserved for them that they

may not have to eat with Christians. The Tartars imitate them, as though the

neighbourhood of Christendom had an invigorating effect upon [slam, which has

of recent years gained proselytes by hundreds among Christian Tartars and

Chuvashes. Throughout Turkestan and the Volga country on the borders of

Europe and Asia, the Mussulman religion Is strongly represented. Almost every

Bashkir village has its mosque and its cemetery, placed conspicuously on the

road, surrounded by a hedge or by trees, and containing graver of the simples:

kind, often only regularly-laid heaps of stone, a yard high ; often, again, mounds

of earth with small wooden poles stuck In them. Among the handsomest, largest,

and oldest monuments of a Turkestan town ore several mosques, often covered

with a Chinese pointed roof, in addition to a Greek church. Religious fanaticism

takes for a time political forms, and swings back to its point of rest in mysticism

The spirit of Ali. the converter of Central Asia, a bloodthirsty apostle of the new

faith, whose grave at Ma-ir-i-Shcrif, near Balkh, is a pace of pilgrimage for all

Central Asiatic Moslems, breathes through their region till the present day. Here,

and on to the frontier of China, the contrast with Buddhism, and perhaps the

national contrast between Turk and Mongol, must have a strengthening effect

upon the faith of Dzungars, Dungans, Tarmchcs, Panthays, and other

Mussulman group* of far Central Asia.

Islam has its priests of lower anil higher rank
;
among seme, as the Persians

and Turkomans, their influence is small
; elsewhere it is larger, as in Egypt and

among the Moghrcbir.s, where the ceremonies, prayer, ablution, prostration,

preaching, prevent an attractive form of divine worship. The Mahdi’s mass-

praycr-motting, at which thousands of his followers placed themselves in rows,

and prayed with him, liad an inspiring effect But much Shamanism has passed

to the priests, and they arc hardly less slaves to superstition than the negro

i\itch-doctors. Lunatics, idiots, and other mentally-afflicted men nr.d women are

treated by Mussulmans with pious reverence. Mahemmed himself was subject to

fits of ecstasy, in which he received suggestions which he regarded as revelation*

from the Almighty, a condition which penetrates deep into the "natural*

religions. Hairs of some great saint, sewn into little leathern bags, are laid as

charms upon the breast of women in labour ; or water from the well Zemrem is

given them to drink ; or dust from the temple at Mecca strewn on their heads.

Among the Mussulman Jolofs, leather pouches with verses of the Koran, which

hang from their necks in good fellowship with the magic horn, arc as common as

arc among the Christians grigris worn by them as necklaces, armlets, or

anklet*, or verses, again, of the Koran [?], sharks’ or jackals’ teeth, bones, or

wood in a metal box on the breast. Not only dervishes and fakirs, such a;

in Central Asiatic towns inhabit little mud huts built against the tombstones in

the cemeteries, rank with the priestly class
;
the circle of religious function* includes

even snake-conjuring, including the feat of eating a snake (which has previously
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been deprived of it* poison-gland*), from the tail upwards, the conjuror getting

severely bitten all the time by the head. This may be a degraded form of an

idea that is found in many places—men Islam has its Asclcpius in Sheikh

Shcridi, whose miracles arc performed with a snake that cures all diseases,—but

at any rate it stows a pronounced tendency to the most materialistic presentation

of an idea.

Islam is no: wanting in formalists and supporters of things as they are

—

passionate opponents o: all innovation and reform. Here as everywhere an

enthusiast with xleas of reform is uncomfortable to prelates and dignitaries. The
same cause is often served by inspired ascetics, who have more than once succeeded

at critical moments uf history in electrifying a people sunk in luxury. Some
decades ago a religious reformation was started in North Africa by the Order of

the Senoussi brethren, which has had political consequences. It imposed sacrifices

on tlic population, but gained them over nevertheless, tilt they were ready to do
compulsory services for it, and it found the judicial power on its side when there

was a question cf compelling such services. The Senoussi, like the Jesuits, got hold

of the schools. It has declared war against the people’s pet luxuries, looking with

an unfavourable eye on coffee, while its Moroccan members regard tea as harmless.

It will not even allow smoking Women are forbidden to enter its places of

worship, and it wishes to exclude them from the anniversary festivals of saints,

which the men do not like, as at these popular festivals the women have to see

that they are supplied with food. When the founder of the order wished to

preach in Cairo. Sheikh Hanik launched an anathema at him and got him shut

up. There have always been fakir villages in the hermits’ country of Egypt and

Nubia, in which dwell none but these holy men, priests without any priestly

charge. They can read and write, they allow no music, no dance, no festival,

and therefore have the reputation of great sanctity. The sheikh of such a village

is the greatest fakir of the neighbourhood, and is believed in as a prophet by
every one. Many private persons besides live in the odour of sanctity. As the

Mussulman powers decayed, politics became blended with religion. It was in

soli like this that Mahdism grew. The first Mahdi was a dervish from the little

village of L*lxv ori the White Nile
;
his supporters were fakirs and citizens who

were respected as saints, and were influential accordingly. The French maintain

that in the Algerian rising of 1830 they felt the hand of the secret societies com-

posed of these political conspirators in religious garb.

Political movements among these Orientals come in like epidemics. The
Arabs especially are carried on in their political hopes and plan* by a high

community of ideal, which makes up for the lack of practical unity. The posses-

sion of common places of pilgrimage, especially Mecca, which forms a local centre

for the religious consciousness more effective than Jerusalem or Rome has ever

been, is of greater importance in this respect. Mecca is visited yearly by thousands

of pilgrims
; those who come from furthest off frequently being years away from

home. How many Hadjis who have seen the splendour of Islam in its holy

places go forth into the world to proclaim it to others I They experience practi-

cally the influence of a religion which brings together men from the Niger, from

Celebes, from Thrace, from India, and gives them a deep sense of communion.

To have tested this means more than all the “five things" which the Moslem

needs to be a Hadji, the pious purpose, the presence on the Mount Arafu, the
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pilgrim’s dm, the seven circuits round the Hcxise or God. the walk between the

two hills Stafci and Mania- The pilgrimage to Mecca fa a pious operation, but

not necessary to blessedness. Islam is a practical religion. By origin and

development it is cut out fee a propaganda and has succeeded accordingly.

Missions and other active forms of agitation are ever bearing Islam farther

into Aria and Africa. It was still possible for Livingstone to declare in hfa Last

Journal that the Mussulmans of Central Africa indeed teach their children to read

the Koran; but only they do so, and it has never b:en translated. Many
servants adopt Mussul-

man usages as to eating,

but offer no prayers

;

though they will under-

go circumcision in order

to qualify themselves

to slaughter animals for

their masters. Bui this

has now materially

altered. Wandering

priests, mendicant

monks, dervishes, arc

an old institution of

Islam. Set free from

the high schools as an

educated proletariat,

often nearly akin to

swindlers, they go about

the Mussulman world,

bearing afar such ideas

as they have acquired

From Mecca as a centre,

mosque - priests pass

through India and

Africa, collecting offer-

ings for the shrines*

trading in amulets, proselytising, inquiring, and spying—connoisseurs in all the

business of conspiracy, and they have undermined whole kingdoms with their

secret societies. The position of these divines in Mussulman society varies

between contempt willingly borne and reverence extorted by religion. They
arc often regarded as superfluous and burdensome, but no one ventures

altogether to set them aside. Among races steeped like the desert Arabs in

fanaticism, these strange saints arc indispensable, though their form of Islam fa

coarser and thrir theological knowledge less than that of any tent dwelling sheikh.

Between Byzantium am1 Persia political tendencies soon developed, and as

Arabia sent forth in constant succession men able to win victories under the

Crescent, the faith horn Arab culture far beyond the borders of the peninsula, and

there arose what has been called a civilization in which the religious sentiment

takes the lead of everything. Professors of Islam felt the superiority of this

culture, even where from a material point of view it stood below many others
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over which it had risen to rule by the force of faith and the tword. For centuries

Mussulman states were the greatest powers known in Africa and great part of

Asia- These were not content with the profession of Islam, but must needs he

genuine Arabs. They adopted the bearing and the weapons of Arabs. To this

day the ruling stocks of the African desert and the Soudan, even those in remote
Baghirmi, trace their descent from dwellers in Mecca or Yemen. Keen the

Kabardians of the Caucasus hold themselves to be descended from the Arabs. In

Africa indeed it is not pure imagination. Ibn Batuta affirms that certain Arab
tribes of Mauritania, including the Sanhajad, are of South Arabian stock, and
belong to the group or the Himyarites, whom even in dress and mode of hut-

building he compares with the Moghrebin. Mere externals form the professors

of Islam into a great fraternity, recognisable everywhere. The sandalwood rosaries

of the Mecca pilgrims, all the formulary of prayer and sacrifice, the pilgrimage,

and festivals, the turbans of carious colours, the loose-flowing clothes, In more
limited districts small marks like the burnous of the Moghrebins, or even the blue

stripe irt tire cloth worn by the Abyssinian Mussulman, or, to pass to a higher

level, community of language, at least in certain formulie which act as a signal

for recognition, contribute to the feeling of unity which the east in its political

disintegration needs as much as mediaeval Europe needed Rome. •* The pride,"

says Munangcr. “ which every Mussulman people feels, is the offspring of unity,

of the sense of kinship, lie has a religions patriotism which passes over friend-

ship or family." It is part of the Moslem’s comfort in life that his life is hedged

in by innumerable little traditions and distinctions, for in these he most easily

finds the difference between himself and the infidel. The only time that Vambdry
ran a risk of being rccogni-ed in his disguise a* a mendicant priest was w hen a

colleague was surprised to see that the hair on his arms lay neither upw aids nor

downwards. Sonnites and Shiites respectively wash their arms from elbow to

knuckles ar.d in the contrary direction. Burckhardt was in danger of being taken

for a European through washing his mouth with water after instead of before

drinking coffee.

The Arabs as a race have never arrived at the reposeful state of manufacturing,

on their own account, material flowing in from without ; their activity has fulfil lot

itself in conquest and extension. Though in the first century after Mahommed
the expansive force of the race acted powerfully in all directions, coming in contact

no less with eastern than with western civiliiatinn. this lasted so short a time

that little, indeed nothing of it, came back with them. For a time a new meaning

was put into the life of the stock. By union it had seen its forces grow stupen-

dously
; certain branches of literature flourished

;
talents of the mort various

kinds were quickened and stimulated. But the task soon became too great for

the true intimate adherents of the Prophet, the Ishmaclitcs, the valiant sons of

the desert, unused to sedentary culture. They founded the greatness of Islatn,

but also contributed to its retrogression. When they settled they soon fell into

idleness, or sunk under the culture which they had conquered with arms not with

brains. Islam flowered most splendidly in non-Mussulman countries. We must

keep the Arabs sejnrate from the Nubians, Egyptians, Mauritanians, hidden under

the garb of Arab culture
;
though the separation cannot everywhere be maintained.

In Egypt, the history of which is somew hat better known than that of other parts

of North Africa, the term Arabs is applied to the inhabitants who can lx
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name given only to the frre son of the desert, who swarms throughout the coast

districts*

These distinction* are aided by language. The Moghrebin dialect of North*
Afnca shows a variation from the pure Arabic chiefly in the number of

Berber and Romance expressions which the Arab* of Morocco have appropriated,

adopting even constructions from those languages. This, however, is only a relic

of the foreign admixtures which it took in on Spanish soil, where the Spanish
Moors had hardly anything in common with the real Arabs but their language

;

and this degenerated in the mouths of Andalusians to a popular dialect Under
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the name Moghrebin tlie true Arab now understands Moors, Algerines, and
Tunisians, who are known among other Arabs by the burnous. As a solitary

survivor of tlie away of Islam over a 'great part of the Mediterranean basin may
be mentioned the Maltese language, a corrupt Arabic which established itself in

the island under Saracen rule. At the present day it is full of Italian, German,

and Provencal elements, and is the predominant speech of the country parts only,

while Italian decidedly prevails in the towns. Maltese, with its medley of

foreign elements, can be compared only to Abyssinian and to the extinct

Morarnbic of Southern Spain.

Islam knows no secular law. The priest is aim the judge, even as tlie mosque
is a place of asylum. Ancient legal customs, ordeal by fire, and the like, have

survived In Arabia from old times
,
and many of these cruel institutions have passed

into tlie Koran. The Koran, however, is not a tiling apait, but claims to lake

precedence of all political rules. Every Mussulman stale is essentially thccoalic
;

and, besides, it is known that the destinies of Islam in its first century were in the

hands of a great warrior caste, which recognised no private property, but divided

the spoils among all fighting men and all the faithful. The socialistic spirit

which forbade interest to be taken on loans has naturally been unable to

penetrate far. at least among such commercial people as Persians and Moors—

a

Persian proverb says :
“ N'o trade, no fortune ”

; but it survives in many details.

The Moslem, like tlie Hebrew, conceives of the Deity as a being prone to

wrath. Since Mahoirmed received the intimation that even war might serve to

spread the true faith, his elect have been entitled to do him service by means of

anger, rage, and cruelty. This gives the bass for a peculiar ethical doctrine.

Man need suppress only certain evil impulses, others he may allow to grow
luxuriantly. Their fatalism might make us believe that the astrology and sooth-

saying of Chaldean times was in mm active and nourishing in Arab superstition.

It is hard to conceive how the apparently freest utterances of the will are burdened

and fettered, and how the finest blossoms of natural disposition are killed by
it. Islam, as a religion of conversion by the sword, has not held forth tlie highest

ideals, but in their place has left to the nation a heritage of rough force which has

become an important element in extending it and to some extent in giving it

internal strength. Campaigning in fanatical hordes come; halfway to meet their

nomadic tendencies and unstable condition* of life, and has been constantly

repeated. The insurrection of the Mahdi in Nubia against the Turks of Egypt

was not so unusual a phenomenon as many think. At the end of 1856 Ibrahim

Shereef-ed-deen, a Foulah from the Niger district, entered llornu on his way to

Mecca, with the reputation of sanctity, and accompanied by a host of people who
believed him to possess supernatural powers. He never rode, he wore only

sandals, and went scantily clothed. Advancing slowly, to give his family time

to get away from their tribe and join him, he saw the number of his followers

continually increasing. Imperceptibly the fakir became a political power,

dangerous no las through the fanaticism than through the mobile character of his

host, which was as much an army as a band of pilgrims. Tlie nucleus of this army

of the faith was formed by Fulbes from the west, armed u ith bows and arrows, who
surrounded the fakir like a bodyguard.
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6. LIFE IN THF. NOMAD DISTRICTS OF AFRICA AND ARABIA

L>r<s&, orumutf) P1l» —CMlU*br«fjjng an^ nomaikm— Arab origin of the domestic

omiTiIs of zjx>A Africa—Agriai&urc in Southern Arabia and NuKn—Food—Manufacture*— Artinn
c*ur+ in Southurn Arabia--Xotdia iodLitr.cs—Anhi u seanon irvd merchants-The trade of Nubia—
The urtis Tjutm-CUukOcx and meccxJ Uandeii-Arab art— Tail ii;n of women—The
faun)/—PolygAmy—TnTo and Hate— Fnfcica!

TilE dress of the nomad Arab is so simple and appropriate that it must long have

been such as \vc know it Among the Arabs of the north and centre no man's

worth was ever lowered by the most extreme simplicity of attire. Mahommcd,
and Omar his successor, despised ail ornament, and the former might be seen

mending his own sandals. The lor.g white shirt is gathered in by a girdle of raw

leather
;
and besides this there is the cloak, brown or black and white striped,

to which in the cooler north, even in the Jordan comtiy, is added in winter a

sheep-skin jacket coloured red on the outside, and the turban, white or parti-

coloured, made of a piece cf cotton or silk some four feet square, fringed on two

sides. This is held by a black hair-thread, bound twice round the forehead and head,

and behind lies almost on the nape of the neck. This headdress is highly practical

and comfortable
;
die string round the temples is a protection against sunstroke,

and the ends of the cloth can be drawn over the face to shelter the eyes. Among
the Nubians die clothing is reduced to a cotton toga. Each sandal is cut from

a single piece of leather, and the thong passes between the great tee and the next.

Still simpler is the women** dres*. They go about in loote. tong blue smocks,

the beeves of which, tome two yards long, serve to cover the head, and as an

uPPC r garment. The wealthier wear a kind of mantle over this The lower part

of the face is covered by a cloth, leaving only nose and eyes exposed. The dress

of the town-dwelling Arab, and of the South Arabian agriculturists, consists, for

men, of a blue shirt with long loose sleeves—the ends of which arc tied together

behind, leaving the arms free—a white apron, and a blue head-nliet, round which a

yellow string is twisted. The women wear trousers and shifts striped in gay colours,

and i kind of cap made cf a kerchief, over which, however, they put a broad-

brimmed straw hat They are not veiled. Getting near the hot coast die men's

costume dwindle* to the apron, to which rich people add a jacket like that ot the

Malays. Here one often sees tattooing, which is widespread even among the

Tunisian Arabs.

Men like to wear on the left upper arm a goat’s horn filled with strong

perfumes, preferably crocodile-musk, together with a pair of iron tweezers for

extracting splinters, and a pouch with texts from the Koran. Women wear

silver (seldom gold) ear-ring* and nose rings, silver bangles found arms and ankles,

often even little bells and bits of coral at the end of their tresses The Nubians
wear ornament as copiously as any African race, silver finger-rings set with

cornelians, strings of the same stones round the waist, necklaces of glass or even

amber. The esteem for particular stones, like the onyx, which the Nubians like

to wear at the neck, ground into the form of a longish bar, recalls the old

Egyptian fashion.

As a mode of hairdressing we find among the Bedouin* lock* or plait* hanging
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down from both temples- In their fullest toilette they comb up their abundant

hair, and sprinkle it with a finely-flaked butter prepareJ fee tho purpose. As
this melts ie covers the whole hair with countless little beads, and drips over the

neck and shoulders, giving to the dark brown skin a gloss which makes the well-

shaped forms look like ancient bronze statues. Another part of the men’s head-

ornament is a long needle, porcupine’s quill, or stick, for scratching and

smoothing the hair. Women plait their hair in thin tresses. Their hands, feet,

faces, and breasts are tattooed ; while men have only the hands so treated

Women also blacken the edge of the eyes, stain the lower lip blue, and smear the

checks with red ochre. Anointing the body

with grease is usual among Arabs and Nubians

generally, and it is 'Try common to darken the

eyelids with sulphurct of lead or antimony.

“ Eye-paint ” is found in almost every bazaar,

and occurs even among the sepulchral gifts in

Egyptian tombs.

The Arab Is armed with a short straight

sword or dagger, a spear, and a long flint-lock s' v
gun inlaid with brass. He carries his powder in j S.

a rain’s horn attached to his belt- To this day / -

the chief weapon in the interior of Arabia is the
' v

,

spear, not yet supplanted by the matchlock.

The poor Bedouin who goes afoot carries a long

spear as a staff, a smaller one as a weapon. "
. wit

The bew has receded since the introduction of ftuwnamirt prrhais A Nty*

n rearms ;
but helmets and coats of mat! am W

still in vogue among the tribes of the interior

and in Nubia, and have of late years been frequently seen in the battle-fields

of the Eastern Soudan. The Arab’s weapons are at once ornaments and

insignia of rank. Foreign merchants and other persons of no rank could

not venture to wear a Bedouin dagger in Yambo without being abused;

hence they are armed with a cudgel Our collectors know and treasure

Arab ornamental weapons, in which I’ersian and Indian influence cannot

fail to be recognised. In Southern Arabia silver mountings, often of a very

costly kind, are usual; and nothing looks better on the dark bodies than

the silver finery of the weapons. Nubian men hardly ever go unarmed.

Such a picture as that drawn by Lepsius in the ckrscrt of Konako brings the

same vividly to the eye: 'The guides went in front, in simple garments flung

round shoulders and hips, in their hands one or two spears of strong light wood,

with iron heads and butts
;
their naked bocks covered by a shield of giraffe-skin,

round or slightly scalloped, with a high-raised boss.” The long straight knights

sword, mostly with a Solingen bUde—a specially fine damascened Wade, the

frengi
;
traced back to the Saracens, has become rare—is worn in a red leathern

sheath by a short thong, over the shoulder or co the arm
;
or, as it is too long to

gird round the waist, is just carried, sheath and all. in the hand. In the

independent kingdoms which existed in Nubia dll it became subject to the Tasna

of Egypt, there were troops, equipped, as in the Central Soudan, with mail-shirts

and greaves. In hunting, missile clubs are used.

noern Air^nMirl r*rhir* cf Ab>*-

sinan wire. <Froi* a siwteh ltf

R. itodtiA.}
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The habitation depends on the mode of life. Poor nomads making a transitory

stay live in tent-like huts erected without trouble from some light material like

reeds or straw, such as those which the dwellers in the lowlands of the Euphrates

build of living tamarisk branches over which a bit of tent-cloth is thrown, or else

ttowiiliAnili atomis (MKIkfc Mu-um.)

actual tents. Tlioie who arc settled put up stronger houses of clay tiles with

wooden framework. Vet even among these it has become increasingly common
to live in perishable huts, in imitation of the nomads, and also as a result of the

destruction of the clay huts hy invading enemies, of the custom of never again
using a hut once deserted, of the exhaustion of the soil, and of the depredations
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of white ants. Thus one comes across many ruins of houses of a more solid kind,

in places where straw and reed huts arc now the only dwellings. Among the

more transitory forms of herdsmen’s huts in Nubia are the shokabi ; huts which
can be struck like tents and loaded on to camels. Their wails consist of thin

rods interlaced like mats, and capable of being rolled up. These arc made fast

to pegs, a few |»les are laid across, and a roof of black goat's-hair cloth put on.

During the dry season these

hut-tents migrate from the •'

high ground near the Nile

to wooded spots. liach

group U named after the

presiding sheikh. Further

south the huts arc made of

lire leases of the <rW«-palm.

The Baraka country sup-

plies these- leaves to a wide

region. In Sennaar and

Kordofan. when permanent

dwellings apfx-ar, pointed

straw huts, tuktlt. ate the

true local style ; and so al-

most without exception as

we go south. The Bertas

raise a circular platform of

quarried stone, 30 feet or

more in diameter, on which

stands the tower-like store-

room
;

the dwelling*room
standing between it and

the surrounding nail. In

new towns, like Khartoum,

the houses are all built of

unbaked clay tiles. Ki

Obeid, on the other hand,

was mostly built in the

“ negro style." To - day

both arc in ruins. Not

only has the Khali fah de-

stroyed Khartoum in order to found a new capital for the new Mahdi empire at

Omdurman
;

a new Berber ha9 sprung up beside the deserted site of the old

one, and a whole number of smaller Nubian towns have been destroyed, few new

ones built.

Arabia is the land of ruins. The climate, the custom of building in stone,

the need of protection, the delight in destruction, have covered the land with die

fragments of castles and walls; and no small part of the population of Southern

Arabia dwell* to-day in the ruins of its forefathers’ houses. There is hardly a bit

of high ground without relies of former buildings. The houses of Yemen, standing

singly or in groupi, are more like castles than ordinary residences. In the old

iFfAnkfort CUy
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unquiet times, when nearly every family had to look to itself for protection
;

people tried to secure safety by living on a steep rock in a house like a fortress.

Some places, like Hadieh, the capital of Jebel Noma, consist of scattered houses

on the hiil sides. Only the market* lie on the road. One comes upon them

every do*c.i mile* or w ; two rows of small shops in which the tradespeople of the

neighbourhood offer their goods for sale on market-days, but otherwise deserted.

The foundation of the houses is generally quarried stone, the upper part of a

coar.«e plaster. Arab towns, as a rule, arc close built, boldly placed on mountain

slopes. The houses, to make the most of the space within the inany-towered

walls, have six or seven stories. Irregular balconies and turrets, often of prettily

carved wood or woven reed, give a picturesque look to the streets. Window-

glass being dear, thin plates of a highly trans-

parent alabaster are used. The windows arc

bright with flowers. The narrow streets are

covered with arches, or simply with boards,

nuts, cx sail-cloth, and therefore arc dark, but

cool in summer. In the middle is a kennel,

in which the beasts of burden walk, while on

cither side is a narrow footway. Pcifccl

mountains of filth lie here and there. The

Oriental's favourite attitudes are perching,

squatting, and lying, which renders tables and

chairs unnecessary even for the well-to-do.

Even in Algeria divans arc only found in

European houses. little tables, mostly octa-

gonal. as high as stools, arc used for serving
Gft/cUe trap from tbe A:bini teait—on?- ~ . g , , , ,

mfih mil (Media Mwk*.) cottoc. I he place of cupboards and drawers is

taken by chests, painted red, and Arabcsqucd
in gold On the day or plaster floor, mats in summer, carpets in winter, arc

far more necessary than with us, and as it were do in place of flooring.

Laying and cleaning them was in Persia formerly the task of the ferashts—from

fersk
s
a carpet.

Buffaloes arc numerous in swampy lowlands where thickets arc plenty. In

Mesopotamia, for example, the Afuddli Arabs have no sheep, few cows, bur

buffaloes in abundance. The most important animals herded by the Arabs arc

bocses, and recently camels even more. The export of horses frtxn Arabia still

amounts to several thousand in a year, but it is no longer so paying as formerly

;

while even in Xejd the camel is coming more and more into use for riding.

Horse-breeding gathers round the political centre*, where rich sheikhs keep their

stud* In these there are often over a hundred animals, while some hundreds

more are put out to gra*t with tribes in the neighbourhood. Formerly it was the

Wahabcc capital Riad
;
now it is Hail, the seat of the Emir of Shammar, the

most powerful prince in all North and Central Arabia. West of the Jordan horses

arc rare, but to the east of it the people arc proud of their large establishments.

In Southern Arabia fast-trotting donkeys arc bred with success. In Africa,

wherever, as in the north and east of Darfour, the climate is favourable to the

growth of grass, cattle arc bred on a magnificent scale seldom seen In the mother-
country. In northern Darfour the immigrant Arabs pasture camels by the
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hundred thousand. Herds and flocks arc a luxury to them, sinoe camel’s milk

satisfies all their need for food. Mason estimated the number of animals in sight

at the encampment of the Homr Arabs at 30.000 head. The Baegaras of N'ubia.

on the other hand, take their name from the fact that they breed chiefly cows.

The Soghawas brted sheep with long curly wool.

Horses and mules arc seen less often among the Nubian herdsmen, more in

Northern Nubia than among the Kabbabish
;
but in

certain places there arc many donkeys. The fleet

Dongola horse, found also in Upper Egypt, is more

like the Arab than the heavy animal of Lower Egypt.

The Nubians ride almost exactly like the Arabs, and

seem to have got horses and camels first from Arabia.

Throughout the Eastern Soudan and Nubia we find

the humped ox, unquestionably akin to the Zebu of

India and Southern Arabia. The smaller Egyptian

ox, short-horned and without hump, was once common
here, but has almost entirely died out in consequence

of rinderpest. A peculiar breed of dogs may well

be of similar origin, namely, the grey hound-like

hunting - dog. used by tbc Hassanieh and other

Arabised '.rites in hunting the gazelle, and held in

extraordinary esteem.

The agriculture of the Bedouins is limited ; but

the oasis of Northern Arabia produces corn, especially

wheat, barley, and in recent times increasingly maize.

In some places, in the country cast of the Jordan, tire

cultivation of the vine for making raisins Is Important,

and wine is made in small quantities in Yemen.

This Is generally the true laud of agriculture
;
here

farming Is widespread and of high quality, the irrigr,

lion being on a great scale. The higher slopes, where

neither oxen nor asses will climb, arc tilled with a

sickle-shaped hoc. Durra and millet (called duchn)

in close clumps reach a height of 16 to JO feet.

With the abundant supply of water, and the warm

climate, harvest and seedtime go on all the year

round. In Southern Yemen there is a curious way

of keeping the cut com. by laying it with the sulks among the branches of the

trees tlvat Stand in the field.

Nubian farming is confined to narrow strips which can be reached by artificial

irrigation. In all it does not cover more than 1000 square miles, but as far as it

goes it is almost as thorough as in Egypt. It lacks indeed the pigeon’s dung,

the canal mud, and the sebakh or rubbish of old towns, so rich in salts, which

serve to manure the exhausted fields of Lower Egypt. Yet in spite of the small

extent of the cultivated tracts, the numbers of the agricultural population of Nubia

far exceed those of the nomad. Arrangements for irrigation enliven the banks of

the Nile in Nubia no less than in Egypt Ditches run through the newly-tilled

fields, into which the water U raised by means of drawing-wheels. The tracing.

;i{ Point'd Club from t>.» l*ppir N7tf

(•) linw-
:rg inife trom Kordolm -on?*

stith miJ mm. (KronkAxi Muxuat.
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opening, and shutting of these channel? is here a* in Egypt the chief labour of

the peasant. In Kordofan the durra-ficlds arc surrounded with walls to prevent

the rain-water from running o/T. The tillage of the light soil is not laborious
;

it

is worked on the surface with a mattock, and weeded occasionally. Ohnvalder

saw only one plough near Khartoum, which an Egyptian, to his great surprise, was

using. In Kordofcn the c/*«bi-fields arc weeded with a hoc having a crescent-

shaped blade on a long handle, the very kashasha of which the biadc serves for

currency, shown on p. 91, vol. i- For manure a loess-like earth is fetched from

depressions in the plains. In Nubia, also, the chief articles of agriculture are

durra, dtukn, maize, wheat, and barley. Beans and lupins arc grown on the rive:

bank without artificial irrigation. The crop

when gathered is preserved in cylinders of

day, capable of being hermetically closed, and

placed on tall stones as a protection against

enemies ; the types of all the varieties of

corn-holders which we find among agricultural

Africans.

The adventurous character of the Nubian,

together with what was no doubt more effec-

tual, the increase of population, acting most

strongly in times of peace, and the wish to

escape the pressure of the Egyptians, has

always driven him more and more southwards

A narrow strip of cultivated land like that

bjtween Abu Hamed and Berber must soon

get overpeopled. They were not eminently

peaceful people whom Nubian civilization in

barbaric forms pushed forward here, but the

result was in a measure the fruitful extensor,

of elements of peaceful activity. Tracts cap-

able of cultivation lay desolate in Nubia,

B— Hwn fcun chmi, Coi- because their population had moved south-

“i,
:

:0toaD0_0<,S
*ards, meanwhile the very smallest islands in

the Upper Nile were covered with cultivated

patches
; and long before the Egyptians had extended their authority south of

Thebes, Nubian settlers had brought under cultivation the Nile bank ir. the region

of the Shi.look islands.

The economical position of the Nubians, apart from the towns, is indifferently

low. If taxation keeps the agriculturist at a low level, distance from resources

and the habit of simplicity do the same for the herdsman. Owing to the great

heat the butter comes melted to market in goatskins. The Nubians drink con-

siderable quantities of it Cheese is not made. The usual food of the herdsman

is milk and durra with butler. Polenta of maize is eaten in Southern Arabia.

Maize-porridge is eaten in South Arabia. Bread is rare in the interior; the
durra is ground and made into porridge with water. Meat is eaten at festivals

;

rice, dates, and coffee are regarded as luxuries. For drink they have a kind of

sour beer brewed from durra or oats
;
and the Hababs and Bogos also make the

Abyssinian mead. Strict observers of the Koran drink unfermented honey-and-
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water, which is alio iiMid by the Aby&riman Moslems. Women gnnd the com
in a small hand-mill. Dates also p!ay a great part. Locusts are cater, largely

by the poor, and in times of famine by everyone. Next to water, the chief drink

of the Arabs is not coffee, but kixlur, an infusion of fresh coffee-pods, the aioma
of which is said to be more delicate than that of coffee. Coffee proper is often

drunk in honour of saints, for example, on that

sacred first nigh: spent at sea by the pilgrim on

his way to Mecca. Though the trade in spirits,

mostly carried on by Greeks, has for some year*

been one of the most lucrative occupations in

the coast-towns of Arabia, the .small diffusion of

brandy in Equatorial East Africa shows that the

Koranic prohibition of spirituous liquor is still

effective enough to render Arab influence of some
benefit even in the negro country. The Mahdists

took a good deal of pains to check drunkenness

among the beer-loving Nubians.

Three classc; arc usually distinguished among the Arab;: (t) the townsfolk,

mostly trader* and artisans, the most peaceable and cultivated of the race

;

(2) Arab-Din
x
the semi-nomad*, dwelling in tents or unbaked mud-hut* on the

edge of the desert
; (3) Ar<A-Rtdu

% the Bedouin*, who roam about the high plains

as they have done for thousands of years, in

primitive fashion. An anthropological, no less

than an ethnological and an economical basis,

underlies the division. The Bedouin accom-

modates himself to town life
;
but he does not

become a townsman. Yambo, the port of Medina,

is a true Bedouin town ; yet the inhabitants arc

.
dwellers in the country who have settled as it were

provisionally in the town. Their dress is Bedouin

—

Cloak, headcloth, dagger-knife. They live mostly

01 their palm-groves, allow no infidel to dwell in

the city, and despise trade, which is, therefore, in

the hand^ of Indians and Arabs. As they also

hold handicraft in low esteem, and even on the
An*b anvr ci mnhtn

rtfllfitt
|
Berlin M

fourth coast leave fishing and navigation to others, they

play, in the neighbourhood of the town, the part

of poor aristocrats, content with rice, bread, fish, and dates. Butchers in Yamto
are Meccans, Egyptians, and Wahabces ;

negroes make the portable clay fire-places

which the pilgrims take with them, to prepare warm drinks at ail times. On
the Red Sea coast of Arabia the important fishing is in the hands of the Et Tami,
a small tribe of wild appearance, darker than the Arabs, despised and charged with

every possible offence by the Bedouins, both town and country. They wear king

loose suits of blue or white cotton, like the fellahs of Egypt, wear sandals of

manatee-hide, and live in huts of twigs or in akin-tents. Near Jeddah only live

a Bedouin fishing-people called Tuals, who have a brother-tribe of the same name
in the interior. Fishermen though they arc, they cordially despise the Et Tami

;

and yet the only difference between them is their pride. This contempt of handi-
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crafts lias had a bad effect. Once the Arab brought the spinning-wheel to

Morocco; now the bazaars of Algiers, Tuna, Cairo, and Smyrna are filled with

tho products of European industry.

In Nubia potter’* ware, obviously in direct connection with the traditions of

Egyptian work, forms an article of trade much in request. Specially in demand,

even as far as Upper Egypt, arc the aullahs or porous

earthenware water-jugs of fine Nile mud, which keep their

contents cool by the evaporation of the water which occzes

through. Salt- boilers arc a kind of poorer craftsmen.

Sugurloaf-shapcd baskets arc woven from the thinner roots

cf the mimosa, each of which is filled with salt to the

value ot five piastres. This salt is one of the most

important articles of the home trade in Kordofan. The

best weapons, especially the long swords, arc imported,

and the armour, formerly so much worn, was also of

foreign work. Even in smith's work of the simpler kind,

certain ittgrocs of the Upper Nile arc superior to the

Nubians
;
who indeed, on this very account, for a long

time kept thofc clever ironworkers, the Jure* in a kind

of industrial serfage. Nubian industry has, with their

trade, advanced far into the negro countries. At Dem
Suleiman, where there were gold and silver smiths, Nubians

worked ivory into rings and pipes, sword and dagger hilts,

with considerable artistic proficiency in the Arab style.

Arab navigation, in the full sense, has made hardly

any progress since the time of their active intercourse

with India. The Arab kandja is an undecked vessel of

at most eighty to one hundred tons burden, with two

masts, one much smaller than the other. Each mast has

a yard formed of a single stick and carrying a lateen sail.

When hoisted, the yards cross each other. The passenger

marvels at the strange mysterious songs of short broken

lines, which one man leads, and others uke up, while the

rest emit croaking sounds at regular intervals by way of

accompaniment. The rets on a raised scat takes his

\ Xuh-m ,nxrA tr-h Sol
?harc in row*n8' Not ur.frequcntly he is a negro,

little. Mb. Although the Arabs had the compass before Europeans,
4ilt ycl L>icy now uac 0!lljr ^“P***3 o( European manu-

facture. While the coast towns of the Red Sea have

Indian timber at their disposal, and the style of shipbuilding too seems to be

Indian in origin, in the Soudan tho only timber that can be sawn into planks

is the sunt acacia (si. nifotiea)\ and even of this planka 10 feet long arc rare.

The wood, too. is so hard that it has to be cut up when grren, and sawing if

an art little known in the Soudan. The plank«, if of tunable shape, arc put

together with strong iron nails, and so a kind of Cyclopean wooden structure is

achieved, which offers as stout a resistance to cataracts as to hippopotami.
Boat-building formerly went oil so briskly at Khartoum that the sunt forests

were destroyed a long way up the Nile. The difficulties and even dangers of
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navigation on the White Nile and its tributaries arc by no means slight. The
bars of reeds and herbage which block the Upper Nile as far as 8" north, and

its tributaries as well, so that the whole crew have to row for miles on end

in water thick with crocodiles, have locked in whole fleets, and given their crews

over to starvation. There arc, too, storms, sandbanks, hippopotami, and not

least, the natives, anxiosis as to their property and liberty. On the other side

—and this has doubtless contributed most to the rapid stimulation and develop-

ment of the N'iie traffic in the present century, even before the days of steamers

—navigation on the White Nile is much facilitated by the regularity of the winds.

A very curious fact, known to all Soudanese boatmen, is that the currents,

powerful as they may l»e, take some time to work round to the south. Hence
the trading-vessels are in no great hurry to start on the very first of the northerly

winds. At the end of march and beginning of April the southerly winds set in

on the upper Bahr-el-Abiad, and with them the vessels start northward again.

Fountains with drinking-vessels at hand, and coffee-stalls where a: a pinch

durra bread nay also be had, facilitate the traffic on the roads of Southern Arabia,

which, as the remains of paving show, were better kept than they now are. Here
the beasts of burden in most genera! use arc the fast donkeys of Yemen, tlse

Muscat breed being also famous throughout East Africa
;
and next to them,

camels. The most important roads in Arabia aic the caravan tracks, leading to

Mecca, Medina, SanA, and the places on the coast. On these roads are neutral

places of rest and trade, such as A1 Hejer, a motley colony of traders, especially

Jews, in the Wady al Kor, or Riad, through which formerly went the Mecca
caravan* from Persia. 3000 or 4000 strong, who now take the road by Hail.

That trade between Nubia and the negro-countries went 011 even in the time

of the ancient Egyptians is proved by the black slave* ar.d the ivory in the old

Egyptian markets. In the centuries during which Nubia was in a state of decay

and desolation, however, this trade dropped off so much that when the White
Nile was again opened in the course of the present century the highly-prized

ivory was found in great quantities in the hands of the dwellers on its banks, who
hunted the elephants vast herds of which haunted their swamps and forests, for
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the .take of Uicif meat, and hardly made any use of the tusks. This accumulated

wealth was scon put into circulation. When Schweinfurth reached Khartoum on

his second journey in 1S6S the revenue from ivory of $ 00,000 Maria Theresa

dollars yearly was only maintained by the elephant-hunters going every year

farther afield. The expeditions of the tegular siave-tTaders did not until later

profit by the ivory-traders' roads and stations ; yet without these they would not

have been able to extend their raids so rapidly or so far into the interior.

Not tiil the surplus ivory was exhausted, and the surplus of human beings

carried oft' to the slave-marts of Egypt and Nubia, did trade turn to war. The
increase of kidnapping caused bloody conflicts with the innocent natives who
tried by force to keep the vessels away from their settlement*. The traders soon

found it necessary to take an armed escort on board, and instead of a single

vessel a trader would send off two or three at a time. Such a flotilla would carry

from forty to one hundred soldiers, quite enough to form an imposing force

against negroes armed with spear and arrows. Soon the negroes began to

demand more valuable articles In exchange for ivory and slaves
;
copper arm-rings,

brandy, and above all cattle, which they regard as the highest form of wealth

;

at time- also com and salt. Then the traders would make common cause with a

tribe, and under its guidance fall upon its neighbours, and try to take as many
prisoners as possible. At the same time any cattle that could be found were

carried off, part being used to reward friendly negroes, part to exchange for good*.

Most of the adventurers founded forts or embus with permanent garrisons in

friendly district*, to serve as bases for raids into the interior. In this way Arabs
and Nubians became the lords, short -sighted and rapacious enough, of a large

region on the Upper Nile. Egyptian sovereignty, for which the way had thus

been prepared, bore to the end the brand of intimate connection with the slave-

trading and slave-hunting interest. The name of the Jtllaba, or Gallobak (Nubian

Arab trader), became among the negroes a name to frighten children with Fclkin

heard one evening a Soudan woman singing as she ground the corn :

—

Work hard, grind hard, for the Galta&ak are strong,

And if we don't fork ne iliall be beaten with Hicks ;

If tlsej hmc no nicks, they "vtl shoot us with gun*
;

Work hard, grind lurit

The warlike Baggara tribe furnished soldiers to these robber-pioneer*. Many
of the so-called trading- vessels which plied up-stream at the end of the year
carried only the necessary number of armed men, but no exchangeable goods.
Among the Baggara*. who not only lead an idyllic pastoral life, but arc also bold
elephant-hunters and robbers, the adventurers would collect " business partners,"

possessing if possible a few good horses and armed with muskets. If the expedi-

tion turned out well, the Baggara* got a share of the profits. The first nucleus

of the Mahdi’s troops was formed of persons who had seen fighting as slave-

traders and their llaggaia mercenaries. Thu* grew up the seriia system

—

uriba
or shb in the Soudan as in Arabia means a thorn hedge or stockade—those

scattered Nubian settlements in the Upper Nile district, one-third trade depots,

one-third arsenals, one-third plantations
;
to which an important part was assigned

not only transitorily in the conquest and discovery of these new countries, but as

the centre* about which new permanent towns like Dem Suleiman and Jur Ghattas
have grown.
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Just v>, by similar means and with like results, did the Arabs from the

south-east advance into the heart of the continent. We know that they first

began in
1 876 to move northward and westward from Vyangwe. Stanley, when

exploring in the Congo district in 18X3, came across them already at the Equator,

u-here they had brought together 2300 slaves in their camp at the junction ot the

Chofu The dominions on the Lower Aruwimi must have begun about 18S6.

Nearly all the places which Stanley saw on that river. ar,d those which Coquilha:

and Werner saw in the same year on the banks of the Congo in that neighbour-

hood. were in ruins by 1889. Nor did it look as if they would son arise from

their ashes, for the population was diminished, and had to some extent men
adopted nomadic habits, being boused in boats nr under temporary shelters of

leaves instead of huts. Major Bartcclot reported that Tippoo Tib had given

orders for no negro to found a permanent home
;
so that he might always be

ready to take part in a new raid, and no doubt also to deprive him of the strong-

A N’ullu hvihi.

hold of a. village wall The condition of the Aruwimi district since these changes

offers the most striking resemblance, amounting almost to agreement, to that cf

Manyema and Monbuttuland fifteen or twenty years since. It has quite taken

its place in the chain of districts plundered by the Arabs. Stanley in the north,

Wissmann in the south, came upon their traces all over she forest country. Nor

have they proceeded like adventurers without a plan. Kgariowa, formerly

Speke’s tent-servant, sent out patrols of Manyema, fifty strong, on roads distant

many days’ journey, to ascertain the possibility of a connection between the

Aruwimi and Stanley Falla. His own station lay on the Middle Aruwimi

near 28’ E., and he relates how with 600 men he marched from the l.ualaba

near Kibenge in a north-easterly direction a4 far as the Aruwimi, and how he

underwent great hardships and l<x*t many men on this great march. Round their

stations the Arabs lay out fields and gardens, so that Stanley got rice to eat on

the Middle Aruwimi. They build large houses with mud walls, and surround

them with palisades ;
settling their subjects round them, and removing ail in-

habitants from the land within a wide circuit. In Ipoto, Stanley came upon a

second troop of Manyema slaves and elephant-hunters, led by the Arab Kilonga-

Longa. In seven and a half months of constant fighting these had dwindled to

luif their numbers. “Towards the Lenda and Thuru Rivers they had levelled
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iuu> black ashes every settlement, their rage for destruction had even been vented

on the plantain groves, every cance had been split to pieces, every island had

been searched." He estimates the region devastated by them at 44,000 square

mile*
;
and thinks that to each of the great Arab chiefs must be assigned a

corresponding area of action and destruction. " Half a dozen men. aided by their

hundreds of bandits, have divided three-fourths of the Croat Upper Congo Forest"

Arab saints show to what a height of self-restraint live Arab can be raised

by his moral lav/ ; and the seclusion of women keeps immorality out of the streets

of Arab towns. But the serious matter is not so much immorality as the iack of

moral consciousness. People arc not more vicious here than elsewhere, but they

do not feel vice to be any burden. The moral law is regarded only from an

intellectual point of view. This is parallel to the lack of cleanliness, the finer

sense of which is wanting. The
conscience is slack. The light-

hearted way in which the civilized

Mussulmans of Egypt pardon a

thief, not withdrawing from him
their goodwill or even their society,

stows their conception of morals

to be on a low level. Effeminacy

and immorality by no means go

hand in hand in the east. From
poverty or avarice many people,

especially in populous and ex-

hausted Egypt, live in the most

wretched style, and are yet ad-
Tot^K-pir**! i-cr, ^rom Nic-cac-niit mi we dieted to vices which with Us arc

looked upon as vices of luxury

and of great cities. The sensual nature emerges in preponderant strength, and
finds no corrective in regular labour of mind or body. Even spiritual natures,

like the Mahdi of 1882, arc ultimately dragged down by it, Both in the Arab
and in the Nubian, the dignified solemnity of the outward demeanour shows a
combination of oriental repose with natural force which always impresses persons

of artistic temperament. The noble bearing Is In their very bodily structure.

Yet we should be wrong if we thought that this frank noble bearing, this intrepid

calm, expressed nothing but a proud sense of honour. In presence of the least

chance of pecuniary gain, it melts away like wax in the sun. It is yet more
astonishing to find even more noble qualities titan these merely external charac-

teristics entering into this blend. “ Frank, bold, open, warm friends, bitter

enemies "
; *0 iayt Burckhardt of the Shcrcefs whose acquaintance he made

;
and

he extends this verdict to all the true Arabs known to him. Contentment and
therewith absence or any conceit in respect of rank or wealth, distinguish the
Bedouins of the desert. Insignificance of exterior, and contracted poverty, are
features in Arab warrior heroes. The feeling for political independence has ever

been proper to the Arab, and has often been stimulated by religious fanaticism.

Barth says that the farther west we go in North Africa, the more warlike and
spirited are the inhabitants, till the greatest feeling of independence is reached
in Morocco. The Atlas is the home of the liberty-loving Kabylcs, but the
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Nubian Arabs Cough: the English with no leas contempt ot death, and the

pastoral tribes of Barca are not yet wholly subdued by the Turks.

The experience of centuries has shown that or. the average the European

excels the Arab in physical strength. Even the desert Arab, in spite of his

savage freedom, misses the nerves of steel which a man cannot do without ; and

therewith is wanting a tranquil steadiness, showing rather a strain of feminine

caprice. It is proverbial among the French that Arabs are good to lead, bad to

govern ;
their sensitiveness, their tenacity of certain forms, their keen sense of

injustice, render this difficult. It was no chance

that put the Arabs at the head of the great

movement of Islam. Their minds have also a

share of philosophic power. VamWry says, in

contrasting the Arab with the Turk: “The

Turk is a man of religious sentiment only; the

Arab is a religious thinker." But this specula-

tive sense is lacking in critical effort. Regard all

novelties as good and true, even if they arc to turn

out false, says a Nubian proverb. Arab science

has never forced itself free from the bends of

superstition. A great deal i* said of the astro-

nomy and mathematics of the Arabs ;
but if

astrological ends had not been immediately con-

nected with astronomy, even ir. this field the

researches of a later age would never have come

to pass. Long ago, even as to-day, the followers

of Islam understood by science only theology,

grammar, logic, and the fine art ol rhetoric.

Part of Arab erudition, that is the play of the

mind so-called, n to call things by periphrases

instead of by their names. Yet a natural interest

in things cannot be denied to them. Carette

places the practical genius of the Arabs very N',biOT “**

high

—

M
those pilgrim-geographers, whom their

religion bids to travel
;
these thinking magnets, who have to turn five times a

day to the same point of the compass
;
those keen observers whose memory of

what they have seen is their safeguard and reputation.” If, o« the other hand,

fault has been found u ith the indefiniteness of their geographical nomenclature,

we must remember that it is the motive of nomads faithfully to preserve the

name of a tribe, and only to name localities after it All the mobility of the

Arab is in some degree external
;
his mind docs not progress with his conquest

of political and intellectual advantages. The Arab mind has never enriched the

work! with any new tmth.

One cannot speak, citlxrr, of Arab art as otic docs of Egyptian or Greek.

Arab art la the art of races subdued by Islam. Limited by the Prophet's com
mand to copy no living tiring, it has developed a great wealth of surface decora-

tion in geometrical patterns, rarely in plant-subjects, but it from the narrow area

of the carpet that it springs. Carpet patterns give their value to pottery and

xnctal-work alike
;
architecture doe* the same in the grandest style, while painting
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and plastic arts fall Into Ihe background, The geometrical idea it the hnsis, and

is obeyed no lew. in the marvellously entwined letter* of acred words than in the

scanty plant-subjects which appear with any frequency only in the border-districts

— Persia, Spain, Sicily. The multiplicity in this simplicity, tlic fancy which works

with so simple mean*, the baldness with which the colours are distributed beside the

constraint of the lines, in the harmony of these contrasts lies the secret of the charm

of Arab art which like every

genuine art is not ashamed to

adorn small things. Painted

earthenware and wooden uten-

sils, sandals and other leather

goods, testify no less than

carpets to the delight in colour.

•Numerous water - vessels of

porous earthenware—water is

even stored In vat-like earthen-

ware vessels—jugs and coflbc-

cupi of earthenware with a

green g!a<c, earthenware cen-

sers and braiicrs, ate part of

the outfit of an Arab hou-c,

and often an? of very elegant

form.

In music the East proceeds

along other lines than Europe.

The harmonious interweaving

of voices seems not to exist,

"Their music,” says Lepsius.

"consists of melody lost in a

hundred flourishes, and whirl-

ing along in restless trill*.”

The Arab Los a great talent

for poetry. Defiant and anut-

bean ballads, hymns of love,

and spiritual songs were before

the days of Maliommed the

delight of the Arabs, whose
literature was permanently enriched by the contemporaries of the prophet,

friends as well as opponents. As to Mahommed himself his adherents were at

first in doubt as to whether they should designate the prodigy as poet, magician,

or soothsayer.

The most important part of every Mussulman’s training is to learn the Koran,

by which must be understood learning it by heart, for it would b? wrong to wish to

understand the Koran till one knew it by heart. Writing i9 the next object of

elementary education. The simplicity and practicality of these requirements has
been an advantage to Islam, the rudiments of reading and writing having been widely
diffused among even the dwellers in remote mountains and deserts. In order to

be able to understand the Koran, it is necessary by old custom to acquire grammar.
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This is the crown of Moslem culture, to learn it is only permitted to a tkaltb, a

man learned in the Scriptures, who can prove his erudition by repeating the whole

Koran without a mistake. Thus there is no culture in our sense. Travellers in

the beat parts of Arabia have praised the greater education of young people in

the Wahabee localities, where reading and writing aa well as religious lore arc well

known
;
but in Africa, in spite of Koran and intercourse, the Arabs arc often as

ignorant as the negroes themselves. In the whole Soudan, Barth found hardly

an Arab who knew anything about the dominion of his people on the cast coast

of the continent. One learned man only knew one name from those region*

—

Sofala. But so it was in the best period. The culture of individuals was to

that of the mass in the same ratio a? the buildings of the Sultans of Ispahan,

Samarcand, and Agra were to the mass of wretched mud huts.

Emphasise as we may the influence exercised by women even on Mahommed,
it will not be denied that woman’s sphere in the whole area of Islam lies far below

tlut of men
;
which it docs not exalt, but far more often drags down. In the

harems the philosophy of life held by old superstitious nations, and regresses im-

ported from Africa, still prevails, and the women of a wealthy or notable Turk or

Persian, though wrapped ir. all the luxuries tlut European industry can furnish,

and though their husbands arc at the head cf the state, are in education little

different from their sisters on the steppe in the heart of A«io. The harem laughs

down and frustrates many steps which the masculine world makes on the field of

innovation. Only where European education ha: penetrated deeply, and that is

rare, has it made the women discontented with the harem and the yashmak. In

the working-classes the tasks of life are more fairly apportioned. The notion

that among the Arabs the wife is no more than a maidservant a mere tool, rests

upon superficial observation. To the women belongs the work of the house, and

light duties out of doors, while the men till the ground, attend to the Garden, look

after the herds, kill the oxen—in short, see to much of the hard work.

Purchase of wives is universal, ar.tl by exchange of girls becomes a kind of

barter. Any day but Sunday or Wednesday ls unlucky for weddings. Among
the Bedouins dances lasting the whole evening arc performed for a week long by

the young companions of the married pair, a: which a man is put inside the ring of

dancers and tries to break through. The escort home of the bride and bridegroom

is accompanied by pantomime recalling marriage by- capture. Three days pass

in hospitality and sports before the wedded pair arc allowed to go their own way.

Polygamy is an old Semitic tradition. In earlier and simpler conditions it was

limited by the circumstances ;
but when the conquerors grew wealthy and pros-

perous, it became a canker at the root of the Mahorr.mcdan peoples. An en-

lightened Turk or Egyptian often now promises his wife before marriage that he

will not take another. One circumstance which contributes to the scpiration of

women is that the house is assigned to them, while throughout the East men's

business u transacted in public. In front of the larger houses we find long

benches of stone or earth
;
friends come up, utter a short greeting, and sit down

almost unnoticed, while business goes on its course. For the mere respected

guests, pipe* and coffee arc brought
;
slaves stand awaiting a sign. Much of

Oriental life goes on in the street.

Slaves are counted as part of the family. Mahommed wa* personally averse

to slavery. He sc t free the slave Zayd whom Kadijah prevented to him, and
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Zayd was one of hi* strongest and mo?;t faithful adherent*;, loiter too, he act free

slaves who came into his possession. Slaves arc often dressed like their master*,

o\rn property, collect possessions, and can buy their freedom with their saving*.

Many attain high positions in the state. Their treatment being thus ger.tlc even

to the point of weakness, they are by no means so submissive in their demeanour

as was the ease with the slaves of European planters. When slavery was abolished

in Algeria many preferred to remain slaves.

In Southern Arabia a separation of castes has grown up of quite peculiar

sharpness based upon ethnographic and religious no less than political and

economical grounds. As in other Islamitic countries, a distinction is made into

Shcrccfs, the alleged descendants of the prophet, then ruling families, then

Bedexiins, uho, being fighters, arc always valued mere highly than the sedentary

peasant population. Besides these there are the Akftdatns^ a term best rendered

by 11
disreputable classes.

1
' Many industr.es are despised by the haughty

Bedouins, and these the Akhdams carry on- They are tanners, washermen, potters,

butcher*, and arc therefore Uxiked upon as tainted, though not so impure as

to communicate Impurity to object* iluit have |tfu*ed through their hands. The
Akhdam* enter the mosque*, but not the house* of the Arabs. They always live

apart, generally outside the town* and other places, pay no tribute, but rather

bring discredit chi a prince who induces them to undertake public functions. Even
in Aden, where caste-notions have no official validity, the Akhdams inhabit their

own quarter, but are for the most part far kss stationsry than the rest of the

people, for which reason Niebuhr has likened them to gipsies. In some districts

the barbers form a separate caste from the Akhdams, but on the same level. In

Yemen, however, there arc two pariah -castes of much lower rank, Shumr and

Shafedi, who perform all repulsive duties. Like similar castes in India, they

include musicians, singers, and jugglers, and are excluded from the mosques. In

the Aulagi and Wahid countries they aie called the weaver-folk, as they devote

themselves to weaving. In Hadramaut they are tlic butchers, a trade which

supplied their name to the pariahs. We have spoken above of the Somali pariah-

caste.

Families were in Mahommed’s time the only political units with which he had

to reckon. The feeling of kinship is tcx> intense not to seek a political stamp,

which indeed it finds for itself, tracing as it docs the patriarchal connection to

the remotest members that can be shown to be such. Mahommed availed himself

of the discontented elements who came over to him to weaken hostile tribe*

;

but to abolish their organisation seemed to him a chimera. The fir*t germ of the

new world-power was a league of tribes. The early history of Islam shows how
the religious idea took the place of the tribal idea which had hitherto had it all

its own way, and thereby adjusted the previous lack of any Arab national senti-

ment Just aii little was Islam able, with the democratic dispositions which it

showed in the days of its struggle for existence, when the republic had to contend

with the tribal chiefs of Mecca, to reform the aristocracy in these tribal organisa-

tions. The two pillars of the power of the old families, the patriarchal and the

aristocratic principles, stand as firm as at any time. The sons of the Bedouins of

Yambo, the proud Limbauvi, marry' almost always within their <*vn tribe, to

maintain their nobility. If by exception one takes a wife from Mecca, the

offspring are always of somewhat lower rank. Supported by the pride of nobility
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and by caste-separaHon, the tribal consciousness becomes unreasonably acute.

Kabyte IS opposed to Kahyle, each regarding himself as pure Arab, and the other

as deg* like, unclean, good to be rooted out. Rood feuds deepen these clefts, and

in Southern Arabia the Turkish supremacy was materially promoted by the fact

that whoever wished to escape the avenger of blood sought refuge in the nearest

Turkish station, so that whole new villages grew up round the Turkish advanced

posts. In this way elements of tribal hostility intrude between the tribes.

Sharply defined too arc the limits of the noma&’c tribes, and also the rights of

ownership, the enigmatic signs cf which resembling letters, called mw, are fre-

quently found on the gates and walls of old deserted towns, on pillars, on smooth

walls of rock, near fountains and cisterns, carefully' inci&d deep into the stone.

Though the dignity of a sheikh is hereditary, he only receives obedience in

proportion to his mental endowments, his character, and his wealth. Mahommed's
successor Omar, the first - I’rincc of the Faithful,” simple, just, strict, and faithful

to his duty, is the pattern of a good Arab chief, st*:h as often grows up in the

school of tribal authority on the soil of aristocracy. Life and death, peace and

war, lie in his hand. In making treaties with <xhcr tribes, in the settlement of

disputes, and in the arranging of raairiagCN the eldest men act as his assessors.

Good government facilitates the often wonderful innate tact for ruling and

mediating. The Emirs of Shammar arc an example of this. Of them Mr.

Blunt speaks in high praise as living at peace with their neighbours, except the

Ruallas and Sebaas. Taxes arc light, military' service is voluntary, the Govern-

ment j>opu!ar. There is no happier community in Asia than that of Jebcl Shammar.
But of the deeper roots of national greatness, which reach down to the bottom

of social relations, the Oriental art of adminiitration has no conception. How
could a people attain to the possession of any culture worthy of imitation who do
not follow the Koran, that paragon of all wisdom ? Throughout Mussulman Asia,

wherever the greatness of Europe was heard of, the view was that the over-

powering strength of the West lay only in its regular military system. Mussul-

man powers have accordingly squandered huge sums on Europeanising their

armies, and simultaneously allowed the sources of their prosperity to dry up.

The laziness of Oriental governments, especially in economical matters & fully

proved by the lack of money that weighs on them.

Nothing more dearly illustrates the lack of energy' in Oriental peoples than the

case with which the thread of economical progress slips out of their Jiarnls.

The drying up of a spring, the collapse of a watercourse, the whim of a ruler,

can often transplant the culture of one district to another. Repair scccns harder

than new construction. Akin to tills is the arbitrary' transference of the scat of

government, and therewith of the stream of traffic and the centres of population.

In Ispahan whole suburbs arc deserted, and whole row* of bazaars in nuns
;
while,

on the other hand, from the village of Rci has sprung up the Kajar capital,

Teheran, with to-day more than 200,000 inhabitants.

Even the treasure* which nature offers most easily arc not made the most of.

In the East are many lands of wealth once proverbial, and except the delta of

Egypt rone of them is anything like what it might be. The ring of cornfields,

meadows, and gardens, in uninterrupted succession, which we meet with in so

many European countros, is almost totally unknown in Moslem Aria. The
plain of Blidah, called in the Middle Ages the best of all plains, which even at the
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beginning of the century 150.000 people tilled, was in the fifties 011c of the

-tUtclnnd* of Tunis which were parcelled out owing to their thin population.

How much tile retrogression of culture i< line to man and net to the exhaustion

of the soil may !»-- seen by the progress 1/ Egypt, the oleest and by far the

longest-worked land within the Sphere of Oriental culture.

§
7. THE ABYSSINIAN'S.1

Name e/ihe tommy; muniii* ami m.ui.l stRBgdl
.
psAinn »iih 10 ilx Ret So. .11J Ar.hu;

C-n«al ronfanntlon—Dm*, omuniri. wcapuu Inhnbi-.cl plaon, hornet chirslws—Apicuknrc,

hmlirg. inda-nu*. trade Saial o»»lil>««, mode U life, minute— The gomnlHint, llavny

Abj»ini«n Chrtrtiantiy. tasalne— Wwilnunt, Jcua. pa;;ra Arab, Jr«ah. Ke-ptho. uoiun

ItMtoencci.

Tin: traveller on the Red Sc»> after passing the tropics, sees rising up a blue trail,

with silver pinnacles jutting out sharply to the north, and falling steeply towards

tlx* hot coast. This is the mountain-land of Abyssinia. a country- of most varied

elements, with rocky masses like fortresses, the trails of which can be climbed

only with the aid uf ladders. Volcanic cones and dolomite reefs alternate with

each other. The single great feature and point of repose in the country is Lake

Tana, a blue expanse of 2000 sq. miles, the district around which, known as

Dembea, ha* since the seventeenth century been the centre of the kingdom. It

1* the most populous and most highly-cultivated province, where, at least in the

rainy season, the time of general rest, the chiefs of the country meet round the

focus of temporal and spiritual affairs.

The structure of Abyssinia is such that the copious affluents of the Atbara

and the Blue Nile flow off to the westward, while toward the cast only wretched

water-courses* quickly drying tip, discharge themselves If only Abyssinia had

such waterways towards the .sea, towards Arabia and India, a3 she has toward the

interior! Yet even as it 13, such is the attraction on that side that the country

has at all times been more often approached from the steep eastern side than

from the gentler slopes to north and west Not only with Asia, bu: even with

Egypt in historical time;, the connections have always teen opened and main-

tained by sea. On the side where Abyssinia extends furthest towards the sea in

its full peculiarity as a country of highlands and mountains, is the one place where

it ha? for longest kept the way to the sea open. viz. towards Massowah.

Entering this mountain fortress, we ascend from the flat hot ccxist of sand and

coral through a narrow strip of hilly ground into the region of cool brooks, shady

tamarind-forest*, succulent meadows. This is also the region where predator)*

nomad herdsmen seek their pasture in the dry season, coming up every year with

their herds from the drought of the coast. Rising higher, we come to forests of

cedar, and ctvi/v?-trees, resembling willows, until at the oJgc of the first step of the

upper plateau appear the euphorbias, cactus-like plants suggestive of candelabra,

which the natives call kdlqunlL From this level we ascend over high ranges and

elevated valley-plateaus, in full view of the lofty snow-capped mountains in the

* The rvrrc }|r.hcsh ii not err.ptojed bj ihe Abysooans themselves
;

It wt. ca*rcirc<l by lhe Arab*. It is

found by to r««if n Certain nfloiei of j<u| lc. ia Slither n Arabia, nrxl colic*-*.! to U thfl iuum cf ll*

Himyuuc* Migrktod acre* inlo Africa.
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west and south-west. The most extensive of the high mountain-plateaus of this

part is the famous land of Tlgrr- from v« hich tracks, often impassable even for

mules, lead over rocky passes almost within the enow-line into the central districts

of Satnicn and Dembea. The proper nucleus of the country being thus shut off,

it is easy to understand the difficulty of binding together into one kingdom
territories separated by great mountains, Hard by one another the most various

natural influences prevail. The mountain barrier guarantee? protection to certain

secluded districts ; thus Samicn ha* seldom been the scene of the

devastating Abyssinian civil wars, while Woggara, close to it, was,

in spite or its fertility, almost depopulated during the 'thirties.

The lower slopes, sodden with the excessive moisture, and the

lowlands, arc relaxing and full of fever; but where the neigh-

bourhood of the snow-line and the fields of wheat and barley

recall northern life, the warlike nature of the mountaineer is

seen in Abyssinia as elsewhere.

In dress and ornament the Abyssinian lias much of the Arab.

The basis of his costume is formed by the close-fitting breeches,

the white robe, often draped like a toga with a broad coloured

border, which with great people is made of silk, worn by both

sexes, and the sash to hold the breeches, which reach below the

knee. Christian Abyssinian* usually go bareheaded and barefoot,

in contrast to the Mussulmans, who wear turbans and leather

.sandals. The women's dress consists of a smock with sleeves

loose above, and fitting dose at the wrist. Rich people adorn it

with embroidery. Women wearing only leathern aprons are found

among the Mussulman population alone; among the Christians

this inadequate costume is only worn by quite little girls. The
priests, who arc numerous, and in imitation of them many laymen

in the upper classes, wear a white jacket with loose sleeves, a

head-cloth like a turban, and, as a special mark, shoes with

turned-up toes and soles projecting at the heel. Hermits in the

Waldubba province dress in ochre yellow, while the priests of

another sett swathe themselves in a hide dyed red. On the
Weot|cI

coast the long Arab shirt occurs as a substitute for breeches feamSbu>:n.it>7>-

among the men, Abyssinians from the interior being recognised

by the latter garment Clothes arc made exclusively of cotton,

though as nr. exception great people wear silk robes, presented by the Emperor

as a special mark of honour. The recipient of one of these is entitled to appear

before the sovereign in it, and not like his fellows, with one shoulder bared ; he

has the tnlrt'e at court, and when he is travelling can demand bread in any place

for himself and his servants. As a mark of respect the Abyssinian removes the

part of his clothing which covers the shoulder; and before the sovereign he

may only appear "gift,” that is, he lets the clothing that covers the upper par:

of his body fall over his girdle. A person of high rank covers himself to his

mouth in presence of inferiors. In the cool mountain districts a shaggy skin,

usually a sheepskin, with feet and tail attached, is thrown over the rote ;
the

skin of tte fine-haired devi/t>-sheep being specially used for this purpose. Men

cither cut their hair short, or plait it in short, close tresses. Greasing with
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butter u customary throughout. Among the women of Abyssinia close-lying

short tresses «rc the rule. Two almost indispensable elements in Abyssinian

dress arc the collar, with strips of parchment, often long rolls written with

salutary maxims, sewn into small leather bags often forming a chain reaching

to the waist, and a thread of blue silk, also fastened round the neck, and di*.

tinguishing Christians from Mussulmans. No Abyssinian is ever seen in the

hot season without a flag-shaped fan of plaited rashes. Besides this, the priests

wear hung from the r.cck a fan like those which pilgrims bring from Jerusalem,

and carry in the hand a small mct.i! crucifix, for

passers-by to kiss. They have also a lly-whi.sk made
of hair.

By way of ornament women wear silver ankle-

rings, often with little bells appended
;
in well-to-do

districts they will have several, one above another.

Silver necklaces with little bells are sometimes seen.

Silver or gold rosettes in the form of flowers arc fre-

quently worn in the cars. Glass brads and ccnaments

arc valued only by negro slaves. Cowrie shells are

sewn on to the skins which arc worn as overcoats.

An Abyssinian is seldom parted front the bng
curved sabre- knife which he wears on his right hip.

He often ha; spear and shield as well. The latter is,

if possible, made of buffalo-hide the Nubians give the

name of Axum to their buffalo-hide shields-—atvd used

formerly to be ornamented by preference with the

a =~i in Nubi.»* Spring black and white skin of CcJobus guer/xa.

Noblemen have shields inlaid with silver, as in the cut

opposite. The favourite firearm is still the matchlock
;

and even in time of complete peace the escorts of caravans, just as in Arabia,

never advance without lighted matches. For elephant-hunting, iron bullets are
used weighing a quarter of a pound. A hunting implement, hardly deserving the
name of weapon, is a rough club, which is hurled among a herd of antelopes after

they have been driven together, to bicak their legs. Slings arc still in frequent
use, and watchmen sling stones with great dexterity into every bush that might
harbour a thief or highwayman. Firearms used to be made and mended almost
exclusively by Egyptian and Greek immigrants. The missile is almost invariably
of iron, since leaden bullets flatten readily upon the thick bulfalo-hide shields.

Abyssinian powder i» indeed poor enough, being manufactured by the marksmen
themselves out of native sulphur, and saltpetre obtained by washing rubbish.

Abyssinia is the first country in which a person coming from the south finds
stone and mortar extensively used in building

;
yet this progress implies no great

art or attention. Such architecture as that of Uganda is hardly to be found
in a'l Abyssinia ; although in the circular form employed by preference in the
concentric surrounding walls, and in other respects, a similarity of ground-plan i*

apparent, extending far towards South Africa. In the lowlands one finds villages

the hut; of which are hastily patched up of twigs. The outer circuit of wall ha;
ore gateway, the inner four. In the middle of the interior space is the hearth,
and beside it the stones for bruising corn. Horses or mules arc often tied up in
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the chainIm of great persons, and sleep with them, or haw special stalls assigned

to them. In the mountain country of Samicn the huts are simple edifices of

straw within a lofty thorn hedge. In Halai, built on mountain terraces, to the

north of Mastowah. Salt has described curious flat-roefed huts, the roofs some-

times laid at the same slope a; the hillside, and with one window, or a chimney

resembling a broken pot. We are reminded of the East African temies when wc
find near Sanafc rectangular stone-built huts, including a court for the cattle,

surrounded by a colonnade, and behind it a chamber for the human inhabitants

lighted only by these broken-pot openings. On the walls cakes of cow-dung are

stuck to dry. Caves being numerous in the Abyssinian highlands, cave-dwellers

arc not uncommon ; and, in spite of the doubters, Bruce was quite right when he

spoke of Abyssinian troglodytes.

The sparse population, the feeble amount of traffic, and the broken nature of

the country, are not favourable to the appearance of large towns. Alvarez, who
stayed in Abyssinia between 1520 and 1 526, wys :

" In the whole country there

is not a town with more than 1600 inhabitant*, and even these are few. There

aic no walled towns or fortresses, but villages without number.” Throughout the

province of Samicn only groups of twenty or thirty huts arc found. Angetkat is

formed of six such groups lying far apart Gondar, the capital, often spoken of

and often fought for, and 2 50 years old, also consists only of groups of scattered

houses, separated by ruins. There is nothing of the nature of a wall. In some
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parts of the town the round conical-roofed huts stand closer together, and there

wc find narrow winding streets, which can be closed bodily by separate gates.

Ruim. constantly accompany new work not yet fallen to pieces. In Riippcll’j

time the market place and all the area round the castle was almost entirely

surrounded by uninhabited hut* in part already ruined
;
so was the largest and

handsomest church of Gondar. in which, according to Heuglin. there were forty-four

churches and i 200 clergy. The disorderly look of Abyssinian towns is heightened

by the separation of the Mussulman and Jewish quarters, which arc often the best

kept. Attempts at improvement belong to the period of strong Portuguese influ-

ence in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Such are the splendid aqueduct on

lofty circular arches which provides the church of Fasilda near Gondar with water,

and the gttnf or palace at that place, “which makes a really splendid impression

beside the wretched straw-roofed house."
“ Prcster John, the Emperor," wrote Alvarez, "has no fixed residence. He is

constantly travelling about the country with tents, and has always in his camp
five or six good tents beside the ordinary one." King Theodore in our own time

lived in similar fashion. During most of his reign his travelling camp was his

residence, accounting for his frequent shifting between Gondar, Debra Tabor,

Magdala, and elsewhere.

The older churches are very like churches in other countries, ar>d especially

so since they have a plain high altar in full view
;
while in those of more recent

dace the sanctuary is cut off by a wall from the rest of the church. Herein, no

doubt, is to bo recognised an effect of the Jewish influences which have modified

Abyssinian Christianity. The simplest churches, such as are found in the

mountains, are distinguished from the huts by one or two «labs of phonolitc, used

instead of bells, hanging on the ancient tree- which is hardly ever lacking, or on

a framework, and beaten with a clapper. A church at Lalibala is, Rohlfs tells u-,

surrounded by olives brought from Jerusalem. Only the wealthiest ehurchet

possess bells, which hang in a detached bell-lower. Even larger churches, those

of recent building at any rate, are often only round straw-thatched huts, like the

ordinary dwelling-huts. Churches, even the smallest, have almost everywhere two

portals side by side at the west end, with doors which piou* people kiss on

entering. Large churches are by preference built in the form of a Greek cros*.

Colonnades outside and rows of columns inside are not uncommon. In various

parts of Abyssinia arc monolithic churches hewn from the rock
;

the Emmanuel
Church near Lalibala, though not the largest example of these productions of a

limitless patience, is 40 feet high, 24 paces long, and 1 6 vide. Structures of this

kind arc, l>owever, centuries old
;
and, having originally been hewn in soft stone,

they are quickly falling to ruin. Small windows having a stone cross let into

them are also characteristic of the larger Abyssinian churches. In large churches,

well-endowed with landed property, valuable furniture is found, of which no
Catholic church in Europe need be ashamed. Highest of all is the thronc-like

chair, used at the consecration of the Sacrament
;
everywhere in Abyssinia this is

the object of the greatest veneration, and, tike the Jewish Ark of the Covenant,

may be touched only by ordained priests. At high festivals tbc priests wear

helmet-shaped mitres of gold and silver plate. Abyssinian emperors have often

presented or bequeathed to churches their crowns, which thus serve to adorn the

priests. Velvet veils are also worn over the most valuable.
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The walls, doors, and rafters arc often covered with symbolical and ornamental

paintings
;
and in every case the door carries life-sized figures of angels, which

the devout kiss reverently. These recall the

crudest Byzantine work. The porcelain panels*

or lamps of brass and glass, met with in some
specially -privileged churches—neither the

ever-burning lamp nor the holy-water stoup

forms part of the furniture of an Abyssinian

church—arc either foreign productions, or

have been manufactured by Egyptian, Levan-

tine, or even European craftsmen, some of

whom, even in earlier days, were in the ser-

vice of Abyssinian nobles who liked magnifi-

cence.

The Abyssinians arc an agricultural race,

and in many districts still more a pastoral

race. But their agriculture is limited, for,

owing to indolence and insecurity, only so

much Und is cultivated as each man needs

to maintain his family. Prosperity based on

agriculture is therefore hardly to be found

in Abyssinia, and many a regro jjeople of

Central Africa is better off in this respect.

The husbandry, too, is primitive, albeit the

plough, cukras , has been extolled as a great

triumph of Abyssinian culture. It is a long

pole having tuo vertical teeth shod with iron,

and a smaller pole attached to which oxen

arc yoked. The cornfields arc as it were

casually strewn ab:>ut the country. Even in

the most rocky districts the stones are left in

the fields. Manure is unknown
;

so that a

yearly change of arable land is required, and

only one crop can be gathered in the year.

Ploughing is the men’s job, but girls and

women reap and thresh
;
they pluck the ripe

cars off laboriously, and beat them out with

little sticks on the threshing-floor. Reaping

is done with serrated sickles. In the high-

lands torley is the chief crop
;
hut e\cri here

wheat is grown. Sovereigns have often tried

to confiscate individual stores of com. and col-

lect them in magazines, but they have never

succeeded in eradicating famines. Theodore's

attempt to victual Magdala had a melancholy ending, though for years he had

been sweeping up ccm ami cattle thither. Even had he not been annihilated

in the action at Agowe, he would before long have had no choice save to die

fighting, or surrender under pressure of hunger. If the Abyssinian agricultural
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implement! and mode of tillage remind us of Egypt, this indolence i* a great

retrogression from what was usual in Egypt 4000 years ago.

tn spite cf the magnificent alpine pastures with their nutritious clover, cattle

breeding plays a small part in proportion to the natural capabilities of the country

The most frequent domestic animal is the tonga*ox. Bulls and oxen are used

for ploughing, and in the more mountainous parts for carrying loads, while the

cows are kept for milk and meat. Donkeys arc not usually ridden. Mutton

forms a great part of the animal fcod. Flocks of sheep and goats arc frequent

in the more elevated districts. It is curious that in spite of their wealth in sheep

the Abyssinian mountaineers co not wear woollen clothes. Develo is the pan

where fine-wooiled sheep are chiefly bred. The house-dogs arc like the half-wild

dogs of Egypt A small slim kind of domestic cat is kept. Poultry are the

only domestic fowl. Cocks are often kept in churches to announce the hour of

morning prayer. Bee-keeping is successfully managed by establishing wild

swarms in hives of all sorts, most often made of clay, but also of real basket-work

The Abyssinians have a special knack of taming wild beasts, and tame lions form

part of the Emperor’s court establishment. They go loose and are fed abundantly,

but tbe cold mountain air and the frequent rain make them ill-tempered and

sullen. In the lower-lying parts, where cattle-breeding is rendered difficult by the

sharply-defined dry season, in which the pastures dry up, it naturally occurs to no

one to provide for those periods by a supply of hsy. The simpler process of

nomadism carries the herds from the low to the high ground till the rainy season

comes on. The husbandman himself takes part in these yearly - recurring

excursions, which may embrace considerable tracts. Cattle-breeding is chiefly

the work of the men. Boys drive the herds to pasture, and the milking i*

exclusively attended to by men, to whom all the task of slaughtering falls

Cheese is not made at all, and cotv-beef is preferred to ox.

The Abyssinians avoid pork from religious motives, though not in all districts,

and also abstain from hare. Many forms of game are forbidden, a*, for instance,

all waterfowl. Nor do they eat locusts, of which the poorer Mahommedans are

fond. Raw beef is specially popular, only Mussulmans eating dressed meat. An
ox freshly killed and devoured raw by the whole village is the great feature of an

Abyssinian Christmas in the country. Great carouses, in which the national

barley-brew never fails to appear in excessive quantity, form for all classes the

culmination of a feast and the crown of hospitality. Where people are not utterly

stingy, the meal opens with the slaughter of a kid or a sheep, or, at the very least,

of a fowl, the flesh being at once eaten raw or very slightly toasted. If both

Christians and Mussulmans are in the company, one of each kills for those of his

own persuasion. Betides meat, the basis of the diet is formed by thin, flexible

cakes made of leavened dough from the grain called ttff (Px a&ytsimta) ;
and t

sauce of red pepper is the invariable seasoning to meat and bread alike. Bread

is made, as in Arabia, by grinding the com on stones, and baking the coarse dough

immediately; it is one of the women's chief duties. People squat down to eat;

and the first rule of good manners is that when several arc eating together they

should wait on each other. Nothing is drunk during a meal, but as soon as it is

over cups of mead go round, the host a: times pouring some into his hand and

drinking to show that it is not poisoned or dirty. When the masters have had

enough their servants take their places eat up everything, and drink draughts cf
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beer ; for it is good manner* to leave nothing uncomumcd. Before seasons of

fasting it is usual to fill up with specially large quantities of meat

Old and young of both sexes alike pass days and n ;ghts in drinking-bouts, a!

which the national drinks, titch and mmssi

h

play a great pan. On the other

hand the taste for coffee is, curiously enough, widely spread among Mussulmans
only

;
Christians arc littk addicted to it. At the drinking-bouts, which conclude

the carouses, special customs prevail, which form a curious contrast to the absence

of formality which otherwise prevails on the same occasions. The host indicates

every time to the sonants the person to whom drink is to be served, and the

person in question rises and bows his thank* Any one who leaves the party

announces his intention of doing so in an audible voice to the host
;
a custom

which prevails also at ordinary visits. Even 300 years ago wine was presented

to guests and honoured persons. Priests alone ought properly to drink neither

wine iKir mead.

The abundance of game in Abyssinia causes a hunt to be a great occasion.

Sport is pursued not merely with zest, but with noteworthy courage. Antelope-

hunting with leopards, and the chase of giraffes and ostriches with horse and

greyhound, arc among the pastimes of Abyssinian nobles ; but they do not know
hawking. In other respect* the hunting follow* Nubian methods. In Samten

buffaloes' tails and elephants' trunks am found hung up as trophies in the huts
;

and the hunters may well he proud of them, for many haw no weapon hut a

sjxjar with which to encounter these mongers, though they think to increase their

strength by prayers, charms, and the slaughter of a brown sheep. Lion-skins

belong to the king
: bit the fortunate hunter keeps a strip to decorate his shield.

The coast fishery, which owing to its yield in pearls and mothcr-of-pear; was

only of importance in Abyssinian trade, is carried on by Danakils. They use a

raft made of five tree-stems, resembling the Nubian auito:r£-raft. This simple

craft is propelled dexterously and rapidly by a bov standing amidships, and

working a paddle with both ends shovel-shaped. He rows out to sea a league

or more. The pearl-fishers on the Abyssinian coast use negro slaves as divers.

They arc bought as boys; and regularly trained to dive with a stone at their loot

and a signal-cord cn their arm.

Abyssinian industry formerly produced beautiful work by help of patterns and

Instruction received from Western Asia and Egypt, in a measure also from Europe.

In the markets of the Eastern Soudan the fabrics of Abyssinia arc still the most

valued, and next to tl>cin those of Da rfour. But industry has long stood still, and

in many branches, such as silver and goldsmith's work, has retrograded. Indolence

i i a national defect. Even in Massowah, a stirring and somewhat civilized

place, one is struck with the laziness of the Abyssinian* The most profitable

work is done by strangers. Craftsmen and the greater traders are foreigners

;

nothing being left for the Abyssinians but chaffering, which they do all day long

in a lazy sleepy way in the market-booths, in the coffee-shops, and on the landing-

places. At the same time their wives arc not, as with so many semi-barbarians,

proportionately overworked, but lie almost the whole day on their sofas of plaited

thongs. The girls sometimes occupy themselves in weaving mats, shallow dishes,

water-tight baskets—like those in the illustration,—and small banner-fans, which

they make from the dry leaves of fan-palms from Yemen. The grinding of dour

and the baking of bread arc left to negro slaves. It is not so everywhere ; but
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AlrniinUn wr»w.pln'lng. (After Rohlfil

even with the townsfolk in ihc higher district.-, idleness is the general rule,

at least among Christian*, a chaffering trade often not free from cheating i,

very general, and all really productive activity is. with few exceptions, slack.

Trade has become far too widely extended for a country so poor in capital

and so unproductive, still quite devoid of good roads, and fur many decades

lacking in public security. No trader ventures to carry about large stores, since

attacks by robbere, looting, and incendiarism, are frequent. War often interrupts

the communications between

the provinces and the capital,

causing a failure in the most

ordinary market goods, and

prices will vary too per cent

and more in the course of a

week, buying and selling is,

under these circumstances, a

mere lottery. Very often the

only capital which some poor

devil has to stake when bring-

ing goods from one province

to another is his own life ami

his two or three pack-asses.

This is especially the ease

with the salt-trade. But raw

cotton has to be fetched at

any price from the province

of Kwara, ir the direction os

Sennaar. and iron from Gojam.

This explains what is said of

Gondar. that every inhabitant

of that town lives by trade-

profits, except the priests and

soldiers, who maintain them-

selves on church revenues and

plunder respectively. Abys-

sinia produces few metals.

Gold comes from the Gal la

countries, iron from the west

and south. The salt-trade between the coast and the interior is of importance.

The industries of the Christian Abyssinians consist chiefly of converting the

Gojam iron into knives, ploughshares, and spear-licads, even into scissors anil

rarer* -the files required in metal work being curiously cuough brought from

Shoa, and of a very rough kind—tanning and manufacturing the buffalo-hide

shields, forging 3ilvcr into insignificant chains, rings, and ornaments for weapons,

in which the metal is often shamelessly debased by the addition « tin and zinc,

working the gold which is brought in small quantities from the south-west, copying,

printing, and binding books. Notable for the fineness of the work and fertility of

invention are the filigree rosettes and flowers. “ All Abyssinian filigree-work

"

says Rohlfs, " has the same character, but no two articles are alike. Not a hairpin.
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not a neck-ornament, not an armlet, no! a .shield decorated with filigree, is a precise

copy of anything. Everywhere ive find originality and variety, never uniformity,

of execution.
1
' The *pear-heads inlaid with silver also call for mention. The

Mmc traveller also praises especially the Abyssinian brass-work, while allowing

that in plaited work and in the vessels of wood, horn, and earthenware, they stand

no higher than many peoples of Central Africa. The great industry of the

Mussulmans is the cotton manufacture. In Abyssinia hardly anything but cotton

is worn, and it therefore gives employment to numerous hands. The process is

as simple as can be imagined. The cotton is usually exchanged with the seeds

in it for its weight in salt. Then the workwoman laboriously removes the seeds by

rolling with an iron pin, beats up the cotton with an elastic hoop, and spins it with

a spindle. An industrious woman can weave enough cloth in a year to fetch

about 20 dollars, representing 10 dollars of earning*, which is little even under

Abyssinian conditions. The cotton cloth for the coloured borders of the rob: is

obtained at a high price from India, hoc a long time an important part of the

trade between India and Abyssinia has consisted in the Import of these coloured

fabrics. In the curious division of labour according to creed, the pottery maim
facture and all builders’ work falls to the Jews.

Pictorial art is not limited to the crude printing of church doou and walls,

but has produced belter results in the odeenment of the pccdous Gospels and

prayer-books. In the sixteenth century the sacred parchments were ornamented

with at least tolerable miniatures, under the initruction, as it would appear, of

Byzantine artist*. What i* now done in that line is coariely and clumsily put

on. This art could hardly be benefited by the strange Abyssinian superstition

that only Jew* and evil spirits might be represented in profile. There is no

knowledge of perspective.

Abyssinian music is thus precisely described by Francisco Alvarez : “They
have trumpets, but these are not good. There arc many copper drums, brought

from Cairo, and other* of wood w iih leather at the ends. There are tambourines

like ours, and large cymbal* which they strike. Flutci there are, and some

stringed instruments like four -cornered harps, which they call David’s harps.

They play them before Prefer John, but not well.” More recent reporters also

describe the church music as not very delightful. Kohlfs describes a kind of

shawm, like the Alp-horn, 5 feet long, and eased in leather.

The markets are the most important trading-places. Kohlfs describes the

market of Adowa as follows: -The different articles are ap*x>rtioned to small

streets. Here stand the cattle—horse*, oxen, sheep, goats poultry loo, and game.

Then comes a street on either side of which squat men, women, and girls behind

sacks of corn, wheat, barley, pease, beans
;

great heaps of red peppers, fresh and

dried, show the extent to which this spice is used. Rows of pot* containing

honey and butter, many with mead and beer ;
on large cloths little mirrors and

beads from Venice and Bohemia; flasks with inferior essences; crinking-g'.asses,

stoneware, bad knives nnd scissors
;
writing-paper

;
black, white, and red thread

;

two sort9 of cotton—the better kind white and pretty gcod, the wor*t almost

gray and heavily clayed
;
handkerchiefs of many colcur* ; poor silk goods and

cloth* dyed red, yellow, and light b'ue ;
looking-glasses

:
here a case of wretched

brandy or yet more poisonous absinthe— these arc the chief European goods

offered for sale. Then come Abyssinian materials : stockings for ladies, hand-
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comely embroidered with coloured alks ; shauua of various sire and quality ; and
some lovely margtft at a price considerable even for us. But when you come
to lcx>I< at the carrfully-exccutcd COttOo material, looking like a mixture of silk

and wool, and embroidered at both ends with wonderfully beautiful colours in a

Ixuder an inch and a half wide, you will hardly think £i$ or £?o an extravagant

price for one of these cloths. Weapons are there too
:

pikes, sabres, old guns,

pistols, shields of buffalo and rhinoceros-hide. For bows and arrows you will look

in vain in Abyssinia. Objects of natural history may also be found, lion and
panther skins, hides of smaller beasts of prey, snakes, and the like. In another

street are ox, sheep, and goat skins, dried as well as tanned, and coloured red."

Just as in the Soudan, the market-judge is there. “Actual sale takes place only

when the article is valued in dollars. Things of small value are bartered." Only
in particular parts of Abyssinia, especially in the Amharic provinces, arc blocks

of salt, amole, a medium <A exchange. They come from the basin of An©, as

Schimpcr calls it, - the state-treasury of Abyssinia." Throughout Abyssinia the

Maria Thcrc-a dollars of 1780 are known and taken in exchange. As forty -eight

nmolt go to a dollar, they form a sort of small coin.

As to the Abyssinian character. Ludolf has quoted the verdict of Tellez :
“ He

says that they arc by nature fickle, that they keep faith like Carthaginians, that

they are fleeting and perjured, cruel, and most eager for revenge." kiippell

mentions as leading traits every variety of vice, from indolence and recklessness

up through drunkenness, superstition, ingratitude, impudence in demanding

presents, great skill m dissimulation, to • a faculty of lying worthy to be pro-

verbial,” stupid selfish pride, extreme profligacy, faithlessness, and a tendency to

theft The only virtues for w hich room is left are those of weakness. They
exceed all their neighbours in garrulity. Intelligence is universally allowed to the

Abyssinian, and the only regret is, as Heuglin says, “that the forms of the

categorical imperative in use throughout the East ' arc not more forcibly

employed for the development and training of hi' gifts. Most of his faults arc

the more sharply stamped on him owing to the barbarialng lawlessness under

which the unhappy country has so long lain. They arc, therefore, capable of being

more leniently apprehended, and we will not forget that every single traveller in

Abyssinia, however unfavourable his general experience may have been, has

recorded traits of great nobility in one Abyssinian or another
;
even Rtippcll has

done so of his friend, the noble and quick-witted judge, l.ik Ahum of Gondar.

Rohlfi took some trouble to mitigate the u-unl opinion of the Abyssinian*, alleging

facts; and it is particularly pleasant to hear how he extols the honour of his

Abyssinian servants. This, again, contrasts with Ruppell's tala of how even

great personages stole articles from his table at Gondar. At all events, a

generation elapsed between the two verdicts. Summing up what is permanent

in the nature and behaviour of Abyssinian*, the character of the species is most

clearly expressed by the formula: An Oriental foundation with admixture of

negro or mulatto liveliness and instability.

Intellectually Abyssinia is still on th« level of the third or fourth century A.U

Its church has remained stationary, its knowledge is less than fragmentary, and

the horizon of its church and convent precincts encloses its acquaintance with and

notions of the world. The Abyssinian* believe that there are three worlds

—

Ethiopia, Europe, and Turkey. Further, that Europe is nearly as large as
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Abyssinia, but possesses no Xegus Negesti- -King of kings. They deem the

emperor of Russia at least as powerful as the king of Tigre. The last Negu-,

for some time firmly believed a fable brought to him by a Greek that Greece was

the most powerful country on the earth. These inadequate conceptions arc aided

by the fact that Abyssinian* most rarely leave their country’. Their reckoning of

time is connected with the old method of Oriental Christendom, but they begin

the year in September, like the Jews. The years from leap year to leap year bear

the names of the evangelists—John-ycar, Matthew-year, and so on. The name

of the months arc of Coptic and Byzantine origin.

Vet. after all. what really makes the country so attractive to us is its position

as a Christian stronghold, rising like a beacon amid tltc paganism and

Mahommedanism of Africa. Its Christianity brings Abyssinia closer to us in

spirit, and raises it above all Africa. Nor. benumbed as it is, is this Christianity

merely verbal and formal. It save* Abyssinia from the fetishism, the witchcraft,

the human sacrifices of the rest of Africa. ‘The people may fight." says

Munringer, “ but soldiers and property arc the only victims ; women and children

arc respected. Property in human beings extends only to imported negroes

The slave-trade is forbidden to Christians on pain of death." For more than

1 500 years Abyssinia has preserved its Christianity, but it lias not developed it

From a living plant it has become a stationary and therefore in many ways a

deformed growth, in which leaf and flower, important and unimportant, dogros

and discipline have retained equal significance, so that it lias been unable to

permeate the life of the ruce by its own spiritual life. It is above all an isolated

thing in this medley of races. It has no general culture underlying it, r,o arti

and sciences to befriend or oppose it. Thi. explains the formal spirit, the

importance attached to usages and external works, the crazily consistent

distinction between clean and unclean, the circumcision, all the dependence on the

latter, as an outcome of a short-sighted Oriental, Judaic, Pharisaic mode of thought

The lack of theological science, the superfluity of monks, disorderly and dissolute,

matrimonial relations carried to the point of polygamy, open simony, sale of the

sacraments, the immoderate number of festivals, endless superficial fasts and

penances, superstitious cult of crosses and images, saint-worship in wild profusion,

are so many depressing weights ; and with all this arc connected, as at least not

punished by the Church, nay, in most eases believed in and practised, usages cf

the most superstitious kind. If we add that the priesthood, in the old Egyptian

manner, passes by inheritance from father to son, that the whole body of monks

anil nuns pass their time in doing nothing ; that the Abyssinian church deems only

a very limited measure of education necessary for its servants
;

it will be under-

stood how poor in culture this Christian race succeeds in being. One thing, too,

which we have already indicated, must not be overlooked here
;

namely, tbs

senseless pride, the true Semitic inheritance of all semi-civilization, which shut*

itself «'P against instruction, and which Christianity thus isolated can only serve to

foster.

The Abyssinians are, like the Ccp»«, Monophyrites, and the head of their

church is still chosen from among the Coptic monks. Rut when Christianity in

Egypt was swamped by Islam, almost every link between the sister churches was

broken, and Abyssinian Christianity disappeared into a darkness from which it only

began to reapjsear, and that by way of fabulous reports, towards the end of the
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Middle Ages. The first more accurate intelligence was brought by envoys sent

by King John II. of Portugal at the end of the fifteenth century. For some
time a Portuguese held :he influential post of Abuna or patriarch in the

Abyssinian church. Attempts to convert Abyssinia to the Church of Rome only
injured F.uropcan influer.ee. Later missionary efforts have remained small and
fragmentary. Sprung from such a root, and having passed through such
experience-., the Church of Abyssinia is in its teaching nearest to the orthodox
Syrian. It is firmly planted in the affections of the people, who owe the
maintenance of their independence far more to the closeness with which all their

interests arc interwoven with Christianity than to the deterrent ami defensible

character of the country. According to Heuglin the church comprises 1 2,000
ecclesiastics; it possesses a great part of the best land, and lays claim to

remunerative services oil the part of live peasants.

The enclosed spaces round the churches arc used as cemeteries ; but curiously

enough there arc no monuments in Abyssinia, *0 that there burial-places produce

an impression of desolation. Within the enclosure stand the huts of the priests.

Even in the treeless part; of the high plateau the shade of a few ancient trees is

not lacking, even if it be only that of slim, gloomy junipers. The bones of illus-

trious persons, after fifty years' interment, are taken into the church and disposed in

painted wtxxlen sarcophagi. The churchyard is considered a sacred spot, where even
inanimate property is safe. Hence a great deal of other people’s property is found

in the priests' houses. Even in civil wars the right of asylum in these places is

respected. In Gondar this right is possessed by the whole quarter in which the

E&eghe, or head of the Abyssinian Christians, dwells. When Ruppcll was there

it was enjoyed undisturbed by a political freebooter with fifty of his accomplices,

at other times the tenor of the province.

The external interests of Church and State coincide in the opposition to

persons of another faith, and thus :t is rare for the Church to take the side of a

party opposed to the sovereign, as It did under Theodore
;
who Indeed, had

a short way with attempts of tliat kind. Roldfs states it as an historical fact

that Theodore when declared by' the Abuna, before a public assembly, to be

accursed and an outlaw, pointed a pistol at the patriarch, with the words :
“ Give

me your blessing, Father."

In the history of Abyssinia no motive force can be compared with that of

religious and national fanaticism, and it can therefore show more than one episode

recalling the Monophysite persecutions in F.gypt. One king once went so Tar to

meet the Jesuits that the Romanising of Abyssinia seemed to be making

considerable progrew. palaces being built for them, and seminaries placed in their

hands for the education of young Abyssinians destined for the priesthood. At

that time—about 1614—most sanguinary wars of religion raged, and the king

himself had his son-in-law and his daughter hanged as heretics. A social op-

position appears beside the religious and national ones—for it must be remembered

that the Gallas, hereditary foes of Abyssinia, are Mussulmans. Not only have

non-Christians been subjected to certain restrictions
;
but one can even speak of

a kind of economic division of labour, the more so that the Abyssinian Mussul-

mans are in general more industrious and skilful than the Christiana.

The pagan inhabitants of Abyssinia arc confined to the Waitos, who live on

Lake Tana, and some of the Agaus in the west of the country. But pagan
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customs, if only as rdics of an obsolete nature-worship, arc not rare Speaking

of Haremit, RQppcU »ya :

" Women of the district repaired in great numbers

to a copious spring under fine clumps of trees, washed their hands and feet, and

flung themselves on the earth before a great ropgh.hewn cubical block of sand-

stone having two elliptical depressions in it/ Other observers have quoted clear

evidence of serpent-worship

Under the two last sovereigns Abyssinian Christianity has made great apparent

progress by the violent suppression of Islam and paganism ; but, judging by the

local conditions, its inward development can assuredly never proceed from the

bosom of the Church, but must be introduced by social forces from without.

Rohlfs had good ground for his advice to give up all idea of a religious conversion

of Abyssinia, but to strive as hard as possible for the education of the young.

The history of Abyssinia shows how futile arc compulsory conversions
;
and tte

true task of a mission is to develop the talents of the race by education.

The sovereignty of Abyssinia, based on the personality of the emperor, from

whom the people expect everything and tolerate everything, has teen a powerful

institution only under a few vigorous rulers* The active rule of Theodore was

the one that it\ this century came nearest to the Abyssinian ideal. ' From

early dawn/ says Heuglin, M
till far into the night, the Negus was in demand

alike for judicial or administrative matters and for military and religious functions.

He himself saw to all the business of government. Dozens of petitioners assemble

long before sunrise in front of the chain of sentries who surround his tent, crying

:

• Abet, Abet !
9
or 4 Daanhoi

'
(Lord ! Lord ! hear us). The king replies from hi*

couch, rises, listens to wishes and complaints, judge*, and distributes favours and

presents. Then come long reports and messages, patrols surrender nightly

disturber* of the peace, thieves, or spies, judgment and execution following on

the spot with little ceremony or circumlocution-’' Indeed the career of this man,

conspicuous among Abyssinian sovereigns, teaches the ultimate fruitlcssncss of

vigour under conditions in which slackness and despotism arc the only two courses

open to the ruler, and the possibility of a steady development of land and people

is excluded by the lack of any soil for culture. From the abdication of Tekla

Haimanot in 1778 to 1833, fourteen different princes occupied the throne at

Gondar twenty-two times among them. By ancient custom the emperor is elected

from one single old royal family by the so-called great officials of the empire, arvd

he nominates the governors of the provinces. But in a country where intercourse

was so difficult, the dependence of the governors was a fiction, and the history of

Abyssinia is broken up into that of the various governors ar.d provinces. The

intrusion of the Gallas between Shoa and Abyssinia pu: the finishing touch to

this state of things
;
and for a long time Shoa was completely separated from the

mother-country, whereby the emperor at Gondar retained but a shadow of his

dignity. In Rtippell’a time his revenue consisted of 300 dollars, the poll-tax of

the Mussulmans in Gondar. The sighs of the king, at an audience, over the

decay of his greatness, agreed with the wretched character of his surroundings,

the min of his palace, the barenness of the rooms. Finding it impossible to keep

up his court on 300 dollars, and deprived of all other resources save a few fines,

this shadow of a monarch laid claim to a part of the Church revenue?, but this so

exasperated the clergy that they closed the churches and authorised one of the

governors to depose the emperor. Ras Ali gave his sovereign a little village on
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Lake Tana for his residence, and its revenues for his maintenance. Thi» emperor
had reigned four and a half months in all, and, as may be imagined, after his
deposition so little need was felt of a new sovereign that none was appointed for

some time. Under these circumstances there is, of course. no question of a central

administration. Every governor administers, or drains, his own province, and even
treats independently with foreign powers, as recently Has Alula did with Italy.

B«ide a tithe of the produce as land-tax he levies a tax on oxen and sheep, and
often on butter and honey. There is besides the entertainment of travelling nobles

and their guests, as well as other travellers. Finally he takes toll on ’jade, and this,

levied as a rule in cotton stuffs, which serve for currency, represents the sole direct

source of income to the government. To it may be added the poll-tax on Jews
and Mussulmans. Only if a governor

wants more money does he confiscate as

much property as Is needed
;
and in like

manner his officials and soldiers take it

where they find it. In periods of war the

Abyssinian administration is a system of

plunder.

The renovation of the Abyssinian

monarchy has come from this governor or

petty prince class. After many feuds.

Kassa of Sara remained the only nnc of

ary power and generally victorious. Thus
it was of necessity that, in spite of a

previous excommunication, he became

emperor in 1855 under the name of

Theodore. He was known above all as a

soldier. His most redoubtable charac-

teristics were his collections of weapons,

his forced marches and surprises, his

personal reconnaissances, his desperate courage. Violence was his instrument,

and his projects were of a violent nature—to eradicate Islam, to baptize the Jews,

to extend the frontier of Abyssinia from the Red Sea to the Nile. “Theodore

means to reform the country by terror and bloodshed," wrote Munzir.gcr, who at

that time still admired him, in 1863. But he had to add :
“ Tlicrc is not a single

family of quality Ir. Abyssinia but has been bereaved. Many princes have died

the lingering death of malefactors. They are fortunate who have fallen like men
on the field of battle. The old rulers of the people lie prisoners in the mountain

forti esses." Insurrection and civil war never ceased. Almost all the neighbour-

ing chiefs fell, less by force of arms than overwhelmed by the mass of the emperor's

host as it moved, numbering with women and children hundreds of thousands,

devastating the land like a swarm of locust*. When in course of time all Abyssinia

had been kid waste, the warlike frenzy of this haughty soldier broke out again,

leading him to place some Europeans in chains till they promised to cast cannon

for him, and finally bringing on him an end worthy of his life among the ruins of

Magdala in 1868. The Emperor John again, as head of the province of Tigre,

was so successful in fighting that he was able to have himself crowned emperor at

Axum in 1872. King Mcnelck of Shoa, hitherto independent, submitted peacefully

Cr«n xui of Abr a. TI* fcfvmS It (l) ZtblG&nii
:

Nfjrew Tegest Jtfcaxntt m «tkicpe ; (a) Arab4c

:

Jtbaens itolik mt&ik ci b&buA. 1 1. John, king c£
tl» k.ngt uf LlhlnpiA.
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when John marched against him in 1877, touching the earth with his forehead;

and was confirmed bv John *3 sub-king. John introduced a more humane treat-

ment of opponents than had up till then been usual in Abyssinia. When he fell

in 1889, crusading against the Mahdists, Meneiek succeeded him, and thus Shot

and Abyssinia were at last united again.

In its later period Shea represented the more peaceful side of Abyssinian

sovereignty. Here alto the king is the sole lord and master of the land, but he rule*

leniently, making an intelligent use of the revenues of the kingdom arising from

high duties and the fanner's presents in kind. In war every governor has to

provide his contingent, and the entire army may reach 30,000 to 50000 men,

of whom perhaps 1000 carry muskets, the rest being armed with pike, sword,

and shield. Shoa has also certain pcopics on its borders constituting a military

frontier. The Chachas, Ad&bais, and Dammas form a natural barrier against the

inroads of the Galias from the south, preventing these from wholly vanquishing

or overwhelming the Shoan realm. The Shoans generally have the reputation of

good soldiers. Their cavalry is reckoned excellent
;
wrapped in their black woollen

cloaks, mounted on active.powerful horses, which are unshod, and have their headgear

ornamented with metal plates, they make a good impression at first sight. They
carry, for the most part, only short broad sabres and a lance carelessly thrown over

the shoulder.

It* situation has always made Abyssinia a warlike state. Unluckily its army
L» a very imperfect instrument In 1881, Rohlfs wrote. * It must not be

supposed that the Abyssinian troop* can bear any comparison with our regular

armies. They arc far inferior to the Egyptian troops, perhaps even to thox cf

Morocco. The Abyssinian soldier never gets any pay, whether officer or private.

A sheep skin or goat skin over his shoulders, with fringes half a yard long, or fer

specially valiant men a lion's or panther’s skin, forms his uniform. On his right

side he wears a long curved sabre. Thus accoutred appears tlie Abyssinian

soldier, looking haughtily down on every one
;
the land belongs to him, and the

peasant has to work for hint.* Such an army is a great burden on the land, claim-

ing wide districts almost wholly for its:lf, and absorbing the labour of thousands.

Like Asmara, where Ras Alula is usually encamped with his frontier army,

Debra Tabor lus now become a district occupied almost wholly by soldiers and

court officials. Citizens and peasants are all connected with the army as buyers

or sellers. The remark of the old Portuguese still holds good, that the Emperer
of Abyssinia has no fixed home, but goes about camping with a gang numbering

50,000 and more. How plainly this shows the underlying African instability

and the scanty roots struck by culture in this country.

Every week the emperor holds public audiences in his palace, to which all

citizens arc admitted. Complaints and defences come before him, witnesses arc

heard, and after consulting his nobles he gives judgment He docs not himself

speak to the parties, but employs as go-between a confidential pexsen, known as

the 0 Mouth of the Negus " The Wall whose duty it is to execute sentence with

his soldier*, has no small amount of bloody work with a vigorous sovereign like

Theodore. But bribery of the person intrusted with execution is extremely common.

In fact, the parties often come to each others aid by agreeing to bring their case

before an arbiter and abide by his decision. In complicated eases, reference is

made to the code called Oiuta Ncgu$t
%
the “Sovereign's Directory "—said to
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he a work based on Jnrtinian's Institutes, and prepared in the seventeenth century

by a German missionary, Peter Heyling of Lubock. In the country, justice ii

administered according to ancient custom on a hill in the open air, and the elder,

act as assessors. Complainant and defendant state their cate* verbally, and the

bystanders make their observations. After long discussion the judge order*

silence and delivers judgment

The lawlessness which has made especial strides in this century has given rise

to some customs designed to help people to help themselves, 'if a suspected
person communicates with any one of the complainant side, he is bound not to

Scu:h Abyatjmn&1.

go away before the affair is decided
;
and if he docs, it is regarded a3 an admission

of guilt. At times even formal leagues arc made fox mutual assistance A great

pm of the province of Hamazen, bordering on Azamch, formed in the 'thirties a

federal republic, all the inhabitants having their differences settled by umpires of

their own, choosing their local authorities independently, and often even refusing

successfully to pay the taxes which they owed to the governor of Adowa as the

price of their independence.

The social relations of the Abyssinians show how few elements oi culture may
be possessed by a religion of high origin. In many respects the Mussulmans and

perhaps even the Jews are at least not behind their Christian fellowcountrymen.
Although the equalising effect of a priesthood counted by thousands, and drawn

from the people, must naturally be taken into consideration, semi -civilization,

ignorance, poverty, the pressure of cramping conditions, are even more opposite

levellers. Not although, but because, an early medieval strain runs through the

population, arc soldier, merchant, landowner, peasant, regarded alike. There is
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hardly any distinction of culture, master and servant can stand on a footing of

friendship. The fact that the population is thin, and the soil propitious, prevents

any great inequality of property. Besides this there is the peculiar kind of

slavery which takes a very easy form in Abyssinia. Most rarciy does a daw
suffer severe chastisement

;
it is thought a good deal if he has irons on his feet. In

order to be able to take a share in the slave-trade, Christian Aby&sinians go into

secret partnership* with Mussulmans. Most of the slaves arc Galias from the

south, or negroes imported as “ Shangallas " by way of Faxogl and Sennaar.

Boys are baptized forty, girls eighty days after birth, and confirmation is

administered later, for a small fee. Circumcision, which both sexes undergo, is

an old custom, as Is also the festival at the entrance upon maturity. The boy

who is becoming man goes with his companions before daybreak to the house cf

his maternal uncle, who shaves the hair on the front of his head, gives him his

blessing, and presents him with a spear and a heifer. Marriages arc not always

made in church ;
parental consent is enough, without religious rites, for a valid

marriage. Among the nobles polygamy is practically in force.

North of Abyssinia as far as the Beni Amcr (formerly as far as the Atbara),

dwell pastoral peoples, showing in their legends, their speech, and their religion

unmistakable traces of a former connection with the Abyssinions. Traces of

Christianity especially survive in all the races bordering on Abyssinia, in the south

far beyond Shoa, and above all, among the Bogos and Mensahs. These relics of

an old religion have so passed into the popular consciousness that the absence of

them, as in the Barcas and Kanamas, is a matter of emphatic recognition.

Mtinsinger relates that the Bidcl tribe on the Baraka, who are Mussulmans, but

speak Tigre, in their processions for rain, invoke not the new Allah but the

Christian God of feemer times.

The Boges who live immediately to the north of Aby&iinta are a pastoral race

of Abyssinian descent They were in former times directly subject to the emperor,

and sent their small tribute of sixty cows to the court at Gondar. When the

emperor died they all shaved their heads as for the loss of a kinsman. They
formed a self - governing aristocracy' with rights and pedigree of their own.

Oriental monarchs in ancient and modem times have troubled themselves but

little about internal government and administration of justice among their subject

peoples and the Abyssinians have always been most concerned to get their tribute.

The BogOs were a strong and redoubtable race, and brought from their home a

certain amount of culture, tteir priests, and their form of worship. The old

culture has quite disappeared under pressure from Abyssinians and Turks, though

trace* of a better past arc not lackirg. The Mensails and T&knex are nearly akin

to the Bogo*. Towards the coast arc the Beduan (singular Beduj) an impoverished

branch, who give the impression of a people that have seen their prime. The

name Beduj has become a term of abuse. Close to them the Hababs pasture

their herd*, inhabiting the Kelan chain of hills in summer and descending in

winter to the Sahel. Like the Beduan they profess Islam
;
though many tribal,

family, and personal names arc still those used in Abyssinia. Their language fa

almost pure Ges, which, though in Christian Abyssinia it is preserved only in

ecclesiastical books, survives with so little alloy among the herdsmen that
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Abyssinian theologians have to ask the Hababs when they want to know tlic

meaning of some forgotten word.

The Beni Amcr, who feed their herd* on the Baraka, are a stock numbering
several hundred thousand, among whom are reckoned the kindred branches of the

llelkous on the Baraka and the Mennas on the Klior cl Gash. A warlike and
predatory people, they arc dreaded by their iveignlwur, more than any perhaps
except the Barakas, also akin to them. Herds of cattle constitute the wealth of
these nomads, who farm but little. They have acquired slaves by raids upon the
llogos. Raters, and other tribes

;
and by the unions between masters and tcmalc

slaves the whole physique of the race has been altered. Their slave tribe, the
Kishendowaa, arc native serfs, governing themselves under a chief. .Manner,
customs, and laws point to a stock of predominantly Arab descent. In addition

to the nobility mid subjects of the Beni Amer then: arc sheikh-families, a foreign

element in the people. Within the nobility there is an older group, raid to b: of

Arab stock, which in former times ruled the people. While the nobles feel them
selves to be two families at most, or owing to intermarriage only one. the

subjects, who dwell either together with them or in their own quarters, are broken

up into a number of tribes. No Beni Amer cm become slaves ; only those

imported from without arc truly slaves, while those boro in the stock can only be

regarded as serfs. The appellations of the tribes and their settlements arc taken

from the family names of the nobles. The linguistic distinction by which the

lleni Amcr arc divided into the Has*a and Bedanieh groups divides the nobles

ako. who belong to the same dialectic group as their subjects. Kthuologically as

well as locally the whole race is an intermediate stage between Abyss iniar.s urn!

Nubians.

§ 8. THE BERBERS.’

Tie pcimfclve popiifalfcrt of North X'rxa— tribe* and rvtmiU—T>* Ibrbera d tn^hv—Hil *-«»:»••

—

btrUtiand A/al^-Drc* tod weapon*-Hid tb« lbrbm Imll.t ciitf^-Kabyfc* r»lUCf—K*-hUh-
Acriojhure. JrvJuitry, am! trade—Portion of woiom— life—Thw yctnan—Tlic ir^lr^ndcnfe d
the Kabylct —Kdigiuut iradooc-Bcilcn co»}i«c«l wul Aruba

THE population of North Africa belong* to-day to the two great families of the

Hamitca and Semites. The Hamites are the older, and are indeed the earliest

inhabitants of whom history tells us. Until the seventh century A.D. the country,

with the exception of a narrow strip on the coast, was in their possession. To the

Egyptians, as their pictures show, the physique of the peoples bordering on the

.Mediterranean appeared nobler, and their colour fairer than those of their other

neighbours, their manners and religion equal, and they gave them the name of

Te&f&HH, “ the fair people." Their language is the same as that spoken to-day

from the oasis of Siva away to the wc'tcm slopes of the Atlas
;
and the scanty

remains of the language of the Guanebes, tlic aborigines of the Canaiy Islands,

1 The name Bnl*r (T'ioir. /farAc-«) vm fc<_id by the Arabs elirtdy rxienc in U/tixa, u>:l the D»oe

Shilu lmtf.b.n.1 .) »>s nirixluod by them as a term ot ccaevpx. Aim*- i. the Uncut* erf He nunc*

Iimif and Miur ipilir.l 10 the B*.h.r« and ; and XVdtMrin iknvrt Alton. Mtov from M»»U, a

ecerspiion of r.
’ Knbjle it an Arable uoid mracmg - tribe. ' The Kmxli u* !l nrungly 10 .lome ibt berto. of lie

Atlas
|
but they spesh erf BeticiKaiyln and Arab-KaUlo.

VOt.. Ill k
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show Berber affinities. Horoemaitn, who tint compared the languages spoken by

the people of the Libyan Dereit, and those of Morocco, found a single language

over the wide region of North Africa and the Northern Sahara. “ Doubtless,*

says Rohlfs, “ the differences between the various dialects of this language arc

great, but not so much so as to make comprehension difficult lietween the various

Brrber-spcaking peoples- When some Tuareg chiefs came on a visit to Algiers

several years ago, they found no difficulty in getting along with the Berbers of the

Jurjura mountains."

Into this unity of language existing over a quarter of Africa caine the

destroying and refashioning influence of great historic movement* From

Phcenicians. Carthaginians, Greeks, North Africa passed to the Romans.

Christianity, at first firmly rooted, was again extirpated. Waves of national

migration flowed across front

Western Europe. Then the

Arabs turned all the districts

favou ratty situated for nomad-

ism into an arena for their

pastoral life, and occupied the

towns that their predecessors

had founded. In course of time

great part of North Africa be-

came as Arab as Arabia itself

and Algeria. Arabic is spoken

to-day by twice as many people

as speak Berber. Half Morocco

is an Arabic-speaking region,

though pure Arabs are actually

confined to the northern and

central third of the Atlantic

coast. Arabic prevails from the

Algerian frontier to the Straits

of Gibraltar, and inland to Fez

and the lice from Mogador to

Marakesh. The three great Berber groups arc the Riflians in the north,

the Bribers in the Atlas, and the people of Sus between the Great and Little

Atlas. Negroes from tlx Western and Central Soudan have also come in great

numbers, and have especially influenced the town population in Morocco. The
Khatiln, desert nomads to the south of the Atlas, are a tribe wholly composed
of Berber negro half-breeds. Lastly came the Turks and the Europeans after

litem, and to-day North Africa seems not far from being as closely attached to

the movements of European culture as in the Roman time*.

If North Africa is favourable to foreign influences, on the other hand it offers

means of resistance to the violent assaults of tribes or nation*. The desert of the

interior is a place of retreat into which settled races never pursue nomads willingly,

and the Atlas is not well adapted for the invasion of foreign hew* The Berbers

of Kabylia escaped all constraint from strangers till 1857. Except the Arabs,

who have attained powerful influence through their religious propaganda, we may
readily grant that a great part of the Berbers have received no foreign blood, be it

A mart Ol DoxbeL (From a ju-^xojraph
|
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from Phoniciaiw, Greeks, Romans, or northern race-*. When the Emperor
Alexander Severus, bom in Leptis on the Great Syrris, came to Rome 300
years after the Reman dominion began, hr had to learn Latin. The colonists

built themselves towns ; the Berbers lived in the country, some probably in certain

localities as now, but by far the greater part as nomads. Proper towns were first

built under Massinissa, and Cirta for this reason bore his family name. Not one
of these larger Berber places has remained.

Only old information, difficult to verify, points to any strong admixture a<
undergone by the North Africans in prehistoric times. One form of early
monument well known in Europe, the stone tables which the Celts called dolmens,
recurs so frequently in the parts inhabited by Berbers as to have been taken

by some for evidence of an ethnological connection between the ancient populations

of North Africa and Europe. The quantity of strar.gc- looking ruins gives a

wonderfully churchyard-likc look to the silent country. In those thinly-peopled

regions, where the inhabitants are possessed by a deep reverence for everything
sepulchral, and a holy awe of all that is uncommon, they have been preserved

almost uninjured. There are sepulchral mounds with three or four stone-circles

on their slopes, and an upright store on the summit stone-circles, the blocks of

which arc connected by cyclopcan walls, stone avenues crossing each other in a

kind of network, great square cnclo'urcs of large blocks surrounding four smaller

stone-circles. Most of them arc burial-places in which the dead are interred in

a sitting posture. Bronze implements arc more often found in them than iron.

In Morocco, in a district of independent Berber tribes, General Faidhcrbc dis-

covered four large groups, regular cemeteries. Near Rohaia in the province of

Constantine alone he courted nearly 3000 sepulchral chamber* of «tones put

tegether in a square and covered with a slab of rock in the dolmen style. They
were often surrounded by stone-circlet. Pots are found, and ornaments of copper

and bronze, but also iron articles. In Eastern Algeria, too, numerous stone

monuments were found
;
on a single elevated plain at least 10,000 were seen

together. That burials took place here even in historical rimes was shown by a

coin of Faustina in one grave, a piece of an ancient column in another, in a third

a tile with a Roman stamp. From Eastern Algeria Lemurneux cites a sepulchral

inscription in a language closely akin to that of the modem Tuaregs.

Our thoughts are led elsewhere by the gigantic monuments whose nearest

congeners have to be sought in Egypt. The so-called " tomb of the Christian

woman," which the only ancient author who mentions it denominates ’common
monument of the royal family," is the remains of a polygonal pyramid, with

columns suggesting the Ionic and Doric styles, pilasters, and three sham portals of

which one is a monolith 1 3 feet high. It is a few miles west of Algiers. The
height of the monument is some 1 30 feel, its diameter 200. Akin to it is the

monument of an old sovereign of Numidia, the tomb of Syphax near the ancient

Sila, a stepped pyramid of the Egyptian type, on a polygonal base adorned with

sixty half columns
;
the columns of the base recalled the clumsycolumns of the oldest

Doric style. Carbocria's excavations, though incomplete, seem to prove that this

also is a sepulchral monument. Rohlri mentions a round-walled circle with round

holes at regular intervals for die insertion of columns, in the Beni Mgill district,

in the Atlas of Morocco; and he heard this called the “Christian market-place.*

In the ’forties the French found remains of Egyptian sculpture at Chcrchel, and
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far away in :hc heart of the Tuaicg country, Duveyrier followed up traces cf

ligypttan influence in the ruins of monuments. To a later period belong those

massive ruins of towns, palaces, and mosqucF, the discovery of which in the valley

of Wady Mga is due to Lar^eau and Tarry. Where to-day a poor serf population

tend the date-palms of their .Arab lord*, at the time of the second Arab invasion

there stood flourishing towns with palaces, mosques, and fine aqueducts* all now

buried in the sand.

Other customs, and therewith other races, arc indicated by eaves in the defile

of Ain Tarsil in Morocco. They lie, a long row of excavations in the limestone.

close below the top of its

side walls, more than \o feet

high and nearly vertical, and

are undoubtedly the work of

men. The interior is said

to be remarkably spacious

Hooker considers them to b:

ancient dwellings
; but we

remember also that in the

Canary Islands, at no great

distance, the Gismchcs used

to embalm their dead, and

lay them by thousands to-

gether in large caverns.

The greater part of the

Berber population is now

Arabised in spo^h and re-

ligion. Here, too, Arabia has

shown its capacity for as.

similating. In Algeria, the

Berber language has dropped

almost to a dialect of Arabic

Conforming in these respects

to their conquerors, the Berbers arc here in the way to lose their nationality.

In this respect the distinction made by the Arabs, in naming their tribe-,

between “Ulad" and "Beni" is significant. The former arc the noble warrior
tr.bcs, descended from the conquerors

; the latter hold a lower position and are as

it were associated only nominally with the others. The prefix *Bcni" is thus
found almost universally among Arabised Berbers, while “ Ulad ” is applied

principally to nomad Arab tribes. The historical facts testifying to a considerable
mixture are numerous and undoubted from the time of lbn Khaldoun. Yet
genuine Arab privileged villages, the so-called Marabout villages, the inhabitants

of which claim descent from the Prophet, arc found in the purest Kabyle district'.

The so-called Moorish population of the town* in which for centuries all possible

elements, even western, have been fused together, affords r.o point upon which the

anthropologist' seeking to distinguish types can fix ; and the same is Hue of the

great roads followed by traffic and conquest, as that from Constantine to Biskra,

or the valleys which diride the two Kabylias. In none of the Arab and Berber
tribes do we meet with a single type

;
and Topinard merely got the impreadon

Xejjro of Beni JSoten. (from n jfxcsranh ;n Dr. Fraocr Bry'i
CoUxiko.

)
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that the Berbers may perhaps show a simpler composition than the Arabs. Apart

from the extremes of fair people on one hand, and the indubitable negro-hybrid*

on the other, he found the forms most frequently recurring to b? individuals with

elongated oval face, vertical profile, high broad forehead, strong contraction below

the cheek-bones
;
natron*, finely cut nose, projecting sharply from the forehead,

and small, dove teeth. This type of face goes frequently with a cokl stem expres-

sion and stately bearing. It is the commonest in Algeria, both in town* and in

country, on the coast and in the interior ; and perhaps increases towards the

frontier of Morocco. Probably we lave in it the oldest Algerian type. The
second is the r.oblc Arab type, Tepirtard found it most in the Marabout villages

1 -IM >ii-i uf Ihr

and among the western Arab tribes
;
AbJ cl Kadcr was a fairly good specimen of

it. A third type i* the aquiline nose, with a curve continued even on the under-

side
;
forehead not very broad, round, retreating ;

the lower part of the face some-

what retracted, throwing the nose into such prominence a* to justify Faidhcrbc'

remark- r
•• The Arab face is all nose" It is in truth a Semitic physiognomy,

found in purity only among the Arabs. The fourth type is a short oval face,

flattened in the region of the cheek-bones ; nose short, blunt, inclined to flatness,

often somewhat concave with wide nostrils
;
eyes small, chin round, the two middle

incisors often protruding. This type absolutely predominates in the Kabyle

population
; it is rare among the Arabs, and most frequent in Great Kabylia.

Connected with it is the fifth type, also decidedly Kabyle ; round full face, pointcl

lower jaw, prominent cheek-bones
;
perhaps a purer type than the last.

We have more than once alluded to the fair Berbers. Ought these to

influence the ethnographic position of the Berbers ? Rohlfs says :
“ I am sure that

no one has travelled about Morocco more than I, and I inner hut once found a

light-eyed and fair-haired man." Amid a predominantly black-eyed and black-
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haired population, light-eyed and fair-haired individual* occur even more rarely

among the Arabs than among the Berbers. In families too, where the parents

are dark, children with light eye* and hair are seen
;
to which in Algeria must lx

added the influence of Teutonic colonist*.

In r<o various a mixture the difference* have ultimately survived in conspicuous

expression only when they were protected by natural or social institutions. The

Berber nomad* became Arab, white the farmers held fast to language and

customs North Africa was not made to contain an exclusively agricultural

population. The conquerors, no doubt, classed

ail the inhabitants together as Berbers : but it

is everywhere clear from their descriptions that

two fundamental elements, one stationary and

one armed, existed side by side. Pliny’s re-

mark about the Numidians clearly indicates i

nomad race: “They arc incessantly changing

their pasturage, and take their tents with

them." A geographical division of Africa

into two parts, with their frontier near

Lake Tritonis, was generally presumed
;

the

nom.ulic part to the cast, tlx settled pcoplet

to the west. It i* known, too, that the Arabi

did not merely inundate the land a< nomads,

but from the very first owned cities, and

that principally. We must also beware of

making the contrast between Berber* and

Arabs merely a case of that much older one

between settled people and nomad*. Only

wirh this precaution may we follow Topi-

nard in drawing a sharp contrast between the

races.

The Arab is a herdsman and a nomad,

living in tents
; he is a bom horseman. In

character he is slow to move, indifferent, in-

clined to consideration, indolent ; his expres-

sion is fixed, his look is not open, his demeanour
is stiff and unemotional. He follows the Koran

He submits only to force, and in all ranks of

his social structure we find an absolute authority. The Berber is opposed to

him as farmer, artisan, or tradesman. Settled, laborious, he lives in a house
and tills his garden and fields. A certain parochial spirit, attachment to

personal independence and communal freedom, arc very highly developed In

him. As a soldier he J* an infantry man. He may have changed his religion

ten times over; now he u a Mussulman, but without conviction. You get

furthest with him by mean* of fair treatment. The expression of bis face is Open,
kindly, and emotional. He lets himself go, take* an interest in things, likes to

chat, is good-natured. His demeatvour is grave but natural
; he is also loyal to

the core. It will be wren how much more social than anthropological the

contrasted characteristic* are. To Jannasch the Berber* whom he saw in Morocco

Am* l non? urar Kafr Dwa
(After Birth.)

in tire spirit and in the letter.
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seemed like the busy bees, the Arabs like drones. In his view also the Berber’s

intelligent, reflective, persevering nature marks him out as the future hope of

culture for Morocco, and makes him more accessible to attempts at conversion

and civilization. The Arab acts more quickly, according to the impulse of the

moment, remains unstable, loves and honours violent acts.

The dress of the Berbers was originally made from home-woven cloth, and

the manufacture of

woollen stuffs has al-

ways been one of the

most important occu-

pations of their house-

wives. The man’s

clothing is in the

form of a tunic reach-

ing to the knees, the

woman’s consists of a

.somewhat longershift.

For hard work men
put on a leather

apron
;

and in the

cold season and when
on journeys a bur-

nous, usually a piece

of family property,

some generations old,

full of holes and
ragged edges. The
women wear a
coloured cloth over

the shoulders The
men cut their hair

short, and let their

beards grow after

attaining manhood.

In certain districts

there arc little pecu-

liarities, such as the

small silver nose-rings worn in El Jofra. and the like

Both races shaic a curious prejudice against working in metal, but this is more

sharply marked in the Arabs, who hold all handicraft in lower esteem. It even

happened once that the chief of a Berber tribe was also the best smith in the tribe,

and that eight of his <ons were smiths too. The whole tribe of the Beni Sliman is

occupied in iron-manufactures and the iron-trade. On the other hand. Marabouts

are not allowed to work in metal. The dislike to metals, not excepting gold,

assumes the character of a superstition. The nomad Arab needs iron as much

as any one, but he buys his weapons in the city
;
while the Kabvic deems himself

fortunate to have a smith in the village to mend his tools. When the Berbers

speak of a village, the smithy is the first thing they mention. Some tribes are

l'o»rf*r and loO* I***)! from Afctr*. (Stockholm EHmoeaiOlcul

Cetiectfoo]
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especially clever as armourers, and make a considerable profit from 'hit sourer.

The Bcni-Abbfls made firearms before ever the French carre into the country;

and even cannons arc aid to have been made by boring, in the capital of the

Boni-Frau9en The Berber’s weapons are now tho'C of the Arab ; the long straight

sword, the slightly curved and highly ornamented Kaudjar, and the long gun.

The Berbers are not great town-builders. The first of them to appear before

Amru ben As, the conqueror cf

Kabylia, described themselves as

pcojile who went about a good

deal with horses, and had no cities

Rohifs, indeed, once uttered tbc

dictum that no Berber town ex-

ists
;

but that is going too fai.

We find frequent cases in which

Roman and Greek cities, that had

been destroyed by Arab invasions,

in some cases with the help of

the Berbers, were first rebuilt by

Arabs. The Arab element soon

predominated in these
;

for the

Berber tribe- did not feel the same

protection to their nationality in

them a9 in their hill-villages and

forts. The premises of a Berber

i village, in their fortifications, and

'in their two-storied, often stone-

built, houses, have something of

the look of a town. They haw
places, large and small, consisting

L:Jof huts and houses, and only a

I small part dwell in tents
;
while

the Arabs live in town3 or villages

of tents. Where possible, the

i villages stand on the summits

and slopes of hills, and arc always

adapted for defence by a bank,

lawhwpowh^V^ewfc (SwkMo, Coike*^
f

°,
f 9

,

t0nC8 *? h >'CrS
'

least a hedge. There arc huts

of turf, and huts built of clay tiles, with moitar made from lime and clay, 01

cow-dung. The sloping roof is covered with reeds, straw, or stone. Within b
found the living-room on the right, the cattle-stall on the left. The dwelling

is surrounded by a garden or small corn-field. In Kabyle villages the second

stoiy is usually not added till a son marries
; in the villages of the Western

Atlas, the greater part of the upper story consists of a sort cf rough verandah, ill

suited to the severe climate of that mountain-country’. Doors here are never

more than about a feet high. The natives pass the whiter in cellar-like vaults

beneath the houses ; and for the sake partly of warmth, partly of defence, the

houses in a village are buil: so close together that they often produce quite the
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impression of a castle.

The country-houses, or

kmbahs. of the gover-

nors and other persons

in authority which arc

scattered throughout

the Atlas ate built in

another style. A lofty

strong wall surrounds

the spacious courtyard,

on die sides of which

arc iittlc buildings for

the servants and the

body-guard, while In

the middle stands the

dwelling-house occupied

by the governor and hi.'

family.

The BcnI-Mzab of

Southern Algeria, who

number from 50,000 to

60,000 souls, and have

remained freest from all

foreign admixture, are

the only trite who live

in large town*, and they

were town dwellers even

before the arrival of

Islam. The most im-

portant of the Mzab
towns is now Bco-
Isguen. It Is surrounded

by a wall of hewn stone

with towers, llanking-

WOrks, and breast-works.

In die gateway lower

arc the quarters of the

guard and the place

of assembly for the

notables. No stranger

can own property in

Bcn-Isguen
: and as the

presence of strangers

led to disunion, the

Junta resolved to offer

compensation to all such

if they would leave the

town. In Morocco, te- Lcr.b'r foodies <A Alprn— sort. •Sro.h.Jm CeUeclien. >
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%i<le the coast towns and the three capitals. Fa* (Fei), Mckncs, and Marakesh

(Morocco), there are to-day few large or populous towns
;
and all have fallen

much from their brilliancy and splendour in the flourishing times of the

monarchy. Of Al-Karar, famous even in the thirteenth century as the

nursery of Arab culture, of its flashing domes and delicate arcades, of its

rich library, it* lining for pilgrims, it* school of learning, its great ho»|atai.

and its countless mosques, nothing remains to-day save a wide field of ruins

where the descendants of all that learning and culture live in wretched

mud-huts built against the old wall What we hear that a minaret 235

feet high is the only stone edifice in the city of Morocco, where, moreover,

the ground-floors arc built of cay and straw, and at most the houses of more

than one story arc of brick, we think that all these towns must have been far

inferior to Cordova ard Granada. And as regards the inhabitants, ore recognises

from the greater number of negroes, from the darker tint of the Arabs themselves,

and the lower level of general culture attained by the town Arabs in Morocco,

that one is far from the centres of pure Arabdom, Mecca and Cairo,

S(ili Inm me Ifeilel Quip— rcii til*. .VlunltS Miscun
)

Agriculture, which is carried on even on the slopes of the mountains by dint

of laboriously laid-out terraces, has changed little since the earliest times. The
plough, which often turns the same clod over twice in succession, is the same as

we sec in ancient Egyptian pictures, and the careful irrigation equally recalls

Egyptian models. The sickle, as represented above, is a slow-working tool

toothed like a saw. With few exceptions the crops are what have always been
cultivated—bartey, wheat, lentils, vetches, flax, and gourd* Tobacco, maize, and
potatoes have been introduced, and perhaps red pepp.r also

;
the aloe and the

prickly pear, called In Morocco the Christian fig, have altered the original character

or the landscape In many spots. Cucumbers, counts, water-melons, and onions

form a chief part of the diet. A great pail In the domestic economy of the

natives is played by a small nntichokc, Cynara humHis, which grows wild in the

balki between the field;
;
great heaps of tilts prickly vegetable arc offered for

sale every morning outside Tangier. Corn is trodden out by oxen, and kept in

osier baskets narrowing to the top. The Kabyles understand grafting, and many
of them own fine orchard*

;
vines also being found among them. The Beni-

Abbas tribe in the Algerian Atlas is renowned for the abundance of its walnuts.

Listiy, they keep many bees, whose wax forms an important article of commerce.
Meals are opened and concluded with a drink made of a strongly-sweetened
infusion of green tea and mink Tea-drinking probably took root in Morocco
about the beginning of the present century

; coffee came by way of Algeria, and
came into use slowly in the towns through the medium of the Algerians. At
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banquets tlic viands arc brought in on large earthen uare dishes with high basket-

work covers, like in form to our beehives, but twice as high.

The industries of the Berbers arc manifold. They supply their own needs

and likewise produce for trade, they mine iron, lead, and copper, smelt, refine, and
forge these metals, and cover the articles made from than with classical Arabic

ornament
;
they press olives in home-made oil-presses, own flour-mills, and have

their own mill-stoive quarries, even travelling into Arab districts tc build mills for

Praia dah of Afctrhe »c*k (SrccihoJni Ctf In-. <n J

the Arabs
;
they burn tiles and lime, and know the use of mortar ; they make a

black soap from oil and an alkaline earth
;
they spin with the wheel brought by

the Arabs into Morocco, plait, weave, carve wood, and make pottery. In Kabylia

the hides required by well-to-do Berbers in their tanneries arc collected by poor

Arabs. Among tribes in a favourable position for trade, like the Beni-Miab,

industry is highly developed- They make gunpowder on a large scale, and have

nearly 5000 looms, on which the women weave stuffs of a coarse but firm texture,

highly esteemed
; the Bcni-Meab burnouses and carpets arc found throughout

North Africa. The industry of the Morocco towns is famous by reason of its

gold and silver embroidery and its leather work
;
as well as of its pottery ware,

glazed and unglazcd. This is made also in Algeria, but of less handsome quality,

and even in Europe finds a good sale as Fez pottery. The articles are of pleasing

shape, painted blue and green in the simplest geometrical patterns, the effect of
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which is often heightened by roui>d spots of a shining red lacquer, thickly laid

on. The metal embroidery w in large demand among the local wealthy Jews

and Arabs
;
the latter especially decking their wives and daughters sumptuously

with the moat beautiful gold and silver embroidery. In Morocco the manufacture

of the precious metals is in the hands of the Jews. In its collective industry the

Berber stock is superior alike to its ancient African neighbours to the north, and

to the Arabs
;
and nothing but Moorish exclusiveness has hindered it from

asserting itself with more energy. The high position now held by it in industrial

and agricultural activity connects it more closely with Europe than its dolmens

and stone implements.

We have a genuine race of traders in the Beni-Mzab, among whom all adult

males devote themselves to trade. They keep up a connection with the oases of

the Sahara, their traffic being especially brisk with 'Jurat and Tidikclt. Ben-

Isgucn again is a trading town of importance even according to European notions.

With such activity as this, many portions of the oid Berber race arc by no means

poor. In Kabylia, with its wretched villages and simple inhabitants, enormous

centributions, levied by French officials, ivcrc paid almost at once. Since they

have been governed from Algeria and Tunis by Europeans. Kabylcs, Kroumirs, and

their fellows have streamed into the towns, where they do good work as artificers

of all kinds and as servants Returning with the wages of their labour, they buy
themselves a gun, a wife, a site for a house, and food, and are happy. Wherever
the Kabyles own property in the plains, whither they have always striven to go

for the sake of better soil, they have soon been subdued The firmness of their

attachment to the soil is a distinctive characteristic The security and definite-

ness of individual properly, as a rule insured by well-marked boundaries,

has been adduced ns a ground of yet deeper agreement lxtween Berbers

and Europeans.

In labour women hold a conspicuous place In the flourishing trade of

burnouse-weaving among the Beni-Abbas, the men's business is to fetch tlx wool

and to cleanse, and afterwards to sew the stuff prepared by the women. While

men undertake the heavier agricultural work, the women tend the important

oliveyards and vineyards throughout the Atlas country. The man grows the

flax, the Wife weaves it. Plaiting, especially of the Ital/a, is shared by the women
and the old men. The men act as commercial travellers. Whether from natural

disposition, or owing to Semitic influence, the Berbers arc by no means slack in

trade; and when field-labour is a! a standstill, they like to go off in trading

parties of two or three. If the Kabyles are generally designated in contrast to

the Arab-; ai sedentary, this docs not exclude the carrying on by many of them
of an active trade as pedlars. They hawk every possible kind of small goods,

even of European make, and as a rule bring back from their journeys quantities

of wool obtained by barter. Even in the remote days of the fourth dynasty,

small groups of people from the west migrated into Egypt, appearing in public

exhibitions as dancers, boxers, and wrestlers, just as to day the Moghrebin travel

about Egypt as jugglers. These are Berber*, mostly coming from the south-west
of Morocco, and split up into corporations, speaking a jargon of their own.

In other respects too. woman's position in Berber life is. in spite of the heavy
burdens which she ha* to bear, better than among the Arabs. In many usages,

no doubt, little of this can now be recognised. The husband buys the wife, and
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can repudiate her. nor has she any right of refusal. He it quite ready u» shift

ali harder work on to his wife's shoulders. But on public occasions woman can
make her voice heard

;
she can inherit

;
female saints arc held in as high honour

by Berber* as by Christians
;
up till now. she has succeeded in keeping polygamy

away from the hut* of the Berber people
;
and still more, the Kabyle women have

stood firm in battle beside their husbands. It is characteristic that the Berber*

do not share the Arabs’ taste for fat women
; they value not only the eyes of

the gazelle, but the gazelle-like figure. Amaig many Berber tribes the law of

inheritance is such that the eldest daughter’s son succeeds. South of Morocco
proper Rohlfs found among the Berbers that the “ Savia Kartas," a religious

corporation, and the chief spiritual authority for the whole of Wady Ghir, was
commanded, not by the male chief, but by his wife, who attended to all spiritual

affairs. More than in other nations do the nten abide by the women’s decision.

Only one woman in the village is held in lou esteem, the kuata or ” go-between “

,

even though she arranges only lawful wedlock, and is so far an indispens-

able person.

The political structure of the Berbers is baaed on theJama or commune, a

small sovereign republic in Itself ; and real passion i* shown in defence of the

independence of this political unit. The name which they have retained from

ancient times, Maxig, the Maxyes of I Icnxloius, cmbidics the same idea as that of

the “ Franks'
; and hence, after the revolution of July, certain serious Frenchmen

hailed them as brethren in thought and in name. Yet the long warfare waged
between the French and the Kabyles was due practically to the failare to recognise

this local autonomy. The Berber's village is his state
;
and the government is

formed of the assembly of all the mature male inhabitants, constituting the Jtitan

In its hands arc administration and justice, war and peace, legislation and taxa-

tion. The executive officer is the Amina, a kind of mayor, who is elected by the

qualified village burghers from some influential family, in which the dignity is

often for some time hereditary. But the political elementary organism of the Jtataa

is in turn limited in its autocracy by religious restrictions, again by the vendetta,

rtbka, which supersedes all other justice, and yet again by the anai,i cr s»fe-

conduct guaranteed by individuals or villages, attested, and thereby sanctioned,

by a present, also by the special law of the markets
;

finally, and most effectually,

by the voluntary associations or tofs, which recur in a thousand forms. The

strong-armed labourer unites with the man of property
;
a few agriculturist*

combine for the cultivation of some particular plant, or women for breeding

poultry or ducks. But there arc also lofs with political objects. Inasmuch as

they take up blood-feuds they produce parties which spilt up whole tribes for

generations. In opposition to the judicial method of the Jtmaa, the association

inclines to lynch-Iaw If a verdict be displeasing to any of its members Feud*

permeate the body of society here like cracks in a ruin. It is very usual in the

smaller communes for two sofa to be so equally balanced in the Jenna that this

is wholly neutralised. The fauna assembles on stone benches in a public ball in

the middle of the village j and the sof has so penetrated the life of the people that

frequently, ai in our parliaments, the right and left side* are traditionally occupied

by different so/s, who contend with each otheT from the same place year after year.

These sift, however, extend beyond the village-boundaries, and from them

are developed what have had a more salutary effect on the position of the
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Berbers, namely, the league* which have always made head against invading

conquerora when opposition, village by village, ceased to yield results. Thus

the Kroumirs. who in 1 SS 1 formed the pretext for the French expedition to

Tunis, were a confederation of four groups, possessing over 12.000 muskets.

The Arahs felt the independent character of these people, irrespective of the

success of their religious propaganda
;
and the Turks only subdued the mountain

Kabylcs by making use of their internal dissensions. Some tribes remained

independent until the French entered Kabylia, in others the Turks had the right of

appointment to offices, and from some they received a nominal tribute. But ho*

little the tribal organisation has altered through all these mutations we may learn

from the fact that of the five main stocks mentioned by Aramianus Marcellinus,

Tendenscs, Massinenses, Isaflenses, Juhalcni, Jcaaienscs, three still exist in the

Itnaiss, Flissas, and Beni Jubar of modem Algeria. Julius Honorius mentions the

Baourcs and Abannes as neighbours to these tribes
; and they arc the Babers and

Aitabs of to-day.

The Arab conquest has given * certain superficial varnish of nomadism to

this indigenous political organisation of the North African countries. In Tunis,

for instance, where the settled population is so strongly represented, the adminis-

trative system of the country is based not upon the district, but upon the tribe.

The ruling power in the country appoints the Knid at the head of a tribe
;
and

the Knid is a little sovereign, whose autocracy is less affected by the lord of the

country than by the sheskhs of the sub-group, or the marabouts and savitu as the

possessors of religious influence. In this tribal organisation, which among the

half-nomad Kroumirs, the Maknas, and other Kabyle stocks, has become as strong

as among the purely nomad Arabs, lay the greatest difficulty for the foreign

conquerors of the country. The influence of the Dey of Algiers and the Bey of

Tunis in mountains and deserts was only nominal ; and, in fact, beyond the

coast district the Bey governed only the pain of the Mejerdah. In the south

the governor of Ksirwan had grater authority, for the nomad tribes were directly

under him. But since these have joined in two great confederacies, at the head of

which stood respectively the Urghemmas on the Tripoli frontier and die Beni-

Zid south-west of Gabes, live degree of their independence has depended on their

own will and pleasure.

The Berbers arc a warlike race, as is shown by the fact that they have never

cheerfully or completely boned under a foreign yoke. The Romans repeatedly

had serious wars with Berber tribes, whom they called " the most stubborn people

of Mauritania, sheltered by mountain*, which are their natural fortresses.” In

the conquest of Algeria the French overcame first the Turks, then the Arab*,

and the Kabylcs remained an independent remnant, only to be crushed after a

series of laborious struggles. When a boy had attained sixteen years, he was
brought into the Jtimra and received weapons, which he carried till he was sixty.

Apart from nightly raids upon hostile tribe*, war is declared by special

messengers. The exchange of stick* or guns renders an armistice inviolable.

Since French officials have used all possible effort* to get rid of fighting, assassina-

tion has taken its place. Formerly the conflict* had limit* kith in place and

time ; villages had :o be avoided, and oil several days of the week, besides
cfiday. there was a " truce of Gcd."

The organisation of the Beri-M tab, who are more inclined to peaceful than
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to warlike action, and are well-to-do, is interesting. • Isolated in the midst of the

desort, they had to seek means of defence against the attacks of the Tuareg*.

In every mosque is a tablet on which is inscribed the name of every man fit to

hear arms. Each is bound to possess a gun. a pistol, a sword, and a certain

quantity of powder and ball. Every town is surrounded by a wall, carefully built,

and several armed inhabitants are constantly on guard in the towers. Panics

among the Beni-Mzab have often taken nomad tribes into their pay in their

domestic conflicts.

The Berbers have become decided Mussulmans, The strength of the

Mahommcdan varnish is shown by the confusion of Kabyles with Arabs even

so late as the “
'fifties.* It was a great blunder on the part of the French

administration, but shows how customs and dress had become Arabised. Saints,

both male and female, receive yet greater devotion from the Berbers than from the

Arabs. Around the tomb of a saint his whole posterity settle, illustrated by the

veneration paid to him
;
and thus sacred villages of notable size have grown up.

Hooker relates how, in descending into the Aid-Mezan valley in the Moorish

Atlas, his followers lei
i
led with loud prayers the first view of the lofty walls of

the sacred tomb of Mulcy Ibrahim, the most famous shrine in the hill-country.

Almost every village has its saint, whose cull, if locally limited, is rendered all

the more intense by local patriotism. Sanguinary village feuds have arisen from

contents as to the sanctity and miraculous powers of a marabout.

Among the Berber* the absolute power of the Janaa does not admit the

influence of Arab marabouts. Hence the hereditary priests dwell with their

families and dependents in the villages, where they are out of their way. Their

power is aUo reduced by the number of the brotherhoods, or khuatu, which repeat

the sof systrm hi the religious domain, entering into rivalry with the marabouts,

as the v>Js do with the Jtntaa. Yet in Kabyle insurrections the marabouts have

often taken the same leading part as in those of the Arabs
;
and they have even

pressed their church into the service. In one Kabyle village Carette found a

mosque of two stories
;
the lower a powder-mill, the upper a place of worship.

The marabouts' claim to influence also lies partly in the fact that in an irreligious

society, which is not on the average very particular about keeping the precepts

of Mahommed, they' embody obedience to the law. The Berber cares less than

the Arab about performing the prescribed ablutions
;

in Ramadan he often breaks

his last before sundown
;
he eats without scruple, the wild boar that ravages his

fields, and indulges freely in the fig-brandy which he laboriously distils. In return

for this he cultivates the land of the abstemious marabout, builds his house for

him, feeds and clothes him if necessary, and suffers him to find fault as much as

he pleases. In the popular assemblies the marabout often takes the p'acc of

honour in the middle, where he stills the tumult of opinion. Thus the holy man

acquires a prominent position, based more than among the Arabs on moral

superiority. Observers who have studied Berber* and Arab* side by ride notice

in general the weaker religious feeling among the former. They have, however,

superstition enough. For every day of the week they have a good or evil

interpretation; they never leave their hou-c without exorcising evil spirits; a

hare or crow denotes bad luck, two crows good luck, and a jackal the same. It

would be interesting to know what relies of a former belief exist among these

people, whose religions history has been so varied. Among the Berbers and
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Tuareg. the cross is common in tattooing, amulets, etc Marino! says, speaking

of the Beri-Jubar :
" The inhabitants arc Azwags. who make crosses on their face

and hands." When the Arab invasion burst upon them in 643, Maghreb was

peopled throughout with Christians and Jews
;
and now, with the exception of a

few Jews, there arc none but Moslems in western North Africa. As early as the

fourth century Arianism had trade deep divisions among the Christians of Northern

Africa, and the storm of Islam broke with devastating force upon the schism-rent

Church. The Beni-Mzab adhere to none of the four great Mussulman denomina-

tions; and the genuine believers call them heretics. They have, in fact, retained

both Christian and Jewish usages. Berber erudition is not highly esteemed
;

in

any ease a Maghrebi scholar is not thought much of in Cairo, for he speaks Arabs:

badly, and is somewhat ponderous. Yet the Berbers, being practical people, get

more good than the Arabs from the schools which the French have introduced.

The ambitious Beni-Mzab, though they get all the work they can out of their

boys, do not neglect their education. In this Arabic is used, though Baber is

the language of daily life.

What arc we to say as to the future of these peoples, so fortunate in natural

parts, yet hitherto so strangely under the influence of others? We know too

little of the Berbers of Morocco, and can here speak only of those of Algiers
;

and these have given proofs enough of their quality. While the Arabs are more

stable, not coming to meet culture, and for that very reason giving way before it,

the Berbers arc more mobile, more receptive, even though more abject, owing to

centuries of subjection. France may well succeed, in course of time, in turning

the Berbers into the nucleus of a capable Algerine and Tunisian population,

progressing independently, and acting as her allies in the work of civilizing Africa.

§ 9. THE RACES OF THE SAHARA
tutallani betvera iht Sabin U«1 the Sk-kSui— I>esrrt people la

I
hi Soulin—Oleic: itfimaiy-AgricrV.uie

ami aitW-farralins—Saiittr* *«> *»jsri«M rfrctiof vrapt—Vicralior—Traflins spirit -Lon of robbrty

—Murder and uu—Ttth »udlraffe:—Iml«try—Sail trade—Toanj -Sfirilual influents eftht (inert—

Acatenes of the mew*—Superwuiun—Indepeodmre—l’oUtital Esttuiuscs-Keilgloa. actions—IUC017

of the r.rrv of the Sihtn—The Tiblcc ; Ihrir rBaribtfloa »™1 «l-f ill rloraftorilic—Titwtfi—IWhu—
Enneli—Ka«ar—The Tramp. Chit, Asgir, Air oc Kcbvi

From an ethnographical point of view Sahara and Soudan cannot be separated.

For one thing, they arc neighbouring districts, lying side by side throughout their

whole length, divided only by climate, and thus compelled mutually to exchange

populations, and to undergo reciprocal shifting. One is a desert, the other in

great part plateau, or the transition from plateau to arable land
;
and hence

arises a mobility in their peoples, causing mighty strenma of migration from the

Sahara to the Soudan, which on its side offers opportunity enough for a roam-

ing life.

In the Central Sahara and the neighbouring districts of the Soudan dwell the

great stocks of the Tuaregs' and Tibboos,’ who speak dialects of Berber alloyed

1 Tuans- properly Tiasrlh. Ihreollo-ike fr*m of tarti ii derived from tK- Arab terfi, “!o si'« up." with

efncKC io rheir lUindonnwiu eiihrr ofChriuhnily or of their Miuritaniin home.
• Minralmui hUceeuuu of the lUteenth ceoturr write Tubu. Barth heard Trim Id the Soatio. an! wu

Uu fir.l la BM« (Hat the people', own name f<« ihcmclvc. i» Tedi The amieiU unit Ouaannin. Eiim't

Zoghawa, Leo Africanut't Qoran, «nily otnicoily to pcnici'ar seciioni
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with foreign elements, nmong which Arabic has had most influence, as being the

speech of the new religion, of the sovereign power, of trade, and generally of the

race which in manners and customs stood nearest to these desert folk. The two

have exchanged both manner* and parts of speech. The Meshagra Arabs dress

like Tuaregs, and pay their taxes to Tuareg chiefs; but many more Tuaregs have

adopted Arab ways, and the Arab element is advancing in the desert. On the

other side, the negro languages arc advancing from the south, above all the

Houwa, which is brought in by trade. Von Bary’s Keiowis spoke only Houssa,

and they came from the district between Sindcr and Kuka. Even the people of

the village of Guri, between Ghat and Ajiro, were “more negro than Tuareg, all

speaking Houssa, and few understanding Targi" The women were ugly, the

children quite naked
;

they had beehive huts, but were fanatical Moslems.

Another cause is the importation of negroes by the slave-trade, which is now
nothing to what was when the Barbary States traded openly In slaves. And all

these influences affect widely-scattered races small in numbers
,

for the total

number of Tuaregs and Tibboos cannot be more than a million.

To say nothing of the Turkish invasion, which flung its waves as far as

Fezran, the mobility of there warlike races is to be considered. The Tedas of

Tihesti extend the area of their power by raid* in the most various directions.

It is the chiefs first right to appoint the leaden of there. Traced by plunder

and devastation, the sphere of Teda distribution extends northward to Medrusa,

south of Gatrun. on the road to Tejerri. Medrusa was found by Nachtigal, in

1 870. deserted owing to the frequent inroads of the Tedas. To the westward
they have a historic right to take toil in the oasis of Vat. Kawar is their largest

oasis on the west, but further west lie Jebado and Agrant, with a mixed popula-

tion of Tedas and Bornu people. This brings the western limit of the Tedas to
12' E. Where Tuaregs and Tibboos march together, raids of c*ic upon the other

go on almost ince*san«ly. The Tuareg* ol Arjijo fall upon the Tibbeos of Abo
on no pretext worth mentioning, and take all their camels, but leave them their

•'.laves and children, and receive from their sheikh the order to kill no one Sheikh
Brahim ul Sidi, the learned Tuareg, gave a charming answer when asked as to the
origin of the various Tuareg tribes: “We are," said he, “bound together and
mingled like the fabric of a tent, in which camel's hair and wool arc woven."
History proves that many desert tribes have been recently and accidentally formed.

“Natives," says Nachtigal. speaking or Borku, “who had no camel* left to

necessitate or justify a nomadic life, fugitive murderers, prisoners of war who from
religious considerations had not bocn made slaves, but yet not set free, perhaps
abo manumitted slaves, may have settled down, gradually acquired a little property,
married among each other, and occasionally with nomads, and so in course of

time have formed a new tribe, held in mere or less contempt by pure nomads."
In the eastern parts of the desert, which border on the oldest historic territory,

it is possible to trace the population further back. Here the oldest population of

the oases is of Berber origin. In Siva a Berber dialect is spoken to this day, and
in the Little Oases is a colony from Siva which has retained its Berber language.
Berber place-names arc found in district* which now speak Arabic. Within
historical times colonists came over from Egypt who built noble temples as
memorials of their existence. In the ©asi9 of Chargeh was found 0 temple with
the name of the Persian king Darius ; and Egyptian place-names have also been
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found there. The present population

may be divided principally into Berber

and Egyptian type*
;
on the one hard

the almond-shaped eyes and thick lip?,

on the other the more widely -opened

eyes.and the nose neither much broadened

at the tip nor with a strongly-curved

ridge, which here, as in the Atlas, recalls

European forms. Fair-haired and blue-

eyed people are not altogether rare.

As a third, and, nominally, the smallest

clement, occur Arabs, transitory visitors

from their pastures on the banks of the

Nile, and in the regions on the Atlantic.

Of far greater influence in the composi-

tion of the people arc the negroes, especi-

ally women, introduced as slaves to May.

From them RohlCs expects an ever-

increasing " negroisation “ of the Libyan

oasis. Lastly we find also gypsies, who
are known by the name usual in the

Nile valley, Rajari, but who speak

Arabic. In their unsettled life, in their

occupation as small smiths and tinkers,

and in the loose living of their younger

women, they recall the members of their

stock elsewhere, mvd stand in the same

kind Of client -relation to the rich inhabi-

tants of the oasis.

An important point in the history- of

all the Sahara people* is their connection

with the Soudan, tire most populous

region, after the far less accessible Nile

valley, with which the Sahara comes in

contact. The close relations between

the Tibboo peoples of the eastern Sahara,

especially of Tibisti, and the dominant

race in the region of Lake Chad, is one

of the fundamental facts in the ethno-

logy of Africa.

The star ting-point for considering

the history of the Central Soudan must

be the Tibboo raoe, which has played

politically a email, but ethnographical!/

a very large part. Leo Africanu? 9peaks

of a people called Bardoa, and gives the

boundaries of their country so precisely that one cannot fail to recognise the

present Tibboo country. He also make* the King of Bornu a scion of the
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Libyan or Berber race, »* he supposes it. To this day the Bardai valley, whose

inhabitants might properly he called Bardcwa, is one of the most important

districts in Tibcsti. The Kelowis still call the chief of Bomu " the Sultan of the

Tibboos" We shall see in § to how closely the Tibboot are connected with the

Kanuris, the ruling race in the Central Soudan.

The distribution of population and the intercourse derive their character from

the way in which small fertile districts arc scattered about the barren desert. The
nature of the desert is such that separate habitation is less frequent than the

crowding of the people into the oases where life can be maintained round the

springs and wells. It is an insular existence, and the idea universal among North

Africans that Europeans come from little islands strewn about in the ocean is

A Tibino (HbT-uMI* (IWjn Mac- 1 I

but a reflection of the way in which they arc themselves distributed. The broad

desert gives on the one hand a large scale of space, while on the other it compresses

all life into narrow limits.

The conditions for settled life are found in any large measure only in the

hill countries. Where earth and water collect in valleys and depressions, enough

to form oases, or where on the edge of the desert the rain, which never quite fails

in any year, maintains the soil sufficiently to produce feed for scanty and easily-

contented hcnls, the tribes collect either in permanent villages of the lightest

construction, or in pastoral camps. Here again the handsomest, and at the same
time the most important, plant in cultivation is the date-palm

;
while for com we

find wheat, duthn. and durra.

The nomad Tibboos and Tuaregs live under the same kind of tentt as the

Arab;, also in tents of leather, or in hastily-constructed huts of grass or brush-

wood, which are the usual habitations of the slaves. In the permanent settlement*,

on the contrary, we find houses or huts of stone and clay, from which all (he

splendour of Egyptian and Berber architecture, traces of which remain even in some
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pans of the desert, has disappeared. They hardly stand out from the ground,

and arc everywhere the same, low, gray, dismal, flat-roofed, windowlcst caverns.

Mur/uk, indeed, boasts a street of immoderate breadth, but the house, built of

clay, have a look of poverty, though several possess stories, and windows that car

be closed with shutters. Thirty years ago Ghat contained some 250 houses, and

huts of palm-branches all round it The serfs have their own town, Barakat,

south of Ghat The life-blood of Ghat is the desert traffic on the one hand, and

on the other the subterranean water-courses flowing from the mountains, at the

foot of which the town stands on sand-hills
;
and the life of all desert towns rests

on similar bases. The desert long preserves

whatever cannot be blown away, and the

ruins of old stone houses arc common
;

in

Air whole plateau* of the hills are strewn

with them.

The Tibboca are among the best camel-

riders of the Sahara, deriving from tl*eir

own best qualities, combined with the most

advantageous qualities of their animals, a

capacity for remarkable performances. Den-

ham wrote seventy years ago
:

" Since Sheikh

Et Kanemy's residence at Koulra, couriers

hove occs-ional'.y passed between Bomou

and MOomik—a circumstance before that

event unknown. The Tibboos are the only

people who will undertake this most arduous

service
;

and the chances are so much

against both returning in safety, that one

is never sent a!or*e. The two men we had

encountered were mounted on superb maker-

hies, and proceeding at the rate of about six

miles an hour. A bag of parched corn, and

one or two skins for water, with a small brass

basin and a wooden bowl, out of which

they ate and drank, were all their comforts.' Front the great traveller

Mohammed of Tunis, too, we hear expressions of the highest admiration for the

care taken by the Tibboos of their camels and horses. They reject with the

utmost precision the smallest addition to the established load, and attend uith

unremitting real to the welfare of their animals. “ As stxin as the caravan left

a halting-place, my Tibboo seized the camel's rein, and walked the whole morning,

as he went along tearing up continually the plants which are found by the road,

and giving them to his camel to eat. When we halted, he had a bunch of these

plants ready, made the camel kneel, and fed him with them. Owing to this care

the camels of the Tibboos arc always strong and healthy in spite of their long

journeys.” They take no less care of their horses, the breed of which, as well as

their equipment, shows Arab origin. " Their saddles are of wood, small and light

;

the pieces of wood of which they are composed are lashed together with thongs

of hide, the stuffing is camel’s hair, wound and plaited ; the girth and stirrup-

leathers arc also of plaited thongs, stirrups of iron, themselves very small and
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the ground
; at the same time the left foot is planted in the stirrup, and then

they spring into the saddle’

Necessity, which makes these 9009 of the desert so inventive, causes them also

to regard neither law nor conscience in the choice of means to their end. As

Nachtigal says: "The universal competition for a scanty property makes the

individual reckless, suspicious, and treacherous. Each seeks to injure the other,
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and in that needy world all in the way of alL Every man livc9 for himself, and

any thought of fellow-tribesmen, any sentiment of nationality, any effort for the

common welfare in far from him. People are united by a common danger from

without, or by a raid undertaken in common, but never by community of labour

or innocent national life. Their assemblies are meetings for the practice cf

sophistical argument and subtle misrepresentation, and often end in bloody

conflicts," No Tibboo or Tuareg goes unarmed, even in his own village. Even

the women carry a dagger under their robe, and a cudgel attached to their

thong-girdle. It sounds like irony when we find an earlier traveller connecting

these weapons with their love- intrigues. Nachtigal found the women no less

quarrelsome and covetous, hard and faithless, than the men. But they arc people

of great self-respect. They may be beggars, but they are no pariahs. Many
races in their circumstances would be more wretched and dtpratMxl

;
but the

Tibboos have steel in their nature. They arc as well fitted to be robbers at

A Ttnxeg spoon. |«anh CcC^ttoa. Berlin Museum

)

warriors or rulers. With all its jackal-like coarseness, there is something impos-

ing about their very system of plunder.
M These Tibboos, ragged, always fighting

with utmost poverty and constant hunger, make the most impudent claims with

apparent or real belief in their justice." The jackal's law, which regards the

goods of a stranger as common property, is the greedy man's defence against

privation. The insecurity of an almost constant state of war tends to impart

to life something demanding, and instantly pressing for, realisation.

Nowhere is insecurity so great as in the desert, nowhere is the fate of a human
life which has ventured outside the protection of walls or weapons, so hard to

calculate, as i3 proved by the fates of Nachtigal and of Miss Tinne. Tin? un-

fortunate Dutch lady, who left Mun.uk at the same time with Nachtigal. in order

to travel to the Tuaregs, living to the westward, who are said to hold firmly to

loyalty, religion, and the sanctity of agreements, was killed and robbed. Nachtigal

ventured into the home of the most violent and ill-famed Tibboo tribe, and returned

without bodily injury though with much suffering and mortification. Human life

obviously weighs little with characters like the Tuaregs; and Von Bary says that

it plays a very small part in their estimate. This appears also in the eases of

MM. Doumcaux, Duperrd, and Joubert, hi the massacre of Flatters'* expedition,

arvl perhaps in the mysterious death of Von Bary himself. The three missionaries

of the Algerine society who were murdered in i8£i only one day's journey south

of Ghadames, after having to all appearance made themselves highly popular in

tbit town, are a fresh proof of Tuareg treachery. Even in the wars of these

people among themselves chivalrous qualities rarely appear. A dispute is fought
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out coolly and recklessly with rapine and murder. The war which in 1877 raged
between the Tuareg peoples, the A-gar* and the Heggars, was carried on in the

form of raids on each other’s caravans. Suspicion is the first principle, and the

custom usual among both Tibboos and Tuaregs of covering the fact contributes to

implant it more firmly. The mode of greeting when two people meet, by sitting

for half an hour opposite to each other with spears raised, is a custom dictated

by the same feeling. A meeting with another caravan is opened by advanced
posts on cither side, while the two caravans halt. The long guns are got in

readiness, the flaps arc unfolded from the locks, and the weapons held in both
hands high over the head. At last they begin a shouted conversation, recognise

each other, assure each other of the most peaceful intentions, and part with the best

wishes for mutual welfare. 1110 suspicious rabble that roam about the desert on

swift dromedaries outside the caravan tracks are stopped by stronger opponents

and well beaten, if not lynched
;
and poor 15cdcoins get robbed on these occasions.

The caravans require large provision and move slowly
;
not to be wondered at,

when even in places near the Mediterranean border of the continent, any traces

of the effects of traffic arc so small. The high prices resulting from :hi» kind of

traffic make foreign goods attainable only by tlic well-to-do. There is said to be

too pci cent difference in prices between Tripoli and Ghat. The absence of any

real exports contributes to this, since the slave-trade has been reduced, and the

West Soudan has taken the direct way to the Atlantic, the trading towns of the

deteri have dwindled. Except the produce of some soda-lakes, no single product

of Feuan pays to transport to the coast The wealth has departed, families

once prcsjvrous have become poor or emigrated, and a few others contrive with

the utmost activity— it happened in one family that three brothers were constantly

travelling—to attain the most modest results. At Ghadair.es, the most important

trading-place in the Sahara, at most 2500 camels now pass through in a year.

Industries have naturally retrograded at the same time.

The desert caravans, taking up and setting down individuals or parties all

along the route, do not form the only possible mode of intercourse. Single

pilgrims and adventurers try their fortune out in live wide uninhabited desert.

Where there is so little to live upon, one must keep in movement if life is to be

endured. Hence the Tibboos ar.d Tuaregs, those a*, least who are settled along

the great traffic routes, arc enterprising travellers and traders. The traffic of the

Eastern Sahara is in the hands of the Tibboos ik> less than that of the Western

in those of the Tuaregs. They trade partly on their own account, partly in

partnership; or again they guide caravans or let camels to them. The Tibboos

Have for long been of most importance on the much-frcquen:ed road from Bornu

by Bilma to Fetnn
;
but they also drive a lively trade between Ferran and

Wadai. On the other hand, the direct traffic between Wadai and the north coast,

which only began in this century, is supported chiefly by Arabs. They have

from of old had trading connections with Wandala in the south of Romu. Barth

met .1 Tibboo on a trade-journey at the town of Saran in the north of Adaraawa ;

and Tibboo merchants go with the salt-caravans from Kclowi to Kano. A Tibboo

travelled all alone with a single camel from Ghadames to Ghat, an achievement

which even Tuaregs thought a plucky performance It is also said in Bomu

that they can make their fortune where no one else has a chance. 'I he chief

lines of the Tuareg traders arc from Ghat by Air to Bilraa. and from Twat by
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Taudcni to Timbuctoo. Enncci, Bilma, Taudeni, denote some of the tew spot*

in the inner Sahara where there i* abundant trade, and they are salt-emporiums.

Rohlf* look* upon the Tibboos a< forming the transition between the despotic

constitutions of the great negro empires north of the Equator, and those free and

independent Tuaregs. Berbers* and Arabs who lived south of the Great Atlas

partly as nomads, partly settled. Whether this is connected with the low opinion

which the independent Tuaregs have of them, must remain uncertain. Thxr

inhabitants of Tibesti form no fixed state. In the north of the country an

elective prince, the Dardai, presides over the assembly of nobles. He is choien

in rotation from four different families. His advice is also sought in all important

affairs, but frequently not followed
;
he himself is more closely bound by the

consent of the council. In the south a prince of the numerous Arinda family

holds the .ike position.

The tribal organisation which we find sharply marked among the Tuaregs

can be traced in vestiges among the Tibfccos. We <ccm to find it in the peculiar

laws of succession among the little people of Kawar, famed for salt, where two

related houses take the succession alternately. In strong contrast to the ixrgiu

peoples proper, the ruler has no power of life and death, and levies no kind of

tax or tribute. lie is the supreme arbiter in internal dissensions, and the leader

against external fees. In social organisation the Tibboos, owing to the lack of

large towns and industrial activity, arc far behind the Bomuans and the Houssa*.

Blacksmiths and silversmiths are regarded as outcasts. No Tibboo may marry a

smith's daughter, and no smith obtains the daughter of a free Tibboo. To insult

a smith is looked upon as oowardice. Yet neither in speech, hair, figure, nor

colour, arc these despised jjcopic distinguished from the other Tedas.

The Tibfccos hold the central part of the Sahara. Tibesti, Horku, Wanyanga,

Kawar, and some smaller eases arc their domain
;
but to the south they extend

by Kancm, to the cast shore cf Lake Chari, and almost to Baghirmi.

The first impression of the physique of these people is that they are a well-

built type of humanity, of middle height, trim, well proportioned, with hands and

feet smaller than might be expected even from their elegant figures. Their

great Jeanne®, a consequence of the climate and their mede of life, has a not

unpleasant effect with a build of this kind, and contributes to the impression of

elasticity and nimblcness
;
and their performances in running, jumping, endurance,

capacity of bearing hunger and thirst correspond. On the average perceptibly

fairer than the bulk of the Soudanese, though darker than many Bornu people,

the Tibboos arc in colour from dark brown to coppery rod. Their kmg faces

show seriousness and intelligence. Nachtigal says of the Tedas of Tibesti :
“ Their

features arc pleasing in their prevalent regularity and delicacy, and might be

called attractive, did not a dark, suspicious, false look obliterate the first favourable

impression." Tibboos whom Von Bary saw at Ghat were, as contrasted with the

surrounding Tuaregs, uglier, blacker, with larger mouths and of smaller stature.

Those of Tibesti and Rorku seem to be the best favoured physically. The

younger people have a proud free carnage, and Tibboo girls arc often charming

objects. When the roundness of youth is gone, their sinewy lean frames give

them an angular, hard, masculine look. The hair of the Tibboos being less

woolly, gives the impression of growing longer than that of other negroids.

The bean! is scanty.
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They share with the Tuaregs the custom of tattooing the face with longi-

tudinal scars, three or four of a side, extending from the temples to the zygomatic

arch, adding tome cross-eiathe* as a sign of mourning for relations, while other

cuts arc made below the eyes. Farther points of similarity are the tendency to

veil the head, and especially the face; the curious mode of greeting by crouch-

ing down ; and the weapons. Silver clasps round the arm and ankle, rare else-

where in Africa, and pieces of red coral in the nostrils as part of feminine

adornment, lead us to infer dose connection with the Arabs. Owing to the small

development of their industries, the Tibbies arc led to import sundry things from
abroad

; and thus as far as Bilma one finds their women with Houssa handkerchiefs

over their shoulders, while the men, when they can afford, wear Bomu rotes. The
pcor Tedas of Tibesti, living away from traffic, wear only a sheep-skin round the

loins. The simplicity of the Tedas contrasts with the usual negro love of finery.

Their mat-huts show more correspondence with the Nubian Arab than with the

negro style. The Bade build these huts round, but among the South Fezzan

people they are rectangular. These latter dwell almost everywhere isolated,

while the Bade of Borku and Ennedi live in little villages. Bows and arrows arc

raie, spears and throwing -knives usual. Firearm* are as yet little known.

Where camels or horses are owned, saddle and equipment generally show their

Arab origin. The riding-canids are reckoned among the best in the Sahara,

and exported to long distances for stud purposes. Settled populations arc found

wherever the soil permits of agriculture, but these are always at a disadvantage

a> compared with the nomads, and socially inferior to them. The settled people

often, like the inhabitants of Eorku, hold among the purer Tibboos the position of

a half-bred race recently sprung up.

The hill-country of Tibcsti is to the Tibboos what the Haggar mountains are

to the Tuaregs ; the centre of their world, the mainstay of their liberty, and in a

certain sense the source whence new supplies of men arc ever flowing to replenish

their tribes. This reeky and hilly country of Tu—the name it .said to mean
“ rock *•—in the middle of the desert, was known by the ancients to contain a race

whose description in Herodotus (Melpomene, 183) suits the Tedas of to-day. It

is curious that the historian doss not place them among the Libyans, but expressly

designates them Ethiopians. The next we hear of the rack-dwelling Tedas is

when some European travellers, bound for the Soudan, sec their rocky fortresses

from afar, and collect information about them in Murzuk and Bomu. Thus
secluded, the people of these mountains arc a type by themselves, unique in all its

features. " In the Tibesti,” says Nachtigal, “ vve meet with a homogeneous popula-

tion. Throughout Tu no Arab, Tarik, or free Bornucse has settled
;

the

individual is a Tcdtlu, the people Ttda. They are not without individual

differences, but the essential physical and mental qualities which arc seldom

lacking give them a characteristic stamp." Such lands breed peoples, even

historical peoples, of sharply-cut natural features.

South of the hill-country of Tibesti liet a group of depression*, the Borku

country. In this region of scattered oases, the characteristic features of Fezzan

recur, only in a more compact form, and with less of the desert colouring. In

this soil the date-palm thrives excellently, and the water-loving doom-palm well.

On the fruits of these the inhabitants of Borku have to live, when, a* happen* at

the gathering-time, the Arabs have taken away their dates. As the country is
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divided into semi-desert on the* one h»nd, and gardens and date-groves on the

other, 30 the population into nomad and settled. In point of number they are

pretty nearly balanced, and are, perhaps, in all I o.ooo to 1 2,000
;

but. as may

be supposed, the latter are ruled by the former. The settled element in the

population of Burku, the so-called Dongosas or Dosas. with their bronre tint, and

still more their delicate and symmetrical figures, their lean frames, their regular

features, contrast with the darker, coarser, more massively-built people of Bornu 01

Kancm. The inhabitants of Tiggi and Buddu remove their eye-teeth by way

of personal adornment. Here, again, the dress of women and grown-up girls it

not .seldom reduced to a sheepskin round the hips. The mat -hut is almost

exclusively the dwelling of the Tibesti nomads, and here is even by the settled

inhabitants preferred to the palm-leaf domiciles of Kezzan.

Throughout Borku, Mahoramedanism prevails at least formally, and only their

Tibfco ibrow.nx-irce:--oncwntl r«! Sa. (Af*r Noetslsa-

1

neighbours on the south-east, the Bade of the Ennedi district, lave hitherto

remained in part refractory to it. Upon Nachtigal's assurance that the Qorans

were really Mussulmans, Sheikh All of Wadai promised to treat them more

leniently. Now Wadai seems to have gained the sovereignty Over Borku also.

The Bade, in the group of oases called Enned:, reckon their country to extend

northward to Wanyanga, and southward to the road to Wadai. To the south

and cast the Bade pass imperceptibly into the Toghawa or Taglta tribe. The

valleys arc the seal of agriculture, while the plateaux of the Sahara, rich In pasture

herbage, support numerous herds. In the north of the country is got the red

salt which is the most popular in tlx: Soudan. It is bartered for corn and clothes

from Darfour and Wadai, and has become the universal standard of value

throughout the neighbourhoed. As herdsmen the Bade arc confined within

narrow limit*, lincc predatory Arab tribes, especially the Ubd-Soliman, Have

long made the more distant pasture* unsafe. Even the south-eastern Tuaregs are

said to have extended thus far their raxrias in quest of the excellent camels of

F.nnedi—a distance of nearly 700 miles. External trade is managed by the

Zogbawas. Clothing and arms correspor.il with those of the Tedas.

Kawar or Henderi Tege—-the former is the Arab, the latter the Tifcboo name
— is a small devert-domain of the Tibfcocu, chiefly visited by the Tuaregs, and now
actually subject to them. Its centre is Bilnu, famous for its salt, and this salt

determines the political fortunes of Kawar. There is no lack of irrigation, but
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owing to the compulsory regulations of the Tuaregs the people of Kawar have

lot! the habit of industrious tillage of the soiL Bilma, with its low irregular

houses, constructed of triangular blocks of rock-salt, maker a disagreeable

impression, The total settled population, consisting entirely of Teda* and

Kanures, is put at 3COO.

The Tuaregs inhabit from the great sandy plain of El Erg or Areg in the

north, of which Ghadamcs is the limiting point, to the famous wells of Asin,

half-way between the Haggar country and Air in the south. To the west they

extend to Twat ; to the cast as far as the oasis of Wady el Gharbi in Fezzan.

Of the region, the centre, the fortress, and the dispenser of fertility to the

Tuareg country is the Haggar plateau. The Tuaregs are regarded by the best

observers as the purest of the Berber stccks, although they, too, have with Islam

adopted Arab customs, and laid aside old local ways. In this connection it is to

be noticed that persons of dark colour occur less commonly among them, while

there are some who in the covered parts of their body are as white as we. Among
the Tuaregs, again, the northern group in its hill-fortresses has kept itself purest

The prevalent tint is the reddish-yellow of southern Europeans, only the uncovered

parts of the body have become darker with sur. and dust. In frame and features

they have by some observers been called the handsomest race in Africa Their

muscles are powerfully developed, and their energetic expression corresponds.

The sheikhs are usually distinguished by lofty stature and powerful build. This

is partly to be arcribed to the fact shat when they drove back the dark population

they strictly refrained from any intermixture with the lower race. Among the

Western Tuaregs, however, there arc sheikhs of a Negro or at least Mulatto type,

as in Arjijo. Thar features are more like those of Europeans thar. of Arab*.

Light eyes occur but rarely.

In the clothing of the Tuaregs the most striking point is everywhere the care

taken for the complete covering cf the whole body except the hands, the feet, and

the tip of the nose. The variable climate may have to do with this. The

elements of their clothing are tokt. trousers, and lilhan ; this last being a cloth

which is wound twice over the face, so as to shroud mouth, chin, and the upper

part, and allow only the tip of the nose to b: seen. Wound also round the head
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and temples, and fastened behind the head with a knot, it form* the whole head-

covering. These cloths ate to be had blue or white; the former being worn

chiefly by the nobles, the latter by the lower classes. To this refer the terms

which may often bn heard, of “ black ' and “ white " Tuaregs. This covering of

the face, found in one or another form among other desert -Iribes. and met with

far into the Soudan, among Fulbes and Kanuris. but

quite universal only here, is said to be due to the

religious desire of covering the mouth
; one might,

however, suppose » previous practical reason in the

protection of the face from the fine desert dust,

which causes inflammation. However that may be,

a Tuareg takes his face-cloth olT as seldom as pos-

sible, and this is typical of his character. Even

when abroad he never changes his exterior. Tuaregs

who have come to Paris always kept their cloths

on. it is such a distinctive characteristic of this

race, that the Arabs called tlicm the " People of tbr

Veil." It i' curious, and only to be explained by

the less need of protection in their secluded life, that

the Tuareg women do rot veil their faces, and that

this custom Iras not made its way in, even with

Islam. But their position is in general far more free

than among the Arabs or other Mussulmans, and

they mingle freely in the conversations and other

affairs of their husband -
- Nor, in the tribes of purer

blocd. do they misuse this freedom.

As regards the remaining dress, rich and poor,

one may even say men and women, wear the same

kind of garments, differing more in the quantity cl

cotton-stuff used than in point of taste or origin

;

namely, the white or dark blue cloth from Kano, to

which may be due the fact that wide baggy shirts

and trousers arc worn in the parts bordering on the

Houssa countries; clothes arc tighter among the

eastern tribes. The hair is kept short on the scalp,

and sticks out at the side or behind in one or two

tufts. Boys have it cut like a cock's comb- The

two or three long cotton shifts of the women are

fastened round the waist with a red linen girdle. A plain cloth white, red, o:

red-striped, over this underclothing, covers and drapes the upper part of the

body. Wealthy people of both sexes also borrow on occasion richer and more

fanciful costumes from the Arabs. The footgear consists of strong landah from

Kano.

Ornament is scanty and confined to the women. We find finger-rings, arm-

clasps of glass and silver, and glass beads. The stone ring worn on the upper

arm by men of the Awelimidden is to be reckoned as half in this category ;
and

so the pottery rings of the Western Tuaregs, made from a fire earth.

Weapons are quite part of the daily dress, and the Tuareg weapons—sword,

Tiuirg qoinr.
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spear, and dagger—all have something massive about them. The spear is either

entirely of irco, or the long blade is fixed in a shaft of .foma-wood. The dagger

is as a rule entirely of iron, the short hilt liound with coils of wire, and is attached

to the left wrist in such a way that it lies along the forearm, hilt forwards. This

mode of carrying the dagger i* common also in tbc West Soudan. Muiketa are

very usual, no nobleman or freeman being without one. Besides this they also

carry leathern shields. In hunting, wooden missiles like boome-

rangs are used, as in Darfour. Bows and arrows occur as the

sole weapons among the lower class hill-tribes of Haggar, who
live in the mountains and rank as serfs. Among them, even the

stone arm-ring, which looks more like ornament, counts as a

weapon, being worn by men at the right arm, it is said, to

parry with. The stone is green serpentine from the Asgar and

Awelimidden country
;

the rings arc broad and well polished.

All Tuaregs, except the Marabouts, wear these rings and esteem

them highly; and no ring exactly similar is found among their

neighbour;. As with the Arabs, the whole social organisation is

calculated for war, even in time of peace.

Among the Tuaregs succession In the female line is not

confined to chiefs, but penetrates deeply into the whole life of

the people. The greater part of the houtes at Ghat belong to

women, to whom they have been given by friends or relations

as wedding presents, or have fallen by inheritance. This alone

may explain much that makes the position of women so much

better here than in other Mussulman countries, lbn Battita. in

describing this custom of succession in the female line. says,

according to Bsrth :
“ I have nowhere before met with this usage

except among the heathen of Malabar in India." However vre

not only know of it among the brother-race of the Tibboos, but

we find it among Nubians and Berbers, and indeed in vestiges throughout

Africa.

Most of the larger towns of the desert belong to the Tuaregs ;
and there are

few of them in the East Sahara, outside of Fezzan. But they do net make the

Tuaregs a town-d«ve!ling people like the Houssas. The oasis of Ghat, which

contains the mc*t considerable Tuareg town, is not quite 5
miles in circumference.

Though stone abounds in the neighbourhood, the houses arc built of rcud : and

what little timber there is comes from the date-palm. The bright washes which

the fronts ol the coast-towns show are not found here; the houses have the

natural colour of the dry mud. Heavy rain would dissolve them. Only one

mosque has a tower deserving the name of minaret The walls are not more

than 10 feet high, and the six gates cannot be firmly closed. To the south is a

suburb of some sixty mud houses, and to the west a village of scattered palm-

leaf huts. In the middle cf the town is the square market-place.

In places where trade and traffic have had a deeper influence on life, reading

and writing arc very common. F-ven evening schools have been started for this

purpose in the desert towns
;
and one cannot go through the streets of an evornng

without hearing the loud monotonous recitation of the boys packed together in a

small room, and learning their Koran by heart.

/i
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Of their political condition Rohlfi says: “The Tuaregs are no nation in the

political sense
;
they have no general head, forming only a congeries of tribes

ethnographical!/ connected, but with so loose a bond that it is mere infatuation

to suppose that valid treaties can be made with them. It is possible to make
such with an individual, and that he can guarantee security as far as his own tribe

geos; hut no ‘Targi* is in a position to conclude a treaty for the whole Tuareg

nation.” Yet they arc by no means without a consciousness of their national

interdependence, and the more enlightened among them have often expressed to

Europeans their regret for the civil wars in which the tribes destroy each other

for the benefit of Turks, Arabs, and Tibboos.

The Tuaregs arc divided into Asgars or Asjers in the east, Haggars in the

west, and Kdowis in the south. Each of these groups has its natural centre

—

for the Haggars the heart of the mountains of like name
;
for the Asgars the

south part of the same, and the oasis lying off it ; and for the Kclowis the hill-

Tu-r«s!bso«-i*-iV^—cni-Komih rc:l Urn. (Oriilj CeUtxtiaa.)

country of Air. The Kclowis extend farthest, their domain reaching from Ashagar

in the east to the well of Engtshan in the west, and at present they are also

masters of Biima. They are far more different from the other two groups than

these from each other. The Asgars of Ghat are described as the best representa-

tives of these
; bold, hardy, curt of siweeh, of chivalrous nature, and at the same

time intelligent in trade. The people of Air are softer and gentler in their

manners, partly no doubt from tlteir strong admixture with Soudanese negro blood.

They arc counted the bot trader.- of the Sahara, while their pliancy and inventive-

ness make them capital caravan-leaders. The Timbuctco people, lastly, have a

bad name, as the most faithless and cruel of robber*. The subdivision of tribes,

however, goes far beyond this threefold partition, and appears deeply based on

the nature of their dwelling-places. From the single Haggar stock, the Kd-
Ahamcllc, fourteen tribes have sprung, and ever, the people of Ghat recognise two

different tribes among them. The Asgars cal! themselves I moling
;
the Haggars

and Awclimicdcn, Imokhar, the people of Air, Imayirhcn. Their language they

call Temahak. We meet with the same aa me* again among the Berber* ct

Morocco.

The Asgar stock in the southern Haggar country form:; a military aristocracy,

which, though it cannot put more than some 500 armed men into the field, lords

it over a territory of many thousand square mile*. The largest dan is that of

the Ouraghen. including in Barth's time some 150 heads of households. Parts cf

it live on the north bank and on the islands of the Niger, and another branch is

settled near Ghat- Much poorer and smaller is the second clan, that of the
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Imorang, whose members still bear the name of royal, though fallen to the depth*

of poverty. But popular songs have no: forgotten the beauty of their women,

which is a subject as favourite as the wealth of Tunis the wisdom of lis Sul-, and

the horses of Twat The two last elan*, [toga and Hadanara. are scattered all

about the dexrt. ar.d foreign to the generality of Aagars proi>er. Most of the

Hogas have settled down under the Kclowis
;
but the Hadanara* have taken up
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their quarters among the Lurad* and become wardering freebooters. They:

Lurad* are the serving class to the Angars. who live upon them, although they

arc in a position to put tenfold the number of 5ghting-men into the field.

Their position towards the Asgars is much that of the Helots toward, the

Spartans ;
but the distance has diminished since the masters also have become in

some degree sedentary, have exchanged the leathern tent for the reed hut, and

have thereby lost the preponderance which nomadism gives to the oiling stock.

Besides what comes from these serfs, the agars also live by the toll, levied on
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that they might almost be taken for tumuli, were found, stCl inhabited, by Von
Ban*, near Arjijo. This border people, with one foot in Berber antiquity, the

other amid the high material negro cultivation of the Heussa race ca the Niger,

are a curious branch of the Tuaregs.

caravans, which, owing to the importance of Ghat as one of the great markets

of the West Sahara, is a considerable source of revenue

The present inhabitants of Air or Asben, the “ Alps of the Sahara," show an

admixture of negro blood together with the adoption of a number of Hoassa

words, extending the domain of that language at this point far into the desert.

On the other hand, no other Tuareg tribe, perhaps, offers so many notes of the

older days of less admixture. Future enquirers will have to seek here in the first

place materials for the history of the Sahara peoples. Relies of a stone age teem

here, also old deserted stone liouses and reek inscriptions. Quite white women
are seen among the Kclowis of Arjijo. Many Kclowis wear their hair tied in the

Berber fashion, letting two locks fall at die side. They still build tumuli with

stone circles of upright slabs. Mysterious houses of stubble and clay, so small

§
10. THE SOUDAN AND ITS PEOPLES

The Cental Souil.n «<rtJ In ladf
; .nl dumsr—Lai* Owl; Hie pain.—TraieSifcn W daau

—Tnt cec™** : negro tract wider the vanish of The Ighier e-nqcerir^ roe**— P«-<n*

ar*1 tSe Kaxuriii snaikr imligeDOM tt«ks—Tbe BojhUrois—The Males iad Tanjur* of Wailai—The
Fori and TUnjuri in Darfeur—Tomt.

ONLY a distant echo of the stirring events, restless labour, and marvellous

achievement that come to pass in the world, penetrates to the interior of the

Soudan. But this new world is already advancing from the Congo and the

Niger. Hitherto, even since the presence in Bomu, Baghirmi, and Wadai of a

long series of bold and cultivated Europeans, from Lyon to Naechtiga], Turkey

alone of all the powers within the Mediterranean and Atlantic region has become

intelligible to the Soudanese ; for at Murzuk and Kufra she is posted on the route

of traffic between the Soudan and the North African coast But even with

this bond of union the Soudan rem '
a. thanks to a physical desert in the north
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and a political desert in the south, cut off both politically and in point of culture,

by fear and by mistrust, from the rest of Africa, and from the eastern and western

powers. In spite of occasional compulsory relations. Bomu, Bsghirmi, and

Wadai form by themselves a little Mussulman world in Africa, showing in

individual districts a total of similar or identical feature* based on identical

development

On the southern edge of the great desert a series of highlands and lowlands

extends between the equator and the 30th parallel from the Atlantic lo the Red
Sea. The name Soudan comprises the whole of Central African scenery in all its

variety.1 This boundary towards the Sahara can only be fixed by climate and

plant -distribution. Hie rainy

season is as it were squeeied in

between the more lasting and

decidedly pronounced times of

drought. Rains falling suddenly

In the Niger country ar.d about

Lake Chad may sometimes

cause the many dry water-

courses to roar with mighty

torrents, till traffic is stopped,

and the lake aid swamp de-

pressions fill quickly with water,

endangering human lives ; but

many lakes soon dry up again

when the dry north-east wind

brings back fine weather and

drought.

Tins wide district contains

only three streams, which give

a character to whole territories

;

the Niger, the lknue, and the

SharL While the Niger, curving to the north, waters the southern rim of the

desert, else Benue comes from the south, where rain is more abundant. Receiving

few tributaries in its long course, the former has acquired live name <£ the Great

Stream
;
Joliba in Mandir.go, Gouhbi in Houoa. Of the streams flowing into

Lake Chad the Shari coming from the south is copious, but the smaller arc in

the dry sevsons more watercourses. The surface of the lake is therefore by no

meant open water throughout
;
about a third of it being occupied by a number

of island*
;
while on the west, swampy reedy shores extend far into the lake,

which ha* the look of a shallow inundation perrnasvent in the middle only. If

one enquires about any of the islands, one is told, not of its petition in the lake,

but of the number of channels which must be crossed to reach it The level

of the water is remarkably fluctuating, and the variations in the form of the lake

compel those who dwell about it to take an amphibious character. One day

they flit, because the lake has taken the ground from under their feet
;
next day

1 The .ore .W.t» atm from the .'.rib* «./*< refrtrint to the own.lesfc-n <' the inhabitant.

Today ihe Anbi to the south of the Sahara appty it to the Xijer (ojitrk. cttliuive of Itmltici^o, stair in

E©pt the idea of Soolan ioetuiie* even NnhU.
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ilvcy settle in the malarious new ground on which the retreating water has left a

fertilising mud.

The water collecting and evaporating ha* formed bed.* of salt in counties

hollows of these countries
:
and the abundance of salt is a source of prosperity to

some of the Soudan countries. The well-known productiveness of the date-culture

depends upon it, and the growth of the meadows, the favourite meeting-ground

of nomads rich in herds, is furthered thereby. It is said of a rich man in the

Soudan, “ He can cat his fill of salt.' Population accumulates, great trade-routes

exist, in dependence on the salt
;
and it gives certain peoples an importance they

could not otherwise claim.

Grass covers the country, from the scanty tufu where the landscape is passing

into the Sahara to the tall

grasses of Senegambia or

Scnr.aar, where even the

giraffe only shows a little

bit of his neck above the

boundless prairie. In Kor*

dofan the smaller grass is

so thick that one seems

to see a “ closely sown,

immeasurable corn - field."

Baobabs, acacias, and other

«hady trees become more

frequent as one goes south.

For one coming from the

desert there is something

overwhelming inthis plenty'

following so hard upon

dearth
;
and in the advance

of the children of the deer:

upon the Soudan, which

has affected the history of

the world, is as much due

to this natural charm as in

the march of the barbarians upon Italy. Even the son of the desert is not left

cold by auch contrasts, b: it only for the promise of wealth he can sec in the green.

In the east lies a wider tone of transition between the desert and the arable

land where rain is plenty. Here the Soudan, with its herdsmen and herds, does

not come to an abrupt stop as in the west and in the interior, where the negro

farmer even extends across the southern limit of the Soudan, but the negroes

themselves have adopted the pastoral life, and developed the type of the Baggara.
“ cowherds,” jo that Soudanese conditions recur up to and beyond the equator.

All the sharper therefore is the line drawn between cowherds and camel-keepers,

Arabs here, Nubians and negroes there
;
one can fix it about 13" N. Elephants

have net yet become unfamiliar objects in the Soudanese landscape. In Lake

Chad and the neighbouring streams hippopotami wallow in herds, and crocodiles

are yet more numerous. The great beasts of prey are most frequent in the

uninhabited tracts between the Sox and the desert.

Scgn: fre ttMicro foiitfun. pethipi * Nuba,
in Banff Bey s Cohutio*
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The population of the Soudan may fce divided without hesitation into indigenous

and immigrant We know the history of the Soudan countries better than that

of other part* of Africa, and, in the case of most, the date at which they received

the influential Arab ingredient, as well as the advance eastward and southward of

the Fulbes who rule in the West Soudan, We must not, however, think this

division altogether simple. The immigrations of which we chance to have heard

are not all that have been. In our general introduction we sought to show how,

in the migrations of the African races, nature assigned an important part to the

Soudan as the border district between the greatest cradles of nomad and settled

races. In the Soudan lies the wide tone of contact between the two greatest

groups of races in Africa, the Hamito-Semitic and the Negroid
;
and the processes

of intermixture which here

appear clearly on a great

scale explain similar but

lea obvious processes

throughout Africa. Thus
we do not contrast the

Mandingoe, the original

race of Mandara, the

Houssas, the Fore, the

Nubas, etc^ as settled

peoples from the begin-

ning, with the Fulbes and
Arabs

; but assume beside

the admitted immigrants

only relatively settled

races, no aborigines. The
Soudan has always been

one of the most open

countries on the earth, and

we may here expect to

find many racial deluges.

Legends ascribe an eastern

origin to many peoples in the West Soudan, while in the central they Oltcn point

to the north The history of a great race like the Yorubas confirms their eastern

origin or at least their arrival from the cast. But as a matter of fact, relations

existed between the eastern Niger countries and Eg> pi by way of Augila even in

the eleventh century AL>., and influences from north and east may have affected the

Soudan population long before the Arab immigration. To this day the culture

of the ruling race is not everywhere in the Soudan the superior
;
in some respects

it is excelled by the remains of native culture, where this has maintained its in-

dependence. When one hears in the Bomu district alone more than a dozen

languages spoken, one gets the impression of a conglomerate of races. In a

small country like Logon language is so lavish, that while the ordinary speech

of the people is akin to Musgu, Denham heard so much Bagrimma spoken that

he took that for the language of the people
;
and Barth conversed with the chief

of the country in KanurL Arabs, too. who have settled here make Arabic current

as a popular language.
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Here then we have on one Boil the representatives of the Caucasian and the

negroid bodily frames. In the heathen tribes of Darfour, Baghirmi, Houtsaland,

we arc in presence of the latter
;

in the beat specimens of the “ red
n
Fulbss and

the Arabs, of the farmer. Both, however, are few compared with the masses rt

mulatto-like hybrids, with a preponderant tendency to the negro type, which lie

between, As the type of this mixture we
would take the prevailing population cf

Bomu, best described by Barth in the

words: “Their physique stands about

midway between the full -rounded forms

of the Hausa negroes, and the sinewy

leanness of the Tibbus." The latter have

already been noted as no true negroes,

and Barth makes a further distinction

between the Homucse with their broad

ugly faces, and the population of Kancm
to the north, who are a variety of the

more agreeable, mure regular, slimmer

farms. But all have crisp hair ami dark

skins, with wide fleshy noses. Richardson

is thinking of a Berber cross when at

Sindcr he finds faces more agreeable, and

skins fairer. Consciously or unconsciously

all, even Nachtigal, fall back on crossing

to explain this union of conflicting ele-

ments. It is not a very long step from

the Arab half-breed to the negroes in

the south of Baghimii. any more than

tltere exists an impassable gulf between

the lazy and timid Bomuese and the

victims of their slave-trade. Rohlfs found

the Baghinnis even darker than the dis-

persed negroes of the Bolo stock in the

Bautshi kingdom. The heathen tribes,

which provide most of the slaves for

Baghlrml, are only more homogeneous

than these hybrids, and a comparison

between them and their enemies ha» often

been to their advantage. Their lack

of cohesion against the rommen foe, to whose persecutions they have been

exposed for centuries, is quite r.cgro, and lies in the political institutions of all

negro countries. The injured person has to get justice for himself. If an oath

is necessary, it is taken on the leaf of an acacia, A. alhiila and this u held as

sacred as die Mussulman oath on rhe Koran.

Scar-tattcoing is not in use among all these tribes. When it is, sometimes

three incisions are made from the temple to the cheek, for a length of some two

inches, sometimes short scars at dose interval* run round the lower forehead from

temple to temple, sometimes a s* broad scar is drawn from die edge of the
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hair lo the root of the now across the middle of the forehead, or slashed upon

the check, as with the Fors. The Gabon's and Songhavs knock out an incisor

above and below, the Saras tivo. Up-perforation doei no: occur. Ornaments

are wom in the nasal aiae, but not in the septum. How genuine negro features

often appear conspicuously in Mussulman states may be seen from Barth's story

of the old man who came up to him on the I-ogon River, and ordered him in a

tone of authority to withdraw instantly. " I was ra’her startled and confounded,

but my companion informed me that he was the king of the water*, the

* Marikghd,' and that he had full command over the river.” Just the same
thing might have happened in Uganda or on the Zambesi, for river- or lake-kings

are everywhere part of the negro idea. Islam lias only laid a varnish over the

negro soul of the Soudanese, and the chief features of the oid fetish religion arc

not yet obliterated. The Bornu people too remember when they worshipped

a forest-devil and a water-devil. Rohlfs says that they have, properly speaking,

no name for God
;
“ Remand?,” which they use to translate Allah, means only

"lord" in a civil sense. The religious festivals of Islam have been brought into

connection with natural events such as all negroes hold of importance, such as

full moon, opening ctf the rainy season, etc. They do not understand Arabic

prayers. The Fors, finding it difficult to combine their negro ged Molu with

the Allah of the new faith, confound the letter with the Shereel of Mecca.

The history of Bornu, of which we know something, shows clearly the arrival

of the ruling, state-forming race from the north, and its connection with desert

tribes. Of what stock were the founders of the monarchy in Kir-em, from which

Bornu afterwards rose? We have a statement of Leo Africanut, to the effect

that the kings of Bornu are descended from the Libyan stock of the llardoa.

This is more definitely stated throughout a series of older reports. In the

chronicle used by Barth is found a statement tlut before King Selma, "ho was

reigning in the year ;8l of the Hegira, all kings of the Arabs were red in colour,

and that he was the first black king. I bn Batuta reports that these kings covered

their faces with a cloth and never lee their mouths fce seen, a well-known Tibboo

practice. In mode of government, and in the custom of laying the greatest im-

portance on the name of the mother's tribe, we find also Berber affinities.

But what speaks most incontestably for the affinity of stock between the founders

of the slates or. the northern and western .hoses of Lake Chad, and the desert

tribes, is their language.

The actual facts in the history of Bornu are : first, the not wholly obscure

origin in the South Saharan districts of Bardoa. Dorku, and other abodes of the

Tibboos, and the settlement in Kancm. The son of a Himyarite king who

becomes prominent on this occasion may imply a reminiscence of the share taken

by some broken-down Arab group in the foundation of the Kancm kingdom. That

the first extension of the new power was in the direction of the Tibboo oases proves

clearly enough that a connection still existed at that time between the emigrants

and their original homes. Then followed under the impulse of Islam at the

beginning of the twelfth century’ the great extension of the Bornu power over

Fenian, and -the closer contact with Egypt and Tripoli. Further, we nr-cd only

mention the Fulbe inundation at the beginning of this century, and the deliverance

of the country by the Arab fakir, Mohammed cl Amin cl Kanerni, the founder

of the dynasty now reigning. The typica lures of this history’ recur in the
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other countries, only some other political leaven takes the place of the Tibfcccu.

The strength of the Arab dement seems to grow as we go eastward
;

it is strong

in Wadai, strongest in Darfour. The history of the latter country U that of the

influence of the Arabs upon the Fors. The most important dements in the

population of Darfour are Tunjurs and Zoghawas. The former sty that they

descend from the old Arab tribe, the Beni Hilal
;
the Zoghawas are a nomad

people closely akin to the inhabitants of Ennedi. Besides these, the Jeltaba

element is nearest in feeling to the Arab. These spring from the most various

parts of the Nile regions from Upper Egypt to Sennaar
;
coming into the country

originally as wandering traders, and settling in large numbers at particular spot*.

They are the best-hated of all strangers, and their very name is a term of abuse.

The Soudan states are Arabised states, as is announced externally by the

ure of Arabic as the court and official language, internally and impressive!)- by

the universality of Islam, and the reverence for it rising to the point of fanaticism.

In all these countries the heathen is a foe. The Arab element has not devoured

itself in the bloody work of spreading its faith and influence, though this has

brought many of its tribes to the verge of perishing. It has renewed and increased

itself, and has always advanced.

The Arabs of Kancm, belonging to the Aulad Soliman stock, who in the

’thirties were still roaming between the Syrtis and the oasca of Ferrari, and after-

words ruled in Ferrari, conquered Korku, and finally settled on the northern

edge of Lake Chad, arc the most recent, most instructive, most important carriers

of these movements. When they conquered Fezzan they numbered perhaps

barely i ooo horsemen
;
and with the half of these, pursued and smitten by the

Turks, they made their way into Kanem. Over an area which in extent may t»*

compared to Germany, between Lake Chad and Tihesti, the Bnmu mad and the

Wadai road, they won in battle abode* for themselves, and from an area greater

yet by far they brought together plunder of every kind. In a short time the old

process was complete
; the peoples of the region became poorer, especially in the

indispensable camels, while the intruders became stronger in proportion. In a

few years they arc said to have carried off 50DOO camel*. Their connection

with Bornu, which thought to use them as a frontier-guard against Wadai, saved

them from what was almost complete extermination at the hands of the Tuaregs.

Once again they were overthrown when they ret up as confederates with a

pretender from Wadai
;
but Nachtiga! found them more dreaded and hated than

ever
;
plundering, depopulating wide regions, and filling even Bornu with alarm.

Their station was Bir-cl-Barga, in the north-east of Kanem, a country rich in

water and pasture. Since then Wadai has conquered Kanem with the aid of the

Aulad Soliman, and missionaries from the Settoussia have brought the Arabs wholly

within the circle of true believers.

The manner in which these conquerors advanced into the negro countries

explains very well the mixture which quickly came to pass upon the conquest, or

rather preceded it. Slave-raiding and slave-trading are settled institutions in

these countries. When Overweg, in his enthusiasm, advised the sheikh of

Bornu to pul down the slave-trade, the sheikh coolly replied that he could not

gel firearms except in exchange for slaves, and therefore he must have slaves.

Not till slave-raids have depleted a negro district docs the teal conquest take

place, a gradual process of politi and ethnological digestion. Of the Bula
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district on the Benue, which is now in a later stage, Flegcl write* :
“ In the Bulas

as in the Bassamas I see the last free remair-s of the populations to whom all the

fertile countries on the tanks of the Benue belonged before the day* of the Fuibe

invasion. Their old wide territory has into the possession of the Fulbcs
and they themselves arc confined to this swampy low land, free indeed still, strong

too and capable, from their great number and unity of hatred towards the common
enemy, of defending themselves, but girt with assailants like game at a battue.*

In the east and the west alike a sort of neutral ground divides the two
;
probably

also in the south towards Koncha. Wholly untilled and uninhabited, it forms a

striking contrast to their territory as tb that of the Fulbes, nor do they dare to

venture beyond it. Like a cuttle-fish the conquering race stretches numerous arms

hither and thither among the terrified aborigines, whose lack of cohesion affords

plenty of gaps. Thus the Fulbes are slowly flowing into the Benue countries

and quite gradually permeating them. Later observers have thus quite rightly

abstained from assigning definite boundaries. There arc many scattered Fulbe

localities which look to a p-articular place as their centre and the centre of their

power. Thus Muri is the capital of the numerous Fulbe settlements scattered

about the Middle Benue, and the position of Gola is similar in the Adimawa

district. As ye: there arc no proper kingdoms with defined frontiers against each

other and against independent tribes. F.ven these capitals arc in other respect*

still far from being firmly settled. Onrr for all we may repeat the well-grounded

caution of Barth at the opening of his considerations on the “ Hausa nation ”

:

“ If I may permit myself to employ the term ‘nation ‘ for the imjwrfect relations

in which peoples like those of Inner Africa stand to each other.” The same

relations prevail further to the east, but here stronger powers come into question,

which work with more concentration. Let us hear Barth’s picture of the position

held by the small Musgu nation amid these waves of nations in the Soudan

:

“ Towards the north there are the Kanuri, i»werful by their numerous cavalry

and the advantage of fire-arms: towards the west and south-west the restless

Fulbe continually advancing; towards the north-east the people of Logon,

originally their near kinsmen, but at present opposed to them by difference of

religion
;
towards the cast the wild Bugrlmni* people, proud of their Mipposcd

pre-eminence in religion, and eager for the profits of the slave trade. All the-*

people hunting them down from every quarter, and carrying away yearly

hundreds, nay thousands of slaves, must in the course of time exterminate this

unfortunate tribe."
.

The hybrid character of the Soudanese population resulting from all this is no

less reflected in the extraordinary medley shown by the ingredients of their

culture. We need only refer to the differences in fashion of clothing and dwellings,

coinciding partly with Islam, partly with paganism. The dress of the Soudan

population, wherever culture has penetrated, is Mocrish-Arabian
;

its basis being

the loose trousers on which 20 yanis of cotton cloth half a yard wide are

often used, and the ample "tobe.” Opulence and luxury are shown not by an

increase in the variety’ of clothes put on, but in the thoughtless practice of

putting on one tobe over another until cumbrousncss and shapelessness set a

limit. The tobe is at bottom only a loose, and especially loose-sleeved shirt, made

as a rule by sewing together the narrow strips less than a hand’s breadth wide,

beyond which the weaver’s art in the SoutJ docs not attain. It is adorned by
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embroidery on tile breast-pocket r.nd neck, and is simple in colour, either white or

blue, indigo, light blue, or blue-black. The ornament is usually white. In the

West Soudan, where they arc cleverer at dyeing than in Boruu. there is a greater

variety of colours, and the tobes most in demand come from N'upe and Kano,

especially the so-called "guinea-hen" lobe worn by person* of rank, and the

Kororobshi Jobe, steeped in indigo, blue-black, and fulled till it is smooth, hard, and

shiny. The prices of tobes fluctuate between cotton and silk from two and a half

to fifty Maria Theresa dollars. The silk-embroidered shifts of the richer worn™ are

specially fine in work and ornament. But the foundations of the women's dress

in all classes arc the shawl round the hips and tbe handkerchief covering the

fardal! ana luiKtu trem i.„ Soid.in. pihops JUDOaga |lir<Uh Uuxun tra Oantl Vimwinr/
S-o.1,. C«Basion )

upper body. In both, the shiny stiff materia! of the Kororobshi tobes is employed,
and the shift* also arc of blue stulT. Shoes ot Moorish pattern, of red or yellow

goatskin leather, often adorned with silk cmbroidery, serve for footgear among
the richer people. The poor go barefoot, or wear the plainest sandals of buflaio-

hidc. Silver arm and ankic tings, necklaces of pearls, real or sham, amber and
agate, silver rings strung with pearls or bits of coral, and worn in one sxlc of the

nose, are the most usual forms of finer)-. Men go commonly bareheaded
;
only

the Kanembu* have a national head-dress like a turban. It is in their negro nature
to be able to expote the clean -shaven scalp to the sun for hours together without

injury. The Kanuri women wear their hair in little plaits lying in close layer;

one over another, and pulled out at the ends, at the same time shaving forehead

anti temples to some height ; and the Kanemhu women in the same way. Among
th; wives of well-to-do people a crescent-shaped plate of silver completes the

adornment
Beehive-shaped huts extend farthest to the north in Daifour

;
but in general,

mud ami stone edifices predominate. The building is not higher titan a man
can reach without a scaffold. Throughout the whole extent of the Soudan, accord-

ingly, there is in both the arrangement and the architecture of the towns more of
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the African than of the Moorish-Arab style. Monumental works arc so deficient

that m one approaches by the well-trodden road from the north, tree-tops announce
the grove of shady trees under which the mix) houses of Kuka are secluded, hut

nothing is to he seen of tower* or palaces. The grey mud walls of the two
Knkas, quite recently destroyed again by the Mahdists, the royal town and the

people's town, with a wide, and for the most part empty space gaping between

them, arc hardly to be distinguished from tire soil. Abeshe, the capital of Wadai,
with 10.000 to 15.000 inhabitant*, presents a more pleasing view, lying on a

gcntic rise in a bread valley
;
but its interior arrangement is very irregular. The

towns have no rca 1 system of streets
;

only footpaths, twisting and winding

between the huts, and at most one very winding street,

leading to the king’s house, in front of which is aii open

space.

Arab influence, making itself deeply felt in dress

and all the important industries sub<crvicnt to this, has

perhaps left the least profound traces on the agriculture

which is in essentials thai of the negro. N*o doubt cotton,

indigo, and other tilings bear Arabic names, but this is

no evidence of direct Arab origin. For this ut should

rather be inclined to look to the peculiar distribution of

the cultivation of rice, which is found in the West, not in

the Central Soudan. Under the state- and society-foster-

ing influence of Islam, a highly developed agriculture

has, in spite or the mingling of nomad element* in the

population, become the basis of a generally high level of

economic life in the naturally rich central and western portions of the Soudan.

A denser and more active population, larger towns better tillage, make the

Soudan west of Lake Chad a decided scene of culture. Nachtigal lays stress

upon the contrast offered in this respect by Bornu with the vast majority of

tropical regions, whose natural charm cannot evoke in us any of the feeling

of home :
“ An attractive country, inhabited by an am ablc people, where

multiplicity and fulness of life rule in nature as well as in human activity."

Like former travellers he notes the central portion of the country with its

dense population as a favoured bit of the earth, where the traveller receives an

advantageous idea of tire industry and dexterity of the Bornu man in a modest

situation, and his copious resources. " Whether lie goes west o« north from the

capital all along tin road* he meets merchants and tradcra
;

in the neighbourhood

of the villages his attention is fixed by pasturing herds or the labour* of the field,

while in the places themselves he convinces himself a: every step of flic extent

and productivcnrs* reached by an intelligent domestic industry." Agriculture,

cattle-breeding, and trade arc carried on to an equal extent, just as in the diet

durra and milk are frequently of equal importance. If individual dement* of the

community devote themselves more to the one or tlx: other occupation, according

to national tendency or local conditions, division of labour a* a higher civilization

knows it has not yet made any great progress, and the majority of the population

show cquai capacity for ail fields of labour. Influences spread downwards making

themselves felt in efforts to reinforce the moral basis of labour and prosperity.

So long at Bornu was itself an orderly s»
gn

the slovenly life of the negro was
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repudiated and extravagance was punished. The highest point of this develop-

ment in reached between the Niger and Lake Chad, where the kingdom of Sokoto

often a picture of flourishing economic life.

Thus Islam has brought into these countries something more than a new religion.

Those who carried it were perhaps of more importance than it was itself; while

the success was still more due to the suitability of the human material in the

Soudan for forming a fortunate blend. Ir any case the material culture which

came with it has been of ereat influence. But that the most important of all

was the political reconstruction;, the size and permanence of which so far

surpass the Central African scale, seems dearly shown by the history of the

separate Soudan states.

The name Kanuri. applied to what is at present the dominant and predominant

at r«m Kuk«. (Dr. NatfelpT*CeDmha. Botn Museum |

portion of the Bomu people, contains no clear ethnographical idea.
1

It is a

collective name for groups, from whicli a nation has yet to be formed. Nachtigal

says that there is indeed ‘a mixed Kanuri race, but no original stock of that

name. A homogeneous Kanuri nation could, or can, be formed gradually only

by means of a thorough fusion, a common history, and a dose political union."

Some find in the Kanuris the posterity of the Kanem people who invaded Bomu
as conquerors in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. To these belong first of

all the Magomis, a light stock, whose settlements are found scattered throughout

the country in small districts or single spots. They ascribe to themselves a noble

origin, and the Bomu kings formerly sprang from them. With the*: conquerors

came Tibboos of various branches, who arc not reckoned with the Kanuris, for the

sole reason that they have kept together in larger communities and, like so many

of their race, have applied themselves to the breeding of camels, horses, and cattle.

More fused with the Kanuris is the Tcda tribe of the Turaa, whose original home

was Tu or Tibcsti. It must have entered the country in large numbers with the

' Some explain thr mar H "sprexdes of Ihc light." i.r. Man. from Arabic *6r

;

cihert more otwiauJj,

M-laAaUUna at Kanem.
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first immigrants for fragments of it, small in numbers, are spread all over Bomu.
They retain hardly any consciousness of their origin, and share in all respect* the

language and mode of life of the other Karurfc. Even to this day, however, it

is indicative of their origin that the Dirkis of Kawar. a tribe adjacent to the Teda
district, have always been referred to them. The Tomaghcras are by origin

Teda*. Their communities are found chiefly at the outer edge of the kingdom.

Even of the true Kanembu tribes a good many have been absorbed in the mixed

race of the Kanuris, while the greater part of them lias remained scattered about

Kanem.
Other elements of the Kanuris have proceeded from the mixture of conquerors

with natives ; the influence of the latter, as it would seem, in many cases pre-

dominating. Such are the Ngomas, the Kawas, and the Ngaiirs. Both name
and tradition point to one element in this mixture being of T.bboo descent, for

Kawa Is a Tibboo name.

Kanuris are found in scattered groups as far as the Niger and the Benue.

Bercbere in Yakoba is entirely inhabited by Kanuris, who have retained their

native language Some larger groups, who live in greater seclusion, may have

retained certain peculiarities. But though the Kanuris cannot be spoken of

as a homogeneous nation, one point is common to them all j a more or less

extensive intermixture with the original tribes. Not all conquerors however

—and this is a point to be insisted on,—have merged in the Kanuris ;
the

Arabs who came with them have never become so fused with them as to be

reckoned among them. They are indeed less numerous in Bornu than in Wadai

or Darfour, but yet. as our glance at the history of Bornu has abundantly shown,

form a very important element in the population. In descent the great majority

of them seem to belong to the East Soudan. Those settled from early times,

called Wassili, arc sharply distinguished from those who appear from time to time

as merchants or fighting -men, and are known as Shoas. In many cases the

connection with East Soudanese stocks can still be proved. They thrive, in

general, less well in the hot, damp climate of Bomu than in the drier East

Soudan
;
but their half-breeds, who occur in curiously small numbers, do better.

A new breed has arisen in details recalling its original constituents, but on the

whole very little like these, without, however, having yet acquired a homogeneous

character. From a physical point of view the change has not been advantageous,

for the Kanuris must on the average be called an ugly race. The women especi-

ally have lost much of the noble figures and pleasing features of the pure Tibboo

and Kanembu. The result Ol the mixture strongly recalls the Tuaregs, who are

neighbours to the Houasas.

When the original inhabitants were numerous or valiant enough to offer a

continuous resistance to the invader*, they were abre. in spite of the Kanuri

settlements with which they were permeated, to retain their language, physiognomy,

and customs unimpaired. Thu* even to-day in various parts of the kingdom, and

especially in the districts on the southern and western borders, they form compact

ma-sses of population where the sovereignty of the king of Bornu is not indeed

questioned, but the subjection of the people is still in some respects very imperfect.

The Makaris or Kotokos, on the southern shore of Lake Chad, are said to be

immigrants from the Middle Shari, who partly drove out. partly absorbed, the

Sos whom they found there. There reasons for supposing that the
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Mangas in tlic north-west came in from Kanem. The Buddumas on the island*

in the lake, an almost independent little people, won only externally to Islam,

arc -.aid to resemble most the Makaria. In yet more recent times the Sugurtin,

'1 .li Mmmm
fHshlrml treoper in *urc»:-.r { Denham.

)

one of the most numerous subdivisions of the Kanembi!3, have migrated from

their homes to the parts of Bomu on the shore of the lake, driven out by the

inroads of the Tuaregs and the preponderance of the Arabs. The group of the

Kcribinas, according to tradition 3. anant of the “aboriginal" Sos, occupy a

mmw’ron 1 m
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peculiar position, inasmuch as they occupy themselves almost exclusively with

hunting, w hich does not enjoy vciy high credit in Bnmu
;
and are thus compelled

to lead in great part a scattered, nomadic existence. A division of them speaks

the Logon language. A stronger stamp of the negro character seem* to be the

only thing common to all these tribes who were apiareitly earlier settled in the

country, ffachtigal describes the Makaris as clumsy flutes inclining to corpulence,

in general of a darker tint, and less regular physiognomy, slow in thought and

action. The Mangas and Musgus arc like them. These alone in Rornu use

arrows, the bows being sometimes of African, sometimes of Asiatic pattern.

The Baghinnis form three-fourths of the population of their state, the remainder

Shield {(tree : !kniox of tl#s NuUiiii Cte<n cist

(CmJVi Mux»)
li:; raJ

consisting of Arab*, Fulbes. Beenuese. Kukas, Bulala*. They also are a politically-

mixed race. The name Baghinr.i did no; appear until the formation of the state

of the same name came about. Doubtless the Fulbes and Arabs have never been

conceived as part of the Baghirmis, although they became essential constituents

of the state
;
but only the settled population was understood by the name of

lkghirmi, or Barma. With the spread ol Islam, the contrast with their heathen

though kindred neighbours grew, and the'e did not simply merge in the victors,

but were sold ; the blending of blood, however, went on unceasingly in consequence

of the number of women and girls every year imported from the south. In the

slave-trade towards the north, Baghirmi once played the leading part, being

specially famous for the manufacture of eunuch*. In other words, of all the

Soudan stater it most underwent southern influences, looked most to the 'Otith.

wav the most negro in character, and thus formed a pronounced halfway-house

between the Soudan states and Central Atfu.
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Regarded aa human beings, the Bighirmis are distinguished above many of

their neighbours by fine stature and pleasing features. Barth gives their women
the palm among all women of the Soudan. ** If,

M
he says “they are excelled

by them (the Fill be* or Fellatahs) in slenderness of form and lightness of colour,

they far surpass them in thfir majestic growth and their symmetrically and

finely-shaped limbs, while the

lustre and blackness of their

eyes are celebrated all over

Negrohrtd.” Their long ap-
prenticeship to a warlike and
predatory life has made the

Baghirrnis strange to peaceful

labours. From thor raids they

won power, wealth, respect such

as their country, from its un-

favourable situation, could never

have afforded them through

the works of peace But their

good qualities have not been

wholly swamped in this. Weav-
ing, dyeing, and leather -work

in Baghirmi are no doubt in

the hand*; chiefly of Kanuri

and Makari immigrants
;

but

yet in Kuka the slaves coming

from Massena arc specially

prized as weavers. The fact

also that Sheikh Ali of Wadai,

after a successful campaign,

carried away thou&mds of

Baghirmi people into his own

country, with the expressed in-

tention of stimulating his own

subjects in agriculture, building,

and handicrafts, shows that in

these respects they had a good

reputation, and were superior

to their neighbours on the cast
Of foreign elements beside the Arabs the Kanuris arc numerous and widespread.

There is in them a strong impulse to movement and love of enterprise. The
Fulbes have repeatedly made their way into the heathen countries to the south-

east as nomad herrkmen
; but even in the interior of the country smaller groups

of them are found, often under religious chiefs, " this remarkable race, apart from

its cattle - breeding, being chiefly addicted to religious study/* The Rutalas,

closely mixed up in the older history of Baghirmi as hereditary toes, are seldom
to be found in the country

;
their homes lie between the Fittrl district and Lake

Chad
The population of Wadai seems be a concretion of three still recognisable
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radationv arc highly

in recent time* emerged from the

nnc

main elements— tlv; original negro settler:, immigrant Arabs, and Fulbes. To
these mutt be added an indefinite fragment of Tibbie. But the present nucleus

of the population, amid which the capital is not without reason placed, the

Mabas, has absorbed constituents from all of them. This group, which accordiug

to Nachtigal inc!tides the " most honourable. sober, simple, brave, but at the same
time meet obstinate and headstrong of all the inhabitants of Wadai," is chiefly com-
posed of men of bronze colour, among whom, however, lighter

valued as signs of nobler

descent Among them,

or in their close neighbour-

hood, dwell darker people,

distinguished from them

alike in language and in

customs. Tivc mixture

must be varied, especially

as the policy of the

country is fond of dispers-

ing all over it tribes that

have become too indepen-

stent. As the analogy ot

its political jositioci places

this stock on a line with

Fulbes, Kanuris,and Arabs,

so the qualities both of

physique atxl character

that mark the ruling race

lie far less in the negro

direction than in that of

the lighter stocks of the

North Soudan, It is ob-

viously one of the state-

founding elements of the

Soudan countries, which,

coming in from the north,

formed a separate racial

layer over the darker in-

habitants. but afterwards

mingled with these, and also absorbed portions of four lighter races which arrived

afterwards, such as Fulbes and Arabs.

In the history of Wadai. the first race that appears with a capacity for

forming a state are the heathen Tunjars from Dongota. Their supremacy was

overthrown by Abd-el-Kcrim with the help or Fulbss in the cast of Baghirini
;

and his warfare was at the same time an Islamite propaganda. Nachtlgal says :

•• The adoption of Islam was decisive in favour of tin large grouping. Any tribe

which declared itself for Abd cl-Kerim, Islam, and the new order of things, was

true Wadaw i. Iced of the land and soil, and all who lad to be won by force to the

new religion arc not even to the present day looked upon an having equal right*

A r«rr nccrc lTrc« n ^vnrcrapb.j

with the other.-. All. lastly, who have
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darkness t>( pagaubm, arc still regarded ratlicr aa slaves than at free men." Can

the power of ail idea to found state-' and form nations bo made plainer ? A
branch of the Zoghnwas, a group equally important historically, carries on the

smith’s trade, and is therefore despised. Certain group* of royal serfs have by

community of abode and occupation become almost icparatc stocks, an, for

instance, the .Sultan’s hoe-keepers, cattle and camel-breeders. All these tribes arc

more or less servants
:

their lords always spring, as was said, from special groups

of the Mabas, the “ royal tribes," whose women alone can bear issue capable of

succeeding to the throne. The province* of Wadai arc administered by governors

A Fiif iKg?o. fi3 {From n photograph.)

\v1k> belong to the same royal stocks N*cxt to them the Arab' are the most

powerful, with a government and jurisdiction of their own. Embassies from the

Sultan of Wadai. which came to Darfour and Tana, contained two Arab sheikhs

out of five persons.

The Arab language and customs arc perhaps more widely spread in Wadai

than elsewhere in the Soudan. Bu; the Wadavi do not take Moslem usages very

strictly. Women do not cover their faces at the approach of a man, but always

knee! in the presence of freemen, ard crawl on hands and feet before them. The
men are no less courageous than violent. They' dress in the white Arab shirt

and loose trousers, have their heads shaved, and show vertical scars in the region
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of (he neck. The women wrap themselves in large pieces of cloth which trail on
the ground

;
they u-ear their hair of its natural length, or lengthened with black

sheep's wool, or plaited in quite small tufts. A large piece of coral in the right

nostril quite di,figures them. Their necks and wrists arc adorned with glass

bead*. Among the population at large the neapoti* are lance, javelin, knife, and
large dagger; wealthier people have a gun or revolver and a word; quilted
coverings for horse and rider are here also in use. Wadai i> held to be far more
warlike than Rornu.

Trade not being so highly developed among the Wadawi as among the
Bornuesc and Kulbes. and their industrial activity being

also limited, they have no large towns outside the capital.

Wadai is the most thinly-peopled of all the ooudan king-

doms. and a compulsory transfer of border population from
Darfour, Tama, iiaghirmi, to Wadai territory could no! but

further its development. In consequence of the missionary

activity of the Mussulman Order called Scuoussi, which has

for a series of years acquired a great power over Kufra
in Wadai, religious fanaticism has been more fostered there

than elsewhere in the Soudan
;
a result of which has boon

not merely the decline of European influence*, hut also

opposition to the spread of Mahdism. as formerly to that of

Egyptian domination.

The population of Darfour (Dar For), which in 1S80,

before the rising, was estimated at 1 J millions, fails into

two halves, distinct ethnographical ly and in place of abode.

The centre of one is the mountainous part of the country,

more densely peopled than o:hcr regions of Darfour, to-

gether with the damp south; the other inhabiting the

plateau -dbtrifts. The former is the settled agricultural

negro people called Fori the latter consists of immigrant

Arabs, the pastoral, unsettled portion of the population,

which has driven back and confined the others; and yet Dan*- in ••**>!> •' •>»-

. .. .e • ... r «
Uff'Club from Untour

arrogate* to itself a superior position on the wore of less
i vinm* itvacwn.

>

mixed descent.

Thr For* are nnt only pious to the point of fanaticism; they also have their

children taught to read and often even to write by the fakirs, of whom in some
villages they have several They are extremely dexterous in handicrafts, with

the result that practically no foreign ^oods hive to he imported into the country

save for the sultan and the grandees. Among the people we find little that

comes from abroad except cotton <;cods, and these arc to some extent

manufactured at home Knives, axes spear*, all kinds of metal ornaments even

glass articles according to Mason, are made in the country
;

not to mention the

pottery 'with no wheel, however), and excellent plaited and leather work. In the

growth of wheat and rice, as in many manners and customs of the Fors eastern

and northern influences make themselves felt. Formerly large caravans went

from Egypt to Darfour, and in those days the country itself was ricl» in

exchangeable products especially ivory and slaves. It u said that c\ery )isar

caravans from Darfour of 10,000 people, armies in fact, went man-hunting into

VOL. Ill V
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Darforrit. When Maasari and Matteucci went to Darfoiir twenty years ago,

you could buy a pretty boy for 40 or 50 francs. The profit on the slave-raids

to the touch formed a legitimate item on the income side of the Darfour budget*,

besides duties and tributes. The slave-trade suppressed all other branches of

production. In Fclkin’s time, too, a great part of the population of Darfour was

occupied i:i working lor the stave-caravans, and fetching food and water for them.

Though the Furs may, as Fclkin say*, have mixed little with the Arabs, they

yet show striking variations from the negroes more to the south, that is, approaches

toward their Arab and Nubian neighbours. They do not disfigure their bodies,

do not knock out any teeth, co not tattoo themselves, live mostly in conical mud-
huts—though beehive huts of grass also occur,—manure their fields, bake bread in

flat cakes, keep horses and camels, adhere superficially to Islam, the priests of

which, however, correspond to the true negro witch-doctors, while under its varnish

survives an oid African belief in a god Molu, whose breath is the storm. The
great feast of drum*, the national spring and new-year’s festival of Darfour,

belongs wholly to a reminiscence of the old religion. On this occasion children

without numbci are slain in commemoration of deceased sovereigns, and the

Sultan looks out for one of white or light fawn colour, with whose skin a new
drum is covered. The ground is at the same time grubbed and sown, to

symbolizo the value of agriculture.

The Fors of Jebrl Marrah were formerly ruled by the Arab tribe of the

Tunjurs. Although these ruled over Arabs as well os Fori, both their decent
and their religion seem gradually to have fallen into oblivion among them, for

there arc local laws of some antiquity which depart a long way from the precepts

of the Kc*an. Not till the seventeenth century was any restoration of Islam

begun, while, with a view to civilization, a large number of strangers were at the

same time brought into the country. The arrival of any Fuibes. or people from

Bomu, or Baghirmi, who are now settled in Darfour. may practically be referred to

this period. The last independent sultan of Darfour fell in the autumn of 1874
fighting against Zcbchr Pasha to the south of Tendclti. and Darfour became part

of the Egyptian Soudan. At the end of 1883 it adhered to the Mahdi, but

seems to stand somewhat aloof

The same destiny almost simultaneously overtook tie miniature state ol Tama,
the apple of discord between Darfour and Wadai, which had maintained itself in

Its mountain seclusion, but following the attraction of the stronger power had

ultimately come into closer connection with Wadai. The coarse Arab shirt

serves as clothing for the men
;
the women wear two pieces of blue cotton doth,

one wound round the hips, the Oliver thrown over the shouiders. The weajxms

arc spear and jnvc’.in
;
but in the Sultan's armoury arc to be found two or three

double-barrelled guns in bad condition, a muzzle -loading revolver, and some ruits

of iron armour. The diet, as in Darfour, consists of stiff porridge, made but

rarely with the broth of dried meat, more often with dry herbs which are pounded
and boiled, and, failing salt, arc seasoned with alkaline water. Little white

Venetian beads, which are bought in strings, and European cotton-stuffs, serve for

money.

Bornu offers the best example of the peculiar political forms which there

states, similar in this as in their origin, have developed. The present constitution

of Bornu is a prodtkt of the decomposition by Islam and slavery of the old
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aristccratic institutions existing among their northern founder*. The council or

nekmr, which alembics daily about the sultan, retain* the forms of a time when
the rulers allowed about them, as authorised counsellors, representative* of the

most prominent tribes or

families, agreeably to the

customs of the desert-

dwellers; but the essence

of them has disappeared.

Freemen have not lost

the consciousness of their

free origin as compared

with the sultan’s slaves,

but the sultans fccl more

confidence in their slaves

than in their own free

re!athx5aT>d fellow-tribes-

men, and count on their

devotion. Not onlycourt-

offices, but even the

defence of the country,

have for long been by

preference entrusted to

slaves. The sultan's

brothers as well as the

more ambitious and effi-

cient of his son>* arc re-

garded with suspicion
;

and while the most im-

portant jx/5ts about the

court arc in the hands of

slaves, those furthest from

the scat of government
an: held by die princes.

Salaries arc charged upon

the revenues of offices

and provinces. Indivi-

dual members of famous

families, descendants of

meritorious warriors or

statesmen, enjoy a cer-

tain importance, though

only unofficially, simply

because no one dares to ignore certain traditional forms of greatness
;

but the

council is composed of members of the royal family and the councillors, who arc

military chiefs of slave origin— two Kanuris, three Kanembw, three Tibboos,

five Arabs.

The most powerful official of the old Bomu kingdom was the commander-in-

chief, or Kaigap/nui, who vras always by origin a slave. Warlike efforts being

l^iben pxxt« from ncrmi-rrr^^h real tf».

if ber'.* Mueuiv.

)

(Barth CoOttik*
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naturally directed southward* against heathen tribes his chief activity and sphere

of administration lay in the districts on the southern frontier from the kingdom

of Sokoto to logon. Now the very title of Kaigamma is almost forgotten, and

Anwar, thrc'A'Of-rrra. tntile axe. dtf gre frim Bftfthlnni an-! Bnroa (After Dtnbnm.
)

the dignitary who most nearly corresponds to him, the Kashtfla bilal has his

administrative district in the cast and .south-east of the country. After these

chief officials came the Yeri//ta, the free-born son of a princess, and head of the

fM<jgowr\ who included all the royal families. The whole north-west of the

kingdom was under his command, and he had especially to keep a watchful eye
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on the south-eastern Tuaregs. To-day the bearer of this title has come to hr

one of the least important officials. The successor to the throne, son or brother
to the Sultan, may be considered as the third in the old hierarchy of Bomu,
Some frontier districts arc still under the supervision of the “ crown-prince." The
slave entrusted with the duty of watching over the personal safety of the sovereign

bear* the title of Jtroma, and has at the same time charge of the royal stable.

A peculiar position is taken by the GhaJadima, which we meet with in other

West Soudan countries. He is a vassal rather than an official, has from time to

time to spend several months at court, but holds half independent authority over

the provinces to the west of Bomu proper. The post of the Digma, a slave

formerly nothing but the Sulun’s private secretary, and agent in the intercourse

of foreigners with his master, was once the most influential in the state, the
holder having the administration of large provinces, the revenues of which be

drew. Many important offices in the districts on the north-west frontier have

passed to slaves
;
as those of standard-bearer, or sultan's messenger, and thus

tco .‘laves are the most influential officials, who have to look after the Sultan's

store; of iron, wood, charcoal, butter, honey, and other necessaries of life.

In yet higher respect titan most of them stand the eunuchs, as overseers of the

harem and the palace. These have most completely retained the splendour

of their former position. With their influence U frequently bound up that of

the women, which is but small in Mussulman negro states. Usually the greatest

influence falls to the magira or queer, -mother, though in Bormi she has never

played so pcomircnt a political part as in Baghirmi, Wadai, and Darfour.

The importance of the guano, or chief wife of the sultan, depends more on her

personality than on her position, while individual princesses no doubt acquire

influence by the flirtations to which they abandon themselves with jncourtiy

openness.

From this order of ranks we see that in Bomo, as in all these conquering

.Soudan states, military power once held the highest position, but afterward;

retreated when the state became peaceful and the ruling classes fell a prey to

indokncc. Yet Bomu as a great power of the Soudan still sets some store by
its army, with which arc connected the levies of the tribes in the event of war.

The army is represented by the l:iAM<wa or military chiefs, the most important

of whom watch the frontier, some of them having a scot and voice in the council.

Besides this, almost every division of the country has its own ktiilulltiwa, under

whom are placed at times troop* from the standing army of mounted lancers

—

whether in armour or ordinary iroojrrs— and musketeers, mounted or unmounted,

in small numbets, together w ith a small number placed in command of heathen

archers and spearmen. There are also mounted bodyguards and small holies of

infantry' immediately around the sultan. In all, the standing army of Bomu may
Iw 30CO strong. Only the bodyguard is under the direct care of the iultan,

while all the other treops are raised by the military chiefs
;
certain of whom arc

sure, through old reputation and connection, of a strong following. Barth describe;

the march of the army through a clearing, overhung by tall doom-palms, in the

Wolojc country
:
The heavy cavalry clad in thick wadded clothing, others in

tlwir coats of mail with their tin helmets glittering in the sun, and mounted on

large heavy chargers, which appeared almost oppressed by the weight of their

riders and their own warlike accoutrements
;
the light Shirwa horxmcn on lean
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camels and baggage-oxen— all full of spirit, and pressing on in the hope of rich

booty towards the districts in the south-east.

Yet this is not the whole strength of Boron. Every prince, official, courtier,

in order to stand higher in the esteem of sovereign and people, keeps regiments

or companies which are at the disposal of the sultan. Specially conspicuous

arc the heavy cavalry in their long, thickly-quilted coats, on the top of which

they wear several robes of various colours, and with all kinds of finery, and their

helmets of light metal adorned with the gayest of feathers
;

their charges dad
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in the /tMttfi, thick coverings of cloth variously striped. The hone's head is

protected hy a metal frontlet. When Rohlfs was in Kuka in 1SS6, they had

begun to cast smail cannon.

This power would have sufficed to maintain order in the country and to

secure the frontiers if the military ‘‘entiment lud not lost its force. But luxury

and effeminacy have in the present century taken increasingly wider hold, and

the young kingdom of Wadai has become a formidable rival to Bornu ; while of

the half-subdued tributary heathen tribes cn the west frontier more and more
refuse to pay tribute, or like the vassal chief of Sindcr in the north-west, have tried

to lound independent sovereignties. The prophecies of an early collate of the

Bornu dynasty, represented in so unwarlike fashion by Sultan Omar, may perhaps

by this time be fulfilled. Borr.u was sheltered hy It-, situation from any attack

moving from the Mainline movement westward, and it lias in icccnt years declined

any more intimate relation with the Turks; but since Baghirini has conquered

Wadai, Qomu, weakened by internal discords, has as a political power fallen behind

the former, and is every day paying for it by the diversion of the trade of the

western and interior Soudan to the Niger nnd Benue. lately Be*mi is said to

have been conquered and ravaged by R.ibbnh, a former officer of the Mahdi.

In an economical respect the chief characteristic of these countries is the

transition from the steppe of the East Soudan and its nomadism to the agriculture

which, owing to the bitter watersupply, becomes in the West Soudan ever more

prominent, al*» from a lower and more fragmentary to a higher and more con-

centrated efficiency in industry and trade, from a small to a developed traffic, and

from sparse to dense population. Without prejudice to the primaeval forest on

the shores of the lake and in the valley bottoms, even Bornu is essentially a land

of steppes. The depression of 700 feet in which the great lake lies is an

amphibious scene. In the centre and in the south of the country the swamps

allow neither garden produce, nor ground-nuts, nor cotton to flourish satisfactorily

;

in the north the rainfall of summer gives only transitorily a vernal charm to the

grey monotonous picture of the lean acacia groves and the thickets of doom-palm.

Here patches of alkaline soil occur, here the date-palm still thrive*; and with

them tl* loose sandy soil announces the neighbourhood of the desert. In the

west of the kingdom the doom-palm forms whole forests. Not till we reach the

nucleus of Bornu docs the 6tcppc-ch-racicr undergo material improvement. Here

the ArM palm has its northern limit, and in the weet of the country' the AifansMia

or banbad makes an imposing appearance. In the south. Individuals of the

oil-palm appear; the cotton-tree (F.ri«/tu</ron, rich in legends, and the melon-

tree also show themselves. Soudanese nature hem readies its highest develop-

ment. Agriculture, which employs neither plough nor harrow, not even the hoe,

everywhere directs its attention chiefly to corn-crops, fent'd/laria, sorghum, and

maize. Colton (kalkuflov), and indigo (a/in or m/a}, showing in their names their

introduction by Arab-, two kinds of grour.d-nut. sesame, beans, melons, are the

other most important crops in cultivation. Wheat and barley are seldom grown

by preference, the irrigation for them involving much labour. Threshing is

done by oxen, or by liand. Men and women work together at tilling the ground,

but the greater part of the hard work which has to be done at home after

harvest falb to the women, such as making oil from sesame and ground-nuts,

the preparation of the kernels of Ittjlij and fruit of the kuruo and doum-palms,
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the cleaning and spinning of the cotton, the manufacture of plaited work such

as watertight dishc* and hsuket*
;
also milking, grinding, cooking, butter-making

The men manufacture the tools of husbandry and other gear, make wooden

and earthenware vessels, weave, sow, prepare charcoal and salt. With all this

work—smith's work is here assigned to special craftsmen- -even the less well-to-do

find the help of slaves itxlinpcnsablc When the ground is sufficiently dry after

the rains, the time of travelling begin?. Traders, large and small, go about the

country
;
produce is taken to the markets of Kuka and other large places, while

manufactured goods, even European, enter the country.

Till lately the trade of the Central Soudan centred in Kuka. That its market

could compete with that of the far more industrious Kano, while Boniu is

generally in economic matters far behind the West Soudan, was due simply to the

excellent position of that capital at the end of the common road front Tripoli by

Murzuk and Biima. which, till the Soudan was opened up from the Gulf cf Guinea,

was one of the most frequented in Africa
;
and also to the freedom of trade.

No industry is subject to duty
;

all goods enter free. Even the great caravans

from the Soudan, from Tripoli and other Berber states, have no toll to pay other

than a am all tax to the guardian of the town gate. Even presents to the Sultan

and the officials arc here abolished/* Rohtfe, from whose account we take these

statement?, was visited at Kuka by traders from Tripoli, Murzulc, Massar, Mecca,

Kano, and notes as very significant the abundance of foreign, ever European goods

in the markets of the place.

§
11. THE FULBES FULAHS, OR FELLATAHS,' AND THE

DARK RACES OF THE WESTERN SOUDAN

Poilico Mil cSitritaliim of the Fuibn in (hr Scadtn—A gtanc?« Iher hlitoiy—The. niUlur. »ith neficci.

Hotmas, Mii'lirgon, Jolofli , Sum. dupeied lribes<JSci*jpunU»—Btldt ir.l ml F.llw-PljrtaJ tnl

iKtllrel.nl qnalitiej—PiotoKe oiifin—liopoe.—Feuniaiiun i4 Vile.—The kingdom of Soloio:

miliMry niruv oJra.iur.iKo—Fmdvion ofibt Ikutthl 01 Y.kcAo kingdom i economic lift,

todttr. dieu. luUuiiom, MyWof an—Puma! life—Monty, trsdt. Icduarii! aa&-Tl,i luje worn.

Thf. position, as an element of the population distinct from negroes and Arabs,

which in the Central and Eastern Soudan is held by Kanuris and Nubians

respectively, is taken at the present time in the West Soudan by a race which,

from the Senegal River to the Benue, and from the Atlantic to a point not far

from the Nile, is spread over a region occupying far more than half the area of

Europe, in no part of It forming the whole population, but predominant in most,

and in many place) marked o(T by purely Caucasian racial characteristics. Scnc-

gambia, and the countries south of it, when they come down to the Atlantic,

represent their furthest advance westward, and here too arc the countries where
they are most compactly distributed. In the Fut* Jallon country they form the

chief component of the population. Further to the east they own the kingdom of

' Fotbe or Fubh (-iug. Tuilo. IVuI) tt the Mandingo nv, Fellini the Homo. TelUiah the Ku«.
Fallan th» Arab, Fulde on the Bette. Like ilia "MM Abate " white,” ghen !o then. In Koronlh, lie-;

n.mn wren :o indicate the tl^irr rota cf that ,lin. Tie dirk tu*.ti,e..)i ... etllaJ (7 the Flench
"Tootoulcnn" the ifihire one •• Futa-Fuli " bf the PcfHj.ce.
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Matteli& cti both banka of the Niger, to the south-west of TirubuctOO, and for the

last twenty years or so they have been in possession of the llamana kingdom of

Segu. The districts between Massena and the Middle Niger also contain a Fulbc

population. Individuals go as far as Twat, and Fulbe girls arc sold to the harems

of Morocco. Fiat and west of the Niger the kingdoms of Sokoto and Gunda arc

ruled by the Fulbe*. In Bornu. Baghrmi. Wadai. and Darfour. we also And them
settled ; but in these countries they have not yet acquired any political or religious

influence. In Adamawa. oa the contrary, on both sides of the Benue, they have

A JohC (Freer a ir.-wk in tb? Jardin d« !1ant«> Pcta).

made their furttest advance sou thward*. and every year they extend their kingdom,

which is half dependent on Sokoto, by mcrci3e** and incessant wars against the

heathen negro peoples of those p&rts. But for Kuropean colonisation we should

in a few decades have seen them reach the Middle Congo as well as the Gulf of

Guinea. In this extensive rone of distribution, the Fulfces arc most dense towards

the west and north, must scattered towards the cast and south : in the latter case

being peaceful tenders of their herds ;
in the former, lccds of the tribes subdued

by their arms. In the former case, too, they dwell in countries where a dense

population prevails, and their territory contains several populous towns.

In physical appearance the Fulbes arc not uniform ; as a conquering race,

spread over a wide tract of country, they have absorbed quite distinct national
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elements. A striking example is given by Barth in a division of the Wakore

tribe, who have settled in Koussaland and exchanged their original language foe

Fu!be. At the present day in Scnegatnbia, "Joloff" denotes a black man,
•' Pullo " a red one. But even when Ahmed Baba wrote hi* history of the Soudan,

the Jo!offs were looked upon as a part of the great Fulbe race. From the

blending of this clement with the genuine Fulbc blood arose no doubt that

important component of the race the Torodc 'plur. Torobe) stock, which in the

.
kingdoms founded by Fulbes in the

Soudan holds the place of the highest

WtBWf nobility, but is essentially distinguished

by its Urge heavy build and quite

dark colour. Other populations ab-

sorbed by the Fulbes have sunk below

M\ Imr their conquerors. To-day. in the
i,‘S|hV

1

Fulbc provinces of Houssa and Scbbt,

Mw ] we find a guild of brokers known as

U p I
j

Mr, Janair.be; in t|ie lixteenth century

these were a separate tribe on the

> south-east side of the Upper joiiba.

• *«* ' * * '''** 4 ”
down in the w.nrii-1. contributed no*

'b? overthrow of powerful

.>'«,gbay rnpi-r ,-,nioier| in

; -'-ft p~ ’W-r t*v* -yjif

quite apart from the negroes, yet in

this extraordinarily wide distribution

since they started eastwards from

Senegal in the fifteenth century, they

have by the absorption of foreign

elements developed, especially in the

more eastern regions, a negroid type.

Hence a contrast has been drawn

between light and dark, "red" and
• black “ Fulbes, the former being

made to coincide with the western,

the latter with the southern and casern parts of the regions which they inhabit

;

but this does not apply throughout. In Futa Jallon a light minority rule* over

a dark majority, yee both arc Fulbes. But the dark show the characteristics of a

hardly definable hybrid race, whDe the light are still a well delimited race. The
red or brown Fulbes are the sHm light-skinned people, noted by Rohlfs as the

handsomest of all Central African*, and by others compared with Berber* and

Abyssinian*. They- arc credited with a quick intelligence and a serious disposi-

tion. The black Fulbes arc the fleshy people whom Rohlfs could hardly distin-

guish from negroes when he met with them after crossing the frontier of Bomti.

Others have distinguished three varieties—aborigines, Fulbes, and hybrids,—even

in, for example, Futa Toro, which is alleged to be the district of origin for the

Fulbes. And as the mixture with the dark peoples surrounding them is quickly

Hebmt of a ISofcotO/ ttttvfer—«oe*fifrfc rtxi

VtUKam.'l
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accomplished, the dark Fulbes not only form at present the majority in these

parts of West Africa, but are above all the coming race.

The intellectual qualities of the true Fulhesare also different from those of the

negro. What has specially struck all Europeans is their vivacity and acuteness.

No African people is equal to them in religious tendency and endowment. As
far off as Darfour they provide the “ holy men." It is remarkable that in presence

of negroes, the Fulbes give themselves the airs of white men, or even regard them-

selves as superior to whites. *' In physical development," says Barth, " the Joloffs

may surpass them
:
but it is just his greater intelligence which gives the 'Pullo’

far more expression, and does not allow his features to acquire the regularity found

among other stocks

Tlie Fulbes make their appearance as a pastoral people about the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries, so that they must have inhabited steppe or desert regions

not adapted for agriculture. As we look for the home of the Kanuris in Tibjsti.

we may seek that of the Fulbes in the large mountain-oases of the Tuareg country.

Their language in its rudiments is akin to the Hamito-Semitic group. In Mcilc

they professed the Mussulman religion
;
they were kept down by the Songhay

sovereigns, so long as these were powerful. From their earliest scats know n to

us, viz. on the Lswer Senegal, they had by the sixteenth century already migrated

far and frequently to the eastward, and at the beginning of the seventeenth

century Fulbc tribes arc found in Baghirmi. It is remarkable to sec how at first

this raco had to look for its place among subjects instead of among rulers But

in many parts of the wide territory over which it was dispersed, it must have

grown up silently : for its firs: appearance in greater force at the beginning of

this century was in irresistible strength. Especially during the long centuries

when the Fulbes had no history*. Islam must have struck deep root
;
for at their

very first coming into prominence religious fanaticism is a powerful motive for

conquest and subjugation. When, by rising against the chiefs of Gober, they- gave

in 1 802 the signal for the great movements which for some decadet shook the

Western Soudan, they were impelled to insurrection by outrage to one of their

Imams. Sheikh Othman
;
but in the mind of the sheikh himself, their first success-

ful leader, religious zeal was the most potent spring. With his religious hymns

he inspired his followers with fresh energy' after every defeat, and they had to

undergo many. Othman emerged from the struggle with the heathen as the

founder of the great empire, and ended his days as a religious lunatic. The blind

reverence paid to him was due not to his virtues as hero and ruler, but to his religious

enthusiasm. Of his successors, the warlike Mahoinmcd Bello further extended the

boundaries of the empire, while that chiefs brother Atiko at least kept it at the

level on which it had been left by the founder. But it began to drop under Alin,

the son of Bello, the connection of the separate provinces growing looser, while the

revenue and the military power decreased. Yet the empire holds together to

the present day as a federation of larger and smaller principalities.

The position of the Fulbes in history rests upon their conquests and the state*

they have founded. No one has doubted their warlike character, and their chiefs

showed that they knew how' to govern. They did not appear on the scene as a

race already in possession of culture, but as simple herdsmen, whose rise and

spread was accompanied by a certain physical retrogression, owing to mixture

with the previously-existing dark races ; so that now there arc no pure Fulbes.
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Nomads at their first appearance, with no cohesion and half-barbaric manners,

at tlx height of their power a minority amid subject tribes who entered into

close relations of kinship with them, in their decline almost absorbed by this

majority, the Fuites cannot be judged by the precedent of the Romans, who

rose amid their equals to the dominion over their equals ; they are much more

to be compared with the Spaniards of Central and South America who first

subdued the Indians and raised them to a certain level of culture, but then

were gradually absorbed and in some measure dragged down by them. Their

ultimate aim is not to be seen in the states they founded, but in the way they

have become merged in the subject races, to whom they acted as a leaven,

gradually raising them to a higher development, physical as well as intellectual.

Not without reason does Barth call the Fulbes the most intelligent of African

stocks.

As perhaps once did the ancestors of the Fulbes. Arab pastoral tribes roam

Warworn or an ortfuuui Oak from Hi* W«* Stu4m—u*.8nti to- lire. (China Muicaar,
Citium Ion. |

to-day about the West Sahara
;
but the Tuaregs thrust themselves like a wall

between them and the lands on the Niger and Benue. There has never been
any political power in them, while even at present the Tuaregs only lack men
enough to become the one dangerous enemy of the Fulbes. More Arabs stay
in Kano than in any other city of the West Soudan, and Moors from the coast
towns of North Africa arc associated with them

;
this town may even, as the

headquarters of Arabdom, be compared in the West Soudan with the capital of
Wadai in the East. Otherwise the small extent to which the Arab element is

represented is one of the ethnological marks of the west, and provides diUcrem
conditions for the activity of the Fulbes. In the influence, or the absence of it,

of nomad Arab tribes lies me of the great distinctions between Central and West
Soudan.

As we travel inland in West Africa, we do not immediately come upon these
light-skinned men, who arc in a minority, but upon negro peoples with a great
past behind them. Houssas, Mandingoes, Joloffs. are here the representatives of
a great if quickly-perished historical development. We seem reminded of the
Wahunu countries in the Nile regions. These negio peoples in a predominant
position, so far as culture goes, arc distinguished by heathen usages and religion
lrom their masters on or beyond tb: bonlers of the Mussulman Soudan 5tates.

Where these negroes have been most remorselessly repressed and subdued, as in

Futa Jallon, the firmest states, of most power to resist Europeans, have sprung
up. The great number of internal differences carnot be mistaken

;
but it would
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be idle to seek any uniform notfon of them where *e see that wave after wave

of population has been rolling on for centuries. The only conclusion which

seem* justified is tliat the more motley the ethnographic picture, die more recent

is the history of the*- movements
;
the more homogeneous the character of the

population, the longer have its elements been left to themselves. A recognised

fact is that in the towns the mixture is most motley, and takes place quickest.

Zaria, which was a young Fuibe town in Clappcrton’s time, made upon Staudingcr

the impression of a purely Houssa town. The people we are considering arc

negroes, but they are negroes who, partly through the prevalence of nobler

features, partly by the evidence of their history and culture, show the operation

of foreign influences. Nor can we imagine these influences to have acted without

physical intermixture. The talented Mandingoes are among the ugliest of negroes.

A gradual disintegration and development of breeds was here effected, as is proved

by the coast-fringe of less-advanced negroes, from the interior
;

and thus the

desert races, just as in the Central Soudan, must have bestowed the impulse.

In economic talent and development especially the dark peoples of this region

are superior to the lighter invaders, whether Arabs or Fuibe* As Delta says,

the Mandingoes and their kinsmen arc the Carthaginians, the Fulbes the Romans

of the West Soudan. That some arc at a lower stage, and that the level of

culture sinks lower especially in the west, is certain. But the sole advantage

possessed by Fulbes and Arabs over the Houssa* and Mandingoes, with their

historic training and high economic level, resides essentially in tbeir power of

organising and mattaining states, which quickly subside* in the ocean of negro

disintegration and timidity. Both Houssas and Mandingoes arc now reckoned

cowardly ; and if province' of the Fulbc empire have often had to bow before

insurrection of small and weak races, which have even interrupted the communica-

tions between the chief towns, Sokoto. Gando, and Zaria, this is essentially referable

to the inability of the dark mass to protect itself. The - Houssas." used as police

in the European colonics of West Africa, and mostly recruited in Lagos, arc in great

part not true Houssas, but Houssa-speaking negroes from the hills and the like

;

the Houssas of the interfor arc not a warlike stock.

As once a ruling race, still influential from the point of economics and culture,

the Houssas adopt the Fulbc invaders Into themselves, as their forefathers, nearer

still to negroes, once did with earlier streams of population coming from north or

cast. Their relation to the Tuaregs is an old and firmly established fact, and even

Barth called attention to Berber affinities In the noble families in Gobcr, tlic country

whence the Houssas sprang. As far as Islam extends, the more recent admission

of lighter elements shows itself The heathen peoples, mostly driven into the hill*

or to the westward, have kept themselves rougher and less mixed
;
but we know too

little of them. It is certain that they are by no means all very dark or negro-

like
;
the Akpolos are ewm like the Fulbes in colour of skin. Joined to these on

the west are the Yorubas and Nupc*. closely connected, and equally heathen as

regards the majority who form the local transition to the coast tribes, the most

negroid of all, and who arc perhaps somewhat darker, but cleverer and more

industrious than the Houssas. Neither Ka»o nor Zaria furnishes such fine fabrics

as the Ynruba town of Ilorin. On the coast, at the edge, with the old paganism

other old points of custom and race ha\c been better preserved than in the interior

of the West Soudan.
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The Mandingoes are the mo*t widely spread, and in culture the inoat highly-

developed of the West Soudan peoples Their negro exterior, accompanying a

tall stature, need not deceive us as to their talent
;
more than any other people

of this region, they have attached thcmsclvvrs to Europeans and settled in the

European colonic?- They occupy the district between the Senegal, the Niger,

Sierra Leone, and the Gambia, and extend inland from the Gold Coast to the

slope of the Mandingo highlands. From the heart of this district, the country

of Mandingo on the Niger-Senegal watershed, a great empire had spread eastward,

even beyond the Niger,

before the time of the

Fultes* victorious raids.

It had become split up,

even before the Fulb«

thrust themselves like

a wedge into the gaps,

and the process of dis-

solution and recon-

struction was tin: same

as with the Houssas.

Nowhere is the

racial picture 50 full of

contrasts as in the

Central and Western

Soudan. Beside the

almost naked Bissago*

and Fcloups we have

the artistic Mandin-

ftccs and the Puibes

in their power and

sovereignty; beside the

Papcls sunk in sloth,

the active Houssas,

In the East Soudan

the adjustment has
proceeded much further, and the aspect of the peoples makes another impres-

sion. Beyond Sierra Leone the peoples of the interior, who, as it were, only

filler tluuugh to die places on the Guinea coast, come down to the coast in

masses
;

here the Soudan readies the sea. Northern and eastern influences

therewith unite. The Arabised Berber tribes, the Trana and their kindred, who
reach to the Lower Senegal, and even push beyond it, arc 95 per cent negro;
hut they are proud of their northern descent, regarding themselves as subject*

of the Sultan of Morocco, and are fanatical Mussulmans. The Jolofls, who ore

among the blackest of negroes. but include very many powerful, well-built persons

With intelligent faces—the " I-aptcts • (probably corrupted from itaUlot). who
mostly belong to them, are reckoned excellent soldier* and equally realous

Mussulmans—once reached beyond the Senegal
;

but the Mooes have driven
them back. Throughout their wide territory between the Senegal, the Falemeh,
and the Gambia, the Joloff. are almost without exception Mussulmans.

Xozuy <* Wes Son i litctt a r&cioer»{*«
H ihe Col feci tan cf I V-r».? !»*/

)
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Christianity can show few successes among them. Their blending with Moors

has given rise, even on the left bank of the Senegal, to the formation of small

hybrid peoples
;
and Arabic a* well a* Mandingo and Fulbe words have passed

into their language. Their neighbours on the south, the tall Scrers whom the

Portuguese call Barbaein, are most akin to them in speech, but have felt in a

higher degree the influence of the Mandingoes and Fulbe;, u-ho arc said to have

driven them hither in the fifteenth century from the cour.tr>* at the head of the

Casamancc. Even to-day they are governed by a Fulbe priest
;
though paganism

has among the mass

of them survived

under the husk of

Islam. Circumcision

seems to be an

among
Sur.iko’.chs or bo- MMfRB
mulcts, lighter in

.

cuiour, lit!ii iv, lo llie - v’

Mii:idii.,«> ^ ;
**...

,

they V
scattered

Scncgambia. The ’ BB \
nearly akin to JrV Mi ^

them, these have the nJV,|« tv, U B i
doubtful privilege of y'vjj f p B J / i

furnishing “Griots"
/'if //If B '

||f 'L Y l

(see below) for the ‘
If /// ^ '

f

whole country. In
11 1

Senegambia as else-
or u- «nv ,nnt

where, the lower

tribes are pushed towards the coast, and tho»e of higher development arc working

from the interior gradually in the *arce direction. The Papcls and Fcloujxi arc

almost naked tribes, in parts quite poor, the forme' devoted more :o trade, the

latter to agriculture and cattle. Xext to the Feloups conic the Balantes. The

Fcloups live south of the Ca*amancc River as far as the Santo Domingos or

Cacheo, the Papcls farther south, and eaat of them the Balantcs, Among these

genuine negroes, who arc usually contrasted, as indigenous, with Housias, Man-

dingoc*, Joloffs, arc the Biafadcs on the Rio Glebo, the Nalus on the Nuitez. the

Bissagos on tlio islands of that name on the coast opposite, and lastly the Man*

diagos not very numerous, in the islands of Bulama and Galinha, and at the

mouth of the Rio Grande
;
who by closer contact with Europeans have reached

a higher stage than the others, and attained a certain degree of usefulness.

Politically the characteristic of the negroes of this region is disintegration and

weakness, while the lighter races gain ground, conquer, and rule. Even their

outcasts try to make the easily subdued blacks into material for ambitious plans.
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The first aim of a pushing Moor or Fuibe is to bnug a herd of subject slaves

into the service of himsolf and Ids partisans. This has been the beginning of

great states, but also of great devastations. Between Korch and Basulabch.

Bayol traversed a desert more than 50 miles in extent. For two centuries a state

of war ha* prevailed in the Fuibe country. It has been said in die West Soudan

that each individual Fuibe immigrant is the germ of future sovereignty over the

.lark people round him. At first humble, even despised, he lifts his head as soon

as he knows him<eif to be 9ure of a few comrades
;
and everywhere it is as certain

that they will increase as that they will stick together. Only small fragments

who have withdrawn to inaccessible fastnesses remain safe from dissolution
; and

only in remnants can more powerful political organisations be traced in the smaller

negro states of the west. Among the Jolofts, the government, headed in Cayor by

a Dtnud, In Wato by a Brat, is weak The power Is with the chiefs, who sometimes

rule several villages, oftener only one, and the “ king " exercises his paramount

power only in exceptional rases.

With the Fuibe invasion conditions have come about here which the

European hardly penetrates, a state of serfage bordering close on slavery. The
serfs live in s|icci.il villages, cultivate their own ground as well as their masters',

can marry freely, but are tied to the soil In Futa Jallon this system is found

ride by ride with genuine slavery. Before the wider intermixture and transference

of language, not only agriculture but industry and trade were entirely allotted to

thi* plebeian chaos. Both economically and politically towns in the Fuibe

kingdom hold a prominent position found nowhere else in negro countries. They
arc the centres of power

;
at the head of them stand princes of the governing

family or elected mayors of princely deportment, and from them political and

economical influence slowly makes its way into the surrounding districts.

The course of development is well teen in the small kingdom of Bautshi,

the capital of which, Garo-n- Bautshi, is better known under its Arab name
Yakcba. Yakoba, the founder, sprang of a princely family in the mountains of

Yolia, where it held one of the smallest of negro kingdoms. He came at an
early age to Sokoto, and was converted to Islam. Having given proofs of great

/cal for the faith, he was enfeoffed by the sultau with the territory south of Kano
as far as the Benue, where the newly- founded capital, with the advantage of

freedom from tolls, became a favourite market for the people of Ghadamts.
Yakoba subdued the small surrounding monarchies, and made treaties even with

the heathen Fulbes and other infidels, by which in return for subjection lie

guaranteed them against enslavement
; so that, a9 Rohlfs says, " wc have here in

the heart of Africa an example of a habtas eorpu/ act in due form* Not only

doe* the whole story of this development show the capacity 'for forming states

that resides in the natives of the country
;
but it ii interesting to see how quickly

the indigenous element took a bick seat, and allowed Yakoba quietly to become
a Fuibe state, ranging itself beside Adamawa. Zcgreg and the rest, among the

states tributary to Sokoto. As everywhere in the Fuibe kingdoms, the contrast

was inevitable between the red rulers and the black subjects. The dynasty was
no doubt indigenous, but owing to its submission to Sokoto, to the engagements
it had entered into with the Fulbes, and to the system of government borrowed
from them, it was regarded quite as a Fuibe government Fulbes too began to

inundate the new kingdom almost before Yakoba had established himself, and
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with the favour of Sokoto obtained the bert posts, while at the same time the

Houssas, economically superior, made their language prevail even in Yakoba'a

court

Up till now the Fulbes have been the lords of the Western Soudan, and the

cohesion of these states, often said to be dead, is always awaking afresh the wonder

of Europeans, Sokoto, the leading and dominant state, is surpassed in size and
means by Adamawa, Zegzeg, and Yakoba, and in it, as in these with the single

exception of Adamawa, the Fulbes are in a minority. From an external point

of view the motive force in the history of the Fulbes i$ Islam, of which they arc

fanatical professors, keeping it clear from the kiolatrous additions made to it

by the Houssas. Even in our time they have borne it in sanguinary campaigns
Into the heathen countries, until Mohammed cl Tunisi could conceive the

whole Fultc upheaval of the present century as an act of religious reform, and

in the same way Rohlfc, Flcgel, and Suudinger have sought in the religious

connection between these states an explanation of their last holding-ground. It

is certain that in what arc comparatively the purest Fuibc countries, like Futa
Jallon and Futa Zoro, the prevailing government la theocratic. With all their

warlike actions and all the cruelty with which war is waged, conviction ha* from

the first had more share in thete foundations
;
and with the religious tendencies

of the Fulbes the transient power of the sword has not been the only* slate-

forming force. The Fuibc states, like others, in time of peace lose the military’

spirit, and yet keep standing. One has also to reckon with the economical

development of these countries. The labouring men of Kano or Bida know the

blessings of peace better than the people of Central Africa. Moreover, the

Fulbes arc not warlike in the same sense as the Zulus or Waganda, as indeed

is indicated by the original simplicity, not to say poverty, of their weapons*

Even to this day, bows and arrows, which no doubt they use admirably, arc

in many eases their only arms. Those who founded states naturally soon felt

the need of a stronger armament, and thus in Sokoto as in Bomu we find troops

of mail-clad horsemen with sword, spear, and shield, forming the principal force.

The «hort dagger-like sword of the West Africans appears, outside the ranks of

the warriors, in many forms, beautifully ornamented. Freemen hold aloof from

military service to a mischievous extent, while the standing armies of cavalry

and archers are ccmpoced, even to the commanders, of slaves. This no doubt
alleviates their lot, but caused war to be slackly carried on. In the event of

war, all those capable of bearing arms are called up.

In many respects the Fuibc governments differ from those of other Mussul-

mans in the Soudan, the different basis herein plainly appearing. The position

of the sovereign is freer, more responsible, and for that very reason more in-

fluential. Among the Fulbes the very humblest is a: liberty to bring his affairs

before the sultan, or as he is called in Houssa, the Seriki. Even by the latest

testimony the sovereign of Sokoto is still a simple man, giving away all his

property. In contrast to this simplicity" of intercourse is the pomp displayed in

posts and titles, In which Yakoba and Adamawa go quite as far as ceremonious
Bomu. First comes the heir to the throne, then the Galadimn, who, however, fcs

found at all these courts
;
as a rule communication with the subject sultans

devolves on him. Next comes the high treasurer, and after him the commandcr-
in-chiet the sultan’s private adviser, the steward of the palace, and the chief of

VOL. Ill X
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the eunuchs. There .ire also a ifala’it, who reads out and writes the letters, and

a judge. At the court of Yakoba, Rohlfs puts the head of the ironworkers' guild

in the four lit place. This prominent position is based on the social system of the

Fulbes, in which chiefs of the market, of the tailors, of the butchers, arc also

known. A special position i9 held also by the heads and representatives of certain

national groups in the remoter provinces. Thus in the court of Yakoba there

is a dignitary called Seitnoa who is over all the non-Fulbcs in the country, and

to whom all later immigrants have to come on tbeir business. Eunuchs are far

Ica common in these courts than in the Soudan countries farther east

Otherwise the government of the country consists practically in the collection

of tribute, and in the administration of justice, in which th: final appeal is to the

supreme judge and the sultan. In these matters appears the difference between

the hierarchy of a free Fulbe state, with its gradations of village headmen, Imam,

ar.d sovereign (who is also marabout), and the pure despotism of a country

founded, like Sokoto, on conquest
;

in the latter, besxles, purchase of offices is

everywhere usual, which naturally leads to every kind of plundering of the people

by their governors. The tribute of Yakoba to Sekoto consists of yearly consign-

ments of slaves, antimony, salt, and shells. Besides these, tic overlord levies

arbitrary imposts often of a curious kind. If he b in debt to any one, or wishes

to make a present, he sends a demand to his tributaries to pay the sum required.

Among the revenues of the stato are the frontier duties, which are levied in kind

or in shells. The chief imports arc cattlo and salt, for the Western Fulbes in their

new abodes in the south have become veiy remiss in cattle-breeding, and the

salt obtained from the ashes of the runo-ttoe is far inferior to that of the desert

and North Bornu.

Among all these peoples, society is divided into princes, chiefs, commons, and

slaves. The royal slaves play an im|xirtant part, being soldiers and officials, and

able to claim the highest pests in the sate. Mild as the slavery is, the abominable

slave-catching and the trade are all the mere cruel. In the north, indeed, there

is little more room for it. and many of the heathen tribes are exempted by treaty

;

but much man-hunting is carried on from Nupe, from Bautshi, from Muri, and

especially from Adamawa. The portion of women, owing especially to tbeir busy

activity, is not very low here. Morality is higher among the light Fulbes than

among their darker sublets
;

but in this respect the Mussulman Joloffs,

Mandingocs. and Gerrs are not always superior to the heathen. Traces of

mother-right may be noted, especially in the succession in ruling houses.

Islam increases from north to south
;
but as a rule only the townspeople and

the Mandingo and Fulbe immigrants from the north arc pronounced Mussulmans.

Among these a knowledge cf Arabic is frequent. The negroes, the Houssaa

especially, arc more lukewarm than their rulers. Raffcncl classes the peoples of

Senegambia as (a) religious : Moors, Fulbes of Fata, Bondu, and Futajallon,

Sarakolchs
;
(b) indifferent : Mandingocs of Barnbuk, Woolli, and Tenda, Fulbes

of Kasson
;

(c) irreligious : Bambarras, and some Mandingo tribes cast of

Falemch. In the country between the Benue and the Niger, Rohlfs estimates the

Mussulmans at a third of the population
;
only in the Malinke kingdom beyond

the Niger-Gambia watershed are the Mandingoes all Mussulman. Islam is the

prime motive and means of invasions and wars with the heathen
;
conversion and

subjection are one. To those subdued it soon appears as the means of gaining
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power. The most ascetic and intolerant negroes arc always the most domineer-

ing. But it cannot be doubted that Islam it a moralising influence, and has

destroyed many a weed in the field of these races. This is above all true of the

extirpation of the often senseless fetish religion with its human sacrifices and

other excesses. It is significant that the fetishman of the Cold Coast becomes

in Scncgatnbia a griot, that is, a buffow, an itinerant singer, a juggler, or a quack

doctor. The influence of the Mussulmans* saints no dcube is heightened by this.

Hence, coo, it is difficult in the manners and customs of these people to separate

the Mahonmedan element in legends and proverbs
;
much easier to bring out the

negro traits. Such arc the Joloffs’ habit of sacrificing an ox on a grave
;
the

permission given among the same people to every one of uttering the whole truth

about the deceased in presence of the body
;

the dccpiy-roctcd belief in magic,

which persists in spite of the degraded position of the grins. Islam changes tlie

life of the negro in externals, sometimes not very suitably, as in dress. The most

revolting dirt is found among the negroes of the Sencgambia, who load "themselves

with heavy caftans, and in them often carry all their property about their persons.

The political Influence of the mollahs is great at the courts, where they are

indispensable as expounders of the Koran and scribes. In the schools, where tike

children go with their wooden tablets, they display a useful, if limited, activity.

Wandering marabouts carry a vigorous propaganda far into the pagan countries,

which they easily succeed in doing, seeing that under the pretext of trade, they

nearly always appear as the bearers of material progress.

Here and there one finds a great simplicity of dress and living. Very

common, 89 in the Central Soudan, is the tobe (which the Houssas call riga)

reaching to just above the knee, and with it loose trousers ; but in the near

neighbourhood of Bautshi the simple covering of leaves appears, the same as on

the Welle. Natives of the Upper Benue, in the parts about Jin and Dulti, who

are under the administration of a Fuibc governor at Muri, are depicted by Flegel

as almost untouched savages. Round their loins they wear a bit of skin or cloth,

they are armed with speare, wear a digger in a sheath strapped to the forearm,

and carry whips with two or three lashes of manatee-hide, and a handle covered

with crocodile-skin. Women and children often go quite naked. Round the

loins or on the upper arm they wear a bat of red and yellow straw-plait, a finger’s

breadth wide. Their ornaments arc hairpins and arm rings of iron or ivory.

Leather thong* with panther’s claws, antelope horns as amulets, little togs of

musk, leather pouches with texts from the Koran, which they wear round their

necks in perfect lurmony with the magic horns But this lack of resources Is

confined to Isolated .spots in regions where traffic abounds. The products of the

industries of Kano extend right down to the coast. The more trade the more

cotton goods, and therefore the more abundant clothing. For hard work, however,

it is laid aside or tucked up, till only the throc-comcrcd cloth for decency remains.

This dress has already made its way far to the south. Even the envoys of the

chief of Banana on the Benue aro described by Flrgel a* half Mahommcdan.

He was struck by the short sword with rounded point, ornamented with leather-

work tassel* and worn on a leather belt round the waist ;
nor were the iron

tweezers in a leather case, called thadJt. and used for pulling out thorns, ever

lacking. The clothing material, chiefly unbleached, dark blue, or in a cross

pattern of blue and white, are aimost entirely of native production
;
and the dislike
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«ean origin give* evidence of their

site muslin is very common
; and

nd round the face in imitation of

the Tuareg*. In the north, eepoci-

ally about Kano, and also in Nupe,

black and yellow straw hats of a

peculiar bulging shape are worn.

Slaves with short woolly hair

cut and shave it into every pos-

sible pattern
;

the curly - haired

Fulbes often shave the whole head

in Arab fashion, leaving only the

"Prophet’s lock* The northern

Fulbes like to plait numerous
little tufts, to which shells or small

plates of metal arc hur.g. Among
them, too, traces appear of teeth-

filing, which they perhaps get from

the Mandingocs while among
some heathen tribes little plates

of bone or beads arc worn in the

upper and lower lip. Scar-tattoo-

ing on the temples is found in the

mo*: various tribes. Glass bod*
arc not highly valued, but imita-

tion amber beads are the fashion

among the northern Fulbes.

Clamp-shaped anklets and armlets,

reminding us of the prehistoric

European forms, are especially

liked by the Mandingocs.

The dwellings of the wandering

Fulbes, and to some extent of the

Mandingocs and Bambarras, bear

the nomad stamp
;
on the other

hand, the better negro tillages offer

an agreeable picture of comfort,

and even of a certain degree of

industry. In the regions of Man-
dingoconquest large huts and walls

arc permitted only to the lords

;

the others have to live in open

villages. The usual shape of the

huts, both mud and reed, is in the Houssa countries circular, with conical roof
;
those

of reed are carefully woven and more durable than those of mud. The entrance

U just high enough for a stooping man. Or. the Lower Niger rectangular build-

iitgs have made their way in from the Soudan. Great care is taken to make a

close and smooth floor. In the Houssa countries there are some master-builders

Oliver nrd arrow of a HimVsrm eh/:!—<oc-tc\«i th rat 1

<Brti* Mima)
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who buiid palaces ond mosques of atone, towers and ail , but the great building!

which the Fulbes act up at Zaria and elsewhere in tlx height of tlicir power have

fallen to ruin, The assemblage of people in large towns i3 one of the most con-

spicuous characteristics of the Hoima and Fulbe countries. Towns like Kano,
and on a smaller scale Kong and Salaga, give quite the impression of having come
into existence through trade only

;
all the narrow winding streets radiate from the

market-places. They arc an element in the power and the efforts of the ruling

races, from whom the stimulus to build towns has spread far into the negro
districts. Moorish influence, exercised at second hand Mmdingoes and
Houssas, has caused city life to flourish in North-West Africa without any impulse
from Europeans. These accumulations of onc-storicd houses within extensive
walls arc among the greatest marvels thn! Africa can show. The red and grey

mud walls of houses and courtyards, crowned with steep straw-roofs, stretch out in

endless extent. Great sycamores, interspersed with graceful date-palms, afford

shade in the innumerable open spaces and in the wide courts. A brook flows

through the town, the broad streets are kept dean, the whole precinct is fenced

in by a massive mud-wall, and eleven gates permit entrance. This is Puttkamcr’s

description of Bida before its recent destruction, a town of over 50,000 souls in

Nupdand.
The favourite weapon is the straight sword, from 2 to over 3 feet in

length, tapering towards the rounded point. The Bonn and Kclowi swords are

shorter. Daggers are unknown among the Iloussas. The heathen tribes carry

knives with oval handles, having a hole through which the fingers are thrust
Javelins are rare, but the lance 8 to to feet long, with a simple head, is frequent.

The battle-axe is reckoned as a Fulbn weapon. Throwing-knives appear to have

spread only from Baghinni to Adamawa. But as their chief weapon, the Folbe

herdsmen, the country folk, small travellers, and the heathen tribes, still use bou
ar.d arrow

;
and among the last-named the arrows arc often poisoned. The bows

show clearly the influence of the Arab bow of two sections, both in their shape

and in the attachment of the string (see woodcut vol. ii. p. 253, No. 3) ;
bows of

nearly 7 feet long are said to be used by the archers of royal bodyguards. Spears

and swords, on the other hand, show a resemblance to Tuareg weapons. The
Kclowis do a trade in their iron spears. Firearms are advancing rapidly from
the coast and from the Niger ; the Nupe people are said to possess a particularly

large number. Shields of ox-hide, or of wicker, target -shaped, and the heavy
quilted armour for horse and man, are here also the defensive weapon?.

Hie Moorish style prevails absolutely, and the echoes of Moroccan work
cannot be mistaken in leather, brass, and Iron goods. We find the heavy black
jug? with handles for prayer-ablutions, the gay, shiny glares, In which mica is

perhaps applied, leather tanning and dyeing, and the ornamentation of it by
stamping, and appUquj work, cutting away the coioured side. Kano providci

sandals for half the Sahara and the Soudan. The native artistic talent of negroes,

more remote from these influences, is especially conspicuous in the Nupe and Yoruba
wood-carvings, which arc just what the Houssas less understand. Even in leather

work the Nupe people are said to succeed better than the Houssas. Among the

Afos and Bassais on the Middle Niger, Rohlfs found the most beautiful mats and
vessels for eating and drinking. Water-jugs, pots for fcod. mats, and such article"

among the Fulbes testify to the maker’s cleverness and sense for colour. In
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South Bomu, Rohlfs saw mats as long a* * man, elegantly woven, and with a

tasteful arrangement of colours, at a price of 4000 to 5000 cowries, or one Maria

Theresa dollar. Where the people have laid aside their nomadic poverty and

coarseness, the progress they have made under Houssa and Mandingo influence

at lead testifies to their capacity for learning. Some part of the merit of the

progress made by the West Soudan in an economic point of view has, however,

passed from Houssa! and Mandingoes to the Fulbcs. Under their protection

this industrial life, displayed to sach a point nowhere else in Central Afrka, especi-

ally flourishes. The coarse cotton-goods of the Futa countries arc widely known,

and the dyed stuffs of the Kano Fulbcs are famous throughout Central Africa.

The tanneries of Katsina too are in Fulbc hands. The smiths of Futa Jallon

produce excellent work, even flint-locks. In Bomu some of the best weavers,

dyers, and tanrcrs are Fuibcs. Coming from Bomu, Kohlfs found in the first

Fulbe village not indeed the Kanuri hospitality, but he was all the more pleased

by the trading ‘pint which made them bring and offer to die stranger at cheap

prices goods of every kind from all quarters. The puzzling position of certain

industrial castes show the importance of labour among these people. Workers

in wood, weavers, shoemakers, tailors, singers appear, among some of the northern

Fulbcs, sharply divided into caste -like unions. Among these the laic or /aobt,

who roam about in gipsy fashion, all speak Fulbe, and are always workers

in wood, arc despised, bearing, according to the legend, tire curse of disloyal

brother*. Smiths arc in high esteem with the Fulbes. Iron and gold arc pro-

duced in the country, copper as well as tin, for making bronre, seem to be

imported. Antimony is used as a cosmetic for the eyes. The iron industry of

the Soninkes, the like of which is not found among Mandingoes, Houssas. or even

the northern Fulbes, is far above the negro level, with its furnaces 10 feet high,

set in work simultaneously by a number of smiths at stated times, and its various

kind* of tongs, files, and even shears for iron-plate, not in the least recalling

European patterns.

Agriculture is at a less high stage. The plough does not extend beyond
Agadcs. The Houssas carefully break up the clods in the fields and heap the

ridges with the same weak hoes and spades found in the rest of Africa. Arrange-

ments for artificial irrigation arc rare, and the soil only produces a small part of

what it might yield. The cultivation of maize is general, and in the north also

that of rice and the ground-nut, an important article of export in the northern Fulbe

countries, where men devote themselves more to agriculture than in the south.

Cattlc*brccding is the affair of the roaming pattoral tribes, and the steppe-like

character of the country in the north suits them. Passionate riders, the northern

Fulbes especially delight In breeding small but compact and enduring horses. Beside*

these there arc so-called war-horses. Houssa chief* give audiences in their stable*,

which indeed often coincide with their dwelling rooms. There arc Nyam-Nyam*
alto in the Benue district, and Bary found that their evil fame had even reached

the Tuareg* cf Air. Flegel also found the Hubcs of the Muri hills decried on the

Benue as cannibals. But at the same time he met here with a dense population

pointing to a higher culture than could have taken its rise from the Fulbes, their

subjugator*. On the first approach, and under conditions favourable to the

maintenance of old custom*, one constantly finds the Fulbes as herdsmen, leaving

all industry to slaves or subjects, and by choice attending only to the craft of
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war. On the Upper Niger, on the Gambia, in Adamawa, in Darfoor they arc

principally herdsmen. In Bomu, Baghirmi, and Darfour they share the pasture-

lands with the Arab*. We must thus regard all Fulbea as primarily a race of

cattle-breeding nomads after the fashion of Wahuma or GalUs, who perhaps first

learnt to cultivate corn in their present abode*. In many cases they have indeed

surpassed their teachers in this as in other matters
;
and even grow wheat. Beside

this, even in the most southern part of their territory, they still do some cattle-

breeding, and in Adamawa the cattle have Fulbe names. They make good

butter, but have never got as far as the manufacture of cheese Where they have

remained pure nomads they dwell in round huts of brushwood, otherwise they

have taken to the more solid negro style of building, and their huts, like those of

the Houssas, consist of clay walls and a beehive roof.

The great development of the system of shell money, which only now is

supplanting the less practical strips of cotton, shows that in the west we are in

a country where trade and life are brisker. Money, especially cowries, is common
ar,d is valued. Purchase is possible, not merely barter. Massari characteristically

exclaims :
“ In what country of the earth would you find all the food that you

need to be had along the road for a few shells?’ The cowrie-counter, a curiosity

of the West Soudan trading-centres, counts daily from 250.OCO to 300,000 of

this small change. The shells are put up in bags of 50,000, ar.d large payments

are negotiated with these bag*. Yet the small quantity of this money is a con-

stant hindrance to business, all the more so that, by superior orders, in Kano for

instance, by order of the sultan himself, cash payments are strictly compulsory.

Slaves and ivory come next as the great media of payment.

The export alone of cotton goods, plain and coloured, from Kano to Timbuetoo,

was estimated by Barth at a value of 350000,000 cowries according to Kano
prices. Cotton and indigo being grown in the country, the whole population

participates in the profits. Leather goods, especially sandals, are made by Arab
shoemakers at Kano, and exported even to North Africa, and an active trade

gees on as far as Tripoli both in earthenware vessels of Moorish pattern ar.d in

tanned hides. In the Fulbe countries the markets are enlivened by articles as

important in Soudan trade as slaves, ivory, and kola-nuts. Soda and salt are

imported from Bornu via Kano. The traders in the former articles arc capitalists

undertaking expeditions lasting several years. The pataki, or small middlc-mcn,

arc less respected. Europeans notice especially that the flourishing industries

are not, as with as, carried on in huge factories, but that each family contribute*

without sacrificing its private life.

How came Kano of all places to grow to such Importance in industry and

trade? It is not old, and its present economic glories do not go far back. While

the Songhay kingdom so long preceded even that of Kalsina, its inhabitants

have now to provide themselves with what they reed from Kano, instead of from

Katsina, Kano having itself only taken the place of Katsina within a measurable

period. In the time of Leo Africanus the people of Karo and Katsina were

half-naked barbarians, and the markets cf Garo were full 0/ gold and alive with

trade; now Kano is a huge town whose manufactures supply a great par. of

Africa. As Kano to Katsina. so is Bida near the Niger to Kabbah c*i that

river. Both ate in the Nupe country. When the slave-trade flourished on

the Guinea coast. Rabbah was a centre cf the trade
;
but when Kohlfs was there
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in 1867 its once handsome environs lay waste. Now Bida is, or was till lately,

the rival of Kano. Masson says that it3 people are even cleverer and haalcr-

working than those of Kano, and its cotton-stuffs, tobes and trousers of which

arc cold as far away a* Bushirc, are excellent. The rivalry between this trade

and that of Europe will be interesting to follow. For a time the latter may not
1>* able to place even European goods on the market of Kano so cheaply as the

Moors who bring them across the desert The advantage of African industry

lies not only in cheapness of living and a low standard of requirement, but aly>

in the durability of its productions.



C. THE CULTURED RACES OF ASIA

§
12. THE MONGOLS, TIBETAN’S. AND TURKIC RACES

IN GENERAL

Tfcc Maggot Ltcod—Manfol»-TiteUn*-Turkji-Ixilato: stock. - Oumtcrirtk* of tbc ibccc grnip.-

Qieition of tbrir origin—Iradtqu ate jxttiticc cf tbftf hwtnry m written nirivr*—Pre*wt £ecfirnphtcil

d«riburion -Tcmtccia of Turks, Mccgo.% T&ecina—Pocrlsof facerKctioo-More recent d»p4icewna
—Tr^ul Icjecds—iDdicinons of the aiginl tone gives by language—GriT« of vanished peopiet m
Siberia—Bronw Ag* in the Irtbh district—Miring of the Chide*.

The Mongolian breed, whose characteristics wc have already found arr.ong

Polynesians, Malays, Malagasies, American Indians, Hyperboreans, prevails over

the largest part of Central Asia Its characteristics arc purer in the east and

north than in the west and south
;

the most Mongolic are the Mongol*, while

Turcomans and Tibetans are less so. In general, too, the nomads in Central Asia

are purer than the extraordinarily checkered dwellers in towns. The Mongols

proper have, since Blumenbach’s time, been regarded as the most genuine type.

The marks which led him to take these as the type of his yellow breed of men
are the medium height of about 5 feet 4; inches, the light bu.f colour of

the skin, passing into deep reddish brown in uncovered parts, the dark brown

eyes, the coarse, straight, coal-black hair, almost circular in section (masses of

fair hair arc known among the Buriats, and are yet more frequent among the

Meshtsheriaks of Orenburg and Ufa, and brown-haired Calmuck children are often

found), the small amount of hair on the rest of the body, especially the lace, the

short, often bowed legs, the large and, in two-thirds of the cases, short head, the

broad face with flat projecting cheek-bones, broad and depressed nasal bone, eyes

set obliquely with narrow opening, projecting upper jaw, strong teeth. Owing to

their physical strength, little inferior to that of Europeans, their slight sensitiveness

to climatic influences and bodily pain, their acute senses, the men cf this breed

rank among the most capable whom the earth produces. From their movement

in the open air, and their simple but strengthening diet of milk or koumiss, these

wandering herdsmen acquire broad chests and well-developed muscles. We at

once meet with greater variations in the south. In North Tibet, Tibetans and true

Mongolian* are hardly to be distinguished. The Tibetans who live as nomads

south of the Tang-a chain, and pas* for more 11 genuine " than those to the north,

nearer the Tangutcs, arc more slightly buiit and darker in colour. Their noses

are often straight and fine, their cheek-bones less prominent. Their eyes are large

and black. The Targutes of North Tibet are more like Mongols, their faces

angular and unbeautiful, their long lank black untidy hair hangs down to their
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head. The Limbus of Southern Nepaul and Sikkim, said to be more like the
Tibetans, are distinguished from their near neighbours of the plains by darker
colour. It is noted, on the contrary, of their kinsmen the Lepchas, that they arc

a small race, powerful and sinewy, and without the repulsive Tibetan lineaments.

Like the Tibetans, not in language only but in breed, arc the inhabitants of the

highlands of Sikkim, Nepaul, and Bhootan, and then the mountaineers of Lhoba-
Daphla, living a: a corresponding altitude in valleys up to 1 0,000 feet, with whom
we paw east of the great boundary of religions and cultures in 92° E. Colonies
of Tibetans arc settled in Cashmere proper, and traces of a pre-Aryan population

with Tibetan affinities may be followed up to the spurs of the Western Himalaya,

and even to the forcat-clsd hills at the south west border of Bengal. Under the

term * Tibetan breed ” we understand only a branch of the great Mongolic breed.

In their faces, which recall the gipnes, Prjevalsky sees a blend of Mongol and
Indian features

;
and when we read of the Kan»-Tangutes of the north-western

>asi$ of Guidui that they differ from the Tibetans in having a broader face,

shoulders, a scanty beard sprouts on lips and checks, and the skin-colour is a

dark, dirty brown. The physiognomy of the Dalda varies in thcChinc.se direction.

In descriptions of the Himalayan races, again, wo everywhere find emphasis laid

upon the ugly angular face?, and frequently the dark colour—Mongolic features

in short. The r^adaki* and Baltis, who arc noted as purely Mongolic, are indeed

compared with the people of Cashmere in many points, but not in beauty. The
boundary between Hindoo and Mongol is sought in a line dividing Kulu from

Lahul and Spiti
;
on one side we find the Hindoo resemblance, on the other the

Mongol type. The Goorkhas, a yellow race of soldiers, arc famous for their

powerful frames and a certain rough massiveness in the form and expression of the
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sticlcmg-out care, and slanting eye*, we may definitely assume that Itvlian features

are more conspicuous in South Tibet, Mongol in N'orth. Some prints of physical

peculiarity may be referred to external circumstances. The inhabitants of Ladnfc

and Baltistan. countries over-peopled in proportion to their resources, are a small

breed, the Baitis being even noted as weakly. If at heights of 14,000 feet, at

which the highest villages of Ladak lie, the poverty of nature checks any vigorous

A Turklu oOcer. (Tran a pbctcgr*ph.)

aspiration, below 10,000 feet malaria injures prosperity. Even in Sikkim ail

human habitation is banished from the valleys of the Himalaya owing to the

miasma. The few huts lie mostly on the mountain slopes above 7000 feet. You
may travel for weeks without meeting a human being. Only on far*seen heights

of the mountain crest have Buddhist monasteries established themselves, from the

chambers of which a noble view is gained of tte snowy chain.

The physique of the Turkic races cannot be explained without thinking of the

alteration of a once purer type by mixture. But that purer type obviously

belonged to the Mongol stock in the narrower sense, while the mixtures lead us
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almost as universally to West Asiatic and European influences. The Finnish

admixtures not unfrequent among the Tartars of West Siberia, Bashkirs, and other

peoples of North-West Asia, remain in a measure within the circle of live Mongol

race-characteristics, and accordingly do not effect a great alteration. Even in the

district of Aksu and Kuehar, where Potanin thought he found the purest Turkic

type, “ purer than in Kashgar or Yarkand." we must not expect such pronounced

mark* a* among the Mongols. The Kirghises. who. so far as attachment to their

abode and mode of life goes, are the most stationary and ancient cf Turks, arc

described as short, compact, strong-boned, with large short heads, small oblique

eyes, low forehead, flat nose, and scanty beard. Similarly the southern Altai

people :
“ Of middle height, lean, Pat face, small, foreign, projecting cheek-bones,

hair and eyebrows black and straight, deep-set eyes, considerable space between

the eyes, no beard." Large parts of the Turk races west and north from the

Cossacks have departed widely from the Mongol type. In the Oural-Altaic

group the Turkic type undoubtedly stands nearest to the Mongolic, the Finnic

farthest from it; but the direction in which the Turkic peoples depart from

the Mongol is marked essentially by taller growth, longer countenance— the

" horsc-faccs " of the Chinese chroniclers apply here—stronger beard, less depressed

nose, less wide and thick-lipped mouth. Then arises the Uabek type, with oval face,

long eyes, thick nose, round chin, and lighter colour. The Western Turks, Crim

Tartars, and Tartars of Baku have in general none of tire Mongoloid characteristics
;

they apeak Turkish, but by race are rather Aryans. The Osmanlis are a mixed race

in the fullest sense of the word, and if Vambdry holds the Turcomans, who for

centuries at least have been kidnapping in Persia, for the purest representatives of

the Turkic stock, this refers more to manners than to blood. Of the Kara-Kirghises

a third arc distinguished by scanty growth of beard, and brown hair is frequent in

the Tartars of European Russia, while grey and brown eyes arc often so pre-

dominant that not a single black eye could be obrerved among thirty Tartars of

Kasimoff. The colour of the Turk’s skin can no doubt pass into deep bronze;

but the white faces of Turkish women arc proverbial. If the eyes are not

decidedly oblique, the pupils appear larger, the colour passes into a pleasing

brown, tire eyebrows, naturally almost absent, often grow quite bushy, the beard

becomes fuller, and the strong white teeth are less prognathous. Thus we get

the handsome Turk of the Black Sea m Asia Minor and in Persia, and even

among the Tartars of Tomsk. This is the Turk who gave Hcyfelder tire

impression of a “valiant Jew ”; while in the much-mixed Bashkir variety, tending

more toward* the Mongol, there is a suqirising likeness to the Srcklers of

Transylvania. The women are longer about taking this step
;

in their faces one

is troubled, even after long crossing, by the strong cheek-bones, and in their figures

by the inelegant, sturdy, thick-set shape. Not that they see any defect in this, for

where Turks live in the neighbourhood of Mongols, a curious tendency towards

the primitive type seems to declare itself in their preference for Mongol wive*.

Farthest removed from the Mongol is the Usbek. who has adopted Iranian

elements of culture and Iranian blood, so that he reminds ns strongly of the

Tajik. The Kara-Kalpak Is still taller, bearded, and wide eyed
;
doubtless the

result of favourable conditions of life and crossing. Among the Yomut and

Tekkc Turcomans one sees quite European faces ; more frequently to the south,

on the border of Iran. Those who migrated to the Tarim from Ixib-Nor arc
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constantly being joined by fugitives and exiles from East Turkestan
; and thus

have sprung up the present Tarim people, who arc distinguished by the most
extreme variety of physiognomies. One finds among them the types of the Sarts,

the Kirghiscs, even the Tangutes
; now and then a completely European counte-

nance. rarely a Mongolian. Prjevalsky ascribed the fair persons whom he found
here to the residence of Russians of the Old Faith. Stocks and small races of

monotonous and poorly - furnished regions appear as abnormal forms. The
Kara-Kartshins of Lob-Nor and the Tarim people of medium or small stature,

weak constitution with hollow chest, small head, prominent cheek-bones and sharp
chin, scanty beard, everted lips, splendid white teeth, but skin of a dark sickly

colour, are a stock that has come down in the world and is on the road to

extinction.

The character of the herdsmen of Centra! Asia, when unadulterated, is

ponderous eloquence, frankness, rough good-nature, pride, but also indolence,

irritability, and a tendency to vindictiveness. In their faces is often a good share

of frankness coupled with amusing naive td. Not until intercourse became
frequent with Chinese on the one hand, Indians and Persians on the other, did

cunning, falsehood, and vanity wax great. Where agriculture lias replaced

nomadism, industry and cleanliness have increased, while honesty has diminished.

Their courage is rather a sudden blaze of pugnacity than cool boldness. Religious

fanaticism is naturally not great. Hospitality, a sacred duty among the un-

corrupted Kirghiws, is universal. Their quiet retiring style of intercourse forms

in Turkestan a great contrast to the loud manner of their Aryan neighbours,

whose conversation sounds like quarrelling. The Russians ton, have, on the whole

unfavourably affected the character of the Kirghiies, who in the Orenburg district

are row the superiors of their teachen in widcawakenee awl industry. Every-

body has always found the Mongols proper more sympathetic and simpler than

the Chinese. Under Russian and Chinese rale they have Uid aside their

warlike, rough predatory nature in a higher measure than the Turkomans, who.

over a great part of their territory, have not had such powerful neighbours.

The old empire has in recent times been most seriously* threatened by risings,

not of Mongols, but of Panthay*s and Dungans.

The Tibetan character cannot be uniform. We arc reminded of Nachtigai’s

classical picture of the starveling robbers of Tibesti when Prjevalsky sets the

Tangutes before us as people of a gloomy and morose character, who though

cowardly aic yet dreaded by all their neighbours, who neither laugh nor smile,

whose children did not play and were not pert. “ No trace of conscience exists

;

they arc the most shameful liars and deceivers." He believed the Mongols, who

assured him that no one in Tibet was any better :
“ Their sotfls are as black as

soot." Wo will not attach tco much weight to the verdict of the traveller who

only made acquaintance with i*art of the country, nor to that of the Mongols, to

whom the Tangutes are a menace
;
but recall what the Abbe Desgodins says of

the Tifcetans at Tatsian-lu on the western frontier of China :
“ Not only through

their imposing appearance, but through their calm seriousness, the maintenance

of exemplary order amid the shrieking and yelling swarm of the Chinese town

populace, was the contrast heightened to its sharpest limit. These robust, muscular

figures with the bronzed, furrowed, lean, serious faces—these then were the

' savage * of the Chinese’ Yet another side is displayed by the settled tribe*
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in the south and south-west. The Ladakis are counted peaceful hard-working

men, among whom murder, theft, and violence are almost unknown, and the Balls

arc praised at cheerful and good-natured.

Among the nomad* of Central Asia there i* no historical work more than

three hundred year* old, and the reports almost immediately previous to their

existence begin to be untrustworthy. No Turkic tribe has a tradition that can b:

traced with certainty beyond a few centuries. Their most prominent historian,

the Mongol Sanang Sechcn, of the stock of Jenghis Khan, who lived ir. the

seventeenth century, makes his ancestor Jenghis Khan become a phanix, and the

king of the Tanguces a lion. Abel Remusat's opinion of this writer is that he

is a compiler of legends and genealogies, whose ideas have become yet more

indefinite and obscure through Indian influence. Moreover the Mongols did not

obtain writing from the Uigurs till twenty years after Jenghis Khan’s death, that

is in 1247 ;
though it reached Tibet at the beginning of the seventh century A.D.,

it is said, simultaneously with Buddhism. Thus recent is the origin of Tibetan

culture, to which fanciful philosophers of history have ascribed an age a* far back

as the building of the tower of Batch But a higher conception of how history

should be written did not reach the Mongols with the art of writing ; for from

that time it was deemed necessary to refer every dynasty to an Indian oc Tibetan

origin, and hence from that time their work* arc more collection* of Buddhist

legends than records of historical facts. The same applic* to the Turkic peoples,

only there the claims of Buddhism have keen transferred to Islam.

I-eaving then these untrustworthy sources, let us rather look at the circum-

stances of their present distribution. Apart from manifold cases in which the

two great groups encroach upon each other, owing to causes which may in some
measure be clearly recognised in the political history of the last century, the

following principles of distribution can be established. In Central Asia, Mongols
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and Turks have their northern limit somewhere about latitude
5
5'

; the mas* of

them lying In the steppe-zone between 35' and 50'. In the south the Tibetans

fill the remainder nr the Central Asian highlands ns far as the Himalaya. To the

west they are hounded by the Caspian Sea and the Oural River, to the east by
the mountains on the Chinese frontier, and that interesting geological division

between husbandry and cattle-breeding in the Gobi desert. The Turks are repre-

sented on the Tal-Nor, three or four days' journey west of Kobdo by the Kiaeyet, a

Kirghis tribe, which twenty years ago strayed over to the eastern slope of the

Altai, and spread itself up the Kobdo ar.d its tributaries. The Altai Kalmucks,
known as Dvoyedanxe, because they arc tributary both to China and to Russia,

pasture on the southern slopes of the Altai. Turkic peoples again arc seated on

the northern Altai, having one of their most northerly outposts in those who
have advanced to the Chulym. Their language is Turkish, with a mixture of

Finnish, and they are obviously Tartars, strongly alloyed with Finn ar.d Samoyede

elements. They are gradually passing under Russian influence. It is doubtful

whether the Teleutes or Kouinandinzcs of the Altai who live on the Biya belong

to the Finnish or the Turkish stock. They till the land and mix with the

Russians. An interesting point of contact is formed by the l’amir or - Roof of

the World," the great watershed of western Central Asia. At its northern foot

dwells a regular leaven cf races in the Kara-Kirghis tribe of the Kiplchaks, whose

fame for extraordinary valour is known throughout Central Asia. They settled

in Khokand, but even after they were established they remained full of disposition

to fight, and have borne the greatest part in all the recent Central Asian revolu-

tions. In the comer between Persia, the Khanates, and the Caspian, naturally

the most destitute region of Asia, the Turcomans lead a life of movement. Large

numbers of them have settled down on Persian sal, but those who remain in-

dependent are for ever fighting with their neighbours. The Tdekes settled in

Akhal at the beginning of the last century, and thence made raids on the north

of Persia. For want of room part of them went to the Heri Rud, and thence kept

Khorassan in a state of disquiet. They were driven back and returned to Akhal,

but the limited space again compelled them to migrate to Sarakhs. From hence

they made raids to Khiva, Bokhara, Merv, and Khorassan, till the Russians put

them in fetters which they will not easily shake off.

At these paints where streams of population cross, eddies and surges arise

which force the most refractory elements into union. Abbe Desgodim often

heard in his house in the district of Atenze six dialects, the speakers all having

their homes not far from the banks of the Lar.-tsan River, Chinese, Tibetan, Lao,

Moso, Lcisu, Mlnkia. Besides these there were fugiiives from Yunaan, originating

as far off as Bhamo and Kiangtung. North of this, in the old Tangute country,

invading Mongols have partly wiped out, partly split up, the former poMomors-

But for the dignity which the Tangute language has acquired among Central

Asiatics, owing to its use in the composition of the fundamental writings of

Buddhism, this once powerful people of North Tibet would have almost dis-

appeared. With the Dungans they form the leaven in the racial medley. The
Dungans were once energetic and powerful

;
tliey have often risen against the

Chinese, and at last drove them nut of IIL They were, however, themselves

conquered or decimated by Yakoub Beg the ruler of Kwhgar, and brought back

into subjection by the Chinese. Beside them, other Tibetans and Mongols are
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found in considerable numbers in the tract of oases, partly as the result of

compulsory- settlement on the part of Chinese emperors for the defence of the

frontier. Among these arc the DaIds. Farther, towards the Koko Nor, are

Tangute* again. From the fourth to the tenth century constant streams of

Turkic peoples were flowing from the Altai. Advancing to the very bsart of

Europe in the victorious campaigns of Jenghis Khan and Timour, they left

military colonics along their line of march, and yet found their final limit of

extension. The substitution of Turks for the Greek and barbarian population

of Asia Minor, the mixture of Turks in Syria and Mesopotamia, the expulsion

of a great part of the Ariau population of Iran, and the disquiet always prevailing

in tile cast of Europe, are some of the great results of this movement.

Among those who Lave been pushed to and beyond the frontier of Europe
are the Bashkirs, living to about 15 miles south of Vcrkhni Ouralsk. In 925
they appear, in the narrative of the missionary, Ibn Foslan, on the steppe east

of the Volga. Having been tartarised and won over to Islam—first under the

protection of Russia, then at war with her
;
once organised like Cossacks, and

forming a component part of the Russian army
;
now a component of the Russian

peasantry,—the tribe, numbering some 755,000 soula, has stoutly maintained itself

1 000 years on the same soil, in the eastern slopes and the valleys of the southern

Ouralc, ar.d has only now entered upon the transition from nomadism to settled

life in the process of assimilating with the Russian nation. The Meshtsheriaks,

137,000 in number, are divided into Russian and Tartar, according as they

have mixed with one or the other. They call themselves Bashkirs, and have

adopted their language, religion, and customs. The Nogays, who extend far

beyond the Bashkirs like a wedge to the north coast of the Bhek Sea, did not

so quickly come to rest ; still less the Ottomans, who advanced yet farther into

Europe and have king been settled. Even within the last few decades. Nogays,

who had received the allied troops too amicably in the Crimean War, have left

the Crimea and settled in the Dobrudja. Cherkesscs have gone to Bulgaria, Turks
from Bulgaria and Roumelia arc still going to Asia Minor, and Bulgarians are

occupying the seats of the Nogays in the Crimea.

A glance at the Mongols, the most easterly of the kindred stocks, will make
it seem likely that they have not always owned their present abodes. Their

name appears first in the thirteenth century. That the Bidas dwelling on Lake
Baikal, whose name occurs earlier, were their forefathers, is mere conjecture. In

the Chinese chronicles we come across people with red hair, green eyes, and

white facet, whom some take for Turks, some ibr Indo-Germans It seems clear

at any rate that a tribe of them once lived on the Upper Yenisei and Lake
Baikal, that another, the Hiungnq, made its home in the Ordos country-, and that

the trade of the Chinese with the countries west or the dewrt was much molested

by them, until a chain of military colonies was established as far as the Pamir,

the point at which ail the old Chinese trade to the west turned back. The
1 urktsh Shato tribe guarded the frontier under the Tone, to the north of Shen-si
and Shan -si. After the break-up of the Tangutc empire in the ninth century,

it made its way southwards into Tibet to an unknown distance.

At prevent the Mongols dwell in general east of the Turkic peoples in three

great groups Mongols and East Mongols in Mongolia proper, Buriats in Trans-

baikalia and the southern part of the province of Irkutsk, and the Kalmucks or
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West Mongol* Sub-groups of the Kalmucks are the Volga Mongols or

Kalmucks in the narrower sense, the Dzungartans in East Turkestan and

Kuldja, and the Mongols of Tsaidam and Ala-Shan. As larger, more inde-

pendent, and less mixed groups of the East Mongols, may be distinguished the

North Mongols or Khalka*. extending from the Altai mountains to the Amoor,

and southward to the Skumid in the Gobi desert, and the Cluhars on the southern

border of the desert, in the south of «hosc district a (airly dense agricultural

population of Chinese is now found. West of the Chahars dwell the Urotej,

onward from the eastern slope of the Sumakhada mountains
;
they have preserved

the Mongol character in greatest purity, while die Sunites who dwell about Kuku-

koto even live in village with the Chinese. The frontier of Chinese culture hue

advanced slowly, 'never once going back, and standi to-day at most point* very

near the limits drawn for it by soil and climate. Richthofen, who at the end of

VOL. Ill '
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the 'sixties first explored these parts of Mongolia* notes how geologically the

frontier of Chinese culture always coincides with the watershed and the boundary

between geological formations. Wherever the gneiss begins th~ streams flow to

the Chinese rivers
;
while the water* of the plateau collect in depressions of the

volcanic covering into pools with no outfall, or salt lakes and swamps, and form

a soil as favourable to herbage as it Is unfavourable for tillage. This therefore

i« naturally the country of the Mongols as the ether of the Chinese. This

frontier of culture lies far beyond the Great Wall, which 2000 years ago formed

the boundary between the races
;
so that that famous structure has to-day become

practically useless and meaningless. Many millions of Chinese now live beyond

the gates of the wall. Since that time Chinese policy has found another way to

render the Mongols, once China’s most dreaded foe, harmless. From the west the

Mongols have retreated yet farther, since after the death of Jenghis Khan they

had nearly reached the European part of the Mediterranean. To-<iay only the

Kalmucks, and a small tribe in the mountains of Ghour, south of Herat, arc all

that is to be found of them outside of Mongolia. The rarity of Mongol place-

names west of the Oxus points to the short duration of their stay in Western Asia.

The Tibetan peoples dwell on the border between Indians and Turks

Their most advanced members, the Baltis, inhabit the southern side valleys of

the Indus, the lower part of the Sum valley, the main Indus valley itself about

the confluence of the Suru, and from above Khartakcho to Tulu, and on the

north the lower valleys of the Shsyok and Sbigar, down to 6oco feet. Spiti

is regarded a9 a district of purely Tibetan population. On the Indus they

dwell in company with Ladakis, amid Aryan Dards, from Sanjak to Marol, and

the Balti country is known as Little Tibet. West of it, Lahul contains a popula-

tion regarded as a cross between Tibetan and Indian ; the Kancts, a so found

scattered at Kishtwar. In Rupchu arc Champas and Tibetans again. Numerous
colonics of these peoples have gone far beyond their original districts

;
and if at

the outset a strict separation is found between the old settlers and the new

immigrants, as between Baltis and Dards in Bondu, on the Dras, and in other

places, mixed breeds at last arise, who arc more easily comprehensible in the

more Hindooised districts of the Lower Himalayas and Cashmere. The Western

Himalayas being more thickly peopled than the Eastern, the immigrants also

merged more easily in the old inhabitants. Further east, under more and most

recent immigration from Tibet, in the desert central regions, Bhootan, Sikkim,

Xcpaul, the product of a much older Tibetan immigration, the Lepchas and

Limbus live by cattle-breeding and such poor pay as they can earn as porters,

speaking different dialects in different valleys, mostly sprung from a Tibetan

source. The reports of Tibetan affinities in the mountain peoples, tire so-called

primitive population of India, are for the time only hypotheses
;
but people akin

to Tibetan* can certainly be proved beyond the Eastern Himalayas. Here, again,

variety of languages corresponds to the mixture of races. In Lahul there arc not

less than four languages side by side. In Spiti only Tibetan is spoken ;
in

Ladak and Zanskar. Ladaki
;

in Baltistan. Balti
;
Aryan languages arc spoken in

Astor near Gilgit, in Dardistan (Dardi), in Padar and Kishtwar (Pahari), and

in Cashmere. The Tibetan writing is from Indian sources
;
Arabic is usual as

far as Cashmere.

The Turkish tribal legend ascribes to Noah eight sons, among whom were the
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patriarchs of Turks, Chinese, Russians, Chazar;, under the names of Turk, Chin,

Rui, and Chazar. Tutek was the eldest of Turk’s four sons
;
he had twins. Tatar

and Mongo!, from whom spring Tartars and Mongols. Curiously enough the tivo

groups are not kept genealogically apart but freely crossed. But these indica-

tions refer only to the political and social relations in which Turks and Mongols

stood in the time of the Jenghisidcs. when these traditions were first fixed by

writing. The Mongols had carried away with them great hordes of Turks, who
afterwards remained under their rule

; but in the case of the great mass of Central

Asiatic peoples, the nature of their dwelling-places and the variety of historical

influences kept them apart even amid the closest political union. This separation

lasts to our day ; the Turks have fallen under Russian dominion, the Mongols

under Chinese. Still earlier, Islam had gained the former, Buddhism the latter
;
so

that the religious boundary coincides for the most part with the racial. In this

frontier territory, at Yangi Hissar. took place the decisive struggle between

Buddhism and Islam fee domination in Asia. From the first, too, the Mongols

united their destiny closely with that of Tibet. There the racial boundary can

be drawn only with the greatest difficulty, and by way only of indication, since it

has retired from the farthest point, the Holang-shan, west of Nlng-hla, to which

the power of the Tangutcs extended it at the time of their greatness in the eighth

and ninth centuries.

The Tibetan tribal legend knows nothing of the Turks. In the beginning a

man with his tliree sons roamed incessantly about the steppe. The country was

not then desert, nor poor, nor cold. Trees bore the most splendid fruits, rice

grew of itself, and the tea-plant luxuriated in the fields which Buddha in later

days turned into atony plains. Then the father died. Fj«ch ion wanted to

have the body, to bury it in his own fashion
;

this was the first quarrel. The

eldest got the head, went eastward, and became the father of the cunning Chinese.

The second was content with the limbs of the deceased. He left his home and

settled where the enormous deserts allowed his posterity, the Mongols, room enough

to move about. The youngest took the breast and the stomach ;
and from him

arc descended the people of Tibet, who in daily intercourse are distinguished by

good nature, frankness, and cordial feeling, in war by valour and courage.

Vambery has endeavoured to turn the Turkic languages to account for gaining

a knowledge of their earlier culture in the way which has borne valuable results

for the Aryan races. If the Turkish word for winter is derived from one meaning

a “ snow storm "
; if “ cold " and “ wind ” spring from the same radical syllable, and

original words arc found for snow-shoes and elks, we cannot put the original

home of the Turks very far to the south. We must look for it about the source

of the Angara and Yenbsei, the Irtysh and the Ob. There is no Turkish word

for sea or river. Flesh was the chief diet, millet the chief grain
;

rice and sor-

ghum arc expressed by borrowed words. Metal-working was probably not famiKwr

to the ancient Turks
;
perhaps they got it first from the Finnish-Ugrian Altai

people, to whom have been ascribed the numerous so-called Chude mines. The

names for lead and bronze are borrowed from the Mongols.

The root-stock of the Turkic races, when we first catch right of it. stands

between Finnish-Ugrian stock* in the north and Persian in the south, though

further north than in later times. We meet with the name Kirghis in Chinese

reports more than iooo years old. from a comer of Southern Siberia on tlx;
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Ycnissci. Thence they migrated in the seventeenth century to Lakes IgMk-kul

and Halkaih. By amalgamation with Buriats Cossacks, and fragments of other

tribes. and by their o<vn growth, the)1 have become a nation of three millions

covering the steppe from the Pamir to Siberia, and from the Oural to the frontier

of Mongolia. It is probable that the traffic from Perm, that in the first century,

went up the Irtysh into the steppe, by the road, alternative to that by tray of the

Caspian, which crossed the Middle Ourais at the Pass of Perm, ultimately

bending south over the Altai, brought elements of Ugrian culture ; while Iranian

influences show themselves strongly in the words for God, saints, spirits, magic

In later times the reaction of the Turkic races on the Persians is shown by the

Persian language in matters connected with cattle-breeding, war. and chivalry.

The relations on either side are not confined to the post-lslamic contact between

Turks and Persian*. The Magyars split off before that
;

yet Iranic traces arc

found in their language just as isolated Turkish words arc found in old Iranian.

To the Byzantines the Turks appeared jim like the Kirghiscs or Turcomans whom
we now know—a warlike nomad race of horsemen, divided into tribes and

families, of hardy and simple manners. If to tills we add the evidence from the

present life and historical action of the Turks, we see before us a thoroughly

nomadic race, the vast majority cf which wandered from time immemorial on the

broad grassy and rushy lowlands of Western Asia from the Altai to the Volga,

with their herds of horses, sheep, and camels, lived only upon milk and the meat

and fat of animals, and dossed in their skins. Driven chiefly to the south by

the love of roaming, this restiere race was ever trying to break out of the jone of

steppes by dint of collisions with the sedentary Iranians. We are justified in

asking whether this western branch of the Oural-Altaic stock did not at first have

a powerful effect upon national movements extending even far into Europe
Similarly we fancy the Mongols in the north-cast of the same region of the earth

:

once more intimately connected with the Turkic peoples, pressing forward toward

the south in common with them either from the original seats mentioned above,

or from others in the same latitude, but further cast
;
and separating after long

companionship.

Two details aid in the characterisation of the jxtople once settled here —the
mode of burial and the metal-work of the so-called Chude graves. Pallas was
long ago struck by the likeness between the stone sepulchres on the Yenisei and
tlw " heathen's beds " of Germany. There are dolmens and stone-circles ; on the

Irtysh only stone-heaps. In these, copper articles have teen found in great

quantity- -spear-heads, arrow-beads, daggers, axes, knives, household implements,

and, especially 00 the Irtysh, gold ornament* in large masses. On the Yenisei

too are found coppsr implements, very like those from the Irtysh
,
but generally

of a more artistic character. One main root of this industry lies, moreover, we s’,

of the Yenisei ; the Chude mines, worked by unknown races on the Altai moun-
tains. These point to a primitive but extensive and brisk industry. The gold

and copper of the Chude graves on the Irtysh can most easily have been obtained

hence. Iron was unknown. The pickaxes were of copper, the hammers of long,

round, very hard stones, with a groove in them, no doubt for attaching the stone

by a leather thong to the wooden handle The skeleton of a miner has been

found, with a leather bag beside it full of gold-bearing cchrcous clay. Where the

rock is loose, shalb 5 and 6 fathoms deep have been sunk.
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Among the Kurgans of South-West Siberia no masonry is found
, bal corpses

arc protectee by roughly hewn or unhewn birch stems laid beside and over

them- The skeletons lie with the head to the east. With the body are laid

pieces of the funeral victim—the tail for adults, the shoulder-blade for children
;

they lie at the head, on the breast, or on the right or left side of the corpse.

Weapon* and ornaments, occasionally found, are poor
;
the former of bor.e or iron,

the latter of bone, polished quartz, paste, or copper. Remain* of earthenware

arc tare ; one vessel of birchwood has been found. Remains of woven fabrics

occur. The copper is cast, bronze is entirely absent. The mounds are circular,

20 to 30 feet in diameter, and as a rale only 18 inches to 3 feet high, wholly of

heaped -up earth. Many arc crowned with stone figures, or babas, the drapery

of which seems to be Mongol. Pallas traced the stone figures with a Mongol
cast of countenance, holding a pot with both hands in front of them, from the

Dnieper and Donetz to the Kuban and Terek. In the Volga district they are

scarce, become more common on the Irtysh, and turn up again in number* on the

Yenisei. Near Smeinogorsk an octagonal tumulus has been found containing the

corpse of a horse near a rectangular one with a human corpse, both within stone

circles.

§ 13. THE MONGOLS AND THE TURKIC RACES

I»t5!> comment, nnd weojxo*—Cnik-biwding, agituHirc, irrlptijn—Hunirfi inJ iithlnc—Dio—Tow,
hiuir. aril town— uale-ccnties and trftde.«<4ii«t— Petition o( momtn • the p:Jyguny

:

HH»r» ctUtecy; bringing, up of chlHw*— Dlvlifcn U propetty—Tta fwulty md :h* tr.be : 'S*

hvdc
:
rektions of dependence—Cnfclan’s life- Dflpwdent Mongol*—Chin** policy in Mongol**,

Kuattin in TuikehUa.

Mongol and Turk originally got their clothing -material* from their herds.

In later times trade has been always more and more introducing woven materials

;

native industry has learnt to imitate them, and on the one side Chinese, on the

other Persian, fashion has materially altered them. Only in tribes so conservative

as the Cossack Kirghiscs is the glossy skin of a foal, with the tail left on, used as

an overcoat. Almost as simple is the felt gown which the Tsaidam Mongols,

men and women, wear next the skir, supplemented only in winter by a hide,

leather breeches arc common here, but rare with the Turkomans. Originally

the dress of the nomads showed few gradations
;
rich and poor wore like garments

of like stuff. This similarity of clothing, the uniform of ar. entire tribe like the

Kara-Kirghis, gives a certain effect of solidity, imposing to an outsider. The

Usbek, though in many respects he has become like his Aryan neighbour, still

slicks to coarse strong materials, but lias In many cases been seduced into loud

colours ; while the Kara-Kalpak drapes himself in uniform brown. So the riding

nomad keeps to tighter clothe*, while the settlers incline to bunched and floating

robe' favoured by Mussulman custom.

The kbalat and the high conical 9hcop-skin cap are spread throughout

Central Asia. The khalat i* a caftan like a drossing-gown. of linen in summer,

in winter of fur, wadded material, or felt. The winter ika/als of rich men are

usually of white felt, lined and bordered with costly fur. Women also wear the

khntat when they go out, but not girt like the men. They hide their faces w ith
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the hqwcL To wear them inside out i.i a sign of mourning. Tibetans, Tangutcs,

and Tsaidam Mongols leave the right breast and arm uncovered in spite of the

urigcnial climate, wishing thu« outwardly to resemhle Buddha. Poor people

instead of the kkala! wear in winter next tlic bxly a fur coa: with sleeves; in

summer a white jacket recalling the tunic of the Chinese. Wherever Chinese

trade has made its way their blue cotton fabrics have spread. The chttfan of the

Turcomans h like the kludat, and is mostly mailc of the thin striped materials

from China and Bokhara. In war it is worn only reaching to the knee; in

winter two or three are found one over another, and thus we find it as far as the

Bashkirs. In the warm season women may be seen going about in long smocks

and barefoot The women’s garment in the Southern Altai called dugedtk is

peculiar. In summer it is worn in place of the smock, in "'inter over the fur.

It is mostly made of blue material, and is cut rather like a dres.s coat. The

sleeves arc purely ornamental, the arms passing through slits beneath them, as

in the gowns worn by undergraduates at Cambridge. This garment is trimmed

round with red ribbon, and fastened at the neck with two buttons of red glass.

Leather cloaks for wet weather arc also worn in the Altai. Felt stockings form

part of the winter clothing, and over them clouts are wound round the shins.

Felt hats, usually without brim, arc worn in summer instead of the lamb's wool

caps, largo enough to be used os pillows. Among the half or wholly settled tribes

of the Crimea, the men’s dress is partly Little Russian, partly Circassian, their

only distinction being the high cap with its crown stuffed with wool. Women
wear wide trousers over the long smocks Open in front, a coat also long and

open in front, and a short-sleeved Turkish jacket. The dress is completed fay

a belt with a heavy buckle. A costume identical on the whole is found among
people of Turkish race all over Asia Minor and Syria. The favourite material

for the upper clothing is the striped silk of the country, heavy jtufTs with gold

worked in being especially popular. The Mohammedan races cf Central Asia

button their upper clothing from right to left, the Buddhists from left to right.

Where the men shave the whole head—and among Mussulmans long hair is

a sign of laxity in religion—the style of hairdressing is naturally simple. Even
among nomads the green fillet of the emir and the white turban cf the hadji arc

seen, especially in Asia Minor and in the countries on the northern border of the

Black Sea. In winter the mode in which the hair is dressed is often the only

means of distinguishing women from men. Among many tribes two plaits of

hair are the distinction of women, girls wearing only one. Among the settled

Tartars the women like to be splendid in numerous plaits hanging down their

backs, and at the money paid as dowry is often used for ornament, wives are in

general smarter than maids. The Kirghis women adorn their plaits with beads,

shells, and copper buttons. The ends ought to hang down to the belt
;
and so

home and other hairs are plaited in. and keys hung to them. Earrings are also

worn, in the case of rich Turcoman women as big as arm rings. Mongols wear

their silver teacups, and other silver vessels, with amulets on the breast. Small

red velvet caps, set with glittering metal or beads, and fantastic with hump or

wing-like excrescences, form another part of the head ornament, and Turcoman
women wear silver combs with knots of red agate. The men are specially fond

of wearing coins in long chains under the kltalal, peer people replace them by

brass buttons sewn on. The “ hat of honour," a sugar-loaf head-dress set with
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beads, ii retained as part of the Turcoman woman's bridal finery
;
and brides'

robes are often wonderfully rich in silks of the most costly kind worked with gold

and silver. Cosmetic, by preference white lead, henna for staining the finger and

toe nails, and g.ill dye for the eyebrows, have made their way from the harem* to

the wattle huts. Veiling the face is by no mean* universal ever with Mussul-

mans; but in Turkestan they like

veils of coarse horse-hair. The

Mongols have a peculiar custom of

boring the nasal septum and ear-

lobes in new-born children to pre-

serve them from harm. In some

hill villages of the Crim Tartars

it is reported that they compress

the skulls of children lateral!)’, so

as to make the face disproportion-

ately long, the head high, and the

nose large.

The nomad roams a* an armed

horseman. Thus he makes war

and goes on plundering raids. He
loves his weapons 43 his horse, and

holds them in high esteem os heir-

looms or as booty. Old weapons

were largely represented in the

plunder of Geok Tcpc; halberds.

Persian iron helmets and suits of

armour, old harquebuses, beside

guns from Persian foundries and the

newest magazine rifles. Even to

our time the bow has been in use

as the truest weapon of nomads, and

the Parthian bowmen fall into line

with the Bashkirs who shot their

arrows at Leipzig. Some forty

years ago, however, wc find even

among the more distant tribes such

as the Kara-Kirghis, the bow yield-

ing to matchlocks of the fifteenth

and sixteenth century model. The

value of the btnv, however, lay in the stealthy noiselessncs; of its discharge ;
and

for the sake of this the nomads retained it for hunting purposes even when they

had firearms. So late as 1770 the Russian Government prohibited the use of

guns by the Bashkirs. Hardly less may the spear rank as a nonud's weapon.

Firdusi knew of the Cossacks as a race of spcar-bcaring robbers. The Turcomans

hold festival combats like our mediaeval tournaments, in which the champions tilt

with blunt spears, protected from a thrust by several layers of clothing and a

mail -shirt over all. Uhlans and Cossacks are offshoots of genuine soldier* v.

the steppe. Iron battleaxes, hatchet- cr pickaxe-shaped, for striking and throwing,

d*r *nd cf ifc* Rtfblif vamw.
(A*w L’jhhy.j
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arc found frequently in the ground in South Russia, where innumerable Tartar

inroads have surged across. Beside the bow, the sling is used by the Yograis of

North Thibet a* a favourite long-range weapon. The Mongolian and Tibetan

guns are of Chinese manufacture. The powder is ignited by a match, mote
rarely by a flint, and a rest, often made from a pair of antelope’s horns, forms

part of the weapon. Cattle- breeding is an impulse to roaming, and for those

who have grown up for centuries in a nomad life it has an attraction which

nothing in husbandry can rival. Under the most peaceful conditions the agri-

culture of the steppe is tar inferior to its pastoral life. The Russian settlers in

AttWuta-pba (Af»R«iWU.) M
f

Transbaikalia have become just as pastoral as their Buriat f I
neighbours, even where the soil is adapted to tillage, for they f I
like roaming no less than the others. In another way cattle- / I
breeding is favourable to unrest, for cattle-lifting is the greatest

1 /
cause of tribal feuds. The chief object of the nomad’s toil ami care is his beast

;

and accordingly, when people meet, the first enquiry is after the health of the

cattle, that of the owner only coming afterwards, or as the Kirghis formula has it:

“ How arc your oxen and how are you?" Domestic animals represent floating

capital. A wealthy Kirghis of the Upper Irtysh lends his beasts at usury of

t oo per cent. Ownerless herds, or even such as have run wild, arc the natural

revene side. Early in the 'seventies when Prjcvalsky was slaying to the south
of the Yellow River, there were numerous herds of camels, oxen, and sheep
run wild, the owners having fallen, two years before, in the Dungan insurrection.

Tiie abandonment of cattle-breeding scaled the downfall of many Siberian tribes.

The mountains of Central Asia afford fine pasturage, which even the agricul-

turists seek with their flocks in tbs dry season. The rice- growers of Mazen-
deran make their way in summer to the foot of Demavend, and the husbandmen
of Laar to the plateau of Ujan. The small amount of snow allows the herdsmen
to go high, and even in winter animals find food on the Pamir. But when the
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return to Winner regions is barred by other tribes, great waut often prevails

among the Pamir Kirghiscs. Their herds of yaks and sheep arc bui just enough

to feed and clothe this poor and therefore often predator)' population.

Strong long-necked horses are found in enormous numbers on the steppe.

For Mongols and Turcomans riding is not a luxury; even the Mongol shepherds

tend their flocks on horseback. Children are taught to ride in early youth
; and

the boy of three years old often takes hs first riding-lessons on a safe child’s

saddle, and makes quick progress. Among the Tckkcs, loose woollen schabraques
with a special head-dress of woo! or silk arc usual In the Russian official reports

an establishment of fifteen horses, three cows, and twenty-eight sheep is specified

as the minimum for a Kirghis family of five souls. There are, no doubt, poorer
romads, even in the district of Semipalatinsk

;
but the number of horses cannot

well be brought lower. The custom of poor men hiring cattle from the rich

ftuhVff bon and trim, ukt 10 ban tmn piUJ npot. ih* tea of Lopu*—oK-egtuB reit

Mukui" •>! EU*cIo*y.l

extends most and most frequently to horses. In East Turkestan the camel retires

into the background
;
and only in the Tarim district are horses altogether lack-

ing. The Kalmucks of the southern Volga district come to market in the spring

with herds of 1000 horses. Herds of mares with their foals are as necessary to

every Kirghis family, with a view to the preparation of koumiss, as a saddle-

horse to die Mongol
;
and hence the pastures which first come to light with the

disappearance of the snow, and later on live best pastures, are reserved for the

horses. Grasses and herbs suited to horses occupy but a small space in the long

enumerations of the meadow flora highly prized by the nomads
;
out include the

choicest kinds. Much mortality among cattle has arisen from the fact that the

best pastures have been trampled by horses. This preference has a deep-seated

hi'is, for life would be impassible on the steppe without horse*. For covering

wide reaches of waterless desert the swift and enduring horse is much fitter than

the ponderous camel which often needs rest. Another advantage of the horse

on the steppe is the easy way in which he becomes used to Epsom salts in his

water. The Turcomans on the Persian frontier breed thoroughbreds, which by
long attention have become fine, long-legged, small-headed, lasting, and last.

Jenghis Khan's fleet horse, on which the hero rode in twenty-four hours from

Ordos to the Koko-Nor, lives in story. The horse makes possible for the nomad
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certain enjoyment* which he passionately pursue*. Catching with the lasso is a
sport to which the more enterprising urge each other. If a particular horse is to

be caught out of the herd, the catcher on a fresh courser presses, noose in hand,

into the herd, which may number 300, 500, even tooo head. The horse; make
way. but the animal which i* wanted tries to hide among them as soon as he sees

the object in view. At last, however, he breaks away. The Kalmuck approaches

his prey as close as possible. Across country goes the chase, over hill and level,

through bush and briar. At length the fugitive is overtaken, and the noose flies

over his neck ; but he is yet far from captured. The line often breaks, and the

pursuer has to stcop to the earth, at full gallop, to pick up the slip-knot again.

When the hunted animal is at last so exhausted that he stops, the Kalmuck leaps

from his horse to the ground and tries to approach the struggling creature.

Meanwhile other riders come up. approach cautiously on foot from both sides, and

try simultaneously to catch the horse by the cars. If they succeed, the halter is

pur on without much difficulty. Horse-racing is very popular. The Tekke
Turcomans used to race from Gcok Tope to Kizil Arvat, nearly one hundred miles

at a heat. The winner got twelve camels, tl»e second eight, and so on.

Breeding in its various branches is unevenly distributed according to soil and
climate

;
also according to tribe and custom. We find horses bred by preference

among the Kara-Kalpaks north of the Kuen range, cattle on the Jaxartcs and
in the Oxus Delta, sheep among the neighbouring Kirghiscs. The latter are

richer in herd* than the Turcomans in the proportion of fifty, sometimes even

one hundred, to one. Twenty-five sheep to a tent is the rule, besides two or

three horses, an ox, and a camel. Among the Tibetan herdsmen horse* arc few,

and the yaks and sheep take the place of camels and oxen.

Wherever the winters are hard, cattle do less well than the other animals that

pasture on the steppe, as they find it hardest to scrajte their food clear of snow.

They are also inferior to camels, horses, and sheep in their power of going without

water. Besides their flesh, the chief use of them is that, like the camels, they can

carry burdens. Ox-caravans are a mode of transport which in the Volga steppes

has held its own even beside the steam-horse. Cow’s milk is not liked, as the

real koumiss cannot be made from it- We find cattle-breeding in a better position

in those tracts where in summer the herds can be driven into the mountains, as

in Kohistan, in the Alta, in the Bashkir districts of the Oural. Butter is made
both by Mongols and Tibetan* in a fashion that renders it unpalatable to

Europeans. The butter of several days is collected with all its impurities and
rolled into a ball, so that It soon becomes rancid. It is hardly to its advantage

that it is an article of trade, with tlw Tibetans indeed a medium of exchange, like

“ brick ’ tea
;

foe in that case it has passed through many hands before it comes
to table, and is corrmpondingiy enjoyable. "Our Tibetan muleteers," says

Kreitncr, "often carried their .supply of butter in the hairy pockets of their

travelling-furs. When we stopped at an inn they just put their hand into their

pocket, and threw a handful of sticky butter into the steaming tea." Cheese, dried

in small ball* for keeping, is specially popular with Turcomans.
The most important article* of clothing are provided by the sheep, which in

number exceed all the other domestic animals of the nomad*. Flocks of 3000
owned by one person are no rarity in the southern Turcoman steppes. In many
parts of Tibet and Mongolia sheep alone use the pastures : and a flock of sheep
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for slaughter U one of the most necfxsary possessions of a Kirghiz community.

On rich pastures the ^eep develops his fat tail, the dainty of every Kirghia meal
;

in poor districts the animal is smaller, but his fleece better. The Tibetan sheep

is large and horned, with coarse wool. He can cover Urge distances with a load

of 2 S
lbs. Pundit Nain Singh, in 1873, transported all his baggage from Ladak

10 Lhassa on twenty-five sheep.

The regular beast of burden cf the Asiatic steppes is the two-humped 01

Bactrian camel, the most valuable beast that the true nomad h3 s- His frequent

occurrence is always a sign of prosperity. In the cast, especially in Dauricn.

where winters arc longer and pasture less good than in the west, the camel is

smaller. He is not found in Tibet, and less often in East than in West Mongolia
;

and he is poorly represented in East Turkestan. He not only carries burdens,

but draws waggons. Camel-waggons convey travellers from L'rga to Kalgan

and Uliassutai. Camel’s hair is used to make cords, wherewith tents are tied up

and baggage fastened on. The Kirghis women wrap their children in the winter

hair of the camel, a wonderfully soft natural felt. I11 China, within the Great

Wall, only Mongols use the camel as a beast of burden. Bee-keeping is a great

industry of the Bashkirs in lire southern Outal district, and the Kalmucks on the

Lower Volga. Castrin derives the name Bashkir from it.

Agriculture and pastoral life on the steppe demanding quite different modes
of tiring, the Turcomans, and they alone, have already been driven by the desire

for bread to institute a division of labour among member* of the family
; so that

the division into Clientru, settled, and Chare-», wandering, runs right through.

Los* of their herds turns Turcomans into husbandmen, but the acquisition of rich

herds of oxen and camels seldom turns husbandmen into breeders of tattle. The
members of one family, even own brothers, often thus pursue different callings.

In poor provinces cattle-breeding stands on an insecure basis, and the nomad it

compelled to seize the other support,agriculture, The deep dislike of the Kirghisc*

for agriculture has long ceased to be felt by the Turcoman. To him, among his

own people, the division into herdsmen and husbandmen is quite familiar. The
poor man tills the ground, the rich breeds cattle. When the cattle find only reeds

and thorny shrubs, as on the Tarim, agriculture, of which the germ was there

already, steps in and overcomes even serious difficulties. Thus the people by the

Lob-Nee, who cannot live by their small sheep, cultivate their bit of wheat near

Charkhalyk, more than a day's journey from the lake. The plough has spread from

Russia and China, perhaps also from Persia. The other implements arc of wood,

and very simple, as the cut on next page shows. Hcyfcldcr found one small iron

ploughshare in tire ruins of Dingil Tcpe. The environs of Gcok Tcpe astonished

the Russians by their careful terracing and irrigation works. The country far

and wide around the Turcoman settlements was sown with well kept vineyards

and orchards and mulberry plantations all about. The Usbek follows the plough

as steadily as he went to work to found his sovereignty in Khiva, in spite of all

the Persian slaves whom he compels to work for him, and sells his superfluous

corn. The Kirghises of Kuldja have become capital growers of cotton in the

school of the Chinese. In East Turkestan the population, preponderantly Turkish,

is reckoned expert in agriculture The Jataks or armed Kirghiscs have taken to

husbandry and have become decile labourers to Russian farmers. In Mongolia

again agriculture did not wait for the invasion of the Chinese, with their sedulous
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industry availing itself of every economical possibility, to flourish in the frontier

districts and the oases. The Chinese annals, always unfavourable to the Mongols,

speak in quite early times of civilised or tame Mongols, who grow millet. The

old custom of making tiamba implies the existence of com, cultivated for that

very purpose by slaves or poor people on the land of Mongol princes, even with

the aid of artificial irrigation. Had it not been necessary to protect the fruits of

toil from robbers knowing enough to find the most artfully covered pits, this little

culture would have been more frequent. The Durgan insurrection, by cutting

off for a long time the importation of corn, forced many Tsaidam Mongols to

take to agriculture. But the Chinese immigration first imparted a powerful and

lasting impulse. The principal crops arc wheat, oats, ar.d millet, but a good deal

Agricultural Irtftemenu Iron Northern led* *uj L.itk Tibet {From 0* SdilngBit-rh Collwtion,
MunlcO Mdnim.

|

of land is under poppies. In North Mongolia, although agriculture begins to be

difficult, since, owing to the frosts of late spring, sowing cannot begin till the end

of May or even the beginning of June, and although autumn frosts often damage
the harvest, it has already spread to the west of the Kiakhta and Kalgan road.

In the wretchedly watered country, wells first made by the Mongols for their

herds have passed to the advantage of the husbandman.
Throughout Centra! Asia, outside the mountains, fertile districts arc situated

only where artificial irrigation Is possible. Thus human industry and inventive-

ness have turned whole countries like the plains of the Middle Zarafsban into a

flourishing garden. Between Penjkand and the Karakul Lake one may count eighty-

five main channels with a collective length of more than 1500 miles, not counting

rhe innumerable transverse ditches. Where the fertilizing moisture is brought the

soil is highly productive. Throughout the Turcoman territory agriculture exists

only as far as the Attrek and the Gurgeni send moisture. Attempts at it outside

this favoured tract produce only uncertain harvests. The depth of the snow in

winter and the amount of the spring rains in the * rainy country " are watched

with painful anxiety, for upon them it depends whether plenty will prevail or
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famine appear. In about every generation famines of the most devastating kind
occur, sweeping away thousands. Only the mountain-lands are plcntcously

watered by nature; and then on the Upper Zarat'shan the Washan Valley is

richly cultivated in arable and pasture. Certain portions of the Altai are no less

well tilled. Even in the interior of the OnJos country wells arc dug. round which

the herds crowd, often stretching further than the eye can reach, and again between

this and the Dalai-Nor. The nomads visit them at stated times and in regulated
succession, on their marches from their winter quarters to the summer pastures.

Many erections of this kind, dating from a better period, show careful construction

and keeping up. The satdoia of Chil-C»umber, on the road from Karshi and
Burdalyk to Men- is a dome-shaped edifice, with a cistern built of baked tiles

and surrounded with a mud wall, that animals may not fall into it. Every winter

the lllibai Turcomans, who roam on the steppe, fill the sardoba to the cop with

snow, and the resulting water keeps fresh all summer and autumn.

Destruction of llic forests is a necessary consequence of life in the steppe

It did not always offer the same unbroken tracts of pasture as to-day. Now over

large districts tho only fuel is arg.tl, the dried dung of camels, or yet more of

cattle. The older Russian ordnance maps show areas of forest still spreading for

mile* in tlie Orenburg government. The nomad at least leaves the grove in which

he has rested some repose to make fresh growth
;
hut the husbandman carries

things further ; and the Chinaman, using ashes for manure, and wood for building

and firing, all this with his reckless restless energy, is the greatest foe imaginable

to the steppe forest.

Hunting, even where by the precepts of Islam the game cannot be used forv
food, is carried on as an exciting sport ; in many cases, especially in the north of

the Central Asiatic Khanates, in the Persian style. In the hands of the more

vigorous Turk it has assumed the character of a bracing training for war. The
Turcomans keep a breed of long-haired Persian greyhounds, and in front of many
houses the falcon sits on his perch. At Drngil-Tepe people kept ovls tethered

beside their dwellings. The difficult task of training birds for the chase forms t

lucrative occupation for poor people
;
a well-broken eagle or falcon being often

valued by the Turcomans at two horses or six camels. The Bashkirs are famous

trainers of falcons, sparrow hawks, even eagles, which they sell at a high price to

the Kirghises. How favourite a diversion hunting is with the Mongol prince*

was learnt by Prjevabky in the Ala-Shan mountains, where the Amb,™ reserved

to himself all stag-hunting over the wide territory. Hunting alia provides certain

articles in demand for trade ; musk and young stags’ antlers, which are brought

in quantities to Kalgan from Northern and Western Mongolia, play a great part in

the Chincic pharmacopeia. Poor people also dig up rhubarb, liquorice,—which

exists even in the sandy salt desert of Kuiupchi,—and other roots which have a

place in the extensive list of drugs used by their medicine-men and the Chinese.

The dwellers on the Lob- Nor are as dependent on their fishery as many
hyperboreans. All is well if the catch in summer is plentiful, and a sufficient

store can be laid up for the winter ; but if this is not the ease, the people starve

in winter. At the same time their appliances for this necessary business are

extremely simple, often inadequate. On Lake Zaisang the Kirghiscs devote

themselves with notable success to fishing with nets, and on the Lower Oxus and

the Sea of Aral the Kara-Kalpaks live chiefly on the fish they catch in their
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groat boats up to ten tons burden. On a yet larger scale fishing is carried on

by certain Turcoman tribes or the Caspian coast, especially about Kindcrlin Bay

and Alexander Bay, where they work with harpoons and hooks. Even caviare of

moderate quality is prepared here. The coast Turcomans meet their winter

requirements by salting and drying the fish, boiling it in fish-oil. covering it with

bladder, nr burying it The rotation of industry practised by the people on thr

Tarim is significant : they fish their ponds out, then let them dry or drain them
;

and when reeds have grown, as they soon do. drive in the sheep. In the Ourai

and Kmba districts, the rivers, though rich in fish, are hardly used by pure

nomads, so that the Cossacks were able peaceably to take possession of the

streams and as much country as commanded a view of them. Boats arc found

naturally only in quite limited districts. On the Lob-Nor and the Tarim narrow

dug-outs arc made front poplar stems. The lodkat of the Kitghiscs on Lake

Zaisang, twice as large and heightened with planks, may owe their existence to

Russian stimulus; while the craft of the fishing Turcomans on the Caspian are

built after Persian models.

In the diet, meat is far from playing the part which the often excessive extent

of the herds might lead us to c.xpotL The sokum, a carouse held by the

Kirghises when the cattle are slaughtered for the winter provision, at which great

quantities of meat arc eaten, cannot give a standard for the daily life of the

nomads, who prefer to content themselves with such cattle as die, or as they can
steal, in order not to reduce the number of their herds. Meat is boiled or steamed,

seldom roasted, though smoking is known. The Turcomans mostly eat meat

only at festivals. Vamb6ry considers that the Arab deserves more than the Turk

to b? called a flesh-eater, though the latter may have well earned the name he

has among all hi; neighbours as an immoderate eater. He has no form of nourish-

ment so concentrated as the Arab has in his dates. Besides this, life in the steppe is

itself provocative of hunger. Milk products are more consumed than milk, though

milk itself is las used than curds, cheese, and, especially among Mongols and
Tibetans, butter. Yogurt and airan or arag, various kinds of highly sour milk

with its fatty constituents, and kurut, little balls of dried milk, often the only

means of sweetening the water with its bitter salts, or forming with lumps of

meat the bulamik in use as far as the Tartars of the Volga, extend from the

Himalaya to Asia Minor. Further, there is koumits, known also in Tibet, the

thigan of the Mongols, despised by Turcomans and Kara-Kalpaks. Some have
wrongly regarded koumiss as so characteristically Turkish that the mention of it

among the Huns has .sufficed to place their Turkish origin beyond doubt In

the way of vegetable food, millet, which takes to a poor soil, is chiefly eaten
;
and

trade Iras brought in rice from the south, wheat from the north. The Turcomans,
in the neighbourhood of Persia especially, have long been used to flour, and bake
unleavened bread like that of the Jews, and hard pastry for keeping. The
Mongol's national tsamha is a stiff dough made of corn roasted and coarsely

ground. Where Chinese civilization prevails, that is especially in Mongolia and

Tibet, tea has become a necessary of life. Here it takes the form of “ brick " tea,

used also as currency, and the cost of it, so long as it went from China as far as

Baltistan and Ladak, was beyond the reach of many. Boiled with salt and butter,

it is often rather a soup than a beverage. India is with success attempting to

place its tea, in a similar form, upon the Central Asiatic market. With many
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dishes wild fruits and roots are mixed, which the women and children gather in

quantities. The berries of the khannik (Nitrarin Srs'w&in;, form part almost of

the daily diet of the Tsaidam Mongols.

Opium smoking has extended in Mongolia in proportion to the increase of

immigrants from China desirous to escape the laws in force against growing

poppies and making opium. The Mongols chew tobacco and smoke it out of

little Chinese pipes. The Kalmucks of the Volga use European pipes, with a

cover to keep them alight in a steppe storm.

The house of the nomad it the tent
;
and in the Turkic dialect the sarnr word

expresses both. The locality changes, but the shape, the material, the fittings,

arc constant. We shall not be far wrong if we reckon the ordering of the tent,

identical from the car.ie*: times, among the disciplinary forces in the life of

the nomad. Each person and each thing has his and its fixed old. established

position. Hence the quick and orderly way in which camp is formed and struck,

tents repitched and rearranged. Hence alio the amount of space which in the

sensible Turcoman tents has struck Europeans with astonishment. In an average

Kirghis tent there is roam for forty persons by day. twenty by night. Utcrwfl*,

weapons, and stores, hang oi lie around on the walls and posts. The men lie

down by the door of the tent, where the hearth, the store-., the weapons, arc to be

guarded. To tho left of the entrance arc the women and children, with the male

servant* opposite. It is unheard of fur any one to change hi:t place without orders

save on the most urgent ground*. It u owing to this strict order alone that a

tent with all its contents can be packed up and leaded in an hour’s time.

The standing body of the tent, where wood is to be had, is a wooden frame

capable of being taken to piece*. At the top is a rail upon which rest a number
of spars, converging like the spekes of a wheel. In the Mongol tent these arc

straight, but in the Kirghis tent they take a parabolic curve, which causes it to

be reckoned the firmest in a wind. The whole frame is surrounded with a band

of webbing often prettily designed, which keeps the parts firmly together, then

covered with a mantle made of sundry pieces of felt, which overlap at the ends, and

arc ted together with ropes of camels hair. Poor people have to replace this by

a cover of boiled birch-bark. Next there is an outer covering of rush-matting,

which again is wound round and made tight with a band of webbing. A voeden

frame hung with folding doors forms the entrance
;

but a carpet often takes the

place of the doer cr is supplementary to it The tent-cover may be shifted for

ventilation and light, or :o allow smoke to escape. This cover with Turcomans

is usually red, with the Tibetans black ; but this difference of colour has no

connection with the prefix kara, black, in names like Kara-Kirghis, Kara-Kalpak,

Kara- Tangutc. Among the true nomads prosperity docs not show itself in

better equipment, but in increased number of tents ; but among the Tartars of

tlx; Upper Yius country, where cattle arc few, the tent resemble* the cattlc-

yaourl
,
and in winter the earth-hut of the North Asiatic peoples. Among very

poor races like the Kalmucks of the Altai, the lower tent-frame entirely disappears,

and the inhabitants live under the roof, which shelters them at a pinrh—the

germ as it were of the great tent. The poor people who live on the Tarim have

reed-hut*, retaining something of the tent-nature, inasmuch as the filling of reeds

between the comer-post* i< quite loose, like a tent-cover, and there arc no walls

nor any closer fastening in the whole hut Such, too, arc the wooden winter-
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yaourts of the Kiail Tartar* on tho Upper Chulym, who arc nomad in summer.

The Tibetan nomads live in a square yaourt of black felt made of yak's hair, and

sleep on skins. The more insecure existence is, the more wretched arc the

duellings. Among those Tangutes who hide all their property and stores under-

ground, there is little in the tents hut skins and ordure.

The variety of the seasons is rejected in the clothing of the tents. Perhaps

only those who live within the Arctic Circle foci the joy of spring like the

dwellers on the steppe With a temperature for months together below freezing-

point, yaourts with their felt cowring are very draughty, and it is hard to keep

warm even wrapped in fur, beside the smouldering fire- Hence the Tekke

Turcomans have holes in the ground near the tents which in winter are spread

with felt and carpets, and kept warm with little fires, while in summer they are

cool. During a storm in winter the fire in the tent has to be put out. Then,

too, extra pegs and double ropes can hardly hold the tent firm. From the

middle of March to the middle of April, a season named from the lambing of the

sheep and the foaling of the marcs, the outer tent-coverings are gradually removed.

Soon after this follows the striking and packing of the tents, essentially the

women's work. Towards the aid of October the winter-tent is made ready by

winding with strong camel's-halr ropes and doubling the felt cover.

Great as is the order in the yaourts, the cleanliness is small. Nomads, as a

rule, are not cleanly, especially in wild regions where water is scarce, and where

in all seriousness the proved* says that God is not gracious to men who have no

vermin about them.

The transition from tent to house comes about through the middle term of

the wretched earth-hut, which the Mongol, who it too poor for a herdsman,

constructs near hit couple of fields
;
and, further, through the store-huts and

winter-hut* of the semi - nomad*. Wealthy Mongols or Kirghis princes may
sometimes build house* after a Chinese or Russian pattern, in addition to their

tents; but these are something quite inorganic and extraneous. In Mongolia

and Tibet the tribe* which are permanently settled build square houses of sun-

dried clay bricks with small cavernous rooms in stories receding as they go

up, and flat roofs. Not till we reach the wooded regions of Southern Ladalc and

Baltistan do we come across wooden houses with pitched roof*. It U curious to

see how the circular form of the tent is preserved in the hexagonal huts of the

Altai Kalmuck* who have become settled. The flat Tibetan houses with their

window opening* distributed irregularly about the wall, of a monotonous grey

colour, and in the agricultural districts surrounded with an embankment of manure,

suit the bare landscape excellently
;

a village can often hardly be distinguished

from a group of broken rocks. Naturally single farms are here more common
than group* of houses. On the fla: roofs the Tibetans spread their harvest to

dry. and pray before a little statue of Buddha for a blessing and increase on their

family and goods. In the winter, too, tlicy warm themselves in the sun there.

The hearth ir. sunk in the bare ground of the floor. Only people of mean*
possess low tables, and two or three leathern mattresses near the hearth, where the

ladies lit. Chairs and stools arc unknown. Among the smaller nomad tribes,

ever in dread of hostiVj attacks, the better part of the property, together with an

iron safe for provisions, i* hidden underground
; which makes them look even

poorer than they arc
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The ancients knew of nomads in the Scythian plains, Agathyrsi and
Sauromatae, who lived in waggons,' and whom they called Hamaxobii. Towards
the end of last century Pallas found the Kundurofiky Tartars, an eastern branch

of the Nogays, just thinking of changing their basket-like felt tents, which in their

migration were loaded upon amt,is or two-wheeled carts, drawn, even at a trot,

by small light fleet oxen, for the composite tents cf the Kirghises and Kalmucks.
The Mongol yaourts frequently stand singly or in scattered groups, while the

Kirghiscs never settle without founding their ami In the same way the North
Tibetans, thinly strewn a3 they are, roam and dwell at times in little hordes of

ten tents or so. Larger permanent localities and towns arc naturally only to be
found among half-settled nomads. Thus the Kara - Kalpaks live temperarily

at Chimbai in the Oxus Delta, the permanent population of which consists of

traders, priests, and craftsmen. The famous old names of towns in the Oxus
district arc Iranian; but there are also old Turkish names for smaller places in

this region, indicating that even in early times Turks were settled among the

Iranic population. Nantes of this kind are in part referable to the old residences

of tribal chiefs, as we find to this day among the Mongols. Sites like Urga are

at least permanent for a long time, though not towns in our sense, but as Rcgel

says of Shikko in Ili, assemblages of settlements, depfits. bazaars, forts.

Characteristic of the steppe are the countless ruins of towns, sometimes of

considerable extent In the middle of the sandy Kusuptchi lie the ruins of a

city within walls more than 5 miles long in the side and 30 feet or more high.

Throughout the middle course of the Chcrchcn Darya wc find traces of old towns
and settlements at a distance of 3 to 10 miles west of its present bed. Even in

our own days it hat happened that settled town-dwellers, after surrendering fields,

pastures, rights of timfcer-telllr.g, to the encroaching nomads, have ended by
abandoning their towns. Thus did the Karakalbu before live Akhal-Tckkc
Turcomans, who naturally had no use for the deserted town. Immediately after

the fall of the Akhal-Tekkcs Hcyfclder found Karakali like a modem PumpeiL
" Fortrets, embankments, walls, towns, canals, bridges, mud-wallod dwellings, villas

with gardens, barns, courtyards, stalls, wells, churches, cellars, manger--, troughs,

extensive aqueducts with rivulets, were in good preservation, but no man was
there. There were no watchers, no domestic animals." The emigration of Jews

and Tartars from the Crimea after it was seized by the Russians left whole towns

empty
;
Mankup was still unpeopled in 1800.

Important passages and mountain passes were formerly closed by earthworks

and wails, as at Pe.-ekop. Small forts of fascines and earth are placed near ever}’

Mongol encampment in Tsaidam, to receive the herds when the Kara-Tangutes

are raiding. Deserted fortifications of this kind recall some circular " camps " of

our own country. Such is a fortress of the mountain Kalmucks on an isolated hill

near the mouth of the Chela. Long lines of earthworks tell In all steppe-countries

of the nomads’ fights among themselves and with the settlers. One of the most
northerly lines runs from Zimlxrsk by Kursk to Atcmar, a second has been

[Or Mlhrr curio! ihdr hou^txtU good. ibratf in ih«m. So Hone
“Cunprilrer iD-tioi Scytfcac

Quorum pliwira vigis rite lrahun: dcraca."

Miy we infer (tem U* tiu that the great cedsrL«tt of tnangctxm trper wh»:h the author retail*** had
•truck uRoiht otwirvin ? ]

£VOL- III
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continued from Penan to TambofT
;
both were intended to defend Moscow against

Tartar incursions. The most famous structure of this kind is the Great Wail of

China, which enclosed the old China from the Upper Knang-ho to the .sea. To-

day its place is taken by a broad belt of husbandmen, emigrants from China, who

form a far more effective defence to the northern Chinese provinces, by squeezing

the Mongols out of the most fertile places of abode, reducing their numbers,

breaking up their organisation, and above all their spirit of enterprise.

Laborious stone structures arc quite out of the way of the modern inhabitants.

The road hewn in the rock along the Washartzai valley belongs to generations

king gone by. Indeed, a place on the Zarafslian is called Tashkuprink, "stone-

bridge,* where one now crosses by a bridge of wood. The stone bridges of

ancient date arc often in much belter preservation than rccen: wooden bridges.

The legends of Iskander (Alexander), woven round so many works of antiquity

which transcend the achievement, nay the design, of the men of to-day, arc

attached also to the remains of stone bridges by places now Insignificant, like

Termez on the Amou.
Next to cattle-breeding, trade is live most important economic activity of the

Steppe, Products for sale arc furnished by cattle-breeding, by the chase, by

stone and root-hunting, and among the Turcomans by the feeble industry of the

women who weave carpets. Even the ancients knew of the Scythian fur-trade as

carried on from lime immemorial. In return the nomad lias his wants
; in the

first place 11 brick ' tea, then often tobacco and opium, corn or flour, clothing

materials, weapons, and ammunition. Hence at the mint advanced posts we find

traders, mostly Chinese, going about the country, some as |«illar*. some, called

by the Russians slobtdti, starting from permanent depots as far as Turkestan,

where they come into touch with Indians and. Arabs. Individual tribes have

trade relations at particular spots, whence in course of time closer connections

have grown up. Thus the Tartars of Shugnan look after tic Kara-Kirghiscs of

the Pamir at the pasturing season, while these turn up in Shugnan in the autumn
to get salt in exchange for their com.

The whole of Mongolia retains a colonial character, because the large

genuinely Chinese emporia, which at the same time are fortresses, keep close to

the frontier, serving to protect the country in their rear, and to promote its traffic.

Any others appear merely as advanced posts which are easily abandoned, to

spring up with equal ease in more favourable spots. Five frontier marts form as

it were a belt of fortresses round the north and west frontier of China, and may
be regarded ns the base of trade operations in the steppe and beyond. Of these

Kalgan is pure Chincrc, while Kuku-koto is distinctly Central Asiatic in style of

building and in population. Shchol again, owing to the frequent stay there of

the Chinere court, more Chinese. From Kalgan the traffic goes to Urga in

North Mongolia
; from Kuku-koto to Kobdo in North-West Mongolia. On the

old northern frontier of the empire, towards its western parr, we come to Ning-hia
on the Upper lloang-ho. in a sheltered situation at the starting-point of a native

colonisation which, two centuries before Christ, had occupied with military

colonics the * Land of live Entrances,' that wonderful line of oases between the

Himalaya and the Altai ; the most natural road across Asia, and therefore from
the earliest times the bed in which has flowed a great stream of national migration
and traffic. From these colonics, even by Marco Polo's time, had arisen Chinese
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trading towns in a grand style, spreading Chinese culture to the Altai and the
Pamir. What King-hia is on the north-west, Si-ning is on the west. It is the
medium of traffic with Tiber and India, and its trade was once even greater than

that of Ning-hia. In the last century the Jesuits found Armenian Catholics here,

and the fame of the town has gone abroad in the bazaars of East Turkestan. In

these colony-towns the most manifold industries have grown up.

With the roads, the places lying on them are naturally exposed to great

fluctuations of trade. The caravan-road from Kiakhta through the Gobi desert,

important for the peaceable contact of Mongols with Europeans, and for the

traffic between China and Europe, in active use till the middle of this century, has
now a diminished traffic, since the Russians have steadily been bringing more and
more tea by sea to Odessa, or from Hankow to Ticn-tsin, and thcncc overland

to Irkutsk, whither the Kiakhta custom-house has been transferred Maimatchin
in China, and Kiakhta in Russia will still always remain important as the points

of transit of a considerable traffic, even If a new and shorter caravan-road comes
to be adopted through Mongolia from Chindant in the Trans-Baikal direct to

Do!a Nor. In many winters the road across the Gobi desert is rendered

difficult by the fact that the Mongols who keep up the postal connections have to

stray with their beasts far from the usual road owing to lack of fodder.

Among tho more remote tribes c vigorous many-sided domestic industry is still

found. Ever, tho poor dwellers on the Tarim spin and weave wool, and produce

a textile fibre of their own from the tondyr plant, treating it like flax. The
women spin on a peculiar distaff, and weave a stout linen from the yarn on a

simple loom. Simple as the spindle—merely a stick with a small stone attached

—

and loom arc, the productions of them among the more advanced tribes arc manifold.

Linen, rather loosely woven, but prettily bleached, kerchiefs having the ends

ornamented with red woollen stuffs, and handsome festival garments embroidered

with silk, give us a high idea of the industry and cleverness of the Tckkc women,
whose carpets and camel-bags of many colours, blue and violet alone being

absent, arc to-day an important article of commerce. The Turcoman women
weave from the very soft hair of camel foals the silk-like material called agari,

which is sold in Persia for its weight in gold. They know how to knit gloves as

well as how to make quilts. In this respect the Mongol women are far behind

their more westerly kinsfolk. Their mode of malting silk threads into coloured

ribbons without a shuttle should be called rather plaiting than weaving. Peculiar

to the nomads 1> the extensive manufacture of felt from camel’s hair and sheep’s

wool. It is laid in layers, damped, rolled with the hands, and finally tmdden.

White, natural coloured, and flowered felts are made, and ured in quantities for

tent-coverings, capes, stockings, and among the poorer people for other part* of

the clothing. Among the Kirghis tribes, with their wealth of flocks, leather forms

a large item of export to Russia and the Khanates
;
but from want of a powerful

tan, it is incompletely prepared. The hides are softened in a fluid of which dried

cheese forms an ingredient, flour and salt being mixed with it. Every* kind o<

skin and hide has its special application. Water-skins are of goat's leather,

koumiss-skins of horschide
;
yargok or smooth basil serves as clothing, as also do

the skins of horses and those of camel-foals with their soft hair. For one of the

great vats in which the koumiss is fermented the Kirghis use four horschide*.

Where wood is found, the herdsman carves endless useful objects from it. The
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e/aagnut or so-called wild olive is employed by choice. Two article* necessarily

made of wood, lent-polc and saddle-frame, together with large wooden dishes and

chests, are articles of trade, while the spoons, koumiss cups, and even skimming-

ladles, which a hundred years ago were principally of wood, arc now almost

everywhere of iron. Russians and Chinese vying in importing them. The old

8
edicts of the Chinese

regents forbidding iron

to be supplied to the

Mongols arc long for-

gotten. Especially in

request arc large pot*

of cast-iron, which arc

placed c« a tripod and

used to prepare the food

for the tent. A great

Chinese foundry a:

Ban-tu in East Mon-
golia i> occupied in the

manufacture of these.

The number of smith*

is small
i
and with the

musician the smith

holds the lowest posi-

tion among all classes

at Ladak. Among the

Kirghises, on the other

hand, he assists the

iaMs/dwith thexfattnu.

The Kirghis custom of

praying round a crucible

filled with lead-ore and

charcoal, that the metal

may appear, is in keep-

ing with this. A board

covered with a layer of

clay for forge, often

only a stone for anvil,

hammer and tongs cor-

A Moegti mukiin. (Fro. .^ )

responding^

such are the appliance*

of the Kirghis or Mongol smith, and with these naturally only .simple results can

be produced. In this matter, too, tlx: west is more advanced. Turcoman* imitate

fine ornaments of Persian workmanship, make matchlocks, and arc said to have

manufactured even the sharp-cut dies for their silver coinage. Thus, tco, the

Turcomans of the Caspian are clever pedlars. They get salt at Krasnovodsfc.

naphtha on Cheleken Island. Of *11 Turks the mo9t given to trade, they bring

these products to the roadstead of Astcrabad. We may also recall here the

Chude mines mentioned above. While the Buddhist Mongols get all their images
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ami other objects of religions art from Tibet, Islam prohibits the manufacture of

surh things by the Mussulman Turcomans; these latter excelling in the ornamenting
of women’s clothing with coloured thread, lice, and beads, in the manufacture of

weapout, above all in the polychromatic weaving of East Central Asia, obviously
derived from I'ersian and Indian teaching. The nomad Turks of Persia furnish

many of the more simple carpets of commerce.
The work of the house or tent is a burden as heavy as slavery on most

Mongol and Kirghis women. The men arc so laty that even among the

Turcomans one cannot speak of any fair division cf labour. All duties within

the tent are laid on the wife. Even in jn'tching the tent she is employed ; she

snust manufacture felt and cords for the tent, and iook after fuel. When there is

any agriculture the woman tills, sows, and reaps
;

nay, she often has even to

saddle and bridle the horses, to keep a watchful eve on saddle and weapons, and
even to brew tlie spirit on which her lord and master gets drunk. The man's

work is to tend the hods, to fight, and to thieve. Kirghis girls indeed watch the

sheep at night when it is considered easy, but not by day
;
and if a woman is

complaining of her huibcnd. she jays : “He treat* me badly, he makes me mind
the sheep in the daytime.” The duty of looking after sick animal;, especially

calves, falls oo the women. Besides this material overloading, their position is

morally inferior. “Women's advice rs only good for women." ciyt a Kirghis

proverb. A new-born boy is greeted with joy and pr ide, while the arrival of a

girl is felt as a misfortune, not to say a burden. The Uigur verses

—

Better a girt came cm to die birth or living did no: cay;
If tndergiound rfie ,;o when l orn, it i> lidlcr n,
And the birth-frast and thr IruriakSeaM jhal be kept on die self-same day

are hard but true and in the judgment of most Asiatics profoundly justified.

Few nomad tribes ate so consistent professors of Islam as to persist in keeping

the women apart from the men. Uncovered faces arc the ruk;, veils the exception.

Under the cover of certain forms and formalities, unmarried women even go about

frequently with a freedom which may go far, jo long as no results arc viiible of

their intercourse with the young men of the tribe, or so long us their Intercourse

docs not extend beyond the limits of the aout, which is held far worse. The use

of abortive medicines is widespread arid tolerated. This immorality, together

with the celihacy of the lamas, ha; doubtless its share in causing the small increase

in the population of many a Central Asiatic people. Exogamy is strictly observed

among the Kirghisen
;
men fetch their brides from another community, often 700

verst i away and further.

Betrothal takes place long before thr marriageable age. and the ka!rm or

Inidal present, though treated as a present, is in reality the purchase-price of the

bride
;
as appears most clearly from the fact that among the Mongols poor people

who cannot affcrd it have to work for their wives like Jacob. Betrothals when
bride and bridegroom arc still both in the cradle occur even at this day among
the Kirghiscs, and the formalities which the bridegroom’s father employ* towards

the bride’s father in urging the suit are just the same as in the case of adults’

wooing. The former goes with his nearest kinsfolk to the uluts of the bride, and

talks with her father of inditferent matters, at la->t approaching him with a dram
of brandy and a pipe filled and ready for lighting, and opening his suit. Among
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the Kiait tribe of the Tomsk Kirglifee*, which clings with conspicuous -.taunchr.cn

to ancient custom, the bridegroom's father used even twenty years ago to speak

ns follows: “If the water overflows thy dwelling. I will lie a firm dam; if tha

wind blows into thy dwelling l will tx a sheltering wall ; if thou call me [ will

run up like a dog; if thou strike me on the head, I will come into thy house and

be thy kinsman." Reception and consumption of the brandy and the tobacco

imply acceptance. Then the whole company discusses the hdyut, and however

tender nay b: the year* of the pair that arc to be linked together, the date of

the wedding is debated with energy. The price is naturally fixed at so many
head of cattle, most usually horses

;
one camel being worth five marcs, one two

or three camels, one courser, etc. Guns, hunting eagles, and so on arc alio thrown

in. A hundred mares is a considerable kalym, rone would amount to less than

twenty-seven. By strict custom also the youthful bridegroom has every time he

visits his bride to make her numerous presents. In >868 the Russian Govern-
ment gave Kirghis brides the right of withdrawing from wedlock with bridegrooms

to whom tliey had been engaged in extreme youth. In that ease the parents

had to pay back the kalym with a penalty of nine head of cattle in addition.

The Kirghisei long kept this law concealed from the women
;
but when it was at

length published, at the first meeting of the wA.ir-court for the district of Ust-

Kamenogorsk in Semipalatimk, eleven girit appeared before the judge to inform

him that they did not watt! to marry the men to whom they* were betrothed.

Formerly if a woman wished to be free from her hushand, che had to run away
from him three times. If it was then fcdaHiahed upon inquiry that the husband

had ill-treated his wife, the marriage was dissolved. The most lax marriages are

among the Tarim people, svho through wretchedness have lost their self-icspecb

When means are forthcoming, the wooing of an adult bride is attended with

even more extensive festivities. The kinsmen of the bridegroom who do the

wooing arc entertained for days together
;
partaking on the last day of a breast

of mutton from a special dish, as a sign of the in.dissoluhility of the contract.

At these carouses every kind of practical joke is played on the wooers, even their

departure being hindered by the women of the ami, who put their harness out of

order, sticking bones under the saddle nr in the horses’ tails Many things, even
the custom that the youngest wooer has to steal a cup and bring it home with

him, show traces of marriage by capture. The same carouses with similar games
and jokes are repeated when die bride’s kinsmen pay a return visit to the bride-

groom's village
;
and as tlic bride was invisible before, so is the tricfcgroom now.

These visits arc repeated, the kalym being gradually discharged the while, till tlx

price of the marriage has been paid. Then the wooers make their last trip to

the bride’s aoul, on which occasion the bridegroom accompanies them, but remains

a- seme distance in the open country, often in a tent, till the bride * hidden.

Now follow amrebran songs all night, between the lads and maidens of the and,

the former remaining outside the y,uurt of the hnde’s father, tho latter inside.

Not until two parties have been formed, one trying to bring the bride out of her

hiding-place, the other to keep her bank, and the former, conquerors in the mock
battle, have brought her back on a carpet into her father’s yawn, do the women
invite the bridegroom in, to visit his bride. Paying a copious tribute of presents

to the ladies of the ami. the bridegroom enters the bride’s tent, seeing her perhaps
for the first time on this occasion, and remains some days alone with her. On
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returning secretly to his own people, he find* present-; from his father-in-law.

which he ha< to distribute to the wooer*. At last he conies in a solemn proces-

sion. driving cattle in front of him. to fetch away the btide to the ooul where

his home is. At the feast, for which the oxen presented by him arc slaughtered,

women appear in the bride's finest clothes among them the high fur cap. adorned

$hamnt v*»S drum *Frr*n i ptategrapli

)

with stones, beads, and coins, and often reaching a value of /400 or £$00. The
progress of the brtlc to the bridegroom's ysiourt is again surrounded with many
formalities The Tartars of Tomsk ingeniously cany a curtain suspended between

two young birdies, hiding the bridegroom’s dwelling till the last moment from

the view' of the bride.

The married members of a large family community live apart, each in his own

yaturt. Each tills his land to provide the food he requires ; all other receipts

have to be handed over to the head of the family. A widow has only the bit

of land, and thereby becomes the slave of her father-in-law, who ha« bought her.
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and docs not abate a penny to any possible new purchaser. How little the kalynt

is a mere present, and how much it binds tho woman, appears best of a!! front

the fact that she passes by inheritance to the next eldest kinsman of the

deceased, just the same whether he be young or old. A year after her

husband’s death, the widow must go to the successor. If this amengn be still

a child she must wait till he is of full age. Russian law has put an end to

this kird of slavery
;
but custom still holds fast to the fettered position of the

purchased wile.

Polygamy is rare among the Buddhist Mongols, nor is it common even among
the Turkic races; for among nonud tribes, often dwindling in population, the

number of women is not disproportionately large. Here as elsewhere the rule

holds that among races who are diminishii-g in number the female half of the

population dwindles faster than the male. The kalym system deters from marriage,

and large families arc not in favour. Female infanticide is suspected even among
the Russian Kalmucks, whose total numbers arc decreasing. Of females the

number declined 3.4 per cent between 1 862 and 1867.

Polyandry prevails extensively in Tibet; mostly that form of it in which the

eldest brother's wife is wife to all the other brothers, but it also happens that two,

three, or even four kinsmen have one wife among them. Quarrels seldom result

from theve marriages, and when they do, it is chiefly in regard to the ownership
of children. In such case the decision is given either by facial resemblance, or

by the authority of the grandmother. The custom is found as fir north as the

Tangutes, and ii not rare in Little Tibet, of four brothers living with one wife;

but the youngeri remain in a subordinate position, which makes the custom more
intelligible. In this case the care of the children falls to the eldest brother, and
the children themselves speak of the “older ’’ and the “younger" fathers. Long
ago the poverty of the country’ was held responsible for these conditions

; and
polyandry may hence be referred to the same cause as the widespread celibacy.

The fact that among the Kara-Tangutes the nomads arc monogamous, the settlers

polyandrous, agree with this view. Possibly too the practice may be encouraged

from state motives, looking to the dangers of over-population as seen in China.

We hear too of a tax that has to be paid on each wife in Tibet. Among the

Tibetan* it certainly fits in with the policy of the Chinese Government, though
tlic custom is not so recent as Chinese sovereignty in Tibet. Indeed Cxsar found
it among the Britons, as did the Spaniards who first visited the Canaries among
tho Gtranche* In the Chinese geography of Wdt-Sang we read :

" In Tibet the

women are stronger than the men, who are weak
j
and for that reason three or

four brothers often have one wife* The Ball!*, who in adopting Islam laid aside

polyandry’, are evidence of the economic objects and results of this system, since

they have increased so rapidly that they’ have to be constantly emigrating, to

Yarkand, Cashmere, Jummoo. and even to the lower hills of India. The Maha-
rajah of Jummoo was able to form an entire Haiti regiment. In any case the

Tibetan policy of seclusion which objects to the incoming of strangers no less

than the leaving of the country’ by natives may regard both polyandry and celibacy

as strong allies. A minority of women is not everywhere the reason for the

ctBtom
;

in Lassa there are said to be even more women than men. In the

frontier districts, too, plenty of Tibetan women arc ready to form alliances with

Chinese, while the converse seems to happen seldom. That the murder of girls at
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birth may pave the way for the custom is more than probable. The mass of

celibate lamar it the caute of great immorality among the people.

Birth takes place before a concourse cf the elder women of the aeul or tribe,

who employ magical means of resistance to hostile powers Among some there

is no lack of obstetrical knowledge ; but this in many cases does not prevent the

woman from applying heroic treatment to herself, accommodating this at the

same time to the practice which enjoins attention to household duties up to

the actual beginning of the pains. We arc told of the Kirghbes of Scmipalatinsk

that in extreme eases they will place the woman on horseback, with a rider, in

order that a wild gallop may accelerate the operation of nature. ‘‘Sometime* it

does good, sometimes she dies." A freshly-killed lamb or sheep plays a great

part among the Kirghiscs all through the time of parturition. Part of its flesh

is thrown into the fire to propitiate the spirits, from another part is made the

broth which is the only food of the lying-in woman, while the infant is washed in

the scum of it. The child is laid, wrapped in the warm skin, if a boy in the

higher part of the tent, if a girl in the lower, A cervical vertebra ii hung over

the child to make its neck strong. It remains near its mother for three days,

being previously washed in water in which gold or silver coins are placed for luck
;

but during this period the mother must not hush its cries. After three days it is

settled in its cradle either a cloth on four posts, in which it lies upon \vcol of the

.spring-shearing or upon the thick felt-like winter cent of the camel, or a frame

woven of osier like a small bed. which is carried on a stick like a basket on its

handle, and put on a horse in front of the mother. Among the Mongols the

new-born child is " baptized ” as soon as possible after this, by dipping three times

with prayers in a bucket full of salt water, on which occasion the name is given.

After each bath it is wrapped three times in the cloth which has belonged to it

since its birth
;
which, ultimately, when saturated with grease, is either thrown to

the dogs, who arc thought to devour with it all germ* of disease, or used as a

remedy to be worn on the body by sick people.

We find names like "Horse," “Young Dog" and the like. Among the

Mongols, where a Buddhist priest is called in, names arc given with reference to

the constellations, the year, the month, the day. Hence come namca like Dordyi

“ power," or " Ochir," one of the Buddhist sacred utensil*. At three or four years

old the Mongol child receives the silken eord with the amulet hag of leather, con-

taining formula? of prayer written out. He will wear this appendage throughout

his life, and add others to it by purchase. Among the Turks the toy is presented

at an early age with a stallion foal, born of the favourite marc in the year of his

own birth.

Property in land in the strictest sense is naturally known only to trilre* like

the Kara-Kalpaks, among whom the nomad mode o:' life has given place to

agriculture. Among these people, who changed their home only on compulsion,

the cultivable ground ha3 been distributed among the cans
;
new-comers have to

buy. The pasture-lands arc the communal property of the aoul
,
or kMon. among

the Mongols. Peaceable immigrants can only obtain a footing as dependents on

the landowners. Thus the Tcptcr9 of the Bashkir country arc not an originally

distinct race, but a subsequent stratum of invaders, » mixture of Tartars and

Bashkirs, which in the sequel has become firmly settled. The word 7efterr*

denotes properly " the la>t-comc," “ the newly-arrived ”
;
and the nomad llashkira
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treat them with contempt Apart from the hero*, the movable property of
nomads whose conditions of life are simple, like the south-eastern and the most
northern Mongols, is so evenly distributed, that the social conditions growing out

of unequal distribution of goods disappear. PrjevaUky might well exclaim:

“They lack three attributes of modem civilization—a proletariat, beggary,

prostitution." Where there is fighting and consequently booty there arc greater

differences, which find their expression in the possession of slaves, wives, weapons,

finer horses. But the more peaceful, the more original, the more genuine the

nomad, so much less perceptible are differences cf wealth. It is touching to see

the joy with which a Mongol chief of T&aidam receives his tribute of a handful

of tobacco, a lump of sugar, and twenty-five kopecks.

Among the Turcomans and Kara-Kalpaks the nobility has fallen low, and
only in some Kirghis tribes has it retained a prominent place. When the

Kalmucks of the Volga came to Russia, the division into the ruling class cf
“ White-legs" and the subordinate class of •' Black-legs ”

still held good. Mid-

most among the former was the Ban, or in Turkish, Van, who delegated the

government of the subdivisions of the u/uss to his friends and kinsmen. The
“white-legged" Cossack Kirghis still reckon themselves much better than the
" black-lcggcd ” of their nation, priding themselves on their direct descent from

some sultan, beg, or renowned hero. Even the respect paid to the thuja or

theologian descended from the Prophet ha* to give way to this. These khojat

were too often adventurers, with nothing but a green turban to show, to be capable

of comparison with nobles in the eyes of the Kirghis family prido, which likes to

count at least seven * forefathers,
H even where there is no nobility.

Political organisation reaches deep into the patriarchal institutions of the

pastoral life. The families, whose genealogical connection even the ordinary man
can trace back over a long series of generations, are united in clans, called by

the Turks syok, by the Mongols aimak, the firm nucleus of all political formations

of a higher stage, which grow out of the tent community of families of five or six

members each, which again is united as the khclon or aoul under the grandfather

or other eldest male. Several k/wlani which pasture near together arc held

together by blood relationships, but by the time they embrace as many ai

eighteen families, the recollection of this grows fainr. Such larger groups bear

among the Mongols the special name of angki, which the Russians translate by
a word meaning “band," though its proper meaning is “stock," The duty of

that part of a clan which survives a war or pestilence to care for the orphans and
the herds of those who have perished, shows that a closer connection than that

created by jrolitical considerations only is still felt
;
and that origin from a common

seed is assumed is proved by the often-recurring aversion to choosing a wife

within the clan. The old-fashioned Kirghis above all avoid this as incestuous,

and have only exceptionally permitted it to their piinces. We have evidence of

the antiquity of the clans, loo, in the frequent recurrence of their names
;
but

they only attain high antiquity where they have been able to maintain them-
selves amid the whole tangle of ancient manners and customs. As soon as

nomadism is dropped the clan system ceases to be so pure as formerly. Even
now the Ersari Turcomans, as semi-nomads, attach no such importance to these

clans as do their wholly nomad brethren on the steppe. The Crim Tartars, the

people of Azerbaijan, and the Oimanlis have quite forgotten their clan names.
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It is easy to see that this often makes the distinction, always difficult, of families

and clans quite impossible, and that these great differences occur in the state-

ments of the number of clans. From clans and stocks grows up the tribe, which

the Mongols call uhtti, the Turks uruk. Tribes, perhaps formerly united in

one, are subordinated one to another by peculiar conditions of subjection. Thus

the Yograis and Golylcs of North Tibet form a single subdivision of the Tangutes,

but live in separate territories
;
and the former recognise no lord cf their own

blood, but regard the chief of the Golylcs as such. The poor Jatak Kirghiscs

are by ancient law treated as serfs bv those of their nation who still dwell

on the steppe
;
and in former times the rape of Jatak girls by Kirghiscs of the

steppe was a common occurrence.

Important as is the clan organisation for the cohesion of society, it is of

little significance from a political point of view. Revolts from chiefs of the tribe,

and appointments of strangers to that high post, arc not uncommon, while the

head of the clan stands immovably secure. The clan chiefs formerly served the

tribal chief as first among his equals. The Kara-Kirghtscs, of all Turkic peoples

the most patriarchal and monarchical, have an Aga-Manap or head chief, who
convenes the clan chiefs or maaaps to counsel on questions affecting the whole

people. Like him, only less influential, is the “ Sultan " of the Cossacks. From

the Kalmuck stock of the Volga steppe the Derbetes, numbering 4900 kibitkas,

split off at the end of last century on the extinction of the main line of its

hereditary chiefi, and joined the Don Cossacks between she Don and the Yei.

Under foreign rule the power of the tribal chiefs has naturally suffered, to the

advantage of the clan*; and the Chinese especially have understood how by

making use of the clans to disintegrate the Mongols ever more and more In

time of war the tribe is led by a sirdar or beg. During peace Turcomans and

Cossacks pay little heed to the authority of the chiefs
; while Kirghiscs carry

submission so far as to call themselves the slaves of their monaf, commit their

goods to him, and regard him as absolute judge. No doubt they expect some

reciprocal sacrifices from him. He consults the greybeards of the clan on

important occasions. From among the eldest men are chosen, when necessary,

over-seers of the watcr-supp:y, and of the use of the soil, and generally representa-

tives of the public interest on points of adat or traditional custom.

The expressions, “ horde
,* " wing," " swarm," often literally coinciding with

the words for “hundred," ten thousand." etc, arc familiar to every one who is

acquainted with Mongol or Turkish history. They arc relies of the great

military organisations which once enabled these nations to meet in compact

masses the Great Powers of their time. Thus the Cossack Kirghiscs arc divided

into a Little, a Middle, and a Great Horde; of which the first comprises three

clans, the second four, the third two. Naturally, too, tribes less closely related

combine for joint campaigns, their alliances being as changeable as they them-

selves are mobile. The Eriari Turcomans who live south of the Oxus, belonging

nominally to Bokhara, who formerly marie raids into Persia in conjunction with

the Tekkes of Merv, were easily induced, in 1879- hy the Bokharian Beg of

Charjui. to march against their former allies.

The number of names of peoples is a burden to the ethnographer who con-

cerns himself with the history or Central Asian nomads, but they arc referable

in the case of smaller subdivisions of a tribe, and often in that of the tribe itself,
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merely to the name* of chief*. Of such origin are world-famous names lik-c

Osman li, Scljuk, JagataL Hence they change with the leaders. The names of

larger groups like Kirghiscs or Cossacks are more widely known and therefore

more permanent
;
and for this reason their meaning has as a rule become <o

indistinct that no historical purport can now be connected with them. Kirghis

means “ roaincr of the country." Cossack, "vagabond," Uzbek, “genuine prince"

u Kirghis,” in a Russian mouth has become a collective name, embracing much
more than it lias any right to do, and "Tartar ” includes Mongols and Turks

almost without distinction. In this connection the difference in the origin of the

names is significant. The clan-names are from purely Turkish sources, while

from the time of Mongol influence in the thirteenth century, Mongol tribc-r.ames

have maintained themselves among Kirghises, Kara-Kirghiscs, Kara-Kalpaks, and

Uzbeks. There are also Persian names. The distribution or disintegration, »
often pretty recent, and traditions are found as to former connections among
tribes that have since broken up into hordes remaining far apart from each other.

No doubt its historical fortunes raised a small subdivision above tbc mass and

assigned it n higher rank. The Kiptchaks arc only a clan of the Kara-Kirghis,

which, owing to its association with the history of Khokand, earned the honour of

being regarded as a nation to itself.

A few worrit may be said in conclusion as to the political constitution of the

dependent nomad tribes. Mongolia, in the view of tbc Chinese authorities, falls

politically into turn unequal halves. One includes the “Inner Mongols” who
again are divided into forty-nine “ banners ” in the districts bordering co Manchuria

and China, till towards Tibet. To these belong the Ordoi Mongols. All the

nomads, however, in the “ Inner Mongol * territory arc classed as “ wandering
herdsmen.” The “Outer Mongols" embrace the Khalkas and the West
Mongols or Kalmucks. The Khalkas are divided into eighty-three banners.

The eastern capital is Urga, the western Uliassutai; here the Chinese governors
reside with four khans under them. Each khan has to pay a yearly tribute to

the emperor of eight white horses and one white camel. The Kalmucks or Olutcs

dwell to the south ami west of the Khalkas as far as the Hi country ami Lake
Koko-Nor. Among them are the Mongols of the Tangute district governed from
Si-King, and those of Ala-Shan, in twenty-nine khostumates. The entire Mongol
population is further subdivided into groups of ten families under decurions

;
and

these in turn foim the members of a military hierarchy. At their head stand the

three military governors at Shchol, Kalgan, and Urumti. Besides thc<e, high

military officers with native regents under them, reside at Ugra, Uliassutai,

T arbagatai, Turfan, Kuldja, Yarkand. Here ar.d there isolated traces arc

found of tribal connections in the cays of independence. Just so the Ordos

country was divided by the Chinese into the three principalities of Tung-Kung,
Chung-Kung. ard Si-Kung (east, middle, and west kingdoms), each being governed

under Chinese suzerainty by native princes who every year meet the similarly

dependent princes of the frontier-countries Mao-Min-Ngan, and Targam to advise
upon matters of common interest. They have also to do homage every three
years to the emperor at Pekin.

Up till now tbc Chinese have let the native princes of Mongolia who were
willing to conform to their influence, reign on undisturbed. A Chinese official, as
a rule a Manchu, is at the head

;
and under him are the hereditary Mongol
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princes, adopting Chinese ways and in the pay of China. The greater chiefs

have married into the Chinese Imperial family. Karg-hi set up a ipecia! Mongo!
tribunal over these princes in Pekin, which trx.k over their power of life and death.

Beside this, there is in the capital a special government office for Mongolian
affairs, significantly called also the colonial office. This has to attend to all

questions throughout the vast Chinese possessions between Russia and India

which arc carried to headquarters. Lastly, the Chinese utilize the nomad chiefs

in their own interest in this wise
;
after the same method as has borne them

so good fruit in Manchuria, when they settle they rent the land from the Mongol
grandees, and lend them money or goods, by the help of which they soon become
onners of the land. The consideration that the bustling, growing Chinese

population pays them more abundant taxes than their own scant)’ and lazy

Mongol subjects, makes them yet more inclined to this arrangement. Where the

Chinese do not appear at |>eaccablc settlers, as in the steppe south of Ala-Shan
or in the Tangutc country, they arc held of small political value. In North
Mongolia some princes, by forbidding the foundation of families, formed the

idea of setting a barrier to Chincre extension, which could not be wholly broken

down by the irregular connections formed by Chinese with Mongol women. Even

at Urga, where politically they are decidedly the masters, the merchants are

confined to a special Chinese town.

The relations of the Turcomans to Persia and the Central Asiatic khanates,

so long as these had any political power, ucrc similar. Great part of the nomads
were successfully made sedentary and therefore peaceful. Russia has with

greater energy carried out the same task in regard to all the Turkic peoples

north of the Attrck and the Upper Oxus, and thereby has contributed most

largely to restrain the nomads who once threatened all Europe ar.d Western

Asia. She has cleverly made use of the old enmity between Mongols and Turks,

by attaching the Kalmucks to herself, and employing them against the Tartars.

§
14. THE TIBETANS.'

Dras; ornament
;
trapres— Food : cattle-breedirg ; tgrkuJiurc— CftJMeily tot culture in Titot — Route*

of ixtAc -Various Taegutcs iColyU aod Yogralak D«W>—Gvrcramrni ; Chiix*c

«ce.

THE Tibetans of both sexes wear a long coat with sleeves like a caftan, girt

about the loins. It is made of wool in summer, of sheep-skin covered with some
coloured material in winter. The skin hangs like a big over the girdle. Men
often let the right sleeve hang down, so that the arm and par: of the breast

remain utKovcrcd even in hard frost. The skin of the sheep’s thigh is worn

in place of trouser*. Tibetan nomads have no shirts
;

tiicy sleep naked in their

tents on a sheet of felt, with their coats thrown over them. The foot-gear

concurs of long boots of a coarse woollen fabric with leather an excellent

protection against cold. Both sexes wear caps of sheep-skin or fox-dcift
;
but

at times also a fillet of red woollen cloth. Various small properties, and in the

1 The name “Tiloi" ha* U«n iw »»nc# tU day* of Mm<o hlo foe ihc ooiintry beivcti the Himalaya*

the Kuen*Lun. and Lake Koio-Nce. Tic Inhabitants call It " Bodyul," the Chine*. wbn court it put tf

their empre, “Tsiafc"
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case of men, the sword, hang to the girdle. A flop on the right shoulder

ornamented with coral or turquoises, is an amulet which is bought from the

lamas. The lamas’ yellow clothes, owing to the difficulty of getting yellow

material*, are being more and more supplanted by red. Among the more southerly

peoplci the body garment is of woollen yarn, the fur appearing only as overcoat.

Thus the men of Ladak wear a woollen cloth, overlapping for some distance in front,

with a girdle
;

the women a similar garment of a lighter colour, blue or red,

woollen trousers and Tibetan loots of wool or felt. Darker colours are pre-

ferred in Spiti. The Balter wear the same, but their coats arc shorter. Similar

clothing, always of a light gray, is worn under Indian influence by the Pahang,
the mountaineers of Lahul, a mixed race belonging to the Kancti ; and the

Tibetan woollen coat in a shortened form belongs also to the Mons of Tawan.
In Bhootan and Nepaul it is found only among the nomad; in the high moun-
tains

;
lower down the doublets and trourers arc of wool, and among the Lepchas

even of silk, from the silkworm of the rianus. Here we find the comical contrast

between Hindoos who button their jackets to the left, and Mussulmans who do it to

the right. Tint vigorous savage, the Uioba-Daphla, wears his woollen covering
girded, the licit serving him also for a quiver. Where Indian influences extend,

woollen garments arc the dress of the masses, while wealthier persons strive to

distinguish themselves by cotton robes. In Dardistan, where this social difference

is sharply marked, these clothes can only be obtained from the lowlands at a
high cost The dress of the Daid women, a short coat with sleeves, and over
it a sleevelcs coat, the whole held together by a belt, is, like their head-cress,
more Tibetan than Chinese. The higher dignitaries in Tibet dress in rich sable,

in Chinese fashion, and like to trim their clothes with leopard-skin. On the

Chinese frontier the people wear also loose blue trousers and turned -up
shoes. On the other hard, Tibetan dress has spread as far as the Taaidum
Mongols, who dress like the Tangutes, wishing, it seems, to be taken for those
“ bush-whackers."

With men the Chinese pigtail prevails as far as India. North Tibetan tribes

wear several tails tied together at the back of the head. Since the Mussulmans
keep their hair short and wear a turban, the pigtail in those parts marks the
Buddhist. In Kan-su the people of Yarkand arc called turban-wearers. Among
the Ladakis we find the hair cut shot-, in front, and the pigtail in the form of a

bag
;
while the Baltis, converts to Islam and already under Western influence,

shave the head bare but for two side-locks. The Kanets of Lahol. who live with
Mussulmans, wear their hair similarly, but let a forelock peep out from the little

turban. The Goorkhas cut their hair short at the nape, and shave a patch in

front. The hair of Tibetan women it plaited sometimes in only two, sometimes
In countless little pigtails, which are gathered into one behind, and widened by
means of ribbons, hang like a little cloak over the back, or carry a whole jeweller's

shop of rings. The Did women, in place of this, have a handkerchief stretched
broad upon a horn like head-dress hanging far down the back, and pressing down
the whole figure with the heavy weight on the head. Then again women are
seen with a gigantic fabric of yak-hair on the head, lo make their own supply <>f

hair look larger; while others wear, fastened in their hair as head -ornament, little

bowls of braten silver, or as in Ladak a small silver basin set with precious stones.
Chains of silver coins, mostly rupees, arc seldom lackintr in the hair or on the
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breast. This overloading of the head with ornament U found also in Kulu and
SpitL The Ladak; women wear simple side-plait*; their hair-ornament is a
broad band laid from the forehead to the back of the head, set with shells, rough
turquoises, or bead*. The round skull-cap. so widespread as the head covering
of Chinese and Mongols, is frequently found It is furnished with car flaps against
the cold

;
in summer they can

be turned up. The village

ciders among the Baltis have

begun to wear turbans over

this. Cylindrical brimless straw

caps, worn by the Lhoba-

Daphlas point to Burma!) and

the Shan*. The wide woollen

caps of the Ladakia were the

forerunners of the peculiar

broad -brimmed Dard hat; a

piece of cloth half a yard long

rolled up so as to form a de-

pression in the middle with a

broad rim round it. Wherever

Dards live, if they arc not

Buddhists, they wear this char-

acteristic headgear. In Spiti a

bag-shaped cap prevails. The

brand, as large as a sixpence,

which most Baltis wear on the

scalp is curious. Painting of

the face in Indian fashion is

usual among Lftdaki women.

On his breast almost every

Tibetan wears a little gold,

silver, or copper box, containing

various forms of exorcism,

an amulet against evil spirits.

It is often richly set with tur-

quoises, the stone most com-

monly used for ornament. On
the cistern frontier of Tibet the

women, with their ornaments,

earrings, necklaces, amulets,

made up of gold, silver, tur-

quoise, and coral, beat their Chinese sisters quite out of the field. In the manu-

facture of ornament Indian and Chinese taste encounter each other in Tibet
;
and

while of recent years the latter is beginning in an increasing degree to prevail,

it was otherwise in earlier times, when there was obviously much more solid

wealth. Little Tibet seems once to have shone in its artistic metal-work hardly

less than the renowned Cashmere. With the present prosperity the greater part

of those arts seems to have been lost ; and what most strikes the visitor in the

A Lam* of Imam. (Fran a photo«np*.|
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ornament of Ladak and BaltUuan are mainly the rough turquoises which appear in

remarkable quantity and of great size. Indian love of finery has extended to

BaltUtan, where Indian and Persian gold and silversmiths work is more frequent.

The men of the nomad tribes are always armed. Every man carries at lea*!

a sword in hi* belt, and a spear ; when possible, a firearm also. The Chinese

matchlock is found a9 far as the Indian frontier. After the Chinese model the

fork to rest the gun upon is carried as a stopper. Swords are oflcn of handsome

Chinese work, the hilt ending in a piece of red coral or a turquoise. While

former obterver*, especially missionaries, describe the Tibetan* as superior in

strength to the Chinese, seasoned and used to war, Russian travellers found them

as great cowards as other Asiatics, handling their weapons carelessly, and using

pebbles as bullets for lack of lead. Wc arc reminded of the Tibetan herdsmen’s

custom of driving their cattle with the sling; and with the sling they attack

where they arc still without guns. Naturally they easily frighten the badly-

armed and timid-spirited Mongol caravan-leaders, who, plundered or squeezed

by the Tangntes every time they cross the Tibetan frontier, have no doubt done

most to spread the warlike fame of the Tibetans. Wherever the yak is found,

whether in herds or as a beast of burden, there do we find also peoples Tibetan

in their mode of labour, in customs, aiul in dress. The yak’s element is the

thin clear air of high valleys, his foed is the short grass growing on the mountain

pastures of the Himalaya and Kucnlun
;
with him the pastoral races of the

Tibetan plateau have travelled far to the south in the mountain country, and

have crossed the ridge which the Indians, coming from the south and used to

sub tropical warmth, do not reach by a long way. Ordinarily the owners of

herds of yaks are mere herdsmen
;
but in Ladak the yak draws the plough, even

in conjunction with cows, am! the I.adakis, who live in part by a carrying trade,

harness him in front of their waggons. Yak and mutton, often raw. form the

chief article* of food. The meat is followed by tea, pounded in stone mortars

and boiled in copper kettles, to which milk and butter in great quantity arc

added. Another favourite food is peeled barley with iarjk or boiled milk turned

sour. Pundit Nain Singh saw in Khorsan, at a height of 14.500 feet, large stone

dishes in which the Chimpas prepare a soup of meal, which with milk, cliccsc,

and butter represents the chief of their diet Spirituous drinks arc made from

fermented milk and barley infusion. Three hundred brood-mares are kept on

pasture-lands not far from Lassa,from whose milk is prepared a spirit appropriated

to the use of the Dalai Lama. Among the Ladakis it has been found necessary

to legislate against the use of spirits. Their sourish beer made without hops is

called c/iang.

In Southern Tibet alone, in spite of its elevation, is agriculture still found.

Barley, according to Nain Singh, is grown in Tibet up to 15.OCO feet. No
sooner is the (Jhang-tang or Northern Plain reached than one is in the midst of

nomads
,
and further north great part of the country is uninhabited. Agriculture

doc* not reappear till the Kuku-Nor district. A pundit who travelled from

L»!u to the Tania range in the first half ol his journey passed some 7000 tent*,

while in the accord half, on the Chang-tang, he found the country uninhabited.

Five horsemen, probably brigands, and a caravan from Mongolia to I ana were

all the human beings whom he met Prjevalsky too notes the complete absence

of mankind in a tract 500 miles wide at an altitude of 14,000 to 1 6,000 feet.
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A Tinpnr *onun (From a |*>ougraph by ISictnin
.

,

The total population of the country is in any ease very sparse, and can hardly
reach 2,000,000

The Tibetans are above all things tanner*. They scrape the hide* with stones

They make tca-lcttlcs and cups of imported copper. They also make gun-stocks
the metal parts being supplied by the Chinese The beds of precious stones,

next to the herds the chief

wealth of Tibet, as well as the

jade mines in the Karakash
valley, arc worked by Chinese

even in the extreme south-

west, on the frontier of East

Turkestan. Owing to the

seclusion of the country, trade

is almost wholly in the hands

of the Chinese, who above all

meet the considerable demand
for tea, and bring Japanese

trinkets even to the convent

markets of Central Tibet. The
firm hold of the Chinese in

Tibet receives material sup-

port from the Tibetan passion

for "brick" tea. They arc

also indispensable as bankers

and moneylenders. Gil: calls

the Chinese, with some exag-

geration, ** the only people in

the country who have any
money ”

; but the Lamas in

North Tibet lend money at

3 per cent per month. In

quite recent times the exports

of Tibet have gone through

Western Mongolia to Russian

Turkestan
;

and it has been

thought that trade is falling

off on the Chinese frontier.

In spite of the efforts of the

English, trade between Tibet

and India has made little pro-

gress, and even of Indian tea liJtlc goes to Tibet. Nepaukse merchants, how-

ever, cany on a trade in cloth and metal gomls with Lassa whence they used

formerly to bring back brick tea as Tar a* Cashmere. Caravan* even reach the

neighbourhood of Lassa with a convoy ;
but on the northern frontier the raids of

the Tangutes and Yograls often stop all intercourse for years together. Chinese

coin is used in Tibet ;
silver fesm, too, arc imported frem China and rupees from

Ncpaul, «ift far as Batang. These are melted down, with a third part of copper,

to form the Tibetan ywr-ailver rupees. Since the end of the 'seventies rouble*

vox., m
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also have been current. An old Ladakt silver coinage, the Jad or jao. is found

in the bazaar* of Ladak beside rupees and Chinese copper money. From the

capital of Tibet an easy road, said to be open all the year round, leads to Pekin,

going by Tsiarodo and Batang to Sichuan ;
another, more difficult, is traversed

in summer to Tsaidam and Lake Koko-Nor. The journey is made with yaks,

which can cany a rider twenty miles a day, a load half that distance. Nopaul is

reached by roads whose central point is the bazaar of Shigatze near Teshiiumbo,

the San-po being crossed by a narrow iron suspension-bridge.

The nomad Tibetans arc broken up into a great number of tribes. A north-

eastern Turkic group is called in the country *Sokpa," a north-western 41
Horpa"

Among them are the inhabitants of the Tania Range, the Yograis and Golyks,

who arc half independent of Lassa. The word "Tangutc** introduced by

PrjevaUky is Mongolia and in the mouth of a western Chinese signifies all

Tibetans, The Tibetans on Lake Koko-Nor are called * Fan-Tze " by the Chinese;

they are under the Chinese governor of Kan-su, and like the Mongols with whom
they have intermixed, are ruled by native chiefs. They look to the Dalai Lama
as their hereditary sovereign. There arc Tibetans also in the province of Tsaidam.

In the neighbourhood of the lamasery of Shaibsen, agriculture is carried on by

Chinese mingled with Tangutes; west of it lie purely Chinese villages on the

southern edge of the Gobi Desert. In the province of Kan-su we find a popula-

tion who have become Chinese in like manner with the Dungane, namely the

Dalds, a mixture of Tibetans, Mongols, and Turk9, husbandmen who have adopted

for the most part the Chinese dress and language. In ODntrast to these the

genuine Tibetans of West China, though living in closer contact with Chinese and

under their sovereignty, have taken up but little of Chinese usages. Economically,

indeed, they arc quite dependent on the Chinese, who work their coal-mines and

salt-lakes, weave the yak wool spun by Tibetans into the cloth of which all their

clothes arc made, and besides this run the profitable trade in rhubarb.

The government of Tibet is formally in the hands of the two chief lamas, the

Dalai and the Panshen, who arc assisted by four ministers
;

but the superior

direction lies with the two Chinese residents in Lassa, high officials of the Manchu
(lag. The administration of Tibet is closely connected with that of Sichuan,

which furnishes soldiers and money for the maintenance of Chinese sovereignty in

Tibet. What further smaller lordships the vast country may embrace is not

clear, nor do we know what weight can be attached to such statements as that

- the monastery of Tavan is independent c( Lassa, arxl its 6co lamas arc well

armed with muskets and bows,” and similar notices of the pundits. The extent,

the sparse population, and the political weakness of this Buddhist ecclesiastical

state render probable a very loose cohesion between the smaller political elements.

Of the women** empire, Nu Kuo, which according to the Chinese annals embraced

Northern Tibst and was governed by the greater and the lesser queens, whose

warriors were, however, men, though sons tore their mothers’ names, all traces

seem to have disappeared.

Politically, then, Tibet must be regarded as part of the Chinese Empire.

The Dalai Lama can only be instituted with the consent of the Chinese Emperor,

and every other year presents go, as a mitigated form of tribute, from Lassa to

Pekin. Even in the last century Chinese soldiers were posted on the confines

of the East India Company’s possessions in Bengal to protect Tibet against
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Nepaulesc invasions. Beside the political sovereignty, China has also the

economic preponderance. In spite of the difficulty of communication— it takes

three months to get from Lassa to Sinirg— it his managed to exclude all other

powers from the markets of Tibet. In the frontier districts of Szchuan numerous

Chincse-Tibetan half-breeds arc found who are despised by the pure Tibetans.

Tibetan women arc glad to marry Chinese traders and soldiers. The Tibetan

mandarins in Batang wear Chinese dress and speak Chinese fluently, just as

Chinese is also the language of civilization and trade throughout the frontier districts

in spite of the numerical preponderance of Tibetans in the larger frontier towns like

Tatsian-lu. On the other hand, regular immigration from China into Tibet has

not up to now had as free play as into Mongolia, the Chinese authorities seeming

to put difficulties in the way of the transference of large masses of people. Tire

Tibetans themselves are obviously not lacking In self-esteem, which their possession

of the holy city of Buddhism tends to nourish. Hence, although they hold

towards China the position rather of subjects than of allies, they are jealous of the

Influence of that power, even looking down upon the Chinese a» unclean
; and

naturally even more jealous of western nations who at this very time are wishing

to open the roads into Tibet to their trade and therewith to their explorer* Our
comprehension of the ethnological conditions of Central Asia. India, and Further

India cannot be regarded as conclusive, so long as vast territories, wherein so

many threads of Asiatic race-origins and so many roads traversed by Asiatic

race-movements intersec:. remain in unexplored obscurity.

§ tj. THE PEOPLES OF INDIA IX GENERAL

N» ooe indiin ia«-P:edni*iie atameau--^Kraridiant—>lcoects-Hir/io«—Crc«-lifKi!*— Utaopap&c
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ftlkatiWl

WHEN on the occasion of a census in India in the year 1871 an attempt was

made to group the races of the peninsula according to their numerical strength

they were distributed into 1 1 o millions of cross-breeds, 4 1 of Mohammedans

18 of aboriginal non-Aryan stocks, and 16 of pure Aryans ; 185 millions in all.
1

This motley classification shows the difficulty of keeping apart the races in a

country into which for centuries the rations have flowed from the most various

quarters, have mingled, and have modified themselves under new condition*. The

fact that Mussulman* are ranked, as a great national group, with races, is a

confession of the impossibility of separating their racial elements ; and the same

is shown by the great number of cross-breeds. The simple hypothesis that into

the aboriginal dark negroid stocks an irruption took place first of Aryans, then of

partly Mongoiic Mohammedans, who in some eases puslied the original inhabitants

before them to south and west, in others formed mixed races, in any ease

involves no such difficulties. But every' attempt to go any further letds up to

the task of carefully setting out the distinctions, like Mantegazza's distribution

1 TheOCOBU of t88

1

g>va«on•miaMiallonty lellgloni, thawing 188 nrlliome‘ H -riixi*. 50 of Mohammedan*,

6.4 of Aborigines, 3.4 ofDoddhaU. 1.8 of OwfciaM, ami a tike rain bet of Sikh*
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into Hindoos of Aryan, Malay, and Semitic type, Mongols, Jews, Parsec?, Muiiul-

mant, among whom Turanian? lurk, and finally aboriginal stocks.

The " prelravidic ’ type of the so-called primitive or mountain tribes, or

A Vcddah o

»

<>ykn ahotUnr with ibe bow {From • proKgraph by Pro!. Emd fkhakdi <1 L*i(oic. )

savages, has negroid dements in the flat rose, the bulging mouth, the prognathous

upper jaw, the sparse beard, somewhat more abundant on the chin only
;
while

there is a mulatto quality in the half-silky, wavy, strong-growing hair. Stature is

in general small; the “dwarfs" of India belong to this kind. In the Western

Ghauts and in Ceylon there are people of 4 feet 1 0 inches, brown and yellow, who



the peoples or ixnr.i zv cexeujl J?7

.NOonly occasionally bring honey, wax, ami sandal wood ;o the settled parts,

inference need he drawn that they oc-

cupy the lowest stage of humanity.

When we hear startling descriptions of

the Vctklahs in the interior of Ceylon,

we have to ask whether their wretched

mode of life is not partly to blame for

their somewhat smaller stature, their

expression less intelligent or more
savage, their instincts coarser. Worth

consideration in this direction is the old

Tamul conception of “ Kttraver," a term

embracing all mountaineers occupied in

gathering honey, watching millet fields,

digging roots, manufacture of intoxi-

cating drinks, sale of tin; Itcnna plant.

In the Makars of Northern Konkan has

been seen “the lowest type of the

human race on the west coast of India";

but they arc a society of outcasts, left to

perform the unclean offices of flayers

and removers of ordure. With them

again the Khond* to the south-east of

Gondwana, are .-aid to be at the lowest

stage, coming as it is alleged nearest to

the negroes, “blacker and smaller." It

is significant that all these tribes are

also in bad repute for their terrible

leanness and dirty, not unfrequemly

leprous, skin. But there arc among
them settled and stronger tribes, as the

Bhccls of the Dangs in Central India,

the I’ulay.is or Puliars of Travancorc,

the Mhairs of the Aravulli Hills, the

Koluihes of the Nerbudda Valley and

Southern Berar, and the Hurkit of the

northern West Ghauts who are settled

under the Gonds on the plateaux of

the Middle Nerbudda district.

Not every peculiarity of the majority

of the aboriginal stocks of India, which

are also comprised under the term

Kolarian stocks, is to be ascribed to

racial difference ; some are brought

about by the operation of social and

religious organ i -ations, which cut especially deep in India. Abosc all. crossing

in all directions and variety in degrees of decadence arc responsible for the

multiplicity of “ primitive races'

^ Tanu. cO»>Ic.
<
PfeOfA A p^OMgroph )
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Those peoples mutt be kept apart from the Dravidians, with whom they were

once compendiously lumped together. The name “ Dravidian races " fits only

live Tamul*. Tclugu*, and Canarcsc of .Southern India, remoter kindred of the

•lark aboriginal population, to whom Aryan colonists brought the religion of

Brahma, a higher civil order, and of course the opportunity of extensive inter-

mixture. The selection of the term is connected with its' use in the sacred

writings of the old Indians, where it is applied to the Kshatriyas on the cast coast

of the Deccan, who have fallen to the rank of Sudras. As a rule, however, all are

called Draridiiin who arc not Aryan or Semitic, and speak agglutinative language*

like Tamul. As a breed they arc defined by dark colour, Mongolian features,

smooth hair. 1'hc nucleus of the old Tamui race was indeed, says Grant,

“devoted to the nomad life, the fundamental institution ot Turanian existence”;

but the hypothecs of their close connection with the population of Tibet has not

attained the rank of a scientific certainty. Only certain Indian stocks in the

Himalaya, who geographically approach the vast neighbouring territories of the

Tibetans, may be decidedly reckoned In the Mongol race, though widely divided

from it in language and manners.

Mongol dements cannot indeed be lacking in the rest of India, often as it has

been inundated in historical times by Mongol hordes
;
but they arc more widely

-pread than historical influences would seem to justify, and thus we arc brought

10 the Turanians of prehistoric India. In the Mahrattas we meet with a race

doubtless strongly Mongoloid in the position of ruler. The Mahratta is of

medium stature, small rather than large; his face is flat, with moderately pro-

minent cheek bones, eyes small and dark. nose short, often turned up with wide

..pen nostrils, beard long but scanty, skin of bronze colour. It is also a Mongoloid

quality in the Mahratta women that they are small, delicate, and in varying

degrees fairer than the men. The Thangs. akin to the Mahrattas in language,

approximate physically to the Bhccls, who arc almost as much involved historically

with the Turanian influences as the kindred Mhairs, Minas, and Ramusis, who

certainly arc strongly Mongoloid. Nor can a strong admixture of Mongol be

denied to the Jats, a group which has been so active historically, nor to the

Sonthals. These, however, are regarded by some as a remnant of the original

Dravidian population of Lower Benga', who have been driven towards the

Vindhya Hills. Goorkhas and Sikhs, who belong here, now furnish the picked

troops of India, as once the toughest opponents of British arms ;
since it lus been

recognived that they do better service in the army than the members of higher

castes, the standard of height has Iccn for the sake of the former lowered to the

truly Mongol level of 5 feet.

The Hindoo of Aryan type is brown, from dark to coffee coloured, darker as

a rule in low than in high castes, of medium height, with sleek black hair, hand-

some oval face, thin, often slightly curved nose ; beard anc hair less close than in

Europeans. The eyes arc large and almond-shaped, the lips pronounced, the

chin Weak. The form, especially in the women, is often very beautiful ;
but the

legs are weakened by long continuance in a squatting posture. The skull is a

fine oval of small or medium size, the forehead r.ot strongly marked. Hindoos

of the higher castes in European dress most resemble Greeks or Southern Italians.

It is difficult sharply to separate this type, for unknown blendings cause it to

vary in a Semitic, mulatto, or Malay direction. The Dards, who live at the
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headwaters of the Indus as for aa the Oxua watdslwd and the Gil&it river, show
perhaps one of the purest stamps of the stocks whose immigration gave rise to the

Hindoo. They are stalwart and well-built, good mountaineers, strong porters,

lovers of liberty, frank-hearted
;
with red checks, brown eyes, black or brown hair.

Their caste-system and their language, nearly akin to the Dogri, show recent

Indian influences.

For Europeans, the gipsy, when his blood is not too much mixed, is the best

representative of the average hybrid Indians who form the mass of the people.

There arc lighter elements in the population of India, albinos are nut rare, and arc

held in horror by the Hindoos—but nothing recalling the “xanthochroic” races

of Europe. Misled by the affinities of the Indo-Gcrmanic languages, people have

formed far Ux> Germanic an idea of the ancient Aryans who descended into the

lowlands of Indus and Ganges. No doubtahey themselves emphasized their own
contrast to the darker natives ; and any one coming to-day from the basin of the

Indus to the Deccan or Bengal observes ail 'increase In the darker tints. Tin

lightest Indiarts and the proudest dwell in the north-wc-t. There the Rajpoot

women ax>d children, if they arc in a position to protect themselves from the

effects of the sun, are ho fair of skin as to put many a South Italian to shame.

Among these imposing aquilinc-»x>9cd figures ore found with light-brown and grey

•yes, strong silky t*?ards, and chestnut hair. Many vary- in the direction of the

physiognomy prevalent among the Sikhs; thicker nose, smaller ryes, and some-

what prominent cheek-bone** a conformation tending to the Mongol, which some

have attempted to establish as the 44 Jit breed.*’ That Turanian blood flows in

their veins need cause no surprise of all places in North-West India. In the

conspicuous qualities of his character, which hive given and perhaps will again

give to the Sikh race especially so great importance in the history of India, above

all in his valour and honesty, as well as in the stateliness of his women, the

Indian of the north-west read's the nobler branches of the Turkic stock. The
attitude of the Sikh towards the Bengalee i< like the height from which the

Turkoman looks down on Tajiks and even on Persians.

Amid the numerous blends only one line can safely be drawn separating the

races who still arc different in themselves from those who have been more power-

fully .shaken together, more intimately mingled, already long since fu<cd. In the

extreme north even the Ncpaulcsc arc no homogeneous stock, but arc distinguished

by great variety of physiognomy and character. The backward -driven pastoral

tribe of the Toda?. too, contains fairer face* than are as a rule found among the

Hindoo*, with thick beards and a mighty growth of hair on the uncovered head.

In general the inc! idvc types prevail more in the Indus arid Ganges regions, and

in the cast the more widely dispersed, in the Himalaya and in the mountains of

the west and south. More frequent intercourse means more rapid blending.

None of the greater nations of Asia has been so broken up, pulverised,

kneaded, by conquerors as the I .Mian; among none has the vital marrow ot

independence been so destroyed. In all this push and pressure India developed

no predominant nationality. N Uiiig but the fact that the 300 millions of the

Anglo-Indian empire arc split uj ntft thousand* of ethnologic, social, and religious

fragments, enabled British sovereignty to spread so quickly and maintain itself.

That the social organisation and the race-formation arc related to each other

is proved by the historic instances in which ethnographic element* have co-operated
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in the division of castes. When the Rajpoot* in the fourth or fifth century subdued

the Jets in what is now Rajpootana, their small number met with but a weak

opposition on the part of the agricultural population, who surrendered the soil to

them, and allowed their supremacy to be confirmed The Kshatriya anti Vaisya

castes, as well as that of the mixed population. Baran Sankar, were in course of

time opened to the subjects, but in no ease could they enter the Brahmin caste.

The Aryans, too, of the earlier invasion needed to supplement their own weakness

by energy and higher intelligence. Being unable to root out the teeming popula-

tions, they blended with them, adopting their warriors into their second caste, and

the rest of the people into

A
those next below it. But

it is to confuse cause and

effect if we suppose that

primarily two castes were

formed, Valsyas and Sud-

rau, " one for the Turanians

and one for the Dravid-

ians," As an example of

similar development within

a narrow area, the ia.ee,

nation, or perhaps only

class of the Banjaris is

remarkable. They are a

numerous group in Central

India, who call themselves

Gohurs, and whose sob

business is the transport,

with oxen, of supplies of

corn. In this way tb:

Banjaris feed all the pro-

vinces of Centra! India,

and, therefore, in times of

war or famine, they haw
from of old been protected

against any obstacle to their activity through the sympathy assured to them by the

public interest. As bents their work they are pure nomads, camping in the open in

summer, in winter under huts built of branrhet Yet they look upon Rajpootana,

especially the eastern part of Mewar, as their country, and own some villages

there, to which they withdraw their old people and invalids. Their traditions say

that they were driven out of this country by the Rajpoot invasion about tire sixth

century. Physically they arc like the gipsies, of whom they have been regarded

as the parent stock. They arc plucky, proud, and honest in their business.

Even without the historical evidence for the invasion of light-coloured people

from the north-west into the interior of the Indian peninsula, tire position of India

with reference to the belt of Central Asiatic steppes would lead ua to atsume the

frequent overflow, at least into North-West India, of Turkic or Mongolic herdsmen.

The Aryans, as their language indicates, came from a climate where the lapse of

time was reckoned not by rainy seasons, but by winters. The word hahnantik

j
From a ptaogrtpb.

I
A Maldht woman.
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used today in Bengal to denote the November rice-crop, is from the same root a<

ftitwx. They frd on meat and milk, and pastured large herds on wide grassy

plains. They seem to have made their way through Afghanistan to the Indus,

and to have Spread gradually along the foot of the hills as far as the Ganges.

Thus immigration was not an event of one date only, but was repeated In the

seventh century nr. an inroad of nomads, spoken of as Scythians, into India took

place. It is poisibie that these Indo-Scythians, following the same road as had

been taken by the Aryan immigrants came a5 far as the Ganges
;
and a view

has teen cxprca=ed that Buddha’s dynasty in Kapilavassu was a Scythian offshoot.

An increased influx of the Scythian element into the Indian goes parallel with

the progress of Buddhism, and renders explicable, if Buddha appears on the other

side of the Indian frontier as a Scythian, the snuggle for Influence between the

northern form of Buddhism coming down again from Central Asia about the

beginning of our era, and the more original Indian type in India itself. The

Scythian immigrations seem to have been constantly repeated, and to have founded

kingdoms as far as Central India. It is known also that the Gr.vco-Bactrian

settlements in the second century B.C. had to fight with Scythian invaders who
established themselves: in the Punjah. In the first six centuries of our era Scythian

and Indian powers wen? seen to rise and fall beside and in succession to one

another. The Sacians, Huns, Guptas come to the front as founders of states. In

some cases small group* of these invaders may be traced for several centuries

within limited territories where they stoutly maintained themselves. After the

first Arab attempts at invasion on the Bombay coast and the frontier of Sind,

we find, at the end of the tenth century, the Turkish lords of Afghanistan, the

Ghumcvidcs, in the Punjab, whither Mahmoud of Ghuznee is said to have led

seventeen expeditions. The "slave-dyiuwty" which ruled in Delhi in the

thirteenth century, was of Turkish origin. They had to endure the first Mongol

inroads, which are said to have started with an irruption of these nomads from

Tibet into north east Bengal in 1245. As the thirteenth century is parsing into

die fourteenth, the Mongol invasions arc counted by dozens, and the Mussulman

kings of Delhi had brigades of Mongol mercenaries in their service. Timour came
from Afghanistan, and returned to Central Asia amid heap* of corpses and towns

laid waste. In 1536 Baber, from Ferghana, succeeded in definitively setting up

a Mongol dynasty in India ; the remains of the Delhi Empire having in the mean-

time come under Afghan sovereignty. Alebar, who came to the throne in 1556,

made a single state of India as far as the Vindhva Hills. It is significant that

therein Turks played a great part both as friends arid as opponents, and that the

scat of the stoutest resistance was where the immigrants from Central Asia had

established themselves in the greatest density. The descendants of these,

with their military arvd political capacity, arc to this day the strongest upholders

of Islam. The only two great military powers with whom England had to do,

the Mahrattas in Central India and the Sikhs in the Punjab, both sprang from

this foreign stock, which long preserved its fora on its new .oiL

In the contrast tetween North and South, East and West, which governs the

history of India and the distribution of its peoples, special elements arc the

strong differences of soil and climate. The rapidity with which the Aryan immi-

grants from the drier and more elevated regions of Central A*ia ceased, under the

relaxing influence of a tropical Iceland climate, to be the
J honourable " or “ rove-
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reign" race was, in part, the effect of climatic influence, which after a few genera-

tion!) showed itself even in their physique. But the lowland climate also promoted

the wide intermixture of the Vaisyas, or immigrant tribesmen, with the Sudras

whom they found there. This, in the broad Ganges-lnvrlaniLs, with no natural

boundaries to stop it, could not be checked by the strictest separation of caste* or

’• colour* but in the mountain-valley’s where the foothill* of the Himalaya, the

divider of races, cut off little natural national territories, the Aryan blood main-

tained itself in greater purity than in the surrounding parts, just as in some

mountain-districts of the peninsula the dark blood of the aborigines who were

driven into them has done. Examples of the one are the Khassias and Dasus of

the Himalaya, of the other the Pahariahs of the Rajmahal hills. Lastly, we

observe, moreover, a far-reaching alteration in the manners and notions of races,

ilue to the exchange of an elevated, coo), unproductive place of abode for the

low, warm, rich lands lying on the great river. The herdiman becomes a

husbandman, the tribe, where all alike have no wants, becomes a nation in which

few luxurious lords rule over countless poor subjects, a people limited in numbers

becomes a race multiplying with immoderate speed and of a wholly new social

organisation. The rise of the great religious, social, political, even ethnological

differences among the population of India, whereby more particularly the north-

west, the north-east, and the south are opposed to each other as three historical

and ethnographical provinces, is in great part due to immigrations from without

;

though the nature of the country has had much to do with maintaining them.

How long the shifting lasted we cannot detect ; fer it was brought about in small

movements of which history has little to report. Isolated cases enable u< to

conjecture the significance of the whole. The migration of the Jats at the begin-

ning of last century from Mooitan to Northern Hindostan, and their formation of

new settlements on the Jumna and the Ganges, in the Doab, shews how recent

are, in many cases, the shifting* from north to south, and from cast to west The
so-called nomad system of agriculture which the British found still going on in

Bengal beride the settled system, gives a further reference
;
for it kept a portion

of the population in constant movement.

Thus Northern India is the India of immigration from the north-west, and the

blending of Mongols and Aryans. No great Tibetan invasion is known to Indian

history
;
the distribution of linguistic affinities with Tibet has been referred to

above. The lustorical position of Ncpaul, which is influenced by Tibet and

China, and is constantly encroaching on India, gives the key to the general

comprehension of the share taken by the northern frontier races in the history of

India. This infiltration has acted on the population of India only indirectly, but

none the less powerfully
;
and it is an error to say that India and Tibet have

never b-cn in mutual ethnographical relations. The great natural screen has

retarded the exchange, but has not prevented it. We have decidedly Mongoloid
breeds in the little Ncwar.s, and the somewhat larger Goorkha* of Nepaul, though

Indian influence is certainly stronger in the latter than in the former. It pre-

dominates in the higher castes of Cashmere, among whom remnants of Tibetan

peoples exist in the servile castes of Batals, Dorns, Bcms, and others. Some sec

hybrids between the two layers in the Kremins of Cashmere, who mostly work as

artizans. We are reminded in this of the ethnographic peculiarity of Cashmere
It is a rubbish-heap of magnificent Gr*co-Bactrian and Mongol edifices, where
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the arts of Persia, Arabia, India, am] China joined hands in the working of metal*,

creating a national artistic bent, and new masterpieces with borrowed forms.

But Cashmere is also the starting-point in the transformation of Buddhism into a

system of theological philosophy. Here, or hard by. were the universities of

Takchasila and Nalanda. Across Cashmere Buddhism, having lost its home in

India, wandered to Tibet and there acquired new points whence to radiate.

The waves of the movements which broke in from the west often struck east-

wards and subsided only in the lowlands of the Ganges : but they never reached

the south in full force, and did not shake even the Deccan in the way in which

they had often ravaged Bengal. Southern India long remained a world to itself.

Its wedge-shape made an advance into the interior difficult. The marnh of the

Aryans doubtless had a deep influence on the populations of Central India
;
but

both they and those who came after them stopped at the Vmdhya range. In

the west we find the plains occupied by a minority of Hindoos, Rajpoots, and the

Turanian Jats who preceded them, and the hills by Bheels and other peoples of

the same stock, probably the old dwellers in the plain, and the result of crossing

between the Turanians and a primitive race, the purest type of which is found

in the Baralis of the Konkan. In the middle and east of Central India we find

in the hills Gonds, Khonds. SonlhaU, and others who may have sprung from the

mixture of the yellow with darker inhabitant; once settled here. To the *outh of

this great Central Indian racial barrier prevail the Dravidian peoples who before

the Aryan invadon had founded empire*, and to all appearance fostered a high

culture, of which not only the Tamul terms for all metals except lead, zinc, and

tin. for large ships, for agriculture, spinning and weaving, for some of the planets,

and for much ete, bear record. High culture is also evidenced by things found in

graves, especially the numerous earthen vessel* in the stone monuments of South

India. In the districts of Coimbatore and Coorg in Madras, vessels have been

found remarkable both for the fineness of their material and for their decoration,

made of red clay worked to a fine paste and brought by rubbing to a high polish

resembling a glaze. Burnt human bones lie in slim urns a yard high, resting on

three or four feet. Nothing of the kind is at present in use among the people.

Even the simple artistic contrivance of providing vessels with feet has been lost like

other inventions. The iron relies in these graves show forms varying from those

in use to-day. In the well-watered lowlands of the east the Dravidians have been

subjected to stronger influences from the north than in the poorer west

;

Malabar, liowcvcr, has become a special Brahmins' paradise.

Stone monuments, like the megaiithic remains of prehistoric races in Europe,

have been pointed out in various parts of India. Some are weathered, while

other* look as new as if they had only been erected a few years There is nn
definite tradition connected with these. The inhabitants of districts swarming
with such monuments, such as the Garos, the Tainttas, or the Nagas, know
nothing of erecting such pillars or sacrificial tables. Only a certain indefinite

dread checks their destruction and explains the great number of the remains.

Such stones may never be employed for new monuments or any building purposes.

A belief in their influence upon the maintenance of agreements concluded upon
them has persisted unshaken. Menhir, cromlech, dolmen, all occur in the Khassia

hills and in Coimbatore. A connection of dolmen and stone circle is very fre-

quent The burning of bodies never takes place in the neighbourhood of them.
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The dolmen.' may perhaps hive served as sacrificial tables, while the numerous

single atone pillar' make one think of stone-worship. In the granite disirict of

the Khassia hills SchUgintweit deserilses a pillar with a square slab a yard in the

side bored through in the centre, and having the stone pillar some I 3 feet high

let into it in such a way that a yard of the pillar projected above the slab It

is alleged that even in 1873 a stone pillar was set up in honour of an English

official. Open lofty points, and uhen possible cioss- roads, were selected by

preference to display them. The majority of stone monuments in South India

are raised over graves. We possess exhaustive reports about the district cf

Coimbatore in the Madras Presidency, where they arc met with by thousand!,

either singly or in groups, of from two to a hundred. Stone circles and son:

pillars arc here associated with graves. Most of the dolmcn-likc stone structures

contained earthenware vessels of fine work ami remains of iron.

,
These works arc the expression of no population of primitive manners.

Without doubt, intercourse with countries outside India was possible by sea
;
but

that alone is not enough to countenance the attempt to bring thccastcfess Southern

Indians into connection with the Australians. The assumption of relations

between the Malays and the peoples of Soutlicrn India will meet with least

objection. The regions in which Malays and Indians dwell, rule, and traffic are

in so close contact that it is impossible to draw a sharp line of separation. No
doubt, in the first instance, we see traces only of Indian reaction upon Malay!, ns

in vol. i. p. 397. What we now call Malays and Indians are even in physical

respects developments of earlier centuries and tens of centuries. But if, as histori-

cal evidence shows, Indian* migrated, in centuries since Chr.st, to Sumatra, Java,

and Rali, just as well could older populations of the great Archipelago have

turned westwards to India. Indeed more recent Malays must have touched

India to get to their great colony' of Madagascar. The population of th:

islands in the Bay of Bengal, too, indicates other ways, to which we have

already referred, VoL i. p. 417.

The European element in India has always been weak, its number being out

of all proportion to its effect on culture. The Graxo-Bactrian influences, anil

those of the people of Javan were still active when all trace of their bearers had

been lost. Even now the European population is almost inconceivably small ;
for

British India Use census of 1 88 1 gave about 84.000 as the number of European

descent. In comparison with their Influence this is an infinitesimal figure. It

appears all the smaller when one remembers that the number of European half-

breeds is small, and that their influence adds nothing to that of the Europeans.

They arc systematically kept in the background. When .early in the 'eighties

th: Eurasian' applied to be represented on the commission for drawing up a

new Education Bill, they were met with a refusal. Even in 1891 the number of

Christians was only 2,400,000. Jews ar.d Nestorian Christians form Urge com-

munities co the Malabar coast, where alliances with natives have given rise to

the curious cross-breed of " black Jews."

The historic fortunes of India show in the character of the majority of its

races a want of spirit, which bends and adapts itself, extinguishing all energy.

What a contrast is here to the Chinese, who in Asia share with the Indians the

advantage of ancient culture ! Referring to the Chinese of Singapore, Crawford

notes that it was an agreeable spectacle, in contrast to India, to see a numerous,
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muscular, seasoned race of men, working with a vigour and intelligence which gave

a special stamp even to their physical character, and showed them in a favourable

light, as compared with the neighbouring nations. Their way of handling their

tools had more of European dexterity in it than of the childish habit of Indian

ambition.

This trait, want of spirit and laziness, increase?, as we go cast and south,

to the point of apathy. The Indian’* virtues are more negative than positive.

His best points lie in the direction of power to endure and forgo
; hi? gentleness,

however, docs not exclude outbreaks of savage cruelty, which together with his

despotic severity towards human beings stands in sharp contrast with the kindness

towards animals enjoined by his religion. Very similar is his northern brother,

but harder and more warlike. Everywhere in North India we find warlike races,

particularly in the west. ' Southern India too once had the warlike and chivalrous

caste of the Nairn, who have row degenerated to policemen. The Kalicrs of the

Carnatic inherited the qualities of bold robbers and fighters ; and a part of them
were distinguished for their loyalty as "castle-warders," They arc the people

who arc betrothed over a sword. Even the primitive stocks have not all de-

scended to the lowest stage in the renunciation of self-respret and loss of resisting

power. But the most doughty men-at-arms, and those who most enjoy the fray,

belong to the mountaineers in the north, and the half-Turanian? of the north-west

and centre. Raiponts, Sikhs, Mahrattai, Goorkhar, were first the most formidable

enemies of the British, afterwards their most valuable soldiers. The preponder-

ance of Mussulmans in the Indian army, which proved so dangerous in 1857 ,

had thus a substantial ground, The saying is: "When a Mussulman meets

you he looks at your weapons ; a Hindoo asks the prices of provisions.” In

Persia and Afghanistan the Turks. Kizilbashos, Usbck*, Turcomans, are even

more sharply distinguished from the Persians
;
the former are born soldiers

;
the

latter are reckoned so cowardly that in the Persian army nearly all the soldiers

arc Turks. It is significant that, of the independent states, Ncpaul, with its half-

Tibetan population, extorts from the British the greatest respect for its military

power.

The oldest poems of the Vedas arc also the oldest literary productions of the

Aryan races and of India. Significantly enough their first locality was on the

north-west frontier of India, whence their progress to the south-east was gradually

accomplished. In them may be recognised the first traces of the caste system,

of dogma, of ritual
;

all subjects and ideas are still young, nothing is shrouded

in a fixed husk. As, with the expansion into the sunny fertile lowlands, the

priestly order became more and more separate, prouder, and more powerful, the

work of the mind also grew. A copious literature appeared of which the world

outside India knew nothing while it was in use; discovering it only when it

was dead. MSS. exist of perhaps 10.000 Sanscrit work?. How little did the

Greeks guess that there was in India an ancient literature more abundant than

any pos«esscd by them. The remains of this literature—the legends, the religious

and civic institution*, and the copious vocabulary, show how talented this race

was. and with a talent which sbou-s fine mental and ethical dispositions. In the

Vedas, a collection of prayers, songs, and religious maxims, it appears as a race

of refined morals and powerful mind. It is the same with many portions of the

two great epic poems, in which, however, the influence of the genuine old Indian
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spirit, that of the dark aborigine?, smothers symmetry and simplicity in it* over-

flowing fancy. The poetic literature of India is also copious anil profound, and it

too flourished almost solely for India. Perhaps, however, during its growth it dro*

nourishment from abroad. from which the drama especially may have profited

In the second volume of Cosmos we read :
“ The richness of the poetic litera-

ture of the Indians teaches us, that within and near the tropics south of the great

chain of the Himalaya, the sight of ever verdant and flowering forests has at all

times acted as a powerful stimulus to the imaginative faculties of the East Aryan

nations, and that these nations have been more strongly inclined to picturesqu?

descriptions of nature dun the true Germanic races, who in the far inhospitabte

north had extended even to Iceland.’

In any case a deep feeling for nature

cannot be denied to the great com-

positions of India. But the wealth of

pictures is by no means greater than

in the works of northern poets. The
contemplative vein in the very earliest

Indian poetry may have some of. its

sources in the constant garing upon

this new and abundant nature
; but

the ease of an existence without

anxiety will develop the tendency to

brooding meditation yet more power-

fully than the view of a rich nanrre,

which also bewilders and stupefies.

When Sanscrit fdl to be a dead

language, the good old literature was

naturally withdrawn from the people

„

- — and passed into the domain of the
I'ronm <uia.it. of taildhi '

. ,
IKiknoemptftai MaMum Bntin.) classically cultivated minority. A

number of languages affiliated to the

old Indian (Bengalee in Bengal, Assamese in the East, Hindi and Urdu ce Hin-
dostanee, full of Persian and Arabic dements, in the North-West Provinces,

besides Punjabee. Gujeratec, Mahrattcc) have branched off and become regular

written language.* without having developed any literat urc.rjsembijng Sanscrit in

value. The Diavidian languages again—Canarcse, Tamul, Telugu, Toda, Gouda,

—which as written languages have borrowed from Sanscrit, have developed no

great Literature of thdr own, even if we take into account the admired apophthegms
of the Tainuls.

With a prodigious wealth of forms, much Invention, no little taste or dexterity,

one thing is lacking to the perfection of Indian art in all its branches which

made Egyptian art great, Greek ait yet greater
;
a penetrating study of nature and

especially of the human body. In this the art of South India stands even lower

than that of the north. There is something conventional in their figures;

progress soon wearies without excluding a certain general perfection. In the

faces they arc content to bring out the collective effect of an expression without

inquiring into the play of the muscles. In the limbs we miss the thorough

modelling of the chief muscular onuses, A conventional softness and fulness

m
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agrees with the Indian type, especially in female figures
;
but the repetition of i:

leads to flat flabby forma. Much more attention ii paid to the delineation of

bodily ornamrnt than to that of the body itself; we found the same curious

tendency in the old American statues. This kind of sculpture found its highest

task in the representation of masses confusedly grouped and fantastic monsters

;

and herein it has succeeded excellently, even if the postures of single figures look

unnatural. Yet it must be remembered that their actors, who to this day wear

the same dress as is seen in these carvings, do astounding things in the way of

contortion. In the representation of 9uch unpropitious ideals as the many-armed

Ramayana, or Siva’s lightning-darting third eye, one perceives no doubt an effort

to repress the fantastic by decorative treatment of the crowded and unnatural

;

but naturally they never succeeded in struggling through to the pure human form.

The Bull of Siva in the pagoda at Tanjore, 16 feet long, wrought from a single

block of granite, comes much nearer to good Egyptian sculptures than all the

human figures in Indian temples.

In South Astatic architecture too we arc astounded by the abundance of

figures and motives, and the unwearied labour in execution. Yet with all this

wealth we miss the representation of the human form in its beauty
;

it is buried

and smotherod in tropical interfacings. In these buildings arc crowded little

courts, galleries, stairs, towers, and balconies. Limited vistas arc a fundamental

feature. Symbolical at the outset, sculptured ornament, especially on the exterior,

soon went in pursuit of artistic effect. Brahma's bead with its four faces and

wide cye 9 , or Siva’s cylindrical attribute, remained in the moct sacred place, where

to this day the modern Indians represent them in the old accustomed form. But

the exterior ornament of the building was quite otherwise transformed. Here

a|*pe*rcd the elephant half-emerging from the base of the massive edifice as a

support to the walli. Anandas serpent, the endless, offers a fine motive for the

rail of an endless balustrade. Griffins with outspread wings appear as Caryatids.

Lions and dub-bearing giants stand as guardians at the entrance of gates and

on the steps of pyramids. At the chief gate arc associated with them the heroes

Rama and Lakshmana, armed with bows, or Vishnu with his sword. Statues of

praying saints were placed against the pillars supporting the cloister-arches. All

wood-carving and a good deal of stone was coloured. The transition from the

stricter symbolism to easier artistic treatment was promoted by Buddhism, which

directed the attention of the pious suppliant rather to the one human figure with

a single face than to polymorphous and many-headed gods. Three of the four

doors leading to the preaat were now closed ; only on the cast might sunbeams

and men enter to behold the gentle and shining countenance of Buddha.

Priests' dwellings, schools, pilgrims' shelters, were always attached to the

places of worship. The temple of Angkor Vaht covers a larger area than that

of Karnak; that of Madura occupies nearly 25 acres and is not the largest.

More than fifty great assemblages of ruins have up to now beer, found Jin Cambodia

there are hundreds) ; and when all the works of architecture and sculpture in the

narrow sphere of culture of the Khmer* have been mapped, many square miles

will appear to be covered with ruins. In spite of inadequate mechanical

appliances the materials have been treated with astonishing power. In the

pyramid of Ka-Kco, Dclaportc found blocks 1 3 feet long. ; feet thick, and a yard

wide. Still larger blocks have been used high up in the buildings at Angkor.
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They had also large and strong bricks of a pure clay ; in later times these became

smaller and coarser. Lead wa* used to a large extent for roofing; in 1641

Gerhard von WQsthof saw at I-ower Laos a temple roofed with sheets of lead

gilt all over. Iron clamps and dowels were set in lead. There arc said to have

been pagodas which were all covered with copper. Timber, in which India, the

land of teak, is rich, found equally extensive employment. Temples find a place

in the premises of many palaces, and a temple often dominates a great central

group of palace buildings and other civic edifices. There arc temples tco which

have served for fortresses. Both kinds of premises are surrounded with ramparts

or walls, crenelated or cut into spikes at the top, or flanked with turrets. Within

arc covered ways to shelter the defenders
;

outside, deep moats add further

strength, with bridges across them leadii^ to the richly-ornamented gates with

three portals. On the pillars of the bndge, sculptures or all kinds were displayed,

and many bridges led upwards to the gate like a triumphal road. The bridges

were of narrow arches so firmly ranged one by another that they have stood out

against floods to this day. The largest It 160 yards long and 37 wide
;
and the

bridges leading to fortresses arc often more than 40 yards wide. The richly-

adorned terraces from which temples and palaces rose were by preference

made to project into the water; indeed, there arc buildings standing entirely

in the water, recalling the pifc-buildings of Further India. Pillared halls,

as in the palace of Shalimar near Gupikar, rise almost directly out of lakes

“ Hanging gardens" from the time of tho Mongol Emperor, with their plane-treei

now many hundred years old, are among the most attractive relics of India

Covered colonnades, often with three rows and a vaulted roof, appear among the

favourite subjects of Indian architects. Through them move the sacred pro-

cessions, finding at these junction-points of their worship figure! of the gods and

chapels. Colonnades of this kind often intersect, and a temple is erected at the

meeting-point. They are strictly oriented by the points of the compass. Sacred

pools on cither side of the entrance give an opportunity for laying out the

approaches in the form of bridges or terraces. As a rule a park is attached, the

avenues of which arc continuations of the chief approaches to the temple.

Scattered about it lie monasteries and the fine dwellings of the princes. It b

often surrounded by a wall with a ditch at the corners of which more temple

rise
;
and then the whole forms the nucleus of a town- Outside the walls are

crowded the slightly-built wooden houses of the people, the baiaars, and such

like. Stepped pyramids, ranging from simple mounds to mighty stone edifices,

form a special group of buildings. Their primitive type is shown in the artificial

mounds which arc still thrown up at religious festivals in order to plant banners

and light fires on the top of them. The platform serves as pedestal to a statue,

or for other religious purposes. Steps lead to it on all four sides, often projecting

in such a way that the ground-plan it an eight-rayed star. Dclaporte measured

the side of one such square erection in Cambodia at 142 feet. From the

combination of the temple planned cn the level with the stepped pyramid arise

the most astonishing works of Indian architecture, the storied building rising in

steps, the comers and stairs flanked with towers, and the summit crowned with a

splendid sanctuary. The towers of Indian architects can often be described as

gradually ascending pyramids. Real towers with domes do not occur, vaulting

seldom, though the principle is known.
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The nucleus of all Indian temples is the prtatat or sanctuary; a cubical cell

with four entrance* and a plain nr stepped roof of curved outline. In its dark-

ness and narrowness this inmost shrine recall* the passages that go round the

cave-temples of India. But there is an echo of them also in the entire premises,

huge close masses of building, in which all parts as it were creep and crowd

together as if the)' would melt into one

The growth of foreign influences, especially the Grreco-Ractrian and Turanian,

and the decay of native powers in India, is cleariy connected with the advance

of Buddhism. The use of stone in building temples is said to have begun in

the reign of Asoka. We have no traces of stone buildings of an earlier date in

India, and the earliest ruins of Atoka’s age are imitations of existing wooden

edifices. The magnifxxnt temples of India are^sprung from the hermitages of

Buddhist monks. The first cave-temples of the Brahmins were faithful copies of

the Buddhist viltara or monastery. Later the cells of the monks were replaced

by niches containing the image of she god or a representation in relief of one

of the many Brahmin myths. The cave -temple of Ellora, the culmination of

Brahminic architecture in India, holds quite an independent position. Fergusson

reports that tliere are in India some 1000 eaves of more or less architectural

importance, most of them in the west. Many arc deserted and forgotten. Where
the nobicst works of Ruddhist art arc placed, for example the rock-tcmplcs of

Ajama with their wall-paintings, tigers and brigands make the country more

insecure than anywhere else.

As regards painting, both in Egypt and in Eastern Asia, the seme of colour

as well as the faithful imitation of nature and fineness of execution stand incom-

parably higher than in India. Indian painting is at its greatest height in its firs:

great works, the wall-paintings on stucco in the Buddhist rock-tcmplcs ; perhaps,

as in architecture, Greek influences were here present. Impulses from without

brought about new developments, like the miniature painting after Persian models,

from which painting on ivory branched out. In spite of Irianr the Indiana have

remained a people who enjoy pictures. Their houses arc painted inside and out,

but seldom with any art. Religious painting in India has suffered under Buddhism

as much as architecture and sculpture have profited. The numerous pictures of

Buddhist saints in the temples, which serve either for edification or as tokens of

the presence of supernatural powers at the swearing of oaths, arc produced after

fixed conventions. The drawings are executed in outline according to sacred

formula: with Indian ink, and then filled in with flat colour. Special laws pre-

scribe the proportions of the body and the colours of body and clothing. The

manufacture of prayer-banners and other implements of Buddhist worship takes

place under like restrictions. Islam has taught the decorative use of letters and

whole sentences
;
Arabic and Persian sentences especially appear ingeniously

entwined as ornament on buildings, weapons, and vessels.

The themes of the minor arts in India are taken by preference fiom the

plant-world, but strictly conventionalised so that the impression of the individual

subject disappears io the multiform combination of entwining and branching lines.

A characteristic subject arc entire plants, bearing leaves and flowers in geometric

regularity. In the symmetry which is always conspicuous amid the lavish abund-

ance lies a special note of Indian ornament. Fcrso-Arabic ornament of writing

copiously interlaced with tendrils of plants, indicates ob:ccts from Northern India.

VOI-. tit ~ R
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The Chinese dragon-motive is displayed in Cashmere work. Figure -subjects of

Buddhistic origin are Tibetan, and we often meet even with an echo of the East

Turkestan mixture of delicate Persian ornamental forms with Mongo! stiffness;

its finest products come to market in Khojend. Copper vessels, especially tea-

and coffee-pots, chased, worked in niello, tinned, or perforated, make their way from

Khotan, Kashgar, and Yarkund to North-West India, while conversely Indian

influences extend from Cashmere to Kashgsr and Yarkund. A walk through a

great museum, like that of South Kensington, in which arc collected the choicest

productions of the art-schools of India and Persia, docs not leave the same satisfac-

tory feeling of having seen something peculiar and at the same time highly finished

as do the Japanese and Chinese rooms. For one thing, porcelain is entirely

lacking, though we have Persian perforated stoneware which is nearly always

charming in its ornament. Carpets with very small patterns of many colours,

mostly stripes testify to a feeling for colour and geometric ornament Indian

metal-work looks for its reputation more in the delicacy of its engraved and inlaid

patterns than in finished imitation of nature or in the highest pcrfe:tion of execu-

A K0» TV'S PUrlha tucli*. (Met

ticn. Fine mosaics of ivory and other materials the so-called Shira-work, fret-

work in wood, lacquered work, all ate the same in the end. The chief charm

is the execution of miniature. That, in comparison with the finish of Japanese

and Chinese work, a touch of barbarism is often to be seen in objects of Persian

and Indian art, cannot be denied ; part of it must be charged to the influence of

Islam in checking imitations of nature, part to less well-trainod hands, and the

smaller amount of creative spirit and feeling for beauty.

In Little Tibet, where the chiefs formerly kept Arab artists at their courts,

no ornamental work is now done, the people being too poor and the treatment

being no longer known. Among the inventive race in the Valley of Cashmere
the impulse to imitation is astonishingly developed, especially in the domain of

art. In this border-region of Indian, Persian, and Chinese art, works arc produced

conspicuous fer dexterity and technical carefulness of execution. Srinagar, tire

capital of Cashmere, has tasteful objects of copper and bronze from the fifteenth,

sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries. “A people," says Ujfalvy, “ that docs its

cooking in vessels adorned with a rare lavishness of the most varied patterns and

furnished with the most beautiful Pcr.ian inscriptions, whose tea- and coffcc-poU

are covered with handsome incised work, carefully inlaid and of pleasing form,

that uses enamelled and engraved dishes, plates, cups, spoons, and even spittoons,

has surely as much right as any to call itself a j>eople of artistic dispositions."

The handles of vessels manufactured in Cashmere show even the Chinese sala-

mander in numerous variations. The copper articles of Little Tibet are heavier

than those of Cashmere, hut this does not prevent forms pleasing to the eye and of

unwonted finish being found there also. The same holds good also of the cast

vessels of Yarkund and Turkestan, which, though more elegant than the Tibetan,

cannot compare with those of Cashmere. Southern India too does not lack a
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metal-industry cS it* own, a* is testified by the figurative objects of copper en-

crusted with silver or tin for which Tanjorc is famous.

The musical instrument* of India recall the Malayan, and a kind of bagpipes,

a* well as drums, extend from Central Asia into the Himalayan regions, but

Indian music is unusually rich in instrument* of all sorts. Burmese and Siamese
music is of Indian crigin. Some instruments used in the worship of Buddha
recall those of Ceylon. The Chinese gong is much imitated in Burmah. With
the addition of a native pan-pipe of bamboo, of huge dimensions, an Indian

orchestra with its kettledrums, gongs, oboes, wooden harmonicas, flutes, guitars,

ha* manifold means of expression, though the result is always a medley of shrill

tones. Many true Indian? have as much musical talent as the gipsies
;
but

those of Mongolic sttxtk, like their Eastern Asiatic kinsmen, arc without this gift.

Jaschkc has drawn an interesting picture of his futile efforts to teach the simplest

church-music to the children in Ladak and Chenab.

§
16. THE INDIANS

Dm*, orramcnL hciyxa*—House and village
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sates.

THE simplest clothing is the smallest consistent with decency, a strip of doth

worn round the loins. This alone, without other covering save a narrow head-

band. or even a string, the last remnant of the turban, is worn by inferior stocks

like the Gonds, Mabars, or Khonds, and also by most of the common people

living in the hot lowlands of Bengal and Assam. Foot-gear b out of the ques-

tion. The corresponding women's dress consists of a short cloth, wrapped round

the thigh and gathered at the shoulder, leaving one hrea*t bare. Many wear

also brass rings on the arm and leg, often reaching from the wrist to the elbow,

and from the ankle to the knee. ThU heavy loading of the limb* has a sugges-

tion of Africa. Yet simpler and cruder i* the dress of the Eait Pu'aya* who
hide their nakedness with leaves ; and the Thunda-Pulayas, whose women cover

themselves with a garment of plaited grass. With the simple dress of the Todas

we reach a higher level : the men have a toga-like cloak of unbleached cotton,

the women a similar cloak covering both shoulders. The men wear silver ankle-

rings. the women silver or copper armlets The women too of the Kaders, a low

race, cover themselves, like the Tamul and Cingalese women, with a toga -like

cotton cloth, of one colour, white, brown, or carmine-red, and are seldom without

rings on ankle and amt In the countries on the Middle Ganges, at the centre

of Brahmindom, we come upon a more powerful and prosperous stamp of men,

who arc better clothed if only because they need to be so. The head is covered

by a turban, the body by a close-fitting jacket, the upper leg by a white cloth,

artfully twisted. Here, as wherever clothing materials are used, cotton pre-

dominates
i
only in Assam and Burma is silk also used.

In the costume of civilised Indians there is a material difference between cast
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is often hung with a number
of tassels and tufts. Silk is most worn in the north-west

;
in Mcolttn especially

the coloured and gold-embroidered fabric have long been famous in materials for

upper clothing and turbans. The Sikhs are known by their simple blue garments

as prescribed by their founder. But the princes of Lahore like to 'rear doublets

of yellow and blue silk over tlieir mailed shirts, and in the last period of Sikh

independence their troops wore ted and blue uniforms.

and west* Where Mussulmans arc in a mnjority both sexes wear wide trousers,

in the cast and south among the women the petticoat in many folds, reaching

below the knee, prevails. The pretty wit, covering head and shoulders, is spread

throughout India, and Indian

women are artists in draping

it picturesquely. In Central

India, in the neighbourhood

of Delhi, and especially to-

wards Cashmere, the well-

known shawls arc seen even

among women o; the middle-

class. Like the Parsecs, but

in contrast to the Mussul-

mans, Hindoo women love

coloured garments; Mussul-

man men wear the jacket

buttoned to the left, Hindoos

to the right. Men wear white

by preference, especially in

the north-west, the Brahmins

most decidedly, who may also

be recognised by the cotton

thread passing from the left

shoulder across the breast*

White is worn also by the

Scicdam, mendicant nuns cf

Mohammedan India, who

claim to be descendant) of

the Prophet. The dreu of

the Rajpoots, as well a* of

the Khols and Banjaris, is

white* with a sash of many
colours, which holds their

weapons. Hindoos and Par-

secs wear a white cotton

overcoat, with leg- and loin-

cloths of like colour. The

cut is always the «nx, even

when the material rises to be

the finest gold -embroidered

muslin. The coloured belt

is often hung with a number
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The high turban belongs essentially lo the Mussulmans and Pareees. !t

attains a monumental development as the headdress of the wealthy Parsoe
merchants of Bombay and the proud princes of Afghan and Turkic blood in

the north-west. With some groups of traders the colour and .-hape of the dress

worn serves as a kind of sign, as the red turban of the corn-dealer* of Bombay.
The cylindrical brimlcss bell-shaped headgear of the Belocchees has spread even
among the peasants in Sind. Rose-coloured and sky-blue turbans, with plume*
fastened with diamonds, deck the heads of princes. Curiously enough, only
shoemakers work with the head uncovered. In the north-west peasant* may be

seen going into the fields under a kind of roof of palm-leave, coming to a point

above the head, and spreading wide over the shoulders. Where shoes are worn
we find the Chinese pattern. Hindoos and Parsecs as a rule wear only the

moustache, Mussulmans let the beard grow, and comb it outwards from the

middle. The founder of the Sikhs, Nanik, commanded his adherents to let their

hair and beards grow
;
he made his appearance among bead -shaving Mussulmans.

The Cingalese, with their hair artistically rolled up and held together by a comb,
give an impression of effeminacy. The Nairn, the proud warrior-caste of Southern

India, wear a lock on the left side coqucttishly wound in a loop.

Both sexes wear earrings, the women regularly, the men frequently. To *

small ring in the car-lobe hangs a larger, which is laid over the car. Roll* of

palm leaf, wooden plugs, leaden ring*, enlarge the opening in the lobe to the size

of the hand, especially in Southern India. Here occurs also the perforation of

the rim of the car with several holes. Even warlike princes did not disdain to

put on necklaces with diamonds of unwonted «5 re. and Indian grandees paid

gigantic sums fer rare jewel*. Nowhere on die earth can richer stores of precious

stones be found than among the jewellers of the great Indian cities. Nose-rings,

bits of coral in the ala, and rings in the upper lip. may be found in plenty among
girls and women, especially the bayaderes. A great love of ornament character-

ises Indians of ail classes, and the British Government takes it into account even

in the distinctions of its troop*. Native officers seldom take off the gold chains

rewind their necks, and medals are inseparable from their wearers. After the

wearer's death, rings and chains go to adorn the temple reliquaries.

Tattooing of the bretut and limbs occurs frequently among South Indian

women. Mussulmans do not tattoo themselves. Painting in many colours Is

a common form of female finery
;
among men, the red-streaked (aces of the

Brahmins, and those of fakirs blaring horribly in many sorts of colour, awake
reverence and devotion. Painting the lips, blackening the eyebrows and eyelids

with antimony, brightening the eyes by the infusion of belladonna, arc ancient

arts. The nama (name), that is the sect-mark painted on forehead, breast, or

arms, is the distinctive sign of the Hindoo. Some have a dot over the root of

the nose
;
the worshippers of Vishnu in Central India a flaring red streak, passing

from eyebrow to eyebrow, and crossing the lines drawn vertically from the roots

of the hair. Siva’s adorers have horizontal lines on the forehead. Pcopic often

stand by the road offering clay on plates, for passers-by to revive their sacred

signs,

Among the simple race* of India we meet also with simple forms of weapons,

especially the bow of the African type, as in the cut on p. 356, not reflexed or

strengthened in the middle. Egerton calls it the old Indian form, and says that
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the composite bow was imported from Persia or Tartary. Thus in former time*

the chief weapon of Indian foot-soWiers seems to have been a bow in the form

of a straight staff of bamboo. The first appearance of Indians in wars with

Europeans shows archers clad in cotton with iron-headed arrows. The Bheeb
are hardly ever seen without their bows, ingeniously made from two supple

pieces of bamboo, of which the thinner takes the place of the string
;
the arrows

are of light cane, and feathered They can shoot more than Co yards
;
and indeed

often hunt the tiger, but first poison the point. As the most fashionable weapons

Indian weapon
: a 4 * 3

.
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;
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of an ancient Indian army were war-chariots and elephants, the bow may in

cour?c of time have fallen to the mass of the footmen. Beside troops with match*

lock.-., archers arc still found in native Indian armies
;
and the delivery of bow,

arrow, and sword forms part of the greeting of an Indian prince by his subject*.

Fire-arrows were known in the earliest times, even those of large size which were

shot from a fixed framework. The question often asked, whether the ancient

Indian* knew the use of gunpowder in firearms, must be answered in the negative.

The troops of Poms possessed spears recalling the African type. Spears

are remarkable for barbs, or points at the side, curving backwards
;
the number

of which, among the Nagas. is said to denote the rank of the bearer. Distinctive

marks arc red brush-like bunches of hair below the spear-head, rattles in the same

place, or red painting on the shaft At the time of the English conquests in
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historians enumerate thirty-two various important kinds. Some hill tribes use

the boomerang, and not long ago it was used by fowlers in Gujerat. Wooden
clubs arc armed with pieces of iron In the fashion of the " morning star." The

fakir guard of the Akali, the Sikh potentate, carried missiles in the shape of flat

rings 9 inches to a foot in diameter, ground so sharp on the outer edge that when

sent whirling from a finger or a stick, they inflicted deep wounds on the fee.

Disks of the same kind were also fastened in pairs to chains. Half a dozen

of such weapons ore stock upon the pointed turban
;

beside them hang
“ tiger claws," sharp curved knives, which, carried in the hand shut up. gape,

when opened, like ui many claw* ready to strike ; a wonderfully faithful imitation

of nature. Beridc the true Indian ferm of dagger, straight blades with rapidly

converging edge*, double hilts with cross-piece, wavy knives of every kind occur,

also short swords, recalling the Roman shape. Among the numerous defensive

weapons may be named shields of the Zulu pattern, helmets with long visor and

check-pieces of mail, and the wadded corslets of the Sikhs.

Luxury in weapons is especially popular among the Mussulman grandees ol

the North-West and the Mahratta country. In his hand, or in his belt when on

horseback, the warrior carries a handsome damascened sword, the sheath of which

is laden with pearls and precious stones. Commanders carry their splendidly

ornamented baton. Let us imagine the picture which von Orlich saw pass before

him fifty years ago at Ferozepore :
“ A mail-clad nobleman on horseback, liis son,

the last century, the numerous cavalry were armed chiefly with long lances, the

steel heads of which, inlaid with silver or gold and I feet in length, were set on
bamboo shafts 4 yards long. The battle-axe appear* among the oldest Indian

weapons. With this axe and the spear they hurled themselves even upon the

terrible inmate of their jungle*, the tiger. The Banjaris too carry as their chief

weapons lance and shield, with a long sword over the shoulder, and even a mace.

Instead of the axe, which the Goods, who do not know the bow, use alike as

bush-knife, hunting-knife, and weapon, many races, such as the Nagas, have a

short sword. This large knife, somewhat broader towards the point, ard cut off

in a straight line, is almost their only tool in the field and the house. The
characteristic equipment of the Bclcochees—circular leather shield, sword, dagger,

and gun, is very common in the north-west.

India has given birth to a long list of fantastically cruel weapons, and Indian

lu!*UI ACdfMU
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aimed with word and shield, on n pony beside him ;
before and around him

servants with hawk* and guns ; his wife, thickly veiled, with her child on a camel,

and on other enmeia his tent and hit baggage"—a scene from the Middle Ages

The ornamental weapons of Persia and Arabia arc excelled by the Indian

armourers, who have learnt from Arab and Persian masters. Ancient forms

haw surrounded themselves with modern liiicry. The silver armour is matched

by the silver morion, wound with shawls and strings of pearls. The whole body-

guard of the Maharajah of I-ihore was clad, even in the ‘fifties, in mail shirts and

iron morions.

As soon as great states had developed in India, it was impossible to stop at

the warrior-castes. The princes collected military followers round them, and

great standing armies were formed. The Kshatriyas gathered together in for-

tresses, of which no country possessed so many and of such sire as Northern

India. We have spoken of their connection with palaces and temples. The

employment of elephants in war originated in the great Indian states. The

Persians borrowed the elephant from India, and it came to the Scleucids and

Carthaginians. It was held cf inestimable value. In the fights with the

numerous Arab and Mongol cavalry the weakness of the massive elephant

appeared, and the age of the camel and the horse followed.

The most important article of food in India is rice. The population living

upon it is estimated at 67,000000. Rice is the predominant aliment in Assam,
Bengal, Burmah

; but as we go west from Bengal we find in the Central Provinces

peoples -living on millet, wheat in the form of eAufiitftiu or fiat unleavened caker,

and vegetables. There are pastoral peoples, like the Todas, rich in buffaloes,

whose diet of milk, fluid and curdled, wild fruits, some flour, ard salt every' three

or four day*, recalls the herdsmen of Africa
;
and there arc inhabitants of poor

districts who have a special art of mixing ground bark with their flour. Eggs
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aic eaten, but not the fowl*. Where Indian troops arc in camp she Hindoos
draw a circle round their fire and ring a bell to prevent the impure from ap-
proaching. Betel-nut chewing is very common

Agriculture, to an extent which cannot he measured by European standards,

is the basil of the Indian’s economic and social life. In 18S1 no less than 72
p:r cent of adult men were engaged in husbandry and cattle-breeding, only

ShieM skI cJruvpliMf troen Dtraj r Ouch (Ate Ectrtaii
)

9,000,coo in handicrafts and domestic industry. The countryman is the deter-

mining element, the land-tax the most important branch of the revenue. India

is in the widest sense a country of peasants, and remains ‘O even with the growth

in industrial work and the rapid increase of the landless labouring and mendicant

population, amounting in 1881 to seven and a half millions. Unremitting

labour with the light plough, which the Indian husbandman carries to the field

on his shoulder, and which only traces slight furrows; manuring of the more

valuable seeds ; irrigation on a vast scale
,
and, lastly, a rotation of crops enjoined

by experience
;
such are the means whereby the natural fertility of the soil and
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a rainfall in some district* almost excessive, arc aided to produce enormous

masses of food-stufls and trade materials. They arc not applied everywhere with

the same energy and to the same extent : the hill tribes often work only with the

digging-stick. But the majority of Indian peasants cultivate in a manner adapted

to the condition* of soil and climate, ard to their own economic position
; though

no doubt their methods, as a result of the experience of numerous generations,

arc infected with the short-righted clumsiness of pure empiricism. The import-

ance of irrigation is stamped on the classification of crop* into dry and tret.

From Nepaul, with its extensive terrace-like structures on the mountain slope* at

the limits of agriculture to the most southerly hill tribes, artificial irrigation is

practised in an cver-incrcasing measure, perhaps even to the injury of the soil

through gradual impregnation with salts. The canals of Sind arc primeval, so

are the deep wells of the Punjab and the Deccan, the thousands of tanks in the

Carnatic, the universal irrigation terraces, in the construction of which the

despised hill tribes arc not the least expert. In recent times there has been a

general improvement and extension, influenced especially by the increased

cultivation of wheat, which has its consequences for Europe. The agriculture of

India, especially in the North-West and in the Deccan, is not, however, in a

position to ptovldc the necessary foxl for the people in years of drought ; the

consequence being devastating famines, which occur with a cer tain regularity.

Rice was known in ancient timed a* an Indian crop, and its name b of

Indian origin. Hundreds of varieties exist, distinguished according to locality.

In the Ganges district the most costly and extensive system of irrigation has

been from of old laid out, so as to render a winter crop possible. It is also much

grown in Assam, Burmah, the Central Province*, Mysore, Madras. Hill people?

grow rice as they roam about, on watered terrace*, or In rainy districts simply

on clearing*. Wheat is produced chiefly in the Punjab and the North-West and

Central Province*
;

its cultivation is increasing, and forms a growing item in the

exports. Taking India as a whole, millet stands next to rice a* an artick of

food. In its three families of sorghum
,
tlrusint, and /unnistlum^ it is grown from

Madras to Rajpootana, and occupies much more than half of the arable area in

Berar, Bombay, and Mysore. Barley and potatoes are common in the Himalayan

valleys. Varieties of leguminous plants, of oil-seeds, notably setamum ar.d castor-

oil, and other vegetables, arc numerous. India was once the land of sugar, and

it is still obtained from sugar-cane and the sap of the date-palm . while a spirit

is distilled from the saccharine flowers of the tnahua tree, a kind of bassia* In

Southern India a special low caste is employed in making palm-wine. Plantain,

coco-palm, and papaw arc of especial value in Ceylon. Spices have ail ancient

fame as agricultural products of India. Black pepper is confined to the Malabar

coast from Cana re* to Travoncocc, where card&mums also arc grown. Betci

pepper requires care, and in many districts is grown by a special caste. But,

conspicuous above all Indian apices in its economic importance for the country,

and in it* far-reaching effects on neighbouring nations, stands opium, a fertile

and fearful
1
source of revenue to the government of British India, bringing in

for 1894-95 a profit of about /5,000.00c. Its cultivation is permitted only in

the districts of Bchar and Benares in Bengal, but a certain amount is also

imported from Malwa and other native states of Central India. Cotton and

1 [Original: fodi'bsr and fuirhtUr.J
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indigo also arc among the product* of India, which were viewed with wonder in

old times. Until the cotton crisis of the early 'sixties the former was chiefly

consumed in the country. Then the export rose rapidly, but fell again ; it is now

exported to the value of or 8 millions. The Indian cotton districts are the

plains of Gujerat and Kattywar. whence come the historic names of “Surat" and

“ Dlvollera," die highlands of the Deccan, and the deep valleys of the Central

Provinces and Bcrar. Indigo was formerly cultivated to a great extent by

European planters
;
but tea, which grows wild in Assam and Kachar. has taken

its place. In these countries, and elsewhere on the southern slopes of the

Himalaya, since the beginning of the 'fifties, numerous tea plantations have beer,

started, which have now spread beyond the Ncilghcrrics almost to Cape Comorin,

and into the Punjab, making India the second tea-growing country in the world.

On the Malabar coast the coffee-plant was naturalized by the Arabs. The

cinchona, producing quinine, is grown in state plantations on the slopes of the

Ncilghcrrics from seed brought from Peru in I S6o, and in the higher parts of

India is completely acclimatised.

The advance of agriculture due to the Increase of the population limits the

area of pasturage more and more, and the cattle are largely in a bad plight

Some breeds arc excellent, such as that of Mysore, said to have been introduced

by Hyder Ali for military purposes, the trotting bullocks of the Central Provinces

who draw carriages, the heavy* oxen of Gujerat, looking with their pointed heads

like antelopes
;

all branches of the zebu breed. Few races arc predominantly

engaged in cattle-breeding like the Jats, who are said to have imported the ox

from their Turanian home. Formerly it is said that the buffalo alone was bred.

What breed the old Indian* brought with them is unknown
; we only know that

they lover! their herds, for in the Vedas the gods are constantly besought to

protect, bless and increase the herds. They marked their cattle by incisions in

the ear

;

and the mark called in Sanscrit svaHihi seems to have arisen with

this object. In the deltas and other low-lying damp regions buffaloes take the

place of cattle. In Burmah one is almost as numerous as the other, and the

daily food of the South Indian pastoral people, the Todas, consists of the milk

of a particular breed of herded buffaloes, held almost sacred. Horses are fairly

numerous only in the North-West
;
Bengal and Madras originally possessed none.

Camels are abundant only in the plains of the North-West. The few thousand

elephants arc distributed mainly between Bengal and Burmah
;
their catching (to

the number of 300 to 500 a year) and taming is a Government monopoly. They
are used as transport animals, being able to do five times as much as camels;

and by native grandees for purposes of show. There arc even elephant-tramways.

Throughout Southern India goats and sheep exceed cattle in number. Large

pigs of repulsive appearance, few in number but widely distributed, are eaten

only by the lowest castclcM people. The Indian treat.* animals kindly, and many
animals are gentler than with us. Oxen have their horns elephants their tusks

and heads painted and gilt. Numerous dogs vegetate under the shade of this

kindness. The collecting of numerous animals b a thing in which Indian

sovereigns take pride
;
Akbar is said to have left 5000 or 6000 elephants,

1 :.ooo horses, 1 000 camels, and 1000 hunting leopards, and the Greeks assign

9000 elephants to King Magadha*. As a country of great princes and large game.

India sees hunting in its most exciting form. Before the population was »
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dense, it even maintained hunting races. The me of falcon*, leopards, and
elephants in hunting is indigenous here, perhaps originated here. The elephant

is now found in large numbers only in Assam and Burmah. The export of raw

ivory and rhinoceros-horn, cnee important, has now nearly ceased.

Every form of dwelling, every shape of hut that is known on the earth, occurs

in India. The Sanscrit word Gund foe one of the hill-races is even supposed to

imply cave-dwelling. The tree dwellings of the Kaders, Kanikars. and others,

which arc nowhere in constant use, arc to the nomads of the forest indispensable

as protection against wild beasts and perhaps against fever. Close beside them

stand the beehive-shaped huts of twigs and straw which recall the dwellings of

African negroes. They have their most perfect development among the Todas,

whose huts, in outline almost in the shape of pointed arches, are of greater length

than breadth, and arc neatly put together of bamboo with slips of rattan and

straw. The entrance is cot more than half the height of a man. While in Bengal

we see a weak wooden framework filled in with mats, in the drier Central and

North-West Provinces they build with unbaked bricks, and roof with baked tiles.

Palace walls also arc built of bricks, the strength of which is by popular legend

ascribed to an infusion of gazelle’s milk. On relief sculptures we find the old

house of Central and Southern India depicted as a one-storied wooden building,

standing usually 6 or 7 feet above the ground. Above it rise the pillars with the

widely-spreading roof, the gable of which had cither a flame-like point or was

cut out in a zig-zag. Between the pillars either mats were hung or carved

wooden panels with lattice windows were attached to them. The rooms at the

back were inhabited by die women. Formerly groat edifices were carried out in

wood, which was facilitated by the great abundance of timber in the countries

to the north. Noble works cf wood-carving were produced, like the temple at

Buribun or Mayang-Bobo, panelled with slabs of wood richly-sculptured and

painted red, and embellished with wooden statues. In earthquake districts like

Peshawur buildings consisted only of wooden panels and mud-bricks, but in

general buildings were not durable ; Benares, a place of remote antiquity, contains

few old quarters. The modem Hindoo house, planned round a court and with

its hall adorned with statues of gods, recalls those of ancient Rome. In private

life the family prefers to withdraw from the outer to the second court. Jn houses

of several stories the upper project over the lower, so that in a closely built

city shade prevails in ttc narrow streets. Small bridges often connect the upper

stories of two frontages. Houses lean against each other, or arc connected by

high walls, washed in glaring colours, and in Hindoo towns painted with mytho-

logical scenes, flowers, and arabesques. In such streets the crush ar.d the

noise is such as it hardly is in the towns of Southern China. Richly tan-ed or

chiselled window-screens recall Western Asia. Penthouses without props over

the windows to keep off the sun arc Indian.

The interna) arrangement of Indian houses is governed in tbe North-West by

Arab and Persian taste. In the Toda huts the sleeping place is of rai<ed earth,

covered with mats or skins. The mortar for crushing com is a hollow in the

clay-floor.

The small villages of the hill tribes lie on the peaks of hills, or arc hidden in

the folds of the ground. The Toda huts arc within stone walls concealing even

the ridge of the roof; and in the enclosure, some too feet square, stand two
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smaller huts besides the dwelling-hue, one for the Bawluli or family priest and

otw for the bufTain calves. Tlvc herd is contained at night itl a round fence.

Tire towns were originally walled, and the houses arc therefore close-packed,

standing for choice on hills or slopes. India afford;; an example of a country

with dense population but few towns. With us the density of population corre-

sponds to the number of large towns, and in our industrial state* more than 50

per cent of the people live in towns. In Central Hindentan, on the other hand,

only 7 per cent, in Lower Bengal only 5 per cent, belong to the town population.

The villages lie so clcse together and arc so Utgc—in tS8l there were nearly

9000 villages with from 2C00 to 5000 inhabitants —that the intervening spaces

arc no longer sufficient to provide a living. Calcutta arose out of villages of this

kind, which sent their herds to pasture
0

in the city.” Great changes in aggrega-

tion correspond 10 the character of ancient Indian culture. Baber, the first

Mogul sultan of India, says of Hindostan :
41

In 24 or 36 hours great

cities inhabited for many years, if any panic induces the inhabitants to fly. are

so completely emptied that hardly a trace of human occuption can be discovered.

On the other hand, if a population chooses a place of settlement, a mass of people

at once stream thither from all sides, for the population of Hindostan is endless.”

Jcyporc. perhaps the most developed of Hindoo cities, is said to have taken the

place of the neighbouring and deserted Amber, because one Maharajah remembered

a tradition tlwit no piincc of his race might live more than a certain time in the

same city. On the changeablencss of the names of towns is stamped the in-

stability of Indian conditions. The city takes the name of its founder, the state

that of the city. Here the nobleman gives his name to his lands, just as in

Europe he takes hs name from them.

Since 90 j>er cent of the soil of Htiwlostan is arable, upon a failure of crops

famine must break out in a population which over wide districts is four times as

dense as that of Germany. A decrease in numbers, as in the state of Mysore,

some 17 percent between 1872 and 1881, tells an eloquent talc of the ravages

made by the famine and drought years 1876-1879, when the population lost

five millions by excess of deaths and two millions by deficiency of births. Emigra-

tion can do little to diminish this crowding with its resulting misery. Apart

from the higher classes who go abroad as merchants, the working-classes of India

sent forth in the ten years, 1 878-1887, over 160,coo coolies, of whom the

majority made for British South America, Mauritius, Natal. Fiji. The tea-

districts of Assam, Kachar, and Sylhet attracted 56,coo emigrants in the same

time. Some thousands migrated with state aid from Bengal to Burmah. From
the Madras Presidency 100,000 went to Ceylon, where their labour has been in

much demand on the coffee plantations. We have no figures as to the numbers

returned, which must have been considerable. The available spaces in India

become visibly smaller. Even tracts in the Tcrai, the swamp district on the

southern border of the Himalaya, which hitherto were regarded as breeding-

grounds for fever and tigers, have been drained, tilled, and settled.

The position of most of the old Indian capitals shows how little value thrir

founder? attached to traffic. Native sovereigns dwl indeed make mads
;
but they

also let them go to ruin again, lest too many strangers should come into the

country. In the sixteenth century the Afghan conqueror, Shore Shah, began the

great military road from Calcutta to the corner of the North-West Provinces;
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the East India Company had it completed. Now there ie a system of railways

and roads all over India. The appliances of traffic have changed with the roads.

Waggons in many cases replace the pack-oxen of former times, and post-carriage*

the raked runners, covered with dust and sweat But methods suited to the

climate will not be so easily supplanted. In the North-West the heavy bullock-

carts, covered with mats, their wheels running on a bar which bears the extremity

of the axle and is attached to the outside of the waggon itself, will always be seen.

Inconceivable numbers of camels will always kick up the dust on the dry roads

of the Punjab. Horse-carts with high tilts and picturesque hangings, the shafts

attached to the saddle of the horse that carries the driver, will still as before be

drawn by the enduring, silky-maned Afghan horses which yearly fill the markets

of Attock, Pcshawur, and Rawul PindL Even the dawk-gharries of Bengal, four-

wbeded post-coaches like diligences, will still be pushed and drawn by ccolies, not

less than a dozen at a time.

The only rivers of importance to traffic arc the Ganges, the Indus, the Irawaddy.

and the Brahmapootra. The Godavery and the NeTbudda have strong rapids.

The larger cargo-boats, with their clumsy lines and very high sterns, resemble

Chinese junks. To sea-navigation there was little inducement In a country so

self-sufficing and so much sought by al! nations. On the Malabar and Coromandel

coasts the lagoons favoured the construction of canals, running for long distances

parallel with the coast. On the southern coasts, where the surf runs high, the

fishermen use catamarans, rafts made of the wood of an irythrinn* as light as cork.

In Ceylon they have boats. The fishery, in which harpoon-arrows shot from a

cross-bow arc uted, is important in the North-West
;
the Mianii of Scinde, near

kinsmen to the Jats, pass all their lives in boats on riven or lakes. Fish, partially

dried in the sun and salted, form an article of trade. In recent years complaints

have been made of the increased price of fish caused by improvident exhaustion

of the supply.

India possesses admirably trained trading-classes in the Parsecs, the Banyans

and the inhabitants of the Malabar coast. Countless caravanserais, often of an

imposing character, and bazaars are the great foci and schools of India traffic.

A spacious courtyard is surrounded by arcades and gateways, leading to chambers

inhabited by a motley crowd of travellers, horses, a&es, ard mules ;
numerous

camels and horses lie around. In the bazaars or tradesmen's streets, with their

interminable rows of shops to right and left, often built on one plan, and separated

only by partitions, the Indian finds all that he needs, from the simplest necessaries

of life to the most costly arms. Some bazaars concentrate all the trade within

a circuit of many miles. Thus the camel caravans bring to Rawul Pindi clothing

materials of all kinds and metal work from Cashmere, leather goods from Pcshawur,

fruit from Cabul, biscuit from Attock.

Indian industries have fallen off since the native powers have ceased to flourish.

Industry on a large scale, a plant of foreign growth, is producing new results, not

without valuable qualities, hut no substitute for what has gone by. To this

day Hindco craftsmen work with tools and other contrivances simpler than those

of their western compeers. To tan a hide, they make it into a bag. fill this with

the crumbled bark of the babul-ixt£ t and let water trickle through till the process

is complete. The joiner works with an axe bent at a right angle instead of a

plane. The smith squat* at a little anvil, blows up the fire with a fan, and with
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a short-handled hammer and rough tongs work* iruit of European origin. All

handicrafts are carried on in the crouching position, so that the full strength

cannot be exerted. No Indian village i> without its weaver, its smith, its potter,

its oil -miller. The consumption of earthenware pots is very great, since any

suspicion of defilement makes a vessel unusable. The inheritance of a trade

in castes frem generation to generation facilitate the transmission of skill There

is plenty about cotton-weaving even in the Mahabharata
;
while the Greek word

sindon for cotton cloth, and “calico,” also, arc a reminder of India. When direct

OiXTgS'r »eis n C«?k». It ron a ^xoszraph.
I

trade between India and Europe began in the sixteenth century, large provinces

in and atxnit Surat, Calicut, Masulipatam, and the Hooghly, were flourishing

mainly by the weaving of cotton. In spite of fiscal burdens, hand-weaving is

still common in India, but finds the competition of the Manchester gtxxls, with

which the country is flooded, ever harder to meet, in spite of the well-known

superior durability of itr. own products. Tlie costly stuffs of former times, like

the Dacca muslin, in the preparation of which the delicate hands of the Hindoo

employed r 2 6 tool;, have gone so out of use that thousands of weavers who used

to live by this industry have taken to agriculture. Silk-weaving is more a town-

industry. Assam and Bengal obtain silk from several kinds of worm, and raw

silk is imported from China. The weaving of materials wholly or partly of silk

is a mark of prosperity. Other luxurious stuffs, such as velvet, brocade, doth or

gold, fine shawls made of the hair of Cashmere goats, have long beet manufactured
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in great perfection 111 India Would that these original and beautiful industries

could maintain themselves against the brute force of machinery I

Nowhere, not even in Europe, are meta! vessels used In such numbers in daily

life. Cooking implements, and yet more the endless idols, are made of mrtal,

hammered or cast. Every village, if not quite wretched, has its smith, whose

primary work is the making and mending of ploughshares and hoes
;
but the

smiths of the towns do great things in the way of artistic steel -work. Even remote

tribes like the Khassias know how to produce steel for weapons. They extract

the interior part of a large mass, and melt a number of these together. Magnetic

iron-stone and iron-sand, with charcoal, produce the best kinds of steel. Swords

of cioudcd steel, with artistic inscriptions or designs, cuirasses, weapons of ah sorts,

are still excellently wrought. Damascened

blade; come from India and Persia. Wc
have spoken above of artistic industries,

and referred to their close connection with

Persia and Arabia. Work richly inlaid

with gold and silver and set with precious

stones is Pcrto-Indian. The dainaieened

blades, once the great glory of Ispahan,

are not now produced of the old quality.

Copper is worked very extensively,

especially in the Mussulman districts;

chasing and inlaying with enamel and

tin give it an attractive appearance. In

Cashmere, as in Persia, the coppersmith

is as essential as the blacksmith. “ Two
families and one copper pot,’ is a pro-

verbial expression for the most thorough

form of sponging on a neighbour. The
spherical tola, a ewer for ceremonial

ablutions, was made fifteen hundred years
)uc from Ouimer- <A(wr Ujfchy.

)

ago just os it is now. The chief places

for this industry arc Benares, Madura, and Tanjore. Ahmeriahad and Pcona

also furnish much beautiful work. Hammered and chased work is still produced

in great quantity beside the simpler forms ;
for art and industry have never been

so far divorced in India as in western lands. Instead of copper fee vessels,

Hindoos mostly u*c a yellow alloy, with hammered or chased ornaments. In

engraved ornament of a fine compact character, on copper and brass, Indian

industry, perhaps, does not equal Persian, but simple cheap articles are decorated

with it For a special kind of damascened work of Persian origin, the silversmiths

in Bidar and Pumiah prepare a peculiar metal of copper, lead, and tin. This

they colour black on the surface, and inlay with designs worked in threads and

plates of gold and silver. CMsemn/ enamels have a great reputation throughout

India. In multiplicity of alloys India. Persia, and tbc borderlands perhaps

surpass even China and Japan. Gold, silver, iron, steel, tin, lead, mercury,

antimony, are added to copper, and alio mechanically inserted into it in various

ways. A metal resembling brass it, owing to the admixture of tin and lead,

less ductile and heavier than our brass. Gold and silver arc less prominent

2 Cvot, m
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than copper and iron. Gold-waging' has always been carried on in India, but

La now one of the most wretched occupations. Silver, important throughout the

historical period of India for its use in coinage and ornament, in not found in

the country itself

Woman's portion is the same in India as throughout the East ; she is only a

natural, man is a religious, necessity
;
she is lowest in the south, at her best in tin

north-west, where the Rajpoots cultivate a chivalrous respect for women. Their

poems arc full of romantic adventures undertaken in order to release sonic

imprisoned beauty or to avenge the honour of a lady. Among the ancient

Aryans, too, the bitter position of woman was localised geographically in the

parts where the influence of the more sensual southern races had not made ioeif

felt. Among the Aryans she was praised as the helper and companion of tbc

husband, and shared his rights in the religious customs. There were women among

the com[)0»rs of the finest Vedic hymns. The passage cf the Veda on which io

later times the burning of widows was based, meant originally :
“ Rise, O woman,

into the world of life. Come to us. Thou hast done thy duty as thy husband's

partner.' Fur a long time poetry was pervaded by a reminiscence of this higher

position in the right of princes' daughters to choose their husbands freely. By

the law of Manu free choice is allowed where the father has allowed his daughter

to remain unmarried for three years after attaining nubility. In certain cases the

influence of women of rank made itself felt in courts even in later times. The

wife of the Mogul Emperor Jehaogir, through her beauty, cleverness, and virtue,

ruled the emperor and his council. By Brahmin law the woman theoretically

held a favourable position. The law-books speak of her as a refreshment in the

desert of life, and call upon men, husbands, brothers, to honour her, that they may

themselves be fortunate.

Marriage customs show many gradation* Among the Bheels, who recognise

no caste, all the young people who have reached the prescribed age make on

an appointed day their choice among the marriageable girls. F.ach goes off

into the forest with the object of his choice, and some days later they return

lawfully married. This simple form of matrimony, and another by capture or

conquest, is allowed by Brahmin law to men of the warrior caste. Far in another

direction from the normal Indian type, under which an uncle’s daughter appears

the most desirable spouse, stands the Khassia marriage, by which the husband

enters the wife's family, and the children are assigned to the mother. The founding

of a family is hampered among the Hindoos by tire class-prejudice which requires

for a girl of a particular class a great dowry and much wedding-pomp. The
conflict thereby evolved i» all the keener that Hindoos are bidden by their

religious law to take thought for the marriage of their daughters. Thus among
the Tamul merchant caste, the Vinukars, a father docs not scruple to offer Hi*

daughter to the desired bridegroom. The non-marriage of marriageable giris is

dreaded owing to the risk of an immoral life, and this is strengthened by the

Hindoo custom of child-marriage, which often causes a betrothed girl, who from

an early age has worn the iron armlet of betrothal, to be a widow before ‘he has

set eyes on her husband. But rather than that his daughter should bring shame
on the family by marrying below her rank, or even should remain unwedded, the

father prefers to avert the threatened disgrace betimes. For his salvation only *

son is necessary. And thus these unreasonable institutions arc a main cause of
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where it was not allowed.
T,'»‘ **“ ‘ rkh

JESSC""*
W°f“

the harem system con-

tributed to the downfall of Indian empires. The proud and warlike Maravers

of the Tamul country composed their suites of the children of their concubines.

Even the military Sikh princes wen: to war in chariots having room for twenty

Bayaderes. In Cashmere the women are retained in the country, their export

and that of horses being carefully supervised. In the rarity of polygamy and

severe punishment of adultery among many hill -tribes we can recognise a higher

status of family life
;

testified also by the festivities on the birth of a child.

That the position of the wife is not on this account high is clear from the

descriptions of the life of the warlike Siahposh. Here distinaions of caste seldom

hindered the free choice of partners. Polygamy made its -ay among there people

from Tibet. In spite of the predominance of Islam, the women here go unveiled,

and move in a free and unembarrassed way. Among the Wakhnnis all field-

labour falls to the men. In olacc of wife-purchase, which appears among Afghan*

lbs terribly common practice of female infanticide. The strength of the cruel

tradition is little affected by the law which forbids the murder of children
;

all

the less that it ha9 invented an easy expiation. On the thirteenth day the floor

of the rcom in which the child was killed, and often buried, is smeared with cow-

dung, after which the village or domestic priest cooks and cats in the room food

given to him hy the family, thereby taking the sin upon himself and cleansing them.

High dowries lead the young Goods to take their wives from neighbouring tribes,

and here also infanticide is very common. On the whole, however, the value of

daughters is increased by it Among the Kuraver* of South India the notion of a

woman as an article of

value has so passed into

marriage-customs that a

husband can pawn his

wife. It is surely not with-

out reason tha: the refine-

ment, and, at the same

time, the physical degra-

dation of the Hindoo race,

has been ascribed :o the

rettrictions which con-

fine the choice of a wife

within a fraction of a

caste; just as in the

exogamic prescriptions,

to which the Rajpoots

conform, may be seen a

source of their admirable

physical qualities.

Simultaneously with

tbs general luxuriousness

of life,polygamy had even

in early times attained

large dimensions. Even

where it was not allowed,

the harem system con-

tributed to the downfall
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and Pathans, we find among the Sherarus father* dowering their daughter*.

Polyandry again by diminishing the demand for women, told in favour of infanti-

cide. In many districts the number of women ha* drop(ied to half that of men,

and it is only tho« inhabited by Mussulmans that show most frequently a

balance between the sexes Pdyandry is to be found not only among .savage

hill-tribes. In a milder form, designated " penni'sive polyandry" by Sir W.
Hunter, it occurs even among the .'at>, and there is a reminiscence of it even in

certain Hindoo laws, which arc less severe in condemning adultery with a husband's

brother, arid lay stress on “ levitate * marriage. Polyandry must, at least in many
cases, have arisen from purely economic motives. It is curious that though

frequent among the I'ariahs in Southern India, it is not found among the degraded

Pulayas.

The life of the peoples of India cannot be understood apart from the religion

and the social organisation with which it is entwined, often enshrined
;
and in

both, caste is assuredly the most potent force arid the most immovable law.

Whether or no: it has a national origin, expressed in the contrast between the
“ twice-bom ” Aryan immigrants (afterwards the three castes of priests, warriors,

and husbandmen), and the subdued, non-Aryan Sudras, elements of older social

organisation are interwoven with it, and economic objects which to-day have

without doubt a great share in its maintenance and further development, had also

their influence in its establishment and progress. It is an institution which,

conditioning as it does all the relations of life, is itself conditioned by all the

vicissitudes which the life of the Indian races has undergone. In spite of the

dogmatic formulation in the laws of Manu which say that the supreme Lord has

assigned to the Sudra only the duty of service towards the three higher castes,

development is not precluded at the present time. The four old castes of

Brahmins or priests, Kshatriyas or warriors, Vaisyas or husbandmen, and Sudras,

or excluded, have at this day very little practical significance, when we see how

the geographical situation of their districts, how their occupations and callings,

have given rise to modifications whereby the I4.ooo.01x) of Brahmins alone arc

split up into hundreds of sub-castes incapable of intermarrying and disqualified

from handing food to one another. What a distance is i: from the Brahmin

pundits of Bchar in their spotless robes, and the haughty priests of Benares, to

the potato-growing Brahmins of Orissa, half-naked peasants, whom no one would

credit with llicir caste, were they not marked by the dirty scrap of Brahmin thread

round their necks I One may see Brahmins earning their daily bread as porters,

shepherds, fishermen, potters, side by side with othcis who would prefer death to

any manuol labour for themselves and their families, and would die rather than

take any food prepared by people of a lower caste. Even where they have gor.c

far hack from the idea of - atmospheric pollution." as in the Tamul country, the

horror of eating and drinking in common remains. A mixed marriage alone

counts as a worse defilement. In the prison* of I.owcr Bengal, Brahmin convicts

from Bchar or the North-West Provinces are selected by preference to prepare rhe

food for their gaol-fellows, as being in a position fairly to satisfy the castr-claims

of all Brahmin prisoners. There arc. it is true, only ten larger subdivisions d
the Brahmins, five north and five south of the Vindhya range, but the provincial

separation goes much further. Sherring, in his learned work upon the Hind<x>

tribes and castes, distinguishes 1 S86 classes of Brahmins. The Kihatriyas are
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broken up into 590 subdivisions Intermingling has much contributed to this.

The prohibition of marriage between persons belonging to tbr same related group,

and between those belonging to different castes, is not always strictly obeyed

.

The older history shows that marriages between men of higher caste and women
of lower were regarded as allowable, and that the offspring of such unions held

a position quite different to that of children sprang from unpermitted intercourse.

Whole peoples of non-Aryan stock were on political grounds admitted into one

of the higher castes
;
and thus it will be conceived that in spite of the apparently

high barriers of the taste system, mixed races predominate to-day in India as

elsewhere. Yet caste, as a strictly close society, exercises a constraint upon the

members such as no written law could da Even in recent years expulsions and

readmissions have taken place, setting the tyranny of the caste* in a vivid light.

On rcadmission into a caste, the culprit is buried up to the knees in the earth, his

head is shaved, prayers and conjurations are recited over him. Then for purifica-

tion he has to swallow a mixture of the five sacred substances, clarified butter,

curdled milk, honey, two kinds of cow-dung. Finally lie has to pay a fine

according to his means.

Whole races groan under the burden of filthy and degrading work, to the

performance of which they are forced by neighbours who hold themselves for

better men. Thus the Mahans of the northern Konkan dwell in low brushwood

huts close to the Hindoo village*, and are compelled by the villagers, who forbid

all other occupation* to them, to remove carrion and rubbish. Economic con-

siderations alone are capable of dealing with these prejudices In Travancore the

Pulayas count a* the lowest class, and yet have to till the land and harvest the

produce; so that human food and temple offering* pass through the hands of

persons whose mere proximity is a desecration. Economic necessities have in

past time* had a far greater effect in the formation and transformation of castes.

The Vaisya* of the old system embraced the husbandmen, and therewith, in an

agricultural community, the mass of the people. But with the advance of culture

the Vaisyas partly ascended to the higher castes, partly transferred themselves

to easier and more profitable occupations. To-day they are the tradesmen and

bankers of India “ Light of colour, with refined features, keen glance, intelligent

expression of countenance, and courteous demeanour "•—such is the description

given of them by that authority on Hindoo castes, the Rev. Mr. Sherring, who
vainly sought in the Vaisya* for any reminder of their ploughing, sowing, reaping

forefathers. There is no lack of eases of conscious striving after a higher position.

The goldsmiths of Madras steadily opposed the supremacy of the Brahmins, and

put on the Brahmin thread at their own pleasure. The quarrel led to a separa-

tion of the castes in Madras into “ right hand ” and M left hand,” according as they

admitted or rejected this claim. Similarly in Bengal the Dattas. a section of

the writer caste, tried to get themselves ranked immediately below the Brahmins,

while in Dacca the class of “ oil-pressers.” retaining their name, rose to the grade

of the money-changer* and traders. Such eases show that Indian asciety is nc<

organised with *0 unnatural firmness as the rigidity of its outer shell leads one to

suspect, and that wherever the notions of caste and tradc-gund run together, tlie

way is open for economic influence* to effect a transformation ; even though an

element of cohesion is provided by the hereditary callings, the common security

against want and calamity, the publication of ordinarccs for the training of youth.
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the power to reward by promotion or punish by expulsion. The similarity erf

such a caste to a European trade-guild i« heightened by attempts to fix the rate

of wages by means of strikes supported from a common fund. No one can say

where, in the Tamul hereditary groups of potters, weavers, and the *' five trades*

that take part in tcmpic- building, and arc held in part worthy of the sacred

string, the limits of guild and caste begin and end. In Surat the allied trades

form guilds with council, president, and treasury, which override race and castc-

distinction*. In the village communities indeed the higher caste holds in theory

the higher position
;
but in practice it will occur that the dignity of village head-

man falls to a man of so inferior caste that he cannot sit in council under the

same roof with his subordinates.

In no country in the world is the debasement of the lower strata of society

carried out and perfected with so intelligent cruelty and so consistently as in

India. In the days before the suppression of slavery, it is no figure of rhetoric

to say that they were treated no* as men but as beasts. A report of 1 850 on

the Pulayas of Travancore ays :
* Contact with them, even approach to them,

is regarded- as impure and desecrating. They stand body and soul at the dis-

posal of their master, who buys and pays for them like cattle, and may chastise

them, mutilate them, and even kill them. Even if these atrocities are not exactly

permitted by law, no means exists of improving their position.* Incredible

precepts were always applied with iron consistency and logic. In many districts

even at this day the Pulaya* may- not u;e the public roads
; in others they have

to hide in the jangle on the approach ef a person of higher caste, so that it H
often difficult for them to move from one place to another. If they are set to

work on the road, they must put up a sign to warn other castes of their presence.

They may not come within ninety-six paces of a Brahmin. They arc forbidden

to visit the markets, and may not build their huts near a highway. If they wish

to buy anything they lay down the money at a distance, and call out their wants.

Even the missionaries have been unable to make any wide breach in these

customs
;
the most conspicuous result they have obtained is to be found in the

proof—valuable after all in itself—that by dint of careful training, from these

people, sunk in filth and Ignorance, may be made persons as worthy as any

Indian caste can show. It was no small thing that in 1875 the government

of Travancore not only praised these outcasts for their good character and

industry, but ventured to recommend them to others as models of loyalty and

honesty. Christian Pulaya slaves have been flogged to death and their school

burnt down. Among the most cruel consequences of this crowding together of

nil the member* of a nation who arc deemed to have fewer rights, is its effect in

mingling them amid the dregs of society -with those who have been cast out for

good reasons. In South India the thieves' castes are unknown, and criminal*

associate with the casteless people. In the north, on the other hand, they can

often show complete organisations, of which the British admini*tration has been

able to avail itself in the interests of public security. The chiefs of a thieves'

or other criminal caste are well known, and these are made responsible for all

crimes against property and others occurring within the districL

The ethnographer looks at many peoples of India with a doubt whether I*

has before him a race or a class. The two notions have ere now beer mixed in

simple descriptions. In Painter’s work on the Pulayas wc read that the Pulaya
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"race” is reckoned a* the lowest “ class " in Travancorc, and we find the difference

between them and the Pariahs expressed by the following characteristics. The
Pariahs cat carrion, wear the kudunri, speak a language distinct from Malayalam,

and are the descendants of Brahmins who were seduced into eating meat by their

enemies, and therefore east out. The Puiayas, on the other hand, seldom or

never cat carrion, do not wear the hufutui, speak Malayalam. and have a tradition

that they are descended from slaves. Among the motives of this separation,

beside the hypothesis of Dravidian, Turanian, negroid descent, why should not

the separation of a social race, brought about by social barriers, be mentioned ?

Official statistics in British India count the hill-trihcs, aborigines, forest-dweilers,

as belonging to that stock for which no fusion with the higher Aryan breed can

be proved. In that case it would be an anthropological conception. But when

a hill-tribe gives up its hunting life, its half-nomad agriculture, migrating from

one bit of virgin soil to another, die general instability of its existence, it ts

counted with the Hindoos. In this way missionaries and able officials have been

constantly lowering the figures of the hill-tribes, which even thirty years ago

were between 9,000,000 and 10,000,000. It is thus a conception based on

stage of culture. Ultimately, however, a certain natural geographical basis cannot

be denied to it, fee there hill-tribes do not bear that name for nothing ; they

inhabit all the hill and mountain districts of India from about Delhi to the

Godavery and Cape Comorin. We find instances in which one part of a tribe

has come into a condition of servitude to the upper classes or castes of neighbour-

ing peoples, while another ha* kept its freedom in the hills. The Barali* belong

to tbe same group a* the Mahars, but are not so degraded socially. Itislead of

accepting slavery they have preferred to roam about in the hills, where formerly

the Hindoos of the Konkan practised man-hunting in organised expeditions. Of
the Puiayas there are two main divisions. Eastern and Western, who curiousiy

enough hold *0 much aloof from each other that they will not eat together.

One group are slaves to their neighbours, the ether are comparatively free The
Ncilgheny tribes also keep at different levels

;
at the head of them arc the Todas

who live on the plateau, while four other and lower groups inhabit the slopes.

The first regard themselves as the original inhabitants of the Ncilghcrrics and

lords of al! the soil, making husbandmen render them a sixth of the crop. In

the names of the Indian peoples may be found indications of the reciprocal

positions. "Bhcel" or Nishada" means ‘‘outlawed,’ “ condemned "
; and the

position of the Bisects towards the Rajpoots is peculiar. Some unknown influ-

ence has here succeeded in modifying the caste spirit. Although outside caste,

they arc not regarded by the Rajpoots as unclean ;
and at the coronation of

Rajpoot kings a Bhcel handed to the sovereign the insignia of hi* new dignity.

In the absence of caste among some Indian race* we see nothing original,

only a reaction from the exaggerated division, and in seme eases an expression

of the impossibility of carrying it out with reduced numbers and a general

lower position of life. It is natural that the Pariah races should have no caste-

divisions
;
but it is more remarkable that great races like the Gonds, the Bhecls,

the Mhairs of Central India arc equally casteless. All these arc peoples broken

up into numerous tribes under chiefs chosen by themselves or governed by an

elective council. In many cases they may have come in as warriors and avoided

uniting themselves in one organisation with the peoples they had subdued.
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Among the Khols of Kagpore the most pronounced exogamy, almost to be calld

a totem-system, prevails.

The rise of the Indian caste-divisions reaches far back in the history of the

peoples who inhabit India. Similar divisions are never absent among races at a

low stage of culture. We need only recall society in old America and in

Polynesia, with its stringently enforced cleavage. By the time of the Vedas
appears the division of priests and warriors, including the princes, from the actual

people. If the descending Aryans came upon organised states and societies, the

great antiquity of caste leads us to conclude that they found similar institutions

among those whom they subdued, and accepted them the more readily in propor-

tion as the relation between conquerors and conquered encouraged the sweeping

out of social distinctions. It is a mistake to regard the migratory people of old

times as too energetic and unsophisticated to let itself be enclosed in the barrier

of a caste-system. The Turcoman herdsman of Central Asia connects to this

day the idea of a husbandman with that of a lower rank of life
; he will only

clat, himself as a warrior. The Rajpoots, who arrived in India as mighty

conquerors and founders of states, whose first appearance as horse-worshipping

spearmen under military kings suggests Scythians, pride themselves on the name
of Klhatriya, and have to this day kept Uve character of a swaggering military

nobility. Even if their claim to a high antiquity is not Justified, since the

Rajpoots did not cross the Indus till the fourth o; fifth century of our era, it

shows how easily a race of conqueror' among the conquered assigns an exagge-

rated importance to itself. Only after many attempts did the Europeans weather

the reef of becoming a caste themselves.

Indian laws arc not, as is apt to be said, of purely Brahminic origin
;
they

contain far too much of the conceptions and the statutes common to mankind,

indeed these are the essential nucleus of them. But they have attained to their

establishment by dint of priestly authority and in the spirit of the Brahminic

religion, which gives them, viewed from outside, an eminently theologic, theocratic

character. Even Bur'.dhism has been as little able to alter materially the maxims
of law transmitted to it in a Brahminicai garb, as to present the revival cf caste,

which it suppressed. But this capacity for resistance in the laws of India is net

in that pan which was introduced by the priests, ratIter in what they include of

the stock common to mankind. This is true even of definitions and usages

which look like gross abuses of the hierarchy. Graul speaks of a sanctuary for

Brahmin thieves and adulterers in Malabar, in the temple of Kconichery south-

east of Calicut, where no power can touch them, even if tliey leave the place.

No doubt this counts as one of the sixty-four anacharj.ua or abuses which haw
been introduced by the Brahmins there. In the Indian game laws oki ways of

looking at things are latent ; as when among the Males cf Bengal the village

headman claims half of the game killed, or when the skying of a cat musJ l*

atoned for by the gift of sail to a child of the village where live cat belonged.

Among the Veddahs of Ceylon again wc find the hunting-grounds of the villages

strictly delimited, and whoever kills an animal out of his own country owes a

hind-quarter to the local authority. A description of similar collections from the

Malay world applies to the barbaric laws of the hill tribes and other minutely

divided societies
; tribal feuds and vendettas arc not wanting. A young N’»g*.

in order to earn the name and tattooing of a man—the latter is different for
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different tribes- -ha* to show the head, hands or feet of a man. In the tuorraug
where these trophies arc kept. Peal saw no less than 350 skull* hung up by
.strings or piled in the comer.

The disintegration of great people* into numerous little tribe* i* a common
phenomenon of various origin. In western Central India the Baralis, the free

men of the same stock as the Mahars, are divided into a Urge list of small tribes,

each of which has an old name. Whole tribes, perfectly definable, are represented

only by a single family. Here vve have probably a case of family-tribes or clans.

Thus Gonds, Bhcels, M hairs, and above all, Jats, acre divided into family-tribes,

with a leader at their head in war-time
;
but in time of peace each tribe was

governed by a council of heads of households. Among the Gonds, however, it is

mostly under the orders of an overlord, the Thakore. of Rajpoot extraction. In

any case there is nothing racial in the organisation. At the time of thcGoorkha
War there were twelve larger and eighteen smaller Goorkha states, some of which
had not even a nominal sovereign. Hence Frazer found in the circumstances
of Ncpaul something to remind him of the condition of the Scottish Highlands
at the height of the feudal system ; and this was afforded still more in his time
by the nineteen Rajpoot state* in shat is non-, in the domain of geographical

conceptions, Rajistan, each of which in its body of owners and rulers represented

a family in which the prince was merely tire first among his equals. Yet there is

a deeper difference between what we call a nobility and these Thakores and
Nawahs in the fact that there everything, which with us appears attached to the

soil, is connected with blood-relationship. Property, village, town, state, frontier

are movable. They travel with the clan, which does no! take its name from the

soil which it occupies and rules, but gives it to the .soil. Even outside Rajistan

the noWcs often enjoy a great measure of independence, so that even in

Hyderabad, after the Nizam had appropriated the sole sovereignty, the Umaras
or Nawabs kept up their own troops independent of nis army. Tlie demands,
increased in recent times, upon the administrations of Indian states, have Iwcn
even less complied with by these small princes than by the greater.

In India with its dense population large and jiowerful states have as a rule

been formed by U>e invasion of foreign races with a capacity for ruling. We
have already spoken cf this. When the spirit of military simplicity has become
extinct in them, oriental despotism puts forth fantastic flowers. The Indian
people like to be dazzled by the display of pomp

; even Englishmen have to

surround thcmselvca with a luxury alien to their nature. Indian princes rely

upon brilliant armies, which indeed have seldom offered any .stubborn resistance

to the small forces of Europeans, and try by an arbitrary, scnsele** exaltation of

their own persons over the masses to attain a commanding height. In their

presence every 0:1c must keep his nvouth shut that no defiling breath may issue

from it, and the prince's coachman has to drive his horses standing, because
no man dire sit in his lord’s presence. * Golden God " the subject calls him.
designating himself as “ slave *

;
his food is divine and his birth an incarnation.

A loyal attention on the part of the ruler to the good of his state, of which many
cases may be noticed in China and Japan, has always been rare in the great
Indian States. Rajahs and Maharajahs think a great part of their duty fulfilled

if for a few hours a week they stand on a terrace to be admired from afar by
their subject*. Even in the time of British supremacy there have been numerous
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cm3 in which native rulers have had to be kepi up by European residents to i

better administration of their states. In 1 8 j i Mysore was taken away from

its ruler on account of misgovern rr.ent, and only restored to his descendant in

1SS2. The Indian apparatus of government too has never, as in Eastern Asia,

been thoroughly perfected by the system of examinations and the arrangement

of officials in ascending ranks. Attention to the welfare of the people was not

tb- task of the state. For this reason no Indian state has filled up its own

limits as permanently as China, nor extended txyond tl>ein by colonising on a

definite plan.

Under the despots freedom flourished only in small communities. The

Afghans who have remained free in their mountains discuss state affairs at meetings

where any elder may sjxak. Among the Banjaris of Central India every caravan

forms a tribe under a leader freely elected by the men. The power of this Naik

is unlimited, but can be taken from him by a unanimous vote of his subject*.

All the institutions of these people breathe a patriarchal simplicity. Trespasses

against the public interest are tried by an elective court.

At present no really independent states remain in India. Sikkim, NepatH,

and Bhootan are in the domain of tin- Tibetan races. The so-called Native

States, 300 in number, large and small, have a total population of 50,000,000.

Whether protected states, paying 110 tribute ai>d receiving no British garrison, or

tributary, in return for protection, or allied and bound to entertain Britiih troops,

ail are dependent. Their princes, if they give ground for dissatisfaction, incur

blame and severe measures from their foreign overloads, and they have to appear

from time to time at the Viceroy's durbars. Some of then-, have benefited their

countries by admirable institutions on the European model, but a larger number

are content with an outward imitation of their European masters.

§
17. THE IRANIAN AND KINDRED NATIONALITIES.

The cM Aryan joprtaaon of Iran—Antiquity of the Turkish or Twonun element in Iran—The T»jiU—
.Vghinitlnn—The Gatetus -Et&t Tuikettan -Petiitni-Penin it>:l Iilim—Dtevt, aims, tlwellii** at

1‘tniini and whri I11.WIC stocks—Agikulluc unit luauaiiam: <ri£*ikic ; uiulc-lteetlllg—Patun

ImWrir*— I’uliiient conditions—TriI** the Sileimtn ind Hmiloo Korah nunnlsin.—WrkhinB—
kslui—Feujictof the Taiin.

Not without reason did the Greeks place a great Central Asiatic Empire in

Eastern Iran. In Nactria, Zoroaster arose, from hence th: worship of fire spread

westward and southward, here flowed the springs of Firdusi’s poetry, and here,

since the Arab conquest, we still find purer Zend forms than in Persian. Tlx

Persians of Central Asia retain to-day more left of the old Persian language,

ur.detoimcd by Semitic and Turanian influences, than the Persians of Persia-

No one who knows the Iran of this day looks for the Iranic fcaturc-s in the people

of Persia
;
Khanikoff sees more traces of them in the Tajiks, Rawlinson in the

Wakhani*. VamWry in both, as well as in the Galchas, Jemshidis, and Parsewan*,

than even in thr Sassanid bas-reliefs. In Central Asia the Galchas are regarded

as the most ancient Iranians. As far as sedentary civilisation reaches Its hand

across the Oxus to the Chines:, arc Iranian elements to be sought, even to
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Turfan and Khotan. Northward they extend beyond Khojend to Jadj and

Binalcot Only in so far as beyond the Oxus they have always nomads dwelling

close beside them -and these not of necessity Turanians—can that river be

called the frontier between Iran and Turan.

In the great belt of steppes which extends from the north-west coast of Africa

to the north-cast border of Asia, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, numerous
settled peoples dwell .as husbandmen, craftsmen, and traders. Ethnographicaily

and historically they arc separated from the nomad-s by whom politically they

arc ruled, or hive been in the course of their history profoundly influenced.

Those who have pushed in as conquerors and rulers arc for the most part nomads
of Turkic stock, while the subject agriculturists, traders ami artisans arc equally

for the most part descendants of the old Medes and Persians. It is commonly
assumed that in old times the whole population of Persist was agricultural, and

that nomadism was only brought in by the inroads of the Turanians. But this

is contrary to the nature of the country, which in many di -trict* must always have

demanded the nomadic tending of cattle. Destruction of forests and heedless

treatment may have diminished the fertility of the country
;
but Persia can never

have escaped the rone of dry climate to which it belongs by laws that do not

change within a few thousand* of year*. Historic evidence refers the ancient

Meeks to the Turanian nomad stocks, while Iranian nomads lurk under the

collective name of Scythians, and once had their quarters from the Black Sea to

cast of the Jaxartes, from the £coloti to the Mas«agtt;c. Iranian tribe.' were in

Turkestan long before our era. at a time when agriculture apart from nomad

rattle-breeding i s inconceivable. Trie Kudatku-Bilik, the earliest native document

for Turkish history, speaks of Tajiks and Sarts ;.s already existing nations.

Yambery thinks that even by that time traces of Turkish were deeply imprinted

on the Tajik language, and that the Sarts on the Middle Jaxartes were already

Jingutstical’y Turkiciscd.

How arc we to picture :o ourselves the primeval Aryan- 1rantc stock of nearer

Asia in respect of physical characteristics? We know one great branch—the
Indian. Quite similar to this is the Iranian, as found to-day among the Parsecs

of India, the Gebirs of Yerd and Kirman, the inhabitants of Shiraz, and, finally,

the Luris and Legs. Special emphasi*. too. i* laid on their difference in colour

from the lighter Armenians and Jew. The mixture of fair and brown light-eyed

individual* is stronger among the Tajik* of Turkestan, but also among the I'sbcks

of Ferghana, than among the Iranian tribes of the Pamir. In the hi II -count r>'

about the Keria reside the fair, blue-eyed Matchins, a blend, it is said, of Aryan
and Mongol. Many Boloochccs arc as dark as Southern Indian*, #> are whole

villages in North -West Persia. The colour of the skin, deficient in flesh- tints,

suggests thin coffee with milk ; the hair is copious, the beard strong—both dark

brown. Pure Iranian Persians, mu^t, however, be scarcer than pure Aryan Indiana

Every thing in their position and in thcr life is favourable to mixture. They

are exogamous and polygamous, and they obtain the element* of mixture from

the Kirghis and Lsbek stocks with whom they stand in relations favourable In

many ways, from political and social causes. to crossing. Where they live in the

most sheltered position, in Badtkshai, the mountainous region on the Upper
Kundun on the northern slope of the Hindoo Kooefc, the neighbourhood of the

Pamir renders the inr.ad: of Turkoman hordes to frequent that the Persian-
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speaking majority in the population, reckoned at 100,000 to t 50,000, has king

been under Us'aek sovereignty, and i> mixed with Turkoman blood. Even in

Scistan, says Rawlinson, the “Scythian physiognomy" prevails. In modern

Persia, beside* what arc called descendants of the Mcdcs and Persians, and Turk*,

we find Kurds, Arabs, Armenians. Caucasians, Chaldeans or Nestorians. Jews,

A Pcninn of ijinli'i. (From 1 phoiocia(0.|

Gipsies, Afghans. Beloochccs, Hindoos; Mongols also, as prisoners of war,

Abyssinian* and negroes as slates, Russians anJ Pole* as deserters. But as the

most frequent form of half-breeds may be pointed out those with Turkish blood,

and next those with Armenian or Caucasian. The older layer of Persian

population in Afghanistan are the Tajiks, some half million of industrious

husbandmen, artisans, and traders, members of the Iranian body which we find

in fragments from the Indus to the Jaxartes. From the Afghans they arc

separated by language, not by their '• Sunnite * form of religion. Over '.hem
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sixcad (he Afghan* three or four times more in number, speaking Pushtoo, and

in bodily appearance suggesting a strong admixture of Turkic blood. l;irat in

the Turanian stratum come the Kistilbnshcs, said to be descended from the

mercenaries left behind as settlers by Nadir Shah, people of mixed Persian and

Turkic blood, of im|:ortanee through their courage, their prosperity, and their

spirit of enterprise. They speak a later dialect of Persian than the Tajiks, but

as " Shiites ” are separated from them by a deep gulf. Even in the English

service in India many Kizzilbashes arc to be found, in the cavalry and in the

Intelligence Department Like them the Usbeks in Afghan Turkestan arc

masters of the Tajik*, but held in check by detachments of Afghan troop*,

lastly must be mentioned the Hazaras, equally of the Turkic stock, a purely

pastoral people, poor and badly armed. They arc said to have come into the

country with Jcngliis Khan. They have maintained themselves in semi-

indcpendcnce towards the governing stocks, and arc treated in return with

contempt.

Situation and natural surroundings have preserved smaller groups of mountain

peoples with their primitive characteristics pure and unalloyed. The Galchas arc

stronger, more courageous, more hoivcst, than the Tajiks. The former arc pastoral,

the latter agricultural and trading
;
the former arc few in number, the Litter are

reckoned by millions. On the Kafirs, or Siahposh, and the Dards ii bestowed

the praise of being people, or. the one hand neither fawning nor timid, on the

other, more free from impertinent self-conceit than moil other Orientals. With

thj Dards Shaw cominre*. from a linguistic point of view, the small nations of

Chitral and Kunar, i>crliaps also the Siahpr*h. A more remote resemblance

connects the people of the Suleiman range with them. The Galchas of Kohistan,

Darwas, Itoshan, Walchan, Badak*han. Shighan— people of light colour with

abundant hair and beards—arc the remnants of an older extension beyond the

Pamir eastward, where Iranian traces reach to beyond Khotan. Mere and there

the black hair passes into brown and red. Brown, gray, and blue eyes occur.

Horizontal eyes, curved thin nose, thin lips, small teeth, oval face {though also

with projecting cheek-bones), small, close-lying ears, strong limbs, 'and high

stature, easily distinguish the purer tribes among th&c people from the surround-

ing Mongoloids. The only exception is in the mountain-valleys on the upper

course of the Oxus, where there is much cretinism. Seine of the smaller groups

of the Galchas recall the mountain-dwellers of Europe, and their franker, nobler

character marks them off from the Asiatics around. Thus, too, poor mountaineers,

like thc*.*c who live at the foot of the Zarafshan Glacier, with no trace of agriculture,

in homes with mortarless walls of stone, having for their sole domestic animal the

is&aA, a half-tamed ass. Hospitality, patriarchal family, and communal life,

monogamy, recall the Vedic ancestors of the Indians.

That the entire jxipxilation of East Turkestan, now amounting hardly to a

million, was once of Aryan stock, is an opinion already expressed by Klaproth

and Ritter. The things found in graves a! Cherchen and other oases show only

that a people rich in gold, who even put gold plates over the eyes of their dead,

once dwelt here. The country was early inundated by the Mongols, and soon

after tile Chinese began to colonise it, bringing Dungan* with them, while the

Kokans or Anianis immigrated from West Turkestan. Hindoos, too, and people

from Cashmere and Badakshan, have mingled with the town population. Wars
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often ratted, depopuhtiflg whole group* of OftMSJ then colonisation, voluntary

or enforced, brought new element*, the mixing of which produced Tartnriaed

Aryans. The lasL remnant of the'4 Aryans beyond the Pamir," a tribe of 1000 to

1 500 souU, was transplanted by Yakoub Remand Chinese were put in their place.

Yakoub Beg himself was from Khokand, and filled all important positions with

his countrymen, who in language and manners hardly appeared as strangers to

the j^ople of Yarkand and Kashgar. In the more remote steppe-districts, as on

the Lob-Nor, the prevalent blend is more Turko- Mongol Arabs and Afghan*,

too, must nut be forgotten. In the country itself they distinguish two main

stock*—the Matching, who arc said to haw originally inhabited a great part of

the country, but new reside chiefly in the south-east, south of a line from Cherchcn

to Khotan, and the Ardbils in the north, mainly north of a line from the Ak-Su

to Kashgar. Frjevateky notes Semitic traits in the Aid bits, Mongolian in the

Matching The Chinese element has naturally permeated with most force in the

towns, where Chinese officiate, merchants, and soldiers have never quite disappeared,

and in recent years have gained in importance.

The Persian possesses the refinement natural to the child of an ancient

civilization. Wit, poetry, elegance, but also a certain slyness of address, make
him recognisable among a thousand. lie i* distinguished from liis co-religionists

by taste in dress, even to his shoes, with »It almost feminine coquetry' and a

generally well -cultivated exterior. Just ns he loves to adorn his body, so he

embellishes his talk with figure* and jeets. The character which be himself

describes as fusul—a man of refined address, crafty, fond of gain, cringing to

superiors, masterful to inferiors* superficially cultured— is frequent in Persia, and

especially in Ispahan. The Persians have the reputation of first-rate diplomatists,

negotiators, brokers. Even in India the Parsecs stand of all races nearest to the

English, and rise by their wits to situations unattainable by other natives. An
often-quoted verse of Sadi says: “Better tell a lie in kindness, than a truth to

breed offence.” Praise is given to the art with which the Persian commands the

expression of his emotions, his resignation in misfortune, his innate nil admtrari
%

his moderation in eating and drinking, his tendency to accommodate others* his

incapacity for refusing to promise a suppliant the fulfilment of bis wishes. There

is a proverb in Central Asia “ His eyes are as wide open m a Bokhara money-

changer's." Much praised, too, is Persian courtesy, but there is a good deal of

falsehood in it
;
a Persian deems himself bound to offer anything, however large and

costly, that takes a stranger's fancy. Politeness Is natural also to the Bc’.oochcc,

who, even among the lower claws, greets with a kiss of the hand and many

mutual enquiries as to health. Persons of lower rank make to their superiors a

movement of the hand from the knee to the ankle. Love of titles is extraordinarily

common in Persia; a Mirza," “learned” is prefixed to the name, if “Khan "or
** Beg ” is not appended. Pious people decorate themselves with * Hadji," the

title of a pilgrim to Mecca, or names like “ Kerbelai " ** Meshedi* from other

pilgrimages.

Their geographical position has caused the Persian* to play a great part in

the spread of Ulam, which had to force its way between the Eastern Rome and

Iran. Iran wo* the first to fall, and offered to the fanatic* from Arabia an

abundant culture and great facilities for extending their propaganda. Mecca

had long been familiar to Persian trade, and Persians served in the host which
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Mohammed led to victor)*. On other sides, too, Persian influence roaches beyond

the borders of Iran. In Cashmere and Jummoo, Persian is the official language
;

the Hindottanee of the Punjab i% written in the Persian character and ha' many
Persian forms mixed with it

;
it is the medium of intercourse for trade from

Afghanistan to East Turkestan and to the west coast of India. Though repressed,

the Persians still play a pan ir. the Russian market* both in the south and in the

interior.

Drt*t among :hc hill-tribe* i* of wool, and dark in colour. The Siahposh

get their name from the gloomy colour of their garments. Brown woollen coats

and trousers, long felt stockings with leather soles, white or blue cotton turban,

compose the dress of both men and women. The women wear long plaits.

Ornament i< rare, and everything except the turban is the product of domestic

industry. Much hi the Persian dress of to-day recalls die primitive features of

the mountain clothing. The Persian keeps his head warm with the high fur cap,

while exposing breast and feet to the cold. The fur cap. which has supplanted

the turban, save only among Afghans. Kurds, mid Bcloochccs, is explained as an

inheritance from the Kojars, and thus Turkish
;
but it had belonged from of old

to the forefathers of the Iranians in their pastoral life on cold uplands. At
present the Rcloochec, when mo*: simply clad, weans loin•cloth. >jfa*s sandals, and

little cap. so that his copious weapons—shield, sword, gun, knife, bullet-pouch,

etc, contribute materially to the covering of Ids person. Hut when he is in full

rig his garments arc stout cotton breeche*, close-fitting below the knee, and

prettily embroidered with red. *£>d over them a similarly embroidered cotton

shirt; a Urge turban and a thick woollen plaid complete the costume. The
Persian dress consists of a shirt, of which wealthy people have two reaching

to the waist, and buttoning at the side—a doublet, mostly of cotton cloth, loose

trousers, ami a coat 3ikc a caftan of silk or cotton fastened round the hips. To
these is added in cold weather a short cloak, often richly bordered with fur, and,

for visiting, a long robe down to the heel*, and quite coticcaling the arms. On
the feet short seeks arc worn, only up to the ankles, and slipper* or shoes with

wide opening. The Persian like* talking of hi* clothes, and pays high for them.

The dwellings arc, in mountaii:ou.s parts, built of rough stone and mud. in

the higher mountains otten o! wood only, white poplar being used in the Hindoo
Koosh. The larger settlement* are surrounded with walls and towers. When
entering a house in the highland* of Waklun. one first comes on the hordes and

cows in their stall, then through a long narrow passage to the dwelling-room, a

small and dirty apartment. In the middle stands a hearth of clay, with a hole

above it to let the smoke out. The dome-shaped roof is carried by wooden posts,

which stand round the hearth. On all sides open small rooms fur the members
of the family. The Kharotis, herdsmen of the Suleiman range, who support

themselves on their herds of goats, and in w inter also on pine-seeds, live almost

entirely in tent* The huts arc lighted by torches. In i'ersia air dried bricks

are much used lor building, which, when, *.< often happens, they are made of earth

or road-sweepings, soon fall to piece*. The bricks of old building* arc used

—

in Teheran tho?c from Kai. Building is very frequent, and no one continues

what another lias begun
;
so the work is not durable. Houses, palaces, and whole

villages arc abandojvcd for .» whim, on account of evil prognostic*, or in ease of

death. The arrangement of the dwelling-rooms in the better houses follows tl>c
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Hcncrai fashion of the East. The decoration of other than sacred places with

carpel.' is not of Persian origin, bu: it to be ascribed to imitation perhaps of

Europeans, pcrhnp- also of Central Asian tea-houses. Only in templet and

sepulchral chape i ii it an old custom to hang the walk Individual dwelling in

homestead- is found not only in the mountains ; it is usual in the Cherchen oasis.

The rule of the nomads ha* left its traces even in the peasant life of Persia.

Peasants often leave their villages, and go with their small possessions in search

of new soil, where the landowner, more often Turkish than Persian by descent,

has promised them a lower rate of taxation. One of the commonest complaints

of a Persian landowner is that some neighbour has enticed away one of his

villages.

'rite greatest testimony which a Persian gives to the cultured condition of his

forefathers is the constancy with which, amid storms and devastations, he has

stuck to the tillage of the ground, that foundation of all culture. The Turkish

proverb :

“ where tltcrc is earth and water, you will find a Persian," indicates his

satisfaction in the soil. Persia abounds in cultivable land, which, however, in

most of the agricultural districts in the country, needs to be opened up by

artificial irrigation. Ever}’ river is Split up into an infinity of canals. Where

the water reaches, there is life
;
beyond is desert. Even salt soil with steady

irrigation gives excellent arable land. The sparse population, together with the

apathy of the government towards every improvement in the husbandman’s lot

and in bis labaur, L the cause of the defective development of cultivation in the

country. Modern traffic arrangements are unknown
;
the serfage of the peasantry,

and the burden of taxation, form a further hindrance. Searching for springs,

digging weiis, laying watercourses, is the work of a special trade, the utukanni.

There receive good pay, the danger of burial by falling earth in shafts of perhaps

200 feet deep being considerable. The post of water-overseer, tnirab (in Turkish,

iubasht), is honourable, and in much request. There arc numbers of underground

watercourses ; these were formerly even lined with masonry, some of the conduits

being many miles in length. Entire river systems have been transformed ; in

Kurdistan one of the head-waters of the Euphrates was conducted into a head-

water ot the Tigris. The body of water is calculated according to its power cf

turning a millstone, sources being referred to as of two, three, etc, millstone

(XJwcr. Formerly ancient legal decisions as to the employment of watercourses

were held almost sacred ; now it often happens that the water of a whole village

is violently diverted. Great cities are to-day lying short of water owing to the

destruction of their channels. Ispahan owed its flourishing environs to the

waterworks on the Zeniten
;
as the city lias shrunk the irrigation works have

fallen into decay. The system of dams for ponding back the snow water, which

roused the neighbourhood of Persepolis into fertility, has gone to ruin, and the

country is dry and desert. The imperfect, whcdlcss plough, which can itself do

no more than scratch the ground, is easily replaced by the hoc. The neglect to

use manure in by far the greater part of Persia is in curious contrast to the

artificial manufacture of it according to old recipes from all kinds of offal in

Ispahan and other places, where high towers for storing pigeons’ dung may be

found. Threshing is done with a thing like a sledge, having runners set, formerly

with stone*, now with iron. The chief cereal is wheat
;
rice is the foundation of

•he diet of the better-to-do : millet and lentils of the poor classes. Horses are
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fed on barley. Next to corn, vines and melons arc most extensively cultivated.

Mountain pasturage in the higher parts of the hill countries links on to terrace

cultivation in the lower warmer districts, which in Knfiri*tan attains the level of

mulberry-growing and silkworm-breeding In Wakhan melons and apricots arc

found at a height even or 9000 feet. Everywhere the chief crops on high

ground arc barley, pease, and beans. Some groups of Africis aud Mohmands in

the Suleiman range live by the charcoal trade. Undoubtedly forests, and there-

with also water, were once far more plentiful than to-day.

Reside fowls, sheep are almost the only animals which arc killed in Persia.

As an indispensable beast of burden, the Bactrian or two-humped camel ranks

next to them. Even in antiquity the Persians were noted breeders of horses,

and • sword and horse" were reckoned the attributes of a freeman
;
but the Arab

and Turkoman breed' are now far more highly valued than the Persian. The

wealth of Radnkshan consists uf hardy though not showy horses and sheep. The

Inhabitants of Aster aic, so to say. all mounted. In Wakhan, too, horses arc the

principal source of wealth, cattle and sheep coming next. The Shirvaris of the

Suleiman mountains treat the buffalo with a kind of rcvc'cnee. The district

where the*c animals most abound is the hot and unhealthy \farendersn. Cattle

in general thrive poorly on the sheet hard fodder, full of salts, which is ail that

they get in most parts of Persia.

The frugal Persian's chief food i* ehillnu, boiled rice with little grease ; next

to it pfflau of rice, greasy ar.d pudding-like. The celebrated Afghan piUau con-

sists of lamb masted in the hide and covered with a mountain of rice. A thick

rice soup, stewed with vegetables or fruit, forms, under the name of ash, the third

national dish. Barley-bread is the symbol of the frugal Dervish life. Dough,

leavened or unleavened. i< prepared from coarse meal, ami the bread is baked in

flat cake* on a hot plate, or In the ashes, or stuck on a hot cylinder of day.

Sherbet in its many forms is made of iced water with fruit-juice and essences.

As is well known, tltc Persian kings of old had water brought for tlicir drinking

from certain rivers, especially the Zab. The nomad ancestry c( the ruling class

in Persia explains their liking for butter and sour milk. The part played by
w-ine in Persian life we know from Hafiz and Omar. Carouses, accompanied by-

dancing girls, music and dia-playing, arc carried to the point of helpless intoxica-

tion. Tobacco smoking, by preference through the varghilth, is practised to an

extent unexampled even in the East. In East Turkestan the use of bang or

ihtr- extract of hemp mixed with tobacco and smoked, or eaten as a sweetmeat,

—meets with that of opium, which is prepared and taken in Persia also. Far too

many low dens are devoted to both forms of enjoyment Tlie custom of tea-

drinking also extends from the cast to the foot of the Pamir, while coffee stops
on this side of it.

Of Persian industry, which is closely connected with that of India and Arabia,
we Iiave spoken above, as well as of the trade. As in India, and from similar

causes, there has txrcn a retrogression in this respect since the time of Chardin
and Kitmpfer. Dependence on locality is partly responsible, almost every town
destroyed meant the coilipse of an industry. Cotton has its scat in certain areas

about ahiraz : woollen *hawl- in Kirirun and Meshed
j carpets in the province of

l-eraghan ; felt in Yezd
;
camelVhnir cloth in Ispahan

;
silks in Kashan, Yezd,

Tahreer. Ispahan, and Meshed
;
leather goods in Hamadan

;
copper utensils in

VOL. ill 2 D
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Scnjan ; 5tocl blade* in Meshed and Shiraz. The masons, who always sing at their

work, come from Kdhhan. Little porcelain is now made, and only small articles,

but much is imported from China. Gla«-Uowing is said to have become

naturrihed only in the la«t 750 years, The nomads manufacture carpets and felt

largely. Handlooms were formerly to be found in every house, and spinning, with

NAIT44 an. the Uu Shxh a' Perw ; ofTViiUih bked. (Fro*, * ffcoKfapM

the spindle, is the womens work at home. To this day everything required in

the way of clothing and house-appurtenances is produced by domestic industry.

Although Persia is rich in iron and copper ores, there is a great importation

of metals. Khorassan produces a small part of the great amount of copper which

is required in the country. Silver is found in Badakshan, turquoises and some

iron in the famous mines of the Upper Kokcha valley. Gold-mining in Eaft

Turkestan is ancient, as the objects (ound in gT&vcs show.

The position of a merchant is held in respect A Persian merchant, even

when rich, lives on the average moderately and simply; he keeps his word
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scrupulously. His frugality seems to hb Turkish neighbour astonishing, if a

Sait grows rich, he buiids a house ; a Kirghb In the like case buys a wife. Persian

merchants arc found from China to Egypt, from Xovgnrod to Colombo; anil

numerous Indians are active in their company. Tabrerr. is the great place for

Turkish and European trade, Merited for that with Afghanistan and Turkestan.

The limited sea-trade is carried on in Arab vessels and European steamers.

Political supremacy during the last centuries has fallen now to Persian, now

to Turkish families. To-day a Turkish Khajar is sovereign in Teheran. Almost

every demise of the crown throws the country into commotion, and these political

earthquakes arc often lasting and ruinous ; but on the murder of the late Shah

in 1896 his son was allowed to succeed tranquilly. The ruling house in

Afghanistan descends from Nadir, a Persian general, but has long intermarried,

especially with the princes of Bokhara. In Persia only the north, with its dense

population, largely permeated with Turkomans, and its many cities, is firmly in

the hands of the Shah ;
and in Afghanistan only strong sovereigns has* ever

succeeded in uniting the numerous tribes. Like India, Iran has been the mark

of invasions and immigrations, and the great tribal organisations to which these

streams gave rise found especially in Afghanistan a system of mountains and

valleys particularly favourable to their existence. The topographical features

—

sharply-defined rocky riJgcs affording admirable lines of defence and enclosing

wide cultivable levels, accessible only through the hngii or natural outlets of

the water, contribute greatly to the division of the people into provincial groups

composed of two or three neighbour-triber having their headquarters in the

natural fortresses of the adjoining mountains. Thus the Logan* of the Legar

valley consist of Ghiltas and Tajiks, the former -peaking Pushtoo, the latter

Persian. So again in the Lughman valley, under the collective name of

I.ughmani*. Ghilzais. Tajiks, and Hindoos dwell together, united by community

of agriculture, and by tribal fights
;
in 9pitc of whfch the Ghilzais look down

upon the Tajiks no less than do these upon the despised Hazaras. It is just

this provincial composition which is the strength as well as the weakness of the

Afghan state. An interesting light is cast on the political conditions of the

separate peoples by their position in regard to the historically important mountain

passes. The Afridis on the south-east border of Afghanistan have from time

immemorial reserved to themselves the rights of passage through the Khyber

defile. Any one refusing to pay toll was attacked, plundered, or made away with.

Never acknowledging any dependence on Afghanistan, a savage, lawless race, the

Afridb have always been recognised by the paramount power in India as keepers

and wardens of that, the most important pass in the Indus valley, and lave

even received a subvention from the British. But the widely different ambitions

of the eight clans, which arc again broken up into subordinate stocks and families,

or Khek. never allow that salutary’ state of affairs to last One clan fights

another, each family has its bleod-fcud. while in tome the predatory life is firmly

rooted. Like them in warlike rpirit.and equally independent, are the Mohmunds,

somewhat more to the north ; their neighbours to the west are the Shirwaris, who
have a leaning towards Afghanistan. After them come to the south the Orakzais,

no less independent, and then the peaceable Bangashes, who are obedient to

England. The Khattaks and Khalils to the cast of the Afridis have also

submitted. The Bajaurs in the Upper Runar valley, inhabitants of a little still
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partly independent country, are indispensable n< trader* and porters in the traffic

by way of the Kalik pas: ;
and similarly the Pohu-andis further west, for the trndc

between Afghani*tan and Bokhara. The actual seals of these tribes may in

general be determined, but this is not the case with their boundaries. Their

pasture-ground* especially arc much intermingled, the mote so that in winter

some groups, like the Aka-Khel, go down into warmer valleys.

The patriarchal government of the Galchas and the Siahposh, who only

recognise village headmen, passes into despotism where, as in Chitral, it is

possible to rely upon an Oriental monarchy, or where, as in Badakshan. perhaps

Turks may be in sole power. The chiefs of these little states were long the

terror of subjects and neighbours by reason of their slave-hunting. Quite lately

the number of slaves going yearly from Chitral to Badakshan has been estimated

at 500 ; hardly a single family is said to have gone unbereaved. Moreover, the

democratic Siahposh and the Dard tribes of Chilas arc merciless slave-hunters.

In spite of the lofty passes of the Hindoo Koosh, Badakshan U connected by

trade with Chitral, and has often been dependent on it.

We may append here some words about the races on the harder of Iran and

India, who by language aic partly akin to India, but locally and ethnographi-

cally to the Iranian hill-tribes. The southern hill-tribes who have for a longer

time been members of a great political whole, live and dwell in no more luxury

than their north-Iranian fellow's rich »« m«y have been the plunder gained by

their inroads into the Indus valley. The men's clothing of unsetvn skirts and

rough buffalo-hide sandals; the women’s sacklike garments of wool, the low houses

of rough stone, sunk on three sides into the mountain, the cnly woodwork about

them being the lean-to deer, rival in the Suleiman Mountains the simplicity of

the dwellers in the Hindoo Koosh. The white turban extends throughout the

hill country. The turreted walls that enclose the villages testify to the unceasing

tribal feuds. Sheep form the basis of the live-stock, and next to them buffaloes

and camels. Large herds of camels are found among tribes dwelling around

frequented passes, as the Afridis of the Khyber. Most of the Wakhanis nomadise

on the heights into which their village of Sarhad has been thrust at a height of

1 1 ,000 feet. Formerly Kirghiscs used to journey as tar as this for pasture, but

have remained on the further side since the relations of the Wakhanis with the

Alai -Kirghiscs, Shignis, and Kunjuks have been hostile Numerous dwellings

in the valley arc only winter-shelters
;
summer entices inhabitants and herds to

higher ground. The language is like Dard, and is especially rich in archaic

form-. The hamlet of Kila-Panja, where the khan of Wakhan resides, with it*

150 inhabitants, affords a standard of the conditions of the country. Among so

small a constant population the question as to race can hardly be answered.

Trotter speaks in one breath of Jewish physiognomies and Greek noses. In the

corner between India and Afghanistan, on the south slope of the Hindoo Koosh,

dwell the Siahposh or Kafirs.
1 men of medium height, well built, light in colour,

with brown hair and eye*, unlike both Afghans and Cashmcrccs. Their language

i* Indian, and recent
;
and perhaps under pressure from Mussulman peoples, forcing

their way southw ard and eastward, they first ovine into their present quarters in

the ninth or tenth century, where they have since maintained their independence.

1 Kofiri.ua. "coinrry of mbdltvcii," t; ih« mow given tj the,/ Mumlnan oelghboir. 1
SiUipuh-

bfack-cout.
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The bravest, most prosperous, unci moat hospitable person i* tlx? chief among

them. Slave-hunting, fighting, and vtnditta are the chief business of their men ;

a post, in roughly human shape, indicates by inserted [Jugs the number of slain.

Their clothing of goat-*kins. woollen trousers, and stocking* with leather sole*

r-twn to them, i* adapted to the bleak mountain -climate. The statement of

l’otagos that they do not squat when eating, but sit on stools at tables, i*

remarkable.

The lowest level among all the steppc-dwellcrs of Central Asia is reached perhaps*

by the tiibcs on the Tarim and the Ixib-.\'or. Both speak ar. Iranian dialect, coming

nearest to that of Khotan. If Aryan traits prevail on the Tarim, and Mongo', on

the Lob-Nor. it is not surprising, looking to the manifold intermixture. Common

to both, however, is a dilapidated-looking exterior, due to their swampy surround-

ings, draughty recd-huts, and bad food. “ As one sails," say* Prjevalsky, " down

tire narrow winding Tarim, shut in by high reeds, one sees three or four boats

on the bank, and beyond them a little open space in which a few square hut* of

reed arc crowded. That i* a village. If the inhabitants ace a stranger they hide

themselves, and peep stealthily through the walls of their huts. We go ashore,

everywhere is swamp, and reeds
;
nothing else, not a single dry patch. In the

immediate neighbourhood of the habitations one can shoot wild g«-se and ducks,

and in one of these villages, almost among the very huts, an old wild bear was

wallowing in the swamp." Reeds strewn on the ground serve at a pinch to cover

the marshy soil. Even in the middle of March the icc of the winter is often

found under this covering. Roofs and walls of rushes are no protection against

sun. du-i, and stinging flics, to say nothing of storms. In a temperature some

degree* below zero such a duelling is little better than a bivouac in the open.

In the middle of the hut reeds smoulder in the little hollow which serves as

fireplace. In the spring the young shoots of tlie reeds arc eaten, and in autumn

the beads arc collected to make beds. In summer these heads are sometimes

boiled into a tough dark mass of sweetish taste. The food of the people consists

mainly of fish, which arc caught in artificial pools. In spring ducks arc also

taken in nooses of twine. Instead of bread they cast roasted meal.

The clothing of the Kara-Kurtchins, made of ktudyr, a fabric from the fibre

of an tudtpiadc* growing in quantities in the swamps, consists of a sleeved jacket

and trousers, with the addition of a sheepskin in winter and a felt cap in summer.

On their feet they wear in winter wretched shoes of untanned hide. They lire

their summer cloaks with duck-skin; dressed with salt, for cold weather, and the

ducks’ feather* also serve for b?d*. There poor people arc living in the Iron Age.

but their axe*, made at Charchalyk. resemble those of the Stone Age in having

no hole for the handle. They are only bent sideways, and so fastened on. Two
beats and a few nets in front of tiic house ; inside, a cast-iron dish from Karla,

an axe, two wooden cups, a wooden dish, a scoop, and a bucket of logruk wood
;

a knife and a razor, kept by the master of the house ; a few needles, a loom and

a spindle, belonging to the wife—this is their whole property.
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§ 1 8. THE PEOPLE OF FURTHER INDIA, AND THE HILL
TRIBES OF SOUTH-EAST ASIA.

TTie Tniugugelx group of nM-WU| a iwanl bj lado Chin*—Iiulan inflifncfs in the Wol at the

peninsula—Catrae in the F.a-t—Fornatian of stale*—Malay and Chines* immlputlon—Tin oecitu

Xhaxr onUminm—Docent aid <h»nn»r at r>«. in Farther Ie.S»—Superior i«-ili.vn of Chiiwee—

CiitKiv d Indian an-~Drc<s, orncmenl, weapon*—Tow.*—Agriculture

;

hre«hng; Ihf ckpfcwt— Icu!u*trirt : CHUut* noojpulyj influence of Cfcina'cc tTadc and faltnUy; tfe

lavci am in Further lotlb
;

bide i
mvgaiia*—

<
goactj : of women

j
uitli China;

Ift-'fpHfdpepolitlc*—Sfltwry—Atraini«ntioo**Sp1ff>do<irofmirt*in Further Inrfii

—

States cnititirkna

and ItulcAnlMM* of frontiers— Polidcal fea:uies of the so-called savages.

COMPARATIVE philology shows the languages of Further India to be members of

a great Transgangcric family of language. Historical records and geographical

distribution make us recognise older and more recent layers therein—the former

squeezed into the sea-board and the mountains, the latter spreading over the

interior and along the streams even to their deltas, in Annam, Cambodia, and

Pegu—the eastern and southern borders of Further India—reside the races that

have been pushed outwards* their languages being as closely connected as are oa

the other ride those of the Tai or Siamese, the Burmese, the Tibetans, and the

Chinese. A whole sheaf of traditions point to the northern origin of the present

peoples of Further India. The Burmese locate their oldest history in the Upper

Irrawaddy b»«in
;
the Karens still further north, as f3f as Yunnan

;
the Siair.es*

in T-ao*; the Annamitcs in Tcoking. The rivers coming from the northern

mountains fomi the deltas which arc a feature of Further India
;
Tonking, I-ower

Ccchin China and Cambodia, Siam and Pegu are either entirely, or in thrir mo<
productive and politically important sections, where people and towns an* most

abundant, low-lying alluvia! districts. By their fertility, ease of communication,
and populousness they arc as much distinguished as is the rest of Further India

by hilly country, rich forests, and sparse population. Compared with the rest of

Further India, these alluvial lands have a geographical, historical, and political

individuality. It is with them alone that the history of Further India has for the

most part to deal
;
the rest of the peninsula, especially in the east and in the

centre, is almost everywhere the same impassable hill and forest-country, thinly

inhabited by "savages."

In the historical and semi-historical period. Further India appears partly under

Chinese, partly under Indian influence; whence the name IndcKIhiru came into

existence. The peninsula cannot, however, be thus simply halved, for Indian and

Chinese influences hove relieved each other In Further India. India began earlier,

and then slackened
; China is always going on with the work, creating for herself a

far-reaching effect, especially through her economic activity. Otherwise, Further

India resembles India in the character of its history, in which foreign invasions are

ever alternating with intestine struggles* Indian attempts at settlement, conquest,

and colonisation, in Further India Ml before the beginning of our era
;
and in the

west and south, a* shown by local names like Manipur, Ayuthia, Vaball, occurring on

both sides of the Bay of Bengal, were crowned with considerable if transitory success*

Afterwards came a predominance of Chinese influence, pressing slowly southwards in

the East, mastering Tonking wholly. Annam in great part, and finally gaining the
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preponderance in Cambodia, Shun, and Northern Burmah. liven il individual opera-

tions of culture also intersected in many districts, yet the fact remains that Tonking

and Atmam use Chinese writing, Burmah and Siam use Indian characters with tlic

Pali language. But Chinese also is widely diffused in Sam. China had already

a powerful hold on the circumstances of Further India, when, with the transport

hy Cingalese of the sacred scriptures of Buddha, and the immigration of many

Buddhists under Brahmin persecution, the dawn began to lighten over the western

half of the peninsula. By the third century B.r. China was sending its colonies

to Tonkins and Cochin China
;
and later the Emperor of Annam assigned laud in

the south of his kingdom to a large number of Chinese who were flying from the

Manchux Thu* Cochin China aro-e. and thus other settlements in coast districts

and on islands
;
these have increased and flourished to such a degree that the

whole economic life in the cast of Further India rests in its most important

parts on the activity of the Chinese. In intellectual matters they also exercise

great influence. k> that a pcrsro who knows China finds in Tonking, a* Colquhoun

says, only a pale copy of China. Every insurrection, every year of dearth, flung

thousands of Chinese upon the less densely peopled country, which at she tame
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time far excels the bolder provinces of China, particularly Kwang-si, in fertility.

The numerous Chincie who arc settled in tl>c richest part of Tonking, on the

Thai -Birth, were summoned by the Tonking mandarins to fight rebels from

Kwang-si. The " Black Flag* " and * Yellow Flags " who made themselves «•

unpleasant to the French, were recruited from both parties. During the Panthay

An Abonf Ctrl. (Form n pBMORrajA by Koaei |

insurrection in Yunnan, Chinese generals gave orders to Tonkinese officials. The
sovereignty of Chinese pirates over the west districts of Annam had for many
years a similar effect

Southern Cochin China was once pari of Cambodia, which for its own part,

after the fail of the Khmer dynasty, the creators of the magnificent works of

Angkor Vaht. wavered to and fro between the Eastern and Western powers.

I^os, once a kingdom of the interior, stretching up along the great river of

Further India as for as Luang Prabang, and inhabited chiefly by peoples of the

Tai, that is, Siamese, stock, was politically a predecessor of Siam. It was

partitioned betweoen Tonking, Siam, and Rurrnah Siam first steps into the light
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of history in a.d. 1350, with the foundation of its capital, Ayuthia. In conflicts

with Cambodia. Pegu, and Rurmah, it becomc> a powerful kingdom ; but in the

seventeenth century Rurma'/t rise* and destroys Siam, then at its most flourishing

stage. In tltc mythical history of Siam the primeval hero. Phra Rua.ng. takes the

daughter of the Chinese emperor to wife, and opens the Chinese junk-trade with

Siam. The Great Seal of Siam shoivr Chinese character* In any ease the

Mongo! emperor of the Yuen
dynasty accepted the presents

of Siam and sent others in

return. Later on, Siamese

ambassadors went every three

years to China, and the king

of Siam ordered from Pekin

copper, ginseng, long-haired

oxen, and eunuchs familiar

with court-ceremonitr. He
«alls the emperor of China

his older brother. Further,

he took the state calendar

from China, without, how-

ever, having it used for

reckoning in his own country.

Siam ha< been the latest

state of Further India, i.ot

yet wholly dependent on
western powers, to introduce

reforms in the European
sense

;
but the country has

become no stronger thereby,

nor has the condition of the

people improved.

Rurmah comes in contact

with China in the broad /.ore

of the Shan States, which

have never been completely

dependent on either. Thus,

politically, it had closer relations than Siam with China, but less so in trade.

The Chinese frontier was slowly advanced into the Shan territory': Moment, for

example, was conquered for China by the Mongols of the Yuen dynasty. Later,

we hear of Chinese invasions, and then China was again closely connected with

Rurmah. At the end of the last century Chinese merchants had a permanent

market near Ava, and were able successfully to influence the court of Burrr.ah,

where they acre in favour by reason of their capital and their astuteness,

against all attempts on the part of other foreigners, especially Europeans, to gain

a footing.

Apart from traces on the Malay Peninsula and in the Andamans, a few

scattered individuals canno: justify u.- iii calling the aboriginal population of

Further India negroid. On the other hand Malays were clearly settled in Further

At r* 'Frera a r*nirsrrpli H(—:l i
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India even before lire immigration of Sumatra Mussulmans into Cambodia in the

thirteenth century. Malay types, as tire last two cuts show, arc widely distributed

among the so-called savages. The language of the Champat is Malayan. If the

old Champa or Tsiaa-pa was really a coast-track from the Dormai to Toolcing.it

will bo natural to recall similar Malay littoral kingdoms in the Archipelago and

Malaccas. Points of resemblance with Battaks, Dyaks, and true Malays are

assorted to exist among the Champas.just as Crawford was inclined to find in the

Burmcv points of similarity with Java. The so-called savages of Further India

belong, no less than the races which have pushed them into the hills, in great

part to the Mongol stock. Poorer though they may be, politically subject, and

plundered, yet they are not so far inferior to the rest of the inhabitants as the

name “ wild tribes," here quite inappropriate, might lead one to suppose. Caucasian

racial traits have even been claimed for Stengs, Laos, and others. It is certain

that members of the Laos mcc in the hill and forest parts of Tonking arc of taller

stature, fairer skin, and decidedly pleasanter, simpler, and franker character than

the lowlanders, upon whom they look down in a moral sense. The Below, cf

the Upper Mekong, as de-scribed by Harmand, arc a ease. Others will not allow

any distinction between themselves and their neighbours, and repudiate any

descent from the Khas, Penoms, and the like. The Laos on the left bank of tb:

Mekong say :
" A Kha can be distinguished from a Laos only by the wide per-

foration in HU car." Their ethnographical marks point to Malay influence, perhaps

Malay origin. The Nagas.a felling people on Lake Talc Sup. or Bienhoa, to whom
Buddha preached his gospel so effectively, were of the same stock. The probability

that the more vigorous northern races pushed southward even earlier becomes

very great when we rec how the same fate befell Hither India, and how nomacs

again and again invaded China from north and west. The admixture of Chinese

elements in quantities throughout the east ar.d north of Further India is a nutter

of history till quite recent times. The population of Tonking strikes one as quite

Chinese. The islands and oast districts, as far as the foot of the Cambedian

hills, are occupied by Chinee:, and of the population of Siam they arc said to

form one-sixth. Leaving aside the peculiarity which Chinese crosses, as is reported

also in Formosa, are said to possess in common with Jewish, that the Chinese

blood always breaks through, and does not easily lose its strength, this extension

indicates a powerful influence on the breed. Chinese, as more active, freer from

civil burdens, better off, and often more civilized, are preferred by native women

;

and their offspring, the Minhuongs, approach the Chinese in activity and influence.

Every busy town of Further India, even smaller ones like Pnompenh, tear the

Chinese stamp.

The ruins of Further India do not lead our view to so remote a past as those

of Egypt or Babylon, but they carry our knowledge somewhat beyond the few

centuries which here make up the historical period. In the Klia country »'C

have dolmens. Bronze and stone implements have been found in the huge “kitchen-

middens ’’ on the coast of Cambodia. Where now dwell the small nr.d mostly

poor tribes of the Mois and their kindred, Banams, Schdans, Banars, remains of

cities on the rivers of Annam and the Laos country prove that one or more states

existed here whose citizens possessed a developed artistic taste. Whether the

Mois. whose name denotes simply “ men " are their descendants is an open

question. The district of Bassak too has its mins. The remains of Ayuthia
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belong to the historical period. The course of development of the Khmer archi-

tecture in Cambodia show* Indian influence even in dotaih. The temple, at firm

place of worship and fortress in one. developed its ornamental character till it

emerged as a vast decorative whole. The massive forms became more graceful,

the stepped towers, with ilrcir carved pinnacles and lotus finials. grew lighter and

richer, as they developed from heavier and simpler forms. The tame process is

recognised also in the evolution of the pyramids, which, from aeries of steps piled

one on another, became mound -shaped

assemblages of the most luxuriant themes

of Khmer art.

The simultaneous appearance of

Brahminic and Buddhistic symbols shows

how foreign was the soil to which these

Indian growths were transplanted. While
the interiors of the temples contain figures

of Buddha, Brahminic images arc found in

the bas-reliefs with which they arc covered.

At the main entrance of the temple of

Angkor Vaht, a roof-timber bears a

figure of Vishnu on a serpent. The
same deity occurs in a thousand orna-

ments, in company with Siva riding a

bull. But when we go in, behold a

crowd of Buddha statues, a great figure

of his foot, a sepulchre in which Buddha
lies outstretched on the point of passing

into Nirvana. The mere fact of it, being

possible to forget these edifices, with all

their size and splendour, throw- a sharp

light on the fluctuation of the culture

from which they sprang. The greater

the display of magnificence the more

closely they may be compared with that

large and splendid bloom which, rising

from the water, expends so much growing

power that when it fades it vanishes like

a dream. The finest of these works must have arisen between the eighth and

the fourteenth centuries This agrees with what Chinese records tell us of the

development of southern Further India. According to them the country began to

grow great and powerful from the middle of the sixth century. The capital

numbered 20,000 houses
;
and in the whole kingdom were thirty towns with

several thousand. The prince was gin about ‘.\k loins with a girdle reaching to

the knees
;
he wore a tiara set with pearls on his head and gold pendants in his

cars. Before the gates of his palace thousands of warriors clad in armour and

bearing lances steed as guards. The people bad their hair twisted in knees, and

also wore gold earrings. On a neighbouring hill stood r» temple, always guarded

by ;oco men. On the reliefs in ;hc,v building*, brside the -avage natives may

be remarked Annamites and Laos; Indian Brahmins; a Jewish type and another,

iFr ft phtr.cfrnpL I Kot&et •
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short, sturdy, and Mongolic
;
lastly one noble, refined, gentle, almost classic

; the

old Cambodian type idealised.

Though Mongoloid raeix! characteristics, such as breadth of skull and a height

little exceeding 5 ft. 3 in. in men, predominate among the population of Further

India, we can nevertheless, as we go south and west, establish an even striking

modification of the type Naturally the Tonkinese stand very near to tlveir

Chinese neighbours
;
with their .square figures, small stature, olive-brown com-

plexions, they must recall the Puntia of the province of Kwang-tung. When we

ccene to the Annamitcs the departure is stronger, though Chinese admixture still

appears clearly in the Thos on the frontier, who cultivate the illicium or sturaaix ;

and in the population of Lower Cochin China we see a mixture of Chinese, Malay,

and Indian elements, as also in the Pali elements in the Cambodian language

are Indian. The Khmers of Cambodia arc said often to resemble the lower

castes in India ; while among the Kuys of the Laos country Gamier even came

across Arab features. The Siamese arc described as uncouth, undersized, more

like Malays, the Laos as more like Chinese, and smaller of suture than the

Burmese, whose more powerful figures and sharper nobler lineaments have mos:

accord with the Indian hill-tribes in the north-cast.

The dark skin-tint seen in Further India is no: In harmony with the presailing

Malay cast of feature. The culour of many persons is like old polished bronze

It is sometimes said that it grows darker towards the south, but this does not quite

agree with the fact*. T he Khmers, indeed, the “ black inhabitants " of Cambodia,

mentioned in old Chines reports, the Phuongs, Sticngs, and Chams arc among

the darkest. The Annamitcs, however, arc lighter than the Siamese and Laos,

the MoLs again are lighter than their Annamite neighbours, ar.d the Chinese

settlers in Further India are conspicuous as specially light people. The lightest

are said to be the Rodehs of Cambodia, who for tins reason, and on account of

their strength, are in demand as slaves. Several of the “wild " tribes are lighter

than Siamese, Annamitcs, and their fellows. Thus we have not to assume a simple

cleavage into older and darker, newer and lighter element* In a native classifica-

tion from Cambodia, the Khmers arc the darkest, then come the savages in the

cast, the Malays, the Chams, and last the Siamese. Foreign influences have here

to be taken into consideration cf which history knows nothing
;
and these can

only be Malay and Indian. Intermixtures can be pointed out in numbers.

Internal migration from Cochin China to Cambodia and Siam has been very

considerable, especially under French administration, and a great Annamite colony

has settled on the Cambodian lakes. There arc said to be a small number cf

dark descendants of Portuguese in Cambodia. So long as Further India was

still warlike, the resulting slavery brought many foreign elements into the

country. According to yule the population of Ava and Amarapura consisted, In

ihe 'fifties, to a great extent of prisoners of war, Kathf, or Munnipooris, and

Assamese.

In character, in intellectual and moral disposition and training, three different

stamps arc recognisable, depending certainly quite as much on racial distinctions

as on differences in the stage of culture. The few unalloyed children of nature,

such as live in the hill districts from Tonking to Burmah, as Mors, Sticngs, and

Shans, are described as honest, industrious, fond of freedom. They live thinly

scattered- but over wide areas, the extent of which expresses the limited power of
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the Stated of Further India. The Moi*' country, entirely unknown to the Cochin

Chinese, begin* not more than 2 50 mile* from the mouths of the Mekong. Their

difference in manner* from the lowlandcrs and the town population is in any case

great Gautier says of them :
“ While in the colony we find, say what one will,

only a mass, organised iy> doubt into tribes, of outcasts, runaway slaves, and the

like, we come in the forest upon a peaceable, brave, respectable, and industrious

population." Compared with them, Tonkinese,

Amumites, Siamese, Burmese, arc corrupt aiul

cankered, while civilization has not shown so

much of iLs good side among them as among
the Chinese. Those who know them can

distinguish them by their great dependence

and submissivencss. Though behind the

Chinese in real refinement of demeanour,

which presupposes dignity, they at least arc

their equals in cunning. Of the Burmese, who
high and 1cm* arc passionately fond of the

drama, it is said that even in real life they

arc acting comedies. “In Burmah," gays Mr
Archibald Forbes, “ every industry from govern-

ing to cabbage-planting is pursued skilfully,

perfunctorily, ami as if lanpus itutmabih were

a bauble to be played with . . . trade a mere

plaything, to all appearances regarded as a

casual pkc by those who engage in it.

* “ Eight

come, light go/* is a favourite Burmese proverb.

The Siamese too are depicted as a kindly,

curious, talkative people, who for that reason

were the earliest to open thefr country to

European traffic. Their charity arid strictness

in religion are also praised. By the blending

of thc»c easy-going ways n-ith Chinese intelli-

gence and seriousness, the Tonkinese have

become perhaps the best race of Further India
“ The people of Tonkin/ say* Dupuis. “ have a

far more developed sense of business than the

Cochin Chinese ; they arc more active, and

trade in everything. They like making money, but are just as keen about

spending as about earning it. The Tonkinese is extravagant
;

he is a great

careless child and fond of jollifications and festivals. No sum too high for

him tu |»y for showy ceremonies and funerals. Otherwise his character is like

tta Chinese, who, however, takes more thought for the future, and does not

throw away his earnings so recklessly. The Tonkinese usually transact business

a: table/ In purely practical questions the Chinese see their way more

quickly, both us men of business and os officials. A certain ponderous honesty

is ascribed to the Cambodians. It is a saying often repeated that the Annamites

arc the French of the East, the merriest of all Orientals. Barrow notes their

resemblance to Frenchmen in this and their turn lor chattering, while the address
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of the Chinese is always dignified, and they wear at least the semblance of thinking.

He think* the Siamese perhaps the m<*t tendcr-r.atured of all these peoples.

The Annamites aie reckle*. gamblers. Neither they nor the Tonkinese are of

warlike disposition. The French met with no determined opposition till they

encountered the “ Black Flags” of Chinee origin.

The superiority of the Chinese to ail natives of Further India is generally

recognised. Bowring indeed found the Malay characteristics in a refined form

among the Siamese
;
but that higher perfection was lacking which is attained in

China. This lies not only in wealth and mercantile activity—the first European

embassies that visited the Court of Amarapura were received only in the presence

of Chinese traders— b-.it all these countries look to China as the land of money,

power, knowledge, and ability. Their government is more oppressive and

arbitrary, public security is less, national sentiment is weaker. The Tonkinese

are distinguished by a preference for old European uniforms
;
while the Chinese,

accustomed to his old-inherited practical dress, will have nothing to do with them.

The difference extends even to small things. Wc call the Chinese dirty
;
but in

cleanliness the Annamitc stands almost lowest of all races. All that is called

science in the east and south of Further India comes from China. The entire

library of a learner! man In Annam still consists of the writings of Confucius and

Chinese works on medicine, astrology, and the like, while the literary language of

Annam is pervaded with Chinese words as Turkish is with Arabic. Siamese

literature ha* adopted translations from the Chinese, several in more than otx

version
;
and their style shews similar influences. Chinese, the language of culture

in Further India, is spoken far and wide, understood and written yet farther.

Among the Khtners wc first enter the domain of Indian literature
;

their literature

consists of philosophical and religious works in Pali. Burmah too, the language

of which serves many non-Burmese races in Further India as a means of inter-

course, uses Indian writing, and its literature is fed from Indian sources.

The architecture and sculpture of Further India were once under Indian

influence on a very different level from that of to-day. “ The discovery of the

ruined cities of Cambodia," says Fergusson, “ is the most important event in the

history of Eastern art since the uncovering of the Assyrian ruins." Burmah and

Siam also show magnificent remains. They received impulses from the Indian

colony in Cambodia
;
but at least in their architecture the sharp, the hard, the

fantastic, predominate. The older Burmese buildings show a remarkable pre-

dilection for the pointed arch. A wild undisciplined fancy comes to the front

wherever the thought is not killed by the expression of it. The ideas transpeered

from Ceylon also perished In the process of building. Beside the temple of

Kandy—which, through the skilful distribution of light and shade, or the appropriate

display of a few gcod statues, produces a solemn, majestic, and impressive effect,

—

the Siamese temple with its abundance of frippery and tinsel from Chinese shops,

and its hundred* of statues, resembles rather a plaything than a place of worship.

When the power of Cambodia declined, the centre of gravity for the development

of culture in the south of Further India was transferred to Siam. The pyramidal

bell-towers of Ayuthia, the old capital of Siam, by no means fine in execution,

but in their general effect no less grand than graceful, link on to the later develop-

ments of Khmer architecture. If the Indian affinitiei of Khmer art are established

beyond doubt, their display here in the south of Further India is obscure, and not
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!cs* so the way by which they travelled here from India. What i« original in

Khmer art is that the grand design, the entrance portal surrounded by the pillars

that carry the cornice, ihc gable supported by pilasters, the perfection of the

sculpture, burst upon us without any groping or experiment The nucleus and

conception of Khmer art contains an Indian character, but the form has been

metamorphosed. Influences from Eastern Asia have not succeeded in developing

the sense of colour in Further India. The Burmese, indeed, paint flowers, but

are far behind their Chinese models. In Siam the Buddhist temples arc chiefly

painted by Chinese, with representations, often lascivious, of the rewards and

punishments in the next world.

Annamites of the better classes wear a turban*shaped cap of crape, black for

men, white for women, and a long tunic with very loose sleeves. This garment is

worn by both sexes ; also w ide trousers. The full dress for men includes also a

tight vest with standing collar. Symbolic figures of animals are embroidered in

Chinese fashion on the clothes prescribed for the mandarin elites, made of

Chinese materials. The headdress of the higher mandarins in Annaro consists of
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a black cap with gilt ornament#, covering the long knotted hair, and having on

either .side gauze appendages, embroidered with gold thread, and sticking out t

foot to the icur, like the wing; of a dragon-fly. The four lower ranks wear a

similar cap without the wing*. Chinese shoes with thick white soles are uni-

versally worn. A thick tablet of ivory held in front of the breast, or a smaller

one hung from the neck, serves as a mark of rank. Attendants bearing indUpen*.

able articles, like pipes, betel-boxes. paper, writing-materials, and tea-things, hold

a high position ; and a military mandarin further lias his sword, in a sheath of

wood or japanned copjiur inlaid with motlier-of-pcari. carried in front of him. On

the Indian side of the peninsula we find among the Siamese the wide trousers of

Southern Indians and Malays, with a sash
;
also a kerchief round the brea«t,a

jacket of gold-embroidered hrrxadc, and a small helmet-shaped cap of black

velvet or silk with gold pattern. The great Shan turbans, requiring some 16

yards of cloth, and, like all the garments of these people, indigo-blue, also recall

India. The inferior tribes^Mois, Khas, Stiengs, and others are content with s

hand-breadth of cotton cloth round the loins for men, a scanty petticoat for

women, reduced, for hard work or hot weather, to a mere flap hanging down

behind. Necklaces of glass beads and shells, thin rings of copper or brass, won:

in negro fashion close together cn the forearm, and car-studs of wood or metal,

such as arc affected by the Laos of the most easterly districts, serve as ornament

A small vest in the Malay style, worn by the Klia women, is more ornament

than clothing. To many of these tribes, as the Mois, gold has not found its way

and silver is hardly more valued than copper, which is widespread and universally

used for ornaments. The abuse of European uniforms has pervaded the south and

west, but r.ot the cast, where Chinese culture maintains a footing. But quite in

the interior Laos chiefs may be seen wearing European shirt* over their state-

clothes of silk.

The Tonkinese have never reconciled themselves to the pigtail, which indeed

is not national even among the South Chinese
; but they let their hair grow

free, and gather it at the crown with a brooch. The Siamese cut it to cover the

crown of the head, the women sometimes dressing it to a flame-shape with *

metal pin. The Annamite> enlarge this shock with artificial pads, which may bf

seen for sale in the markets. The Annamite* have indeed no stronger beards

than the Siamese
; but when we enter Aimam by the Laos frontier we meet with

the scanty but carefully cultivated Chinese beards and moustaches, not found ia

Siam or Laos.

The widespread plaiting industry, especially highly developed among the

Sham, furnishes th: straw and bast hats, good for protection against sur. and rain,

made chiefly from the fan-palm. The conical Annamite men’s hat covers the

he.id like an extinguisher down tu the shoulders, while that of the women, broad

and flat, looks like the cover of some big round lx>x. Two silk ribbons with

tassels hang from the brun down to the knees
;
and in tic crown is Stuck a little

mirror, wherein the fop may admire his narrow eyes, his little nose, and teeth

black with betel chewing.

Ornament is never in excess. Even well-to-do Annam women arc often to be

known only by two balls of amber in the ears, or by chains of silver and amber, to

which a health-giving power is ascribed. On this account men wear them when

their wives arc with child. Mandarins wear rings ; and where sumptuary laws
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are not in force, even poor men's daughters break out in large silver rings on their

lingers. Long nails, especially on the left hand, are a mark of rank and learning.

Innumerable copper buttons on the tunic are also an ornament in Northern Laos.

Tattooing was once very common. The Annamites say that they took to it long

ago by direction of one of their kings, in order to elude the sea-monster* when

filling. At the present day. with the exception of some smaller peoples, it is

found only among the Laos, who execute it in the Polynesian maimer with needles

fastened together. Formerly, indeed, the inhabitants of the Laos country were

divided into tattooed and untattooed, the former being subdivided into those with

green and those with black tattooing
;
but the custom is dying out. In Northern

Laos, however, people arc found covered with tattooing like Marquesas Islanders.

Among the Kayens only women are tattooed, and the Tahoys tattoo only the

upper lip. Compression of the feet occurs seldom or not at all in Tonking.

Circumcision is of course practised by Mussulmans, but also by Chams and some

neighbouring tribes. Filing of the teeth with stones is reported of the Bailors

and other wild tribes of Further India.

Weapons have in the eastern kingdoms a Chinese character
;
and, indeed.

Chinese armies have crowed the frontier often enough- The Annamite* wear

Chinese uniform, and, a* in China, the matchlock and the spear arc the usual

weapons ;
but spears with curious heads, halberds, and tridents arc more frequent.

In the war of 1S85 the mass of the Annum army was still armed with them,

Bows and arrows are going out of use. Till lately' troops could be met with

earning oval leather shields, two-thirds the height of a man, a relic of ancient

warfare. Often all weapons arc surpassed in importance by the inevitable bamboo

cane, with which the soldiers arc stimulated and punished. Generally it plays an

important part
;
there is not a living soul in Annam to whom the whistle of the

cane is not a familiar sound. Just a* little as in China Is there here an original

clearly-defined armed force. The inseparable companion of the Kha or Moi

fighting-man, popular also with other*, is the crossbow
;

in ucli-furnished hou«»

there Is a large one for elephants, and smaller ones for stag and roc. Miniature

crossbows are used by children as toys; perhaps also by witch-doctors. The

auows hare iron heads, said to be often poisoned. The bamboo quivers are

often decorated with pretty carvings
;
these are. among the Stimgs, Indian in

character. Harmand taw among the Kim a bamboo arrow, without an iron head,

go through a board two-fifths of an inch thick; hut he could not succeed in setting

the ero«-bow. though the Khas managed it in a moment. A sword-like knife,

slightly curved, is used for cutting through brushwood, and also in battle as a

spear-head. A stout pike is used in hunting the larger animals, while a small

dagger-like knife with crooked handle is worn in the girdle.

In laying out villages and houses, especially those on piles, the notion of

defence is very general
;
but where there is fear of pirates, as on the Lower

Song-ka. the settlements arc drawn back from the water. The Annamitc. says

Morice, lives either on the water or on the mud. The villages are enclosed by

palisades or thorn-hedges. Spikes of bamlxx> hidden in the grass render every

approach unsafe ; they arc placed even round the houses. In the centre of the

little place, surrounded by the huts, a small platform Is ral-ed or. a tree-stump for

the night-watchman. Amulet* against mischievous spirits hang on trees or.d

[sole?, and fiixr threads of cotton, slrctclicd round the rcofs to keep off spirits,
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terminate in little rand-heaps. For fear of bringing Hl-Uick into the place the

people even decline presents. The places when: the wild tribes dwell cannot be

called more than hamlets. A Khu village, miserable though palisaded, beside 4

Ians village with its coco-palms and mangoes, and the inevitable pagoda in the

middle of the smocth-trodden place, looks like a gipsy encampment. Its fortifica-

tions alone redeem it from the character of absolute hugger-mugger. The Mora

and Khas often live at the height of a house on swaying poles or tree-stems with the

top lopped off. Their huts consist of a rickety framework, covered in with leaves

and reeds. The sides arc not upright, but slops inwards, and in the better hou-ei

the timbers arc caned. Among people who live in security and prosperity, like

the Kha Duons, the premises of the house arc enlarged to a big family hut. with

an altar in a transverse room at the back—the “ancestor' chamber. Among
the Laos and the Alois such a house is too to 1 20 feet long and 50 feet broad,

and the floor is 8 or 10 feet above the ground. Ail round stand storc-huU,

several often raised on posts. In the thickest, most remote forest one often comes

unexpectedly upon little huts on shaky posts, containing the chief valuables of 1

family or clan. The countless Chinese settlements are at once recognised by the

more solid work in stone and mortar.

Towns large and small contain a Myoung, a town within the village, enclosing

within a square of planks 10 feet high and some 80 or 90 yards in the side, a

better class of house- with handsomely carved timbers and pointed roofs, covered

w’ith shingles. Thus in Aunam the squa/c of the priests', officials’, and soldiers’

town stands in the middle of the tortuous suburbs, and within this square the

square of the palace, in the middle of which a spirt indicates as it were the

" hub" of the kingdom or province The Chinese fashion is al» expressed in the

decoration of town gates as far as Hui and Saigon. The picture of the citadel

of Hue—square, with sides nearly two miles in length, above the pinnacles of which

no pagoda, no monument rises, only here and there the ridge of a roof in coloured

tiles, or a green tree, i» quite Chinese. In Siam, too, the Chinese subdivision in

provincial or district capitals is carried out
;
Bassak, as a provincial capital, is a

Myoung. The frequent shifting of the capital, which only in the course of this

century has caused Burraah to be governed from three places—Amarapura, Ava
and Mandalay—is characteristic of the stage of culture VVe can conceive how,

as Bastian says, “ Mandalay is, indeed, a capital adorned with purple and gold,

but in spite of all its splendour wears only the appearance of an assemblage ctf

tents, to be struck to-morrow and replaced afresh elsewhere." Further India can

show no cities so great and permanent as those in which Chinese millions dwell.

In Bangkok, with its 600,000 inhabitants, the largest city of Fuilher India, the

large* trading houses and stores stand on rafts or piles in the Mcnam, the back-

water; of which form the busiest streets. But even when Kampfer wrote his

journal of travels in Siam towards 1700, Bangkok was only a little group of

factories and warehouses, and Ayuthia was the capital. In Annam we rind one

side of the rooms occupied by a raised floor which is the place of the family, and

on which no slave may set foot. A? one end stands a sacrificial table, beside the

domestic altar; at the other, a little table for tea and betel, and the copper

spittoon.

Nearly all thoraces of Further India attend. to agriculture with equal zeal-

The Shans do better with artificial irrigation and tea-planting than their masters
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the Burmese, so that the/ even export tea to China. The Lacw lay on their wild

tnbes the task* of growing rice for them, arid at the appointed time they descend

into the plains and gather the crop. Similarly Annamito emigrants employ the

Mok who arc subject to them a* slaves, in growing rice and laying out fruit-

pUntations on new ground. Rice-growing predominates. Throughout the east

the Chinese method of husbandry is unmistakable. Of the exports, rice often

forms three-quarters, even in value. Siam, too. where agriculture is far less

thorough—only a quarter of the country, and only half even of the fertile Mcnam
valley, being, it is said, under cultivation—Used to export considerable quantities

to China. In 1890 five-sixths of the exports consisted of rice. The conditions

ol the soil arc so favourable to rice-growing that only in the north of the Laos

country is maize to any extent important. Rice is the chicfartick* of food, to which

though probably wrongly, the indolence of the Siamese has been ascribed. In the

lowland* of Tortking inundations of the Song-ka often devastate the ricc-crop. in

spite of the dykes 20 to 2 5 feet In height, with which groups of villages liavc

surrounded themselves for common protection. A special kind—the glutinous

rice— is grown for sacrificial purposes. In Annam, also, agriculture is highly

flourishing. A French traveller calls it
u a sunny land, of full rice-fields, sweet

potato plantations, mulberry trees, castor-oil, and as&tsc, with men everywhere

digging, hoeing, fetching water." The quantity of villages shaded by areca and

coco-palms produces a truly cultured landscape. Here the fa*4ir/-niit. AUuritcs

triloba, rich in oil, forms a chief object of cultivation. Tea is grown in Northern

Annam and in Tonktng
;
but well-to-do people u»2 only the imported leaf. So.

tcx>. Tonkinc?e silk is less valued than Chinese, but is exported for special

purpose* to China and Japan. Just as in China, the embankments of the paddy-

fields arc planted with mulberries. Tlic plantations of sugarcane are mostly in

the hands of Chinese
;
they come every year in Urge numbers from Amoy, and

rent the land for a small yearly sum. The cane which they grow b in turn sold

by them to the Chinese owners of sugar-mills. I lie cultivation of pepper and

cardamoms, cf the cinnamon acacia in Siam, and of indigo in Totiking arc also

practically in Chinese hand*. All these products, as well as the \aluablc woods,

went to China until Siam was opened up to European trade. Unfortunately

agriculture in Siam is heavily burdened by the system of leases and monopolies,

under which taxes arc levied not merely on the indiridual trees but on the talc of

coco-outs, the quantity of oil, even the broom* made of the leaf-rib*. Wild rice

is given to horse* and gathered for men in times of dearth, when lotus-fruit also

serves for food. •

An important part of the economy of these peoples is their share in the vast

timber- felling industry about the sources and on the upper waters of the Salween

and the Mcnam. Teak in the first place, then ebony, and sandal-wood, and agila

{Aguillaria agallocba) arc the objects of this industry. Bastian speaks forcibly

about the teak-cutters. Shans and Laos, less often Siamese and Burmese, to whom
the Chinese bring spirits, tobacco, and other luxuries, in order to take back with

them what money there is among the group, by keeping tlx: bank at their nightly

gambling-panics. The plough i$ almost universally known. The heavier Chinese

hcc, resembiing the English, has been widely spread i>y the Chinese in the north

of Furthci India, the native tool being too light for thorough uoik. As an

implement for drilling holes for seed and for breaking small the soil, the Khaa use
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n pointed club cf bard heavy wood, ingeniously fixed with cross-bands into the

split end of a bamboo.

The buffalo is the moit important domestic animal of Further India, for,

apart from its value as a beast of burden, it likes swamps, and the important

function falls to it of kneading the soil of the rice fields with its ponderous body

It is most frequently found in Laos. I11 Upper Annam buffalo-carts arc seen
;

otherwise, except elephants, man alone is in demand for the transport of goods

Next to the buffalo comes the Indian humped ox, and a small, lean, Indian breed

of cattle. Among the characteristic sounds of a Lacs village-scene are the clang

of the wooden bells on the home-coming buffaloes, and the shrill trumpeting of

the tame elephants being led to water. Ox-races are a great sport in Cambodia.

The small Laos horses arc esteemed for their carrying and climbing powers.

Further India is the land of tame elephants
;
the Laos and their wild neighbours

are particularly clever at taming them. The enormous carrying-power of these

animals is a vource of great economic advantage to their owners
; and it is no

wonder that the kings of Annam monopolised not only ivory, but tame elephants

The king of Cambodia had three hundred of them. The extensive use made of

elephants in these countries somewhat explains the imperfect arrangements for com-

munication. 'The Laos," says Harmand, "have no need to trouble themselves about

the road
;
in a trice the elephant roots up trees in his way, tears down the crcc|«rs,

smashes through the bambeo thicket, and never forgets the dimensions of the load

he is carrying. If you have an elephant you need no roads cr bridges
; he climbi

up and down places that would puzzle a goat."

The diet of people in Further India consists in great part of rice, accompanied

by fish and tropical fruits. Owing to the greater poverty and smaller capacity

for work, it is much less plentiful than in China. Barrow declares that a Chinese

spends more on food in a week than a Siamese in two or three months. Betel-

chewing extends as far as the south of Yunnan. Ir. Tonking no official, notable,

or citizen allows himself to be seen in the street without a servant carrying the

elegant case that contains his betel, tobacco, areca-nut, etc., and in the case cf

learned men also brush and ink. Opium also, in spite of high duties, has wen a

large domain in Tonking and Siam, coving to the influence of the Chinese. Tea

is grown and drunk in Tonking, Annam, and the Shan States
;

in Burmah the

upper classes are fond of it. Here, too, the leaves of a large-leaved species of tea

are eaten a> salad. Of spirituous drinks there is a light ricc-brandy ;
also the

fermented juice of sugar-cane and pine-apples.

The coast-fishery, as far down as Siam, is to a great extent in die hands of

Chinese, who combine It with a little coasting trade, ineradicable piracy, and, on

the Chinese frontier, smuggling on a gigantic scale. The islands off the coast in

the Bay of Tonking are inhabited exclusively by Chinese. The helotkuriuvt or

sca-eucumbcr, trepang, and the .sea-weed called agar-agar, arc gathered here by

them and sent to China. On some islands they have settled in small numbers,

at others their junks call in passing to take in provisions, and offer prayers and

sacrifices to some sacred image. In the interior the I-aos arc clever ar.d diligent

fishermen in the old sum* of the Mekong, while in their low-lying, yearly-inundated

and easily-dammed lands the Cambodians possess excellent fishing-ground 1, 5>

that they are able yearly, with the help of Chinese, to export quantities of salted

and dried fish. Late in every year some 20,COO persons travel from Cambodia
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and Cochin Giina lo the shores of the lake, then swollen, where they live in pile-

dwellings, and fish.

In the trade with Further India. China iraporti raw materials of consequence,

cotton, silk, sugar, metals, precious stones, in return for opium, silk, copper and

iron goods, dried fruit, woven goods, and endless small articles, even porcelain.

Hence it may be recognised that industry is not up to the Chinese or Japanese

level. Of the taste of the Khmer architects and sculptors, whose decoration

reminded the French in its general effect of late Gothic work in their own country,

it is at most among the goldsmiths that anything survives. According to all

evidence most is at the present day done in Tonking, least in Siam. In the former,

cabinet-work and wood-carving arc highly developed, and Tonkinese lacquer and

mother-of-pearl veneering are famous ;
but metal goods arc almost entirely

imported from China. By ancient laws the Chinese arc not allowed to export

raw metals. Inlaid work of especial beauty is made at Hanoi from the shell* of

a river mussel. There is in that town a special " Rue dc* Iiicrusiaicurs."

Porcelain forms an important part of the import* from China, even going by

Rangoon to Burmah
;
a blue kind of Japanese pattern i* made in Annan, it is

said by Japanese immigrants. The numerous precious stone* of Further India,

especially rubies, the famous jade of Mogaung, and the amber of Hukong, are

nought and mined by Shan* and Kakhvene, and brought in a rough *ta;e to the

Chinese, who farm the works, for further treatment. The Lae* and Chinese bring

iron ploughshares to the Burmese and Shans. The Sedangs ant the blacksmith

race of Further India, who smelt and forge iron in seventy villages. In Crawford's

time Chinese in large numbers worked the silver mine* of Burmah : and the gold,

silver, and iron mines in Tonkirtg, of which we hear so much, were started by

Chinese. The Siamese bring the ore to the. furnace where Chinc-c workmen

arc employed, and sell it incredibly cheap
;
the iron b:ing shipped off to Bangkok.

The tin mines too arc mostly worked by Chinese companies. The ben artist.-

attd artisans in Bangkok arc Chinamen, and all the tinmen, blacksmiths, and

tanners. The Burmese have always obtained a great part of their cotton g«od*

from the Coromandel coast and from China, spinning and weaving being little

attended to among them. The looms of Further India cannot turn oat heavy-

silk stuffs like the Chinese. The Siamese do not know how to make paper either

so well nr so cheaply as the Chinese, and have also to leave shocmaking to them.

In lacquer the Shuns achieve better work than their Burmese neighbours. The

Chinese lacquered goods of plaited bamboo from Nyoung-oo near Pagan are

famous. Wage* arc much lower than in China, but the cost of living is even

lea*. -People work for nothing, and live for less," say* Crawford. Hides too are

exported to China; and all this goes through Chinese hands. ‘The Siamese

attend* only to his religious duties."

Siamese art is a copy of Chinese models, more rarely of Indian. Stor.e

images, even gigantic granite statues, are imported from China. The Siamese

show less independent taste than the Chinese; there more recent temple* arc

overloaded with gilding. Chinese theatres are always playing in Bangkok
;
and the

theatres of Siam and Annam are far inferior. There is more indejicndcncc abiut

the lesser arts in Burmah. where the forms of ornament follow the Indian model

in being predominantly geometric. In bell-founding the results are at once gigantic

and artistic ; while in filigree and embossed work Burmah r* hardly behind China
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The people of Tonkinf and Aimaro, like the Japanese, were in old tiaves

forbidden to !cav« the country on shipboard. Hence they travelled hy land only

in any considerable number, from Cochin China, for example, to Cambodia and

Siam. Further, they lacked capital for greater enterprise Chinese junks

managed the greater part of the trade from the ports of Annam and Ton king.

Haifong has a future before it
;
but in the first period after its opening six times

a* many Chinese junks entered as European vessels, and the value of the imports

from China, European and native fabrics, opium, silk, porcelain, tea, etc. was

estimated at one-half that of the total imports. Till quite lately the only coast-

navigation in Tonking, even in the most important districts, was in the hands of

Chinese shippers at Hong-Kong. They sailed chiefly on the* king’s account, and

collected the tribute in the provinces. The decline of this navigation, which the

French, under the pretext of putting down piracy, treated \cry oppressively, hai

turned out to the benefit, not, as may be supposed, of the Tonkinese, but of

shippers practically European, especially German; that is, owning craft in

European style and under European flags, manned by mixed crews of Europeans

and Chinese. Fex the history of southern and eastern Asiatic dealings it is

important to note that the Japanese or.ee had a trade-colony on these coasts a:

the port of Faifo, from which at the end of the last century they were driven by

the Chinese, or as others say, recalled by an edict of their sovereign. Even in

i 889 three-fourth* of the export trade in Cochin China was managed by Chinese.

I n Siam, too, the mart important part of the foreign trade went on with China,

especially to Canton, Amoy, and Ning-po, and was carried entirely in clumsy junks

Chinese in shape and commanded by Chinese, but built in Siam. Of late steam

communication and direct connection with European merchants have caused

Chinese navigation to decrease. As every man on board does business wherever

the vessel calls, and a junk of 600 tons carries ninety men. the number of trading

Chinese may be imagined
;
also the incapacity of this trade to keep abreast of

the increasing production in these countries, and demand for exportation, of raw

materials, rice, sugar, etc.

For river navigation the people of Further India construct long a
dug-outs

“

Hard-wood trees, above all. teak, arc more plentiful here than anywhere else on

the earth. Long and narrow, with a chisel-shaped projection at each end, the

canoes of Laos type, found everywhere, recall Malay craft. Shipbuilding on a

large scale after European models has been attempted with little success in Annam
and Siam.

The overland trade again is chiefly with China. Chinese in numbers reside

in the little trading-places iri the interior and on the frontier. Between Burmah
and China they trade from Bhamo on the Upper Irrawaddy, which can be reached

by steamers from Rangoon. The chief article is cotton from Burmah for Southern

China. The Chinese used to buy all cotton except the small amount used in the

country, till 1854, when the king took into his own hands the cotton with all

other branches of trade, advancing money just as the Chinese had done. From

Bhamo the good* are taken to China hy great caravans of 500 to 1000 men.

Every man has several pack-animals, some as many as i 5 or 20. Marco Polo

mentions their big degs, compared, perhaps with some exaggeration, to mules for

size. The main road Leads up the Irrawaddy valley to Bhamo. and thence to

Yung-char.g in Yunnan. From Mogaung in the Sban and Singpho or Kakhyen
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country road* go to Assam. Yunnan, and Bhamo. There arc also tome frontier

trading-towns ill Northern Siam. To the favourably situated town of Zimme or

Chiengmai especially many thousand Chinese traders come every year, having had

to travel for months through the mountains in order to bring their woollen and

metal good* on pack-animals to the markets of Siam. Rut the next thing is

that they drop every kiivd of retail trade, aixl play a pari as brokers and money-

lenders. keepers of gambling-hell*, and mining speculators in the Siamese pro-

vincial towns. They have the largest baiaars in Bangkok. " Hundreds of

Chinese boats," says Bowring, " are vibrating up and down the river, calling at

every house, penetrating every creek, supplying all articles of food, raiment,

and whatever ministers to the daily wants of life. They traffic with the interior

wherever profits arc to be realised "
; and are masters in the art of demanding and

plundering, not to say squeezing. In Cambodia the Chinese, through their rami-

fications in all the villages, command the entire trade. They export cotton

(buying up tlie whole crop in advance), rice, ivory, pepper, and dried full, and import

tlie products of Chiiesc Industiy. In Tonking, while it was independent, the

Chinese alone of all the neighbours had the right to trade, by virtue of China's

suzerainty over Annam. They used it at markets and fairs, in mining and in

industry, and, next to that, helped the king to make the most of his profitable

monopoly of the rice trade Trade-routes after the Chinese pattern have been

laid down in Tonking ar.d to a smaller extent in Annam- in the Song-ka Delta

a very complete netw ork of canals, the embank menu of w hich serve as roads, in

the rest of the country pnor reads with resting places at regular distances. One

main road leads from Hue to Saigon, a distance of 300 miles. All main road3

lead from Tonking to China. In Cambodia we find remains of old granite-paved

roads.

Monopolies of every kind and every extent have been founded at various

times by the governments of Further India, and have done more and more to stunt

the love nf labour and spirit of enterprise. The traditional right of live sovereigns

to monopolise the ability of skilful craftsmen, without paying them in proportion,

has always created only onall centres of higher development. At Ilud nothing

was produced, outside the article; in ordinary use, save a little inlaid work
;
while

among the missionaries, who were protected from the royal monopoly, real master-

pieces of this minor art were executed. With them industiy made progress, seeing

that as the demand grew it was better paid. In Siam some dozens of duties and

monopolies bring in the greatest part of the state revenues. Almost all arc

farmed out to Chinese, and these have the right of entering a debtor’s house and

taking what they find. Behind them as protector stands a nobleman of the

kingdom, who has made over the monopoly to them for good remuneration. In

Annam and Burmah it has been customary to monopolise the rice and cotton

trades
;

in Siam at one time only the king and noblet couid trade, and the

economy of the country suffered.

The coins and weights or Further India as far at Siam bear Chinese inscrip-

tions for which cause the importation of spurious pieces from China is frequent.

Zinc coins have spread far and wide from Tonking and Annam. A string of

them, value tod., weighs 2 lbs.
;
and as 3000 of this small change are required to

pay a dollar, the burden become; incommodious. The kwans of the Laos arc

600 zinc coir.* 0:1 a string of straw, and arc worth tod. Beside* these, there
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ore in Annam large copper pieces, worth six of the other*. These usually lie in

the state treasury, and are used only for presents. In Hurniah the coin used

for small payments is of lead, which here has to silver the ratio or l : 500. Silver

and gold are used for large payments, the reckoning being by weight, the Chine*

to//, value 6s. 6d. being the unit. In Siam spherical riW.rApicccs, with the king's

signature, arc current Since the conquest of Buimah by England the rupet

has come in. It is significant that gambling counters of porcelain and lacquer

are also in circulation, the issue of which is a privilege of Chinese gambling-house

farmers.

The position of women approximates to that in China
;
among the “savages,'

especially :hc strictly monogamous Kuvis, it Ls not seldom better than among their

more civilized lords. The Amwmite women are accused of immorality, not found,

we arc told, in Tonkins and Chi:ta. The industrious habits of the Tonking

women arc highly praised. They cany heavy loads to market, row more that

the men, working the steering-oar with their feet, and at the same time keeping

an eye on the baby lying in the bottom of the boat and the pot of rice simmering

on the tire. Polygamy is universal among people of quality. Where Chinese

administration prevails marriages are officially signified. Where Buddhism rcigni

in full rigour, as in Siam or Cambodia, widows and widowers often enter celibate

communities of bonzes. In Cambodia widows regularly go for three years into •

nunnery and cannot marry fee that interval. In the countries of Further India,

which are saturated with Chinese culture, the full significance of the desire for

children is connected a» elsewhere with ancestor-worship. The penalties for

parricide are most severe, but the murder of a disobedient child goes unpunished.

Coffins arc welcome presents from children to elderly parents. That the increase

of the population i« to the glory of the sovereign and the good of tl« state holds

good not only in Chinese ptrts of Further India but also in Burmah, where,

however, it is practically effected by the incorporation of prisoners of war in

thousands. In fact, the population of the lowlands is everywhere dense, even if not

equal to China
;
on the other hand, it is extraordinarily thin in all hill countries

which from Tonking to Cambodia arc occupied by almost independent hifl-triba.

Exposure of children is less practised here than in China, its place being taken

among the poor by the sale of children.

Among the forcsc-raccs of Further India, marriage lias a Malay character.

Purchase is dearly conspicuous in the Mol custom whereby a daughter 'cares her

parents only when her future husband can indemnify them by the gift of a slave.

If he is not equal to that, he must stay In his father-in-law’s house and work.

Something similar takes place also in Annam. The slave, however, must never

be sold. Gautier notes that in a Moi household the real master is the child, who

is cherished and tended with extraordinary care, and brought up with great

kindnest.

The social organisation of Further India is not so elaborately bureaucratic as

that of China. The great importance of the nobility reminds u» of Japan
:
and in

Cambodia and Burmah we have Indian institutions, of which there is alio a

glimmer in Siam, in Cambodia the royal family stand in the first class, almost

a caste
;

in the second are the descendants of the old kings of the country,

Third come the prtams, the Brahmins of India, and fourth, the servants of Buddha-

The lowest place is held by the labouring population, husbandmen, fishermen,
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artisans shopkeepers. These art* nominally* tree, but have to render service to a

lord and most liberally to the state, (xi addition there are the claves specially

numerous in Siam and in Cambodia, in whose ranks is much of the best labour-

power in the country. A creditor takes some of his debtors into his house, gives

them food and clothing; usually' insufficient, reckons any damages they may' do
against them at a high figure, and regards their labour as the interest of their

debts. Cambodia anti Bangkok arc among the greatest slave-markets of the

East Beside the slaves ft* debt there arc state-slaves, and slaves for life, who
arc mostly taken from the wild tribes. Kidnapping i< universal Among the

Mol* coman denotes slave-hunter, pirate, and also avenger
;
the vendetta in many

cases taking the form of capturing a member of the hostile fami!yf
.

If the

taxes in some province of Siam that has been visited by failure of crops or sick-

ness, especially in the Laos country, fail to reach the cxjKxlcd figure, the officials

nuke raids upon the wild tribes in bordering districts, and thus cover tlx: deficit.

Among the Mois slavery assumes a humancr character. A well-to-do person

acquire* slaves by buying children, three to eight years old. and bringing them up

with h ia own. making hardly any distinction : the possibility of being sold is a

remote menace. A slave can marryr his master’s daughter, but the menace
remains over his head. Only' the children who arc born to a slave in the house of

hi3 master, the master may not sell. Public opinion would express itself against

unreasonable ill-treatment of a slave no Jess distinctly than it would look upon

the flight of a slave a crime which it is the interest of every free man to punish,

or would regard the harbouring of such a slave by a neighbouring tribe as fair

ground for a blood-feud.

In the various kingdoms the administration corresponds with the profound

difference between the Indian and East Asiatic conceptions of the nature of the

state. In thereof Chlncsc-Jipancse type the -ubjcct enjoys more lavish protec-

tion. greater quietness, and freer movement ; his capabilities are not smothered

under an oppression which makes him into a slue, and squeezes out of him

whatever seem* worth coveting. In these countries the people consist* of in-

dividual! who work and earn for themselves and for the Mate ir. comparative

freedom and independence. The strictly* regulated education of the official class

at least guarantees a somewhat higher rank for qualities of intellect and character

than the Burmese and Siamese custom of distributing provinces and districts cvn the

"eating-up" system, whereby offices arc sold by provinces and districts to dignitaries.

The holder keep* himself u|*>n his office, and gives the balance to the priocc
;
until

the lowest "cats’ part of a village or a few families, and seasons his meal with what

he can make by selling justice, since there is no crime, however heinous, the

punishment for which cannot be bought off. An attempt on the part of some
Burmese dignitaries, with European help, to bring alx>u: some moderation of the

excels due to thii system brought to its promoters only a bloody reward, and

to the country' none whatever. In Annum an official receive* a low salary, with

fixed rations of rice, and a private soldier, besides a plot of ground, gets oik

franc per month. Officialdom in Annam possesses a secure Ui>is below it. for

utxlcr the ittivSti. to be mentioned hereafter, stand the individual village presidents,

and for many pxirpDSCs a number of village* form a district. In general the

French have retained thh system, replacing only the highest official* by* adminis-

trators. The village-president is elected for a year by the cou:>ciI of elders, and
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confirmed by the governor. At his sale, though really above him. is the village

council, consisting of hereditary members, whose decisions he has to execute. Th*

village-president has to keep two registers. One contains the names of all land-

owners, with details as to the nature, value, and productiveness of their property,

the second of those who possess property of any other kind. From the data of

these books the poll-tax is settled. Those who do not appear in them form, to a

great extent, a roaming population, who arc oppressed and persecuted indeed, but

at any rate have nothing to lose and no services to render. The traditional

assignment of certain species of revenue is often curious
;
in Siam i o per cent

of the sum levied on brothels goes to the maintenance of the public roads.

Direct taxation takes exclusively the form of compulsory labour. Fully as

the system of farmed monopolies is developed in Siam, the government still

demands of all inhabitants, men and women from sixteen to sixty years, except

Indians, Chinese, and Europeans, besides their taxes, personal labour service for

some months in the year. Any one unfit for it has to pay, and the receipt is a

string round the wrist, sealed in wax with the official seal. Besides the usual

taxes, Chinese pay a poll-tax every third year. They arc not liable to be

tattooed
i
but all Siamese arc tattooed, usually on the arm, with marks showing

to what province they brlong, and if they arc slaves, their servitude to a

particular master is also indicated. The last govern ment tattooed on the back

of the arm, the present docs it on the front

The laws are copied from China, but have something of the savagery of the

blood-feud in them. Formerly at Hud boys from the provinces whose parents

had been guilty of some state-crime were kept at court, as relics of a family

which had already fallen under the headsman's axe, till they were grown up, that

when they' had reached lull understanding, and not before, they might be executed

for the trespass of their relatives. Asiatic insensibility must not be overlooked
;

the majority of Annamite criminals would prefer capital punishment to the term

of years in the bagnio cf Pulo Kondor which French humanity has substituted

foe it. Widows and orphans of executed criminals had to pass the remainder of

their lives in wretched places of banishment where they might associate only with

others of the same class. Espionage, as a means of regulating the machine of

administration, is officially recognised and organised. During their visits and

conferences in Annam the French saw people, with no mandarin's tablet, forcing

their way in everywhere and going to and fro in cscry direction
;
these were the

pcopic who had to spy on the mandarins, and who were in their turn watched by

others. The last King of Burmah but one, the so-called Mtndoon King, who was

raised to tire throne from the indolent tranquillity of a monastery, and always kept

up Intimate relations with monks and ecclesiastics, founded a society of semi-

monastic lay-brothers, who called themselves " Hmllowers of the Sabbath," and

acted in the country as spies for the king upon the officials who levied the taxes

;

and the condition of the pcopic is said to have been materially improved by this

peculiar method of control.

In comparison with the despotism of Burmah, and the autocracy, limited by an
aristocracy, of Siam, the monarchy in Annam and Ton king is rather democratic

—

a bureaucracy with a prince at the head. Naturally in practice a wide field

remains for Asiatic despotism, but in spite of that a certain degree of communal
autonomy, of personal liberty, and of promotion by merit prevails. Officials
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must have held a certain rank in the army, Attained a certain degree of erudition,

nod passed an examination, before nomination to their pust<. As in China, the

art of pen- (or brush-) manship open- the road to the highest dignities. The

gradation of the “circles
-
and their capitals with the appellations of Foo, Huyin,

Tong* and Th6n is Chinese
; Myoung detvotes province or district generally. Of

Mc«igV.at. * f«T*KT Ki:«* cT 6**m. A )

tl»e last sovereign of Annam, Harmand wrote :
- Tuduc is a king in a strong

fortress, at whose nod heads fail and strokes of the bamboo rain down on the

shoulders of the most learned people. Not long ago he degraded one of his

ministers to the rank of a common soldier
;
yet. owing to the seclusion in which

he is kept, he is nothing but the supreme slave in his country." The ceremonial

prescriptions, and the tradition which surrounds the sovereign with women and

eunuchs who have to row his state-barge, form a wildcmcts around him. Euro

pcans have struggled in vain with the ignorance of the real state of affairs which
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the decisions of these sovereigns show. The King of Aimam’s privileges «.

empty smoke. He alone may use yellow in his flags, his clothes, hii writh|-

paper, the clothes of his servants, and his elephants ; he alone may go throng

the centra! opening of the gates, hunt in the province of Hu*, kill small bn*,

build houses of two stories, or use ironwood in them, and promuncc or wife

certain sacred words. King Hialong (1796-1820) left at his death a gold cask*

with certain fcra, which his successors one after another were tu open a: tfedr

accession, and which contained these sacred words.

In the west more echoes appear of Indian ab<olutism, which lacks tb

redeeming quality of care for the people's welfare enjoined in China upon tb

sovereign and his officials. This feature also predominates in externa] politia

It was this purely predatory policy which inflicted upon the smaller state

exorbitant tributes and military burdens
;

in the same domain China is held tt

show more intelligence and moderation. The kings of Burmah regarded thco-

sdvet, after the Indian mcdcl, as unlimited lords of their Und and people, tad

took of crops and revenues just what they pleased. They traced their dcsettt

indeed from the Sakya kings of Kapilavastu. but with few exceptions all thi

Burmese kings of this century have been cruel despots. In Cambodia, too, tin

king was abioluie and despotic, pocketing nearly all the public revenue, urf

disposing of it at his good pleasure,

Hu*, like Pekin, has its ceremonial office, resembling that of our Lor*

Chamberlain. Its main business there is to see that a strict distinction h

maintained between the insignia of various ranks, especially the mandarin*

umbrellas. The hammocks of higher officials arc made of red cotton or sift:

Ultra*

i

of lower rank have them of blue, and slung from a large red pole viA

gilt ornaments. Visits of state may be paid only in the hammock, with umbeelb’

bearers and runner* armed with sticks. The French declare that before the vufl

of their envoys in 1873 it took the mandarins a full month to settle the nature

of the requisite visits, and the order in which they were to be paid. As we fcatt

seen, among the presents which Siam received from the court of Pekin in return foi

its tribute were eunuchs well versed in ceremonial etiquette.

What the ambition of these courts was when their means were greater thin

they arc to-day may be seen from the remains of the palatial buildings of the

Khmers in Cambodia. No doubt that was another Cambodia—more popukn*

richer, and in some respects more cultivated. Rice-growing formed the basis erf

its agriculture. Roads were laid on the dykes, which rose above the districts

inundated by the Mekong, and the streams were crossed by store bridges of mvtj

narrow arches. The towns were walled and rectangular
;

in the centre rose tbt

places devoted to religious worship, containing libraries, which by reason of thr

ants were built of stone and stood on piles in water. Beside the pagodas wot

monasteries and schools for the novices, and in the immediate neighbourheod the

king's palace, a little city in itself, within which the astrological observatory aho

found a place. These palaces had roofs ornamented with gold and coloured gla«,

and walls of polychromatic tiles. On the bas-reliefs of Bak>n and Angkor Vaht

may he seen processions of kings preceded by military bands, mounted sprarmen,

archers wearing helmets, foot soldiers in armour, with spear, axe, and two-handed

sword. The warriors are followed by hundreds of women, probably the guard erf

the innermost palace. Then come the dignitaries in giit palanquins, the metal
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betcl-bovcs carried by their servant* and the scarlet umbrellas held over their

heads being ornamented according to their rank. Xcxt appear the queen and

her suit on costly litters, and lastly a host of palace-servants with rich vessels,

little pagodas idols and models of the giant temples. Then the king himself

upon an elephant in goodly trappings, and after him soldiers on elephants with

gilt tusks and rings and chains atout their necks. In his hand he holds the

Prea-khan or sacred blade of the Khmer sovereigns ;
umbrella-bearers surround

him on every side. The procession is closed by a number of horsemen. Before

the kings were performed athietic contests, races in “ dug-outs ’ painted to look

like dragons, animal-fights horse and ox-races. They attended the representations

of tlie Brahmin mysteries. Xautch-danccs were among their favourite enjoyments.

They went in great state on the water to gather, and present with other offerings

In the temples, the locus-flowers which rose out of it. The peculiar blending of

religious and political ceremonies may still be seen in Siam. At the “water-

festival " the men repair to the pagoda, drink * the water of the oath," and renew

their oath of allegiance to the king. As they return they sprinkle each other

with water, as is also the custom at the “ feast of the line " and at the dedication

of u child. In Cambodia the astrologers are still a special caste.

Here there is no question of an exclusive national polity. Buch a* China and

Japan have created in the greater part of their domains by the incessant operation

of culture. The population of Siam is composed of Chinese. Malays. Siamese.

Laos, Cambodians. Besides the«e there arr tlie " savages.' who. however, have in

the north been largely converted to Buddhism au<l have settled down near the

Laos villages. In Burmah the Shan* have been estimated as numbering half the

population, in any case they occupy the entire north. In all these kingdoms the

ruling races are always only fragments, who arc either at war with the rest of their

fellow-citizens, or plundering them, or just letting them alone. Hence the undefined

frontier zones to the kingdom* of Further India, as for example between Annum
and Siam in the Mekong district, where remains of towns and fortresses show that

the Annamites had once established themselves, and marked out three province.*,

but some dccadM ago cither deserted them again, or rather constituted then a

neutral frontier zone between themselves and the Siamese. This treatment of

subject peoples, locking for results rather to lapse of time than to force, has its

origin in Chinese statecraft. The sharp frontier-lines which our limps and our

books lay down between the states of Further India have only a theoretic value.

It is a mere fiction that the Tamuok forms the boundary between Khas and Laos,

and that all to the east of it is liable to pay tribute to Annam. When Bock
give* the Mekong and it* tributary tlie Mekok south of 20* X. as the limits of

the Shan States, he is just as much and just as little right as other geographers

who drew this line further north.

“The hen betray* her nest by cackling, the bird hidc3 hers in the thickest

boughs,’' says a Siamese proverb, praising the fortunes of a race that lives in

seclusion. Closely connected therewith is the system of interposing small, half-

independent principalities between the larger states. In the zone between China

and Burmah especially there have been a mass of little hill-tribes, each with

its own chief. Their relations to one another, to Burmah, Siam, and China,

were extremely obscure
;
they |>aid tribute, in individual cases, to all three, but

at least to the fir*? and the last. To what blunders and muddles that leads
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was recently shown by the difficulty of delimiting the French sphere of influence

in Siam.

The subject races of Further India have been decentralised in a way which

does credit to the state-craft of the local great powers. Every village—and their

villages assuredly never number too souls—forms a centre for itself. The

excessive number of these races diminishes as soon as wc remember how often

political arc taken for ethnographical names. To this must be added sheer con-

fusions of names. Kuy, Kha, Maong, which all mean only “ men," are erroneously

used as ethnographic or political appellations.

§ t 9 . THE HILL-TRIBES OF SOUTHERN ASIA.

Gtnml son-fy o(e«r«r popalotinm |n China—'The ShiM <4 Northern Ilinnal— Racial Malfa-
Dre»

;
orMDMtil

;
Mlnutan <t t*Moahg—Wepcnt—Economic ncttiuy—Fumilj — Politer! iiiiini<i-ra;kc.

From tire Eastern Himalaya to the eastern range of Further India, and from the

mountains which surround the middle courses of the Irrawaddy, the Salween, and

the Menam far into the Chinese provinces of Kwong-tung, Kwang-si, Kwei-chovr,

S’chuan, and Yunnan, dwell peoples of Mongol or Malay appearance. When
accurate reicarelics have been made, these in many eases manifest themsclvci as

akin to the great Tai or Shan stock, extending from Manipur into the heart cf

Yunnan, and from A«am to Cambodia. Of this the Siamese form to-day tbf

only politically independent member, while traditions point to a great Tai State

as once existing in the north of Further India and the south of China. With the

exception of the Khassias and Palling* in Assam and Burmah, the so-called wild

hill-tribes of Further India arc always near kinsmen of their neighbours dwelling

in the valleys and plains
;
but they either have remained strangers to the progress

made by these in culture, or have fallen from their level. From west to cast

appear, as members of these scattered groups in North-Eastern Assam, the Akhai,

Daphlas, Miris, Abors, Midjis, and Mishmis
;

in the Indo-Burmcsc district the

Guros, Khassias, and Nagas
;

in Burmah, from the Irrawaddy to the Mekong, and

from the Chinese frontier to the Karen country, the Shans proper, who once

formed nine states in Yunnan, and their kinsmen the Saiungs; in Yunnan, again,

the Lolos, Miaos, and smaller tribes, who have made this province the least

Chinese in the whole empire. The Miao-tsc of Kwei-chow and Szduun, and

numerous small fragments of races in other southern provinces of China, belong

to this stock
,
but hardly ihe boat-inhabiting Tankas of Kwang-tung. to whom

the Chinese refer as equally aboriginal.

Many of these peoples oira spread more widely. The Shan? certainly once

extended further to the north, as local names in the Kakhycn country on th;

Upper Irrawaddy and Salween testify. In China these Tibetan. Burmese, and

Siamese peoples were partly forced back, partly subjugated, and brought to adopt

the Chines; language and customs by the immigrant race, which gradually

impressed a uniform stamp on tlie other races, and so created the Chinese people.

Only in the most inaccessible mountains on the frontier arc really independent

races still to be met with. They are divided into three main groups: Si-
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fail or Tangutcs (already spoken of), a Tibetan race on the frontier of Kan-su

;

Miao-tue, a Tai race between die provinces of Sichuan. Yunnan, and Tibet, aleo

in small number* in the lets accessible parts of other southern provinces
:
Lolos,

a Burmese race in the mountains of Yunnan, The names Laos and Lava are

given by the Chinese to small peoples on the south-east frontier of Yunnan—that

of Lava-min being also given to the Burmese, Lolo seems also to belong here.

The Mutaas and Lanlans, in the neighbourhood of Kiangtung. arc doubtless

Miao-tsc and Lolos. The Linkuinlongs of Hoo-peh. who arc said to have been

subjugated in the fourth century A. IX, have been quite merged in the Chinese

populatioa It is naturally impossible to fix the numbers of the races who are

not reckoned by the Chinese among their own people, and therefore never

enumerated in the census. They have ceased to play a political part No doubt

their places of abode arc still a hindrance to intercourse—neither soldiers nor

traders ventured to make their way through their domains. !t is surely no

accident that risings against the Manchus have so often taken place in the southern

provinces. But most now pay tribute to the Chinese, who In return give them
kings without power, arc satisfied with actual instead of formal dependence, and
arc content if by trade and usury’ they can suck them a little drier.

The mountain-tribes in a great par! of Western Sichuan ore in a fair way to

become genuine Chinese. Many have adopted the pigtail as a token of subjection
;

Chinese dress and language are spreading ever further, and significantly enough,

here also the women alone retain their peculiarities any longer. Among completely

independent tribes the Zandis near Tatsian-iu. and the Loo-tse, 1200 men capable

of bearing arms, near Atcmc arc mentioned ; more dependent are the Ya-tsc, the

Leisus, and the Mosos. The tribes that have adopted Chinese ways arc more
widely spread, but their boundaries grow ever more undefined as Chinese language

and culture encroach on all sides, and one special feature after another drops out.

The fact of reading and writing being taught oaly in Chinese causes the old

Burmanic Lolo language to disappear all the faster. Hybrid languages of

Chinese and the various local dialects are very common. During the Mussulman
rebellion in Yunnan some neighbouring tribes marched at the invitation of the

Chinese against the Mohammedans, who retired before them sooner than before

the Chinese. By cleverly playing off one tribe against another the Chinese have
succeeded in completely subjugating the once powerful Leisus.

It is in the north of Further India that these races have retained most
cohesion and independent importance. There, in many fimns, reside the Shan
peoples from the valley of Assam to Cambodia, and from Munnipoor to Yunnan, in

the region bordering on China, Burmab, and Siam, in numerous small tribes under

princes called Tsawbwu, who stand in a position of more or less formal depend-

ence on some neighbouring state. A Urge part, bounded on the cast by the

Upper Mekong, and on the north, west, and south by :hc three countries above

mentioned, is ncmally subject to Burmah ; this is the “ Laos province " of the older

geographers. In South-West Yunnan arc tribes subject to China, and another part

is subject to Siam. The level of culture among these fragment* of races, broken

up and flung into pathless mountains, is not low, and once was yet higher. Some
part of the trade and industry of Further India is in their hand*. The Slums
grow cotton, which is supplied to Burmah ; the Palungs tea

;
Kiang-hung exports

great quantities of tea to China ; and the country of the Kcd Karens—not to be
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confused with the Karens of Tetias-crim— i< for long distance* cultivated from the

v»Hcys to the lull -top-, the slopes being terraced as in China, and is crossed by

roads in every direction. A curious legend, mentioned by Yule, relates how the

Red Karens am descended from a detachment of a Chinese army which overslept

itself here, and so got left behind in the hills. Chinese influence, which lus

already been operative in the culture of these hill-people, if only by way of trade

and commerce, displays itself among some of them as strongly as anywhere

among the half-independent races of Yunnan and Sichuan. Kiang-lmng, indeed,

pays tribute ;o Burmah, but U more immediately under China
;
Chinese language,

dre-a, and customs prevail among jiersom of rank. The Chinese keep a host of

officials here, and levy, besides a tribute of silver, and, it is .said, ;6o mules' burdens

of tea, a tax assessed upon the sced-com. Tire much-frcqucntcd trade-route from

China to Northern Siam goes through this country. In the city of Kiang-hung

the Tsawbwa's palace is built and ornamented in Chinese style.

Nee all these hill-tribes arc simply former inhabitants who have been driven

back ; at any rate none of tbcin is so exclusively. As in China, so in Further

India, many political ami social outcasts have been mingled with them. In China

there is a law fixing rewards for ‘‘savages" who deliver up fugitive Chinese. Tlx

tradition of some tribes in Further India that they arc the left-bcliind part of a

Chinese force, or arc descended from South Chinese, is sometimes, perhaps, net

unfounded. The Paoihay rebellion in Yunnan drove many of its inhabitants into

the small Shfn states of Kiang-hung and Kiang-tung. The I’nyis on the south-

east frontier of Yunnan towards llhamb are indicated ns hybrids between the

native Shansor I_aos and the Chinese who colonised here some 500 years ago.

They have become less Chinese titan the purer Shims of Bhamo, who speak the

dialect of Yunnan, and form to-day three little principalities jwying tribute to

China. Lastly, these races have undergone numerous aliiflings among tlienwelvet

The Mikir tribe of the Khassias is said to lave migrated to Assam from an carlxr

abode near Kachar. Hesselmeyfcr conceives the Akhas to be a Shan race, pushed

by the Ahams from Further India in the neighbourhood of the Patkoi range into

the Khassia and Garo country, thence into the plain, and finally into the corner

between Bhootan and the Bhoroli river. In the Garo language an Aryan

admixture points to closer connections between the Garoi and the peoples of the

plain. It has been asserted that the Mons of Pegu strikingly recall in their

language the Khols of the Vindhva Hills
,

and Phayre thinks nearly all their

place-names arc Dravidian.

In their description of the physical build of these races, most observers da

not go beyond a general Mongoloid character. Caucasian traits among the

Burmese Karens, as gray eyes In tltc Palungi, negroid features in the Akins of

Assam, and the like, arc adduced on the strength only of isolated ofcncnation*.

A likeness to Malays is ascribed to the Loonhitis. A history of movement, and

scattered mode of habitation, arc conditions of free intermixture. With no political

or geographical barriers, open to manifold influences, these races were not in a

position to form a firm individual type. In general may be noted a lighter colour,

shading off in the Miao-tsc to light yellow, stalwart powerful build, wiry hair,

honesty and frankness of character. The men are more manly and freespoken

than the Chinese and Siamese ; the women, owing to their unmutilated feet, more

mobile and active than Chinese women. In an economic point of view they arc
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distinguished by a flourishing agriculture and a brisk industry ; socially liy their

primitive marriage-customs and Malay style of houses ; politically by disintegra-

tion ; intellectually and spiritually by conceptions which have not departed far

from primitive "animism" and ancestor-worship.

The dress of the tribes living in the damp heat of the Eastern Himalaya is

widely different from those who dwell near the clothed Chinese. They wear a

loin-cloth, often hung with shells. The women have an oblong plate of brass

hung by two strings, corresponding with the arrangement mentioned vol. i. p.

407 as in use among the Alfurs. In Assam an approaching woman can be

heard atar off by the clatter of these plates, which they wear in numbers. Girls

wear this scanty appendage with nothing over it, women cover it with a small

gown. LoankU. the name of one Kooki tribe, is perhaps correctly interpreted

as " naked.” In the cool season, and in adrancing years, the upper body U
covered with a woollen blanket or a tight sleeveless waistcoat

;
among the Mikirs,

who rcxmblc the Khassias, this is made of cotton, with red stripes and fringes at

the ends. The Alhas of Ease Assam wear cloths with long fringes round the

body and thighs. The Naga women, some of whom also wear the little hra«

plate, and in addition wrap the lower part of the body in a cloth reaching from

the hips to the knees, further have a cloth over the breast. The Shan* of North

Burmah wear the complete Burmese dress, as the Miaos and their fellows in

China wear the Chinese. Yet here too a section of the Palungs is distinguished

as “ trouser-wearers,’’ just as the Xagas are divided into “ naked ’ and clothed.

Beyond the Chinese frontier, the Miaos, who arc widely spread, wear either

complete Chinese drest or something like it—short jacket with tight sleeves, and

loose tremors. They prefer dark blue or black
;

the Shans like loud colours.

Only in the large towns of Yunnan is the Chinese uniformity of appearance

found ; in the country all kinds of gay variety prevail. Tlvc dress of their women

is original
;
their gowns lie in many pleats, so that they demand many yards of

stuff, and hang heavily and stiffly to tlic knee. Their legs arc wrapped, often

to a disproportionate thickness, in stuff of a red and white pattern. They wear

a jacket with tight sleeves, and a curious apron with shoulder-straps. The ores*

of the * black " Miao women is more pleasing to a European eye. Their gowns

are closely pleated and reach to the ankle
:
they have an embroidered border. A

fillet of black woollen material encircles the head. The jackets arc short, and

decorated with pretty silk embroidery at the wrist and alccg the seam of the

sleeve. The thro: I.oo*hai groups. Looshais, Suktes. and Pois, are distinguished by

the way the hair i* tied either on the scalp or at the back of the neck. Bast

hats form, throughout these tribes, a contrast to the Tibetan cap and to the

turban of the Indian and West Himalayan people*.

They arc distirguished by the quantity of their ornament from their neigh-

bour*, who are often richer in silver and gold. It is not only the East Himalayan

tribes who wear necklaces of teeth and rattling seeds, or bass arm and ankle-

rings, in rows often covering half the limb. Women wear these ring* often of a

more massive make than men. Saga men wear buixhca and rosettes of bleached

cotton on their ears, the threads of which hang down to the neck. In war

they wear feather ornaments, and not rarely a fantastic helmet. Among the

Singphos the ebony-inlaid ear-disk* assume large dimensions, and drag the car

down to the shoulder. They wear a large shell by a cotton band round the
&
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neck. Both sexes of the Miaoa wear silver earrings descending almost to

shoulders
;
some have arm-bands, and many three or four silver neck rings ia

addition.

Tattooing is usual among most of these races : among the Nagas every tribe

has its own token affixed in this way. It is especially developed in Yunnan, and

along the northern borders of Burmah and Siam. Naga warriors tattoo the*

faces like Maoris. The Khais of Arakin give as a reason for tattooing their

women that it was intended to scare away the Mongols when they demanded the

maidens o: the tribe as tribute. The tucking up of the hair into a knot at the

back of the head is held as a common mark of all the East Himalayan tribes.

Part of their festival finery consists in the adornment of this knot with ribboru

and feathers
;

and this with the Khassias has turned into the pigtail, which

among the hill-tribes of China indicates adhesion, politically and in culture, to the

ruling race.

Among the Akhas large bows with poisoned arrows predominate
;
also with

the Tdtins on the frontier of Burmah and China, famous tiger-hunters The

Shnns of Toogsan, east of the Salween, also use bows with poisoned arrows, and

the like is reported of the Was on tire Upper Mekong, said to be cannibals. The

equipment of lire Nagas is shield, sword, spear, and axe, Tlic spear has a long

iron head
;

it must not be leant against anything, but always stand by itself

perpendicularty, for which reason the butt-end ia armed with nr. iron spike. The

tiao, battle-axe and wood-chopper in one, the Naga sticks in his belt behind.

Singphos and Kakhyens wear a long sword suspended by a ‘hort thong below the

armpit. The sheath covers only the back, the edge, and one side. The shield

is nearly as high as a man and from 20 to 24 inches broad
;

its frame i« of

bamboo, its outer covering of the skin of a wild animal with the hair on, its upper

end ornamented with feathers and the like. The Sham manufacture matchlock*

.

the Kakhyens, who buy them, know even how to make powder.

While the Khassias do not make enough of their fertile rice-growing country,

and the Garos every three years break up a new bit of ground with their simple

hoes to plant rice, cotton, and millet, the Shanx in North Burmah grow tea aixl

cotton, and the Lilloons of Kwangtung opium for trade. The amount of cattle-

breeding is remarkably small compared with that of the West Himalaya and the

Hindoo Koosh. This is no doubt connected partly with the Chinese system ol

small farming, partly with the influence of Buddhism. Eggs ate used in divina-

tion
;
they are thrown on the ground, and the future is predicted from the rings

of colour. Betel -chewing is usual in the East Himalaya. Rice spirit (arrack) is

popular; so among the Tchinbons and kindred tribes on the frontiers of Burmah

and China is home-brewed leer. The Miaoa of Yunnan, unlike the Chirac
drink a great deal of this. A man at the table keeps filling cups and landing

them to the guests in order. At their wine they sing songs, niu-ays two together.

Opium-smoking has spread quickly among the hill-tribes of China. Margin'

calls the Miao-tac of Kvrei-chovv “ hopelessly abandoned to opium-smoking."

It is not for nothing that the Shans of Burmah arc the nearest neighbour'

and the subjects of the cleverest workmen in Further India. From the Chinese

they have learnt lacqucr-vvork and glass-blowing
; the influence of which maka

itself felt in the architecture of Shan towns, like I-abong and Zimmny. Ti*

Shan ironwork goes as far as China. The Lavas, who live on the Upper
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Mekong, furnish great quantities of cotton, iron, and tin to the Chinese. The
Khassia steel, made from magnetic iron, is said to be excellent. The Miaos and

Shant weave all that they require for the household on vertical hanging looms.

The Palung tea-growers of North Burmah arc said to be clever weavers and

smiths. The Ahors bring mask to Sudiya ; also a powerful arrow-poison. A
great part of the trade of Yunnan is managed by Chinese and Burmese Shuns
who pass the mountains with horse-caravans. In the Eastern Himalaya barter

preponderates, while the Shans are capita! merchants after the Chinese pattern
;
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the “chopsticlc " Shans, so called from their Chinese customs, arc well known as

far down as Rangoon.

A great part of these peoples live in pile-dwellings. Among most of the

East Himalayan races the huts stand on piles or gratings, and the same fashion

recurs, though not so generally, in the north of Further India. In the Iraiv^ddy

valley it predominates. There they also have the "bachelors’ house* where the

young men of the village sleep, and the family house, 60 feet long and more, but

not half no much in width; a single hall for living in. with sleeping-eel Is. The
Garo chiefs’ houses arc a; much as 1 jC feet long, with the reof resting on carved

pillars. The predominant building material is bamboo. Defence U sought by

building on heights, palisading, and concealment of approachev

The process by which these peoples have been forced hack may he traced.
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It U rather more titan twenty years since the Man-tse, who live in the neighbour-

hood of Ngan-Shun in Sichuan.' were forced out of several valleys into the higher

parts of the hills, where their villages ate stuck in clefts of the rock like eagle*'

nests Lower down arc found numerous ruins of recent date, and often a

Chinese village hard by, an eloquent witness to ejection- But in South China,

Where, owing to the risings of the ’fifties and ’sixties, the towns had fallen to

villages, the Miao-tse came down from the hills again and lived peaceably among

the ruins, on their old soiL Mixture with the Chinese is, as it were, the tacit

condition of the continuance of the natives in their old scats, but i: goes slowly

forward. The Kong-Kia-tsc near Ngun-Shan arc the result of such a mixture,

but they now hold aloof from both Chinese and Man-tse. Nevertheless, in the

course or years, as may be supposed, Intermixtures enough have taken place; fa

the historkai movements in China have flung these races and then conquerors

among each other in all directions. To this day the descendants of die insurgent*

transplanted from Yunnan can be recognised in Manchuria
;
and from then

come the " Manchurian Mussulmans.” Much that ha* no great importance is

dead, the wild glance of the Kwci-chow people, which had to Margary j

Formosan look, the insubordination of the Yunnan people, split up as they

are into numerous clans, even the gaudy colours in the Yunnan dress, point to

the extent to which the otherwise uniform Chinese element has been influenced

Even where foreign elements have long been absorlied, legend preserves reccdlec-

tion* of the former savage inhabitants of hills and forests.

Family life among the East Himalayan tribes is 8 tangle of primitive customs.

Before marriage, intercourse between the sexes is unrestricted. Marriage is decided

by free choice, in which, among the Garos, the girl is said to take the initiative,

and its conclusion is celebrated by the priest’s sacrificing a fowl, and by a feast

Well-to-do people live in polygamy. Among the Akha; we hear of presents to

the bride’s parents. Adultery is severely punched. Among the Akhas the sons

inherit, and have to maintain the female members of the family ;
among the Garos,

on the other hand, female inheritance prevails in a pronounced degree. A Khassii

too, enters as a new member the house and kindred of his wife, whom the children

without exception follow. If the marriage is blessed with offspring, the eldest

child is formally offered as a gift to the parents of the husband, the second to

those of the wife. The husband must live for a period varying from seven to ten

years with his parents-in-law
;
at the expiration of this time he may if he like*

return to his father's house. The women's position is that of industrious worker*

in house and field. Even among tlic “ savages ” of Kwangtung, lads and girls mak*

cadi other’s acquaintance without any go-between, especially at the fairs held ii

the temples at the New Year, as in Tibet.

The Nagas, whose small tribes arc counted by hundred?, are a type of politic*!

disintegration. The little Midji tribe fails into ten subdivisions, with as many

chiefs; war, especially from blood feuds, is the order of the day. The Nag*

declare war by smiling a bullet (formerly a spear-head), charcoal, and Nepad

pepper, to denote the principal weapon, firc-raUir.g, and pain and grief They

are not forwarded directly, but passed on from one village to another. (Compart

' [Si/, bet N'jor. Shtn appears la be In K«o.cba». In i863 the law Nr. C«i|« found the centre of

1-prrdrr! Mon-tic p/vomoral «« 7«-iiUn So, which no d*\it U a Sictune. GlU found Ibioi in Yanas wi

Sochian nine you xler 1
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the Battak custom, vol. i. p. 447.) In Sachuan eighteen Miac-tse and eighteen

Man-tsc tribes arc reckoned from Vunr.an to the extreme north of the province,

all under their own chiefs male and female, who receive tribute in labour and

produce. Twelve other little Shan State* are confederate with the petty prince

of Kiang-hung alone, who is dependent on China and Butman. Such 'disintegra-

tion renders it impossible for any political action to be exercised except locally,

as by closing a mountain-pass, or the like. It is maintained and even demanded

by the corroding evil of slave-hunting, which hat become a necessity for the Nagai

owing to their human sacrifices, and allows the growth of no confidence, as well as

by its encouragement at the hands of neighbouring powers, especially China

The primitive population, still numerous, of the Linshan district in the province

of Kwang-tung, had formerly even a republican government. Even- hundred men

formed a “century" under an elective commander, and the "centurions" col-

lectively were under the tribal president. Other tribes in Kwang-tung have always

been under native officials, confirmed by the emperor.

§
20. UPON THE HISTORY OF CIVILIZATION IN EASTERN ASIA

The Slone Agr In Ei.l«n Ami K\ur«iv> a! mifinlic-n . ,1 tfcaChinorf—TrsnuUulen ofCh-«r ol-rcni tf
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Southern* and Eastern Asia were inhabited before their inhabitants attained the

higher stage of culture which their history <hows. Stone implements and weapons

have been found in many places. Stone implements, among them circular object*

with a hole through them, which may have been for the purpose shown in the cut,

vol. i. p. 8S. or weights for nets, generally of moderately good work, rough pottery,

smashed bones, heaps of mussel-shells, lie near the great lake in Cambodia. In

the museum at Toulouse, among similar objects, arc also worked shells. We
have already spoken of the objects furnished by India. Japiti is rich in remains

of a Stone Age. Stone arrow-heads arc used by the Ainos and venerated in

Japanese temples at the present day
;
no survival of Aino usages, but reverence

oi awe in presence of things from antiquity. Even to-day in the same temples

ihe purest fire for sacrifices and as a protection against evil spirits is produced by

rubbing the wood of Rtiiruspora obtuse. In 1879 Morse discovered near Omori

heaps of mussel-shells like the “ kitchen- middens * of Europe; with them lie

implements of Stone, earthenware, stag-hom, and bone, partly of an antique and

rough character. We assign no great weigh: to the trace* of cannibalism which

Morse thinks he has found, for mistake* are easy in thi* matter. Dolmens of

unhewn stones have been found on Kiusiu and in the south of Yezo, whore iherc

seem to have been burial-place. The one- and two-chambered dolmens, with

stone passages and stone-pavel floor, occur near artificial care*, and contain urns

which have been shaped on a wheel, stone arrow-heads, splinters of obsidian.

Remains of iron swords may have been added later. Dolmens have also been

discovered in Korea. Japanese stone articles frequently occur in conjunction

with objects of more recent dates when iron was already in use
;
and the pre-
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historic earthenware is distinguished from the simpler modern kinds only by (he

absence of glaze. Stone weapons and implements have, however, been found in

caves by themselves. 1 1 is thought that the maga-tamas. “ rod-heads " of cornelian,

and '.he open gold rings, as in the cut, which arc held by the Japanese themselves

for very ancient, may be put somewhat later. From the Chinese annals the

conclusion has been drawn that even after 3000 B.C. bronze alone was in u=c,

iron not having been imported till two or three centuries later. These annals,

however, arc not fully to be trusted so far back. If we make our enquiry of the

Q
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swamps, construct canals

spread agriculture, symbolise* the difficulty of cultivation in prehistoric China,

and the joy over work successfully completed. In the low-lying districts

inundated by the Hoang-ho and Yang-tsc rivers, where the canals form a

network, men have excavated their basin -shaped rice-fields and used the

thrown-up earth to make partly dykes and embankments partly wider spices

where at present the houses stand, thus creating » cultivable ar.d habitable

that is, an entirely new land.

The leading theme cf Chinese history is the gradual—because depending on

,hc pressure of masses and superiority in culture— hut victorious extension of the

race, its customs and institutions, in all directions. No other Asiatic kingdom
has spread its power, and, where this failed, its culture and language, so widely

as China. When we chink of she position towards China of Japan and Korea,

which may be called daughter-races of Chinese culture, the phrase, “ China the

Rome of the Far F.a-t,* seem* justified. Its progress southward and eastward

from the north-west can be traced. Peoples were exterminated, or drifted »
rnosst to the north ; but for the man par? gradually gained for the Chinese

domain by a culture already highly developed, and an orderly government-
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With the exceptions of Yunnan, South Manchuria, a frontier strip in Mongolia,

and the western half of Szchuan, China embraced 2000 years ago the same
territory as is now understood by the term " China Proper." The Tibetan,

Burmese, and Siamese races, which have maintained themselves till to-day in

all these lands, have never had power to check the growth and ultimate

preponderance of the Chinese element, which merged in the struggle as a genuine

element of culture. Roads, bridges, schools, trade and traffic, arc its weapon.

So far as possible it avoids sanguinary conflicts, to win the victcry by patience

and cunning.

This method is closely connected with the Eastern Asiatc nature—Japan,

too, was a long time growing from Kiusiu to Yezo- -and with the natural conditions

of existence there. The position of China led naturally to an ever further-reaching

formation of colonies. The wall built to protect the frontier, the fertility of the

soil, the conditions favourable to intercourse, furthered the growth of the (population,

till, in spite of many checks, its mass easily rendered it possible for China tu reck

the untamed nomad races in their own quarters, educate them to culture, and

cunningly Icccp them disunited. All governments of any force and insight made

it their task, by dint of campaigns and ince-.-.ant foundation of colonies, to extend

their rule over the nomads beyond their borders. At the same time, like every

people that has defended the frontier of culture against savages they were forced to

take ever-lengthening strides, which Chinese red tape soon brought into a system

of civil and military colonies. The Mongols themselves when they attained to

sovereignty were no less extensive founders of colonics than the fcvmcr emperors,

and transplanted thousands of families from one province to another. Nay,

Kublai Khan provisioned his troops hr the expedition to Japan by mean* of a

series of colonics which he had had founded in Korea by Korean families. This

internal colonisation, continued by the Ming dynasty, contributed materially to

the obliteration of internal distinctions among the Chinese people. Monuments

were set up to meritorious founders of colonics. The process went on slowly but

surely. In the favoured south-west, the eastern half, which is among the most

fertile countries of Asia, that is, Szchuan proper (the " Land of the Four Rivers ”),

was acquired by A.D. 316; the western, mountainous half not till the time cf

Kang-hi, about 1700, and gradually. Chinese legend tells of an emperor who
wished to conquer Szchuan while it was still ruled by a Man-tsc kirg. lie caused

a report to be spread that he had two cows which converted ali that they ate

into gold, and sent word to the Man-tsc king that he would present them to him,

only they were too delicate to travel over rough roads. The king thereupon

caused the splendid road which still exists to be built with much latour, and the

Emperor of China marched into his country and subdued him. Such was the

Chinese conquest of the border-lands by means of trade, road-making, and cunning.

Chinese history’ has a decidedly inland character
;

but the Tibetans and

Mongols are even more of landsmen, to the point of having Chinese to act as

boatmen on their rivers. The efforts of China have always been directed more

inland, into Asia, than towards the sea and distant shores. Perhaps the dictum

or the She-King still holds good :
- If a king Is wise and loves virtue, all foreigners

will come anti make themselves subject to him.' In the Chinese ocean of races,

which has always tended to grow more homogeneous have all traces of more

nan tically -disposed peoples, Indian or Malay, such as we meet with in Japan
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and Fuichcr India, been »ubir>c.gcl ? It is certain that the Chinese coast-people,

who still almost solely feed any seaward emigration from China, whose ships, with

those of Mangi (Man-tsc?), Marco Polo mentions beside thewe from Zaitun, were

first forced to adopt a policy of exclusion by North China. This exclusiveness

towards foreign powers is a prindpie which at some time Or oilier came into

credit, and then made its way thioughout Eastern Asia with the effect, important

in the history of the world, of deadening the outlook of Asia towards and across

the Pacific, and introducing Buddhist self-absorption into politics. The Chinese

A Cb r*k * frodel in th* Lfiptiff ofFj>iv>Vct*
I

were, however, the predecessors of Europeans in the trade and intercourse of South-

East Asia Magellan found Chinese goods in the Philippine?
;

and on the

Mariannes were also traces of older intercourse with China. Zuniga is inclined

to refer both the Igorrotes of Luzon and also certain parts of the population cf

the Mariannes to a blending of Chine-Mi with Japanese. On the Sunda Island?

the Europeans found Chinese
;

nay, their traces extend to the north coast of

Australia. As early as 1429 Makrisi knew of Chinese in Aden and Jeddah,

and I bn Batuta saw Chinese ships off Calicut. On the other side, Arabs and

Persians seem to have been settled in Canton as far back as the eighth century.

When the Portuguese appeared before Malacca they found frier.ds and helpers

in the Chinese, as did Oliver Van Noort ninety* years later on the coast of Borneo.

Down to 1712 the Chinese were buying all the pepper-crop of the Dutch even

in Banjcmassing.

The Chinese sail with a poor class of craft along the coast of Further Indu
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Ibe causes which have promoted Chinese emigration, a* well a* the facilities for

intercourse, will only tend to strengthen, and since the demand for Chinese

labourers, who are known to want less in the way of wages, food, and housing,

will always increase, the number of emigrant* will In the future grow ever higher.

Ritter has expressed the opinion that the Chinese arc not colonisers, the law

forbidding emigrant* to take their wives and children. But apart from the fact

that in the children of Chinese by Malay, Mongol, or Manchu wives, the

physical and intellectual characteristics of the father as a rule prevail over those

of the mother, the emigration of Chinese women seems actually to be increasing.

Emigration by families to Mongolia and Manchuria has become positively frequent.

Up to the beginning of our era only two trade-road* of any importance were

known from China to the west
;
the southern through Tibet to India, the other

by the Koko-Nor and Kashgar to the Pamir and Bactria. Since the colonics of

China in Central Asia have begun to flourish, a third road, rather a military road

than a trade-route, goes by Haini and north of the Celestial Mountain* through

Ku'dja to Hi. Silk ha* spread westwards from India and Bactria. We find it

in Babylon—Isaiah seems to refer to Chinese who brought silk—and even in

Jerusalem. India, no doubt, also producer silk, but even in the Mahabhirata there

is mention of foreign silk.

to the Sunda Sea, and to the islands where gold and spices abound. With the

aid of the monsoon they arc still accustomed to perform their yearly journeys

between Further India and China. They have sent out strong colonic* to Further

India and the Indian Islands, and together with Europeans and Arabs command
the trade of these countries. This emigration was followed by that which, since

the second decade of our century, has been going on to America, and later, since

the discovery of the gold-fields and the development or coolie labour, to Australia.

The number of Chinese outside the borders of their own country may be estimated

at 3 to millions, and everywhere, save in America and Australia, where it is

limited by legislation, it is on the increase. Singapore and Bangkok arc semi-

Chinese towns
;
Manilla becomes more Chinese every year, and in every' comer

of the Archipelago wandering Chinese artisan* and hawkers arc found. Since
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The direct intercourse of China with the west has never been comparable tc

that with the cavi and .south
;
an t in this lies the fact, so important in the world's

history, of the separate development of the two great culture-regions of the earth.

Ritter ha! occupied himself much with the thought of how different would have

been the course of the history of civilization if the Chinese and Roman empires

had been able to come into more intimate contact. Would not the magnetic

needle, paper, block-printing, gunpowder, to say nothing of porcelain and oiber

things, have made their way sooner to the west ? China once had more to offer

than it had at its first opening in the sixteenth century. Christianity in ifc

Ncstorian form. Islam, Judaism (by way of Persia), the total results of the

development of occidental culture, were brought to China from the west, In

return China offered tea, silk, certain products of industry, and curious objects

of art, which have had less effect upon the artistic institutions of the west than

*uu> irlUue-sor.
l
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those of Japan. However, the way is now laid for more intimate intercourse thar

formerly
; and people arc already surmising that no contact of two great domains

of culture has ever proved itself more efficacious than will some day be that of

the west with the furthest east, with Eastern Asia, “ that mighty central home,'

says Chevalier, “of activity, that inexhaustible source of industrious men, that

great, frugal, sober, patient, indefatigable race.' And we add, with the culture

which, among all Asiatic developments, still stands the nearest to our own.

China needed renovation, for she is at present in a period of decay. Every

step affords occasion for comparing the existing poverty and sloth of the people

with their former better position. The time U gone by, though it is barely 100

year* ago, when Staunton could point to the size and duration of the Chinese empire

.is the most sublime object of human contemplation. What remain of handsome

edifices in towns and villages bear witness to a more fortunate era Towards thr

end of the 'sixties, owing to the direct effects of ruinous civil war, the fine city

of Nankin wa 9 almost depopulated. Pekin is now hardly more than the scene

of continuing decay. The want of vitality in the forms of religion and government

may pass as the inward came* of this
; but the exhaustion of the soil, the deteriora-

tion of the weather, rains becoming heavier and less frequent, the destruction of

forests, the bad means of communication, the over-peopling, especially in «xne
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northern provinces, must also be taken into account. In many parts 90 per

cent of the adult population arc victims to opium-smoking. To all this China
can oppose the mass of her population, the magnitude of which, embraced within

the frontiers of a single empire, and permeated by the same culture, is un-

exampled in history. Upon it rests, in the first instance, the hope for China,

with her tenacity of life.

Japan, as regards its culture, is a genuine colony of China, but has at the

same time kept itself so independent politically and economically, that, in spite

of all “ founder’s kin," the Chinese have never atttnined to any political or mercantile

preponderance in the island kingdom. Thus Japan offers a picture of divergent

behaviour ; exclusive towards

foreigners, it is more open to

be impressed by and to adopt

foreign ways than any other

Mongolia stock. The ideal

of all Eastern Asiatic states,

insular exclusiveness and

tranquil development, has

been granted to Japan by
nature. The beginnings of

Chinese influence upon Japan

lie in the time obscurity ns

the rest of early Japanese

history. In the third century

a.d. Japan sent envoys to

Korea in search of men of

education. They brought

hack one Onin or Bonin, a

wise man of the imperial

stock of China, who taught

the writing and culture of his

nation. The grateful Japanese

in after times revered Bonin as a god. This 9uddcn bringing into action of

Chinese influence is certainly mythical. If Japan was the Fu-san of fable, it was

known earlier to China. But the state of culture in Japan, before they went to

school to China, was assuredly by no means so low as the mythic chronicle makes

out. In the Japanese stock of culture we find things which are not traceable to

China. It 1* indeed a question whether Chinese influence meant progress in all

points. Thu* Chinese writing in Korea and Japan seems to have been preceded

by an older script similar to the present alphabetic writing of Korea ; the Japanese

call it “ divine characters." In tradition 8 knot-writing even appears at the

beginning of all things. Buddhism was probably introduced A.D. 543 ;
the

doctrine of Confucius is said to have reached Japan much earlier. Expounders

of Confucius were to be found as court functionaries at the Shogun's court.

Japanese also contains Chinese words, but in no greater quantity than Arabic

words have been diffused by the Koran. Most Chinese influences, according to

tradition, reached Japan by way of Korea. The structure of the internal

administration, which betrays Chinese traces in the very names of the various
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officials no lew than in «hc medical notions and remedies, together with a large

amount of industrial knowledge, points to China. Exclusion grew up later, after

this long and profitable connexion. Since the war waged by the great Shogun

Taikosama in i 59’, with little result, against Korea and China, the two Asiatic

civilized realms never came into actual conflict, but they drew further and

further apart, although their roads crossed at many points from Saghalien

to Formosa, until the sense cf force welled up in Japan, rejuvenated on

European and North American lines, and brought about the recent collision

which so suddenly revealed the rottenness of China.

Once Japan took very different strides to those of its centuries of exclusive-

Appro»rh w the kiicV lotnb* &enr SSrboL (From 4 photc*nj»h )

ness
;
formerly, indeed, a far brisker impulse towards foreign parts seems to have

been natural to it than was the ease with China, lire Japanese have traded with

China, Cochin China, Java, Cambodia. They appear in the Philippine* by the

end of the sixteenth century, and the Dutch found a Japanese settlement a:

Kesho in Annam. Japanese arc said to have been fighting in the service of Siam

in the seventeenth century. When, under the Mongols and the Ming dynasty,

China forbad its subject* to make long voyages for purposes of trade, the Japanese

took to smuggling and piracy far up the navigable rivers, becoming as great a

scourge to the country as the Normans were in the early middle ages to Europe.

The prohibition to build ships other than for the coasting-trade, which paralysed

all larger expeditions in the seventeenth century, and caused the loss of Loochoo

and the transference of Formesa to Chinese hands, may have been connected with
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shin, <>r only with the wish for political exclusiveness. Tlie Japanese have referred

to relations with America, since their vessels were often driven ashore on the

north-west American coast. As to the possibility or probability of such relations

see vol. L p. 164.

The fundamental point in the foreign history of Japan, till the war-year 1 894.

is the close connection with Korea. Japanese history in earlier times is by no
means limited to the islands, but comprehends parts of that country. Korea ha*

always stood in some dose relation to Japan, if not alw ays a peaceable one. Once

again, as 300 years ago, a considerable

trading colony has settled on Korean

soil, equipped this time with the re-

sources of European culture, so that

Japan has apj>earcd as the bearer of

western Improvement*. Looking to

the peculiar position of Korea towards

China, political relations of a more

intimate kind could not exist ; since

the unsuccessful war of Taikosama, the

presents of Korea to Japan had been

only testimonies of friendship, and rested

on reciprocity. The pressure of China

on the little peninsular kingdom has

been more energetic. For two centuries

Korea has been a subject state, tributary

to China, but within these limits inde-

pendent.' In recent years the Chinese

have remembered their old formal

connection with Korea, and tried to

adopt an intermediary position between

that country and European powers, at

first successfully. Formerly a neutral

frontier zone, 35 to 60 miles wide,

separated the two territories. At the

entrance of China, where all settlement

was forbidden on pain of death, Mood the Kaolimon gate, a small guard-house,

with a passage for one Chinese cart. Traffic was permitted here only in April.

Juno, and October. The famine of 1R77 drove a number of poor Chinese

from I'echili and Shan-si into Manchuria, and prevented the filiing-up of this

frontier tract.

Non-political Chinese influences do not seem to have penetrated any deeper

in recent times. Vet a knowledge of Chinese is not rare among the population of

Korea, while that of the Chinese character i. even universal. Korean young people

get their first instruction from the Chine* Boot ofIhi Tltcusaiui CkancUrt. Korea,

like China and Japan, is predominantly a rice-growing country, hut, owing to its

hilly nature, not very fertile. It exports to China hides, ginseng, silk from wild

silkworms, silk stuffs, paper, metals, receiving chiefly the products • of Chinese

industry and agriculture. It testifies its intellectual dependence on China by ar

1 ;Koira U 9i«, !>y the Truly of Shimeo-wki |iSo«l. *li<% **l«jwo!cni <4 Chiu.
1
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annual ceremony of fetching the Pekin calendar. When the French were recon-

noitring the HamWang they found on the island of Kanghoa, besides a quantity

of weapons, a library of Chinese works and a map of China. The doctrine of

Confucius ha« taken deep root in Korea, while that of Buddha lias developed more

freely in Japan.

Thus Korea, like Japan, flourished as a colony ol Chinese culture, but hat

remained far behind Japan politically and etlinographically, though nearer to the

great continental empire. After Korea had waged its wars with China and Japan,

it, like Japan, closed itself so entirely to the outer world, that when intercoms:

with the latter country was resumed, the only fishing-boats in the wlioic country

were wretched things like those of the Amos. Exclusion was carried out more

consistently here than in Japan
;
and on this account Korea was callei the one

amongst ail barbarian countries most endowed with reason and virtue. The

Japanese envoy Kaidzu relates how stones stood all about the country on which

was imeribed a decree, not to quarrel with foreigners. " If their grandchildre*

observe the like, Korea will always belong to the Koreans." Our interest ia

Korea and Its people rests in gicat measure on the fact tliat owing to thn

exclusiveness alone old China, as it was before tlx: Manchu supremacy, has beta

preserved In Korea
;
even Korean Chinese stands much nearer to the old-fadponol

Southern Chinese.

In the north of the domain of Eastern Asiatic culture, the remains of two

racer still subsist, which participated decisively in building up the nations and

empires of China and Japan. Their places of abode, pushed back and contracted,

lie in the Amoor district and the islands off its coast When the Russians reached

that river in 1650, they found solitary forests, wherein Tungoose hunters roamed

Kang-hi was the first to found a settlement of Mongolian and Chinese soldier* at

the confluence of the Zeya. Meanwhile the Russians had set an active colonisa-

tion on foot, which seemed to be fast pressing back the 20.000 Tungooscs. But

climate and soil were iess favourable to tltc enterprise titan was at first believed,

and to this day the nomads have remained in practical possession. A
civilized branch of them exists in the present rulers of China -the Manchus—who

were originally seated on the Sungari and its tributaries. The extreme north-east

of the country is inhabited by the Giiyaks, in the delta of the Amoor and the

bordering coasts of the Sea of Okhotsk
;

the northern half of Saghalien seems to

have belonged to them. The Amos occupy the southern half of that island, a.

well as the south-eastern part of the Amoor country—Yezo and the Kuriles

That the population of this territory was formerly under conditions of culture

very different from those of the time of their first meeting with Europeans, con-

ditions wtiich were obviously affected both by China and by Japan, is shown by

numerous historical traces on the Lower Amoor and on Saghalien, utensils of

ordinary stone and flint, of forms like their European equivalents. The flint mu*
have come from abroad, and the tools of obsidian also testify to relations with the

inhabitants of Kamchatka or the Kuriles. A quantity of sherds of simple earthen-

ware vessels arc found also, and remains of human habitations
j

round cavemi

excavated in the earth, like the dwellings of the Kamchadalrs, with bones of

bears, dogs, and other beasts cloic by, as to-day they arc by the Aino huts.

The older Manchus. formerly settled in the modern Manchuria, make their

appearance in Chinese annals as shifting peoples who had acquired the means
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and method* of nomadism from the Mongols, perhaps also undergone frequent

mixture with these, whose outliers extend as f3 r as the A moor basin. They did

not, however, become Mongol*. The progress and success of Chinese colonisation

in Manchuria is much more due to the circumstance that the Manchus arc rough,

but simple and good-natured. Their teachableness and capacity for adapting

themselves lias been compared with that of the Japanese. The Kyitcht race,

whose chief erected hi< empire on the mins of that of Khitan, seems already to

have shown susceptibility of Chinese culture. When a veritable interchange of

Afeft w l!i fMnti Sa t dfylLC to*- ' a X/j Ibe tote Htsr \o:i SicU>I»!

races set in with the Manchurian conquest of China, those races who had held

wide predominance fell back so quickly into the obscurity of a life without a

history as nomads and hunters, that the connection of the later Manchus with

the fallen Nyuchc*$ was obscured. It has been seen that before this time Chinese

Clements had implanted themselves in the people* beyond the Liao-ho, which may
explain the rapidity with which they became Chinese. At any rate, by the tenth

century, when the empire of Khitan, which afterwards embraced a large part of

China, and gave the name “Cathay,” arose in Southern Manchuria, numerous

Chinese, mostly jwraoners of war, were transported as colonist* to Manchuria.

When in 1644 the conquering horde of Tungoosc-Mongols had established

itself in China as “ Manchus," n: once began a twofold stream of migration—

Manchus going to China, and Chinese to Manchuria. It has had the effect of

causing the Manchus to be rapidly vanishing a. a separate race, while Manchuria
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is filled up with ten or eleven millions of Chinese. The country which, so far m
its southern half goes, is comparable to North China for fertility, had lost a great

part of its population, drawn after the sun of the new dynasty into China. The

government now aided the colonisation by large penal colonics. Even now one

can distinguish the offspring of people from Yunnan, who were banished after the

collapse of the insurrection, and obtained land, ill some cases charged with th*

duty of keeping up posting-stations for the service of the imperial mails. The

Manehui were pushed ever further northward, so far as they did not enter into

alliances with the colonists, to whom, since 1837, the country has been quite

open. Even thirty years ago purely Manchu places had become rare in the par*

about Mookdcn. The Chinese have succeeded in thrusting themselves into th;

roost influential posts. Still the aristocracy has reserved to itself privileges in th*

possession of land and in the administration, so that the extent of the estates held

free of taxation by the Manchu excites the discontent of the Chinese. But the*

aristocrats have learnt Chinese, and send their children to the Chinese schools

which have been founded and well provided with teachers by the immigrants.

The Manchu do not think of that kind of thing. It Is characteristic of all

Manchurian towns in the north of Mookdcn, that the city proper is rather a

fortress Inhabited almost entirely by soldiers and officials, while the suburbs

consist of wooden huts. The villages are on the average smaller than In China.

in freedom from the fetters of the paternal governments on either side,

there have sprung up in the frontier zone between Russia and China conditions

of national life of a very peculiar kind, repeating in an Eastern Asiatic variety

the independence and lawlessness of the for west of North America. Of late

quite a little robber nation, known as the Chunchoos, has developed it3olf from the

workers in the illicit gold-washings and other desperadoes. These people, being

audacious and excellently armed, stand in suspicious relations to the settled

Chinese, or rather Man-tse, who act for them a* fence* and harfcourer*, spies,

purveyor of provisions, and traders generally. So far the Russians have not gc*

to the root of this mischief, since it is always finding lurking-places and fresh

recruits on the other side of the frontier, where it is not followed up with th;

same energy. They have only put difficulties in the way of Chinese immigration

into East Siberia, which was assuming threatening dimensions.

The limits of Chinese expansion northwards arc formed by the sea and by

the edge of the primeval forest solitudes, with which the Amoor country from the

Lower Usuri and Sungari is covered. Any advance they have made into those

dreary regions has not been due to the adventurous charm of hunting fur-bearing

animals, such as has carried the Russians ail over Northern Asia, but the wretched

occupation of digging for roots. When they have settled near the sea, the

attraction was the collecting of holothurians and seaweed. During all the time

of their supremacy or. the A moor, they never laid hands on Saghalien ;
yet that

island lying immediately off the mouth of the Amoor must have appeared to the

Chinese as a desirable possession, and as an essential protection had their colonial

policy been as energetic and far-sighted as it is clever and persistent. No doubt

they tried to exercise some suzerainty over the Ainos of Saghalien ;
but they

owned no permanent colony on the island. On the other hand, the Japanese,

as the real lords of the Ainos, long maintained a firm settlement in the south

of it
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The firs: Europeans who visited Veto, Saghalien, and the Kuriles found

Japanese goods among the Aincs; and Japanese productions reached St. Peters-

burg at the end of the last century. From Japanese sources we know that the

Kuriles, only five of which were still inhabited in 1875.—Saghalien. too. contains

not more than 3000 Ainas,—used formerly to barter beaver and fox skins, thongs

of seal’s hide, feathers for arrows, and other things for Japanese manufactured

goods, silks, vessels of porcelain and iron. Even Ye«0, the real Aino country of

the Japanese, is for climatic reasons not fitted for a dense population. Here the

number of Ainos was stated by Knitner in 1S81 at 27,000; but ir. 1S9I the

total population of the island amounted to 294,000. The Ainas, who in the

Alio tons. oiiowi. «|UV«T, ;« huitum-kiifc. (After vor SttuU t

'seventies still touched the coast about Sapporo, arc now surrounded by a ring of

Japanese settlements. History, poetry, painting, sculpture, even romance, in

Japan arc quite clear as to the papulation that preceded the present. The strong,

muscular, hairy body of the Aino, his long coal-black beard, his wild hair, his

rude manners are a favourite subject of representation. In Japanese fancy he stands

for the type of an earlier, ruder type of humanity.' The consciousness of being

quite different makes them regard these ancestors with a kind of playful humour, not
unmixed with self-complacency. The distribution of the Ainca in North Japan,
whither they were forced back within historical times, between the second and
eleventh centuries A.f-

,
indicates that they once extended further south

;
and they

have been seen even in the Osos of Kuishiu. Stone Age remains, however, have
so far yielded nothing characteristically Aino; they may just as well b? Polynesian,

as has already indeed been suggested in Japan.

1 the name 1i»h User miirprcled by vo.rc n -airhn
;
by Alkm mac«t«ro|4aou csnuwioi a! /aim. -ley.

toinx-i, ife. Jn|«niM call,. I ilrtvn Ei.»i or EUUiu. WrUuUi, ; at «n|l; Y«c
VOL. Ill jfi
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Without doubt the Ainos show physical differences from tire Japanese, but do

not seem to be fashioned with complete uniformity anion;} themselves. One type i.

said to be of small stature and essentially Mongoloid, another to be taller, reaching

nearly
;

ft. 9 in., ami approaching the Caucasian racial character. In this

variety Von Schenk and others see the result of the blending of Mongols with

long-skulled
J
l'alarasiatics." The colour is the same as in light Japanese

Genuine Mongol physiognomies are met with beside pure Caucasian. The hairi-

ness so much talked of is not an all-pervading race characteristic. It is stronger

than among Europeans, and thus much stronger than among the Japanese
; but

for this very reason has been exaggerated by them. Spaubcrg called the Ainos

“ hairy all over," and spoke of their hairy skin, by which they might be dis-

tinguished from the Kurile Islanders. Resemblances to Ainos can be traced not

only in the Kuriles and Saghalicn, but on the Lower Amcor and to the south

point of Kamchatka. Linguistically they arc most closely connected with the

Golds and Gilyaks on the Lower Amoor, of whose ornamental themes those

of the Ainos, akin to those of Old Japan, arc clearly echoes. The ccsupicuoos

features in the Amo diameter arc good-nature and honest)-. They- are lacking

in industry, but not in talents. They are extraordinarily dirty.

Among the Alno women tattooing i-s universal. Many faces are disfigured by a

stripe across the bridge of the rose, connecting the eyebrows. I lands and anus are

tattooed without exception
;
a bit being added to the arms every y-ear—in the case

of girls, till marriage. Japanese razors serve as tattooing instruments. Men shave

their foreheads from the time of maturity
;

both sexes wear side-locks. The

Japanese customs of shaving the eyebrows and blackening the teeth are unknown

to the Ainos. Women wear fillets, men on festive occasions peculiar crowns of

bark with carved bears’ and owls’ heads, bears’ claws, etc., hanging from them.

Large earring* of silver or tin, silver ncek-per.dants. like that shown on p. 438,

and often clasps of brass soldered round the arm. form the women's finery.

Clothing consists in the warm reason of home-woven bist-cloth. in winter of skins

;

a long coat with a jacket under it. tight trousers, and shoes of hide or salmon-

skin. The men, when they go out. gird a strap of hide about them, in which is

always stuck a dagger with a wooden handle, in a wooden sheath. Children go

quite naked in the huts but grown-up people have a great dread of being seen even

by the sky in a nude state. Festal garments, especially those of men, are ornamented

with curious embroidered patterns, in the execution of which the women show

dexterity and taste. Among these garments is a longish apron of blue cotton

doth, worked with designs in red and white thread, which is fastened to the

girdle. A bridegroom gives his bride festal robes and large silver earrings

Cast-off Japanese finery is rent for sale to Yew.
The Ainos shoot poisoned arrows from small gnarled bows of yew, stringing

the bow in a different \<ay from the Japanese. With the same bows they arm

their crossbow-likc arrow-traps. Thu poison for the arrows used to be taken

uoin the Japanese monkaluod, and was said to kill a bear in ten minutes from

the infliction of the wound
;
but the Japanese government discourages its use

The arrow heads as a rule consist of bamboo, but arc also hammered from the

brass bowls of Japanese tobacco-pipes. The quivers arc of wood, covered with

bark, and look like pen-cares. Swords, more often of wood than of iron, seem

to have been brought from Japan.
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The Aino hut3 arc as a rule set upon short ports, and are roomier and more

comfortable titan those of many Japanese peasants. The framework of the

lower part of the trails is filled in within and without with rushes, like the steep

high roof. Along the walls are raised couchc* covered with hide ; in the centre,

in a square hollow, is the hearth. There is no lack of small windows ; a door

loads through a dark roofed porch into the open air. The lamp, made of a

mussel-shell with cotton wick, recalls that of the Eskimo. Fire is now made

with flint and Keel, touchwood serving for tinder. Near the living-hut i* the

store-hut, which occurs in a similar form on the Honin and Lcochoo Islands.

Utensils and vessel; seem mostly to be coar-c imitation; of Japinese types On

tlie largest of the Kuriles, Etorofu, we find the greatest skill in carved work.

Pottery, and the preparation and forging of metals, are unknown to the Ainos
;

what metal they use. Japan sends them. Their boats consist of hollow tree-

stems, the side; being- raised with plank;. The anchor Is a wooden hook

weighted with stones. For fishing they have hooks, nets, harpoon; with poisoned

bras; heads. Everything belonging to their nets of lime-bast, and the tools foe

the manufacture of them, are Japanese. The river-fishery is productive, t-osscss-

tug in the salmon an almost inexhaustible source of food ;
while on the coast the

abundance is so great that in the fishing-season a regular exodus takes place

from the main islnnd of Japan to Vezo. to pass a few lucrative weeks in catching

and preparing fish acvl boiling down oil. Saghalieit and live Kurile Island; no

less than Ycxo are of special importance to Japan a; fishing-grounds. Fur live

northern Ainos, and those in the mountains, hunting is the chief source of food.

Kreitner describe* four-fifths of the island a* wooded, and estimates the number

of bears killed every year at *0.000 ! The only domestic animal is one used in

the chase, the large shaggy yellow dog. The dogs of the Aino Island, whose

sire is renowned by the Japanese, are said to be near akin to those which draw

tire sledges of the Ainos on the Lower Amoor. They arc used in hunting ;
also

in filing from rafts.

Yc20 is within the range of agriculture; but except in the wide plain of
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Satsuporo, cultivated tract* are not found nave on the coast. The dense primeval

forests, a tangle of undergrowth and crccpcrt, arc hard to clear. The chief objects

of cultivation ate milke and tobncco, also beans, cucumbers, gourds, and turnip*

The implements are simple ; the mattock-like plough, made of wood, hardly

deserves iu name. In the diet of the Ainos millet plays a part Approximating

to that of rice in Japan ;
but with it they partake of meat and fish in larger

quantities than the Japanese. One edible seaweed, it is said a wrack, »

mentioned as a delicacy
.
also kinds of fungus. They used formerly to pay their

tribute to Japan in hides and fish. They also cat with relish a greasy clay, which

is flavoured with the bulb cf a wild lily.

Women arc held in more respect among the Ainos than by the Chinese and

Japanese. No man may marry before his twenty-first year, and mutt always

obtain permission from the chief Polygamy is said to occur only among the

chiefs. Any son whom the father chooses is the heir. Life is embcllShed and

alleviated by hospitality and politeness ; and finds Its culminating point in vilUgc-

carouses on rice-spirit. Thrre seems to have been nothing like a regular constitu-

tion before the people bxame vassals to Japan. A specimen of their marks ol

ownership, resembling writing, is given voL i. p. 34 (where it is the horizontal,

not, a* there stated the vertical series).

$
at. THE PEOPLE OF EASTERN ASIA

Iltyslal insure, mental mJ moral I'Jiklei—.Ufrscil if the Chinese tie.t- Xorth ml 5”ith

Cfcnm— 1'iiii*, liafcWx, ami Hoik* In Kwuc.tune—'Tfcc Jaianerc; (inn aid robueei typa-Aio*
hikI Mill) clc.iml.—Xiimi— 1‘cople of Ktir.Jn Ii.tl*—M.tfqpl, lodiio, ii.l 51„tny <Icwn-—Tt.
ioal.il of KunSar liulb)—Mipaiton (roni <h* Bsnh, aiwl ui ihx cuul.

THE three countries of Eastern Asia—China, Korea, ami Japan—arc, as a rule, on

ethnographical maps coloured in the same way as the Mongols of Central Ada
Etocs not history indeed show us influxes of the Central Asian nomads into the

lowlands of China, halting only at the sea, and casting their waves as far as Further

India, Formota, and Japan? Yet it cannot escape a careful observer that it i»

impossible to conceive that a race so skilled in navigation as the Malays, with it'

scats extending as far as Formosa, could have subsisted without some expamioc

towards the north. We shall thus have to consider, on grounds of anthro-

pology and geography, the possibility of a twofold origin for the peoples of this

district.

Racial elements other than Mongolic have so far never been pointed out in

the wide circuit of the Chimse empire
; but also they have hardly been looked

for. Yet it is hardly permissible to conceive these three or four hundred million!

of human brings as ore quite uniform mass, their slanting eyes, broad faces

straight black hair, round heads, and medium stature, excluding all individual

peculiarities. We shall first have to ask ourselves, How much of the Chinese

uniformity is based on similarity of culture and political idea— is, in short, of an

intellectual nature? The colour of the skin certainly varies from one zone to

another. In Northern China the children have rosy checks, and even in oM
people the face has a pink glow

; while in the South the corn -yellow of the
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Mongol skin verge* towards blown. In the south, again, tltc bind is smaller

than in the north, where it includes a latgc number of tali men. giants occurring

here and there. The general manner of the Pc-chils people is sharply contrasted

by a certain roughness from that of the friendly little people of Shan -si. A
traveller of tall stature, fair and fresh coloured, in Chinese dross, can pass un-

discovered much more easily in North than in South China. On (he other

hand, it would he much harder to detect a Siamese or an Anuamite in the snath.

Besides climatic causes, social alto should be taken into calculation. China, too.

has its aristocratic type, with cursed nose, narrow eye*, thin rips
; the most refuted

Japanese excels him in a yet longer face and larger eyes. On the other hand,

the lower, labouring elapses show flatter,

more debased features, which in the south

even recall Malays. Here, however, the

difference is at most one of culture, with

its reaction on the bodily frame, issuing

ultimately in the “ butcher-like " aspect of

the red-faced, hard-bitten Mongol when

compared with the round-shouldered

Chinese, weakened by Industrial labour

and opium, oc in some circumstance? re-

fined. We have to take note of existing

divergencies, barod perhaps only on his-

torical and economic causes, hut possibly

nlso covering physical difference* In the

single province of Hwang-rung there Site

three stocks, keeping as much as possible

aloof from one another— the Puntis

(natives), Hakkas (immigrants), and

Hoklos, whose dialects stand to each

other as German, Dutch, and Danish.

The 2t.OCO.COO of Puntis take the lead

in all offices—in trade, industry, husbandry,

than those of the Hakkas and Hoklos. Their women mostly have mutilated feet,

while those of the others are In their natural state Their fields are in the fertile

plain, those cf the Hakkas more on hills and mountain slopes. The Hakkas,

iomc 4 .
000

.
030. arc said to have immigrated among the Puntis, and so as

later comers they have not a favourable position. Vet they are the stronger,

the more energetic
;
in the colonics they make themselves of more account than

others, and in Formosa particularly have pushed farthest into the territory' of

the hill-tribes. A groat many of the Hakkas wander about the country, and

hire themselves out as labourers of every kind. Among them the Christian

missionaries make the mod numerous proselytes. The third element in the

population of Kwangtung. the 3,000.000 Hoklos. arc immigrants from the

province of Fu-kian. live mostly on the coast, and occupy themselves in fishing

and firming. They arc the darkest and strongest of the -Southern Chinese.

Nearest to them, according to Chinese tradition, stand the Tankas, numbering

40.000 souls, who live on boats and pile-dwelling* in the Canton River. The

men arc ferrymen, wharf-labourers, and the like, the women row pleasure-boats.

A fount Chinese, tJVm t phottC»:>•)•

Their villages show more prosperity
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In the Chinese colonics the subdivision of this gigantic ma*s of people is again

conspicuous, though often only charp observation can make sure of the points of

difference. In Singapore the Chinese of Fu-kian stand highest as the best and

roost respectable merchants. Those from Canton are next to them in esteem.

Those from Macao stand far lower
;
but what the colony least wants arc just

those who come in the largest masses, the dwellers on the coast of Kirang-tung.

?apux* »d>Jar the cocrpiuMm sd Ihe Ui« Col yon toehold (from a |&etogc»ph in th* Kthnographlf

Mucun. Munich
)

I.«*t of all come the Chinese creoles, half-bred Malays, who speak Malay, and, a*

a rule, Chinese, and learn English quicker than the Chinese of pure blood.

In genera! the Japanese arc of lighter colour than other Eastern Asiatics, not

rarely showing that transparent pink tint which white men assume as thrir own

privilege. In the lower classes, especially in the northern part of the Archipelago,

darker tints prevail, often suggesting the Malay, and therewith goes a .stouter

build, with confer bone*. The Japanese, however, sees the Weal of hi; bicod in

fair skin, dark sleek hair, and slender figure. Wide divergence from this makes

him readily suspect foreign admixture. Thus curly, even wary, hair is looked
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upon as vulgar, that u a< a sign of a strain of Aino blood. Hut even to a foreign

observer it will only be at the first glance that the Japanese people will look

homogeneous Burdier assumes no less than *ix strains, to explain the various

Japanese types, among them Negritoes, and. -above all" Malays. For the

mulatto-like cast of many Japanese faces the following story speak'. Broca
noticed among his students a little yellow, daik-haircd man. very quiet and
industrious.

-1 Arc you not a Japanese?' he asked him. " No. I am from Brazil,

but I hate often been taken for a Japanese in Paris." Social influences, too,

must not be overlooked in a people where classes have long been strictly di\ ided.

In the upper class tlx: figure is rather fine and slender than stalwart
;
but the

slight girlish forms, with inturned knees and stooping carriage, which in Europe
are taken as representative of the Japanese race, must not blind us to the fact

that in the middle and lower classes a muscular, even stalwart, build is common,
made yet more conspicuous by putting on fat.

The Yctas or Yctoris, like the casteless Pariahs of India and South Arabia,

excluded from alt association with the rest of the people, arc regarded as

hereditarily unclean. They slaughter animals, or flay those that have died, which

makes them unclean
j
and until Buddhist influence had prohibited the cotuumi>-

tion of the flesh of domestic animals, they were refused admission to all consecrated

places. No one will share quarters or fire with them They collect in villages of

their own, where they pass a melancholy despised life in disreputable occupations.

Skull-measurement i» thought to have recognised Malayo*Polyncs ;an elements

in small narrow Japanese skulls. The differences in physiognomy are more
readily seized. A coarser type with low forehead, flat nose with wide nostrils,

largc-lipood, wide mouth, and powerful Jaw, appears beside a more refined type

with oval face, eves narrower ar.d more oblique, finer nose, and smaller mouth.

This, in a conventional exaggeration, is found in ail the pictures representing

Japanese ladies of the higher classes, while we meet with the other ir. pictitres

from loner walks of life, and also in representations of great warriors. Where the

finer type comes up in men. it is apt to appear with a girlish ca.t of feature
;
but

that ctunning intellectual expression which, coupled with great mobility, so often

distinguishes the Jap.iuesc physiognomy, is also special to it. Bach’s interesting

observation that Japanese regularly took the photographs of Annamites for those

of their own countrymen points to relation in another direction.

In the ethnographic domain, Malay affinities arc to be found above all in

the house. Among the Japanese, just as among Malays and Polynesians, the

fundamental idea is the pile-structure, with its framework held together only by

tics. In the Japanese house, too. the roof is a subject of loving treatment
;

it is

large and heavy. Latrines, built bridgewi-e over streams, and therefore called

•’river-houses.” may likewise be noted as a Japanese and .Malay peculiarity.

Rein found the Hawaiian loiKt'buit, or •' massage," quite similar to the nvtma of

the Japanese, only that in the former ease it is performed by girls in :hc latter

by old men. The t*hri dance, which might once be seen at Nagasaki, is

m its more indecent form in no way behind the Imla-laUa of the same

Polynesians. The love of weapons and of luxury, the passion for cock-fighting,

the richness of the language in vowels, have al-o been clnimcd as legacies from

the Malays. Finely wrought arrow-heads, especially of obsidian, Mich as are

found in Japan, have also teen ascribed to Polynesian origin. Also the ancient
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Japanese bow, like many implements of agriculture and other industries, poinli

to the south.

On these facts is based the assumption of the strong representation of Malay

elements in the people of Japan. That sea-faring Malays came to the shorts nr

that country is probable, considering their wide distribution from Madagascar to

foster Island. Here they might exercise influence upon the nature of the total

Koreans. (From a ihiictfnaph.

population, while on the opposite continent they were submerged in the races of

the interior, descending from the west in ever-renewed floods, and rapidly multiply-

ing in the fertile* lowlands. Nor can it he concealed that reasons connected with

the geographical situation are in their favour. An ocean -current from the

Philippines, touching Kiusiu. Sikok, Nippon, Ytto; the south-weft monscon;

lastly, the chain of islands, Luzon, the Babuyan*, Formosa, Miyako, would have

facilitated the journey. Involuntary landings on the part of foreign vessels often

take place along the far-stretching coasts of Japan. In Kampfer’s time there was

in Nagasaki a special officer for receiving and looking after shipwrickcd mariners.
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The Koreans, again, arc among the most varying groups of the Mongo! type

in China and Japan. Even amnng the very best clawes, nay, among the Korean

envoys, members of the royal family, who not long ago were staying at Tobto

the refined Chinese face, with curved nose and slanting eyes, might be seen beside

the Hun physiognomy and the Malay features. The Caucasian type, testified to

by former observers, Backs at any rate professes no: to have seen
;
but he confirms

the assertion, often made by Japanese, that the Loochoo Islanders arc strikingly

like Koreans. Among more than a hundred of them he never saw but one type

—brownish, or dark yellow co'our. long face, thick, lung, mostly somewhat convex

nose, stronger beard than in the Japanese

Even yet the judgment of Europeans about the civilized countries of Eastern

Asia is hardly made up. Before the seventeenth century exaggerated notions

prevailed of the great empire which legend had already advanced with fabulous

wealth and a kindly and upright population. The Jesuits, who from the sixteenth

century were in a position to see deeper, had to believe the bc^t, for the very

reason that they set great hopes or the conversion of the people to Christianity.

The population, of all classes, met them with childlike confidence. Xavier praised

the -tcadf&st friendship of the Japanese as one of their chief virtue*. Others,

again, when they reached the most flourishing parts of Siberia, or got beyond

Canton, saw much in the way of traffic, industry, wealth and den;e imputation,

which Europe at that time could not offer in its most advanced regions. China

and Japan were actually the only civilized countries outside Eurujic. Those

merchants, who after the opening of the treaty port* in 1S42 came into contact

with Eastern Asiatics fount! themselves disappointed in China. Much wealth,

indeed was amassed ; the opium trade, which Lord Elgin called “a lazy business,

the evil effects of which can hardly be overestimated, equally debasing for

producer, trader, customs-officer, and purchaser,*" especially brought in enormous

gains In production, even in the difficult times of the Taiping rebellion, the

Chinese were equal to all demands. But that they presumed to compete, and

that successfully, with European trade was a thing to revolt the heart of every

true ihopkeeper. The limitation to a few coast'tcvvns, agreeably to the traditional

self-sufficing policy of this “world by itself," which hit Tibetans and Koreans

no los hard than Europeans increased the exasperation. Strong disapproval of

everything Chinese became the fashion. The trading communities of Hongkong

and Shanghai, characterised acutely enough bv Lord Elgin when he said tlut from

the talk of his countrymen he had got the general impression that “our trade is

conducted on principles dishonourable towards the Chinese, and demoralising to

our own people," had go: the policy too much into their hands. Since i860, and

live publication* of Meadow, Medhurst, Oliphant. Von Richthofen, Hlibner, more
thorough observers and more amiable critics of Chinese peculiarities have appeared

in increasing numbers. Scholars and statesmen haw penetrated deeper into the

life of this remarkable people, until science finds to-day, in the missionaries of all

Churches, enthusiastic disciples and servants as numerous as those of the Jesuits

in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries; furnished, too. by the progress

made since then, with equipment of quite another kind.

The eagerness of the Japanese to throw themselves open to western institutions

seemed for a long time to influence the opinion of Europeans in favour of this

more supple, more amenable branch of the Eastern Asiatics. People spoke of
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the “ merry, polite, amiable, cheery, chivalrous, nation." The circumstance* of

the country were in better order, and more promising than those of China.

Hubnor wrote :
“ At the arrival of the Europeans Japan was a happy, contented

country. There were no extreme differences of prosperity or security, few

sanguinary excesses." Presently came disillusion ; transformation did not" coot

about so quickly or so smoothly. The over-hasty development of railways and

telegraphs—the first was laid in 1858— caused President Peirce’s gift to tht

Mikado of a small railway-train to be subsequently regretted. The Chinese had

been found too stiff
;
now the Japanese were tco pliable. The fluttering haste

with which Japan pressed forward was blamed and mocked. From a medical

point of view the Japanese constitution was described as incapable of bearing

this sudden change in all the conditions of life
;

the frequency of suicide in Japan

was even traced to it. Those who judged thus did not know that European

training, mainly under Dutch instruction, had long been growing tranquilly in

Japan, and that not only in Nagasaki, but in Yeddo, Osaka, Miyako, European

languages and customs had been diligently studied. Japanese statesmen lave

no doubt advanced very rapidly since 1854, but the mass of the population ha*

not vet followed them on their westward course, and it may be questioned whether

the capabilities of the country’ as they now arc, and will for the present remain,

will be sufficient to meet the increasing expenditure for the new institutions. The

production of Japan has for years shown little increase. Its population is too

large foe a small country with wide districts unfit for cultivation, which is the

main reason for the efforts to get a footing in Korea and Formosa. China’s

resources are greater, and less easily exhaustible. It was a bit of Chinese

practicality to introduce customs - duties first of nil European innovation*, and

with least consideration. Besides, the Chinese possess the inestimable advantage

of numbers. In Formosa, in Mongolia, in the provinces hordering on Further

India, half-breeds are introducing the pigtail, the ideographic writing, opium,

into native circles, and their ever -flowing stream of immigrants allows of no

reaction. The contact of this colossus with Europeans could only be brought

about through individuals, and its effects spread slowly by an assimilative pnxeu

through the body of the nation. Chinese rigidity is thus not wholly voluntary

or conscious. That they have long felt their superiority to other Asiatics may

strengthen their belief in the vitality of their culture, and indispose them to rapid

changes. As a trader, however, the Chinaman is neither rigid where adaptability

is called for, nor immovable in the selection of his place of settlement or sphere

of busines*. Immobility is a false generalisation from a small hide -bound

aristocracy to the mass of the Chinese nation. Before the era of railways there

was in Eurojie no life of traffic even remotely comparable to that of the interior

of China. Connected with this is the fact that throughout China trade is to a

great extent in the hands of natives of certain northern province*
;

also thr

predilection of the Chinese for the homeless business of the pidlar. He
journey* of months across the steep mountains on the frontier of Yunnan to offer

hi* silk and metal goods to the inhabitants of Burmnh and North Siam. He

work* through the Russian Amoor provinces, thinly peopled as they are, until

the snow stop* his trade
; then he passes the winter with tea, opium, and

gambling at the farm of some fellow-countryman. In thi« distant comer the

Chinaman is far more active than the Russian. The importance of this pedlar-
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trade in the colonisation of Mongolia has already been irvdicatcd. Wc need but

;o see bow quickly the European settlements in Hongkong and Singapore have

been filled with an uninvited Chinese population. And this i* called a torpid

people

!

A$ in Japan, so in China, the East Asiatic has made a pleasanter impression

on observers in ail those regions where he has come less into contact with

foreigners. Von Richthofen, the first European naturalist who visited Szchuan,

found the people 41
the most amiable of Chinese, courteous, friendly, they would

sewn become our devoted friends.” Of those in the equally lit tie-visited Ho- nan,

he says :
* 4

a more good-tempered race than that of Ho-nan seems to exist nowhere

on the earth.
1
' Cooper, who traversed China under great difficulties from Hankow

to Batang, ar.d penetrated into Yunnan, found that an essential pait of the art

of getting on in the interior of China, with a curious and sometimes obtrusive

crowd, consists in making a Joke at the rght moment. “On such trifles,” he

says
,

44 may the life of h traveller in China hang, for this crowd, easily moved to

laughter, would have been as easily led on to bloodshed." The frequency of

theft in the coast- towns cannot be denied
;
but we have references to the honest

inhabitants of the interior, and the proverb, “ In old times if anything dropped on

the road, no one took i: up." It also speaks for the Chinese character that joviality

is one of their characteristic peculiarities. A contented grin is almost a standing

feature of their broad countenance*. R^gg^rs seem to be a merry* band, and are

well treated by the re«t of the population.

A strain of kind-heartedness runs through the institutions of these races. The

fact that external forms almost shroud his sentiment causes the Japanese to appear

unfeeling. The intercourse between different clashes ar.d stations is, especially in

Japan, based on benevolence. Japan is thx: land of presents. Even in taverns

present and return-present replace in more dignified fashion the usual “tip.”

Even the poor man is well-mannered in Japan, but European influence has been

a blight on Japanese modesty. In China every large town has public charitable

foundations. It may be that a rich man is sometimes compelled to let a portion

of his superfluity find its way back to his fellow-citizens in the form of public

beneficence, yet the fashion of this is often admirable Institutions for dispensing

medicine and providing coffins for the poor do much good in large towns. Private

people, too. erect granaries, and in tune of dearth sell rice below the market price.

In the cold January of 1893 private beneficence is said to have spent in the

central and southern provinces nearly *400,000 for wadded clothing, shelter, and

hot food. Rich men even leave by will sums for the improvement of the public

roads.

The intelligence of the Chinese has not been esteemed so low as their dis-

position or their morality. It has it* imposing monuments in literature, in

numerous inventions, in ivri« institutions of itatc. It is not denied that among
the Chinese one often has to do with wonderfully acute minds endowed with a

patience ami a capacity for getting to the bottom of things, which in undertakings

of a practical kind may often replace creative force. What European judges do

not understand » the ^agnation of this culture. They can hardly put themselves

in the position of the Chinese, Japanese, or Korean, who sees in his own culture an

unsurpassable ideal. And much really has been ar.d is better there than with u<.

Japanese and Chinese have developed a refined luxury’ quite peculiar in style.
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which in that tranquil seclusion has far surpassed ours, especially in unuoimity

and harmony. What wisdom is displayed, to take one instance, in the rules of

the Japanese tea-party, /hn no y

u

where amxl religious and scientific conversation

in artistic surrou ndings. with prescribed forms and colour*, the u*otfcs of the

ancients are admired, to the exclusion of politics and gossip. Quite lately tre

read Rippolcft remark: "The style in which the people of Japan live is simple

and natural, and there U no happier people on the earth." What he has, has to

the Eastern Asiatic long seemed the best
;

lie lias no sense of ideals, and plan*,

even gulden, for the future. Whence comes this contentment ? Seme say froir.

sobriety, from tranquillity
;
and when to this is added a preponderance in the

development of the understanding and a deficiency' of creative fancy, it is thought

that the combination, whence at some given point this enigmatic stagnation must

have resulted, has been rightly recognised. But we must, however, also try to

explain how, from this sterile disposition in the East Asiatics, their rich culture

could have been developed. To create what they possess in art and literature

alone they needed fancy in abundance
;

in their works no one would miss it.

Japanese stories, Chinese novels arc as fragrant of fancy as any but the best

productions of this kind in Western literature. Japanese animal-legends arc

more copious than the Germanic. Our artists speak with admiration of the

colour-fancy in Oriental art. Even their games arc more refined and more

interesting than their European offshoot*. Theft thoughtful game of dominoes,

the
11

2 3 7 eyes* based on astrological principles, is arranged like the heavenly

bodies, and gnbang exec’s our chess,
1

Ic perhaps the intellect of these races less powerful, of less endurance,

supported by weaker wills ? Not at all. Statesmen like Elgin or Grant hold

that western diplomatist* must get into the way of regarding Orientals as their

equals. According to Syrski the Chinese rustic, viewed from the practical side, can

sec farther into things than the European
;
the silkworm-growers in particular seem

to him far more able than our own to give an account of their mode of procedure.

The late Laurence Oliphant goes so tar as to place them, in knowledge of the

world and activity, in the pursuit of agriculture and horticulture, in their aptnes*

for all kinds of industry and trade, and lastly, in their exclusive nature, next to

the Anglo-Saxon breed. In view of these judgments we may also notice the

high level of popular culture in the three kingdoms of Eastern Asia. AD
observers of the Japanese peasantry admire their delight in popular bocks and

lays of heroes, In the game of chess, their enjoyment of pictures, of colour, of

natural beauty. There is in them an intellectual vitality which many people at a

similar level in Europe do not possess. Chinese and Japanese read more than

all other Asiatics, in this ranking with European* Not only learned works like

the great encyclopedia in 105 volumes, or the dictionary in 59, testify to the

literary requirements of the Japanese. There is a popular literature of many

volumes, and for women of the better classes a of book;; dealing m'th

conjugal behaviour, domestic affairs, and education. Japan is well off for books;

though a large number of them arc translations from the Chinese.

What then is lacking to the Eastern Asiatics sufficient to cause them to ssadi

•till, where we of the west struggle unrcstingly on ? It must lie In the applica-

tion of their talents. The Chinese have never grasped the meaning of science a*

1

III might jerhipsbe painted oat that chew, the inferior game. U equally c£ Oriental ccifiin.]
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understood in the west from the time of the ancient Greeks. They observe

nature, they go in quite an admirahlc n ay into the smallest details of phenomena,

but they do not turn the results ci this activity to account in correcting false

conceptions. “ We have a list of inventions without number to admire in the

Chinese, but we do not owe them cue single profound glance into the connection

and proximate causes of phenomena, " says I'cskd. Dc Rosny is briefer :
" They

have not got the right method." The Chinese never cease repeating the fables

of their boobs. Instead of progressing they move in a circle. According to

their idea, quails in the autumn tum to moles, resuming their garment of feathers

in the spring. In spring hawks turn into pigeons, recovering their former shape

about mid-summer. Thus again many small birds become crabs in autumn

;

pheasants in the winter being changed to " Venus-shclls.' The theme is

inexhaustible; for the unlimited capacity of matter for transformation is an

assumption in agreement with their modes of thought. At the same time the whole

world of phenomena is to them a soap-bubble. Ice, shut up for a thousand years

in the interior of die earth, turns into rock-crystal
; and in order, with the help

of rod sulphurct of arsenic and tin, to transmute lead, the Father of Metals, into

silver, only four periods of some 200 years are required. Indeed one specially

learned man says :
" That quails turn into moles and grains of rice into young

carp is a ridiculous supposition. Only the transformation of rats into quails lias

been proved ; this has been mentioned in all newspapers, and I have constantly

observed it myself. There is of course as much a recognised course for trans-

formations of this kind as for births.”

Superstitious medicine, one of the deepest-seated disorders of the human

mind, of which perhaps it will never be quite cured, is among the Hast Asiatics

on its ancient level, and gives the impression of having changed little since the

days of the prince who immediately after the invention of writing, 4000 years

ago, wrote the classical work oil diseases and live pulse. The Chinese Mauri, 1

Medial, whose compiler is said to have tried seventy poisons on himself in one

day, contains 365 remedies, one for everyday in the year: for there arc 36 J

ways in which the heavens can influence earthly existence. What chiefly keeps

the Chinese back from sound development of the healing science Is want of

anatomical science ;
though they arc not restrained by any Buddhistic prejudice

from killing animals and touching dead bodies. The Japanese, who formerly

used to imitate the Chinese In medicine as blindly as in other things, had

long before 1853 translations of Dutch and German works on anatomy.

His national narrowness hinders the Chinese in his observation of foreign

countries. Every geography or history compiled in China is invariably a geo-

graphy or history of China. Yet Chinese descriptions of travel have done much

more than Indian notices towards the knowledge even of countries lying nearer

to India. The Japanese have very frequently depicted both with pen and pencil

all the neighbouring countries, but espccia'ly “ three lands”— Veto, Korea, and

the Imochoo Islands (though unluckily not the islands to the eastward where

the elixir of life is to be found) ; and the number of geographies of European and

American countries which have appeared in Japan of late years is large.

Japanese literature is especially rich in those works beloved by the people, mid-

way between history and romance. Their descriptions of provinces are thorough

statements of information about country and people, such as many a country of
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Europe cannot show
;

and their guide-books and tourist maps arc practical. In

China, lincc the Jesuits introduced European cartography in tile seventeenth

century, maps of some original value have appeared.

In the system of weights and measures used by Eastern Asiatics, we have
one of the most remarkable creations of the pre-scientific period of the human

mind Measures of length and capacity, and weights, arc, as with us, based eo

the same unit
;
the decimal system is carried out almost without a flaw. The

unit h, however, musical, being the length of a bamboo pipe giving a certain note.

This lergth is measured bp 8t grains of corn laid lengthwise, or roo of the same

breadthwise ; whence the two systems, nonal and decimal. The same grain i*

likewise the unit of weight. Japan has adopted it with slight alterations. 180

mum making one pound, instead of 160 as in China. The measurement of time

by means of failing sand or water, or by burning pastilles, was early developed,

while every rag-shop, ever)* wandering pedlar, has a counting machine.

Eastern Asiatic art gives evidence of profound apprehension and fine obser-

vation of nature. The artists were always workmen, but there were great masters

among them. In many works the most wonderful thing is the fidelity to nature.

In drawings on rice-paper, in Japanese bronzes and wcod-can lugs, a close obser-

vation is shown, which often produces a startling effect in the rendering of in-

stantaneous movement. In fidelity and fineness their best work rivals the pro-

ductions of the lesser arts in past ages among ourselves. Who has not ail mired

the *r.a-caglc in the South Kensington Museum with upstanding feathers, made

of iron partly cast, partly wrought, with not a trace of unnatural conventionalism?

This dates from the sixteenth century. In the same place is a tortoise in potter)';

it is coming up out of the water, ami is represented with the ripple floating away
behind it, imitated so as almost 10 deceive the rye. The water-lilies, tortoises,

cranes, frogs, lisards, employed by preference in decoration, are always represented

in their general appearance with amazing truth to life and clever combination of

themes. For the Eastern Asiatic it all has a deep symbolic sense
;
the tortoise

denotes long life, the unicorn perfect purity, the stag—which becomes white at

500 years and blue at 1000—happy old age, the Japanese nightingale with the

plum in flower, the spring, while the charming pot covered with shells and tea-

weed. in which the tea is always finest, grew at the bottom of the sea.

In their art. their literature, their horticulture, the East Asiatics preserve a

warm feeling for natural beauty. The universal admiration of the plum bxjsjom

in spring, of the iris and the peony, of the lotus and chrysanthemum, gives rise

to a number of popular festivals from February- to far into autumn. China, too.

has a symbolical welcome of the spring. The temples stand in artless grooves

of ancestral willows or shady trees with shrubs cut into figures and flower-beds

laid out in pictures. Western countries have not, whether in joke or earnest,

turned their flora and fauna to account with so much spirit, fidelity, and delight

in colour as the people ci the Far East The Japanese is bom with a keen sense

of beauty
; the rustic has more of it than our peasant, and the system of spade-

husbandry- helps to develop it. When he can he builds his hut by a brook, and

puts a big stone or two here and there to make a little cascade, for he loves the

plash of water. He tics some branches of the young cedars together, and bends

others with a little beard over his waterfall to give it shade. At the flowering

season he and his family- are in raptures. Indoors the feeling for nature is shown
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not only in landscapes on the walls and screens, fitted into the structure with an

appearance c( nature. Pots, baskets, and stands for Bowers, of bamboo especially,

arc more ingenious and prettier in Japan than with us. Pendent flowers an?

more common. Any curious bit of wooden bark or root is muile into a receptacle

for flowers. It is an old Japanese custom to lay flowers on grave*. A striking

cliff on the Yang-tsc above Icliang is quite covered with Inicription*, poetical

effusions on the beauties of nature—stream and sky arc of the same colour, the

hills gleam, the water is dark, and so forth. Eastern Asia had more feeling for

nature l OOO years ago than the South of Europe has to-day.

The superior sense of colour in the Eastern Asiatic is recognised more and

A G'/vta or J.iTianeio hArp>^aytr« a JaraT>m dmn.ng •

more. It fails only in the imitation of European coloured engravings with which

China once flooded the market of Further India ,
but it is alive ar.d full of power

it: the old Japanese colour-prints, which are now the delight of our amateur*.

Their painting seeks its effects, not in the lire*, but in the masses of coiour.

They transfer to metals shades of colour known to no other industry in the

world. They venture upon coloured representations, in relief, of peacocks which

the art of the Old World was glad to let alone. Games with colours arc popular

in all circles. In a temple garden cr a clear grove a rneir> party is assembled ;

a man enters and makes figures on the ground, true to nature, by sprinkling -v»nd.

The Japanese dress is rich in colour, every street scene in Japan full of it, unlike

what is »ceii in the sedater, more uniform China and Korea.

In the architecture of Eastern Asia again the picturesque element comc= to

the front in the dislike to straight lines and right angles, in the taste for grotesque;

and the search for beauty, in technical finish, creative fancy, and totiderest feeling

for nature. Wood is the favourite material ; strong effect* arc produced by the

delight in colour and the flash of metal, by polishing, gilding, casing in porcelain.

There is something magnificent in the temples of Japan with their heavy tiled
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rcof*, which yet show line* «> lightly soaring, with rich benms and rhauivt

pillars. The Japanese feeling for nature hiu been active n|*o in shaping the

Buddhist place- of worship. They have built temples to the goddess of the »ei

on artificial islands in broad lotus-covered ponds, over which lend slight bridges

in lofty curves- They lay out the ground round the temples on the principles c(

landscape art, mitigating the melancholy contemplation of this transitory life with

the enjoyment of a present of tranquil loveliness. Temple-gardens arc spas of

constant refreshment for every one. Temple-grounds, like those for which Nilcko

is famous—“do not speak of splendour till you have seen Nikko"— lies amid

cedar groves, to which sacred bridges lead. Broad alleys run from one shrine to

another. Pagodas, chapels, holy wells, oratories, treasuries in stone, wood, metal,

are scattered about the sacred grove. In China also, in the mountain districts,

one passes temples surrounded by cypresses and enclosed within white walls with

projecting towers, sharply cut out against the bare rock. Japanese landscape

painting is connected with religious motives. Fuji-yama, the goal of laborious

pilgrimages, or the “man and woman ” rocks off the coast of Furami, arc endlessly

depicted.

Chinese poetry, especially in its lyric pieces, contains much that is beautiful

and deeply felt. The ” stories without end " are not only continued for years,

with long pauses, but written and read by generations.

To a European car, Oriental music i* a monotonous noire of shrill sounds

Its instruments, both wind and string, arc numerous, among them such simple nod

well-known forms ai the shell-trumpet, which forma part of the equipment of

Buddhist mendicant monks
;
also the gong. We are reminded of Borneo, of

aomc hill-tribes of Further India, of the sacred drums of Oceania, by a curious wind

instrument of China and Korea, made from a bottle-gourd with bamboo pipes

inserted, and by the simple Korean drums of hollowed tree-stems, while the

Buddhist temple-drum with pictures of the drumming thundcrcr recall the Shaman

drums. The theory of music has been developed out of all proportion to the

practice. We find the scale of Pythagoras among the Chinese. It had not

merely a religious but a political significance ; again an echo of Pythagorean

ideas. Every Japanese dance is the graceful pantomimic representation of some

transaction, with the whole body, the play of feature, and above all, the fan.

On the other hand the unnatural, broadly traced, slow movements of the actora

who piay male parts with exaggerated pathos, female with duty voices, and the

shrill music breaking in at every instant, take away all artistic value from the

Chinese stage, and that of Japan is essentially in agreement with it.

§
22. THE CHINESE

Hcfwj omnmenii defoemed (f«i— Economic activity -AgreulMiei lood-tenvr* i
etule-brerdfcG—Wf'j

lice : opUm -Tona* mil village*—Tnffo-water
;
anneal |raip<i]:» ai.l modem decay I «bt

canals lie *y*:em <1 icod*; river and *et nnigiiico—Indmryi »* pwiGcm nod blling-nfl;

Ul>oax*uuon»—Tfulr xcL*i.y aad coki&U&cion.

THE outward appearance of the Chinese is uniform from the south to the north

of the empire. Even difference of rank are not so sharply stamped as else-
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where. Loo'.c trousers and blouse, both of indigo-dyed cotton, on occasion an
upper jacket of thick block material, are the clothes nom by the moss of the
population. It is reckoned that an average man uses two suits in the war, both

together coding at mod tos. Woollen clothing, the materials for which arc

imported in increasing quantity from Europe, and also nou- produced in large

manufactories within the country, arc worn only by well-to-do persons. The
lower classes meet the winter cold by
putting on several cotton garment*

or.c over another, and wadded coats

;

in the north, sheepskins arc worn.

Rich people wear the costliest furs

of Siberia, for which China was a

great market a hundred years ago.

In the silk-growing provinces half

the population of a town may be

*or:i clad in silk on New Years day.

The exhortation uttered by the

Emperor Knng-hi 200 years ago

in hit Maxims: " Let husbandry

and the culture of the mulberry h_* jj'

thy care, that thou mayest have

food and raiment enough.” ha* lost

some of its significance since the

increase in the importation ci

foreign tissues. With rich people

the place of the blue cotton blouse

is taken by an upper garment like

n dressing-gown, reaching to the

ankles and fastened by a girdle, to

which hang purse, tobacco pouch,

and the like. The long sleeve* cover

the hands, and contain pockets

;

lienee expressions like the “ sleeve-

payment ” of Chinese classics, or “a
sleeve full of snu!T.“ Chinamen
wore their hair loose till 1644,

when the Manebus started the pigtail

and shaven forehead a* a symbol cf

loyalty to the new order in China. Since that " tailless " ha* been a term of dis-

grace, but to undo the pigtail is a sign of disaffection. Negotiations as to the com-

pulsory wearing of the pigtail by subject races form a chapter in the history of new

acquisitions. The beard, too, must not be grown until advanced manhood . hence

the business of the barbers, who by the way shave without soap, is very common
and lucrative In China. Even a workman sacrifices a few than to have his fore-

head ami face shaved smooth once a week. The Northern Chinese, like many
Central Asian nomads, wear the pigtail short

;
those of the sooth, on the contrary,

as long and thick as possible, plaited w ith horse-hair and wound round with ribbon.

The women’s hair is dressed with far more variety, with distinct fashions in

A Chinese mir«l&r.n o!CnMOO.
lFran a rhc«ofra;& ;
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different provinces. In tltc »ou*h unmarried yirU wear n fringe cm straight

across the forehead. Married women shape it with adhesive material so a* to

lie close to the bead, and curve out behind like a cup-handle ;
or el«? wiug-lik*

appendage; stick out over the cars. Pins, beads, but above all, flowers, natural

and artificial, arc the ornament* of the feminine head. The ordinary Chinese of

•-tiara vomin «lth contractor fc*t. &oi cti kl. t>rc«n 4 phowgrph

the south almost always leaves his head uncovered
;
at morn, vvltcn the summer

sun :s too scorching, he winds up his pigtail and sticks a fan in it which, as he

goes along, automatreally affeeda a small degree of coolness. Mandarins never

appear in public with uncovered head. Thu is not merely for the luxury of

wearing in summer fine straw or bamboo hats covered with silk and ta«ek in

winter felt or cloth cap* with tumed-up brims, embroidered and furred ; they aha

have on their hat* the distinctive mark, introduced since the Manchu supremacy,

of the button. This consists of the following materials, in ascending order :
red

coral, light Hue glass, lapis lazuli, crystal, white chalcedony, gold (or gilt> The

Chinese mandarin's dress has made its way among the officials in Tibet; and the

luxurious sahle clothing of Chinese privy-councillors may be seen even in Kiang-
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lung. The impression of pomp which it ought to create is, alas, often unex-

pectedly destroyed by a dirty patch, and ye: more once by the raggodness of the

inevitable tuite. In North China only old women and children arc unpainted.

For this purpose the face in whitened, and then oval pink patches are laid on

over the entire cheek.

The custom of deforming the feet throws a har-h light on the unnatural

refinement of Chinese over-civilization. Whether the object be the confining of

women to the house, or the promotion of corpulence, the result is senseless and

disgusting. From the child’s fifth year her foot is compressed in such a way that

the four last toes are bent under, and the he:Is at the stme time forced upwards

and backwards. In the higher classes this torture Is continued till the person

walks as if on stilts, and cannot leave the house unless carried in a chair or on a

servant-maid's back. In the lower classes women continue to move with some

freedom. The Manchus in the north and the Hakkas in the south have nothing

of this custom, nor the races of the west, who arc less touched by Chinese culture.

The fact cf Chinese Ikroes being represented at tattooed shows that this custom

was or.ee common. In the Loochoo Islands the women were, a few decades ago,

tattooed variously according to districts.

Bodily cleanliness is not a strong point with the Chinese. Only an appear-

ance of it is produced by the barbci's art. The East Asiatic* have no more

desire for fresh air than some Central Europeans. The atme*phcre is not always

good ir. the lightly-built houses of Japan, Skin and eye disease* arc of extra-

ordinary frequency.

Chinese acholnr* and statesmen unanimously praise agriculture as the vital

sinew of the state. It speak* yet more dearly for its importance that Chir.a

finds a I men t unaided the food for its vn.t population, and besides that, provides

tea and silk plentifully and regularly for tl>-’ markets of the world. From this

esteem for agriculture, in which a conjclous contrasting of i: with the surrounding

nomadism naturally has a share, the erroneous corclusio.i has been drawn that

in China a highly-developed cultivation of the soil is universal. No doubt the

Chinese are more advanced in agriculture than the Indians. But throughout

South China the soil of the hills is poor. On the Min river hills over 3000 feet

high are cultivated to the top, but in many districts they arc occupied merely with

scrub. Even in Central China, with its dense population, by no means every

patch of ground is tilled. In Kiang-su and Chc-kiang, weed and grass-covered

spots may be found in the immediate vicinity cf habitation. Graves and chapels

take up much room. Cultivation is, perhaps, closest in the north, where it

ascends ir. the loess districts to the hill-tcps, and has driven forest and heath

far away. Nor docs Chinese "high" forming take quite the direction which

European^ imagine. Plough and harrow are less in use in the small husbandry

of China than hoc and rake. The plough, drawn by a buffalo or ox, makes no

deep furrow, and the extensive employment of manures i» necessary just because

of the inadequate turning of the earth. Corn is trodden out by animals or

threshed in the open. The buffalo being the most frequent draught-animal, it

is easy to understand that work pn^resscs slowly In manuring, the Chinese

arc master* In the south, particularly, human excrement is in demand, and

waste cf all kinds, down to old rocket-charge*.

At this time land-holdings in China arc much subdivided. A property of
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i 50 acres on level ground is among the largest
;
and a man who owns 15

is looked on as a man of means. Near the larger towns a family can live on 2^

to 4 acres of land, if they own and work it chemwlws. Subdivision among heirs

on the demise of an estate not the sole cause ct this parcelling
;

it i< aided by

the great productiveness of garden husbandry, and by those cultivations which,

like tea and silk, pay best on a small scale. Great part of Chinese agriculture

could lint be carried on at a profit but for the abundance of latour in its cheapen

form which the large families afford This makes it possible for half of all the

arable land in China to be tilled by tenants, mid for the most part small tciunta

The success of the Chinese farmer resides in his thrift, his industry, and the family

connection between the greater part of his capital.

Rice is the chief crop of China. The fertility cf the south and centre, with

two crops a year on the average, is so great that this grain forms the Chinamanb

most important vegetable food. Yet so great is the consumption that it become*

necessary to import rice from Formosa. Manilla, and Further India, even from

North America. On the Loess soil of the north, and in the rich prairie-lands of

Manchuria, wheat, millet, and buckwheat appear to thrive, as well as rice in the

Yang-tsc lowlands. That maize and potatoes aie d Lari buted throughout the

empire, and in the more mountainous pails even form important articles of diet

shows that the Chinese farmer is not rigidly exclusive tou'&nU good things from

abroad. The culture of tho poppy for the sake of opium is less laudable
;

it b

found in every province, and in some plays & sadly* important part. Sweet

potatoes and other roots, also green vegetables cf all kinds, especially pulse. art

very common.
Kish being very plentiful in the irrigation-direhe* of the rice-fields—the

quantity being increased by the artificfcUly-rcarcd stock which is turned into the

flooded fields after harvest—the same piece of ground in summer yields rice, it*

winter, fish. Nowhere cUo docs fish play so great a part in the food of the

people as in China, and thus sea and rivers are here fished with the greatest

variety of appliances. We may recall the extensive use of cormorants for thb

purpose. On the bows of canal -boats are contrivances for hanging nets vertically,

so that the contents can be easily hoisted on deck. The roots and seeds of many

plants, grown in standing- or running-water, arc partaken of in plenty. The

bamboo, useful in many ways, the shoots of which are also eaten, specially enables

full use to be made of the sod.

The Chinese have always had a great talent for domesticating animals, it is

probable that they reared the house-cat independently of the Egyptians, just as

they have trained weasels to catch mice. The only animal which they now breed

in any quantity is the frugal and fertile pig. ft is of at; excellent breed, and iti

bacon and ham arc articles of trade throughout East and South Asia. Buffaloes

and oxen are used as beasts of burden, and to work the wheels of the draw-wells;

the former also to tread the swampy soil of the rice-fields. In the north, sheep

are bred on the arid hills of Pe-chi-Ii and Shan-*i,and wool is a staple of importa-

tion from Mongolia. Fowls of all kinds are reared in institutions for breeding

and fattening. In the silk-growing districts not only fields and gardens, but even

the embankments between the rice-fields, arc planted with mulberries, the leaves

of which arc sold to feed the worms. In the tea district of Xfag-po, millet and

roai2C cover the slopes and shade the tca-shrabs, which arc also planted in
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scattered tufts on the embankments of rkc-nckis and in mulberry-plantation*.

The tea and silk-growing provinces arc among the nc"i thickly peopled.

The great variety in the crop, which the Chinese countryman sets himself to

cultivate, above all renders it possible to use the soil to the utmost. More than
a dozen oil-yielding plants, the bamboo, vegetable-wax, the lacqucr-trcc, ailanthus

and oak for the silkworms that feed on
those trees, may be mentioned among
them. Szchian, with it* fruit and fig-trees,

is one of the most beautiful, gaiden-likc

provinces of China. Vegetables, tco, enjoy

a zealous cultivation, green vegetables

being rarely absent from the meal of the

ix-orcst day-labourer. Land fetches a high

price
;
even in East Mongolia, a country

only just cleared for cultivation, it is by
no means very low, .some 4 Si. an acre.

Rent generally comes to 10 per cent of

the selling price. The prices of farm

produce, owing to th« slowness of trans-

port, arc subject to great variation. The
Government ricc-granarics, intended to eke

out the scarcity in lean years, apart from

the cheating to which they, too, arc liable,

an? not approximately equal to the re-

quirements. According to Simon, the

price of rice fluctuates as much as 300
-per cent.

Conditions of climate and soil assign to

artificial irrigation an important part in

Chinese tillage. The sunny south, and the

north with its permeable soil of lecss, are

alike threatened with years of famine

through drought. The wasting of forests

shows that in forest economy China is

anything but a civilized state. Only in

the K>u;h and west arc good forests still

kept up. Japan looks far more carefully

after its forests, richer and more varied

they are. The material ino« in use is bamboo. Owing to its lightness,

suppleness, and great strength, it can be used for poles and masts quite a* well

a-i in its finer kinds for artistic work. The chief fuel is charcoal, burnt in

earthenware vessels like the Italian itahb'm. China possesses the largest

coal-fields on the earth, but makes little use of them.

The Chinaman was long imagined by the European world as a person living

only on rice, and able, nevertheless, to work hard and continuously. Now wc

know that his i9 no case of a purely rke-dict. On the whole, the Chinese

labourer lives but little less well than his European colleague. In China itself,

an exclusive diet of rice is regarded as incompatible with hard work, apirt from
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the fact that a!l over the west rice is dear. ami has m ho replaced by potatoes,

cabbage, or dumpling*. Al nrilinary prices a wiffkitian getting 41!. nr 3d. a da)

can buy 2 lbs. of rice. I lb. of vegetables, mul ns much of fish, and have Jd. to 2d
left for tea. salt, tobacco, Induing, and clothing. The Chinese is very clever at

dressing his food; out of simple materials he can concuct quite n luxurious

breakfast or dinner. * l’cn-cheese,” a kind of extract of lea-flour, made by
.separating the ciseine in the form of gelatine with a solution of gypsum, is the

model of a cheap and nutritious food. Vegetable preserves are numerous The
Eastern Asiatics do r»t cat like Oliver Orientals out of a common dish with their

fingers, but each from hU own lacquer saucer with “ cliopslicks
"

of wood, bone,

or ivory held hotween the fingers of the light hand.

Tea is the national luxury, and is taken by all classes in every varety.

Opium has, in the last two generations, become a necessary of life to th; Chinese

people; but, instead of strengthening, it cats the life out. It is calculated that

fifteen millions, of which three-fourths leave the country, arc spent yearly on opium

in China. Poor jioopic smoke over again opium that has been smoked, but many
sacrifice the whole balance of their wages to get the Intoxication. Prom the far

west ar.d north we an: beginning to hear complaints of this vice, which grow

inure anil mure general. Tire Kitgmh, who arc icsponsiWe for the cnormoui

iniportmion, try, under a hypocritical pretence of science, to attribute a racial

character to the practice. In i8?6 Sir George Campbell propounded the

ridiculous thesis that the Mongolian or Turanian races showed the most deeidol

partiality for opium, while the Aryan Indian despised it almost entirely. Many
person* have gone to Mongolia solely in order to grow poppies and ‘moke opum

at their ease. The chief virtue* of the Chinese—patience, frugality', industry, the

bases of his economic prosperity—arc undermined by opium, the clTccts of which

on the constitution arc far more ruinous than those of spirits. lit spite of China'*

advance in the last decades, the (car that the opium-habit among the people will

cripple the forces necessary* to a new development of culture, makes it difficult to

look to the future of thcempirc with confidence. This vice is in no small measure

responsible for the impoverishment and confusion which strike the observer of

to-day as forcibly as did pro‘pcrity and order those of 100 years ago. Richthofen

thinks that the ever-increasing use of opium will even set a check upon the

increase of population. Drinks distilled from millet or rnaiae, before the intro-

duction of opium the only intoxicants, arc used with “exemplary moderation,'
1

China is the land of large cities and numerous villages, the land of crowded

living. Less from lack of ground than from a natural tendency towards packing,

a part of toe population even invades the water and lives in boats. Theusund*

lodge in eaves in the loess. The Chinaman is first and foremost a dweller in

villages
;
and if the towns arc numerous and populous, they arc so owing to the

prosperity of trade in China, and as the residences of officials.

The villages in China are in genera! more populous than those of Europe,

some numbering Sooo inhabitants or more. The narrow u reels, winding between

mud walls, are very- lively ; shops of all kind* art- frequent, also tea-hou-cs *r.d

tookvhops. Regular markets arc frequently held. In Colonel L'nterhcrgcr'*

sketches from North China we read
;

" On approaching the walls one hears the

1 ;ihu |«»cr.pli hoi been led 1» [1 Iha original. Uai U »ai <t cause l* remembered lb»« ihc l— 1

uihotilin are by no mcini *cr««o! m 10 :hc generally tritefiiavoo* affect* rfojinm in China.]
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noise peculiar to a large town, which presently resolves it«rlf into the talking and

shouting of the mass of humanity swaying to and fro with the animals in the

streets. Streets lead to the interior of the town, so narrow that two carts can with

difficulty pass each other ; along them, close to the houses filled to bursting with

goods for sale, run raised causeways for foot-pattengcr*. The lacquered surface

of the projecting woodwork of the houses, the heavy and richly-dccoratcd cornices,

the friezes painted in many colours with gilt wood-carvings, the \ariety of signs

of most extraordinary shapes, tiled roofs bulging in the way peculiar to Chinese

architecture, ornamented at the corners with every kind of figure, including dragons,

all this together gives a most fantastic appearance to a trading-street of thin kind."

At the entrance of the villages stand gates ol honour, recording the virtues of

Oian: article* ol ux mid «&cury. «. RuotoO£r-«ltag <up
.
* tb*^ Ucqotr rap, with ntxVir e/.;>nrl

;

y pcrccliin d<*»» with nitol 6gurcs
; i ctf axo*nut

;
3. beqwr ptou is. brae tt eerier iraqut

:n*caddf. wiifi ramr| it tuntitr ; 8. lixxju.r cij
.
c, *cc&n cup iinrj uitt line; if. ic. iktciam sop*

in tuul uazdm i ». reetxiul Wap'll. rr*ui lltlnfl 1 3. inf T 4 . Throc+rot^on C*p : 15

ktife &ad dtoptt*fc*U Lvify tnd Med, wr.h fold *mbrocc*Tri th»*h. iMunkh )

distinguished inhabitants. The towns arc, as a rule, square In plan, and walled.

In the older onc3 the streets arc full of bends and comers beyond conception.

Where there arc canals the roads are mostly no wider than footpaths, but paved ;

vehicles and bcasti of burden are almost unknown. In hilly districts, on the

other hand, we find both. This difference ha* also an effect on the towns, which

itt the south and centre have streets from 5 to 1 3
feet wide, while in the north

they arc wide enough for vehicles. The absence of external windows is made

up for by courtyard? within. Only inside do we find comfort, opulence, the

lovely colours and fanciful forms of Chinese art. Outside blaze the tall board-

indicating the calling of the inmate, staring in colour, gilt or silvered, 1 2 feet high

by 1 or 2 broad, hung on either side of the doorway, a forest of colour and

hieroglyphics. Beside them hangs inconspicuous the symbol of the open eye of

authority, the plate inscribed with the names of all the persons living in the
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house. On the door of the dwelling-house are painted n tree of fortune, ard t

scroll with a moral adage. At the street-cornets shine the uamw, mostly high-

flown, of the street?. As a rule they contain something about prosperity, ^
heaven, cleanliness, or the like. After the destruction of numerous towns in the

south and centre of the empire by the Taiping rebellion, new towns arose iron:

their ashes and ruins, which grew up with more freedom from the traditional plan;

as for example, Nan-chung. one of the most famous provincial capitals, and if:cr

Ching-tOO one of the finest and most regular, with wide, dean streets. Farm*

and hamlets arc met with in any number only in the south and west. Free

Hoonao, Von Richthofen writes :
•‘This is the first province in which I have seer

any considerable number of charming country-seats belonging to rich people *ho

have retired from business. They invest their money in land, which they then

let. The landlord’s house, a handsome building, rises isolated, and in a>mc

conspicuous spot, usually on the slope of a hill, with trees round it" Inns,

marked by large tassels over the door, are common, standing isolated on

the road.

Even abroad the Chinese have the tendency to crowd their dwellings
;
“China-

town.*' in San Francisco, contains 15.000 in a space where formerly not a tenth

of that number of Americans could find room. Their habit of living in low study

rooms, with a little table and benches, and a dirty clo^c stove, seems to have its

origin in a cold zone, just as the light airy style of Japaivcsc building belongs to

a warmer climate. Among both Chinese and Japanese arc found neck-rests or

r.cck-stoota, sometimes consisting simply of a bit of bamboo with supports, some-

times more artistically worked, furnished with drawers inlaid in colours. The

patriarchal strain, which runs through Chinese life far more powerfully in the lest

corrupt conditions of the country than in the towns, has kept up the practice d
the nearest relations living together in one and the same house. From great-

grandfather to great-grandson, five generations often dwell under one root This

mode cf life, which often by the remembrance of a common descent Inspires whole

communes, or even groups of communes, with a strong tribal feeling, is an essential

element in the prosperity of the population. The Chinaman carries this sentiment

abroad with him. depending much less on locality, and supporting his relation*

from far away. The rapidity with which the population of South China, after

the storm of rebel raids, rebuilt their homes on the devastated land or refoundfid

them on fresh sites, was the wonder of all Europeans.

In the matter of communications China formerly stood higher
;

its decline is

especially shown in the state of the canals, once its vital arteries. The great

canal-system of North China has in recent decades fallen into decay. Ritter

called it the most magnificent canal -system of the Old World, linking the *>uth

and centre with the north of the empire in independence of the chances of sci

and river-navigation. The Imperial Canal is
41 very different from all thoa? d

Europe Its direction is adapted to the lie of the land, it often winds, it is d
varying breadth, now 200 feet, now tooo. Sometimes it goes through a deep

cutting in the hills, sometimes enclosed in hewn granite, it crosses lakes and

morasses of enormous extent on embankments 20 f«?t high." Since a breach

in the embankment of the Hoang-ho drew off the whole river towards the sea,

the proud Imperial Canal to the north of the new arm of the river has only been

an unimportant tributary of that wild stream. The trade of Ticn-tsin to the great
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cities of the south and centre has already in a great measure taken the tea-route.

When the dry reac t between Li ivising and Tien-tsin fill* in June, it it covered at

of old with ;unks fran the south which lute waited for the ri*e ex' the water.

The salt traffic i« still important on the Imperial Canal. Other canals have

suffered hardly lc« under the bad government of the last few decades. A few

ixtols here ard there and some ruined bridges arc often all that tells of former

splendour. Coni is grown to-day in dry canal beds. Only the canal-systems of

the centre, the real " flower" of that section, which owing to their importance for

irrigation and for the transport of crops attain almost a kind of personal interest

for every peasant, seem still to be in the good old state. Here the meshes of

the network of canals ate often hardly 5 furlongs wide, while many farmers take

private canals to their houses, and use barges for hay-waggons.

Serious attempts to improve the communications arc rare Tile streets of

1‘ckin have luned to watercourses, and the gutter- have been -tripped of ihe

marble slabs which once covcicd them. Williamson speaks of hi- delight at the

single man w hom !w saw mending a road beyond the Gicat Wall ; lie had

wandered far and wide in China without seeing anything like it. Many road*

were once paved v.-ith stone dags, but the pavement has gone to ruin, and the

Imperial Road it now an uneven track 12 to 20 yards w ide, cut up hv a number

of nits, and worn down by the traffic of centuries :<# a level often below that of

the adjacent land. Many bridges, some of them once magnificent structures, are

now impassable ; and the traveller must either make a circuit or be ferried across

under their arches. It seems to be of no great use for individuals to make offer-

ings in the good old fashion to their fellow-citizens by building roads and bridges,

or for judges to set those guilty of -mall mi-demeanours to mend a bit of toad at

their own cost. In the centre and south, the region of canals, roads play a far

less important part than in.the north. Paved footpaths run alongside the canals.

Only in the tea-districts arc roads frequent from one river to another. Sometimes

these present an animated scene, when porters arc carrying tea, the finer sorts

with great care on poles with double supports, so that the chest, even when set

down, may not touch the greund, the commoner kinds on the usual transverse

pole. One meets endless caravans of these men.

The guard-houses and watch-towers which stood a: regular distance* along

lire imperial toads ate In ruins. The telegraph stations, whence in old times

signal* were given with the smoke of wolves' dung, lie waste. Williamson say *

that he was unable to use a ferry over the Liao-ho in Manchuria, because a

mandarin's luggage had fallen off the boat, and the ferry was not running till the

action he had brought was decided.

The river navigation provides occupation in towing alone for thousands of

jicopJe. The boats on the Upper Vang-tsc, of 1 20 tons burden, say* Mr. Cooper,

require from forty to sixty men to navigate them in ascending from Ichatig.

This town, situated where the mountains meet the plain, owes its large population

to its boatmen. So-calied “ watermen,” excellent swimmer* and diver*, under-

take the duty of clearing the tow-rope from rocks, etc. These people pass their

whole life on board, the boat containing their family, their house, and their good.-,

and manage their craft so skilfully that the clumsy junks get past the rapids.

The tiir.ber-rafts from Hoonan, which fill the Vang-tse in January, arc -til', more

like great floating village*. On them may be seen pigs, dogs, fowl*, often twenty
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huts and numbers of women and children. They are said to take six months to

reach Hankow, not quite 630 miles. There they arc broken up again and go to

Ching-kiang and oilier ports.

The extension or the Chinese canal-system, due in the firit instance to political

causes, has, perhaps Intentionally, drawn the sea-traffic between south and north

almost entirely to the river-ways and canals, and has certainly contributed .in a

great degree to the decline of sea-navigation even among the people on the coast

In any ease, directly after the opening of the treaty-ports, the coast-trade became

one of the most profitable industries for Europeans
; aixl the navigation of the

Chinese seas is still a good business for European shippers. The Chinese show

great cleverness in building vessels for river and canal-navigation, while in re»pccl

to sea-going craft they are less advanced. Their junks are still clumsy, awkward

to handle, high and square-built at both ends. The sails arc of matting, and the

mainsail is, like the rudder, of disproportionate size. They arc acquainted with

the compass
; but otherwise do not make nautical observations. Thus little more

than coast-navigation is possible; and the pilots duty is either to set his course

by the high ground near to the shore or to make for a fixed point in a straight

line by compas*. During the whole voyage the skipper is observing the share!

and the hills, sitting on the landward side of the vessel. He watches at night,

aud pcihaps goes to sleep upright in the daytime. Next to him is lac boatswain,

who looks after the sailing, then come perhaps seme partners in trade, a stctvatd.

and lastly a priest, who bums incense and gold aud silver paper every morning

before the images. Some sailors arc expert seamen, the others, who do the

common work, arc often not even trained mariners, but beggars, fugitives, and the

like, all however yelling and giving orders. Mutineer* arc anything but rare in

this motley crowd, while in danger they easily lose their courage and their wits

In spite of the typhoons of the China seas, to a single one of which 30,000 pcitom

will sometime* fall victims on sea or rivers, no effort is made to organise the

navigation any better. Chinctc junks make the voyage from Amoy to Singapore

in eighteen or twenty days, but occasionally take sixty. I: is an extraordinary

thing that the Chinese fleet lias remained stationary since the days of Marco Polo.

Almost half the 14,500 Chinese vessels which entered and left Chinese port! in

1S92 were junks, with the small average measurement of 4! tons. Immense

importance is attached to externals
;
the name of a vessel is a most weighty

matter, masts and rudder bear texts of good omen. Two eyes in the bow, re-

minding us of those in the funeral bark of Osiris, are necessary
;
also the images

of the goddess of navigation. The river-boats of the Chinese are very comfortably

furnished. The junk is adorned externally with pretty caned wood, and in the

luxuriously-fitted cabins may be seen women, painted and smart, occupied with

thc-r children or going to and fro smoking. In the evening, on a river like

the Yang-tie or Si-kiang, lights and fireworks sparkle and dazzle all about the

stream, and song or lute sound.* from a junk having rooms for opium-smoker*
with artist! in hair, actresses, and luxuries of every kind.

The Chinese of the north makes long journeys, mostly in waggons drawn by

a string of mures; covering 23 to 40 miles in a day. The waggon has two

wheels, the axle* of woed. There arc no springs
; the seat may be carved, with

cotton cloth stretched over it. In this conveyance any other attitude than that

of the Chinese, with the fee: crossed under one. is highly uncomfortable. Harrows
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with one high wheel and a scat on either <ide. in each nf which a trailer sit:,

are in use especially
*n mountain district*. A roof senses as protection against

sun and rain. As a rule they arc propelled by two jicrsons one drawing, the

other pushing. Their work is lightened in windy weather by a sail. In the south

especially in Shanghai, the two-wheeled Japanese jinrickshaw is coming in more
and mure. In winter the canals when covered with ice an: utilised by tofiais,

large low sledges. A guide stands at the back and pushes them along at a good
pace with an iron-shod pole. Drivers throughout the north and far into the

south arc naturalised Mongols, who manage horses and mules better than the

Chinese.

In spite of all the advantage* enjoyed by European trades, by far the greater

part of the cousKwpdon of the enormous population of China is still supplied by

native productions. But how long will the Chinese workman, with all his sobriety,

dexterity, and endurance be in a position to compete with the ro&nufacioric* now
multiplying in the country itself? In Chinese industrial activity, just as in Chinese

agriculture, the impulse to do things on a large scale is lacking. The Chine.-*,

have few machines to economise human forces. Their acuteness and inventiveness

have been almost exclusively occupied with small improvements in the handles of

tools, in crocsing, and such-like things. This may partly b* explained by the

fart that their qualities of character and their rage* make it easy for them to

realise their powers of work at a cheap rate, and that time is for them a< good a>

valueless. Probably also paternal regard for the weal of the people would, *»

formerly in Kuro|>c, have been opposetl to the introduction of large machines. If

in China industry pretty much expends itself on handicrafts, at the same time the

great advantage has been preserved of a permanent living practice of art, and

therewith a flourishing condition of art-industry ab'.e to have a stimulating action

even on Europe.

The process of mining for metals is far less advance* than that of working

them. The progress of China in this ficki bears no kind of relation to the a:iti

quity of its culture. German mining in the Ilarr Mountain* or elsewhere, when

it first comes into the light of history, must have stood much higher than that

of China to-day. In the production of metab also manual work everywhere

predominates. The iron, however, i.** excellent, and at equal prices t* ptcfcrrcd

in the country to that of Europe. Where the Chinc.-c appear as managers of

mines on foreign soil, ns in Baiica. Malacca, Borneo, there too the bn*inc*s i«

carried out on a small scale. In California they have successfully worked over

again with their hands stutT which Californian miners had thrown aside as not

paying enough for tbnir machinery. A country where original production does

not go very deep in any branch, must in spite of the antiquity of its culture and

the numbers of its population be regarded ns anything Ixit played out
:
must

indeed b: almost virgin soil for industry. Salt i* obtained on a large scale on the

cast coast of Kiang-su, under the supervision of a mandarin of high rank.

In the East Asiatic countries there is no labouring class in the European

sense. The family, strong in its patriarchal bond, supplemented by adoption,

protected by law and custom, forms a Labour-organism, tending to the suppression

of hired labour, all the more that business on a large scale is rare in any depart-

ment In Japan we know how closely servants arc linked with the families the)

sene and how joys and sorrows arc shared by both. European* have found it
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the position of those servants .1 rqx:titioii of the ideal patriarchal relation, for the

most part surviving among tw only in tradition. 1 ti the cose of Chin* \*e may
recaii the law that female domestic slaves are tn he married, and may not be wholly

separated from their families against their will. It is generally agreed thj;

labourers’ wage* are very low in China. Female labour i* on the average paid

at only ltalf the rate of male; ami in respect of cotton and tea they do pretty

much half the total work.

Throughout Eastern Asia the universal employment of manual labour hai

favoured the artistic execution of industrial products. Artistic industry in th*

widest sense has never been so widespread in Euro|W as here, as the inimitable

porcelain and lacquer show
;
and here it loves to work upon rare and different

materials. The finest tortoiseshell used in China is imported chiefly from Celrbci

A hgh price is paid for certain uncommon shades of colour, and methods art

known of bending, joining, painting, and gilding it in a way that can in done

nowhere in Europe. Another very popular material is nephrite or jade, found

in siiii on the north and south slopes of the Kuen-Lun, and in the Pamir on foe

Raskera-Darya, a southern tributary of the Yaricand-Darya It was found for

the first time fn 1891 between Lake Koko-Nor and Nan-shan. In Soo-chow
there are large workshop* for working it. This hard stone, iike cornelian and

amethyst, is wrought with marvellous patience into miniature carvings. Statuettes

carved from the brilliantly white material of which the valve of the Iriduna

shell is composed, are highly valued in our museums, and sometlnves called

chalcedony. Ivory and rhinoceros horn arc much uicd. The doisonn/ erumd cf

Eastern Asia remains hitherto unrivalled in Europe. Objects centuries old look

perfectly new. Canton was formerly regarded ns the chief place where these

things were produced
;
but it is now known that better work is turned out by-

small places in Hainan
;
Hoi-hau alone pos-esres twenty silversmiths. In Amoy

hundreds of carver* arc working at minute carving on fruit-stones and such like.

Chinese industries do no*, stand to-day at their old level. There is no one

as formerly to stimulate inventors and artists. Requirements increase without >

corresponding accession of wealth, and the surplus which is the fertiliser of the

arts is lacking. There is besides European competition, bringing with it the

"cheap and nasty," and breaking up the once unanimous taste. Even in the

important cotton industry of Shan-tung the cotton is spun and woven mottly by

the families of the peasantry, and few devote their whole time to the businew

They weave in winter and bring their goods to market in summer. The

English cotton goods can be offered everywhere at a lower price than the native

article, unless where the plantations are so near that the difference in price is

made up by the cheapness with which the goods can be brought to market, or

perhaps by the seller’s own labour ut planting. Even the porcelain manufacture

no longer produces work of such excellence as under Kicn-lung so late as t;oo.

In silk-weaving, a9 in cotton, domestic Industry predominates, or a master works

with a few apprentices. Unluckily, it is just this most important silk industry on

which the Government, whenever the treasury is in Jaw water, imposes an arbitrary-

tax by railing the transit dues on raw silk. Besides this, an incalculable amount

can be squeezed out of 1 man who has grown wealthy by solid work on a large

«cale; so that the larger hit profits the more sedulously must they be concealed-

In Eastern Asia, as elsewhere, industries tend to concentrate themselves in
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particular spots or within limited areas This is natural in the case of the metal,

glass, and porcelain works, or the woollen and felt industry at present confined to

the frontier districts towards Mongolia and Tibet
;
for they deal with raw materials

of limited diffusion. The large basket-weaving business in the province of Shan-

tung exports great quantities to North America; while probably half China is

supplied with glue from Si-hiang on the Upper lianc River. The glass manu-
facture of Shan-tung sends its productions ail over China. When there were

more Chinese in Manilla, before the days of persecution and oppression, their

cheap shoes were an article of export to Mexico.

The capacity for trade is remarkable, arising doubtless from the flourishing

condition of the interior traffic. Scene provinces give birth to a breed of born

traders, closely connected by ties of country and relationship, by similarity of

disposition and aim, who stick together and prosper. In Manchuria the traders

from Shen-si and Shan-si are distinguished, pedlars and bankers alike, above other

Chinese for the facility with which they acquire foreign languages. Sian-tan, in

the province of Hconan, is the chief place in China for financial business, which

again is mostly in the hands of the Shan-si people. The opium trade is most!)’

carried on by Cantonese, also the tea trade, though Canton is no longer the tea

market of China. Some banking-houses in Tai-lcu-hicn have branches distributed

all over the empire. So in Hankow, the great emporium of the Vang-:sc-k»ang,

we find the tobacco trade in the hand* of people come from Foh-kien, and the

trade in caned good* run by people from Cheh-lciang. To the readiness with

which those traders, who mostly have no family or land, move about, is ascribed

some part of their success in competing with Europeans. It is no trouble to a

Chinese to turn from any other branch of human activity to trade
;
for the trading

spirit is in their Wood Travellers are astorished at the host of small retail shops

which ornament every wTctchcd resort in China. A great number of regularly

recurring markets ensure that there shall be no stoppage in trade. Many towns

indeed presene the appearance of vast markets, and in all these arc streets con-

taining nothing but shops. The pedlars are a large and influential community.
In all countries the Chinaman shows the same tendency. The wild Battak collects

camphor, Dyaks and Alfurs dig for gold and diamonds, the Sooioo dives for

pearls, the Malay searches his rocky coasts for edible swallows' nests, gathers

nutmegs and doves, ashes for tnfaag and agar, the Bugis—a trader and seaman

—

carries these goods from port to port, the Sumatran grows pepper for half the

world, the Javanese makes elegant articles
;
but to all this business activity the

Chinaman, by his great intelligence, hi* large requirements, and his capital, gives

impute and * go." In how many parts of East, South, and Central Asia is the

Chinese trader the pioneer of culture, and at the same time the active promoter
of the common interests of his countrymen ? Their great number in Siam imparts

to life a bustle quite alien to the apathetic Siamese. * They had.” says Bastian.
'* the further advantage that many an article of luxury could be got in their shops

which the native dealer never thought of.” In a report of the governor of Cochin-

China towards the end of the 'sixties we read: “The Chinese have been and arc

of great use to us
;
they arc temperate, powerful, intelligent, and hard-working.**

In the course of history much has grown up which fosters the tendency to

trade. Children's games begin with coins, numbers, figures
;
and their pre-

mature knowledge of shopkeeping is wonderful. The magnificent, refined
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rogueries of Chinese traders arc a daily matter of conversation in every street

The density of the population promotes the contact of individuals, and makes

necessary thousands of by-bu*ine*ses, to which a -mall trade most easily adapt,

itself. Further, the very small subdivision of the coinage, as well as the high rate

of interest, eivcourages minute trading. " Thank* to the 4 cash,' trade in China

deal* with the infinitely small." There is paper-money in China, but otherwise

no currency save the small coinage of east bronze. The silver ingots which

circulate as“tacis" arc weighed and marked with the stamps of firms. Bank*

without number promote trade and credit. Words and " ideographs ' lead to the

conclusion that in China and Japan, as elsewhere, shells were once used as money.

§ 23. THE JAPANESE AND KOREAN'S.

Dmai unf. wtajui.— !l<u»ct mil li.wiu—Iipii'te woolen urhitecl'iie—Eaxiimic lift—Fr.rmmg— Arl ii
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Thk Japanese dress in all classes and all ages is in principle the same; and in

the lower classes the men arc often distinguished from the women only by the

arrangement of tlicir hair. Provincial departures from the type hardly amount

to more th-an what is demanded by varieties of climate. The main materials axe

silk, cotton, hemp
; the fundamental shape the long gown open in front, worn

longer by women than by men, and in their ease often running to a train, stiffened

by wadding. Similarly in the male dies. the simple girdle has turned into a

broad artiutcally woven sash, knotted behind into the form of » butterfly’s wing*.

The uniform, alike of soldier* and prisoners, it (or was till the introduction cf

European equipment) marked by stamped silver badges. In Korea courier* of

higher and loner rank are distinguished by double or single cranes’ feather*,

embroidered on. The simple costume is completed in the ease of men by a

warm under-garment in place of waistcoat, and a narrow loin-cloth, in v. omen by

a wider cloth, falling to the knees, in place of a petticoat, or, in men again, by

tight breeches and stockings in the cold season, or a* protection against insects

and leeches. The dress looks better on men than on women, since in tic ease

of the latter the universal garment, the kimono, has to be so tightly tied in (rout

a* to allow only of a laborious, slightly stooping gait. Their appearance is net

improved by the awkward high sandals, or rather clogs of elmwood ;
and the pro-

jecting bow of the broad sash which masks the narrow hips, covering as it docs

the whole back, is rather grotesque than pretty. In dry weather. Instead of the

wooden clog*, walking upon which is as laborious as upon stilts, straw sandals

arc worn, fastened to the foot by a string passing between the great and second

toes
;

for which reason stockings have a detached great toe. Korean men

resemble the Chinese in jackets, short pantaloons, long cloaks, stockings, shoes

;

but the colour of th: clothing varies according to the rank. Common people

wear white or dirty yellow, great people violet silk, the king red. In Korea and

North Japan snow-boot* are also worn.

Men of the lower elatsei go bare-headed
;
though a labourer, ninsoku, will

wrap a band of blue cotton several times round his head. The Koreans, too, wear
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a hcndband, often of costly work, both alone and under the hat, to which it is

made fast with a ring
;
and in winter fur caps. The broad-brimmed Korean hats,

plaited from bamboo and lacquered black, are handsome
;
and arc at the same

time the most peculiar feature of Korean dress, which in other respects follows

the ancient Chinese pattern. Tlte Korean greeting of respect is not raising the

Jirf. <r>—.. lAosopsph.)

hat, but putting it straight with both hand*. The Japanese when travelling use

broad hau of sallow or bamboo, curving downwards all round, and looking like

round-bottomed baskets upside down, in place of the umbrella of oiled paper to

protect themselves from the sun and rain. Waterproof cloaks of the same paper

are perhaps a more recent invention, but those of straw or reeds with long hang-

ing strips of reed, have been in use for ages. Japanese women paint their necks

and faces with a paste of white lead and starch, shave their eyebrows, colour their

lips red and their teeth black, to European eyes an unpleasant disfigurement.
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Mr*. Bishop speaks of the repellent effect of the fcuW blackened teeth who
exposed iii laughing, and of the disfigurement wrought by powder and paint,

even gilding, 011 faces naturally pretty in spite of nose* too sunk and checks

too chubby for perfect beauty.

The precious metals play a small part in the ornament nf Japanese women
j

pearls, however, a large one. The wonderful

toiffurts with pins and combs of tortoiseshell,

or with entwined ribbons of red and blue

crape, are rather quaint than bcautifuL

When they express greeting or thanks by

a low obeisance with the whole body, the

Japanese ideal of beauty, the long, narrow

figure, is effectively expressed. We are

reminded of the exaggeratedly long facet

in the Japanese pictures of famous heroes

or ladies in antique dress. There is a

peculiar grace in It, and yet more in the

crouching posture ; but one misses the

agreeable effect of tranquillity and finish.

In Korea women and children wear the

pigtail in Chinese fashion, while the men

do up their hair in a bunch with a pin

consisting, according to their rank, of wood,

copper, silver, gold, coral. When a boy'i

loosely-hanging hair is fastened up, it shows

that he is becoming a man. The fan. said

to be due to observation of bats, has attained

a remarkable development. Priests carry it

in the fo-m of half-opened flowers
;

officials,

made of pinewood :
dancing-girls have it

large ;
girls, small and painted. The Korean

wears at his belt a tobacco-box, and a case

for mirror, tweezers, and comb.

Tattooing, though first introduced

under the Tokugawa dynasty, less than

three hundred years ago, was cr.cc very

common in Japan
;
now it is as a rule

found only in men of the lower class, and

that, as the illustration shows, on parts of

the body that arc usually covered. Before

the ixtriod of European influence it had so

degenerated that steps were taken on the

part of the Government to check by prohibition the increase of the custom,

with its frequent tendency to the frivolous ; feminine charms were a favourite

subject of representation. Other deformations for the sake of ornament have

been overcome
;

only Japanese idols all have to this day long drawn ears

Japanese are more cleanly than Chinese and Koreans. Japan, with its

innumerable hot springs, offers naturally so many opportunities for a bath, that
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ill this cool climate the custom of talcing a dip i* almoit if common <u in

Polynesia. Japanese use pocket-handkerchief of paper, which they carry in

their sleeves—a refinement in which Korean* iio not indulge.

A view of the weapons used by Japanese warriors of the old school is given
in our plate of “ Chinese and Japanese weapons.” They were formerly armed
with long bows* now preserved in temples as antiquities, but which once earned
for the Japanese the name in China of " long-bous.' These were sometimes
simple, sometimes they had a double curve. They also had long spears with
heads of various shape, especially threc-prcngcd

,

and very good slightly-curved sword*, of which
every samurai bore two in his belt. The
sword was once the greatest treasure of the

chivalrous Japanese, which never Seft him.

Sword-polishing. an art practised even by
emperors, was in the highest esteem. Of the

artistically decorated words there are numerous
varieties especially in point of ornament. The
sword, with the mirror and jewel, once formed

part of the regalia. In Korea the bow of

Astatic shape is still in use, and archery the

favourite exercise. Part of the full equipment
was a helmet of iron or wood, with vizor in

form of a mask, and distinctive crest worn in

front. Shields were less used, but suits of

armour were common. Japanese armour was
composed on the principle of fastening square

plates of wood, Icsa often of metal, together

by silk cords. Originally this seems always

to have been carried out ; and the cuirasses

which we see in collections have all retained

the form of square plates, small and large,

fitted together
;

but the small ones are now
either sewn on to cloth, or fastened together by
wire gauze, or even no longer existent as a;<* hmi^-knU** fAfttrw i

separate pieces, but merely indicated by
grooves studs, nod angles, on one solid piece. The mask -vizor was by

no means universally worn, but the piece to guard the back of the neck is

never absent. This is made up of overlapping semicircular scales of lacquered

wood, and fits close to the helmet. It often spreads out like a guard at the

bottom, and is attached to the helmet by pegs and strings. These suits of

armcxir resemble the cuirasses worn by the western Hyperboreans as fit the cut.

vol. ii. p. 9 j. The clever armourers of Japan, who have long made sword-

blades good enough to. compete with those of Sollngcn, quickly mastered the

secret of firearm*. Their matchlock*, still used in hunting, arc beautifully

wrought
; an<f of late they have successfully imitated the best European weapons

of war.

In Japan, with its wealth of wood, wooden architecture prevail*, and hence

the Japanc^ house acquires its picturesque appearance. Traveller* describ? with
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satisfaction, at times rapture the impression made by the elegant style of

building, the houses with the steep gable-ends towards the road, or the large

villages, their houses gray with age. with their hgh roots picturesquely peeping

over the green of the orchards. In the mountains, groups of houses close together,

with their stone-weighted shingle roofs, recall the villages of the Alps. Only the

street-front of the Japanese house is inconspicuous, in the lints of the wood or

slate . the home side, gaily coloured, lies towards the garden or the court. The

Japanese likes to keep his house or his hut to himself. It is possible that the

danger of earthquakes, so general in the country, may have led to the flimsy and

Ion- style of building in vogue
;
but in exchange for this they arc so exposed to

JapMCtt Bteuils: l. buin, ‘I'd X vJlrr-|H*, A hbek Iwqort
.

». kcttlr. 'hr 1C otchmod *>rr :
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the danger of lire that destructive conflagrations arc extraordinarily frequent.

“ Fire is the flower of Tokio." say* a cruel jest. Japan has long had an organised

tirc-brigadc and lire-watchmen. Water-butts stand in readiness by tl>c house, and

cunning tradesmen keep their valuable goods at a distance from the house In

stone strong-rooms of their own. The posts of the roof, which b heavy and In

handsome buildings concave after the Chinese fashion, rest upon unhewn stones,

these projecting so far out of the ground that the house stands clear, as if on piles.

A striking amount of care is expended on the roof, whether it be thatched—as

is usual in rural districts,—shingled, or tiled. The Japanese house is chiefly roof

;

and this, large and heavy, and coining low down, is carried by comparatively weak

pillars. Earthquakes show how easily houses of this kind fall in nr take fire, while

the European store houses are only damaged. The roof projects far. leaving

an open veranda between the outer and the inner supports, from which the inner

apartments are separated by sliding wooden panels. The room* too, not over

to feet high, arc divided by sliding panels, which do not reach the ceiling, but

leave a space clear for some display of art, fretwork ornamentation, and the like.

The panels arc often hung with paper, coloured or gilt. In rich houses folding
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screens lake their place ard rush- mass cover the floor. The best rooms lie at

the back, looking towards the rarcly-abscnt garden. The house is everywhere

airy, more like a summerhouse. The Japanese domestic arrangements, th-

clothing, the headache-breeding mode of warming w ith pans of charcoal, are not

adapted to the severe winters of North Japan, and give the impression of having

grown up in the south. The bed, consisting of head-stool, or billet for the neck

used also by the Koreans,—mattress, and woollen quilt, is in the daytime kept in

a cupboard, and only got ready at night. Tor heating, a square hole in the

floor, made fire-proof by a clay covering, round which, as hearth, the sleeping-

places were laid, was formerly more common than it is now, when brazen charcoal

pans have become common. The Korean heating apparatus, by which the

hollow floors are warmed from below, is ptculiar. A ledge running along

the fixed wall often carries ornaments such as vases, weapons, and the like.

Part of the outfit has long l*een a dish holding tobacco, with a pot of charcoal

beside it to light at, the girls' painting or embroidery frame, and a spittoon.

The rooms arc lighted, though inadequately, in the evening with lamp*

or candies of vegetable tallow. With the recollection of a Japanese

home, or “indoors" as a Japanese likes to call It, Is connected the image of

dull candles with paper wicks, burning with a greenish light, flickering up from

time to time, together with the vapour of charcoal, and the smell of the

tobacco moistened with a tincture of opium. In c!d Japan but few differences

in the movie of building were known
;
materia!, plan, style, are with inconsider-

able exceptions the same in all parts of tlie country, in village and town,

nmong poor and rich. It is rare for poverty or indolence to lead to scenes

such ai have been described in Northern Nippon, about Aomori, where the

village* along the raid consist of mud-huts of the most wretched kind, and low

house* roughly put together of beams, bark, and bundles of straw, their decayed

roofs pitifully covered with the dense foliage of climbing water-melons.

On the Loochoo Islands, Japanese architecture prevails, with some Chinese

features.

In the great number of lofty, plain stone houses which, especially in Tokio*

have as it were shot up from the ground, it is once more shown that, in the

imitation of foreign model*, tlie fine feeling and correct intelligence which m their

own art has made the Japanese almost always list upon the right and appropriate

thing, is deserting then. In this ease, too, they have not found exactly the best

teachers, especially among Americans. Timber-building predominate* even

in the temples, the walls of which are covered externally with strong plank*,

lacquered or caned and gilded
;

breaking out inside into handsome mosaic

panelling, or again into carved and gilt woodwork. Ecclesiastical building like*

to rely upon nature, withdrawing into ravines or the shade of trees, or oe

to heights. The temple gardens are more impressive than the temples them-

selves. In those of the Shinto-cult the red portals of tlie tori, in those of

the Buddhists numerous stone lanterns, produce a peculiar impression. But

there is no lack of magnificent staircases, supporting- walls, and defensive

works, which testify- to a great capacity for working and making use d
stone, even granite. Tlie building* of Korea are for behind these of China

and Japan. Mud-wall* and thatch predominate. Much in the internal

arrangements, as tlie wooden shutters and sliding panels, recalls Jap*"-
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Till a few years ago glared windows were quite unknown. In the newer

palaces and temples a slavish imitation of the Chinese pattern may be

recognised.

The Japanese villages as a rule rise abruptly out of the surrounding paddy-

fields, or whatever it may be
;
often merely traces of fortifications or entrance-

gates have been preserved. The plan of Japanese towns is like the Chinese;

but they arc less thoroughly walled, and for that reason they are here and there

dominated by strong citadels. The gradation of the towns as centres of adminis-

tration has also been brought from China. When large towns have been laid

out on a plan the streets arc straight, drawn towards the principal points of the

me tabU (kmlm : >. i:» bovr. • imu* «* t*.iB trim to '.r lit iwen— J -y-rsM-
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compass, and denoted by numbers whereas the narrow side-alleys have name*.

In eld Kioto there arc main streets from 2 to
5 miles long, but only between

1 2 and 20 feet wide. When cities have concreted gradually out of smaller

elements, 09 Tokio i» said to have taken 1 25 village* into itself, the several part*

ate separated from one another by extensive gardens, parks, cemeteries, and

temple-groves, even by fields. The prevailing impression in the old Japanese

towns is produced by the low gray houses, flung together apparently without any

rule, amid great intervals filled with courtyards and gardens. There arc whole

quarters of the towns consisting only of shops and fire-proof stores in masonry.

Above, black eaves (*"je« into the street
;
over tliem a small attic serves as a

sti-rc. and carries tlx; low dark roof of the home. Such a quarter appears to the

eye as a gigantic black block, pierced through and through by a network of
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streets . the prevailing colour* being black mul gray. The business streets of

Tokio recall the most bustling parts of great cities in Europe
;
the one thin?

lacking is the rumble of carriages and nil the night-life. In the Japanese coast-

towns, as in scene of our seaports, regular streets have broad canals running

through them, on which is a brisk traffic of boats and sn»if.int. In Osaka 260

bridges cross the arms of the Yodogawa
The crowding of the population in the mere fertile parts of Japan is n«

much less than in the moat populous provinces of China, Between Fujimi and

Kioto house follows hou<c

uninterruptedly along the

winding road, w hich is full

of life and movement,

“You have left Fujimi,

you have readied Kioto,

but you do not notice it."

In Korea traffic is far

more scanty. There is

only one carriage -road,

and 110 important centre

of traffic outside the eight

provincial capitals. la

the picture of Korean

towns one is struck by

the poverty in temple).

This is referred to the

conflicts between Con-

fucians and Buddhists,

resulting in the banish-

ment of the latter and

the destruction of their

temple; in the cities.

Even Korea is not ex-

actly sparsely populated

in comparison with its

area, but as densely perhaps as Denmark or Portugal
;

its inhabitants, however,

are distributed about the country in numerous villages.

Rice sets the tone so completely in the diet of the Japanese, that the three

chief meals arc called morning, noon, and evening rice. Poor people In the

mountains who have to feed on buckwheat, wheat, and barley, at least use rice

as food for children, the old, and the sick. In Korea the poorer people cat a

good deal of buckwheat, also various beans and pease, roots among these the

taro of the Polynesians, here called into, also yams, and since the intercoms.'

with Europeans, potatoes. But many Japanese hold rice for the bast form of

nourishment, and next to it a white radish, or the fruit of the egg-plant a;

seasoning to every meal. Of native fruits may bi mentioned inti {Dioifyrui

kxki) and bitivt [Eriobotrya jafenim), a* well a* most kind* known in Europe.

Animal fax! is supplied by the sea in all kinds of fishes, crustaceans, molluscs.

Eggs arc never lacking at the table of the well-to-do. The art of cooking stands

Amo upper gums* cl hui |AfUr Von Nrbdd

)
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cl a high level in Japan : their fish-dishes oic by epicure* preferred to those of

Europe. Tea, rice-spirit or sate, too often in excess and tobacco, me favourite

luxuries in Japan. Every meal ends with tea, and it is offered to visitor*. Even
in the first class on the railways tea i* ready to order. Innumerable precepts,

far more retired and sensible than those of German drinking-bouts, regulate the

social enjoyment of the cheering cup.

It is usual to pledge the guest in

sat/. * The price of a glass of beer

"

is here that of a cup of tea. In

place of tea the Koreans drink infusions

of ginseng and ginger, also flou«T-tea
;

as well as wine and spirits front rice

and maire. The Japanese pipe has a

inetal bowl with a small orifice, in which

there i* room only for a sort of pill of

the fragrant weed. Pipe and tobacco

pouch arc almost articles of dress.

This form of pipe and mede of sucking

has spread throughout Northern Asia,

from Chinn or Japan. In Korea the

cultivation of tohacro has long been

known. Almost every Korean carries

a pipe 1! nr 13 inches long in hi-:

stocking at the knee, while grandees

have the pipe of state, a yard and a

half long, carried after them.

In spite of the attempt to introduce

European economic methodsespecially

to give a wider development to the

breeding of cattle, Japanese fanning is

of the character of spade husbandry.

In Yezo, where wide districts still await

cultivation, grass-fanning, cattle-breed-

ing, and the growth of European grain

and root crops would be possible; but

on the other islands die extent of the

natural meadow-land is far too little,

and the natural growth of gras: not

favourable. As in China, the list of plants in cultivation i« very large, as indeed

the varied hues of the landscape everywhere show. Wheat, barley, millet, nee.

hemp, beans, pease, water-melons, cucumbers, sweet potatoes, egg-plants, tiger-lilies,

a variety of toltus, the leave' of which are eaten like spinach, lettuce, a small

yellow chrysanthemum, the stamens [w] of which are a famous delicacy, Chinese

jinseng, Panes repots, the ninjin of the Japoi'.esc, ai d lastly, indigo, stand close

side by side in the fields. The godetn, however, one of the base* of the prosperity

of the people, embrace rice, wheat, barley, millet, and beans. Where rice thrives

the people’ arc fortunate; North Japan passes for i*x>r because it has to buy its

rice. Tea. which Japan formerly supplied less adulterated than Chira. is grown

Airo ilratiV*. *tj. (AftCf Von Seta**)
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especially in the scuth and centre. On the bank-3 of the Tsugawa. vineyards may
be seen here and there with vertical espaliers. The plain of Yonezawa, noted

for the abundance of its silkworms, is also proverbially rich in fruit. The cspilicr

of split bamboo for training fruit-trees has long been known in Japan. Korea it

lil-e North China in the extent to which it grows various beans, which, with hides,

represent the sole produce of forming to be exported in any quantity north
mentioning. The husbandry is more slovenly, the manuring inadequate

;
but, ©a

the other hand, cattle-breeding is more extensively carried on than in Japan,

Amiqoe [ijun™ brcriw nan—air-fourth ml tare (Manidi Mauam
)

where, under Buddhist influence, less meat is eaten. A gourd with a wooden
pipe forming a kind of funnel, is used for sowing in Korea.

A few plants, which afford the raw material of Japanese industries, arc

cultivated in considerable quantity. In the broad ami fertile plain of Wakamatsu
an admirable manufacture of paper and lacquer goes on in numerous villages and
towns. Breustomtia fafyn/tra. the paper mulberry, and Rhus vrrnicifrra, the

l.icqutr tree, arc much cultivated there, as well as Rhus suKcdama, which furnishes

vegetable wax. The good condition of the tidy and well-kept fields makes all

ll* pleasanter impression that they arc net divided from each other by walls

hedges, or ditches.

The inhabitants arc said formerly to have worn bast and bark clothing, such

at is still found among the Ainoa. Silk lias now long been one of the most
prominent articles of export. The culture of the silkworm, it is stated, was
introduced into laonn towards the end of the third cenmrv wimr ««v bv Korean.
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others by Chinese immigrants. At the prc&cnt day it it confined to the main

island, where it represents the most general farming and domestic industry.

That it has contributed materially to the welfare of the people is shown above all

by the aspects of the districts where it flourishes. It has even succeeded in

transforming the style, so rigidly adhered to. of the one-storied Japanese farm-

houses. Merely for the purposes of the silk-culture a second smaller story was

added. To the manifold employment of silk in the country itself must be added,

since the opening of the country to European and American trade, the enormous

exportation of silk, which in the last good year* brought on the average

.£3.750,000 into the country. One-fifth as much is further obtained for silk-

worms’ eggs
;

for when tire ravages of the ptbrine spread from France to Cliina,

Japan was the only country that could furnish healthy eggs for restocking the

silk-growing districts of Southern Europe, which the plague had devastated.

Other kinds of silkworm beside that of the mulberry, Bambyx tiieri, are bred in

Japan, especially the Aatherea yawamai, which lives on evergreen oaks. The
European silk-industry has not yet attained the fineness and cheapness of the

Japanese. Japan also imports special kinds of silk from Chinn.

Cattle-breeding in Japan, owing to the limited amount of meadow-land

together with the small horticultural form of husbandry, is insignificant. The

breeds arc like those of China
;
pigs indeed were certainly introduced by the

Chinese, and are kept mostly in the neighbourhood of the larger places. The

small horse, the like of which is also found in Korea, is chiefly employed as a

pack-animal, not much tor riding, hardiy at all for draught. The same was

formerly true of cattle, except that they were rot ridden at all
;
neither were

they used for milk oe meat. The Koreans slice them. Tire climate appears to*

agree but little with sheep and goats. Among domestic animals may lx courted

dog*, cats, fowls, and ducks
;
but geese have not been known. Vegetable wax

makes beeswax superfluous. Rabbits, white rat*, and white mice arc kept as

playthings. In former times it was practically only the chase—which extended

to monkeys and ravens—and the fishery, which seasoned with meat the prevail-

ing vegetable diet. Neither by Buddhism nor by the fact that sacred horse,

were tended and revered In the Shinto temples, has the ordinary Japanese Ixren

made less cruel to beasts of burden.

A* in China, Japanc>c industry in the pre-European time rested entirely on

manual labour; machines and industry or. a large scale being unknown. Its

strength lay iti native talent, which show* itself even amid the poverty in which

the Ainos live, in patience, ar.d in the practice gained by individual workmen,

who did not, after the western fashion, carry division of labour to the point where

the parts arc meaningless, but made a whole in constant repetition. I11 this

sense, however, division of labour goes very far. especially in the great porcelain

and lacquer trader. Hence an arti-tic inspiration run* throughout Japanese

industry. Besides this it, like the Chinese, develop* small refinements which

fa!! in with the realisation and u<c of their productions. Japanese toy*, for

instance, arc of wonderful variety and fancy, and have gained a large stile in

Europe and America. Lastly, their proluctions were once distinguished by

solidity, durability, ard eheapnew. Japanese industry, like their art. has retro-

graded owing to the break-up of the old social order, especially through the

impoverishment of the aristocracy, who loved splendour, and loaded the U-.*t
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artists with orders. But the decided preference of the Japanese for what is old

and certified has kept many an ancient branch of industry green. The oldest

earthenware cups, of Korean origin it is said, are in use at festival tea-panics

From them, probably, arc imitated the unglazed vessels of slightly - baked

earthenware, out of which sal,' punch is drunk at the Nciv Year. Offerings to

the dead arc made out of similar cups. In tools Japan can show much that it

peculiar; Korea, being more dependent on China, has less. The axe with

curved handle recalls the Polynesian stone axes. But the Japanese show most

peculiarity in woodwork. Even their packing-cases, fastened together by little

wooden pegs, arc extraordinarily neat. Japanese paper, wonderfully strong and
at the same time soft, is far more extensively employed than paper in Europe.

Clothes, umbrellas, tents, even cords are made of it. Japanese history puts the

introduction of pottery, with the potters, from Korea, about 2CO A.D., but tbr

prehistoric earthenware of Japan is not inferior to the old Korean, which only

excels in its glazing. Painters and cmbroidcrcsscs also came over from Korea

and taught the Japanese. Among the works of Korean artists are found admir-

able paintings in the old Chinese style. The Japanese, however, scon made

themselves independent, and developed a far freer and more spirited art. Their

licqucr ware, made with the thickened juice of the R/ius vtndd/era, has long

been known. We hear of lacquci, Incrusted with mother-of-pearl, by the fifth

century of our era, and at Nara lacquer caskets from the thinl century arc said

to be prererved. Chinese porcelain was long superior to the Japanese, till i"

I? it a Japanese manufacturer, accompanied by a bo tire, went to China and

thoroughly learnt the secrets of the art, then 1400 years old. Since then

Japanese porcelain in some kinds has surpassed the Chinese. Quite recently

Japanese craftsmen have flung themselves emulotatly into the imitation of western

goods. Instead or buying steamers, the Japanese import metal and build then

at home. Instead of boots and shoes, leather is imported. In clothes, hats,

carpeu, beer, matches, petroleum, soap, umbrella*, refined sugar, glass, weapons,
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portmanteaus Icathcrivork. and furniture, imports have to contend with native

industry. Even in 1881. when the second Japanese National Exhibition wa*

opened at Tokio, EUtopians admired the punctuality of the opening, the good
and to some extent pretty execution of the building, the magnificence of the

grounds, the rapidity with which the catalogue of 400 page; appeared. Beside

the good tradition still operative in many branches of industry, it u-as astonishing

how cleverly new dexterities had been picked up. Korean industry, once the

teacher of Japan, has sunk Car below its level. - In the whole country," «> «

Gottsche, * not a piece of porcelain worth the name is baked. Painting and

sculpture arc extinct." Japanese industry is like Chinese in tie great variety of

in raw materials. Of native tncrtals that chiefly worked is copper ;which is also

exported In great quantity), chiefly in making bronre ; then iron, silver, and

gold. Among the treasures of the soil may also be mentioned coal, ehin*-day,

petroleum, and sulphur. In North Nippon and Yero a peculiar kind uf amber i»

found, called rctinitc, from which valuable figures arc carved.

In Japan the communication* were on a similar system to those of Chinn, but

in the profound peace enjoyed by the island-kingdom they have remained in .1

better state. The roads, strengthened by traverse stones at short intervals, were

often paved for leagues together
;

similar roads often occur in the Locchnos.

They run in straight lines from Kioto to all parts of the kingdom, ar.d Europeans

were astonished at being able to cover 30 miles and more in a day without jolting

in carriages drawn by men :
while imperial messengers sped overthe same distance

in half the time, in 1893 the country possessed over 1 8oo miles of railway.

The canal from Kioto to the largest lake in the country, 7 miles long, with a rise

of 140 feet, is described a« a notable work. Means of conveyance of other kinds

more runners, more beasts of burden, with the lack of riders, and lastly the gayer

dresses, give the traffic a different look front that of China
;
but in Japan as in

China heavy loads arc carried on bamboo poles resting or, the shoulders of two

porters walking in file. Europeans have always been amazed at the strange

unpractical Japanese custom of putting straw sandals on their hones, quickly worn

out and making the hoof tender. Japanese heroes arc by choice painted or

horseback, but the Japanese arc not first-class horsemen.

The kurunta, or, as the Chinese call it ,
jinrikitha, it a small high two-wheeled

carriage, drawn by men. Invented tome decades ago, this characteristic vehicle

soon came into general use In Tokio alone there are to-day over 20.000 of

them, and the profession of kuruiwninncr it said 10 le so lucrative that thousands

of young people come yearly from the country to the large towns to hire them-

selves out as draught-animals, in spite of the fact that the strongest cannot stand

more than five years of the work. The small price <et upon human labcur-j*ower

is also demonstrated by the conveyance of all j«o*:ib'.c loads on small, heavy, two-

wheeled carts, which similarly arc drawn by men. Building materials are carried

for miles in this way

;

two men draw the heavily-laden car, two other* shove

behind, pushing upon two projecting poles with their shoulder., or, when going

up hill, with their clean-shaven heads, and accompanying their work with

monotonous -ongs of melancholy cadcrcc.

The Japanese currency, before the change to dollars and cents jvn and *< v

was like that of the Chinese. The oldest copper and bronre piece*, without

legend, go back to the eighth century, ah. Thin pieces of Mtcet-silver, or rather
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silver spangles strung on thread, served quite recently for money in the Loothoo

Inlands. Formerly gold-dust in bamboo tubes, gold and silver coins not perforated,

also rectangular pieces, struck by individual daimiii/
f
were in circulation. Here

as elsewhere, papor money is not lacking.

In old Japan the social organisation WftS far more aristocratic than in China.

The classes into which the population was formerly divided by law were originally

daimios or hereditary nobility, priestt warriors, upper and lower middle class

small shopkeepers and avtiz.ni*> peasants, and tlay * labourers. The four first

classes were regarded as the pillars of the empire, and had the privilege of wearing

two swords* The dainties were often real independent feudal chiefs in times

when the cohesion of the empire was loose, very like the autonomous members of

the old Germanic empire. The high officials of the Government and the court

were chosen from among the hereditary nobility. The court nobility were called

Aino tfinrl
t
*..«**«. (After Von KiefeM.

\

ingJ; the nobility of the sword, bakt{or samurai. The upper middle class comprised

physicians and officials; the lower, wholesale merchants. Shopkeepers, artist*,

artizans, belonged to the smaller people. The last class, depressed almost to

serfage, was composed of boatmen, fishermen, peasant*, and day-labourers. At
present only the three classes of kafoku (nobles), sizoku {samurai or warriors), and

htwtin (all the test) arc practically recognised. Japan has not been able wholly

to slough off her old social arrangements, in spite of tl>e fall of the Tycoon, who
might be designated as the very powerful head of the military caste, but hardly

a< the temporal ruler, beside the Mikado, the spiritual The daimios kept, or

received, the mo.it influential post*, and their retainers, the uxuntrui
%
stepped into

the official places. The hierarchy remained, only the head had fallen. Great

put of the difficulties of modem Japan, especially the often senseless way posts

arc filled, may be traced to the strength of the daimios' obligations to the

samurai.

In the policy of both Japan and Korea we arc everywhere met by Chinese

models; among tl>e Koreans they arc* quite slavishly copied. In slavery, till its

recent abolition, the copy went beyond its model, as it still doe*; in the low

position of women. In Japan, before the European time, many public institutions

bore the Chines stamp. The deepest difference lies in the continuity of the

Japanese dynasty, extending back, according to some believers, to 667 B.C.

Critics carry it to v.n 585. In its contrast to the series of invaders in China it
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shows IHe peace of insular existence. Here the persistence of the indigenous is

the rule, ilicie the inroads of strangers. But the life of the Mikado in his pal.ee-

tcmplc »t Kioto in the last decades before the incoming of western influence, gave

in its seclusion—even the highest in the realm at an audience taw only the liein

of his garment— all the more the impression of unworldly, purely spiritual

sovereignty, owing to the development of the eastern capital Yeddo {TobioJ under

the shelter of the Bafoffu, the Tycoon’s government, and by favour of the business

due to the extravagant courts of the feudal chiefs, into the most populous city in

the land. The opening of Japan by the tieaty of Kanagaua in J S 54 was the

work of the Tycoon against the will of the Mikado.

§ 24 FAMILY. SOCIETY. AND STATE, CHIEFLY IX CHINA.
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TO the Eastern Asiatic the most valuable point in the family seems to be the

guarantee of coherent lineage from one generation to another. Marriage is

esteemed .substantially fur that reason, but Ls also dreaded by many on account

of the duties of ancestor-worship connected with it We cannot recognise an echo

of marriage by capture in the custom which forbids the bridegroom from taking

his bride save in the twilight to his own house, where the wedding-feast then takes

place ; but the prohibition of wedlock between persons of the same name certainly

recalls a clan system, once much stricter. Young men and maidens do not as a

rule see each other before marriage, and if by any lucky chance they have come

in contact, consent to the marriage may only be received through a proxy. If

the youth sends a present to the girl, the patents come together, and have the

horoscope of lx>:h parties cast, on the basis of the statements of witnesses to the

birth, in order, if the pregnostics arc fortunate, to proceed lo an engagement ; but

it can still be cancelled if anything of ill-omen occurs, like the breaking of a piece

of china or the lost of any article. If, however, no impediment intervenes, the

bridegroom's father sends presents to the bride’s, including a goose and a gander

to symbolise conjugal fidelity. Then two sheets of paper, bound round with red

silk, on which the bridegroom has noted all the details of the engagement, are

exchanged; he sends the last presents to the bride, the day is fixed with the

help of the astrologers, and the bride is led with music to the bridegroom’s house,

across the threshold of which she is earned over a fire. She finds the bridegroom

within, sitting on a stool, and sinks at his feet He raises her, unveils her, sets

her beside him, and both make offerings before the domestic altar. Vows are

exchanged at a joint meal, at which the bride takes nothing. In many districts

the guests of the evening do not depart until she li3S solved a riddle for all of

them. Or else site appear* in the porch of the house for the last time without

her husband, a sign that henceforth the inner rooms of the house will be almost

exclusively her home. In Japan and Korea similar customs seem to occur, though
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in a simpler form. A religious character is altogether absent from the ceremony.

In Japan there is much lew* constraint than in China in the intercourse between

the sexes. In the practice of common bathing, without distinction of age or

sex, natural decency prevails, and Europeans were the first to introduce a false

modesty.

Only the rich and persons of quality allow themselves the luxury o: polygamy

;

but apart from this the proportion of the sexes is so affected by infanticide that

marriage is impossible for a great pari of the male population. One may say,

however, that the Chinese would endure any form of inequality sooner than one

that should deprive him of the consolation of a family of his own in order to 611

the harem of some rich man. Polygamy takes in China the form of legalised

concubinage, the concubines being as a rule slaves, and their children the property

of the lawful wife. In japan, where the marriage-laws arc more loosely kept, and

adoption is rife, this institution might have grown to be destructive of the family.

But here it was further clad in the sanctity of the law which allotted to the

Mikado the right to have twelve by-wives, eight to a daimio or hatauioio, two to

a samurai. In view of the other law forbidding a man 10 marry outside his own
rank, in this sanction of polygamy lay a breach of the rigid barriers between

heimin, eta, and samurai ; but in the peaceful circumstances of Japan the numerical

proportions of the sexes have long been so normal that in the nature of the ease

the tendency was back to monogamy
;
and this even in the pre-European time

was in vogue almost universally, at least among the samurai. Only in the lower

classes do parents sell their daughters to brothels
;

hut neither in China nor in

Japan does entry’ into them forbid a return to the bounds of stricter morals. In

Japanese poetry, girls who have sold their virtue for some years to support a

parent or a lover with their earnings hold a high place ; only the heroic sacrifice

is seen in such conduct

The position of women is firmly based on tradition and the sacred books.

Having escaped infanticide, girls take only a secondary position beside their

brothers. That it was not always so is witnessed by the female sovereigns of Japan

and the copious female literature of China, which has acted on Japan, But their

three great duties—obedience to father, to husband, to eldest son—may be traced

back to Confucius. Among the Amos their freedom and independence seem to

have been greater, and it is still so in Japan, where, indeed, on the strength of it,

a wile may be seen drawing the plough beside her husband. As a rule, sons

inherit in equal shares. The daughters must be provided for by marriage, in

which they too often play the part of an article that is given away with no will

of its own. Moralists have sought grounds for the lower position of the women

;

Confucius takes a contemptuous pleasure in speaking of the difficulty of managing

her
;

nr,d they enjoin her to obey her husband blindly, and only in extreme cases

even to admonish him gently, but never to find fault with him. Lawgivers have

given these views their sanction, when they permitted concubines to men, and on

the other hand threatened tire wife with divorce for disobedience to the husband'*

parents, for barrenness, unchastity, jealousy, leprosy, garrulity, theft. It was by

nn means rare for widows voluntarily to follow their husbands to the grave

;

monuments exist put up by admirers to martyrs of this kind. Even before the

days of Confucius widows were highly reverenced in China, while second marriages

are not thought well of. But not a few girls who dislike marriage go into
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Buddhist or Taoist convents. Gray relates how in 1873 eight Canton girls, being

engaged, tied each other up and jumped into the river to escape marriage. In

Japan the superiority with which Christian culture is invested by the higher

position of women alone, wa* early recognised. Formerly marriage was permitted

to dtaiitiot and hug,
1 only with tie permission of the Government

;
but after t S70

the harriers of class as regarded marriage were broken down, the right to sue for

a separation na* granted to women, and they were seen, after their empress’s

example, appearing in public. Women have done most to further the advance of

Christianity.

The number of births must be great where, in spite of mortality, infanticide,

and emigration, such an increase of population can be shown as in China
;
but

we have no trustworthy figures. In Japan, indeed, the proverb is often heard,

“ Good people have many children," and in good families abortion is regarded as

disgraceful
;
but the number of children cannot be very large, considering the

postponement of weaning as a rule till the second, sometimes even tiil the

fifth year, and the lack o( intelligent rearing. The Chinaman, with his love

of children, is taken up most thoroughly with the posterity which he hopes for

or expects. Starting from tl>e view that to every woman there corresponds a

tree or a flower in the next world, he regards adoption, like grafting, as a means

of promoting fertility. The same aim ii attained by dedicating a shoe in the

temple of the children's goddess. Women with child try to prognosticate the

sex of the expected infant, by adding to their age the numbers of the month,

day, and hour of their birth. In this way they arrive at a number which denotes

one ol the thirty-rix attendants of the goddess, and the sev of the child will

follow that of the infant she holds in her arms. Another way is for the young

wife to go at early dawn, dressed in her husband's clothes, to the well, and walk

round it thrice fom left to right. If she gels home without being seen, it will

be a boy. The hour of birth must be accurately noted, for each has its signifi-

cance, from the most fortunate to the most gloomy. Many an infanticide is due

to the fact that children bom at certain hours will die on the scaffold, or murder

their parents, or either do or undergo some other dreadful thing. Every cry,

every movement of the newborn infant has its meaning. It dees not undergo

washing till the third day, and is then wrapped in clouts, which, being cut from

the clothing of very aged people, guarantee the baby a long life. The first

washing is an occasion of festivity
;

friends and kindred offering onions and

gold, emblems of acute vision and wealth. On the Bonin Islands, as formerly

in Japan, there are special lying-in huts. Before a toy, on the day after his

birth, arc laid a quantity of symbols of the occupations to which he may some

day devote himself
,
and great is the joy of the parents when he clutches at

pencil and paper or scales, for he will be a scholar or a merchant. Education,

according to ancient precept, is conducted kindly. A European has called

Japan the children'; Paradise. This is verified in the enjoyment with which old

and young people, not parents and children only, participate in childish games,

and in the repudiation of all outbreaks of anger towards children. Girls’ educa-

tion is, in the better classes, not confined to cooking and women’s work, which in

Japan includes a good deal of artistic work, even the art, treated of in Japanese

books, of arranging flowers in vases, but reading and writing am learnt, with

some amount of ciphering, and, at least in Japan, piaying upxxi the simplest
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musical instruments, like the threes:ringed guitar, in many caw also upon the

Koto or tliiriccti-etringed zither. In all the better Japanese families there »
singing. The impulse to ilo everything by rule run* not merely through build-

ings windows, clothing
;
even deportment and the art of making tea arc* learnt

at school in a way to gratify Mr Spencer. Meanwhile the chief aim of female

education ts to inculcate acquaintance with the ceremonies of ancestor-worship,

and an obedient, cverahccrful, and amiable demeanour, which may one day
guarantee a happy marriage, the goal of a noman's life; in short, the art of living.

In the sixth year of the child's life the astrologer fixes a day, which must
not be that of the death of Confucius, or of Tsang -I lien, the inventor of writing.

After candles and costly paper have been burnt before the altar of Confucius, the

scholar at once begins his reading-lessons in an elementary book
;
next to which

the Four Books—selections from Confucius, the Great Study, the Golden Mean,

the sayings of Meug-tse, and the Five Classics—Yih-king, Shoo-king, Chantsin,

Shc-king, and Li-ki ; that is, the Book of Changes* the Book of History, the

Calendars of Spring and Autumn, the Book of Songs, and the Bcok of Customs
—have to be studied. Sequence and treatment arc alike throughout China ; and

beyond elds* great as is the kingdom and many as arc the scholars, no study

goes. Thus this basis of Chinese u classical training" has remained unaltered

for centuries. The Chinese look upon it with as much pride as we on our public

school training, and it is an honour to a province to have more * degrees " allotted

to it than others. Ir. the case of insecure territories, euch as Formosa was, it i»

sought to bring them more quickly within the domain of Chinese culture by
conferring more degrees. If, .after learning as much a* possible of these works

by heart, discussing them in essays, and hymning them in verse, tie scholar

wishes to enter an official career, he goes in for the previous examination, which

is held yearly at a fixed date in one of the provincial capitals, its aim being to

test the literary training of the candidates, who sometimes reach 2000. by means
of theses and verse composition. A second examination follows, in which, besides

classics, a knowledge is required of the edicts of Kang-hi, witlv the commentaries
of Yung-ching. This, if passed, confers a degree corresponding somewhat to the

German doctorate of philosophy. In the final schools, at which even high

officials fiom Pekin make their appearance in the provincial capital, 6000 to

8000 candidates take part. These have to undergo two days' seclusion, each by

himself, with food, books, and writing materials. Those who have completed

their task depart at the beginning of the third day, to the thunder of. cannon and

the strains of music. This examination gives the title of Ku-jbt
%
besides a new

suit of clothe* ami a pair of shoes. In the spring of the following year some
6000 Ku-jins assemble at Pekin, from whom 350 Tsia-ist arc selected by a

fourth examination, presided over by a minuter
;
and the most eminent of these

receive special titles and gratuities, Japan, before adopting the present system
of instruction, imitated from western countries, which to-day b striving to educate

3000/300 of young people, from the boys’ and girk” national schools up to the

University of Tokio, followed a strictly national system similar to the Chinese.

The high importance assigned to family cohesion led to the wide spread of

adoption, especially in Japan, where the organisation of the jawurai rendered the

possession of male heirs a condition of the enjoyment of class-rights. Ancestor

worship, too common throughout Eastern Asia, caused the lack of sons to appear
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a misfortune lo ageing persons, seeing that without then you could not reckon on

Ilie sacrifices which provide food for the departed in the nether world. But if

by adoption, to which indeed in Japan many ancient families owe their antiquity,

you could prevent the extinction of families, this custom, which in course of

time became extraordinarily widespread, had a destructive effect on the family.

Thi*. on adoption becoming customary, sank to a corporation
;
and, with the

admission of fresh strangers, the repudiation of natural kindred grew to be an

abuse.

The suppression of infanticide and exposure of children formed even in okl

days an object of care to the Government, just as now it stands foremost among

the tasks of Christian missionaries. Even to our own days infanticide was so

much the custom in Fu-kian and Kiang-si, that, as J'rofessor Douglas avers, on

one public canal there is a stone with the inscription, " No git's to be drowned

here.' Precept and injunction seem to have been of little aval). There appear

to have long been foundling Institutions in China. One in Canton receives 3000

female children yearly, and as not more than icoo can be taken care of in the

place, the rest, when not taken by rich people to serve as maids—or eventually as

concubines—arc given out to bring up.

The intimate cohesion of the family is praised by Chinese sages as the most

precious boon alike to the individual and to the state. This is no empty phrase.

Nowhere is the founding of a family so universal, so much a matter of course, as

here. The rulers see in marriage, early and often, a means to the more rapid

increase of the people, and therefore wish to diminish the hose of the unwedded.

Among the grounds of the great rate of increase in the Chinese population, those

who know the country mention the importance attached by parents to the

marriage of their children, the disgrace of dying without offspring, adoptions, the

impossibility of a mesalliance, arid, finally, the habit, universal even among

soldiers and sailors, of marrying. Hoci-ti is said to have laid a tax on old

maids, and in 8 j AJJ, it was ordered that every lying-in woman should be granted

three sacks of millet, arid her husband a year’s freedom from taxes. Even the

dislike to marrying in the same family semis to have been turned to account by

the political desire of securing the begetting of numerous and strong offspring.

The cohesion of the family exercises a powerful influence over the economic life

of the people. Wherever it is possible, parents and children form a single

economic organism, with all property in common. The Chinese family may be

described as a house-community owning inalienable landed property. The per-

severing way in which sons who have emigrated support their re ations at home,

is a trait which even in America has touched and almost reconciled many an

opponent of the “ yellow immigration." Fortune once talked to a contented old

gentleman in the southern tea-district, who gave the following picture of the

material basis of his existence :
“

1 own a bit of land like a garden, which my
wife tills

;
my two sons hire thcmseb-cs out as labourers, and I try to cam a little

money by light jobs. We all three bring our earnings to the mother, and live

together on them."

The value of love towards parents is a favourite theme of philosophers, but

their well-meant precepts as to piety often pass into the trivial and insipid. The
child should arise at cockcrow, wash and dress with care, then go in to his

parents and enquire their wishes for the day. No son enters the room tilt invited
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by hii father i ho does not retire without permission, and does not -peak without

being spoken to. The consequence of all ihe«e precepts and rules, which have

entered deeply into the life, is the absolute obedience of children to their parents.

The law is so dccided'y on the father's side that imprisonment, even for a long

term, may be the lot of the disobedient son. Another law. indeed, condemns a

father, convicted of beating his son to death, to a hundred strokes of the bamboo.

The father is master of the son's property
;
and even in his most mature manhood

the son may not remove, save to some accessible spot.

Nothing but entrance into the public service dissolves the father's relation of

unlimited sovereignty over his son
;
then in the view of the Chinese the emperor

takes the father's place. Yet any official, on the death of his father, may be

twenty-seven months absent from his duties. The fundamental idea of property

in land is with Chinese and Japanese alike based upon the theocratic character

of their conception of the state. The emperor, or the Mikado, is the lord of the

whole country, the only possessor of the land at large, which he has received from

heaven
;

in Japan, Indeed, it was even created by his ancestors. Thus private

property is all feudal, and there have been instances in which the emperor

has resumed and distributed a fresh property that seemed to him not to have been

suitably allotted. In old times the state is said to have recognised no property

in land, but to have made a fresh distribution every year. Every nine families

received a parcel subject to the obligation of tilling the ninth part for the state,

besides rendering service, military and otherwise. In Chinn every- invasion and

conquest must have upset this system, since the victors took the land into their

own possession, and made serfs of the inhabitants. Rut no Chinese historian

doubts that the division was once as even as might be. I’olitical conditions must

have exercised a profound effect upon the distribution of property. Insurgents

and criminals, in troublous timers those also who were out of favour or under

suspicion, lost their lands for ever, and they were assigned to adherents of those

who were for the time in power. In the western provinces especially, a class of

great landowners arose, from which, it is said, many mandarins spring.

In Japan private property has developed more peaceably with the like object

Feudal lords had made themselves independent of the emperor, by appropriating

his rights over forest and waste land, and. to some extent, even entered into the

position of landlords towards their hereditary tenant-farmers. Such a holder

could improve, increase, let or sell his holding, but he was bound to the former

owncr-in-chief by two duties
;
all dues must be paid or. pain of forfeiting the

right to the land, and the land must be kept in good cultivation. Among the

difficulties of New Japan was the overthrow of the simple system whereby the

farmer paid die taxes to his daimio
,
who paid tribute to the Tycoon or the

Mikado
;

traders and artisans being free. Half the state revenue for tbc first

year had to go to compensating die nobility.

Not only are beggars numerous, but their existence is thoroughly recognised.

The alms may, as a rule, amount only- to the sixth or tenth part of a penny, but

the collecting of them is regarded as a legitimate hereditary busineis, which

every one has not the right to follow. Beggars may ofter. b; known by their

characteristic diets, which need not be tattered. Among them are those who
are poor not only in property- but in wits, idiots and imbeciles, lepers, cripples

and sick persons of all kinds. In Japan may be seen modest beggars with
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wicker masks on their faces It is not an exaggeration to say that the beggars

form a community with laws and a president
;
in the north, at any rate, such

institutions arc known But nowhere do they stand quite outside of the economic
organisation. Thus in Pekin they have the right to carry the dead, on which
occasions they receive clothes to wear over their rags. Since not only gambling

and profligacy, bu: also the carelessness of the Government, tend to promote
pauperism, it has no tight to take steps against mendicancy. Men out of work

often assert their tight to it by violence and insurrection. One of the greatest

difficulties that travellers meet with in the interior of China lies in the number of

ocolics who offer themselves as bearers for a small fee at the stopping-places.

As it :s, the bearers arc so badly paid that they arc hardly in a position to save

anything for their families over and above their own wants. In China, as else-

where. social revolutions have from of old lain at the root of political movements.

Temporary garrisons, intended to keep the restless elements of the labouring

population in check, may be met with in the industrial districts, from Szchuan

far into the west. Injury to business is always injury to the life-strings, and has

a direct influence on the fortunes of the empire The huge importation from

Europe and America, and the simultaneous suppression cf a natural reaction

against it, the stronger development of native intelligence and labour-power, may
in time he more disastrous to China than all the opium trade.

Slaves, especially for domestic work, are preferred to all other forms of labour.

Outside the house they do not count as slaves, and their children can attain any

rank in the service of the state. They are protected by law, at least in so far as

parents arc prohibited from selling their children against their will ; they must

be married, and marriage terminates the servitude of female slaves. Beside the

domestic slaves there arc in China also pub!ic slaves, or at least of public origin.

Unfortunates who cannot maintain themselves sell their freedom, or that of their

children, for bread and shelter. Punishments were inflicted, especially after

civil war, on vagrancy and self-sale, and redemption-prices were fixed. But to

the present day the history of the coohe-trade clearly shows similar cases. There

was also a time when many families were in serfage, having been deprived of

their freedom by victorious parties or strangers. Even after the change of

dynasty which brought the M&nchu* to the throne, many inhabitants were

enslaved who tried by Insurrection to restore a purely Chinese monarchy. At
the same time kidnapping was systematically and officially practised with the

object of rcpcopling devastated districts. So late as the sixties cargoes of coolies,

intended to start from the south-west for foreign ports, were compulsorily settled

in Formosa by mandarins. In japan the Chinese have long had the name of

man stealers
;
and in 1879 the chief-justice of Hong-Kong exclaimed, M We are

now at the flood-tide of women- and childrcn-stcaling. Nearly one-fifteenth of

the Chinese population of Hong-Kong is in some sort of slavery."

The export of coolies to America, Southern Asia, and Australia, was at first

quite an ordinary slave-trade. Those who know, divide the coolies into three

classes
:
prisoners taken in the elan-feuds so frequent in Kwang-tung

;
dwellers

on the coast violently carried off by meu-stealers
;
and such as have lost their

freedom at games of hazard Lord E gin wrote from Swatow in 1S60, before it

was opened to Europeans: 11 The settlement here is agaiiut treaty. It consists

mainly of agents of the two great opium-houses with their hangers-on. This,
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with a considerable busing in the coolic-trade, which consist*; in kidnapping

wretched coolie*, putting than on board ships where all the horror* of the

slave-trade aro reproduced, and sending them on specious promises to such

places as Cuba, is the chief business of the foreign merchants here.” Tlu*

frequent risings on trard coolie-ships, with the murder of captains and crew*,

and the burning of the vessels, throw light enough upon the treatment of those

nn board. In iS;i the ccolies burnt the Peruvian ship. Dm )mns on the high

seas whereby 600 of them perished; and in the following year a Peruvian

ccolie-ship was compelled by her cargo to put them ashore at Yokohama. A
well-to-do person will seldom leave China

;
though it occurs among traders, who

in any ease throughout China form a semi-nomad class. The ordinary labourer

who wishes to emigrate has almost, without exception, to borrow the capital first

from a company, which attends to superintending and providing for emigrants.

By this he is taken to the ship and has his destination pointed out On reaching

it he is received by the branch-depot of the company and assigned to some

employer. Finally, these companies attend to the conveyance back of the dead,

since Chinese religion never dispenses with burial In native soil. AH Chinese

sent out by the same company form a union for mutual aid and support ; aims

which they promote by money-contributions, and sometimes by ;v=ts of violence

against backsliding members, or competition. The company agrees, on condition

of the member*' mutual liability, to give security for their individual relative*

It is worth mentioning that this security is no cm pry word, and that Chinamen

abroad seldom become a burden to anyone other than their respective companies

The wish some day to return home i* undoubtedly common to all Chinese

emigrants. Most would not emigrate at all if the emigration company did not

pledge itself to brtr.£ them back dead or alive. But the mortality on the

emigrant ships and in the unhealthy regions to which the emigration is diverted,

is great
;
and then the prosperity which often awaits the Chinaman abroad, and

his great talent for installing himself anywhere in full Chinese domesticity, is not

without effect. Bowring thinks that hardly one in :cn succeeds in returning

home. Where they arc not oppressed they have settled firmly, as in all parts of

Further India and of the Indian Archipelago. The filial piety and care for the

graves of ancestors which impel them back, fall away in the second gencratxm,

which naturally feels itself bound by the same piety rather to the new home.

The Chinese arc neither so stubbornly conservative nor so unteachablc as they

arc often represented. How easily, especially when business prospects arc good,

they bow to the force cf circumstances, is nowhere better shown than in theii

increase in the Philippines, where they are most unfairly taxed, and cannot

found a family without becoming compulsorily Christians. The care of the

Chinese Government foe its emigrated subjects has declared itself in a mewl

gratifying fashicn by official enquiries uj»n the position of :hc coolies in several

parts of Asia and America. They have brought about limitations in the coolie-

trade and improvement in the emigrant's position, which was energetically

exposed, in Cuba for instance, by the Chinese officiate.

The frequency of great political revulsions, changes of dynasty, interregnums

would hardly have been expected, considering the political rigidity and the con-

servative feeling of these people
; and all the less so. that the Flae: Asiatic states

have, on the whole, been governed more carefully, and in the truest tense of the
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word, in more enlightened fashion than any other? of that quarter of the globe.

Vet the fact remains, in spite of the excellent sovereigns who have arisen not

only as single individuals, but often in whole senes from many dynasties. We
need recall only those of Han, of Titan, of Ming, and the Manchu dynasty at

present reigning, who kept the empire strong and peaceful for 200 years. What

then explains the frequent changes? No doubt by their very magnitude the

empire and its population lay a heavy task on the sovereign. The former is

somewhat larger than Russia in Europe, but the latter, with all its faults, is from

its timidity and patience easy to rule. The system of government, however,

suffers from the same radical faults that permeate all Chiresc civilization. As in

all productions of the Chinese mind, depth is lacking, to go exhaustively into

problems; just as Chinese logic never pushes to the ultimate conclusion, as Chinese

learning never attains to science, so their whole method of government is no

doubt in parts well conceived, but, as a whole, inadequate and ill-adapted to its

purpose. Their material resources arc scarcely sufficient for the attainment of

the aims of the state. Finances, army, means of communication, arc in a bad

condition. The position of their country has for thousands of years so facilitated

the development of die Chinese iu independence and exclusiveness, that from an

early period it has been impossible for them to sharpen their wits by competition,

either within their own banders, or with foreign nations. Paternal guidance from

above, and the fulfilment of certain prescribed tasks, as shown above all by the

wonderful delicately elaborated system of state-examinations, which those who

know regard as the principal implement in producing the intellectual monotony

and uniformity of tho Chinese, here take the place of the fiery trials through

which among us nations and individuals alike have been led by the struggle for

existence. In the economic domain, indeed, the exclusiveness favoured by their

position has in no way hindered the Chinese from appropriating without reluct-

ance what is coed from all quarters
;
but jiolitically the country has remained

internally and externally at the same level. Here the indolence of the people

backed up the self-sufficiency of the system.

The population of China represents a force, great, but difficult to maintain.

The figures given were long held for improbable
;
but criticism must not venture

too far. The census of 1842 g*ve the number at 415 millions; to-day there

arc, perhaps owing to the havoc wrought among the people by the Tai-ping and

Nin-sci rebellions, and by the subsequent veers of dearth, not more than 350
millions. The population of China mu't long have grown too large for this vast

country, had there not been serious and long-lasting interruptions to its growth.

The best authorities estimate the loss of human lives due to the two rebellions

above-mentioned at not less than 13 millions. Up to 1644 Manchu invasions

had reduced the population to 37 millions [w]
;

but during a long period of

peace and under good government it has increased with incredible rapidity.

The progress of the Chinese state to secure dominion over it* present territory

has proceeded essentially by the way of culture, and, in consequence, gradually.

When a district was subdued it was protected by military colonics, who at once

set to work to cultivate it. As time went on, these became purely agricultural

colonics
;
and the Government often fu-thcrcd the acquisition of the district by a

complete exchange of population. The Chinese are a race of colonists so

effective that as the political frontier has been pushed to and fro their culture has
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constantly overstepped it in all direction*, and taken root to some distance round

the whole circumference of the empire, which accord ing.y has stoed permanently

in uncertain relation* to the neighbouring people* and kingdoms. Korea and the

Ix>ochoo Island* paid tribute simultaneously to China and to Japan. Even to-day

we arc in doubt how much of Manchuria, Mongolia, Tibet- states in any case

more or less dependent on China— is at present to be regarded, 50 far ns its

population goes, as Chinese. Large tracts beyond She-kiang, Shen-si, and

Shan-si arc now densely enough populated to reckon as ** genuine China.**

In the attempts made from time to time by the Chinese to extend their rule

as far a* the countries on the Tarim and the Hi, to the Irrawaddy, and into the

valleys of the Himalaya in Ncpaul, their aim was to embrace everything that

could be reached from the centre of their power
;

but. as may be suppled,

“ everything “ could never hold together. Now here, now there, a piece crumbled

away
;
now a new territory was acquired or an old one regained. Fut amid all

these changes another kind of conquest went uninterruptedly forward, wrought

not by generals and armies, but by Industry, intelligence, and sujxaJor culture

;

and the territories earned for China by these farces were not lost. The same

kind of colonising conquest which created China by the annexation of the manifold

races who even in historical times held the greater part of the modern China, but

of which fragmentary remains only are now preserved in the mountains of the

extreme south and west, ti>c same kind of slow conquest has in the last two

centuries gained for China Southern and Central Manchuria, all the cultivable

parts of Mongolia as well as Formosa (now lost again}, and other lesser island*

in the China Seas. This again it is that has filled Tonic ing and Siam with a

Chinese population
;
and but for the intrusion of Europeans would have made

the incorporation of those countries in China only a question cf time. I t East

Turkestan, distant as it is from China Proper, Yakoub llcg slaughtered >0,000

Chinese without being able to suppress Chinese culture. The remainder continued

to produce and trade, and ultimately China won back the territory.

The magnitude of the empire is opposed to the notion that China is x

patriarchal dcspDtism. Behind the fiction of patriarchal government stands the

fact of a no: very compact oligarchy of learned bureaucrats under influential

governors and viceroys. u China," says Sosnowski somewhere, “ appears to us ai

the embodiment of the centralising idea"; but presently, contradicting himself,

he adds: ' Everything depends here upon personal relations and connections, and

the absence of form reminds us strongly of the Central Asiatic khanates.*’ The

centralisation which sees in the exnperOT, as the *<Ac head of the people, the centre

that binds togcthci and governs all the interests of the people, exists as ft wish,

a goal, or an ideal, only attainable when a man of high intelligence, firm will, and

restless activity—the pattern autocrat stands at the head of the state. Among
hii first tasks is the preservation of old custom*, in which is seen, as it were, a

symbol of the preservation of the state. The great merits of Wu, ort© of the

noblest monarchs of the older history, were the revival of the family bond, which

had grown weak, and care for the better nourishment of the people, with the

accurate observance of funeral ceremonies and sacrificial usage*. How much,

under favourable circumstances, the emperor could continue to carry the conscious-

ness of being a leading spirit into the small duties incumbent on his office, is

proved by the history which Kang-hi himself has preserved of the Mauchu empire
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That monarch relates in his memoirs how once in the sixth month lie passed >

rice-field, die harvest of which was not duo till the ninth month. He noticed one

head taller than the rest, asked for it, and made experiments with the seed from

it The-se he found always ripened early; and that is the rice which now is

planted everywhere north of the Great Wall. Under other emperors improve-

ments were carried out, in agriculture and silk -growing. Undoubtedly many
emperors have clearly recognised the duties imposed by their position at the

head of a civilized power, mindful of Yu's injunction in the Ta-yu-mo :
* Remember

that virtue consists in gcod government, and this is shown in feeding the people."

The Chinese emperor is, however, fully conscious of the significance of the

theocratic element in his rank. When Kicn-lung forbade the propagation of

Christianity in his realm, the Jesuits at the court of Pekin begged him to with-

draw the prohibition. His reply showed that he dreaded Christianity only

because it might undermine his authority
;
for he 9aid with emphasis that at the

moment lie saw no harm in their operations, but “ those who become Christians

look to you only, and in disturbed times will listen only to your counsel." The
persecution of Christians in Annam is said to have been incited mainly from

China.

For the business of government the emperor lias a state council, five mcmbeis
of which daily transact business in his presence. One of his rno.it important

duties is the decision as to the execution or otherwise of prisoners in gaol. Their

names are from time to lime sent in from all parts d the empire, and marked

with a red pencil by the emperor as a sign of condemnation. He seldom appears

in public ; but among the few occasions of his doing so is the annual reception

of candidate-* for the nandarinatc. The central departments arc the Foreign

Office cr Ttuugli-Yaaen

;

the Home Office, i.i-pu ; the Treasury, Hu-pn ; the

War Office, Ping-pu ; the Offices of Justice, Uiug-pu ; of Labour, Kang-pu ; and

of Ceremonies. Besides these there arc some central agencies for certain tributary

countries, like Mongolia and Turkestan, and some small offices.

The viceroys hold a conspicuous position. Fifteen provinces arc grouped in

eight viccroyaltics, while governors arc set over the remaining three. Shcn-si,

Kan-su, and Kuku-koto in Mongolia, together with the Mongol countries lying

to the west of them, form one viccroyalty, as large a> many kingdoms, and of the

first importance for China. The viceroy of such a district is practically independent,

so lung as he docs not fall under suspicion of practising against the Pekin

Government
;
and he is seconded by the traditional autonomy of the provinces,

which laws in some measure quite peculiar have preserved. He lev ies taxes, pays

his army and navy with them, and, save in a few cases is the court of final appeal.

In return he bears the entire responsibility c# his position
;
for the Pekin Govern-

ment gives him no assistance, but regards its duty as consisting essentially in

seeing that the ordinances regulating tire conduct of these the highest officials arc

followed out. He must, however, send reports of his subordinates to Pekin, where

they appear in the Government Gazette together with the decisions on them, which

often pronounce compulsory removal from office. The omnipotence of the viceroy,

which, with all its limitations involves a far more real power than that of the

distant emperor, is repeated through all stages. Not only the governor, but every

thi-hitn or president of a district court, feels himself a power, as European

travcllois, treated by all mandarins with suspicion, have had occasion to experience
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A chief care of the Government is to keep the highest officials of the province*

and vice royalties apart from each other, that they may not make any joint

declaration against Pekin. The Chinese tower is always tottering a little. In

extreme case*, no doubt, a man like Tso-Tsung-Tang has had to be giver half the

empire, but naturally that is no part of the system of the central government,

whose effort is rather :o keep always at hand for the emperor incans of interfering

independently of his highest officials. In the important province of Sichuan.

Chcr.-tu is no doubt the residence of the viceroy and the scat of the provincial

government, but Chung-ching is politically of more importance for the imperial

treasure is there, and also the paymaster of the forces on the western frontier,

which, before the time of the insurrections and defections in the western provinces,

took their orders direct from Pekin. Recent Chinese history teaches that viceroys,

when left to themselves, often exaggerate their independence to the detriment of

the empire. It is well known that when the Amoor district was surrendered by

its governor it was some time before the Tsuttgll-Yamcn gave an unwilling sanction

to the accomplished and most mischievous fact

The preponderance of literary training and education is a burden on the

Chinese officials who, like some others, look upon the writing of the greatest

possible number of minutes as the sign of useful activity. In view of this literary

and sedentary character in the Chinese officials «he censors, who as a consequence

of the extent of the empire aro a necessity, seem doubly called-for. They represent

the immediate oversight of the provinces by the central government. Indulgent

to small errors, they arc openly strict, to the point of pitilessr.es*, in regard to

great derelictions. Their report* in the state Garette tear the veil unsparingly

from the wound* of the body politic. Not only idleness, procrastination or

ignorance, opium-smoking, but the gravest transgressions of official duty ate

imparted to the whole country with full publicity. The practical basis of the

Chinese nature, however, is of avail in Chinese officialism
;
elements arc adopted

on grounds of utility which bid defiance to the regular sifting process of examina-

tions and censors’ opinion*. Even the recent history of China can show an

instance in which a notorious pirate was promoted to commander-in-chief of the

imperial fleet. The law only orders that sons of prostitutes, actors, executioners,

ushers of the courts, and turnkeys, shall not be admitted to the service, on account,

the first two classes of their degradation, the others of their innate cruelty
;
but there

is nothing against the elevation of criminals wlio arc of good family, insurgents of

high rank, and the like.

China has never lacked capable diplomatists. Statesmen in the higher sense

arc naturally less frequent
;
but in times of difficulty China has always seen men

appear who lave exercised a healthy Influence on their fellow-countrymen. Of

the viceroy of the western provinces Sosnowski said
:

" I have met few Chinese so

enlightened as Tso-T:.ung-Tang. He astonished me by his reasonable ideas, a*

well as by his correct and thorough knowledge of Russia. Aa administrator and

organiser he is capable in the highest degree, straightforward, frank, and honour-

able. He has appointed good officials, purged the body of officers, founded

manufactories of weapons, provision-store*, arsenals, and has been active, showing

himself everywhere, and thereby mastering the insurrection, and inspiring new life

into the heai* of ruin* entrusted to his charge." Shortly after this was written

Tso-Tsung-Tang performed the task of suppressing the rising in Southern
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Mongolia and reconquering East Turkestan brilliantly, even if by means of

severity.

Corruption is rooted in the nature of the Chinese and their polity. Bribery

and embezzlement ruin, alas, marry a good intention of old lawgivers and modern

ruler*. The granaries in every province especially suffer. In them part of the

rice paid as land-tax is deposited, in order that it may be given to the poor, used

for salaries, or sold cheap before harvest, being renewed every year. Non-existent

armies, tens of thousands in number, arc paid. Stingy salaries offer all the more

inducement to dishonesty, that the civil officials have to find the pay for their

subordinates. The rule that no official may employ a relation in his department

is so strictly carried out that eases of officials who have been dismissed on this

ground are still always reported in the Pekin Government Gazette
;
but it cannot

check die tacit conspiracies of greedy officials any more than can the decision,

enforced by severe penalties, even to the point of capital punishment, that no

official is to be employed in his native province. There have always been

provinces and viccroyaltics, at the head of which were men who worked with

unclean hands, and enriched themselves out of the unlawful gains of their inferiors.

The people themselves contribute to these illegalities by allowing themselves to

be squeezed without murmuring. The greater is their delight when they arc

governed by righteous officials, as is testified by the honours that fall to the lot

of honest, meritorious officials on resigning their posts Gray says, however,

that in twenty-five years’ residence at Canton, he never aaw but one mandarin

in whose ca-e the people showed cordial regret and sincere marks of gratitude.

His leave-taking was genuinely Chinese. The silken umbrellas of honour, which

were to be presented to the object of the homage, were carried in a long precession,

together with three hundred red boards, on which were to be read in letters of shining

gold the titles of honour

—

41 Friend of the people * u Father of the people,"* Bene-

factor of the age/* * Star of the province." At intervals were deputations posted

near the temples presenting addresses and refreshments. When the prefect left

Tien-tsin in 1861, the people accompanied him in a crowd, begging for his shoes,

which were brought back in triumph, and hung up in the temple of the town god.

On such occasions there is none of the anxious or grumbling silence which
elsewhere usually attends the public appearances of a mandarin.

Confucius and Mencius both taught that the obedience of subjects should be

matched by loyalty to duty on the part of the sovereign and his instruments.

These sages, who are also authorities in questions of civic life, even teach us well

that it is not merely the right but the duty of the people to resist the emperor
when he departs from the path of virtue and justice. Decile and patient as the

Chinese people is, it has in many cases acted on this principle. In every decade
there has been a riding in wmc province or another. Obstinate neglect of duty
on the part of the governors has provoked great revolutions. Nether in politics

nor in religion are the Chinese passionate. Only when political abuses lead to

material discomfort, when their con ‘sequences are injustice, dishonesty on the part

of officials, slackness in c*rc for the people’s welfare, do complaints and warnings

arise ; and while in the interior discontent finds vent in insurrection, on the borders

the people escape oppression by emigrating. It is not the most thickly-peopled
regions, where the individual has to labour his hardest to gain a living, that arc
the roost unquiet politically: a sign how contentedly these folk live as their fate
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decrees. The toughness of the Chinese character, however, makes it evident a

priori that germs of contradiction or disaffection towards tl'.e ruling system are

no: easy to extirpate. It is not much more than twenty-five years since the

first Chinese newspaper, the SbuK-fe. appeared at Shanghai
;
now there are many

in the Chinese language. Among much that is false and exaggerated, they contain

much that is correct, and arc already beginning to influence the written language

In the administration of justice there is a strain of inhumanity which is one

of the darkest spots in China. Tile art of giving pain is extraordinarily cultivated

Strokes with the bamboo on the heels, the ankles, or between the shoulders, blows

with thick straps ext the jaws, arc inflicted not on criminals only, but on witnesses.

There is also torture with implements most ingeniously calculated to cause terror

and distress. We must in this connection, not forget the opinion of European

surgeons that the Chinese and tlxir Mongol kinsfolk are far less sensible to knife

and forceps than arc Europeans. The way in which endless representations of

tortures arc among the favourite subjects of Chinese artiste, or in which great

emperors like Kicn-lung enjoyed being present at tortures and executions, illustrates

the strain of cruelty in the Chinese character, and the fact, important to the

understanding of Chinese character, that the Chinaman set* lea* store than we on

life, whether his own or his neighbour’s. So, too, there are the most various kinds

of capita! punishment. Murderers of father or mother undergo a lingering death.

The criminal is nailed to a cross, his body is sloshed in Irom S to teo places,

then hi* heart is pierced, finally he i* quartered. In 1877 the I’ckin Gazette

reported ten performances of this kind ; in one the culprit was a lunatic. The

most usual penalty is besteading with a sword. Practice gives the operator great

dexterity, and lie can execute some dozens in a few minutes. The superstitious

horror of mutilation makes strangling pass for a more lenient penalty. Its easiest

form is when a silken cord is sent, indicating that the. receiver is to operate upon

himself. The unhappy man is allowed one meal, of which, when possible, *

narcotic form* part. He is then carried to the place of execution by two men,

in a basket hung to a bamboo pole- The state of Chinese prisons is melancholy,

owing to the gknxn of the cells, the damp, the overcrowding, and tl>c vermin.

When the principal prison at Canton was opened after the capture of the city

in 1859, the British soldiers could not endure the pestilential alino*|>hcic wherein

corpses, still chained, lay betide living men with bleeding wounds ami raws, produced

by their heavy chains and iron fetter*. Punishments of over-cruel or negligent

gaolers arc often published in the I’ckin Gazette. Chinese law makes a sharp

difference between crimes with and without violence. Contrary to European

practice, the latter are incomparably the less severely punished, most frequently

by flogging or the pillory. A favourite variation is to stick arrow* through th-

esis, with papci tickets stating the nature of the crime.

The family-stock or clan holds the nation together, just a* it has always been

the one firm unit in the lax structure of every Mongol or Tartar power. Chinese

books speak of a hundred original families, which in the storms of their later history

did not disappear, but maintained themselves ns the nucleus of the nation.

Naturally what was least ahk to endure was the strictly equal division of land

which lay at the lo.se of this organisation. In the thirteenth century what most

contributed to disturb the country were the revolts of the poor who had been

excluded from the soil. Lawgivers made an effort, if only formal, at least to
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sustain the old tribal organisation by keeping the tribe* in cohesion, at the sm:
time that tiicy forbade marriage within the tribe in order to introduce freah blood

and stay degeneration. Thu*; to this day there are several eases in which village

population* bearing one name, sprung from one stock, forming one clan, hold

together. This institution strengthens the attachment to the home, and has

enabled the nation to find its way through many had times. Historical philosophers

who have spoken of the gregarious life and behaviour of this race have overlooked

the broad basz cf self-administration and self-help on which the central government

is thus built up. Without these it, and with it the magnitude and duration of

the empire, would be inconceivable, looking tc the inadequacy of the administra-

tive machine. The village community rules itself easily and patriarchally through

iLs notables, the seniors of whom arc held in equal respect by both subjects and

officials, and arc selected mostly by lot from among the mo3t respected, or by

real patriarchs. Also the villages make alliances together, leagues defensive and

offensive alike, something like the old leagues between cities in Germany, ami

often directed against other similar alliances. The secret societies which unite

Chinese who have gone abroad with inconceivable closeness and permanence haw
their origin to n great extent in old tribal connections. Like these, they respect

the Limits of Government authority, but fill up gaps therein by their own operation.

Of the sccsct societies in Canton and the neighbourhood, Gutzlaff writes :

M With

the exception of the Whug-Whug, or Triad Society, which seme years ago incited

an unsuccessful rising, they arc absolutely obedient. Nay, the Government officials

often make u«e of them in tracking criminals arvi the like. Often indeed they

undertake this duty themselves." A secret tribunal for thieve* and robbers, like

the society of the "Old Ox" which appeared amid the disorder of the 'fifties,

seems :o be by no means rare in China. The custom of living in voluntary

associations causes the Chinese abroad to be sooner at home among foreign condi-

tions; and for this reason they work better under foremen chosen by themselves

than under strangers. The social impulse gives rise to most curious associations.

Several unite to pay a certain sum at the beginning of each month
;
at the end

of the month the whole is raffled for. Gambling societies
—

“ Peaceful Gain,"

“ Propitious Success," and the like—are numerous. The two spheres, the autono-

mous and the bureaucratic, being left so strictly apart that there is no notion of

scif-governmcnt based on independence of judgment ar.d will, the system may he

called a twofold government. The officials staixi autocratically above tlx: mass

of the people
;
and these will long suffer ill-treatment patiently before they rise,

without warning, and defend themselves with a force drawn just from these ancient

tics.

One chief fault of China, in the European sense, is the trifling importance of

its military power. The fact that the Chinese “ were as helpless before our attack

Australian blacks" has caused Chinese culture in general to seem of little value

in thi« warlike century. Lord Elgin was quite right when he said words to the

effect that if the Chinese had beaten the troops of England and France in oj>en

fight, the shallow chatter about the inadequate civilization of China would soon

have been silenced. The Chinaman is not behind other Asiatics in courage, and

he esteems courage, being on that account even to this day a bit of a cannibal.

The scat of courage is, he thinks, in the gall, and he eat* the gall of murderers

who have been executed, in order to acquire their courage. For similar reasons,
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tigers' flesh i* in demand. Tlic audacity of Chinese pirates the cruelty of Chinese,

their power of bearing pain, the low value they set oa human life, are all qualiiic.-

that ian be turned to military account Gordon, who knew how to lead the

demoralised Chinese during tiie Tai-ping rebellion, in a memorandum of i$So,

lavs down a; a supreme axiom: “China possesses a military organisation of

long standing
;

this must remain untouched, for it suits the character of the

people. China's power lies in her numbers, in the quick moving of her troops,

in the little baggage they require, and in thrir few wants. It is known that

mm armed with sword and spear can overcome the best regular troops equipped

with htecch-loadiny rifles, if the country is at all difficult and if the men with spears

and swords outnumber their foe ten to oik*. This will be much truer when those

men arc themselves armed with breech-loaders. China should never engage in

pitched battles. Her strength is in quick movements, in cutting off trains of

baggage, and in night attacks no! pushed home— in a continuous worrying of her"

enemies. The Chinese ought never to attack fortified posts, but starve out the

enemy and worry him night and day. China can have no army if the generals

muster 2000 men and draw pay for 5000. These generals ought to have been

beheaded." Advantages and defects arc here clearly stated. Gordon dees not

regard the Chinese as good soldier* in the European sense, but he point* out

sources of military power in the numbers, capacity for drill, and frugality of the

Chinese . all things which Europe ought not 10 undervalue.

5 25 ASIATIC 1-ORMS OF BELIEF AND SYSTEMS OF RELIGION.
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ALL the Asiatic races share in the religious ideas common to mankind. No more

in Asia than elsewhere on the earth can we find a race without religion. The

great forms of faith called after Brahma and Buddha have their roots in a subsoil

of widely-diffused notions in which even now leaves, flowers, and seed', fallen from

these lofty trees of religion/ are reposing, dying, decaying, germinating. In their

nature and in their operation, Brahmanism and Buddhism arc profoundly connected

with this soil
;
and if they ever perish, they will enrich it with whatever in them

is im|icrishab!c. But the relations of plant anil Mil arc so distinctly reciprocal

that the greatest care is needed in interpreting them. Of each of the apparently

quite isolated forms of belief in Asia may be said what lias been said of the

Todas " So far as one can judge, the Tex las' religion consists solely of supersti-

tions and extraordinary usages
;
but perhaps we arc unable to comprehend the

deeper sense, and, it may be, the degenerate .survival of a once higher cult.

Schicfncr secs Iranian influence in the name of the Altaic deity Kyoormass,

which, like the Mongolian Khurmuzd, he traces back- to Onnu2d. “ Maitcrc
’

and “ Mandythire * recall the Buddhist divinities Maiticya and Manjueri. The

serpent F.rlik, who gives counsel to men. the fruits on the western side of the tree
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with seven branches, may have reached the KirghUc* from Islam, Where tire

is worshipped, rays may have fallen from Zoroastrian fire -temple*. Kampfer

was so strongly reminded of the old Egyptian rites hy the Buddhism of Ayuthia,

that he looked upon Buddha as a fugitive from the bondage of Egyptian priests.

Bui there arc always two possibilities—one that of two similar developments
;
the

other, that what we regard is a survival from a higher form of development may
really be the germ whence what we recognise in it his sprung.

In all the Asiatic forms of religion, higher and lower, ancestor-worship meets

us in like strength and efficiency. Uninterrupted intercourse with departed fore-

fathers, reinforced by sacrifices—when possible of clean things, like honey, always

held as specially precious—animates the religion of poor hill-tribes in India, S'

in China, unweakened by Buddhism or philosophic enlightenment, from the

groundwork of moral instruction. In Japan it is recognised as the nucleus of

the csd state-religion, the Shinto, and is said to hold the field with no rival in

the Looeboo Islands. The gleaming white scpulehrer are the first objects

seen when approaching these islands from the sea. Upon it principally rests,

among all Central Asiatic nations, the power of the Shamans to cal! up ancestors

with the sound of the drum, with songs and dances, or leaving their own bodies

in the place of worship to convey their souls to the world cf light or to the gloomy

realm of Erllk. No lot Is so unhappy a-, that of parents who have no children to

sacrifice and pray for them. Never, so long as he lived, was Tuduc, the Emperor

of Annatn, free from the melancholy caused by his childless old age Adoption

furnishes a substitute at a pinch. The distaste for emigration, with the accom-

panying dread of death far from the next of kin, is connected with the desire of

a share in the worship of ancestors. Ancestors live along with the living ; rejoice

and suffer with them. If the son ris*:s in the ladder of rank, he begs for the

promotion of past members of his family. The eighteen golden tables of ancestors

in the Hall of Forefathers at Hue remind u; bow ancestor-worship makes the

cult of the souls of gnat sovereigns a sacred affair for the whole people. Finlay-

soo’s remark about the Cochin-Chincsc, though erroneous, is intelligible :
" Like

the Chinese," he says, * this nation is addicted to worship of ancestors, and

reveres the memory of relations. This may in fact be considered as the only

fruit of religion that exists amongst them." Among the Koreans, too, the most

outwardly conspicuous feature is the reverence paid to the wiriok or stone images.

2 j
feet high, of ancestors.

Wherever ancestral religion is not shrouded in the garb of newer forms, it

approaches idolatry. It may then be raid, as of the Pulayas of Travancorc. that

they deem themselves too low to venture to approach the Supreme Being. A
rough image of an ancestor in the niche of a rough stone altar or at the foot of

a great tree in the field* is revered as a fetidi. We are told of the Kims of

Further India that they place the a?hcs of their forefathers in an elegantly-woven

basket on the altar, where they also deposit as sacrifices all kinds of curious things,

such as skeins of cotton and curly bamboo shavings. On the Gnia-Heun altars

Harmand found a number of objects in the form of miniature models hanging on

a shaft of bamboo. There were a little bag, a little cross-bow with a quiver full

of tiny arrows, a ricc-mcrtar as big as a thimble, a boat with oars, a wicker fish-

trap, a carrier’s basket : the whole being crowned w ith an egg or a bunch of

feathers Grains of rice, tufts of cotton, and the like, were fastened on with resin
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or wax
i

votive gifts intended to bring the blessing of the ancestors upon al! the

occupations with which they were connected. The three Advocates with God.

worshipped in Kafiristnn under the form of two unhewn stones and a roughly-

carved human figure with silver eyes, look like ancestral images. They are

sprinkled with the blood of a sicrifidal goat. The part of ancestors as intercessors

in the next world comes out more clearly in Central Asia than elsewhere. The

people of the Altai think all gods so remote from man that he needs the media-

tion of his areeftors in Paradise. ” But.' says Radlofl; “ not all men know how-

to apply to their ancestors ;
only certain families, especially those of the Shamans,

know this.’

With ancestor-worship arc connected customs extending even to cannibalism.

Skull-worship b very common. . Skulls of ancestors with a string attached to

cither rygomatk arch, for wearing round the neck, were found among the

Andamanese. In the Tibetan monasteries arc cups for libation, made of skulls,

richly gilt, hand-drums or tambourines of children’s skulls covered with snake

skin, trumpets of thigh-bones. Among the primitive races of India it is often

hard to distinguish between the traces of ancestor-worship and the veneration of

certain natural objects and forces. Serpent-worship, which recurs with such unusual

frequency, is also ascribed to Indian peoples; to the yellow aborigines, spirits,

helping them in the struggle against Aryan invaders, appear in the form of

serpents. Periups the serpent-roof, under which Buddha sits, goes back a9 far

as this. Among the Jats the moon is alleged to be the supreme god, but it ii

also said that they take about with them idols in human shape, with the heads

of eagles or oxen. The Gone!', arc said to sacrifice to fever and to tire tiger, and

to set up blocks of stone, which they smear with blood, round the foot ofa giant tree

These people, said to be at a very' low “age, retain their traditions by means of

sacred bards, as well as their magicians. At festivals these recite the ok! hymns.

The Varalis are also credited with tiger-worship, but they also from time to time

strew the graves, where the urns of their ancestors lie, with flowers, and burn

lights on them.

Among the Kirghises a young bride on the day after her marriage used to be

taken out into the sun, to greet it by deep prostration under a blanket. Mongol

women will not sell inilk when the weather is cloudy. At lie, the centre of the

Shinto cult in Japan, was kept the metal minor emblematic of the sun-goddess,

and on the domestic altar of Sliintoists is seen, instead of the innumerable pictures,

large and small, of the Buddhists, only an oval mirror adorned with a wisp of

paper. In close connection with this appears fire as a means against evil spirits.

The nurses who among the Kirghises assist women in child-birth take great care

that the fire does not go out

;

if it docs, the devil comes, and a mishap results.

There, before a brale enters her yaourt, she bows to the fire, throws a piece of

meat and a bit of butter into It as an offering, and pours a little spirit on it. The

Aincu tall the sun their best god, fire their second best. In japan, on New Year's

morning, fire is fetched before dawn from the temple, where the primitive fire-drill

is rc\t:rcrtt]y kept
;
this fire, if kept alight the whole year, protects the hou9t from

fire-risks. The Tungooses draw omens from the wood aa it crackles in the fire;

nor indeed are prognostics from the behaviour of the fire wholly unknown in this

country. If the man of Badakshan never lights fire without necessity, we may

here see a reminiscence of Iranian fire-worship. There arc legends, again, with a
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Prometheus ring about them, like the Mongol talc of a peak of the Arbuz Ola,

which is the anvil of the great smith who was in the service of Jenghis Khan.

At the foot of this anvil he sat on the ground and forged mighty weapons for

the great conqueror, and gigantic shoes for his ho-se.

Gods in the form of beasts make their appearance especially among the races

about the Lower Amcor, in Saghalien, Yezo. and Kamchatka. The bear-god of

the Gilyaks. who is a bear in summer and a Gilyak in winter, is not solitary ; among

the Ainos he is honoured with feast and dance At their greatest festival they

kill a young bear that has been suckled by an Aino woman, uttering his praises

the while, and afterwards venerate his skull. Evidence of a more extensive

animal -worship may be found in the feet that in the Aino language certain

animals still bear the name kautoi, “
god." Thus the wolf is the “howling god,'

the owl the "bird of the gods,” and so on. Trace.-, of wolf-woeship still survive.

The bear’s skull on a tall post in the middle of Aino village, the significance

attached by the Aryans and their Indian posterity to the sacrifice of a horse, so

that in the decline of Brahmanism the belief could arise that the sacrifice of a

horse freed from all sins, arc reflections of animal-worship. To this day in Persia

the static is a secure asylum for criminals. In India's bull and Vishnu'* lion the

same appears not merely as a poetical figure. The degeneration of Indian forms

of belief is most deeply rooted in it
;
and at the same lime it makes us recognise

the whole depth of Indian reverence for nature. Even now in the neighbourhood

of sacred spots Hindoos can be seen feeding the ant that crawls on the road.

The tame stags in the temple gardens of Japan, who may not be Icllod, receive

from pilgrims bread specially prepared for them, like sacred wafers. In Asia, and

even in Europe, we meet with echoes of the worship of animals' skulls, which we
rome across among Malays, Melanesians, and redskins. Or heights in the Taurida,

and on the Ourals, may be seen sacrificial feasts like trophies, made of the skulls

and jawbones of horses, erected by the Calmucks. Very curious, also, arc the

worship of thr buffalo among the Todas, and the prayers which they address to

the neck-bell of tbeir fines: animal. Where there is an objection to representa-

tion of the spiritual deity, these forms with oxen’s and bulls' heads, these sacred

monkeys, horse*, and crocodiles, are the biokcn and reflected rays of the divine sun-

Sacred groves and trees existed in India as in China, or among Turks and

German*. In Korea almost every village has its sacred tree, and at the Buddhist

pilgrimage-place* the dried leaves of sacred trees form a great article of trade.

Here pagan and higher creeds interpenetrate. In Tonking, indeed, the sacred

fig-tree was called Buddha'* tree, but at the foot of it little altars were built to

keep the goblins quiet who live under its shade. The Mongol veneration for

trees and forests has had a salutary effect as far as Eastern Europe. The
superstition of the Calmucks of the Altai, who will cut no green wood, made the

forests of the Upper Charysh even a hundred years ago look as if managed by a

forester
;
giving Schangin cause to recommend this superstition by preference to

the Russian peasants. This cult of the gods of nature has found its most beautiful

development in Eastern Asia, where it leads to a nature-worship poetic in feeling

and artistic in representation. There high mountains have their special guardian

spirits to whom sacrifices are offered on the summits. The frequent appearance

of striking mountain peaks in Japanese pictures has to do with the same idea.

In and about Arado there are fourteen peaks to whose names Amy/, forefather,
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is prefixed. These conceal treasures, and arc revered alike by Chimse, Tibetans,

and Mongols. Hills and mountain* crowned by temples arc (like the Roccia

Mclone, not far Horn Turin) the object of counties* pilgrimage*. some even in

winter. If you would enjoy a fine view in Japan, climb up to a temple. In

China, too. Taokt temples look down oil the calm dear reaches of the Upper

Yang-tic, with it* many gorges. The sacnxl groves of the Shinto temples arc

the finest and most frequented parks in Japan. Any one going through a

Japanese village on New Year’s morning sees fir-tree* and bamboos on either

side of the doors
;
over them on a rope of straw hang a bundle of rice-straw, fcm,

an orange, seaweed, kaki, charcoal, and a red boiled crab—all lucky things—in a

fine trophy. In the flower festivals, found in China, Korea, and Japan, especially

the charming chrysanthemum or autumn festival, the religious thought is concealed

under the really passionate veneration of such productions of nature. But at

the chrysanthemum festival may still be seen wooden figures, life-sized, carved

to the life, figures of myth and the history of heroes, all clad in living flowers.

Common among Asiatics Is also the dread of the moon being swallowed up

In an eclipse, for which reason the eclipse is scared away with noise and yell*.

We find universally the belief in lucky and unlucky days, in lucky numbers, moat

often nine, In the unclcanncss of a lying-in woman, which, among Buddhias and

Mussulmans, is done away by placing sacred books on her. We meet with thr

widespread legend of valleys which have been lake*, or are becoming lakes again,

as related among others about the vale of Cashmere. By order of the emperor

,

the A tuban of Si-ning offers, in presence of the Mongol chiefs, shreds of paper to

the spirits of Lake Koko-Nor, to give a quiet crossing. Similarly the Chinese

sacrifice to the sra.

Iron hold* a peculiar place in the superstition of many Asiatic peoples. In

India some tribe* hang spear-heads and ploughshare* a* offerings on sacred trees,

and then sacrifice the fruits of the field to these. So do both the Bhccls and thr

Gonds, the latter recruiting their magicians from the corporation of axe-smiths.

These arc those possessed magical practitioners whose business is to seek out

persons who hare been attacked by wild beasts, and prerent them from turning

into tigers. Widely diffused, probably throughout Central Asia, is the belief in

the healing powers and salutary knowledge of smiths. Meteoric stores are

thought to be spat to earth by fiery dragons.

It is in cosmogony that the most closely corresponding features occur. The

supreme, all-embracing deity, the creating bird, the formation of the earth from

the sea-bottom, the tree of man, and the new creation by a deity nearer to

mankind
;
all these we find repeated. Among the Japanese, heaven, earth, and

water, which, before the existence of the male and female element lay tegether

as in an egg, were separated by their gravity. First the islands swam like fish

on the water
;
then a spirit, Kami

, comes into existence out of a cane, and then

six more spirits, having rule in water, in fire, in metals, and in earth, while the

seventh, with his wife, falls into sin. In this paii, Itsanogi and Itsanami, the

proselytes of the seventeenth century readily recognised Adam and Eve. For

th<* heathen Turkomans of the Altai the universe consists of layers one over

another, the lowest of which i* the realm of darkness. The earth lies between

them. Tengerc Kairakan is the most powerful divinity
;
he is without end or

beginning, the creator and susuiner. This god created man before the heaven'
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and the earth, and flew through the universe with him
;
but man rebelled, and

fell into the sea. Even then Tengero Kairaksn raved him, letting him climb up

a rock. Then he ordered the man to fetch earth from the bottom of the sea.

and this he did. But he again disobeyed by keeping earth in his mouth, which,

when spat out, turned to swamps
;
the creator cursed him and inflicted on him

the name of Erlik. Then the creator formed a tree with nine branches, from

each of which sprang the patriarch of one of the nine peoples who inhabit the

earth. But Erlik, who as the evil spirit had tried to lead men astray, was

banished to the nether world, and the deity gave the good Maitcrc to mankind

as their protector. From the ruins of a heaven which Erlik set up for himself,

and which fell to earth, mountains and rocks arose. Next to mankind, however,

is the earth, and the Lord Jo, who lives at the navel of the earth, near a tall tree,

the top of which scars to the height of tins Bai-Ulgian. Man seeks liis salvation

by adoring the earth and the seventeen naturc-dcitJcs of the earth, on hills and

at springs
,
also through tlx: mediation of his forefathers. The wicked arc cast,

in the nether world, into a caldron of pitch, but the good live as the blessed in

Paradise, Ak. We have already seen something like these conceptions when

studying the religions of Oceania. Under this head falls the Ostiak idea of a

universe in seven layers, the earth being the fifth from the bottom. The bene-

factor of mankind, who is also the fire-bringer, is specially illustrious. Among
the Garos he appears as :he son of the supreme deity Salgong. The earth,

however, was created by Nttatu, with the help of Hiraman, the god of the lower

world, out of an egg produced by himself. The river sprang from N’ustu’s body.

Of historical religion* the Shinto cult, which has its roots in the obscurity of

the mythical period, stands nearest to the mixture of ancestor and nature-worship.

When, after being elevated to a state-religion in Japan, it was allowed to sink

again as long ago as t 877, it was treated with some contempt as a mere cult of

pictures and ancestors, devoid of all ethical import
;
chiefly because, as was alleged,

it attributed divine descent and equality with the gods to the sovereign of the

Island realm. Others, on the other hand, seeing it to be freer from accessories,

have looked upon it, in contrast with Buddhism, as a kind of Oriental Protestantism

These arc halting comparison*. Shintoism is the older, and is permeated with

Buddhistic ideas. The Japanese proverb: "You can pray tn a sardine's head if

you like
;

it is all a matter of faith,' is. however, not the exprersion of the most

heartfelt religion. A curious formality is the offering of strip* of white paper

with gilt edges, called by the Japanese g*hri, or “imperial present,’ and deposited

in the Shinto temples; it is said, in order that the spirit of the god Kami may
settle upon them. They also occur in Korea, where Shintoist* are found. Of
what the white paper is a symbol, remains obscure ;

probably '.here is here also

some connection with the extensive veneration paid by the Chinese to written

paper. Chinese philosophers, no doubt, sing the praises of writing ir. all manner

of tones, but paper is of itself the object of a veneration that 1* bound up even

with processions ar.d sacrifices. Among the Ainos, echoes of Shintoism are still

recognisable even in externals. They have only one temple, that of Yoshitsanc,

said to have been a hero who fled from Japan to Ycto. Ancestor and nature-

worship arc the basis of their faith. In lire sacred north-east comer of every

Aino hut may be seer. sticks, like those in the cut, p. 5 14, stuck on the walk

There arc sticks from one to four yards long of a particular wood, sometimes

VOL. Ill 2 L
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willow, sometimes coincl, with their outer layers pUned into narrow spiral shav-

ings, which are often arranged to suggest a human figure. They have the same
significance as the strips of paper in Shinto temples. Something ?acord dwells in

these ina&At, and sacrifices are made to it. The Ainas' only too frequent libations

of fnk/w always first intended for them. One gets the impression that anccstor-

Aino nered stick*, Uifoi. (Jttxn Unwinds Vy the late Herr von Siebold.
|

worship has, with the Amos, become merged in the cult ofinabos. The Ainos are also

acquainted with fire-worship, and see something sacred In stars, trees, mountains*

rivers. They do not seem at all to venerate graves, but rather u> have a dread of

them—just a*, when a person dies, they burn hU house down. The mythology

and cosmogony of the old religion of Japan, which seems to have been essentially

that also of Korea, has taken refuge in folk-lore
;

formal sacrificial worship

having disintegrated the cult. Before Confucius arose, the Chinese also revered a

higher being, Chung-ti ; the word has been rendered by “God ' or * Heaven.” They

made him a mere powerful counterpart to the earth, and recognised thr fruitful

union of the two in the relations of man and wife, day and night, king and people.
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The religion of ancient Egypt, with its equally deep devotion to the cult

of ancestor}, shows another development. The group of gods given on the oldest

monument} has even by that time travelled far from the primitive conceptions.

In many forms betray a systematic arrangement which the priests must have

elaborated slowly. I'htha, at the head of all the gods whom he preceded, ays
Manctho, in a reign of nine thousand years, the god of the beginning, the creator

and nrdetcr, called Ammon in Upper Egypt; Ra, the power embodied in the sun,

continuously creative and sustaining
;

Neith, personifying the plastic force of

nature in female shape, also
" Mother of the Sun”

;

Pasht or Hast, the daughter

of Ra ;
Hathor, the goddess of amorous delights and of childbirth

;
and beside

these many local variations of the veneration directed towards the forces of

nature, peopled the Olympus of Egypt. There are Indications that Phtha, Ra,

and Shu ate contrasted as older gods with a younger group, to which belonged

especially Osiris and Typhon. These, specially Egyptian, cmhody the contrast

between the fertile Nile valley and the desert, or the struggle between creation

and destruction. They were the gods of the people. The cider onci, as though

strangers, were understood by the priests only, who might have said to their own

people what they did to Solon when he tried to penetrate their secrets: “Yc
arc but children.

1 ’

At the period to which belong the oldest parts of the Ycdic hymns, tlio

religion of the Aryans was also a pure nature-worship. They revered the sky.

the sun, the hurlcr of the thunderbolt, fire, rain
;
and dreaded night, drought, the

darkness that precede* a storm. They called their good deities the Bright or

Shinjng ones, their evil ones the Dark. A storm was the contest between these

two ; India, the god of the sky, who hurled the lightning, and stands very near the

Greek Zeus, strives against Vritra, the Shroudcr or Darkcncr. In the earliest

beams that bring the rosy dawn they hailed the Aqvin*, the bright tain brothers

who roll in their three-wheeled car through the world of light, the air, and the

clouds. The dawn herself is a maiden, invoked under the form of a red cow
;
the

gods of light are Indra's brothers and companions-in-arms ;
among them the god of

the sun is conspicuous, and a light-god, Aryaman. In Varuna (which may or may
not be Ouranos) we have the all-embracing vault of heaven. But especially

reverenced was Agni, the fire-god, the friend of man. As fire, consuming the

sacrifice and bearing it in smoke to heaven, Agnl is one of these most fervently

worshipped
;
and In the same way he is the messenger letween men and gods,

the intermediary between heaven and eartlu Varuna is at once the highest and

most remote of this group of gods; and hence India, the demcn-Maycr, the kero

of battle, the huge bull, the all-ruling, who has made fast the mountains, measured

out the atmosphere, propped up the heavens, appears to man of almost equal

importance. Burnt offerings are made to him. and for him th- uo>»-7-draught is

prepare*! from the narcotic Attltpiax cutda These sacrifices not only give him

pleasure, but strengthen him for his mighty tasks. Originally the offering was

made by each head of a family. Mystic drink-efferings, like the soma, arc still

poured on the ground at the beginning of a meal or feast, at a dedication, on

receiving guests, but they have mostly lost their deeper meaning. In Tibet,

juniper branches arc burnt on the altar, and wine, milk, or tea, poured on the

glowing embers. There are a few races whose whole religion is so permeated

with the idea of drink-offering}, as in the case of the Khevsurs of the Caucasus,
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whose >.\crcxJ beer brewed of mule ami hop* in lonely huts by Dasturj, who

remain a whole year in llicir brewer)', and see neither wife nor child, represents

tlx: pagan side of a religion full of Christian and Mussulman element*. At beer-

feasts the limcirood bowls go round in honour of a spirit, to whom belong

exclusively the oat«, the spherical copper caldrons, and rhe beer itself.

In the course of the Aryan expeditions of conquest in Northern Indii a

priestly caste grew up, which suppressed the mytholcgic strain in the old religion

with its plastic humanising of the divine, by making the abstract lord of prayer

rtf IVrtfimloio »wMoe iinl ttorriilp. (Mtit*clt MuttMr*.

\

" him "ho rules the gods and gives them strength," the true priests' god in the

name of Brahraanaspati This abstraction was further volatilised out of the

mystery of the cult into Brahma, the spiritual over all, the soul of the world

Thus in their highest flights of thought the priests cainc very near monotheism,

while the people sank ever lower in polytheism and idolatry, and were only

brought nearer to Brahma by the system of transmigration of souls. But even

the priests did not grasp the full depth of the one deity
;
he remained a mere

ideal, and by llicir ultimate conception of the whole world as undisplayed Brahms

they reached pantheism and lost the saving idea of monotheism. People have

also been apt to make the tropical nature, to which the folk or the cold plateau*

found themselves transplanted in the plains of India, responsible for the prevalence

of polytheism, or to speak of the Indian’s “ multiplicative «nse But it surely

received far more nutriment from the worship, whether or gods or idol*, which it

found existing in thew countries. In the religions of India the lower ideas of
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the pre-Aryan races run riot through the structures of the Aryan mind like

brushwood over some noble ruin. The beast-shapes of the gods, in their multi

form monstrosity, the whole tangle of the bloody Siva-wonhip with it* human
sacrifices, the whole religion of ancestors and ghosts, serpent-worship, perhaps

even the notion of re-birth, have grown up rankly. There is much here to

remind us of negro religions, or those of Oceania and America. We have a feeling

a* of a broad foundation, upon which, and from fragments of which, the individual

religious systems have built themselves up. The crowds of amulets recall fetish-

Wood«n ~<nki used in vcni p by Grgales*—die -sixth real sae. (Leipzig Miotuv J

worship
;

in Tibet and Further India you see nobody without one. Dogs' and

crocodiles' teeth, stunted elephants' tusks, boars' tusks, are especially serviceable.

With the rise of the dark cross-breed which we call the Hindoos, with the per-

fection of despotism and the caste-system over great kingdoms, the nature-gods

of the Vedas came to be multiplied into 33.000 divinities. The division into

clean and unclean drew at the same time a sharp line through the whole sensible

world, and with injunctions as to food and the like came to the aid of worship

in externals. A similar result was produced by a painfully elaborated ritual of

sacrifice and prayers, which hardly left pious people a moment to themselves.

In these external matter* priests .and people came together; but in deeper inward

things the gap dividing them was all the wider. At the same time the Vedas

were, and to this day are. handed down by oral tradition. Manuscript, and in

later times, printed books, exist only for security. In the Rigveda elaborate rales

for learning by heart are laid down. When the scholar has learnt every day.
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except festivals, for eight years, tlmt is 2496 days in all, he knows 944,000

syllables by heart. In the popular consciousness, however, only a few divine

figures haw remained alive, at their head being Siva and Vishnu, fu<cd together

out of older figures of gods and heroes
;

tlie former, in the dry regions of the wen,

as rain giver, the latter in the damp Ganges valley as god of sun and light The

popular Brahma-religion has always stood very rear polytheism or idolatry.

Buddhism. even in a corrupt form, knows no exhibitions such as arc performed

in Indian towns, though their only object may be to beg successfully of travelers.

Drums, great iron chests on which people beat with metal rods, two rrtonstrom

trumpets, yells, howls, juxl screams of human voices, announce the approach or

the god ;
an image, consisting perhaps only of several heads roughly carved in

wood, on a palanquin hung with old shawls
;
a basket with (lowers, and some

wooden masks, arc carried along therewith, and lamentable figures of professional

penitents follow, dancing, singing, and praying.

Human sacrifices were not unknown to Aryan peoples
;
we fine traces of them

in Greece and Rome, among Celts and Germans. In the hot over-peopled low-

lands of India hard and cruel features from the old theology nude their mark

upon the religion of Brahma, gentle only in appearance. Indigenous usages did

not shrink from bloodshcdding. Human sacrifices are even now attributed to the

Khondi and their existence among the Garos in 1
866 rests on official evidence

The Schlagintwcits brought back a sacrificial knife, which may be compared to

iin exaggerated cooper's knife, broad at the point, heavy, and very sharp forward
,

at the L«>ad end of the blade, some 1 6 inches long, an eye is engraved and inlaid

of a yellow colour. The horse-sacrifices of the old Rajputs, connected with human

sacrifice, have only ceased since thore warriors have embraced Jainism. To this

day the Anglo-Indian authorities have to cheek some forms of human sacrifice.

To appease the wrath of the gods the faithful offer their own heads in sacrifice.

A whole Bannia family in Cattywar offered itself to Ganapati in I 8S3
;
the eldest

son first cut off the heads of his parents, then of his four brothers, three-brothers-

in-law and two sisters, finally jumping down a well himself. At that lime the

magazine of the Evangelical Mission spoke of such immolations, Kaniatpeoja, ai

by no means unheard-of; a similar custom, n/uniaiute, was quite common a few

years earlier in Raj pootana. If two men fought, and the weaker could defend

himself no longer, he threatened tmmsamet ; he went home and smashed the head

of one of his children that the innocent blood shed might fall as a curst on the

head of his opponent. There were Brahmins who defended this form of infanticide

out of the Shutras. We need r.ot here speak of tlx: frequency of simple

infanticide. But the immolation of widows on their husbands' funeral pile*

belongs to this class of usages.

The fire-worship of the Iranians, which a few scattered remains of the ancient

Persian race have faithfully maintained, springs from one root with the ancestral

Indian veneration of India and Agni. In the Zendavesta, however, the tradition it

more colourless and conventional
;

reflection has passed upon it, and just as Judaic

monotheism beam traces of another religion from another period " acress the water

and in Egypt," the apparently homogeneous icvclalion of Zoroaster is not free from

survivals of older conceptions. But in the sacred writings of Iran fire is accurately

classified acccrding to its origin and its effects. Most sacred of all is the fire from

the clouds, the lightning
; but the strongest fire, that which kills all demon*, is
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compounded of fifteen different fires. Sticks for rubbing fire are highly praised

AthravaH, the price's name in the Zondavesta, is derived from fire. Though we
find, since the time of the ancient Greeks, fire described as the god ot the Persians,

we need not regard it as an incarnation (if the word may he used). Fire is

essentially venerable as a potent serviceable

force. Yet no doubt it docs appear as a

living deity, when sacrifices arc laid in it

with the words : “Eat, Lord Fire"; when it

is looked upon as a sin to poke the fire with

damp wood, or when the priests approach

it with a veil over their mouths. To this

day no l’arsee will blow out a light, and

they object to the use of fire-engines.

Fire-ritual was dear to the gods of the sun

and the light, and to the goddess of the

dawn. Mithra, the god of light, who has

to.ooo eyes to behold all iniquity, is also

the god of truth and righteousness. In

hi* incessant fight with the evil powers of

darknoB, we have already the announce-

ment of the contrast between Ahuraioaxda

and Ahriman. Surrounded by the ‘teppe,

the Iranians do not stint their praise of

water. They connect tl»e rain with the

stars, and above all other* praise Sirius

as the giver of fruitful showers
;
and they

revere the goddess of the water, who

presides alike over cleanliness and fertility.

The Indian soma, in the form kaoma, was

offered by the Iranians as a drink-offering

to the earth. Zoroaster, who, al>out the

fourteenth century B.C. reformed the

religion which was decayed and permeated

with foreign elements, sprang from the

royal race of Bactria, the country where

the contrast is sliarpcat between fertile

land and desert, salutary moisture and

injurious drought, gentle and violent

natural forces. In the religious imagery

these contrasts appear in light and

darkness, good and evil. The earlier

light-religion appears optimistic beside the strictness with which the contras; and

conflict between light and darkness, good and evil, is carried through everything.

It is brought down to earth, in order as it were to consecrate the extension of

cultivated land in opposition to the desert, the steady work of the husbandman

in opposition to the hasty methods and robber-raids of the nomads.

A priesthood, known to outsiders as Magians, claimed the sole right to offer

sacrifices, and to address effective prayers to the Supreme Being. Much about it

TumlooiiM Of Daman, irade o(t«o thildun «

ikullf. from KonS T.i«. lAftc. K«khm.(
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recall* the Shaman* of Central Asia; other points tend to connect it with the

prophesying, astrologwing, calendar-fixing priesthood nf Babylon, the receptacle

of all science. The priests had power am! influence as mediators between God

and man. but did not form a strictly hereditary caste. The tradition collected in

the Zendavesta shows fciv traces of the genuine feeling found in the older Vedic

hymns, but a good deal of abstraction and formula. The mythological dement

is suppressed Fire as the son of Ahunimazda, earth as his daughter, and the

like, alone still remains to indicate the litKS of affinity with the old gods. Round

Ahuramazda arc spirits whose names arc abstractions, pure troth, perfection,

immortality, eternity. The air is full of ancestral spirits, fr«Muhis
%
who guard all

that i» good, and even heaven, against the attacks of the datvas or evil spirits.

While the former inhabit the bright heights and the warm south, evil comes from

the north. Animals, too, fall into the classes of good and bad ; at the head of the

good stands the harbinger of light, the cock. Sacrifices are chiefly animal. It

is hard to prove human sacrifices though various evidence makes them at least

probable. In highest reverence were held those enigmatic: flames that burst forth

from the earth, the most famous of which, the sacred fires of Baku, have of late

bcjcii pressed into the service of an extremely modern industry ; the soil having

become so valuable all around that no settlement can spread any longer tlxrre.

To the Greeks die most significant thing abcAit Persian religion seemed to be

that they had no temples oc images of tlic gods, and that while the priest at the

place of sacrifice invoked tlie good spirits, he never delineated them. Corpses are

not allowed to defile either the fire or the earth—they have to be exposed to the

wild beasts in a vault lined with stone, open toward the sun. This system,

elaborated to the point of pedantry, has not been able to satirfy a race per-

manently. The spirits became spectre*, and oppressed the simple mind, which,

in seeking help, only ran up against abstractions. The fire-ritual of the Parsecs,

now confined to a few hundred thousands of professor*. the most narrowly con

sistent development of the idea common to mankind of sun and light worship,

is almost matter of history.

In India the Vedic religion lias kept itself alive even after its heavy overthrow

by Buddhism. Within the narrow circle of the priests, Brahminism has not

wholly passed into the idolatrous ritual of Siva, Vishnu, and Brahma. Externally

one gets, indeed, the impression that in the struggle with Buddhism, Brahminism

lias lost its most spiritual elements, and has dropped to the local, prc-Brahminic

idolatries which have vegetated on far below. But just as the influence of

Brahminism may be outwardly recognised in the strict obedience, even to the

point of death, of laws relating to caste and to food, the preservation of the

Vedas in their position as the supreme authority in conduct and belief, to which

even the laws of Manu have to give way, gives a notion how deep the cull of the

Veda sends yet bring roots. A priesthood of some thousands of men living

mostly in retirement, or in cloistral communities, despising Bengalee, and English

Still more, speaking and writing only Sanskrit, and regarding it an a first duty by

tradition to learn the whole Rigreda by heart, is the upholder of the old faith.

In 1391, 200 million persons were reckoned of the Brahmin religion, found almost

exclusively in India.

The doctrine of Buddha, which aro<e out of Brahminism about the sixth

century 1LC, has become the religion claiming most followers of any upon the
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carlh ;
all Eastern Ada belongs to it, and half the south and centre. Springing

up in opposition to the Brahma*Vishnu-Siva system, w hich power and wealth had
benumbed. Buddhiim always bid most weight upon that which is within. The
Brahmins had fettered the people's whole life with the ritual and the caste-system

of their religion, and this had grown to be a burden. A prince of the little country

of Kapilavastu, a scion of the old house of Sakya, bom in 623 B.C, was in his

twenty-ninth year so profoundly affected by the misery of men. which no one took

thought to heal, that he secretly left his princely abcdc. and sent back horse,

arms, and ornaments. After six

years of hermit life, which taught

him the value of poverty for

mortifying the lusts and illumin-

ating the spirit, he had become
Sakyamouni Buddha, the en-

lightened. The Brahmins, many
of whom had gone before him

on the road of penitence, had

ptcachcd to him doubtless as

well as they knew : but he found

there no explanation of evil or

means to its alleviation. He
travelled through the country

preaching, with beggar's staff]

and pot in hand, the four great

truths—evil, the origin of evil,

the annihilation of evil, and the

way to it. His doctrine was

penetrated with the badness of

the worid, the instability of ail

being, the torment cf the restless

revolution of the wheel of the

worid
;

its highest aim was the

deliverance nf mankind from

the evil. Pain lies in desire
;
one can overcome it by freeing tlx; soul from the

body. Redemption lien in passing into Nirvana, nothing. In definite words

Buddha demanded of his disciples a life of renunciation, poverty, chastity
;

they

were to roam about the country clad in rags, with head* shorn, the beggar's poc

in their hand*. All of course could not struggle after the most exalted models

;

for the people, the object of Sakyamounfs deliberate labours, there remained as

the practicably available effective result the mortification of the passions tl ough

a not too severe discipline. And, since all mankind is but one fellowship of

suffering, they must give each other mutual help, practise mercy and patience,

not make a show of good works, but let all faults be publicly known. Contained

in short formulas, like, “ It is Buddha's teaching that we leave evil, do good,

tame our thoughts," this was for the people a clear, simple, redeeming moral

doctrine, and at the same time the promise of deliverance from the ban of

caste, laws of purification, ritual. So precious was the gift that the old gods

were willingly given up
;

in Buddha's nirvana there was no place for them.
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Even in hi* lifetime Buddha had gained a following among the i*oplc sufficient

to make hi* doctrine triumph over all persecutions. He left a multitude of

adherents, among them confidential disciples, whom before his death he bade

collect his teachings and proclaim them to all the world. He died in 543 b^
(

with the words, ” Nothing lasts." His command to his disciples was the

beginning of a mighty propaganda
;
but the fact that his ashes were laid in

a gold vessel shows the rapid decline from the heights of voluntary poverty.

Persecution by the servants of Brahma, and by the powers of the state, completed

the work of making, out of the lofty doctrine of the individual, a religion

accessible to hundreds of millions of men of the most various dispositions.

Buddhism, tco, with all its lofty intuitions, all its profound conceptions, has for the

masses become a form of idolatry. When, after centuries of persecution, Brahminism

and Buddhism learnt to come to terms upon foreign soil, it was dear how much

the latter had taken from the former. By the eleventh century Buddhism had been

swept from the soil of India, keeping a footing only in Ceylon, where it has

remained at its purest, and whence it made its great conquests in South and

East Asia.

Buddhism can only be understood as a development from Brahminism
;
run

is the contemporary development of the daughter-languages from Sanskrit an

accidental phenomenon. The Vodaa would easily be surrendered by a great

part of the population, since the understanding of them had been cherished only

in narrow circles. But the renovation of the inner and the outer life did not

follow therefrom. It is said that the third century B.c. marks for India the

boundary between new and old in language, religion, and culture. Under King

Asoka of Patalipura was held the great Buddhistic Council, which set the seal

On the culmination of Buddhism. To this period belong the earliest inscriptions in

the daughter- languages of Sanskrit. After its doctrine was fixed, Buddhism

extended more widely, but Indian culture uas too old for any fundamental

transformation. For the individual Buddhism has depths
;

but it offered no

stimulus to the mind, and did not regenerate persons accustomed to dumb
obedience, dull brooding, patient repetition. Without doubt one of its best effects

in history was the absence of exclusive fanaticism, which made it possible for

statues of Buddha to stand in Brahmin temples, perhaps as early as the beginning

of our era. How the Buddhist cult, gradually coming to love magnificence, tended

and raised the arts, may clearly be recognise! in Japan—the Buddhist temple

of our illustration is an instance,—and perhaps the reason ot the decay of art

in Korea may be sought in the alienation from It. There is evidence for the

introduction of Buddhism Into Ceylon by Malabaric king* in company with the

cult of Vishnu and Siva. In the temple at Chapiayu in Burmah, Buddhas
image may b: seen Icsi-Jc Brahmin images, and the people testify equal respect

to them oil. On the roil of the old Khmer country, where Brahminism and

Buddhism have alike left noble monument*, the religion that is practically current

among the people to-day, one may cay the real religion lhat has remained is

the belief in local tutelary deities corresponding to the Indian pitris. Outside

of this, Buddhistic notions of the next world, altered and mostly coarsened, have

attained wide currency. Apart from rirvtna. as Paradise, many believe in a hell

with seven gradations and jjenalties growing more and more painful. Brahma

is also the guardian of Paradise. The doctrine of the transmigration of souls has
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likewise eitabliahcd itself. But Buddha h revered both as actual Buddha and

as Buddha- Prea-Mlttay, the more important deity ard also the expected Messiah.

Kiinipfcr wrote at Ayuthia in 1 690 :
* The Siamese religion is the doctrine of the

Brahmins, which has indeed one and the same origin, but it allotted to various

races in sects and interpretations, varying according to language, customs, or

exposition. The Siamese set up the first teacher of their religion in their temples

as a sitting, curly-haired black, gilt from motives of respect, and of monstrous

site." To-day Siam is the scat of a form of Buddhism proud of its purity,

iwr^rfw-worship also was widely

spread in Further India; and the

pinnacle of a Siamese edifice is

formed by the symbol of Siva,

cylindrical and rounded at the

upper end.

No country can show such

examples of a mixture of religions

as India. We know that the

Yadeyas of Kattywar and Kocch

were driven out by Scindia in the

fifteenth century, and found pro-

tection among the Rajpoots on

condition of giving up Islam,

which cannot have been of very

old standing among them. Now
they have retained the cult of

Vishnu and of the deified philo-

sophers, which the old Juts

cherished ; but from the Rajpoots

they have borrowed also the cult

of the sun. of the horse, and of

Siva under the emblem of the

iirgam, and besides that, they still

go on reverencing the Koran.

Traces of Brahminism are indeed

most frequent in the religions of

the smaller independent tribes of

India. There arc few who like the Khols, who even hold a place in the Sudra caste,

are completely devoted in external points to that religion. Some tribes of the

Gonds have addicted themselves to the .service of Mahadeva, while the greater

number see impurity in the Brahmin priesta The Mhairs share with the Bhccls

the cull of stones and trees, as well os a contempt for caste, and with the Jatr. a

reverence for the Vishnu legends. The Akhaa on the frontier of India and Tibet

have got from the former their belief in a Supreme Being, and in the next world,

with their priesthood
;
while Tibet supplies them with figures of Buddha which

they put up as chief gods. The Shins of the Upper Indus Valley perhaps offer

evidence of the development of iwxlifications in religious notions out of ca.dc-

prejudices. Surrounded by rattle, they despise milk and butter, and do not

burn cow-dung like their neighbours. In certain districts they have an equal
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horror of alt kind* of fou l. The religion of the Jains, whose numbers in Indi*

far exceed a million. U a development from Brahminkm resembling the old

Buddhism, but tending more to the worship of saints. It is quite full of these

saints or Jetnas
%
with their traditional attribute* and colours.

Ceylon has, since the downfall of Buddhism on the mainland of India, assumed

a prominent place in the history of Buddhism, ami therew ith of all South and Hast

Asia, To this Island came merchants from cast and west, from China ami

Byzantium. Hence radiated the missionary activity of Buddhism ; the Buddhism

of Further India bears many traces of its descent from the island whose shrines

to this day contest with those of Lhassa the precedence in relies and miracles.

Buddha's footprint on Adam's Peak. hU tooth kept in the innermost of a number

of costly boxes, and other objects, attract every year thousands of pious pilgrims.

Buddhist art has in the temples of Ceylon achieved some of the largest and most

handsome edifices that India knows. In Further India, Buddhism found in

Cambodia a second starting-point foe its extension. Here even among the upper

classes it has felt the influence of Confucius’s teaching lfc*s than in the cast of the

peninsula. Fugitive Buddhism in the north of India ua* received by Tibet, but

it was no longer the Buddhism of Gautama. Siva and his suite of demons were

again introduced into the teaching, he as the Judge cf Hell embodying the terrible

side of the Supreme Being, and superstition and magic got the upper hand. It

was with that power that the Buddhists in presence of the native Shamans, had

to work upon the rough and sayngc people “of the terrible land of snow.” The

advantageous position which the visitors derived from a higher culture, and their

concentration through contests with the native priests and chiefs, gradually de-

veloped the hierarchy which with :U two grand l-amat, the Dalai Lam:,

at Lhas*a and the Panchcn-rin-Potche at Taxhilumpo ultimately won also the

political sovereignty over Tibet. Buddhism originally brought with it much that

had power to act from without ; hut here it received that organ iration of attention

to externals which made it capable of breaking tip Shamanism in Central Asia.

In China, beside ancestor-worship it certainly found Shaman-like priests, just as

in Cambodia magicians retained power beside the priests. But to say with Plath

that the old religion of the Chinese was Mongolian Shamanism, rests on a

misunderstanding of the essence of religion. N'o doubt the superstitious people

adhere to jugglers and magicians who in market-places ar.d on the roads pierce

their limbs with knives and otherwise torture themselves ; but Shamanism is no

religion.

All the cruder way* of approaching the Supreme employed by other religions

are familiar to Buddhism, even in its highest developments. Celibacy, the

tonsure, bells, rosaries, incense, long ago suggested to early observers comparisons

with Christianity. In the Mongolic Buddhism of Tibet, Christian missionaries

used to 9cc a bastard clutch of Satan's own manufacture. The Buddhist goes on

pilgrimage and does penance, liven in busy Japan there are Buddhist monks
and nuna by thousand*. Its numerous sects allow Buddhism to adapt itself to

the most various requirements. In its temples images of the gods and votive

offerings, wooden arms, leg., heart-, and ro on, play a great part. Dusty pigtails

may be seen hung up. the former wearers having in time of skkness offered the

adornment of their heads, nr straw sandals, to give strength of leg to the donors.

Votive picture* again, to commemorate deliverance front deadly peril, arc not
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wanting. Ill Japan, just cs in Europe, the way to a pilgrimage temple leads by

rows of booths, in which arc for sale amulets, rosaries, little images to be worn

in the sleeve or girdle, but most of all those of Dai-Uolca the che-ry god of wealth,

RuddhiN dOMSfc alur. from J.|U.—cw-lflh ml w.c (VunWh Mocus)

most popular among Japanese household deities. Buddhism understands admir-

ably how to get its professors into the twilight mood of a semi-consciousness,

conducive and beneficial to faith. The sacred space of Buddhist temples with

its gigantic lights, its silver-gilt lotus-flowers, curiou* lacquer- ware, bells, chimes

gongs, and drums, a collection of objects from placet ever so remote, of profound

symbolism, denote mysticism for the cultured Buddhist, while it touches the
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simpler observer with holy awe. In the thick incense -smoke, priest* with shaven

heads* ill rich vestments, may be seen moving noiselessly about the altar on the

soft mats. They light the sacred candles in the great candlestick*, muttering

prayer the while and touching the lit tie belk that hang around. From the back-

ground statue* of Buddha look down
;
the large** of them, at Nara near Osaka,

is 5+ feet high. From the great chest, appointed to receive the offering of the

faithful, come; almost incessantly on fc^ivaN the chink of the dropping coins.

Modes of praying arc various ; with some, prayer

consists in the emphatic repetition of word* not

understood, in a strange tongue
;

with others in

. lifting the hands and nibbing them together, in

> moving the head up and down, in counting the

beads of the rosary. In general the worship is

\ quickly finished. Few show real devotion, or fling

;

|
/»

h themselves on the ground in fervent prayer. But

f i
) the most curious prayers arc balls of chewed pajicr,

y I .J \ ; l : *
['W * with texts, votvs, or wishes written on them; these

f;f jf
,

f w)' are spat through the grille into the god ’a lace,

\\j
jj wESm l'

1

1

fflj#
If they stick, they arc almost sure to be heard.

" {) \m In Further India the smallest village has its

*

iff Srfst 4/
Vi'J

temple, ai>d the herdsmen of Central Asia carry

j . m Jib their tabernacle about with them. Stranger* arc

< rgfy
n iSW I

lodged in these, which serve at the same time a*

lit MN * / T?.’ meeting-houses. Often they arc nothing but large

Jj
* fj'F f ini shed* open on three sides, and on the fourth, where

|1 IpS (/ Jr flnte i

a low plank bed is placed, closed with a wall of

-

jjf. fw rj
straw or bamboo. In the middle stands a little

’ w<>oden hut with a few carvings, from every

Projection on which hang amulets, prayer-forma,

~ ribbons of many colours. In Ladak nearly every

village has its monastery, one son out of even*

family beaming a lama in it Prayer-cylinders

stand at the entrance ;
the courtyard is adorned

A ^ ' m^7n
Wilh beIU> !amP^ and In the liltjc t0WIlS

Chrl anc’/i^n'of planted by the Chinese in the remotest parts cf
»nd ft* ««P»rocs tcU. bome Central Asia they build small Buddhist temples;

ioaih rc*i tilt (Vtonid* Muicun.) m the compartments of which, no larger than

niches, stand numerous images of Buddha, with

candles burning before them, while the undying fire flames in the middle. The

walls covered with inscriptions bear in their upper part, like the ceiling, pictures

illustrating the life of Buddha, hi* sufferings, his death, and hia apotheosis. Th8

school hard by, with its long benches and desks, has quite a European look.

I-arger place* have larger temple-premises, represented by whole parks and

cemeteries. At Bassak, renowned throughout the Laos country for ita monastery,

the pagoda it surrounded by numbers of pyramidal tombs, and protected by two

walls* Tn the Chinese colonies in Further India, notably in Assam, it was early

remarked that the Chinese temples were more richly and handsomely furnished

than those of the natives " though they are ostensibly dedicated to the same

h\
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deities." Upon the altar may be seen a heap of Buddha-irnages of the most

various materials, and from the site of a finger-nail to 20 feet in height. But

Japan is most rich in temples. In Kioto jcco templet cf Buddha testify to this

day of die power possessed by the Buddhist Tycoons in the capital and under the

eyes of the Shintoist Mikados. China too has countless temples in every city.

In Buddhist countries the monasteries in out-of-the-way districts, and the

hermitages, people every mountain and ravine with shrines. On the spur between

the Brahmapootra and its tributary the Ki-Chu, which flows by Lhassa, stands at

a height of 16,000 feet the temple of Sama-
Yu. said to have been built by Buddha
himself; a chief temple with gilded images

and four side-temples. The preference for

an eievated site for temples and sepulchral

monuments extends as far as the Volga.

In Cambodia a temple or a statue looks

down from every hill. “Many statues,"

says Delaporte, "have been chiselled in

situ out of the rock of the hill-side ;
cliffs

have even been hewn Into the form of

towers with battlemented stage*?, I" the

mountains of the Koko-Xor there is a place

called the “ Thousand Caves," where a vast

number of caver, large and small, have been

excavated by human hands, in two and

three stories, connected by staircases. In

a temple at the fer end of the suite of

caverns a Buddhist monk guards the holy

place. Every cave is first excavator and

then lined with clay. The roof and walls

are covered chequer-wise with countless

little idols. In one of the largest sits a

Buddha, 80 feet high, hi* foot 20 feet long ;

in others are iron bells and drums of

peculiar shape. From the Bamian Valley,

nearly 9C00 feet above the 9ca, we hear of

two Buddha-iUtucs, 1
1 5

feet and 1 50 feet high respectively, wrought in the living

reck ami surrounded by numerous artificial caves and niches. Among the traces

of the Dungan insurrection in Central Asia arc thousands of smashed statues of

Buddha.

The elevation of pilgrimage to the rank of a great politico-religious institution

has caused remote spots like Ceylon, Lhasa*, Urga, to become important centres

for a great part of the Asiatic world. Every year thousands of Buddhists go on

pilgrimage to Lhaooa with no !csi real no less craving for a blessing than that

which takes Mussulmans to Mecca ;
in the network of monastrics at Potala they

hope to participate in the Dalai Lama’s blessing. From the fruitful lowlands cS

China, from the interminable deserts of Mongolia, from the wild gorges of the

Himalaya and Kuen-lun, the streams of pilgrims flow. They make offerings in

hundreds of thousands, even the poor bringing their mite. The palace of the

ttaditrrn at* ‘JihtOtn tuna, ul ydtow -ott.

Mftar RecUnl.)
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Dalai Lama, to the north of Lheissa, on a stony hill rising from the swampy
valley-bottom, shows temple upon temple from the slope of the hill to the

summit, where stands the gilded palace of the great divinity. Portal* shaded by

lofty trees lead to four hundred stone step*. In front of them assemble the faithful,

in festal attire, on horses with many-coloured trappings. When the right hand of

the Dalai I.ana ha* rested in benediction on their heads, tliey return happy to

their homes, and in future will visit only a re-born Buddha of lower rant, or

Kutukhta. l'art of the powerful influence of these centres resides in their great

colleges of priest*, whose effects arc felt afar. Those of Lha&sa ate attended by

youths from ladak.

The Buddhist priest with his shaven head— in Tibet he wears a yellow

helmet, like the feather-helmets of Hawaii—clad in a simple but conspicuous robe,

red or yellow according to his sect, with his staff and his begging-cup, after the

pattern of Buddha, in his hand, is an impressive apparition. Priestly celibacy is

in some countries a nutter of law. in all a godly practice. On his Journey to the

Tashi or u Teshoo'' luma in 17s;, Turner noted that In Bhootan “any matri-

monial contract proved almost a certain hindrance to advancement to offices of

political importance ”
,
and he adds the following remark, applicable to roost

lluddhist countries :
~ The higher orders of men, entirely engrossed by political

or ecclesiastical duties, leave to tire husbandman and labourer, to those who till

the fields and live by their industry, the exclusive charge of propagating the

species." Colonies of women and children in die neighbourhood of Tibetan

monasteries belong to lay-brethren who hive not taken vow* of chastity. In the

most insignificant village of Further India, in the smallest encampment of Mongol

hcriLsmcn. one may hear tiil far into the night the same muttered hymns, with

trumpets and cymbals, and see the clouds of incense rising at the same hour*.

In the most elevated valley* of Tibet, butter-lamps by hundreds stink in front of

the images of Buddha, artfully modelled themselves in butter. The priests form

no real caste, and do not inherit their office-’ But they appear in throngs in

countries where every family devote* a sen to religion and celibacy, or where, as

among the Caltnucks, every sixtieth person caters the religious life. In Tibet

and Mongolia the " cloister-rabble " arrange predatory raids en Plane, or as in

Slam, plays the mischievous part of a swarm of drones towards the economic

prosperity of the country. Buddhism was once remarkably active in the mission-

field
;

and even at tive present day- missionaries, dlsguired as Chinese traders,

carry on a propaganda among the Buriat* of East Siberia.

In the or buis/ti of the herdsmen on the steppes of Central Asia and

South-East Europe, the minister of the lofty ideals of Buddhism or Islam again

come* r,o very near the Shaman that the difference is often hardly to be perceived,

heing often confined to one or two details of ritual stripped of nil higher thought

He is rather the minister of the superstitions of his yet more degraded fellows

Ruciloff describes the Kirghls bakshis a; mere jugglers, who make a great show

of licking red-hot iron, or iticking knives in their throats and needles in their

muscles. The highest pitch of knowledge attained by a Calmuck baks/ti is

acquaintance with the Tibetan in which he mutters his prayer* as he squats on

hi* haunches. His chief labour u the mechanical learning and repetition of the
.Vom. The fact that no Calmuck priest, even the highest, understands Russian,

' .Sit; Im a csUuts piieitiotl it sot apt to be bn*!it»rr.]
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sliows the way in which thi* c’a*< is bound within the narrow limits of tradition.

The tututekiki, young acolytes at the Invest stage of the lama Itierarchy, serve

him and work for him. When the balsbi die?, they say of him :
M

lie is become

a god ' ;
and his image is now esteemed like those of the gods. The A./*.r<

i

or the Jargon, as witch-doctor, has entered on the inheritance of the Shaman
who once operated with the same means

and with similar success
;

and on this

he practically depends for respect and

influence. He has to play the Kobysa,

the wonder-working instrument with three

hor<c-hair sitings, hung round its edge

with all kinds of clinking metal, and must

also have the power of easily throwing

himself into convulsions of raving and

fanning. He has to draw omens from

blade-bones of mutton, as Rubruquis long

ago described j
this may be done with

either fresh or charred bones, by inter-

preting the line* and cracks in them.

Further, he has to know a materia

medial as over-copious as the Chinese.

In die belief of his patient, however,

the way in which the medicaments arc

applied to the ailing body is much more

important than the ingredients of which

they consist. It is significant tliat we
find the smith as the assistant of the

Anbta, and that at betrothal-festivals he

has charge of all the customs connected

with the lire, which etncigc as relies of an

older religion.

Of all the great Buddhist nations the

Chinese are the most tolerant, which is

another point in u-hich they approach

European* In Siam the Chinese adapt

themselves to the strictest Buddhism,

even entering the monasteries, which ii

by no means in accordance with their

active natures
;
in the Indian Archipelago

they may be found contributing to the

erection of Mussulman mosques, and opening their hospital at Batavia to

Christian*, Jews, and .Mussulmans alike. In spite of their terrifying exterior,

(lie Chinese deities arc the easiest totmanage. The Chinese values the practical

advantages of his faith, his religion being in great mra-.iire the art of living a

peaceful, happy, and useful life. The Mongol* arc most fanatical just lecause

they have less of this
;

the spirit of the great Akbar, who impartially put all

religion* on a level in India, has at least not remained alive among them. The

experience of missionaries on the Mongoluin-Chincse frontier lias been that the

VOL. til * y

An ladan fiklr <Frcm a phmocrapk }
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Mongols cling more firmly than tho Chinese to their Buddhist faith. Yet the

herdsmen of tho steppe are among the most credulous and superstitious 0 f

mankind. The favourite subject of conversation with the Mongols is always

tho cattle and the pasture
;

but the priest forms the other principal topic, his

medicine, the mode and manner of employing it, especially the secret words of

conjuration, the charms
;

in the first instance, it is true, more as concerning the

ailments of beasts than of men. Herein there is no distinction between Turks

and Mongols.

Confucius's doctrine is recognised in China by all the learned men in the

country, but many of them in practice follow a form of Buddhism which, like the

philosophic Taoism, degenerates into a savage idolatry. Japan long allowed

Buddha. Confucius, and the innumerable konns to be peacefully revered side by

side. In the eastern parts of further India, as in China, idolatry sprung from

Buddhism is the religion of the lower classes, of women, of the unlearned, white

people of rank and education invoke Confucius. China for political reasons feigns

an official respect for everything connected with buddhism, and has contrived to

assign to an image of Buddha at Pekin the rank of one of the first Buddha figures

in Asia. Kaig-hi had the chief works of the Chinese classics translated into

Mongolian, and distributed them among his Mongol-speaking subjects. The

Chinese Government displays a really astouuding official tenderness for the

religion of the Mongols. It has accurately laid down the route by which they

bring a new spiritual chief to Lhasaa when their KutukUta-Gygtn b dead, and

protects the caravans. In Pekin it i* known that the Mongo!* are quiet when

the Kutukhia is peaceful, and care is taken not to let them remain without a

spiritual chief. Yet more imi»rtant is the influence which China has long

secured in the election of the Dalai Lama
;
greater, indeed, than any power ever

permanently possessed in the Roman Conclave. With a force hardly weakened

by distance it adheres firmly to its purpose of extending over the Tibetans, by

means of a similar “ moral " suzerainty in Lhasa, an influence like that which it

has over the nomads of Central Asia by virtue of it3 possession of the most sacred

Mongol cities As the Tibetans arc no less superstitious than poor, not merely

taking off their hats when they pass a monastery, but shuffling past it on their

knees, this influence is not hard to acquire. Religious matters arc the Tibetan's

favourite subject of conversation. Religion fills his inner world entirely. The

predatory Yograis of the Tibetan mountains, with all the practical sinfulness of

their violent and reckless lives, arc punctilious in their performance of the external

precepts of religion, and may b: heard constantly muttering Buddhist prayers

Curiously enough, with all this they do not recognise the political position of the

Dalai Lama. In Further India, Siam is now the nursery of Buddhist religious

zeal. Every son of a respectable family has to pass a year in a monaster)-
; even

king’s children become monks or nuns, and die king tekes a pious care for the

welfare of the numerous religious houses.

Japan seems, indeed, a ©>uutry of recent Buddhism, when we find that

religion appearing there only in the sixth century A.D. ;
but nowhere has it

departed *o far from its original shape. The Japanese, conceiving of Shintoism

only as ancestor-worship and of Confucianism only as a system of philosophic

ethics, can combine with both an almost convinced worship of Buddha. He is

capable of political fanaticism, while the influence of three equivalent religions
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hat destroyed Hi* tcligiaus seriousnes*. The modern Japanese like* to represent

himself to Europeans a* an atheist. Yet with this, sects, some imported from

India, some of home growth, have nowhere flourished so luxuriantly. Between the

philosophic Buddhism of a few priests of the higher sort, and some scholars of high

literary culture, and the Buddhism of the masses, there is in Japan as great a gulf

a* exists in India between the subiimer Brahminism and the religion of Siva.

The vulgar Buddhism reveres a host of idols and amulets in forms of worship,

which in some .sects ensnare through their pomp, in others captivate by their

artful simplicity. The artificial fostering of Buddhism ultimately reached the

point of persecuting Christianity ; whereby it became the state religion of the

Tycoons and their adherents, to whom political service was rendered by monkish

orders—some, who may be compared to the Templars, with amts
;

others as

overseers of the people and keeping an eye on opponents.

Christianity has made its way in at many points of South and East Asia,

but has never gained any great space in the conflict with the old religions deeply

rooted in the life uf states and peoples. With enormous sacrifices the Jc>uits

seemed, first in Japan, then in China, to have gained the sovereigns and the ruling

classes
;
but in both cases they were wrecked when the goal was almost reached.

Since then the propaganda has been independently active in the southern and

western provinces of China, the most remote from the centre. In the neighbour-

ing Tonking and Annam, French and Spaniards have worked with comparative

success, so that tve may assert the existence of some two million Christians in

Southern China and the necth of Further India. Even in Kulilja, Ujfalvy found

a small church with a congregation of seventy Christian Chinese, converted in

West China.

Of the eight elements recognised by the Buddhists—earth, fire, water, air, flint,

iron, mountain, heaven,—the first five can become the residence of the dead body,

and modes of burial are various accordingly. In India and Further India many

points of agreement with Malay and Polynesian customs turn up. Among the

Todas the “ fresh " burial takes place immediately after death in a tree trunk
;

later on the body is burnt, and only at the end of a year are the ashes interred,

with sacrifices of buffaloes, with an underlying idea of his pets accompanying the

dead man. Among the Khassias the corpse is placet! in a hollow tree
;
honey

Is poured over it, which keeps it from decaying till the end of the rainy season,

and then it is burnt. The Moormeei on the Sikkim frontier burn the body and

put the ashes solemnly away in a (rot ;
and similarly the Varaleci of Further

India, who, on one day in the year, deck the place where the ashes repo'c with

flowers, and light little candles there. In Tonking the bones are collected from

the graves and put into little earthenware coffins with round holes in the sides

Cremation is of course very common in India, and lias been so, as the urn*

sepulchres show-, from early times. The Dards on the frontier practise it. and it

occurs too in Tibet, where it is also not uncommon simply to throw the corpse

into the open. The 'Towers of Silence'' near Bombay arc nothing but gigantic

scaffolds, on which the bodies of Parsecs arc exposed to the sun and the vultures,

till the bare bones drop through and fall down. Of Indian dolmens we have

already spoken on p. 363. Another point of similarity with early Kuropcan

burial-places, is seen in the little lumps of clay, in si« from a walnut to a pill,

which the graves in Coorg contain in abundance. I-aos and Khas bury their
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dead, or expose them in a covering of bark ; the weapons and implements of die

departed arc attached to a post beride hi* head, ai*l a little mortuary shrine :i

erected hard by. Water" burial,*
4

especially in the sacral Ganges, seems in India

always to be the form preferred by persons of stricter views. In 18S0 there died

at Ava the wife of a Burmese king, who boasted drsccnt from the old king* of

India. When dying she made her husband promise to commit her ashes to the

Ganges. An urn was prepared from the princess’s own gold ornaments, and

after solemn cremation her ashes were placed in it. Four Brahmins then

travelled with them to Benares and flung them with due ceremony into the

Ganges. Then the urn, filled with water from the sacred stream, was brought

back to Ava, and prerented by the sorrowing spouse to one of the temples. In

March 1SS1 took place at Bangkok the solemn cremation of the king's favourite

wife, who had, with her only daughter, been drowned during a river-excursion in

the previous year. The bodies, in coffins of sandalwood, were borne by priests

and court officials to a wooden palace built for the purpose, and there laid out on

a pyre of fragrant woods. The queen was dressed in European, her daughter in

native clothes
;
and with each were laid her mo>t costly ornaments. During the

night, officials and court-attendants kept watch in the mortuary house with burn-

ing torches. In the morning two silver buckets full of Ganges water were placed

on the pyre, before which the priests offered some funeral prayers. After this

the king, with his brother* and ministers, entered tlic building, recited a short

prayer before the pyre, bade farewell to the departed, and then with a torch set

fire to the heap. Then all left the palace, to the four corners of which fire was

applicd by attendants, and the edifice, with its costly contents, burnt to the

ground.

The Japanese inter in enclosed cemeteries, the Chinese and Koreans in their

ploughed fields piling up a mound from one to two yards high—in the case of

an emperor, ten or eleven yards. Well-to-do jjeople build tomb*, whitewashed

and conspicuous from afar, with walls and cypress-groves round them. A
Chinese funeral, in the cas: of persons of rank, is the occasion of a display of

colour, particularly scarlet, that to us is unintelligible, in pall*, tablets inscribed

with the name and titles of the deceased ami his ancestors, lanterns, tegethej

with noisy music to drown the lamentations for the dead. Luxury extends even

to the coffin
;

it is made of rare woods in South China from the fragrant wood

of the Aw'softcra sepulcroruui. Among the lower classes funeral rites arc very

simple. Four bearers carry’ the coffin, followed by the white-robed widow in 0

handcart Formerly, 150 suits of clothing, for use in the next world, were

buried with an emperor; but ordinary persons take with them only a copper

coin. The cruel practice of interring with a grandee sontC members of his suite,

which cost thirty persons their lives so late a.% the burial of the first Maochu
empress, was abolished by Kang-hi. In Japan it is said to have been given up

about the beginning of our era. It is. doubtless a relic of it, when, as even now

in China, slaves, in the fchape of paper-dolls, arc placed at the grave's foot-

In Egypt, ancestor-worship has, in the incomparable care taken for the

residences of the dead and for the equipment of the corpse with everything

necessary for its entry into tlie next world, even with papers attesting its merits

for the information of the Deity, assumed an air of rigid formalism. No race

has ever bound its own life so intimately with the life of the departed ;
and if it did
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not from this draw all the benefits of spiritualisation, it is an important point that

this profound notion was here held with a seriousness which made it an inalienable

possession of mankind. How much indeed have the Egyptians enriched humanity

by their single-minded efforts to maintain it. ending though they did in rigidity?

Ixt their mortuary chamber* they are said to have copied their own wooden huts

of palm and sycamore, so that the dwelling* of the dead differed from those of

the living only in being more permanent. The custom of stone graves extends

throughout North Africa as far as the Hamitic dialects
;

but in Asia Minor

especially we meet with stone dwellings of the dead, built like small house* or

even palace*, only more durable; while s:one chambers recur in India and Japan

Though Asiatic races may otherwise have departed from the sedulous preservation

of corpse* which has, in the sphere of Egyptian culture, spun a web of the most

curious practices* the fundamental notions are not so fai apart. In the invocation

of the departed soul we meet tire same advanced ancestor-worship, of the wide

spread of which in Asia we have given examples. How near the conceptions

of the soul in East Asia come to those of Malays and Polynesians many funeral

customs show. The Korean funeral rite begin* with calling back the soul that

has flown
;

it is enticed by flapping one of the dead man’s garments at it. The

cccpsc is clad in travelling dress, and the bauds wrapped in cloths against the

cold. Wives, children, and slave* mount three years for the head of the house.

Mourning is shown by covering the face with strips of cloth stretched between

two bamboo sticks,

Muwulma.ni have departed furthest from the dignity with which Egypt

surrounded the dead. They bury quickly
;
the cemeteries are not walled, and

paths cross them in all direction*. In a country like Persia, full of eld monu-

ments, it is seldom that a new one of equal solidity and dignity i% erected. In

these countries care goes no further than laying the dead man’s head toward

Mecca or Kcrbcla.
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The almost impracticable mountain-ranges between the Black Sea and tlx

Caspian were even in ancient times die abode of numerous peoples. Here races

were ciowdcd together, unabk: to settle down tranquilly on the narrow tracts of

often unproductive soil. Emigrations and immigrations played, down to the mo*
recent fighting with the Russians, u great part Refractor}' tribes were often

tamed and broken up by means of compulsory settlements. Even in ancient

times the origin of the Coichians was traced to forced colonisation from Egypt.

Armenian and Georgian colonies in large numbers were planted by Persian

monarch? on Persian soil
;

since the time of Shah Abbas there have been

seventeen Armenian villages in the province of Feridan. Similarly Cherkessci

have been removed to Bessarabia. and great numbers of them arc found in all

Cossack pedigrees. Races moved to and fro across the neck of land between the

Euxinc and the Caspian, which was one of the gates between Europe and .Asia;

and in the Caucasian mountain country, to either side of which the roads led,

remnants settled, and remained hemmed in and secluded. Thus the Ossetes

lived confined between Grosians and Kabardians, completely cut off Trent the

lower valleys and the roads to the plain
;
which explains much in their manners

and customs. Near them dwell others into whose midst people retreating from

the plain have thrust themselves. Where the contrasts in natural privileges arc

as great as here, where, only a lew days' journey from the Kuma steppe—“un-
doubtedly” says Koch, " the most desolate region in Europe '—rise the fertile foot-

hills of Ucsh-t&u, there was no question in which direction the thronging swarms

would give way.

Much that is antiquated and much that is crude has kept itself alive in these

mountain solitudes. Point* recalling even the Stone Age have been notired, «>

when the Armenian Kurd' weight the yoke of young bulls with a perforated

stone of 13 lbs. weight or so, to prevent them from being over -frisky. The
ramifying caverns, in which Xenophon found the Carduchi, still serve as winter

quarters for the Kurd and Tartar herdsmen, and even same of the Armenian

husbandmen. On the inclement Armenian plateau this marrr.ot-like life u
explained by tire lack of fuel, but not ko in the middle valley of the Kur, on

the border of fine forests and close by fortified villages, where a bullcc-prool
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stone tower is attached to each hnu*e. At Nij Noukha they leave a woman

in childbirth to herself
;
among the Mussulman Georgians in the province of

Zakawly, who are called Ingiloizes, the poor woman, when her pain* come on.

i* even driven from the living rooms as “ unclean," and has to seek some stable

or bam, where she must bring her child into the world without any kind of help.

Not for a period varying from five to seven days may she return to her family

and go about her household affairs. A Khevsur woman has even to be delivered

without help in a hut outside the village
;
and formerly she had to stay there a

month, while the father abstained from all festivities for seven weeks. In the

Caucasus it is not unusual for children to be suckled till their third year. The

senile position of the married woman can hardly anywhere be more pronounced

than among Ossetes, Lesghians, and Khevsurs. In winter she lus to fetch

faggots from the extreme limit of trees down into the mountain-valley, and she

docs all the labour except ploughing and hay-cutting. It U sometimes said

that the men have been so long used to a warlike life as to have lost the habit

of work ;
but the low position of the woman is too universal to luse grown up

so casually. The Khcvjur* still like to give their children names that sound like

echoes of their pagan past, as Wolf, Lion, Panther, Hear, for boys
;
Little Sun,

Sur.-girl, Rose, for girls. All petting of children in public is routed. Betrothals

arc made in tho cradle, and purchase of wives is universal A show of wife-

capture precedes the conclusion of the marriage proper. Monogamy appears

to have prevailed originally; then concubines were allowed, their children

remaining in the house as scml-shves. The family community of the Caucasian

Iberians was noticed by the Romans. Amone the Georgian; such a community

often embraces a hundred member, in or.e homestead. The sacredness of hospitality

cannot be exceeded anywhere. When the Cherkess lias adopted any one as his

guest, that person's life and safety are guaranteed. If danger threatens him, the

wife of his host will give him milk from her own breast, whereby he is recognised

as a iauful son, and it becomes the duty of his new brothers to defend him against

his foes at the risk of their own lives, and to avenge him if slain. The guest

only loses his rights if, visiting the same village, he puts up with some other

—

conduct which turns his first host into his bitterest foe. Blood -vengeance is

universal for such crimes as cannot be redeemed with cattle. In Suanctia a

church is »r inviolable asylum for the criminal. The Khevsurs take dying

persons out of doers that they may give up the ghost there. Formerly corpses

were arranged in a silling posture on the stone benches of the dead-house, armed,

and with their pipes at hand
;
but they arc now laid in stone graves. The Ossete

funeral-feast is repented every Saturday for a year, and is attended by sports and

pugilistic competitions
;
and the same among the Khevsurs. Not in language

only is the Caucasus a region of ethnographic relics and dibris.

All Caucasians are perhaps not hybrids in the seme of the Suanetiaiw, who
go back to fugitives of Georgian stock, or the Khevsurs, “a mixed race,’ says

Professor Radde, “which has in the course of centuries formed itself in the

recesses of the high mountains out of the populations round about " ;
but in a

region of transit and crowding, in a land of refuge, there can be i»o question

of pure races. In the pre-Russian time numerous crossings took place in the

Abkhasian lowlands between fugitives from Turkey—Turks, Arabs, even negroes

—and native women. The lower strata of Chcrkessei arc much blended with their
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Tartar subjects. Koch ha* already described the Natokhvaga* of the North

Kuban. In this constant renewal of blood ho has seen the primary can*) of

those physical advantage* for which Massudi sang a hymn of praise to the

Circa**Un women, and wh>h induced Blumcnhach to make the Caucasian the

type of the white races. Before their subjection the Kabardian* were pointed

out as having among the North Caucasians maintained themselves in greatest

A Kt*dua wonon. {From a phoogrtph.)

purity, and also as the oldest branch. With them, as among the better class of

Chcrkcsscs, great stress was laid upon purity of blood, perhaps not without

an afterthought as to the market value of well-bred female slaves.

The Armenians in appearance remind us strongly of Jews; fairer in skin than

the Persians, black-haired—though brown hair 19 often found, and in young people

even fair hair—with noses sharply curved, and inclined like the lips to fleshiness,

and i marked tendency to putting on fat. Many Armenians could be described

as fairer and fatter Persian*. This race, which from its numbers, capacity, and

past history seemed specially called to play a great par: in the seething struggle
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of tl>c Eastern Question, long kept so quiet ns to cau-e a doubt whether any
strong resolve would ever again be developed from it* Jovial! pliability. In

their political dependence, and in the linguistic istfatioi which oblige* them to

leant other tongues, the Armenians have become the link between Turks and

Greek*. None of the races of the once vast Turkish empire has ever appt\>achcd

the Turk in a like degree The Armenians take part, but also profit, in the

maintenance of Turkish rule in Asia and Europe.

Far apart from them, on the contrary, arc the Kurds, of whom Polak says,

that in colour of hair, skin, and eyes, they are so little different to the northern,

especially the Teutonic breed, that they might easily be taken for Germans.

There is nothing to contradict this racial affinity in the reputation for honour

and courage which, in spite of their rapacious tendencies, tin Kurds enjoy

wherever it has been found possible to compel them to labour or to the trails

of arms. In Persia the Shah entrusts the security of his person to Kurdish

officers rather than to any others. Their loyalty to their hereditary Wall, which

neither Turks nor Persians have been able to shake, is also noted with praise.

The Kurd prefers to wander with his herds, and in the winter lives in caves in

the earth, like Xenophon’s Cmduchi. Where Kurds and Armenians come into

contact, there arises the opposition between nouiad and settled, herdsman and

husbandman, oppresior and oppressed. Hence among the gnawing cankers of

Turkey in Asia is the claim of the Kurds to a share of the Armenians* property,

real and personal—a claim not only set up but acted upon, though the Armenian*

are tributary subjects of the Porte. The Kurds are a highly-mixed race of a type

chiefly Iranian, which has been compared with the Afghan, but is not homogeneous.

Tl*e eastern Kurds must have received a larger infusion of Turkish blood than

the western. “ Husbandmen by necessity, fighters by inclination,* ays Moitke

;

" The Arab i« more of a thief, the Kurd more of a warrior.* They are a vigorous,

violent race, running wild in tribal feuds and vendettas. Not selling their children,

like the Caucasians, they increase rapidly, and have thus extended into Armenian

and Persian territory. Their women hold a freer postin'' than those of the

Turks and Persians. But the Kurd's greatest friend and fairest ornament

is his damascened gun. In Islam they are on the Semitic side, that is,

opposed to the Persians, but they haw adopted also Nestorian and Jacobite

usage*.

The Syrian* and Mc*o]>otatnuns have become mixed races, seeing that

wherever the plains extend, the Bedouins hare pressed in, while in the settled

region* the ancient Syrian race, belonging to the Aramaic branch of the Semites,

exists now only as a rare survival, having been replaced by Arabs, l urks, Jew*,

and in recent times even C!>erkc-jC8. The ba-i« of the people has, however,

remained Semitic. In the towns aro al*o Greeks, Spaniih Jews, and those

undeniable Levantines of European, half-European, one-tenth European, origin

or blend, who prefer to call themselves Catholics. A« everywhere in the East,

differences of faith go deeper than chore of race. The MaroniWS of the Lebanon.

Christians of old standing, annexed only in late times to the Church of Rome,

arc faced by the Druses with a religion which upon a Mussulman founda-

tion embraces Christian and Zoroa*triaa elements. After hard fighting with

the Maronites, a great part of them lias in these last decades migrated to the

H.varan A peculiar position is held by the Ansaritbs of Syria. Christians and
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Mussulmans treat them as outcasts, and will not take their evidence in a court of

law. They are said to deform their skulls.

The Georgians, called by the Russians Gnisians. are of all the Caucasian

races that which most nearly corresponds 10 the ideal
; tall, powerful figures

clear-skinned, brown or black-haired, dark or gray-eyed, of strong physiognomy,

owing to the broad low forehead, somewhat strongly prominent nose, anil broad

fare. In many valleys the population is disfigured by goitre and cretinism
; and

in the higher mountain regions the strain is on the whole better than in tlw

lowlands. Naturally, all the forms are not beautiful. There arc Tartar blends

of unmistakable stamp, and many a traveller has been as much disappointed in th:

Caucasian beiuties as in the Colchian wine. There arc districts with handsome
pcii]ile and less handsome. Aitwin is rich in this line, while the surrounding

Armenian country' and the district of Ttflis are pocr. The Georgians, whose
historical importance has long been a thing of the past, have by means of their

daughters exercised continuously an ennobling cITcct on the breed of the neighbour-

ing peoples. Georgian women arc numerous and influential in all the harems of

the East
; their blood flows in the veins of Turkish, Egyptian, Persian, and Tartar

grandees, and in more recent times they have frequently married Russians. The
Georgian character has an indolent and sensual vein, which hat tended more and
more to repress them, and that not in presence of Europeans only. The
Armenians, especially, have found the way to attract to themselves the oikc Urge
possessions of the Georgians, and in Tifiis, the old capital of Georgia, it is not

the Georgians but the Armenians—who make up 40 per cent of the population

that set the tone to-day.

Reside the Mingrelians, the I-an**, who inhabit the ancient Colchis, and the

Swans or Suanetians who live north of the Mingrelians. between them and the

Abkhasians, in -he most secluded of the larger Caucasian valleys, are mrrr closely

akin to the Georgians in language. The 12,000 “free Swans" independent till

a generation ago, who live about the sources of the Ingur on the south side of

the great chain, are among the most vigorous races of the Caucasus, dwelling

exclusively in villages of castellated houses with tall towers for defence. Imcrioam
seem to have immigrated from the south-east, Mingrelians from the west

;
but to

both the Suanctian language, developed in tlx* seclusion of the mountains, ha*

become almost unintelligible. In spite of vendetta and frequent village feuds,

they arc an industrious race of men, making an active use of the four month*
of growth which the climate of their high valley allows. Near akin to them in

origin arc the Tushiru, flsliavs. and Khevsurs, settled further cast along the great

range
;
similarly small mixed races, started, r.o doubt mainly by fugitive Georgians,

who live to the east of Tiflis in the basin of the Yora, in the middle and upper
mountain regions. Poor, vigorous, simple, quite old-fashioned in manners and
u*agC9, they repre-vent a highly original national existence. Their religion i* an

indication of their fortunes. Like that of the Suanctlans and Ossetes, it H a

very motley Christianity, worn very threadbare, in which, spite of the mutilated

Church prayers recited by the “deennos,* Islam has crossed its notions in great

variety with these of Christianity; while in addition to these, nature-worship goe*

on at sacrificial altars and in merod groves. Among the- Suanetians. Queer

Thamara is the great saint. Her churches are little chapel*, inconspicuous among
the gigantic towered houses.
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Wc do not find among the Northern Caucasians that affinity of language, or that

vet more intimate affinity of customs, which ue do among thoto south of the range.

They fill into several linguistic groups, and have undergone more modification*

from the surrounding races. At least three groups may be distinguished. We
have first the Chcrkcsscs in the western half of the Caucasus district, and beyond

from the frontier of Mingrclia nearly to the Strai:s of Ycnikalc. Physically,

these people come nearest to the Georgians, with whose daughters the famed
" Circassian " girls vie for the prize of beauty. Among their individual tribes

differences arc noted, which come to this, that certain groups like the Abkhasians,

to whom is ascribed a strong mixture of Georgian blood, arc browner of skin,

blacker-haired and leaner, while the Kuban Chcrkcsscs who roam the country

about the northern foot of the Caucasus arc less regular of feature and less con-

spicuous of stature. But the princely families of the Cherkesse* and Kabardiana

are also said to be darker of skin and hair than the majority of their subjects, which

they themselves, as Mussulmans, love to ascribe with pride to Arab descent. The

Cherkess character is distinguished from that of thdr neighbours on tlx: east,

especially the Kists and Lesghuin.% by nobter traits- But a good deal of Tartar

reaches from the r-teppe into the Northern Caucasus
;
such as the imitation in

architecture of the felt yacurts
%
or where a stationary mode of life is in fashion,

the arrangement of the sakla or flat-roofed hut of wattle-work daubed with clay,

supported by four posts, and the watch-tower of wattle and daub to correspond.

Deeper in the mountain* the Building is more solid. The Chericcsses in all their

ramifications arc Mussulmans, and afford, especially where they have immigrated

amid Georgian populations several example* of the rule that in the Caucasus

the Mussulman is more industrious than the Christian. They fall into the two

great groups of Adighes—to whom belong the Cherkesses projjer—and Kabardians,

and of Asegas and Abkhasians. I*arge portions of both have migrated to

Turkey since the last Russo-Turkish war.

The Chechcnes, as the Russians call the people whom the Georgians call Kisci,

and who call themselves Nakhtchuri and Nakhtche, that is “ people,“ live, about

UOOOO in number, to the east of the Kabardians, and the great military road.

By Chechnia is briefly understood the country between the Assa the Sulak. and

tlxj last terraces of the Caucasian range known as the mountains, of Little Chechnia.

The Chcchcncs migrated to their present scats from the mountains, and drove the

Turkish Kuinuks eastward
;
but in the course of the struggles with the Russians,

in which they were some of the most stubborn participators, some of their claim

withdrew again into the hills. They arc a race of “Uadi,* or free men, knowing

no chief*, but self-governing within their clans, which still bear the names of the

village* once occupied by them in the mountains. Tradition, manners, and

custom* all point to their having nnce been Christian. Islam did not succeed in

penetrating them till the end of last century. The Chcchenc* have always passed

for one of the mc*t warlike, and at the same time most savage and cruel, of

Caucasian races.

The Ossetes, about 1 1 T.ooo in number, occupy the highest inhabited regions

of the Caucasus, round Kasbek. Their language assigns them to the Perso-

Armenian kindred, history to the once Christian stocks of the Caucasus Islam

has indeed loosened the bor.d between them and other Christian races, but has

not been able itself to gain a footing. A religion has grown up quite peculiar to
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themselves, recognising no priestly tutus, but only hereditary or elective priests,

strictly speaking oetlv overseers of the popular temples, and with the name of
“ JtfAHot" or "fapar" The Ossetes still revere the Virgin as " Mady M aIrani

but they locate her on mountain-heights and in caverns, where the tutelary sprits

of the villages also have their place.' of worship in towers and house* lying higher

than the tillage. The oldest man in the commune holds the office of <acrifieir.g

priest, and has alone the right to enter the narrow door of the temple whither the

victims are brought The tcraple is small, low, dark, without windows or

ornament of any kind ; inside stands a stone altar for sacrifice, covered with a

few glasses of beer and various amulets. These village tutelary spirits seem to

get more reverence than all the other saints to whom the Os-sctcs apply, like Hlias

and Nicholas; and next to them the patron saints of ail beasts of the chase, of

whom the Ossete always first asks permission to shoot when he will go a -hunting.

Inanimate things, also, have their patron saints
; in short, there is no object

connected with Ossete life that has not its “god” or "saint.” Ossete magicians

and soothsayers, as also the persons who conduct marriage and burial ceremonies,

apply to "saints " without number in their prayers and conjurations—to the saint

of the cobweb, the saint of hair and nails, the saint of wind and grass, the saint

of beetles, worms, and snakes. Every step Is surrounded with magic and

incantations, and the magician is the tea! priest. To him are known most of

the songs that contain a mythology of their own, singing as they do of the

giant heathen race, the Marts, who once inhabited the Caucasus The deed' of

the Mart princes, among whom the Promethean figure of Batins or Datiracs is

conspicuous, remind us of those who arc renowned in the heroic legends of Persia.

Many other things in the manners and customs of the Ossetes point to an exterior

source in the remote past Unlike Orientals, they sit on benches and stools

Judgements are pronounced in the assembly of the village P’ttrrs fatiiiliits. formerly

even capital sentences ; but the head of the house has to execute them on his

own people. Family tics, and those of hospitality, stand high with the Ossete

Before a carouse with his friends he says a kind of grace, his cup in one hand, the

meat in the other. Originally the Ossete has neither writing nor numbers
;

he

casts his accounts with a notched stick.

The most easterly group of North Caucasian peoples embraces the inhabitants

of Lesghin and Daghestan
;
small |icop!cs, with some 400,000 souls, who speak

several distinct languages, and have been pressed far back by their neighbours.

Part of them, in racial character and mode of life, form a transition to the Tartars

of the adjacent lowlands; pasturing herds and flocks, they dwell, like their pre-

decessors in Roman times, thc .Albni, in felt yaomis. differing from those of the

Tartars In their elongated form, or in little wooden houses put together in separate

pieces for convenience of transport from one feeding-ground to another. The

very name points to mixed descent. The centre of Daghestan is inhabited by

so-called Avars. “Avar" is of Turkish origin and denotes - robber.* These

people have, however, no common name, but call themselves after the principal

villages of each tribe. The name Lesghian is 3aid also to mean - robber.
11 The

agricultural Kumuki or Kasi-Kumuks of this region have nothing in common

with tl>e Turkish tribe of the same name north of the Terek, save the name,

which has been applied to them without justification. Persian influences arc

strongly felt here. The architecture of the flat-roofed stone house, with its broad
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surrounding wall, the careful fitting* of the interior. are far enough from Cherkoss

simplicity. Their strict Shiite profession marks the Lesghians as more pro-

nounced Mussulmans than their western neighbours, but has not presented their

Bairam feast from borrowing man)' features of the Russian Easter.

'lTie Avars of Daghestan, mentioned above, arc not of Turkish type. Racially,

they arc Caucasians, and their language stands near that of the Chcchcncs in the

East Caucasian group. Thus the)’ have nothing to do with the Iiuns who

penetrated to Central Europe. There seem, however, to fcc points to support

the assertion of their kinship with the Avars who altered Europe later. Tradition

and language point to a northern origin and arrival from a level country
;
accord-

ing to Khanikoff even to a former nomad state, When we remember that the

Avars are said to have carried an Alan trite along with them, that the Ossetes

came into connection with the Alans, and, lastly, that in the Ossete territory

skull* have been found deformed in the same way as the Avar skulls, we seem

to have an explanation of the so-called Avar skulls here and fit Eastern Europe.

In the dress of the Caucasian peoples Tartar influence prevails to the north,

as also In the use of fdt for clothing, as in the iexrhn or sleeveless coat

;

Armenian and Persian to the south. Religious differences make themselves

apparent also in the clothing. The women of she Shiite Lesghiats* wcur the long

boggy trousers. close-fitting coat reaching to the knees— both gaudy in colour—blue

shift, low fez-like cap
;
but among them, as among their Mussulman sisters in the

Caucasus, the veiling of the face is found only as an exception. Armenian and

Georgian women, on the other hand, wear long clothes. White, which men avoid,

is preferred by women ; and they wear ml caps, which the men despise. On the

other hand both sexes, especially among the vain Kabardians, take much trouble

to get as small a waist as possible. Thetc can be few places where the women's

dress, through the influence of silk and Cotton goods, has lost its originality so

much quicker than that of the men. The peculiar ornaments of the head and the

belt arc all that remain in many valleys of Daghestan. The men's dress is more

uniform The thoklta or close-fitting coat reaching beyond the knee and usually

girt, its gray colour relieved by fur trimmings, the cap of cloth or fur, sometimes

hemispherical, sometimes of fantastic height— its variations in these respects, and

in shagginess afford some index of the wearer’s greater or less pugnacity—the

seeks knitted in tasteful patterns and sometimes with a gold thread in than, and,

finally, the leather siippcr* of Persian shape with pointed toes, arc found both

north and south of the mountains. Variations in details arc naturally not

excluded. Customs like that found in Suanctia of jewing crosses on the

garments, especially where a stab or a shut has pierced them, are not universal.

The arrangement of the cartridge-belt across the breast, the shape of the head-

covering, the longer or shorter cut of the clothing, are subject to alterations.

Mussulman* shave the head, the Ecsglttaiii leaving a triangle over each ear

;

and
the fashions of dressing the beard vary from tribe to tribe.

The primal) - weapon in the mountains is the iron-shod pole, to which a pro-

jecting handle or arm on which to hang a powccr-flask, ami a forked top to serve

as a gun-rest, give an original appearance. It is a long way from this to the load

of weapons in which the Cherkess swaggers. In the fighting tunes sword, dagger,

and pistol were indispensable component parts of these people’s dress. For
special occasions were added the mail-shirt, the musket, the Asiatic how, and a
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well-filled quiver. Many valuable damascened weapons were formerly imported

from Persia and Turkey, and old panoplies, handed down from generation

to generation, were the pride cf

princely houses. Horse-trappings

were similarly treated. Arrows

with white eagle - feathers were

highly valued, and people of low

rank might not venture to use them.

Archery has remained till the

present day a favourite diversion

of young people in the Cherkess

country.

The mountain districts and

elevated plains of the Caucasian

region not being on the whole

eminent for fertility, the Ossetes,

Khevsurs, and their fellows in the

higher parts ate unable to carry

on either Alpine fanning to any

adequate extent, or agriculture with

any certainty of profit. Above all

they have no means of wintering

large herds. The single great

cattle-breeding district is what was

Turkish Armenia, from which there

has long been a forge exportation

of sheep, Ihc well-known story of

the fat tails, which for convenience

sake arc stowed in little go-carts,

has been recently related afresh by

Dr. Ariruni of Tidis with reference

to the flocks at Van, where Angora

goats arc also bred. A considerable

amount of live-stock too i> bred in

Lesghian territory, where a peculiar

thin and goat-like breed of sheep is

well suited to the mountain pasture*.

The Caucasian goats arc said to

pair with the wild bez&tr goat*.

The warlike Chcrkesscs take much

trouble in breeding thoroughbred

horses. In the fertile lowlands and

terrace-lands of Mtngrelia, Imeritia,

Georgia, Kakhetia, agriculture, which

here includes rice-growing, ha* fallen off The vineyards and orchards, of

which former travellers tell with delight, occupy now a much smaller region. It

is asserted that the climate has grown more and more uncertain, and the vine*

disease has attacked even the wild grapes of the Mingreliao forests. But the

.Vni«t!an (Fnxn * jiTiotOfrir*.)
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natives of thia part arc laxy and luxurious The wines of Kakhetia have the

reputation of being the oldest ami mas; genuine in the Caucasus. Tin: Georgians

however, both make and drink the most wine; drinking it too at interminable

carouse* regulated by traditional customs. Opium-smoking has unhappily teen

introduced from Persia. The vine grows at even 3 JOO to 4300 fee: above the

sea- Here too silk is grown, and maize and the Italian millet {setoria) cultivated,

as well as wheat. Life is !c*s easy here than in the lowlands, but in the Caucasus

industry increases with the altitude. Barley and cuts arc the mountain crops.

On the north-eastern slope the limit of com extends to $000 feet or more. In

the lower parts of Daghestan, where drought proclaims the proximity of the steppe,

artificial ponds may be found ivear almost every village. The plough i< little-

used, and the sickle full of notches serves rather to catch hold and tear up than

to cut. Corn ii hep: in large baskets standing on frames in the open, or in

trenches underground. Dread Is of the oriental kind, toasted rather than baked;

often too in the form of unleavened flat cakes. In Daghestan it is made of

barley- or bean-meal. The taste for onions and garlic is very general
;

in many
district* they may be called the chief garden vegetable Pulse, especially in the

form of broad beans, ranks next to them.

How important is the preservation of the forests in these elevated, cold, and

in part* naturally arid regions may be learnt from the decline of industry and

population at Krzeroum since the cession of the Soghanlu forests to Russia. The
legend that the<e forests were the creation of an Armenian king has been taken

to imply that forestry once stood higher in that country ; and from Daghestan

we luvc a story ascribing to plantation the origin of a plane-grove near Xukha.

Wood, above all the fine wood of the box, has long formed an article of export

in the Caucasus, Many of the wild plants that grow there in profusion have

been turned to use by the Caucasian peoples. In Daghestan the shoots of a

certain riitwntus arc used for tea, ami the stalks of various specie*, Amu/tum,
tinttofogon, caidium are eaten, a* well as the leaves of StMUftrvi'&M fmiulnm.

The women support a domestic Industry, which formerly was in the main

concerned with clothing. The coarse Lesghian cloth, the gold embroidery on

leather of Daghestan, the silk sashes of Kumukh, the home-made carpets which

cover the floor uf Lesghian huts, have become articles of trade. The taste for

wouilen vessels, cut out of one block, seems to recall older times
;

the like are

u.-cd by the Basques. Very good unglazcd earthenware is made in the Caucasus

Plate* and dishes, beautifully painted and glazed, «uch a* adorn the walls cA

peasants' room- in Daghestan* arc the produce of trade or of ancient raids into

the border provinces of Persia. There U a demand for earthenware vessels r.f

large size, milk being churned by shaking in them, and wine being stored in them

underground. Bronze-working was once highly developed in the Caucasus; later,

and indeed to the present day, the industry, imported from Persia, of inlaying

polished steel with gold has flourished.

The entire political life and the historic activity of the Caucasian races i*

closely dependent on the fashion of living in strong castellated houses of several

stories, walled round, often furnished with Kx>pho!cd towers 70 or Ho feet high,

which, even combined into villages, stand detached on the hillside. These

towered houses arc most frequent in the mountains. Among the free Suanctians

every homestead has its toner. But even the Mingrtlian. where the fertile
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lowlands Invite to denser habitation, sticks fail to hi* solitary walled farm-buildings,

while in Daghestan an embankment and ditch surround the homesteads, the gate

being a mighty structure of stone. Here, in rooms often very comfortably

furnished, the members of the family live together in a close and exclusive union tf

housekeeping, such as the Romans admired long ago in the Iberi of the modem
Georgia. Here was developed their vigour in self-help and their readiness fee

the fight, Wife and children, as regards the father's authority, arc stave*. Among
the Ossetes and other people*, no son starts a conversation or sits in his fathers

presence ; when the father enters, all rise. Questions of peace and war are

decided in the assembly of heads of families. Common interests, which among

the smaller races have been clearly circumscribed by geographical consideration*,

bound these compact village-tribes together politically
;
and similar confederations

have been by no means always confined to the heart of the mountains. Armenia
possesses a remarkable relic of ancient freedom in its republic of Khotorjut,

consisting of ciglu Catholic villages, the inhabitants of which arc by ancient

custom bound to raider mutual services almost amounting to community of

goods. The lively family and tribal sentiment of the Armenian* is a: tunes til

its economic results found inconvenient by neighbouring people?.

Like their social arrangements, the much lauded valour of the Caucasians,

which it not unconnected therewith, is not peculiar to one stock, but is a common
possession of all. though not exercised by all alike. Georgians, Chcrkrsies, and

Lesghians were formerly tire most conspicuous Vendettas and the interminable

feuds between clans and villages have contributed to its training. Where

warlike practice pervaded whole generations, as during the long period of the

Russiau wars in the Caucasus, a closer union was effected among the clans of

freemen under fighting chiefs, of whom Schamyi is the most notable example.

Turkish Begs from the borders of the steppe had long intruded as conqueror*
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into the independent life of the village republic, and reduced large populations on

the north side to serfage
;

while the relations of dependence in which some Nogai
tribes of Turks, like the Karachais, stood towards the Kabardian mountain tribe*,

had l>een broken up. Even since their subjection the mountain copies have

remained bound together in free family union. Persian influence seem* to have

operated on weapons and equipment, but also that of mediaeval Christianity on

manners. Even at this day the Suanctian dedicates himself in chivalrous

deration as linlura/i to a woman by the ceremony of kissing her on the breast,

after which he is bound to her by a relation of pure friendship and protection.

The days have gone by when the Caucasian coast tribes appeared as sea-

faring people, equipped with swift galleys, dreaded as pirates
;
and when great

expeditions were sent out to put a stop to this mischievous trade, which even in

ancient times was bound up with kidnapping and slave-dealing. Trade, necessary

then as now to the not over-productive mountain country, must have been served,

as it would seem, in earlier times also, more by foreign than native navigation.

The Caucasians have always wanted salt and corn, offering in exchange timber,

hides, wax, and honey. They had not, like their Sarmatian neighbour*, who,

Strabo tell* us, would not even procure iron, and had accordingly to tip their

spears and arrows with bone, any objection to trade. In metal-work they

formerly surpassed all their neighbours. The raw material they must have got

out of Caucasian mines
;
but in the forms of the ancient bronze articles of which

quantities occur. Iranic influences, older than Islam, make themselves felt.

§ 2;. THE EUROPEANS

People or ream TU Semite*— ail Ihe Phieniran*—
‘T»« Out*^A*«rfcpc<y)i>—Arrival uf

ihr Mac>*;r*—C'numic point* of contact—Arjitw— Level of ancifS* Aryan cxilur*—Anoml ami nwVrr
Owls—Rirv*<or%—Dcvclo^rxnt cf Roman* and Reran:* people*—Spaniards—Kmch—Uciitran*—

CdU, G*k,*Dj Belgiani—Cff*M9—Cothr, Seen linevUm, Tcuioc* KoflMi—Utto-Sfcm—RuuUnw

IlAVIXC reached the threshold of Hither Asia and Europe, we find races

before us whom we might denote by the name " historical,” did we not fear to

conclude by reviving a misconception which we have been indefatigable in

opposing. In the history of mankind the lots fall diversely, but to each race its

task is assigned, and none is left without an opportunity for casting its threads,

be they only modest ones, into the great fabric. There is, however, doubtless a

recent history, so closely connected with our own, and with the present time,

that we cannot think of it otherwise than as a portion of our own past. After we
pass the border of Asia Minor, and the old frontier of Europe in the Scythian

steppe, the people are no longer alien to us in the same manner as these of Africa,

of America, of the Arctic region, of Australia, and of a great par! cf Asia. If not

of kindred stock, they arc of kindred culture, for their historical fortunes have

been closely bound up with our own, and we know more or less of their past.

We stand here on the threshold of our own history. Ethnology lays the pen

down for history' to take up. Our only remaining duty is to give the race* uf

Europe their place in the picture of mankind that we have tried to draw.

VOL. 11! 2 X
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Europe b closely united vith Ask Herder long ago recognised the

impossibility of writing the history even of Central Europe without having that

of Central Asia constantly in view. On the other hand, Our quarter of the gbbe

id divided from America by the Atlantic, from Africa by the Mediterranean.

Hence we find no eases in which America has influenced Eutoiw, few in which

Africa has done so directly. Wherever we arc to look for the |>rimitivc home of

A Sjttuj fir* of V*manm
I
From :i pbotograpt.

)

the European race*, it certainly is not outside the European-Asiatic limits. Tb:

ethnographic connection between Asia and Europe is no: less intimate than tlrz

geographical. It comes about by many of the Semites in the Mediterranean, of

the Turks In Asia Minor and In the Balkan Peninsula, of the Caucasians across

the bridge forirxid by their territory, of the Ouial-Altaic peoples in the region at

the Ourab and the White Sea. Each of these groups has habitations to-day in

both Asia and Europe
;
ar.d in the ease of two, the Semites and the Turks arl

Asiatic origin is highly probable.

In tile western parts of Hither Asia we come in the very earliest timei across

a family of peoples who physically show much resemblance to the Hamites of

ancient Egypt, but perhaps even more recall the linguistically separate inhabit-

ants of the Armenian highlands, Kurds, Armenians, and Georgians These arc
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the Semites, who stand to the Handles oa regards language in a connection that

reaches far back, being also locally their nearest neighbours. The Bible and the

Egyptian record* both attest the intimate mutual relations of the two races. We
need only recall the origin of the Phoenicians in the Red Sea region, the founda-

tion-stones common to Babylonian and Egyptian culture, the numerous and

intimate relations in later times between Phoenicians, Jews, and Arabs on the one

side, and Egyptians on the other. It is one of the symbolical facts of history,

that the oldest caravan road of which we hear, that from Gerrha on the Persian

Gulf to Babylon and Egypt, along which Edomites and Midianites traded with

myrrh, balsam, and the spices of Arabia and India, united the Hamitic and

Semitic domains. If we say that all Hamites and Semites have been as cultured

races distinguished by a striking intellectual tendency to looking at things from

the outside, and formed at an early period vigorously constituted states (for the

monarchies of Babylon, Nineveh, and Egypt undoubtedly stand on the same bases),

we shall be reckoning up rather consequences than causes.

Semitic races were the bringers of three great things
;
Chaldean civilisation,

Christianity, and Islam. The Chaldeans gave themselves out as a colony of the

Egyptians
;
and there can indeed be no doubt that their culture stood in closely

kindred relations with that of Egypt, and they afterwards came into near contact.

Bail-worship, radiating from Mesopotamia, spread over a great part of Hither

Asia, and such external political movements of Egypt in older times as we know
of, arc conflicts with the Baal-worshipping races of Hither Asia. This religion

h..d its great centre in Babylon, but Tyre was the point whence it flowed west-

ward. In it, as in the Egyptian religion, astronomic and cosmogonic elements

arc strongly marked, but they stand out more clearly in Baal the Sun, Alttrte

the Moon, and the union of the two in one system, than in the religion of the

Nile valley with its greater local colour, tiic result of overpowering natural

impressions. The popular mind, on the other hand, dominated by locality and

unable to grasp the grander and profoundcr parts in the priests’ structure of

doctrine, fastens by preference on local connection in the theogonfes and myth-

ologies. The thoughts of the priests of Baal might not have been without reference

to a supreme divine Being, who guides the revolution of the stars
;
but the Jews

were under no delusion when Baal-worshlp appeared to them as idolatry In its

most genuine form. In the popular cult Baal was the tire, to which sacrifices

were offered by reason of its consuming violence. Baal appear > also as Moloch,

who could be reddled thiough the fuc only. Though tire purer idea of purgation

bv fire may here not have been for off, in actual fact tire cult of Moloch degener-

ated unquestionably into a cruel murderous idolatry, which held men’s souls in

a gloomy slavery. And if in Astartc, the prototype of Aphrodite, was meant to

hr venerated the opposite of the devouring fire, the hot scorching sun, the dry

summer, namely, the productive power of moisture, the gentle moon, the budding
spring

; here, too, the instinct of the masses went far astray into customs deeply

degrading to the woman, and. in the sacrifices offered to the forces of nature,

quite forgot the morality without which sacrifice is divorced from religion.

Monotheism alone was called to overcome the shallowness of the popular

religion with tin: refining force of priestly doctrine. With this the Jews, who
lived nearer to Egypt, the ‘cradle of religion*," step into the foreground of

history. The Jews received the historical education of a confined and oppressed
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people. Like their kinsmen in Arabia and Syria they were originally nomad*.

Their oldest b»k* know nothing of fixed altars, and their sacrifices arc always

of cattle. They took to a settled life on conquering and dividing the land of

Canaan. But the promised land was only an oasis. They could hardly spread

rhcmse'ves inland, they never took permanently to the enfranchising and enrich-

ing sea, and accordingly remainoi poor and at the mercy of the caprices of more

powerful neighbours. Once, in the time of their greatest power and prosperity,

tlvey pushed as far as the sea
;
tot the only road to the sea, that by Eziongeber

on the Gulf of Akabah, quickly fell into the hands of Tiglath Pilcser
; one of the

chief causes of the political collapse of the Jews. The misfortune* of the national

ruin, however, brought about a purification which in a race aesthetically deficient,

but spiritually proud and austere, tended to strengthen the conception of a deity

all-powerful and all-knowing, and at the same time jealous and severe. Exile,

too, brought them into contact with Chaldee and Persian spheres of thought,

which renewed older influences. Of Abraham we are told that he came from the

land of the Chaldees, and Joshua says :
" Your fathers dwelt on the other side of

the flood," that i* the Euphrates. From Chaldu, as from Egypt, were drawn

higher and lower notions, the religion of the priests and the belief of the people.

So also in Israel, the prophets taught something better than the belief and

practice of the masses. Even within the Old Testament traces occur of funda-

mentally diverse conceptions of the Deity
; the directions given in Leviticus for

the burnt sacrifices form a marked contrast to the words of the Psalmist: “Thou
desirest no sacrifice, else would I give it Thee

; but Thou dclightcst not in burnt

offerings." The deejicr, nohler. simpler notion, that a humble spirit was the

sacrifice of Gcd.” ultimately won the day. The secret of this final victory lies

in the historical circumstances and in the Semitic disposition. The principles —
great simplicity, effort to dedicate all worship to One only, moral seriousness,

avoidance of those lavish anthropomoi phic pictorial fancies which created the

Asiatic pantheon, were no less germane to Ishmael than to Israel. In the race

itself alterations went on, under the influence of variation in national surroundings.

Then in contact with the Greeks, fundamentally Aryan, yet touchoi by the

Semitic spirit, who, independently of the Jews, had gone through a process of

spiritual refinement in the direction of truth, knowledge, and beauty, Christian-

ity grew up into a power capable of transforming races ; to it, before all, the

ethnographer refers the abolition of woman’s degradation, of polygamy, of slavery,

of caste-separation. As for the Jews, even now, scattered about the world as

they are- -for China has its Jews no less than Morocco,—without political status of

their own, and sometimes oppressed, they remain Influential in the intellectual

the moral, above all the economic life of other nations. They have by the most

various road* adapted themselves to tlx: cultured races of Europe, but have

undoubtedly brought with them %-ery various racial elements. Tile contrast

between the German and Polish Jews and their Portuguese kinsmen may cer-

tainly be traced to the influence of the surrounding people;
;
and intermixture,

opposed though it be by sundry laws and usages, ha* surely effected much.

But the unde gap which separates our Jews to-day from their kindred th* Syrians

and Arabs, certainly did not first arise in Europe. Anyhow it has not been able

to remove something of a mulatto strain even from the blonde Jews.

Those great traders, the Phccnicians, were the transmitters of Semite culture
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A MucQlce petal. (I'rom n pbotcsopb.)

io Greece and Italy. Their mighty foundations in Africa remained, from the

point of view of culture, lifeless in comparison with the far-reaching consequences

of their contact with the Aryan races of the Mediterranean. Ancient Greece

knew itself to be closely connected by navigation with Phoenicia and her colonies,

and could point to many places of Phoenician origin favourably situated for trade.

Thucydides mentions Phoenicians, together with Carians, among the earliest

inhabitants of the eastern Mediterranean islands. In his view Minos of Crete was

the first creator of a naval

power, the sovereign of the

eastern Mediterranean, and

the coloniser of the Cyclades.

The islands, as Crete, Cyprus,

Sicily, Sardinia—the most

northerly point where
Egyptian traces arc found

— were the rallying and

radiating points of Phcenician

influence and Phcrnician

activity. The significance

of this remarkable people

to Northern and Central

Europe, where they appear

in union with the Etruscans

as the diffusers of import-

ant inventions, above all of

bronze, can at the present

day be conjectured rather

than accurately indicated.

In the Greek character

ard in the advantage rapidly

acquired by Greek culture ofa

high degree of specialisation,

lay an inducement to an

exclusive self-esteem which

valued Its own belongings too

high, those of “ barbarians
"

too low, and early forgot its dependence on Asia. As a matter of fact elements

from Assyria and Asia Minor may be traced in the very details of Ionic

architecture, others from Egypt in those of Doric, and the discoveries at Troy

and Myccnx take us back to a time when -Greeks were at one with Asiatics in

worshipping beast-headed idols, which afterwards dissolved into symbols and sight

poetic alluvions. Homer’s “ox-eyed Hera’ Ls in Myccnx a goddess with the

head of a con- on a human trunk. Barbaric simplicity in the matter of images

for veneration displays itself in sculpture down to the time of Phidias. The
Icarun Artemis was represented by a tough-heun block of wood, the Hera of

Samos by a board, the Athena of IJndus by a flat beam, the Dioscuri, at Sparta,

by two blocks with a cross-piece. Reminiscences and survivals of animal-worship,

human sacrifice, and unchaste customs, can be shown to have existed in great
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quantity. These degrading notions had, in the independent training which their

insular position bestowed, been refined by the same Aryan spirit in the Greeks to

which we owe the exaltation of science over superstition and poetry. Hero again

Semitism furnishes or hands on the stone* of the edifice and the knowledge of

their primary manipulation of Greek. Divisions of time and systems of measure-

ment are of Chaldee origin. Even antiquity marvelled at the Chaldean astron-

omers, who were regarded by the Greek* as a priestly caste with valuable secret

sciences. From the worship of the stars, to which they ascribed an influence

over al! that lived, they had advanced to persevering observation, from which was

gained no profound science indeed, but scientific bases for chronology, weight,

and measure. Astrology, however, remained the ultimate aim of their labours,

and this brought them into the bondage of a superstition, whose chains Europeans

bore even to the tunc of Kepler. They were convinced that men’s destinies were

guided by an immutable law made manifest through the stars. To comprehend

what predicted the approach of events conditioner! by heavenly influences was the

aim of their reflections and endeavours. But as necessity was recognised in other

phenomena than those of the stars, the most unimportant event could only come
to pass by virtue of universally prevailing and interacting causes. Thus historical

occurrences and human destinies were brought into connection with phenomena

which passed for prognostics, and a system vs as created of fixed rules for ascer-

taining the future
;
an art of soothsaying which holds a position on a level with

that of the more famous sister-science of astrology. Arts that have spread over

the world, divination by arrow's, augury from the entraili of sacrificial animals,

interpretation of dreams, soothsaying from water, fire, precious stones, arc here

seen in their oldest traces. Chaldee and Egyptian teachers brought to Greece the

rudiments of mathematics which already, as an inductive science, shoved iticlf

capable of a high degree of perfection, at a time when the value of the critical

and experimental methods was not yet apparent. The great geometers mathe-

maticians, astronomers of Greek antiquity, worked or learnt in Asia Miner, Egypt.

Sicily. They laid the foundations of a science independent of religion or super-

stition, indicating one of the greatest advances in the history of the human mind,

the later era of which must be reckoned from Pythagoras.

Ancient Semitic influences may be presumed to extend far into the Mediter-

ranean basin, but they arc difficult to prove in detail, especially where later

Moorish effect* have been blended with them. The resemblance of the Maltese,

the only European who has preserved much of the Arabic language, on the

Phoenician sod of Meiita, to the South Italian, is no evidence against a mixture

of Semitic blood
;

for the South Italian himself, like the South Spaniard, h.i> a

dash of It, though the language of the former especially has preserved few traces.

The industry of the Maltese is a legacy from the rhcrnicians. Malta is * hive

of busy creature* who plant out swarms in a circle ail around. There two o«

three islands yearly send out thousands of hard-working men to those part, 0;

the Mediterranean coast where there is n lack, if not of men. of arms to create,

just as did onto the narrow space of Phoenicia
;
an interesting example, from

many points of view, of colonisation from a small centre. Sicily was in Semitic

hands, with certain interruptions, for a thousand years. Even when the Iberians,

to be mentioned presently, were seated there, the coast was girt by Phcrnician

colonics, which made it all the easier for the Saracen element to take root.
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Although probably a good deal of Europe which is now grass plain was once

forest, the conditions seem nevertheless to have been favourable for the develop-

ment of steppe-races who require room to move. As far back as history can

look we meet in the regions north of the Euxine with nomads under the collective

name of Scythians. The Scythians of antiquity were a widespread group of nomad
peoples, of whom some stood nearer to the Iranians, others to the Turks. The
best known of them to us are the .Sauromatie, dwelling east of the Don as far as the

Caucasus. There were fair people among them ; and the view already expressed

by Klaproth that they were connected by language with the Ossetes, has received

recent support That Scythians were also seated in Central Asia, separated by

the Ugrian* from their fellows of the Euxine, appears certain during the age of Greek

trade with the countries lying beyond the Black Sea to the north-east. People

from the west did not at that time come upon compact Turks and Mongols till

reaching the Desen of Gobs, where the horse-owning Arimaspians dwelt, or East

Turkestan, where were the bald-headed Agrippatans, or the parts between the

Kuen-Lun and Lake Koko-Nor, where the Iascdoncs were located. The great

diffusion of Iranic elements in the Finno-Ugrian languages shows the old influence

of Aryan peoples, themselves doubtless nomad.

If in the andent accounts of the Scythians there arc many points of resem-

blance with the nomad Turks of our own time, »c meet with genuine Turks in

those races of horsemen, the Huns and the Avars,—men of small stature, with large

heads, small eyes, and beardless faces,—who in the North Pontic regions gave the

impulse to the great migration of the Germanic races. These people, who always
roamed and made their appearance as armies, have disappeared. Whence they

came, what non-Turkish elements, Finn, Ugrian, and Aryan, were swept along

with them, we can no longer say with certainty. That the history of the wander-

ing of the nations shows in the traits common to Huns. Alans, and East Goths,

evidence of this sweeping along and combination, is a fact to which importance

must be attached, teeing the two groups of Turkic peoples who have remained
on the stage of western history are far removed in point of breed and manner
of life from the Turks as we liave already had to depict them.

These two are the Ottoman Turks and the Magyars. Just as in the classic

works or Ottoman literature the Turkish words have disappeared beneath the
Arabic, so the Ottoman shows physically only slight traces of his Turanian breed.

Those Turkish families who settled in Asia Minor with Ertogrul and Dundar,
tlic founders of Ottoman sovereignty, may well have fused into themselves the
relics of the Scljuk Turks, of whom wc have information going back to the middle
of the seventh century. But their number was infinitesimal compared with that
of the Osmanlis in Europe and Asia who apeak Turkish to-day. Any large
natural increase was impossible, the Turks haring always been a fighting nation

;

other peoples must have teen incorporated Orman li is a collective name for

a hybrid race which has ateorted into itself first races of Asia Minor, then Slave,

Armenian, Greek, and Arab elements. In a country where all the tetter houses
contain one or more negroes and negresres, the Ethiopie clement also must not
be overlooked Christians and Mussulmans, Greeks Turks, have in Asia Minor
undergone so many adjustments and assimilations that the difference between
them arc now only matters of details in dress, as when the Greeks are forbidden
to wear grecr. turbans. The decrease in the numbers of the ruling Ottomans
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made tl>c influx of these element? easier. Polygamy alone wa» sufficient to cripple

half the Turkish race economically and intellectually
;
and next to this conics

tl»e widespread practice of abortion. The great piece of Europe and Western

Asia which the Turks luve ruled, and the small part which they have held, were

in an essentially similar position whatever the nationality of the subject pan

may have been. The Turk, and the renegade who clave to him, were the

lords the privileged class, the people in enjoyment
;
the reverse side alone lie-

longed to all others. In these regions the Turk is the destructive, the terrible

element. He it is according to legend, who built all the robber-castles whose

ruins stand on dizzy heights
;

lie hurls innocent prisoners over precipices, and

ravishes the maidens. Force and pride are in his nature; once 1c possessed

many of the talents which accompany conquest, but at all times very few of those

which tend to the retention of what has been conquered. So long as he took on

himself only the task of defending the country, he had the advantage of warlike

training and achievement ; otherwise he sat broad-based on his huge estates, looking

down on the shopkeepers of the towns while the peasants had to work fer him.

It is significant of the pride of the Turkish race that throughout Asia Minor the

least intrusive people arc the Turks, those most infected with this fault the active,

trading, bustling Armenians. When the Turk docs work Ire is excellent in all

the loner walks—as cattle-breeder, husbandman, small aitlzan, caravan-attendant

At Nijiti Novgorod fair the Tartars arc in demand as porters, and Tartars from

Kazimoff arc waiters in the Irtkliri all over Russia. Nor is it the talent that

fails the Turk for higher things, but he lacks energy and astuteness; and as he

is in close contact and competition with just the cleverest traders of Western Asia

—

the Greeks, the Armenians, and the Jews—his economic decline h inevitable. The

difficulty of the written character, and the great difference between th; written

language with its infusion of Arabic and the language of conversation, is the cause

of very few Turks being able to read and write
;
while the Greeks arc often even

cultivated and have the advantage of closer relation with Euro|>ean life.

The privileges of the ruling race were and arc extraordinarily great and

tangible; freedom from taxation, justice of their own, preference in ail eases. If

a Turk is found dead in a Greek village in Asia Minor, all the notables go to

prison
;
while as a rule a Turk wive kills a Greek or Armenian is acquitted; a

Greek or Armenian who kills a Turk, condemned. The upshot of Mr. Toler's

long inquiries and conversations at Sivas was that the Mussulmans regard them-

selves as a ruling class, and let the Christians fed it. in town and country alike.

A request from them is a command. To this must be added the corruption of

the judges, whece election by the people is a mere form. In reality they arc

the creatines of the local authorities, and often crassly ignorant When, farther,

the game is shared in by populations who as .Mussulmans arc on the side of the

Turks, but fer whose deeds and misdeeds the Turks take no responsibility, like

the Kurds o- the Cherkesrea, the situation becomes doubly hard. Compulsory
laborr and extortion? of various kinds, contemptuous and insulting language,

often accompanied in the case of men with blows, and in that of women hr too

often with yet worse treatment, have been for many years familiar features in all

reports upon the condition of the Armenians in Turkey. On the frontier oi

Kurdistan the nomad Kurds quarter themselves for the winter in the Armenian
villages on the plain, compelling the Christians to feed them and their cattle
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without the slightest payment in return. So formerly did the nomads in the

North-Western Caucasus. This explains why the inhabitants of the villages who
arc well supplied with hay, corn, and intk (dung for fuel), appear to be poor.

Thus the Turkish Empire, the last instance of a state founded by Asiatic nomads,

has retained almost unaltered the character of a conquered country, and is falling

to decay through the nitration of the same means as were employed to create

it. Very different is the position of the

Turks in the Russian Empire, who early

received some Finnic elements, and perhaps

for that very reason have come into closer

junction with their neighbours. Herein may
be found some justification for distinguishing

them as Tartars, though they are wont with

pride to call themselves Turk*. Even the

“Golden Horde," in its palmy days, exercised

no strong influence upon the Great Russian*,

in whose midst it held, a* a ruling minority,

a position no less foreign than that of the

Turks in Greece, Servia, and Bulgaria. After

losing the supremacy, it held stubbornly to

its religion—for the Tartars who were com
pulsorily baptized in the eighteenth century-

arc to-day as little of Christians as ever,

even though they dare not officially desert

the State Church—but fitted itself into the

Christian community* much as rhe Jews have

done. The Polnnised Tartars of Lithuania

live to-day like the Jews among their

neighbours, and the Crim Tartar women
have even laid aside the veil. Attention

has often been drawn in Russia to the

danger of a Tartar propaganda, for the

Chcremissians and Votyak* in North-East

Russia learn Tartar more easily than Russian,

and from their mode of life come more into A
.*?!

contact with the Tartars, but the same
efforts arc made to Russify the Tartars as in the case of the other nationalities

of the great empire.

Very different are the conditions oil the Them, Szamos, and Maios, where

the Magyars have teen settled for a thousand years and more. At one time

ruling, at another subject, this race has been crossed owing to the intentional

thrusting in among them of foreign, especially German colonists, and also by the

continuance oc return of the Slaves and Ron muns who occupied this region before

them, so that racial characteristics have teen perhaps even more diluted among

them than even among the Ottomans. They crop up, however, here and there,

perhaps most markedly in the S/cklcrs of Transylvania, and other detached

fragments, in the form of yellowish skin, hair of a deep brownish-black, rather

wide cheek-bones
;
and an indefinable Oriental air may be noted in most Magyars
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of good faintly. The fael that the structure, of the Magyar language it Finnic

while it contain* Mongol and Turkish word*, and has in more recent times

borrowed from German and Slavonic, points to a good deal of mixture in the

composition of this people. The Ugrians of Southern and Eastern Europe are

collectively of a more or less Mongolic character
;
but those who find in the

Magyar intellect " a purely realistic way of looking at things, living in the world

of sense ; averse to all abstraction, and therefore, like the eastern branches of the

race, always grasping at the concrete image,” allow themselves to be influenced

overmuch by the language, which is but the clothing of the intellect Voguls,

Votyaks, Mahtchcriaks are dark-luired, yellow-skinned, broad-faced people, for

the most part powerfully built, whose affinity with the Mongols is undoubted.

The same is claimed in even a fuller measure for the Tepters, who have actually

been designated as hybrids between Bashkirs and Tartars. Ysbrand Ides is

quite right when on entering tl»e Mordvinian territory he finds himself already

among the •' Tartars of Siberia." We have already (book ii.
§ 33), ascribed

similar racial characteristics to the Vogulo-Ostiaks of Northern Asia : and live

Magyars make their apjiearancc in history under no different form. All these

peoples reside in the Volga and Oural district, and on the northern shores of the

Black Sea and the Caspian. Tlx Huns and Avars also came from thc-c steppe-

countries beyond the Volga and in the Oural*. The next of kin to the Magyars

in language are the Permian*. Votyake, Syrianes, Samoycdcs, and Ostiaks, in

the north and north-east of the Oural country. South of the present seats of

these peoples, about the Middle OK and the Baraba Steppe, we may look there-

fore on linguistic grounds for the primitive home of the Magyars. On their tvay

westward they seem to have tarried about the northern foot of the Caucasus

between the Caspian and the Black Sea, where on the banks of the Komma
still stand the ruins of Madjar or MadjarL

The Finnish branch of the Oural-Altaic races, to which the Magyars stand

nearer in language, embraces northern peoples in Europe and in Asia. We have

already made acquaintance with the Ostiaks of the Hyperborean domain. Racei

of Finnish stock undoubtedly’ once spread much wider. A great part of Eastern

Russia was occupied by them, and it is almost certain that the Votyaki, Cherc-

missians, Mordvinians, Permian*, and others were once in connection with the

Baltic Finns, and that the Karelians of the Western Volga region still represent

one of the links. In the domestic architecture of the Finnic tribes the simple

huts may be traced back to the Lapp tents on poles
;

while subterranean huts

with square trap-door-like entrances go all the way from Saghaiicn to the Middle

Volga, and a form of them may be seen to this day on the shores of Lake

Balaton in Hungary. That the Esthonians were in touch with the Mordvinians

before the Slaves pushed their way to Lake Ilmen is shown by the similarity in

the arrangement of their houses and premises. In the uncertainty of the older

record* a* to the distribution of the nomads in Central Asia the idea that the

Finno-Ugrian races once spread further southwards, even to Persia and Assyria,

cannot he established with any security
;
and in any case it is hazardous to base

their existence in Western Aria upon the traces of pre-Chaidaic peoples. As,

however, has been said above, the presumption of an ethnographic stratum below

that of the Semites of Western Asia may be called probable. Of late years it

has been thought that we arc getting near them in the Chaldean inscriptions in
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a strange language which, after being claimed as Cushite, have now been referred

to n pre Semitic race belonging to the Turanian family of speech, the Accadiaus,

or Sumerians. If the hypothesis of such a population is well-grounded, they

must also have been the first holders of Chaldean culture, and the Semites must

have got it from then only at second - hand. Hut it is striking that on the

many Chaldean bas-reliefs no Turanian face* appear, but always the same people

w ith thick curly beards, abundant wavy hair, curved noses, regularly and finely-

domed skulls. Even the lower class, the conquered, the eunuchs, show no dear

reflection of the Turanian type. If foreign elements arc sought in these figures,

we arc led to think first of the neighbouring Armenians and South Caucasians.

In one group belonging by language to the Finnic family, Germanic racial

characteristics appear. The Estbonians arc described as stalwart people, blonde,

or dark with blue eyes, and thus of German habit—for a Mongol charactcnstic

remains in the broad face and the scanty beard
;

and in the same way their

character seems less distinct from the German than that of the Slaves or the

Magyars. They arc hones: and clumsy. Here we have affinity with the fair

lightsryed bleed, coupled with an Oural-Altaic language. This branch of the

Finnic family, including the Baltic Finns (among whom those of Tovastchus, who
arc held to be the purest Finns, arc also the fairest), and part of those in

North-West Russia, must have found themselves in quarters where Mongol
admixture was difficult. What effect such admixture has upon the racial

characteristic* we may learn from the result* of the mixture of the Siberian

Russians with Bashkirs, who show the greatest resemblance to the Eastern Finns

on the Volga. The fair Finns may have escaped the strong Mongol mixture

owing to the intrusion of some other race
;
or there may have been a time when

the two were not brought so closely into contact as at present, although the Finns

extended further to the cast. One intervening link dropped out when the

Buigars of the Den and the Lower Volga separated and went to the Middle

Volga and the Danube. At that time the Finns moved westwards
;

yet their

scats reached further towards the cast than now, seeing that they included Lake
Iodoga. The lettiers before them in what is now Finland were the Yctuns,

probably a Finno-Ugrian people, from which, however, the modern Finns do not

descend immediately. A whole list of old German borrowed words in Finnish-

points to a time, long before their contact with Sweden, when the Finns felt the

influence of German neighbours in their old abode* in Central Russia. But,

further, before any contact of which history' tel la, Germanic influence must have

penetrated deeply from Scandinavia, bringing iron and bronic into the country'.

Thus the Finns, who besides this appear in history about the fourth century' as

a subject race to the Goths, have to all appearance been long and intimately

connected with Germanic peoples. With this agrees, like their language, their

whole level of culture, as it is attractively depicted in the
ft

K&levaU," developed

at the end of the first century a.D.

When the great racial families of our quarter of the globe arc in question, it

is usually Teuton** Romans, and Slaves that arc spoken of. At the present day,

however, it ought no longer to be left out of consideration that science has

established a fourth community in Europe, in the peoples of the Finnish family.

The thought of the old connection of the Finnish peoples will never miss it*

effect on the general intellectual life of the stocks which it embraces. Those who
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uphold Ihii idea are the Finns, the Eithonians, and the Magyar*, the three most

civilized offshoot* of the family, each of whom, by researches into its pan, Con

tributes materials which throw light on the family history. The Finns, who from

the outset were the more favoured, rendered important service to the progress of

early European history : they made a brilliant addition to the literature of thr

world, and have brought a brisk and original intellectual life into bloom in one of

the most inconspicuous provinces of the Russian empire
;
they have, with material

support from a lively scientific activity, succeeded in creating a distinct national

life, which has come into existence aimost without contest or friction, and will

redound to the profit of culture and science if it is allowed to develop

peaceably.

For some centuries Finland was a Swedish province, and even under Russian

sovereignty Swedish long remained the language of intercourse and education.

In the district of Viborg alone, which once was one of the German Baltic

provinces, German is still the social, and, till lately, was also the official language

But since the beginning of this century the language of the Finns, who constitute

about ;o per cent of the population of 2j millions, has materially gained In

diffusion and importance. From being the subject of learned inquiry it has

become the language of intercourse and education for the cultivated classes, and

since 1872 has taken the place of Swedish as the official language. Finnish

schools and n Finnish press have grown up rapidly, and at the university the

language of the country occupies ever more space, This process has not remained

entirely unopposed. The Christianity, the Reformation, the whole culture of

Finland, were the work of the Swedes, whose influence was and is accordingly

great The assumption that a Finnish national life would do less than one in

common with Sweden to awaken Russian jealousies has not been fulfilled. The

Slaves of Russia approach this quiet young national life with the same demands as

in the German Baltic provinces. Till 1890 the country lived in a prosperous

condition, enjoying an extensive autonomy with a representative constitution

;

it escapes serious social disorders, being mainly agricultural, without the serfage

of which the consequences are still dominant in Russia, and keeps up a

brisk intellectual life which will survive adversities.

The sciences of Finnish philology, arclueology, and ethnology arose at the

Swcdc-Finnish University of Helsingfors. While toilsome journeys in North

East Europe and Northern Asia were bringing nearer the races of kindred speech,

researches were busily carried on amid the people itself. To Lbnnrot the Finns

owe the collection, sifting, and putting together of the national heroic poem, the

Kalevald, which, but for the trouble taken by the university, would inevitably

have disappeared in a few generations. This epic has contributed largely to tlx

development of the Finnish national consciousness. About the end of the

'twenties Lbnnrot devoted himself zealously 10 the collection of the so-called

Runes, the popular ballads and, from the fragments of the songs sung by the

Finns of Northern Russia in the parts about Archangel and Olonctr, succeeded

in putting together the heroic legends surviving among the people. The fight of

Kalcva’s sons with the Pohja, the adventures of the heroes Wafnamoinen,

Ilmarinrn. and Leinmikainen and ell kinds of legends entwined about the chief

personages, form the material of this heroic poem, which takes its place as a

national epic beside the Homeric poems, the Nibelungcn Lied, and the great
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epics of India and Persia. Ka'.ovald is the name of the place where the heroes

of the poem dwell.

IJhe veins of gold in some dull rock, these ballads run through the life of

the people as they struggle for existence in their inclement climate, appearing

here in greater, there in less abundance and beauty. The antiquated style of

diction, the delight of the people in singing, the historical associations and

poetical beauties alike make the attraction of the Finnish popular poetry.

Lonnrot tells the following story of his collecting period :
" In the Dwina county

an oid peasant, by name .Arhippa, from whose wonderful memory I took down
runes for two whole clays, said to me : ‘It was dilferent when I was a child, and

went fishing with my father to Lake Lapukka
;

you ought to have been there.

Our mate was a capital singer, but my father was still belter. They sang all

night long, shaking hands with each other, and never the same song twice. I was

only a boy, and it was sluing and listening to them that I learnt my best runes.

If anybody would have collected them then, it would have taken him a week to

write down what my father alone knew.’
"

In the las! decades a little Esthonian literature has grown up, and the feeling

of intellectual independence has begun to grow’ among the Esthonians also. This,

too, twenty or thirty years ago a scarcely-considered little race, will gradually enter

the ranks of peoples which make their own way. At present there arc reckoned to

b? about 650,000 Esthonians ; the Cours have died out
;

the Livonians, to the

number of 3000 souls, subsist in the north-west of Courland
;
and the Letts, who

outnumber the Estonians, Slaves though they arc. arc still sharply separated

from the Russians. At the beginning of the thirteenth century the first

missionaries were sent to the Letts, the Slavonic neighbours of the Esthonians

;

and later, orders of chivalry and temporal powers took par; in combating these

stiff-necked heathens. They succeeded in spreading Christianity with some
rapidity, but never could get it to take root ; and even in writings of the last

century we find it -stated that hardly one Eithonian in twenty knew that he

was a Christian. How far heathen traditions have remained alive among the

people we learn from their heroic legends, their myths, and their fables. learned

and poetic minds thank heaven for the preservation of these testimonies to

the popular spirit of poetry
;

but It also reminds us of the social position

of these race-, and of their exclusion- from foreign culture by the state of

degradation in wliicli they were kept by their masters, who only removed die

yoke of serfage from the Esthonians of the Ualtic provinces at the very late

dale of 1819.

Esthonian literature till the most recent times consisted almost exclusively of

church and school-books, or at most of calendars. The oldest book is doubtless

the catechism, printed at Lubeck in 1553- The fact that in the seventeenth

century two written forms of Esthonian grew up, that of Revel and that of

IX>rpat, has made it very hard even to tlx: present day to develop an Esthonian

written language universally recognised. The rise, however, of the language to

independence, its perfection by a strict fixing of its structure and nature—for

till then the way had always been to translate from German into Esthonian

—

dates from 1813, when a clergyman called Rosenplanter began to publish his

“ Contributions to the Knowledge of the Esthonian language." The most con-

spicuous monument of the subsequent successful cultivation, especially by the
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clergy, of Esihcnian research, has been raised by KmiUwald in his collection,

which has appeared since 1857, called “ Kalcvvi-pocg."

The origin of the Aryans is no longer sought exclusively in the highland*

and mountains between India and Iran. It lias been transferred to the Black

Sea regions, to the Rokitno marshes, to the Taunus
;
even to the pile-dwellings

of Switzerland. Reasons of ethnography and geography justify the view of those

who look upon the Aryans as a half-nomad people of the steppes, breeding cattle

and tilling the ground as well, all the way from Central Asia to the “ black earth'

of Russia, having the Finns to their north. The question as to the origin of a

race, in all eases where historical evidence is lacking, is one that we must not try

to answer too precisely. One can set limit* to the legion within which a race

moved in earlier or later times
;
but without the evidence of Instory it is hardly

ever possible to fix the point of departure, the goal, or even the route of a

migration. Arc we indeed to assume a single origin for all the races whom we

find in possession of Aryan languages!* A distinction has to be made between

the origin of the family of language and that of the [tcoplcs using it. The
Teutonic and Slavonic Aryans, blond, fair-skinned, and light-eyed, arc in point

of breed deeply severed from the dark-skinned Aryans of India and the light-

brown Aryans of Iran, who take their place neater to Arabs, Jews, or Egyptians.

Between the Vistula and the Ganges, contact, intimate and permanent, must have

taken place more than once between fairer and darker races
;
but the assumption

that all these races were of one and the same origin is not on that account either

necessary or probable. It is in the first place an important point that the fairest

people whom we know of may be traced historically to the east and north of

Europe, where we find their most distinctive characteristics, fair hair and light

eyes, existing among Finnish people also, and even making tome way into

Mongolic peopies. Further, south of the Ossetes in the Caucasus, no races

exclusively of this type occur
;
while history teaches us that in the wanderings

of the rations the preponderant direction has been from north to south, and that

the fair Aryans do not acclimatise themselves in hot countries, and can hardly

therefore have developed there. The inference from all this seems to be that the

fair Aryans originated in the north, and that not far from the Finns, who in-

habited the most northerly parts of Europe, and that these vigorous pulverizers

of southern empires rather brought their language to warmer regions than took

it thence.

What was the condition of culture in the Aryan races before they came in

contact with Mediterranean influences* Philology claims to show that the

inventory of old Aryan culture contained ploughs, cereals at least to the extent

of barley, milk-products, live stock, carts, loom;, iron and oilier metals ;
regarding

everything as known to the original Aryan stock, for which words dcr.ved from

the same root occur in the various sister and daughter Aryan languages. That

in the wanderings to and fro 0 word of this kind may have been lost, and that

words from the same root may have different meanings, arc points here left out

of consideration.* It is safer for u* to hold directly to what history fumithes us

with. How do Aryans first meet us in history ? The Germans appear in

1 [Evn it uktf. <v.o coiu&ration, u a no! cteu hov ihry voaVI rfrtt lb. arj;«roent. Or* poop cl

ciyime >0*4,, of vimilor meanly, !i suet/ evklenco of imu t conuuwUy of <oj{i» t*tw:en :t< linjuaix* »>

they oxur.)
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Tacitus as tribe* not long in possession of their present abodes, and only partially

composed to a settled life in them. Half-noma<U and half-agriculturists as they

were, it was cosy to divide them into a sedentary half that stayed at liome to till

the land, and guarded the rights of property in the .soil, and another that went

forth to seek fame and wealth. Celts, Germans, and Slaves were wanderers even

before that first wandering recorded by history ; as is evidenced by the military

organisation, so full of consequence; historically, with which they meet our view.

In the customs of the South Slavonic and Albanian highland tribes on the cast

of the Adriatic we find ancient fashions, for analogues of which we may go to

the Ossetes and the Sith-posh
;
the simple narrow stone house with its tower,

containing the stable below and the windowless dwelling-rooms above, the diet

of flat cakes and cheese, the stubborn adherence to clan-organisation, the inferior

position of women, who, however, here as there, are the inviolable mediators

between combatants, the blood-fcud, all the coar-e simplicity of life, with, at the

same time, an exaggerated esteem for the armourer's trade, have obviously under-

gone no essential alteration from a time whfch must be fixed amid Thracians

and Celt-', and long before any contact with Rome. A further key i* furnished

by the advance of Finnic races beyond their earliest known level, when they came

in contact with Aryans, to the date of tbc Kulcvafa, about i coo a.d. The old

Finns were chiefly hunters and fishermen, the dog being the most important

domestic animal in use. They were also acquainted with reindeer, hone, and

ox
;
but not with pig, goat, or sheep. Their agriculture seems to have teen

originally very limited and elementary, for they certainly grew only barley. The

tent, kobt, made of poles and hides
;
and the hut. sauna, sunk in the earth, uith

only the roof api-raring above ground, a kind of artificial cave, were their

dwellings. They were clothed in skins, stitched together with bone needles, and

had sledges and snow-shoes. They were also acquainted with tanning, with the

manufacture of felt, with copper and silver, but seem to have first got iron from

Scandinavians. At a date fully a thousand year* nearer to us, that of the Kalcvala

ballads, the following had been added to their possessions: the log-hut lined

with moss, without chimney, but with a fireplace of masonry, benches, and tables

(the Iberians and Celts were an object of wonder to the ar.cients. from their lubit

of sitting at meals), arrangements for drying and threshing the corn, ploughs and

harrows, dogs hordes, oxen, pigs, sheep, and tecs. They a:c bread and drank

beer. Barley was their coen. That buckwheat is not meant is shown by the

fact that the men of the steppe were still far off from the forest-dwellers who

grew barley in recent clearings. The cultivation of buckwheat is suited to a lazy

form of farming, such Os we imagine that of the old, only ha!f-«ttlcd, peoples.

In l’allas’s time people in Siberia scratched the surface of the black earth, sowed

buckwheat and went on getting harvest after harvest for years, the grain always

scoring itself afresh during the process of gathering. The condition of the

European Aryans, as we know it from the writers of Greece and Rome, shows a

number of barbarian traits. Among many the clan, mother-right, exogamy sub-

sided. The human sacrifices of the British Celts arc too much in harmony with

their other customs to allow us to assume that they were introduced by Cartha-

ginians. Human life, female especially, was in low estimation. Among Germans

and Celts personality was in bondage to the clan, while all objective desires and

impulses were allowed to range freely ; and these were the conditions of their
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existence at a dato when the doctrine of training to beauty and proportion had

attained to hoary antiquity in Greece am! Rome. Pillage and murder arc the

glory of the heroes of Teutonic fcgend. and revenge for injustice suffered watches

for requital even to the fourth and fifth generation, making no distinction between

the perpetrator and the other members of his race.

The Greeks arc the oldest Aryan race of Europe whom we see emerging into

live dear ight of trustworthy record Apart from their Semitic predecessor*, the

existence nf aborigines, * barbarians,* may be suspected or shown everywhere in

later Greece. Not all Greeks shared the flattering privilege of “ autochthony *

;

indeed the right view of the degeneration of Hcllcnedom is to be found in their

contact with the remnants of older non-Hellenic populations. As a matter

merely of conjecture we may look for these In the Thraco- Illyrian group of races,

with whom the Ldeges and other pre-Hellenic population* stood in a relation of

kinamanship. Before the Dorian migration we find the Ionian* in Attica and on

the Saronic Gulf, the Achasans in Peloponnesus ant! Rexotia. probably also in

Western Greece. Those who then as Dorians, aud long afterwards as Mace-

donian*, set the Hellenic world in movement and gave the impulse to a wider

grasp, were a: that time still tribes in the district about Olympus. Afterwards in

a great migration they seized the most southern parts of Greece, forced some of

the lonians to emigrate to Asia Minor, and even colonial there themselves.

Greeks also colonised extensively from Colchis to Massalm, but for lack of

backing tn masse, confined themselves to islands and spots on the coast. Like

the spread of the Phceuicians along the coasts, that of the Greeks also takes hold

always only on the border* of a country, finding, however, a guarantee of long

duration in the length of iu line and the number of its: supporting-point?, in *pitc

of, or psrhapt rather on account of, the shifting of those point*. When Persia

had subdued Phernida, Carthage remained independent
;
and when the Greek* in

Greece became baibariscd, an independent self-supporting Greek power maintained

itself on the Hellespont. The coast and island Greeks of Asia Minor always

retained their hold on the sea, and have in some eases kept their bleed purer

than tho5e of the mainland. Thucydides says: “The lonians, and most of the

islanders, were colonics of the Athenians
;
but most of the places in Italy and

Sicily, And some in other parts of Greece, wore colonised by Peloponnesians."

The lalter, however, were never so successful colonists politically as the lonians.

They founded *omc flourishing colonics in the western Mediterranean, but, like

the Carthaginians in Spain, no lasting states or daughter-peoples of permanently

Greek character.

At present, if we count Roumanians, four separate nationalities arc crowded

into tlve small kingdom of Greece. The hypothesis that the modern Greek* are

Slaws speaking a corrupt form of Greek has been rejected. But in any ca*c

Slavonic settlers advanced far into the Peloponnesus, though they were swamped

in the Hcileno-Albanian blend. Local names, fragments of language, usage*, tell

of them. Of fugitive Albanians in the worst days of Turkish supremacy Greece

received the greatest number next to Italy, and whole tracts in the Mores, in

Baotia. in Attica, were covered with Albanian tents. Even in Athens. Albanian!

formed for a long time the majority of the population. Their number in Greece

is estimated at 200,000 souls.

The race*, many in number, which in ancient time* inhabited the north of the
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Balkan peninsula, where they fell under Greek, Italian, and finally Slavonic

influences, have been designated as the Thraco-Mlyrian group. Their remnants

are the Albanians, Amauts, or to use their own name, Skipetaxs. Their language

is a member of the Aryan family, but is so isolated that one can hardly speak of

a clow affinity in any particular direction. At the present day the Albanians

who arc divided into two dialectal groups, and even more sharply by religious

cleavage, occupy a narrow space between Andvari, Janina, the Adriatic, and the

eastern tributaries of the Upper Vardar. Their number is stated at 1.600,000.

Some scattered settlements encroach upon Servia and Bosnia, ar.d as has been

said, there arc 300,000 of them in Greece. There arc large and flourishing

Albanian colonies in Southern Italy, and smaller ones in various pans of the

Austrian Empire. The Albanians offer an example of a race with an intense

longing for separateness, which throughout its history has never developed a

kingdom—for even Scannerbeg ruled only over a part of Albania—nor a capital
j

but on the other hand, in spite of its pronounced conse-.ousneas of tribal or clan-

rclationship, carried even to the point of koeping up exogamy, has absorbed by

dint of its own political energy a great part of the stray Slavonic groups in its

midst. Within the boundaries given above there still dwell some 800.OCO Slaves,

Roumans, Greeks and Turks, who are too much disintegrated to be able to assert

themselves against the Albanians. Only the large country side about Djakova

and Ipck in the north of Albania, bordering on the Slavonic countries of Monte-

negro. Raseia, and the former Servia, has remained Slave ;
though into it too not

a few Albanian colonies have been wedged. Albanians have distinguished them-

selves both in ancient and modem times in foreign services, civil and military

;

so warlike are they that even the Catholic Miridites did not, till quite recently,

disdain to take service under the Crescent

The Apcnninc peninsula before the Roman time was Inhabited by races

who may be recognised, from the similarity of old place-names in Liguria and

Sicily, as widely-distributed members of the Aryan family of language. As would

correspond to the geographical position, peoples with Illyrian affinities were

settled lit the east of the peninsula
;
but we cannot say with any degree of

probability in what direction the Siculi and Ligures who occupied the western

parts show traces of kinship. The Ligurians extended principally along the

north-west coasts of Italy as far as the Rhone, and were settled in the Western

Alps perhaps to beyond Mont Blanc, and in the Rhone valley to beyond the

Isire. It is possible that they once reached further to the westward. In Italy

their traces go far to the south
;
and in ancient times the view was expressed

that Ligurians had once been seated on the soil of Rome. They arc depicted as

vigorous, hardy, warlike people
;

probably they were short -headed and dark-

haired. In culture tb: inland Ligurians were behind their fellows on the coast,

and in many districts they appear a* half-sivagcs, dwelling, to a large extent, in

caves, clad in skins, tilling the soil inadequately, using dug-out canoes, and so on.

The Etruscans, who by their trade gained a great Influence over the material

culture of Central and Northern European peoples in pre historic times, set

clearly before our eyes the way in which culture was communicated between East

and West, Asia and Europe. The racial affinities of this stock, which dwelt

originally in the Alps, then spread as far as the right bank of the Tiber, founding

and possessing isolated oflshoots especially in the nature of cities, scattered tar
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and wide, will perhaps always remain in doubt
;
but that it united and div

sem mated Assyrian, Egyptian, and Grech elements of culture is certain.

The development of the Roman Empire denote* the diffusion throughout

Southern and Western Europe of the language and ethnographical pccuHaritie*

of Central Italy. The Romance group of races, numbering 96 millions, which

in two Great Powers and several influential states of medium size dominates the

south and west of Europe, rests upon this ancient political basis. Never has an

empire transformed so many peoples in so short a time, from the mouth of the

Danube to that of the Tagus. Roman history ia at fir3t die narrow history of a

tribe, and becomes, as the historical horizon expands, a national and universal

history of geographic comprehension and fusion, Italy, as an ethnographic

conception, is quite recent It has grown in order to fill up the form of the Alp-

encircled peninsula. It did not exist when there was still a Liguria, Cispadanc

and Transpadme Gauls, an Etruria, a Greater Greece. Where the history

of Italy frees itself from the mists of legend, three races meet cur view in the

peninsula: Latins, Italians of autochthonous descent, or at any rate very old

settlement, and immigrants of more recent date. The Latins and their neighbour*

appear in early times to have been more or less subject to the Etniscana. As
they fought their way to better rights, so later did also the other members of the

geographically secluded race. But how the Romans originally conceived of their

own position toward the other peoples of Italy, Mdrimec ha* sought to sho*

clearly by a comparison drawn from modern colonial history. The European is

the Roman, M
1'ctrc noble par excellence *

;
the Creole represents the Greek, the

Italiotc, the Etruscan
;
mulattocs and negroes arc the Gauls, the Germany and

the other barbarians. Larger and larger portions of these races were Romanised,

tome being formally adopted into the Roman citizenship, some only annexed to

the community of speed)
;
whence the wide spread of the Romance daughter-

languages. A feeling of respect for an ancient and kindred culture made the

Romans treat first the Greek cities, then the country generally, with a certain

partiality. This, however, did not prevent the Greek language in Italy, as in the

other domains of Greek colonisation In the western part of the Mediterranean

basin, from retreating before Latin in popular use, almost proportionally to it*

spread among the upper classes as the language of cultivation and luxury.

The Pyrenean peninsula was in pre-Roman times inhabited by the Iberi, who

reached into the Garonne districts, along the south coast of Gaul, and to the

neighbouring islands, perhaps even further. According to the ancients Iberians

lived in Sicily teforc the Sikels came over from Italy. Wilhelm \on Humboldt's

conjecture that the Iberians were from the outset a remnant already dwindling

of a former “ generation of races " once more widely spread, has much to be said

for it
;
nor can the possibility be denied of an old connection between thi*

population and the lighter North Africans of the mainland and the Canary

Islands. A survival of the Iberian language is still spoken by the Basque*, little

more than half a million in number, round the Bay of Biscay. The occurrence

among the Basques, in Corsica and in Sardinia, of the ctuvadt, and of the practice

of boiling by means of hot stones, shows us the last remnants of an ancent

stratum of culture under Phcenician, Greek, Roman sovereignty A< a breed

the Basques arc without doubt mixed, and approach the dark Celts and Ligurians

We have spoken of Phanicun settlements on the Spanish coast, and Strabo
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distinguishes the Turdetani a.-, the most cultivated of the Iberians. We must

think of the Italians as a race that were generally at a lower stage than the

Celia- The mountaineers especially can have risen little above the level of the

Caucasian or Albanian hill-tribes. Such details as old writers report of them,

their clothing entirely black, their sacrifices of horses and men, their rrvoon -worship,

are enough for us to recognise that beside much peculiar !o themselves they were

permeated by Celtic influences. Even before the Roman time Celts had made

their way into the north and south of the peninsula ; and in many districts,

especially Lusitania, their language predominated, Then the Romans held the

whole peninsula for over five centuries. West Goths and Vandals were merged

in the Ibero-Cdtic superficially Romanised population of “ toga-wearers,' and no

less that part of the Moors which, together with numerous Jews, escaped expulsion

from the soil of the peninsula in the sixteenth century. In consequence of this,

Roman forms of speech prevail here also; the nearly allied Portuguese and

Spanish in the west, south, and centre of the peninsula, Provencal and Catalan in

the north-cast and cast. From the picture of the old Iberian, proud, military,

eloquent, we sec emerge the modem Castilian. Even the ancients knew that the

mixed Ccltibcrians took more after the Iberian than the Celtic side, in spite of

the political preponderance of the Celt over the more peace-loving Iberian.

The conquest of Gaul by the Romans occupied, roughly speaking, the second

and a large part of the first century lie. It was not lost till about 400 A.D. and in

this period was laid the foundation of the French race, though a3 the name of this

clearly proclaims, German Franks took a large 9hare in its development Provincial

names, like Normandy and Burgundy, speak of the presence of other Germanic

stocks on Gaulish soil. Here again the language, though not the Celtic character,

of the preponderant mass of original inhabitants has been changed. The Romans
recognised the delight of these people in fighting, their readiness of speech, ar.d

instability of mood
;
but also, in the revival of Latin literature, their high intellec-

tual endowments. The population of France has never been homogeneous.

Iberians were .-titled in the south-west, Ligurians in the south-east, while in

dialect, institutions, and laws the Belgians were different from the Celts of Gaul

proper. There were Pheenidan and Greek settlements, and Saracens forced

their way far up the course of the Rhone. The German immigrations, in which
the Alans also took part, have been mentioned. On the side of language

France is divided by the forms once prevalent of the affirmative particle, into the

Longue <fcc and the Ijtngut /foil, but since the political preponderance has fallen

to die north of the country, the Longue (Toil has been tlic written language

;

tlic l^mgut Joe or Provencal holding a place somewhat analogous to our North-
umbrian or Lowland Scots. The literary revival of it in recent decades has

made *0 far no change in the political insignificance of the division. The
northern limit of the L<ngut Joe, which ultimately depends upon the old frontier

of the Ligurians towards the Celts, runs from about Bordeaux to Lyons in a line

somewhat convex to the north, extending beyond lat. 46°.

The Roumanians first appear in history as a restless pastoral race of moun-
taineers, coming into collision with their sedentary neighbours when driving thdr
herds down to the valleys, or descending to the lowlands in ;carch of plunder.
We do not find large and continuous spaces filled by Roumanians, both north and
south of the Carpathian*, where evert to-day their principal quartern lie, till the
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twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The first mention of them in Transylvania date
from the time when the German agricultural colonic* were invited to that country
from whom originated the loyal Saxons of " Sicbcnburgen,” to givo it their own
name. Immigrating by thousands, these made desert regions habitable. Some
centuries later the Roumanians appear as an increasing population, interfering

already with the extension of any other. Their more recent historians abo
assume that the original home of the present Rouman population of Hungary i$

to be sought in the northern, western, and southern heights of the Carpathians

of Transylvania. The broad backs of the Carpathian chain afforded excellent

pasture, rising as they do so gradually as to appear almost level
; for which

reason the Roumans called them poiana from the Slavonic word for “plain.'

Here the chief wealth of the Roumanians is formed by flocks without number.
Those who subsequently descended from the hills into the plain and the valleys

are agriculturists, and maize forms their chief food. The language comes down
from the remains of the Roman colonists who once were numerous in Dacia. Breed,

language, and history testify to the absorption of a large Slavonic agricultural

population, a process which took place in the retirement of the Carpathians far

from the Slave kingdoms of lire Balkan Peninsula. Thus we cannot see in the

Roumanians the defendants of either Romans or Dacians
;
in ttem we have before

us a mixed race with Illyrian, Roman, and Slavonic elements predominating.

The Celts are the first to bring a power essentially Central European upon
the stage of the world's history. Gaul, and more especially “Gallia Celtic*

lying between the Ocean and the Alps, the Garonne and the Seine, is tbdr

nucleus
;
but they held at times Britain, the North of Spain, and the Etruscan

countries beyond the Po, Be well as a great part of High Germany and the Alps.

They appear ns clever husbandmen, metal-workers, and sailors, from whom the

Romans learnt much. We get a good notion from their attack on Rome, of the

way in which they pressed forward
;
strong men, with tall shields and long swords,

prepared for a sudden assault, but not for planned wellconsidercd warfare. Perhaps

they gave the Romans the first sight of German warriors
;

for there were fair-

haired and blue-eyed people marching with the Gauls. The combination of Gaulish

and German elements is yet more probable in the armies of the Cirnbri or

Tcutoncs. The progress too of the Roman wars with the Gauls broi^ht German
races ever afresh into play, who seem to have been even more warlike and un-

settled than the Gauls. Thus it is not improbable that the Nervii of uhat is

now Hainauit were Germans. Even then the mixture of the tuo elements, from

which in later times under Roman influence the French nation proceeded, must

have begun. This
(
>erhaps explains the fair Celts of the north, whom the French

distinguish, as the Cymric race, from their short-headed, dark-haired * true Celts.'

It is important to observe how the Romans from the outset secured their influence

in Gaul by offering themselves to the Celts as protectors against the Germans.
In fact, from C ieBar’s time onwards they succeeded more and more in keeping the

Germans on the far side of the Rhine, and the Romanising of the Celts progressed

in Gaul meanwhile. Britanny no doubt became Celtic again, and part of Aquitaine

remained Iberian, while Celtic was still spoken at Lyons about the end of the

second century’ and at Treves til! the fourth
; hut the development of the French

nation as one essentially Celtic in character, Roman in language, rests on the

presumption that within the four and a half centuries referred to above, a compact
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Cello-Roman population had developed, which the Gcitnans were able to subdue

and lo influence, but not now to annihilate as a nation. In the Breton Peninsula,

only strengthened by n Cymric influx from Britain, more than a million Ccltic-

speaicing people have maintained themselves
;
but of these the majority arc by

this time bilingual, and their Celtic is full of French words.

Celtic is also the mother-tongue of fully a million* of people in the British

Isles. In 1891 official statistics reckoned the number of tho*e speaking Celtic

only at 550,000 ;
not including of course any who had emigrated to America,

whither 3J millions of Irish went in the years from 1 82 1- 1850. The total

number of Celtic-speaking persons on the earth cannot certainly be put below

3 millions. The Celts have been driven into mountains, islands, and peninsulas

in the extreme west of Europe. The larger half, in Briunry and Wales, speaks

the Cymric dialect, the other the Gaelic. In the parts where they live the Celts

belong to the remoter regions, to the rural districts, and socially to the less

cultivated and less wealthy classes. Ir. Scotland the Gaelic region is in the north

and west, and the islands on the western side are Gaelic with the exception of

Arran
;
while the cast coast with its numerals towns is with few exceptions

Teutonic till we reach Thurso in Caithness, and the Orkneys are the same.

Altogether some 10 per cent of the Scottish population speak Gaelic. In

Ireland the Gaelic speech has been losing ground since the reign of Henry VIII-

at first gradually, since Cromwell's «imc more rapidly, and most rapidly of all

In the last half century. In the eastern half of the island it has almost dis-

appeared, keeping its hold still in the west and oouth. especially in Connaught

About 800,000 Irish speak it, to whom must be added 25 per cent of the

neighbouring Isle of Man, a great majority of whom however are bilingual. The

most flourishing is the Cymric of Wale*, the only country that possesses a

modem Celtic literature; where, counting the neighbouring parts of England that

contain Cymric districts, the language is spoken by nearly a million persons.

The Germans at the beginning of their history make their appearance to the

eastward of their present seata, into which they advanced after driving out the

Celts. The fair Celts of Gallia Belgica, the fair Galatians, the similarity in mode

of fighting and in other customs, suggest the idea of close relations in early time*

between Celts and Germans, the remembrance of which has been preserved in

the belief of some old writers that the Bclgre were of German origin. Thus

Plutarch’s name, Cdloscylhai for Cimbri and Tcutones, seems to indicate as well

their eastern home and the traces of a nomadic life as their early mixture with

Celts From the very outset we meet with three separate branches of the stem,

Scandinavians, Goths, Teutons The feemer hold in possession the peninsula

named from them, the Danish islands, and par. of Jutland. The Goths wander

south and west, from the north-east of the modem Germany and Poland
;
as East

and West Goths, liasten die break-up of the Roman Empire, found kingdoms of

their own of transitory prosperity, and become merged in those they hive subdued.

The Teutons also marched from the cast. The Lombards settled cast of the

Lower Elbe, the Suabians yet further cast, the Vandals in Silesia, while Tacitus

puts the Angles in the country between the Elbe and the Vistula. Pressing to

south and wet, the Teutons come into collision with the Roman*. To the south

they originally reached hardly to the line of the Main ; from the Upper Rhine

to Bohemia, the place-names give evidence of Celtic settlements. Tacitus
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thought he could divide the Teutons into three tribal groups, IilgrevonCB on the

sea, Herminones in the middle, Istxvoncs to the south and cast

;

and in fact the

division in point of language between High and Low Dutch seems to have been

already founded in his time. The Low Dutch stand nearer to the Goths, while

the High Dutch having long lived in closer intercourse with the Celts, are less

pure representatives, even from a racid point of view, of live Germanic dement
In their eastern division both have by colonisation on Slavonic soil given rise to

the variety with a cross of Slave seen in the Germans cast of the Elbe and in

the Austrians From the High Dutch, that is the Franks, proceeded the conquest

of Gaul which created France, from the Low Dutch. Angles and Saxons, that cf

Britain, which has caused the term “ British ” to denote a race of fundamentally

Germanic stock. The Scandinavians ruled the northern seas, settled Iceland

and Greenland, founded sovereignties of their own in Northern France and

Southern Italy, entered Britain from north and south, and concluded the trans-

formation of the British people by the invasion which started from Nomtandy in

the eleventh century, importing into the English language plenty of French*

Romance elements, but no: much altering the Cclto-Gcrmanic character of the

people. Lastly Scandinavian awl Teutonic Germans have operated as formers

of slates In the Finnish and Slavonic East ; for without their help the rise cf

such powers as Bohemia, Poland, Russia, is inconceivable.

The Lctto-Slavcs arc reckoned the youngest branch of the Aryans of Northern

Europe. This, however, is only in culture; for we have no evidence tluit they

were the last to branch off from the Aryan stem. The higher European culture

having diffused itself throughout Europe from the seats of the old Roman Empire,

namely Rome and Byzantium, those living farthest to the eastward received it in

their western portion* from the Old Rome, in their eastern from the New. The

Lithuanians and the Prussians were the last to he won to Christianity. But in

older times, before any Northern Aryan race lud come into contact with this new
culture, iliey do not seem to have b:en in any way behind the others. From the

outset we meet with them as agriculturists, gradually spreading husbandry over

wide regions. Russian historians assume that between the Finnish hunting-races

of the north and the Scythian herdsmen of the south, Slavonian agriculturists

from thi* fertile southern slopes of the Valdai Range pushed forward among both

otic and the other as bearers of culture, and in course of time conquering and

ruling from the upper course of the Dnieper and Dwina. Even to the ancients

the Staves, owing to their settled habits, their dwelling in houses, and their custom

of fighting on foot, seemed a very different race from the Scythians and Sar-

matians. They dwell to the east of the Middle Vistula, and arc distinctly

different from the Lithuanians win are seated to the eastward of the Lower

Vistula. They numbered among themselves some fair tribes, hut were separated

from the other Aryans by a copious admixture of Mongol blood, leading to the

view that they were still settled in the cart of Europe at a time when the advance

guard of the Centra! Asiatic Mongols was able to reach them and influence

them
; while the Celts and Germans seem to have left their abodes in the east

Iicfore this possibility had supervened. Then, however, the Slaves increased rapidly

in number, partly through the absorption of Finnish elements, and pushed forward

rn moist- into the heart of Germany, when the Germans abandoned their seats east

of the Elbe to move south and west, Slavonic traces extend to the middle dis-
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trict of the Main and as far as the Inn. Through the efforts of the German
peoples to win bach these districts, and their partial success in doing so, arose

the motley shuffling and mixing of German and Slavonic populations in Hast

Germany and Austria.

The Slaves found freer space for their expansion in the wide lowlands of

Eastern Europe. Divided into the three branches of the Great, Little, and White

Russians, or as they may be quite generally designated North, South, and West
Russians, the Russians have spread themselves over the territory between the

Bug and the Ourals, between the White Sea and the Biack, mixing at the same

time with the Finns and the Tartars who retired before them, and in later times

with Germans. The politically dominant and most rapidly increasing section is

formed by the Great Russians, who also furnish the largest number of colonists

for Siberia and in the discharge of the laborious task of annihilating Mongddom
in Europe have gained a great preponderance as regards bulk. Tin Russian

type has boon .strongly modified by mixing with Turkish and Mongol races, though

physically nc« .->0 much as the Mongolia itself. But a diminution of the physical

stature of the population owing to Mongo! admixture is established, and perhaps

the intellectual dimensions have decreased yet more greatiy. The Mongol

capacity for dumb obedience and suffering in silence, favourable to the formation

of political herds, has passed to the Russians. Russian fishermen embrace

Shamanism in alliance with the Offiaks of the Yenisei : and the Russian

Cossack* and factory-hands of Turuchansk occasionally sacrifice a sable or a

squirrel to the pagan deities, just like the Tungocscs of the same district. Inter-

marriage has perhaps progressed furthest with Tungooscs. Mongols, and Buryats,

most of all in the parts about Lake Baikal, on the Amoor.and above all in South-

East Siberia. Baptized Buryats who have taken Russian wives and live in

community with Russians in special villages separate from the Buryat settlement,

sometimes also scattered about in Russian settlements, are a conspicuous element

in the country population of Siberia, and are easily taken for Russian*. Closer

inspection, however, makes i! yet easier to detect the Mongo! element In this

hybrid race with its dark skin, soft hair, narrow eyes, bu: on the whole not

uncomely, and above all vigorous. In the villages of Transbaikalia the Russian

colonists are cattle-breeders in the same fashion as the native Buryats, and do
little in the way of agriculture

,
their women cultivating die Mine domestic arts

as the Buryat women. The Cossacks eat raw meat exactly like the Buryats,

like them go in cases of sickness for medical treatment to the Shamans, and

beside the cross on their breasts wear a little bone as an amulet. Even the

Buryat language has found entrance into the Russian dialect of Transbaikalia
;
a

number of words, especially those employed in hunting, cattle-breeding, and the

like, being borrowed from the Buryat. The even more pronouncedly vttstiso

breed of Russian Yakouts in the region of the Lower Lena shows similar features.

In these phenomena is repeated what was accomplished long centuries ago in the

broad lands on the Volga. The close intimacy too of Russian and Finnish life

.still permeates Russian Christianity with a host of pagan usages. Chuvash idols

are set up beside the highly-venerated St. Nicholas, and pictures of Christian

saints are equipped with attributes belonging to the idols ; they arc believed, for

example, to inform God whether so-and-so has been fasting or not. To the

facility with which he accommodates himself to races at a lower level than his
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own, the Russian owes his success in conquest, and his menacingly wide dis-

tribution. His statesmen are glad to make this capacity of avail as a foundation

for the “Asiatic mission " of Russia. The IJttle Russians, who are the lean

Tartarbcd, have since the time of Peter the Great been the most open to Western

influences, and have done most to spread them
;
in a word they are the rno^t

European among the Russians. Physically they arc marked by taller stature and

more reined features ; they are mere mobile, more receptive, but also softer, less

decided and enterprising than that born colonist the Great Russian. In the family

and commune the Little Russian is more independent, and his wife is freer.

Among the Slaves of Eastern Europe, and the Finns, we may expect to

gain more insight into prehistoric conditions of culture than even among the

mountaineers of Southern Europe, for very little of Western influences has
penetrated into the inmost recesses of their abodes. The Russian plough, formerly

with no iron about it, without wheels or mould-board, merely a cross piece with

two shafts in which the horse goes, two handles, and a flat plough-tail, which

has spread all ever Siberia, receiving some improvement on the way, is an anti-

quated form. With it goes the Finnish harrow of split fir- branches. In the

district of Pensa, Pallas found the agriculture careless indeed, but much better

among the Tartars than among the Russians, and similarly in the Ufa district,

where it was not uncommon for a whole village to be broken up and a new one

built elsewhere on account of a decrease in the productiveness of the soil. Neither

manuring nor careful ploughing was usual here, and they burnt the straw. In

the Crimea, where the Greek* and afterwards the Genoese were the instructors of

the Tartars in the cultivation of field and garden crops, the Tartars have learnt

to manure in the hills where the soil is limited. Strabo describes the Crimea as a

perfect granary, and in later times it served as such for Byzantium. Other civilizing

influences from the south have been operative here, if only with interruptions

;

though many a discovery of precious metals and amber points to the trade which

once connected the Black Sea with the Baltic by way of Little Russia and Poland

This great and ponderous mass of Eastern Europe has been won step by

step, from south and west, for Europe, that is for civilization, in which process,

however, the mixing with Finnish and German elements has not outweighed the

Mongol infusion. A western and an eastern principality were created round

Kieff and Moscow respectively
;
the former resting on the Lithuanians, then on

Poland and Little Russia
;
the latter looking for support to Great Russia and

absorbing the Poles who had teen earlier gained for civilization and strongly

permeated with German blocd. These arc stages in the development of a power,

both European and Asiatic, which also cthnographically stands on the threshold

and 15 fortunate enough in no relation to be measured purely by a European

standard. Both its Strength and its weakness lie in the monotony which recalls

its own plaint. The Russian pooplc, for all its wide extension, is above all things

more homogeneous than any other in Europe.

The B-ilgars were wattled on the Don, when the Chazan;, after the Huns had drawn

off in a westerly direction, founded their great empire on the Lower Volga. One

part of the Bulgars went to the Lower Danube, and became fused with the Slaves

into the hybrid race known to-day as Bulgarians
;
another took the road to the

Middle Volga, and founded the Great Bulgarian kingdom, the capital of which lies

in ruin3 near Kazan, while its population has been merged in the Great Russians
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The South Slave? include the Serbo-Croat* and Slovenes, who are scattered

about over Austrian. Hungarian, and Turkish territory, and have attained to

independence in Scrvia and Montenegro. In language they are closely akin to

the Russians. They arc a taller, mote vigorous, more warlike race than their

brothers on the Save and Dravc. Among them are conspicuous the outlying

peoples to the south, who dwelt mixed with Albanians and Greeks towards the

Adriatic To them belong the Croats, the Dalmatians, the Herzegovinians, and.

remarkable for their maintenance of old habits, the Montenegrins, those heroes of

the Black Mountain regarded by some as an untamable, lawless race of robbers,

by others as a heroic band distinguished by manly beauty, vigour, and nobility of

mind. Their stature alone makes them conspicuous above their fellows of the

same stock
;
and the fact that amid the epidemic renegadhm of the Bosnians,

and between Turkey, Austria, and Venice, they preserved their religion arid their

independence, surrounds them not unjustly with a halo in the eyes of the Slavonic

world. When a great race falls into the power of a foreign conqueror, and yet

retains within itself such a paint far all struggles after freedom to crystallise

about, that point will often be called to great influence. In the ease of the

Montenegrins, however, their position far from the centre must be somewhat

detrimental to this prospect.

The West Slaves include the Polo*, the now- extinct Polawai of the Lower

Elbe, the Ctechs, Ihe Slovacks, and the remnant cf the Wend* or Sorbs, i 50,000

in number, surviving in Lusatia; all peoples dwelling in a situation politically

unfavourable and promising no future, compressed between the territories of the

German and Magyar languages. In the course of eight hundred years a great

part of them has been merged in these races. Their separation from the East

and South Slaves took place at a lime when Mongo! admixture had already

altered the breed in a considerable measure, and the two halves of the Slavonic

race are knitted no less closely by the frequent cropping up of Mongoloid charac-

teristics than by affinity of language.

The Lithuanians, probably known to Tacitus as Acstti, on the amber coast,

have at the present day been pushed away from the sea
;
they live to the east

of East Prussia, and in the Russian Governments of Kowno, Vilnn, Souvalki,

and Grodno. Statements as to tire existence of Lithuanians in the most southern

parts of Courland are based on crossing and confusion with fctls. Their total

number cannot exceed tj millions. Hemmed ir between Prussians, Poles,

and Russians, they have been decreasing for ccnturicu In Courland and Livonia

live about a million Letts, their next of kin. The old Prussians whose language

became extinct in the seventeenth century, formed a westerly prolongation of them
as far as the Vistula. Both races are described as f>ir, light-eyed, powerful men,

and in early times dwelt together with the Ea«t Germans. From the south-west

of Courland the Letts spread into the extreme north-east of Germany, where under

the name of Courj. mixed with Germans and Lithuanians, they can be proved

to have resided since the sixteenth century on the low spit of ground called the

Kurische Nchrung, and to have formerly extended to the coast of Samland.
Even in the district of Mcmel and Nimmersatt their language has driven out

Lithuanian as the fisherman’s tongue, while German and Lithuanian have become
the languages of their Church.
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<.arttolxi6. 1 317

Aaukkb. Nsn* IK 8?

AcuvAib or Njarr-Xfia harp-rVjj^r. ii 333

;

vomaa.
i. v4. sbitdd i. 103 i

dikai. or «au;h>ckKUM. L

FUh^rgo. a ymin£. ii

liikjU kxivei. Ui. 73

Ikighinai cUeC addle, saddle^bors at»d »pmr-<«j3 of
UL

.
trcc^Ht A qailud asmatT, ik 2)4

Ba/A«rr pMirvcHAj; n^-'bua. ii. 383
Mokam Rirt from Kukshu Kivcr, L 148; stool. Ii. 7a

finis «. 77
fill .Mi« lmrp. iii. 130

litLux knife
.

lilt huimu. shiiv-bore, Uxde. spcir-ieoC
H. 307

lixkuhf. corerel basket nl 85 ;
bow, iL 253 ; I0011. ii

351
;
muk. iii 73

lUkvvtiu ieldof; vilh rutnwi £cc com. IL 381
Halcirfu cups oarxvd need. Ik 85
tlkuta lio/ frrro K*vm dwrtek III. 03. csirv^i fcUsh.

iii. 85
;
cantd wcodw lx»:. iii. 85

;
oip* oforwtl

wcod. ILL 85 -^67. stji. cf nrincog
1

U-.. i. jo; MMOOlnt kslfc. iiL 83 .
rurtn ium.

iii. 83
Hawiwjwato Utiir-aus. i. 4x9

; o( vcod.

fi. 4 >a : rs^kar. ckr Id Miiuku of. |. 35
Haint^rra chief, qtavt^ and arrow of, iL 328
Oouboa IhicI and lotaoo from Suetatra, L 433;

xh/^s from Tihiii rnd Hnunii.
i j9 t

;
boo L-on

Tima IfcUiKb Sarnlis. 1
. 354. |<«« cf. ml

cxrvingA. from New Hebrides I. 70 : *wirr nuilt
from New Guinen. i. 349

bavexU bow, IL 2J3 .
Luikoi. kL 73

Bnrjmi ch<f a. u 4^4
Unr.jusi kri*es iil 73
Onrl I-). II. 253 :

tiu U: fvl ; fUl face ani
profSfc. Iii. 23 ;

»»gic 6cU or .mirvrjl image,

u. 338 ;
imius it uork. II. 3x0

;
seek UL 34

;

women*! iprccs. sl 41

ftirk Wl. Karn-r WllhHm’a L 181
ItiratM: cjirtlu’wrjc. ii. 433 ;

caklmak und ottridi 14^
with utgriwd dpra. L. 544 i

cmccdlk w«:kc. i.

5*8; dtfipr, Ii. 5>j6; kiftxpotamus hnrpoco, j.

5 19
Ruhil:M|e frulUf OetumiMU, iii. 83. knlvtk tt 64.

Mickik. 11 77
Bashkir tow! end arrows, UL 329 .

woman, ronuchrr
arri h«td-drwa r*f. in. 33-'

IInker from CmUL<*. L 404: of I>>ok boidAlUlWr.

with fculf a skuil iiieging 10 It L 448 ; mwie i«

Orw pirn, v no; from UngtMm, u. 313
Iksonpe asw. & 54°

:
cbW* 9 axes. «- 347

FU>onpoinlnu doctlc uip. UL §3

Q*>uin^c knives. II. O4

flassiinalungA knfros, in. 64 ; sfcteW. 77
ikxuvichwrseccw .xr^hu court. I. 132. chief ami

prl. U. 4*4
;
Cltruiian gxl. U. 42s

Ua^ack cf Sumatra, a, l 395
IteiaVi kokWi iil. 73
Binarks magic of it*. I 4«>3

Brnak Ices from Sunutra. L 439
BiwemlA ehiW/wn Vlnwgirg mtcc«t school. L >3

Beads, strings of; worn is omameou In anc*?.t Ptm.
* J7*

Beurrs of lum’iil VOOl. Hiv'd. I 24J

Bechmna gri Bels. 10 Kbhic IL 316; fKck

Vtro «

i

benib unci povalwd tecib. IL 408: mulk

Ik^ow IL 433 ;
spoons IL 4x4

;
town Sbo^oof

IL 134 ;
wo iron's njron. tr.ttmid with texda, u

3*0 ; w xden t«?^s and »p«<u. IL 4*2
Rorlnunns Ui»3«lh worn tw, IL 425
DoSwh. «. 19c | of tho ArabUn Ooerl. Ui i*r

.Beer caps, brias. from Old Cobbar. iL 113

Bctfr.frtm (ran Kcrdufxi. UL 2x0
Bmaiuaamtii sicol*. 87

;
cops of mrvwl wool «.

tm*L iu- «}. Univo, ill. 73. WnUa. »l**l

..IK roppR. IH. 7}
Beni Mesem. negro U. ill 944* ®45
fbnnng ww.>n with h#c ckAd. in. 41 j

Bhooun, dagger snd svonl from. iii. 435
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Blu) in Catch. thkld *Ju3 cvlnm Iron.. iu 577
&il> Ball tod Emma DugxI, caus'd cf Sovji .Vui&niia.

1*343

BVju* cant Hraxiian. ii. 61
;
Hmw? nnri qti^er from

llamro. l 4x4 ; itnxZ quive-* ord shears of Kalayan
D>iOi ot Saath Ikeneo. i. 42s

Box! cf Uu Hurn it toL*d*. , 163
;
of Nw*. SaiOft

Wands. I iCt . uf Morfwk Iaiimlj. L i6x
1
of

tfc Luc* Tijyalx. I. ifr>

ikttt-o»rtln fron Timcr-Ltol, t 63
Bttiy*Uill««xr%f. Weal Afri:**. I 104

Ikrxe comb frrm K«w 24*and. b 203

Btr chief, hi 40
5 **

Lkrocudo. a. 1. 15 ; vomir «uh Up and ear -disks. 1.

Bade WAh bit tic *»**
.
asaca Pkntwn. ii. *99.

tor AMtrvouy with taxlMr O'DAtr^m. fr<« Ditfn.

Ui . 976
Bow . boat ^Uij. of Asaik ar^in. 1.414; Som s^;mc*t

IcVMs. I *3J ;
irro*.* ONd quJwr from FV*ggv l

415 ; and arrvw from Friendly ItLnd*. i.an
Bmi off Nonh-Wesi Aaer#cin fridlic^ li. 92 and

arrow? of the Ntgriioi n I uxor. i. 413 ; from
North*Wc*a Not. Gukca. I iyj

Ftohrolnk ir«*u.*v**u of M*rlfee and *c*ihlp *4 5if
Hram pi;* of rw fattiks, i. 414
tlr«ak; an! rlie-pc: f;«.m >vn. L 444
ftnrilim irnpkmeiu for pxilvenanc ard iitoiing seeds

OI/. /HU tree U. 74
id Vu»i tfe*. t. i«frBond frtli tr*#. 1 i*<-

Bnostytalc of *h«r. uiih air2 iff homat hnr. i 19)
Duldlu. Uoruc aiiioriic of, tii

BuSahs: t«Sl. ui *23 : donesJc alurM Japan. ILL

S’S
Btrtnn*t. twotds from. UI. 433
Biehtoy. l. ii. 007
H-aha:,r. x. L 2A1. 27b

;
iiuiut, vet vllh Q‘;raa

atelb d. 26S: movs. 1 160. an; bout. U.

o;o; darling mid*. m. 174; deeigM. shgfrtly

:r>:ir.^ in birl rone i *7 a ;
iwfoni. arrow#,

qiire* of aloe birk tad tauter, 0.269; woaaea
urth karo**, snald. and nmamcru. ii. *63;

L#.shmir/s /?/d. quill cf . l 273 ;
ponoacd knife win

pc tenon* yj<» cried on. ii. 371 : run rflim cr

buiUuiXO. II. 27$
Uishmcn ii. 24a

;
of Cage Colony. *• *$3

;
Of,

I. 107
B^huomia. a., ii. M, 077

Cadi </ Ksurtoom. a hi. 302
Cadicos. Indari. Cxu^uc utiA son inti luo Him, u.

Cairtni Sct.V. a. hi t87
Cal&buh^oiiisi of OAonix fiUe. KaaoIL I. 34a
CaJAbubtf uMh >ttorn buret a. stc^efoi utth CVwa?

ahrL* Kxwoii, i. *42
CjJinpi lovrun. In the Pliiippaea. o. I. yy>\

womra of Liuas. i 406
Calihrop. coed h; fu oi dutllci lu Ituri region cf

Upper Ccogu ariosi duurfc. H. *14
Cam*jura took nuoe ofgcurd, ii 67
Cup P5«d* c/ n fmm Ilraxl. i 97
Cirivtn tel Iron KoriWan. UL 173; ctlti'i hell:

Wakamhn. ti. 37*
CtttfA. a toi*. i 50 :

b war ftnfrt'. & 54 ;
vita**

*- *37
C*ritn iWr.t rrxt^il. »i« am kT. SL 63
Carvn! week, ladun. from Konb-WcM America, ii 97

:

psst from Now Zcittind. i. 3jo; and panted
rafters fax* ermnea hnllt ffoiji. ha RoL L 265

;

wwifo riri> box front Drii. East Sumatn. i. 434 ;

guwd u»^£ f:r Utel Ua frwtn TTOlriantl Islxodt.

VOL. Ill

i. 9Ar/i b«mlw box from Wtttem New Gdaci.
L 250; e>cu«.n.t iom N*u Guiiea, i 222

;

d*nce •held frxna K*ft Niw Gulneo. I 233
.

jiirid frtm HaUftld H«rbc«r. i. 236: ifatuki
fer betel lime Ircrn Eastrto Nev Otflnsi, i. 242

;

usxvdea plaque. £*?1 av sun*.^. t*o*i thr K#i

ItUwv i 283
;
koatfroxa N<u 7>«jl»nd. i. 17^

C.rvinf in dark av^ic, NfrthAVoi Aii*c»*a- 1L iji

Ciir.hfi n grcetutoce aid »*ooa
;
anceni Meuca*.

ii i$j
kr.n»r ra* fron ill 385

Cetaeorry and socrid tree m Mbinda, 1 Co
Ccrvuol 439
Ceylon. m«<t .mpectant fruit trto of. Pbntao. Coco-

p*lni. Paf<au. tii. 379. ojingcer boiu ut. cl 1^4
r>ae-M«vl. «n-cil!#rf wtntm of «L rgj

Ctuanpoa* iticW horn Sc4oe, .. 412
Chtio* male </ aah^»-iwih froci AVtila. I 75
Charm irodn of human to*.*, kunrim of b*ir. arri

iLic Aui
.
frees :empk in tfe .kdisralt) IsUndv.

I. 305
Clwnopxliira ijuifwa, «i 5
Ch lu jbdqultn. »*crncd Tim CcdoaKxh, II 189

Cbchcn*Itia, » culled curie of. t 183
Chrf-cjgtuiuty of Nits. L 450
Chef <f T*e l». the MonWks. I. 282
OMff cf Pwpoa Samoa, i. an»
md*i:iuu_'iiy cur tic lier isoJ for tra.'lal, fiotn lcirc»

Strolu. I *27 _
Chinese, » yenng, as. 453; artelc* of u»* and haury.

la. 47* : ccnpuJ ah«r F.urcp<vn ixdel, iii. 443;
bd*ble-tAj^>. u 4^9

;
junk, ui 440 *. mnndam

cf Castun. ill. 4^5; Helpers. 41. 482. woeaxs
w4h cunL* sited fert aid cMI. 2a 466

Cbori 4BQ ahcll au« fro fa NVu Hriuus. L *51
Cfaokcbla. drivings bore of. II. 103 : hut* oS cvx*t.

i«. 123
Ci>^^Uae vccdsn csoska x^ed in uorsklp. til. <17

Cliff d belli (rfil m Ccfoudo. II. 48

Ciiffu. caned, from Lturii. L 73; Indian flora

bincxn. . 36: Indian frwm Brxjd. ii. 59;
wooden, (torn Uni*, li 56. paddle shaped from

F#1 I* »03

Crvcr-iulro W*t oa a token of p«n«*. frr^i Vium Hook
it New Gtiuco. i. 291

Coco jttlmt, i. *05
Coerurua* slur* axe. tL 62

Comb from Timor, i 434
Cnmto loctoiMhril :

from FVWw.i 105 ; from Tonga.

Cc^lto ni?*« irr labeling roiifr. u. 75
Ctrptic rncrchati im Caro. iii. 187
Coming ‘Stcne from duinct of lrv^ent Cltjtj in

Ertutdpr. «. 1^7
Cow-toil* from Sumatra, u 424
Cradle. Brx/'Ton Ic«ff an. II 127

Cam node iff twod. Thinkirt |>k iv 93
Cuttle fish ’jails frcui Sockij fslruids. L 255

•

Rigger from Kano worn on tho arm. tii 269
;

sr

ttoxiti and thr<M of cCib from Darfuur. BL 189
lrc«i. frcr» North* Wex America, la 37; free*

B i 4«9
1

<ff Cossiiwan- bmc froir. Xoctl-
\\«i Nwn C*u rex. L 234

:
Cj atuch^a io upp«»

arm. horn Lagos, l ico

logger nnri tnJ^ Him KlMl! I *12

Rigirrlldm from Kihf. B. 343
Uokbel. mao of, 2*2
Dnh«a. a U. 33 : Dakota cKixf i 133: Dakota ikin

ckAk. U. 30
Dnaure, mvt, a. t; 4^7
Duncing*suff vah rirgt from N«lh*W«i Amencx

it 2a

Dundnf a«i)t» from tho Marquwti. I. 19a

2 0
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DantfdiiiK, WWl ***. lit 435
Deconulmi for cbcB

:
a sling of human fa* with

c&rv\a! cllttQto t UHth. 4 *4*

Diib covt* from S«tH-Ei*l Borr*». i 4P I
of anna-

difc> xa)« from ^mur». t.

Dlib*« of b«Vi «k fwn Kola. ii *8a

Dor drom. KB. 107
Uoable ML cf iron frwa CcluiI Aftt<o« II 5ft’

Drawttyr of bird of caitlt an ttuutoo cup. i. 46a
Dmvtl alull frora MmhaO L 190

Utttki.« Of pistol w®A rrado t%U «th main,

fron We* Africa U. 325
Drncirt-tisateift. <ar»n1, fxim iu*ti I, II. ?«

Dnro from the Gafrxn. at 107 : from ftgvilte a New
Guinn, i.

Dram tf«n ^mhtyo in New Ihbrkto, ». aa«
;
from

Ssuthrrn Ca^o territory. 1 *39

Dwarf gut fnxi Mwm In U iatmua ta, ti 50a

Daarfi. txws and arrow* of. 1. »3 ;
brow? (io-callo!)

o» Chcfcaa-ItA. L iso

Dyak a Dimeo. n. ». y/i wc*r*n crfBor.tev. L 133

Ear -bister frtm lie Maiqocua. 1

ItUnf. I. 014

1 a»7
;
matte ofr*/*

Ear-btitcri of whilc'ir tomb, Manjrau. L 214

E*' pentfnnit vlihdulf6So*» iccilu t **4

Err plsgi. weetSett, tree: cxilcr: Peru ii. 17a
Eortbeancre. North Amtrimn. IL *9; figures, okl

turn* Colombo a. *93 s
rouels, cn>l*. from

Columbia. Q. cao: rasxfe, from Pamgray, il

iSo: wssel from Lower Niger. U. 3*9 :
*****

wxh Mart hfcrogluArt. U. i$x roueli of

jipantcd from Brant. tL 70 ; »r»>< from tha

P^i Wand*, L 240
Egyptian Am\ rrgrold tty**, hi 183

E&pbcnt** tvnl*. etord. from Loingo. iil r:5; carvn).

«n»rn \v<mi Africa* lemc*;. »i. jrt
Eikimo from Uttadcr, jrtfohly loif-lml. U. 101

;

lunUy freeu l^hradoc, U. 109; vu.mn fro»«

Wen GnrnlimS. ii. no ;
uianro cf lohrarisr. H.

105 ;
bora anon's and spnkesbiros frt*i Ceppor-

RIM Riv^, 0 CI4; bow **a d*» of L 8:

csoipin Greenttrd. U 117; hairar. Implements

fee rv:«k*ig Merer# hxvidt. Ice scraper. It. »a»

;

hxrym. h.vwn head. vtOTrrenl for pefehtag

tirows, fsh hoo'c. r, 113; hJUehets. Unren
**-ft riattocki ufbrm. H. 1*0

;
Ka»ok. II t«*

;

tHtxAing^cicl. A 63; western, wentilt of. i. ”5
Ettbed desigT* 00 a «*XW*ui, lom Ij^jcI IiUod In

t!ie SctoTTi>r» t *33
Eucn’jptu* ferett n SjuiL Ausimni. \ 334

Fan <J*wwlc Idot. from \VV* Africa H. 35c
;

laiiie*.

n; »37 ; knivet fra the Uthocn. IU 04 ; rattte.

Hi top; w»r*n» uldl Cfortxw. i B <>: wnmnr
with a'tfcandcnid. ii. <n \

«mpor.i. u i<u

rdllh rwir Giach, w Iajyo Eg>^<. »L 137

Froced tann bout* in Interim. XtAdAgasra-. 1 460

Fetuh m Din da, parpsa* untoemn
|?J,

10 *\ts t

ItChmlng: I 40 ; of Tjic*ri*ir f«9dio^ in Lurrti.

ii 353’. [
pur^-ct uilo»H») In Lunds, t 363;

hut It emriaoc 10, I 43
Keraii. 1 mat of. ii. 143
Fizur*. <*r\yd ord (uinicd, from Dobomry. 1 §5

Fn :*i«.t'l;r. L 30* : ^nrdor >> a u-; t. 0*5

Fijian peiiteaun. 1 . ai8 ; dUaU^cnnoc, i. 3; Udy. L

317; warnor. i. aiy
Fteb->nok«. »hcU and bore, from Oeank 1 Sj

:
from

Lake Albert, iii. 81
V.ihic£ rttd* inxn NwiMVai AnKrin. » 90

FAhiag-thmrrer from the Sokmon Isundi. ». 252
Eahtrjj \iil*n <• ihw M«*onc, i 109
Fbot- rrVem. hater*, and w*r.*pear* htm New

Caloloriix. L 2^2

Ftpwhhk -.iaWBiiin of n chkfj from bornru. i. j&j.
from Society binruU. I. 278

Fiy-vhi.li f chief* InUgntaJ. Scvciy la^adi, I. 279
For tii. 387. 288
fWCte« UmOcU ard stwli of nouL tnrk. cic. it 89;

kunily. Ii. 90 ;
tauher coni*, etc

.
u. 16

; «ooh
aid woijoas of bone and ban. ii 86; veafaxi*

of ii*# chu*. ti. By

Gala rail.. Kaminc or Semico blend I. 13
;
^cun'i

omnmwv. of fc» «v. SL. 487
GftSfDrHn ’*rxp:m n ^54
Cnrr^fi (BlBaill. Of jncrjf.! haicbcu «f. il ^
Gwulle iron from l*ic AUra d«rLn, UL aol
C7r.;Aj or rjrjypkytr. ul 463
GAirjji*. aepntrhrml urn* fmm. ii. 39
Gilbert Itbnd4 wos»n cf. L 167
Gll>wk. u. IL 213
Gatyn bjv. Il 57
Gcbk'.. onamentil. frtm Wwt Afrka. L 74
God of itancw. in^fctmctfa douhU p*rtdte. Eo«et

litend. L 176
Gokll ldo'3 and ctuntu, from the Amur, ti 329
Geord bmtV from New CaVd.mi*. I 313 : frmr ttir

TFKnirastmux UTonds. L 265
••Oiny n»«tc.- nn Apoehi, iL 13

Grave of cbxf. i. 48

Ground- jiten cf grap U tux1 vn iVdtmaua vilUgc cf

Shtne, III. s»6»

Guhib> tobd foe nhaling moF. ii 75
Cumin, av.hmwirc \Tw»cb Aid Uunipct frvm. ii. 66

Gimi hawLci. L 419 ;
ipeui ittl shields. I. *so

Gollt suuig »*.th paw srrm£%. from Weil Afnca, 11

•54

Hdr cvinbd wood from 5bca in AbjMtnU. It. 0*3

Ksir-d;esiinc. tneocs O'. Lovilv. i 103

usual ixir. of wppef in Ugubo. tt 387
IhAd guard u*od by Soulh-Etitcm lUul In ihwtmc

with bow. U. 155
HtTid grinding «<**. II. 364
Hrrp>*.«s from Xenh-Wmt Amariea. a u
Harpy «»^c. to repescnl nude by Pak*iri%

u. 18

»ltt and ihtett frira NMfttnfi m the milppfaftis 1

419
Hatchet* freon Mftn^jesos nnd Society Uandt. i so8

HavftlUa ulcVcr-vork belief. ». a 12

lluari-drrea like an cy«-*fc*de from New Com. cast
Hrad-itool km Yap. L 263
Holme? cf itoerngt {S:ko<o) wurrisr, Ul o>3

Herero. n. U 3*5 ;
mm. £ *75 ehtefk Kam*>er*ru

and Amadtim. U 465 : t^rren. n 149 5

sbculdo boalcT. ami baArt of plaited giaw, »i

tfo . M^ftw boK. 31 473 ;
tad team

Ii 41s: 1«»« >nd axe 4?t ;
lirthrr sir>dai. it

t
l6

;
mil< pc l bowl. tarn*, and IpMU. It 4«*

pomkr Ikw. il 488 ;
•»poca. j. 316 ;

wuipow

oad onawma, U. 471

Hindoo rvwrhtnt^. iii. ft* n
KltroM- Kaffirs. Or.sLarv ii. 322
Hoe. Iron, from KortMan, L 9«

Hoes from Sirgnporo. i. 4*8
.
from Sacmtrn. I. 4^

Hottentot chief, J.tn Afrikinrfr iml hh wife U. 39a:

on cMffle. It 948: width. H. 28^: sm.ff-hda

cf iron, ii. 265: vcsseli »td kc£Se fa

carviag. L al T
Houenati. old. c/ pure Hood. ii. a*
House in Mutt ground pUn af. Ii 403

;
of How chief,

i 139; in Samatm. L 425; In. the Arfil rJloxr

cd Maxima U Ne^ Gu>nesw L 263
.
laierkc cf.

41 Korldo. New Guinea. L 1*7. In Cmlrtl

Sumatra, i. lit
Hnutai fY) hrw. i. 253 ;

kailia oori. 6i 371
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I lots* <uu »ir»d ponder rtorr. 457: dinting rujw

ol hanb» »rd a*> fur lobws^l^xo. L 463
Mutim beex iu f.wL erf bfucb cmio^a) JKmefVo

from rlli, L 12Q : tzui* ar-4 aW*/j ii walrus*

ITX17. fnm Tate |>), i. 8a
;

figirc of abatis a*l
b^rrinrifc* ml .i* a i.mpk ornament in New
I reload. - 324 ;

head drwl ar/d artificially shrank
Mjcas ledtom. Ifcwndor, a ij5 .

luw« j*w «ct «
AH-rig from New Orim-.i, L #97

T<SoI Itocu the Gaboon. H js* ;
*«**•*. boat th#

Niger, i. <4
|<tab from Hermit Iskftd. L 46

;
supposed. nrpieseni

1114 rtub, fioai LUid|Wa. L *6, canrd in vooi.

free* Sxuufa. Heney f*oup. L 31a; c*r\ni In

uccd. freon Riruli. Aartral Crvjy I. 3**; Ctrvc*l

In wcod free. Ra;c*o:gn. Hom Grwtp i. 31a;
tlKrtMadoS. from fcnaur lsUtti. iL 50

lgecn>*e MOtatrW image. <68
;
chapptig Inifr. L 41Q:

dram frc*n Lcro*. at : ncckiiM^. i. 411 ;
ring

uore on upper nrai w*»n i. 411 ; apimilv.

i. 433; ixm uni I 490; tauxtrg. 1

410
ImpifTHW Omni African, ii. 347
indiu*fflkf. m. 5*?* wtapon*. fit 374. 375- 376
IndUr.n, M(MUhm) un* frvn. u. 39
Ittiign.i erf rank frem Rr;jLl. Q. 36 frem Souiten

Lonpo UrrlNn'i i 139

Irene* aim -ring with » roi

liOu shkids frertBA MhiSe Congo, it. it

l*«y iSttMl lron» KonWar.. iu act

lade buttoaxcs and tatchei mignta of cftlWs in New
CdtdoiiL i 184

.

Jack* «*n»or. u ta?
;
sword rurWafccrw. IL 526 ;

foil.

xvats In foreground, u $*»>

Jaiaff. a. vt. J97
Jipai»c*c. k luicoai. ik. 4E0

.
girl, ii. 479; scboiai.

companion of the late Col. won SrrtxAd. dL 45a

:

ntkiio eaningi and n«k omimett, «s 43*!
ai l^c Irvnx uki. iii. 4S6

,
«^rxnj.aril ia^

ptonom. sX 133
.

prtttt. liL 521 ; irtUc furnmxe.

ii» 485 : ttmA »ii. 483 .
wxapew. m. 48a

g
rout fccff.no.r5rt. t 430
lins. lodun. from Brazil, U. 55
dram, iu 107; bow, anew* m»J tpriver, Iwml
and maienttd ewiti. iicnrtl tide, ill 2y : tribes,

scie lip-plugi Mcklacci, amilet. worn fcy, L 10*

J..rt c:od, ip*aT*. ar4 «*nl>. ii. 73

KobucA^i, n. lit. 134
Kixltar. sword from. ii. 435 • *£*«r from. iii. 435
Kaffir dog^rri m the IL 4JO; cuitheiware

k 433; (ro wi lt for jfodorlne fim

faction, i 76; ffxni bextU. il 4*6: bn t worn
of lair. it. 326

,
rrifuMiirnu II. 440

.
rrxdx fee

retracting ihomt. a 3:8
;
summing • lodh. il

3*8; sniff. be***, rrf Krrn. of Wood. day. au»l

^toting, ii. 369 :
0700m ud »c«9* «f csrnnl

wood. a. 3B2. wuch.(bxtof
,

* a;9cintm ii 355;
/iu Natal, wooden «r-pfiog», U. 389 ;

UrnM
i»r Meskal inmni. a. ja?

Kuhr s houv?tcfd pccdj. ii. 436
ICiffin. South African. t:hr.:ca*pp«- .end rf.t^Az-pipe.

U. 386
•* K»h>“ cc nj.rtip. coned by th< attentUm* of men

r4 rank Hawaii. 1 *$3
KuniWiilci. aunaicr arl v.atei:dadings erf, Ii. 224
Kha lUe txtA

i PortlKr In%t III. 370
Kfurtoum dncanx-uirl, prrhipt of Abyssinian <Hgin.

KK.,m Hi'li. sword from, n 435
KirtUnrdr CangurlUe ii. SS3
Kt-« Lorulltu erf Hawaii, 1 215

Kiig Toni W41 fr-.tu district inland erf Save Coc?4, U.

Ktng^atool d X*om-v»<»d. frem Aiharic*. 5. 340 ;

Wed. iOO> ke fi«i cf. i 341
KagsralU taludcr tn fail anwMr, t 137
K/iuay tn». vonun of, ii 33
Krift from th** Ptuipprtes. I. <24
Kriv^x ohumsoi Uppo Congo. — 73 Mkldla

Cengo. iii. 73
Kcrons cU. fe 247
tCerean eoUicxo-pijwx. IU 469
Korcaxs. it. 4J&
Ko»a KaArs, «.

.
coun^lkua of Seodrii, il. 3J8

Kao mgre from tl«: Niger, ill. 103

Ki sses Mid to bofrom U>> 1. 4»6. f^mCckbe*. 1 4«3
Krao n»gTr»»«* harp li 330
KreewMmAn, a. 111. 14J
Ku:dh3 a ulna a. IU 336

Lam erf Lasso, a. III. 3ji

Laidaetpt in an cmsIi of d.r Sahara, w. ajfl

Lango Cfcttrf and rragioicn, L 133; liegio, hi 27:
ueckluxs 4iid be«d*0re?4cv Iu 41

Laruka txhtlnr rr.gv iii. b6* **xkUc*» and head
drew iii 41

;
tiinLlixa hoer., UL 41

Lexihe* peaches frvm Beai.ii, ill 091
Leg emamrnts erf dogs* treth and rfioa.crmkt. from

Haw no, 1. too
Lrttilu ofiu>tra! irmge. III. 93
Lend?*, woodrn d<c-b?H erf. ^ 81

Lomgo Cmil type* from. LI. 133 1
»ntn nnd mro

women fran. 1. 314
Leungo. «h« of. «2jgnMaiy. v

$d: ftornfr. IV (tea erf. HL 93 Degress, a l. 393**

negrr.s a? Wd^xerk. i. I9
t^xnam kni\w«, iii. 73
\sa in: 'taxi ii 'rent NevGunrj. L 522
LeeBase tunler-toi. ii. 335
Lochues. piWdl frr vtoifcr game o»cd by, d. e$2

a. vlihter maids erfhonoer, ii. 558
. 1.HWKU Ones, i40 .

Wn.n^t, ill. f^. 73
‘ Lit dagger, worn hung round rxii. liL 74
i Lus. Lon hxtOeoil orraams erf. in 06: tlncmtog now

used by,* |>. 6t

KfAJogaaciiT bubble 6W>Me ut Aftunn ajt.
. t. 461

Modi «T.h LwjbI twi. iii. a8 :
womat. fenced bx

in U«cLgrcciul, ii. 33. atgnliing whbOt. iii tx

Madia, dnlfiwn^lr grav« of. i. 372

Magic whbk witk bWL i 3<> *

Magicmiu uf ibe 1 iMf^v C<aat. I. 54
Mai!«ats wera ty Dytks of Scr^h East &xmo. LMai!<eats wera ty Dytks of Saitb East Borneo, L

W
Makalaka. WwOam. Uwr jug rf«d II. 385
MkliraLl wtotion. ill. 52; mas and wcmaii. 111. 53.

iron dngg tr oni by. il 7a . ^blciL It 7^
MWagtty nf Negroid type, L 454* 415 Desklncr erf

eiTN'ed teen, L 43d
XIolannA^ sr^H. ». n 336
Xl.ilnykKw*. L 435: utensils. I 4* t ,

w^n(»cm\ L 41a

Maliilre wx«nn. in 3to
Mamfceinda tpcceth il 4>4
JAvorfrM or :h« KA’m>un Kiser Dyaks, mu
.1/.»,*/ or Prr.rrfs. Irkt^e and Icninva from S^Jlh.!/.»,*/ f>ror.ls, krkt^t and kninn* frem Scrjlh

CefeWs. i 416: frun the: Ikctog lupar L^wk*. w

4*6. f:on» jgra, L 41^: froctGllnl:. t 446. from

itc Kiuvjr. Lnaks. I. 416 from Mewawei. i

416; from Rtj&nga of Sunoisa. L 41^
Man;inn aSxcd, iL 77 .

***fcn harpoon inrekt. Ii.

Maori girl. i. 149 ;
chiefs smff rvA a«alk;ng tucca, i

209
Mu cals. Jaggi. chef erf Mamngu ii, S

aB

.1ftrlmi* from \V«t Africa, ii xy
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Mnmt** phcu. * 549
Mors&Ul tsli?*te. uom?n erf l 187

Man) nun ftiKl wccian ii i8i ;
*nrr-ur in fill dim

11. 406
Masks frou N<« IrtUrd, 1. $6 ; of Jk*r & AoNrfcftfi

Indiana, iL 57
h*m«ia£»op<rf. S. ;jy3

Mat from Ton&xntw. L ajS. 26a
;
from Upper Cofja

»»• 73
MatahvVi «T«rr»!*s. II. 443
Mauoo ii. 57 ;

**>"• H. 57
Mat)*. M. iL 57 i mu-trumpet. A 57

Maoe*. /Waw.«— inaaks of. II. 57
Meh»rura vnx-sgjrr. Capyjam |?|, u

90 . iMlkl, ii. »3 ; oawb. tou Rrixil Ii g2

MeUWm an*. clula, and harrmrs. L 3^ : %«-

spirt. Horn San Cartswa:. I. 39
Meshra-er Krfc cn the aihr-d-GhozaJ. i 19

with pxsarc writing frors West Australia.

»• 344
Mei^sa Hiring slide, ii 63; throwng-siirk iton

lU^wo). ± 53

MiVt. Afr-mn. three prf*ci;ul kinds erf. U. *l3
Mirror, Indon. tou Texas, i. 29
Mbeoo/l erb", Indian erf. It. aQ

Medcc ui^xn ra*. U. 4a
M<4. a. from the hills 0! Swith Wat Anna*, ti. 407
MeogVur. a forfer king erf Sintrr. I* 427
M<el«|iii camxwd tody erf.

. 394 :
tnrttor.wo/t

ccanb ami rattle. ii. j38
;
lotuccopjc. cmxvtd in

uuoJ and or tamer, ted with w*ax i. 84;
sfcidd. if 78 domwic utencJf crf.jii Ho: impic-

nt#r^«. iii £4 : trjmpl of irory. ii 93 ; uLAin
drjin. lit. 90 ; uc&sxa*. ik 57

McoJu * taint n. tattooed tody ot, (l »4
Mcogd. nn dM. fii 318

;
a young. iii 3x1

:
muskinn.

K 34 »

Meedih-Arab wcapaw. ILL ato

Meets vomiQ with lip cmas>ect. iL 25
M«u-nmu tJiirfd from KrwhwW l*y. 1.

Xfaum* Hninan. a. H. 48a :
rhwf sod wifi* 5. «*t

:

yajig giii ©rf. L :6
;
beX il. xBo; rfdrfto^pe. II.

479 1 *P**r. <*o*m. ood ©tub. 1% 4 .’*
;

io«tc«>»

to*. ii. uurailt erf. ii. 474: budm-fcinA
by. IL 470

Mbits., a. i 457
Mummy wTuppo* in cfething. from At<on i. 45
Mundrutu ak.if. Uc^diy. ii. 138
Mtmdu shield, s_

Musical eaarnrwnt ton New Ireland, s ajr
Musical imtninwn* of Yunt ct Flrarfl. ii. 101

Naga lonle-cxci. tL 43J
Nt^v a. Ik »|i
Nama.ftw.mrth. tw ii. 293
Namaqua gV*L 6 *St

;
stick ami uro«. i. a36

;

|N*S( l»*. U.
;
vcxjtkn dab u sld

Namai;tMi. two. d 238
:
n 2fo

Nasr-ctl-Do. tbc Ulc Shah c4 FVnn. «< Twktsh Uooik
l& 40a

NecVtan? oT MOdlsks aad abac's tooil% Nukux. 1

*14; erf kangaroo teeth, prc^tbl) fr<a» Wo*
Vtftoria. I. 331

;
of mcfcakt:’i teeth fron Fiji, \

349 : nf Irarran ftigers. uted tiy Apache soccerers.

n 34.* erf tortoiseshell. Pr^rvlly KU.'iiit k an:
Society lilacs.

N«Wa>il of ard beaiu with limpet sbtlb, from

Marquesas, i. 214
Neck canammi. Keney IaamJi. L 214. Frimd*j

IrfitndC. I 214: rte| worn by feemt tnbsn. m
NejHto L 4.4
Ne*yo:ype, li. j«r
Ncjnx pw^xild. 0( Loango Coast. iL 319 ; Ulf-broed

from RaH Africa. f«1 face. il. 514; Ulf-b*«|
from East Afnca. prcftlc \ico, \i ejt

; perM^
hnrf^oteefro* fttghimtl. iii. J73; from
toidnrt. jwrhaps a Ni;br

. h\ 274. 273
New Csl«xk>oSm d uKc*. i. a 3 s

; luud^xolt. ,(,1

hut l? aacredj. altet 0 mcde2. l 230
Nca Grr.i»ea gel. s 215

Nr* H-brid~»n arean*»ii«. 1 ; |>dotcrf dance dul»
I. t3 «

Nca lrekuul. loj tf, 1.151 . Jian trf. L art
Nw Sooth Wales* Ban of. 1. 152; nen sho»ir*»

breatl scnrA. i 354. 3^0
;
nnticr of. L J40 vonn

cf. L 99; w<mnn with • actr-tattortog,*
|. 3?1

and chihJrtn. t 3W
Nw rtoMml trawl net. L *53
NcA*<cnrvlliryl wwnan. li. >6
Nai. Upper, \ien on. with Diska but? til 43
Ncotki Indiam. pb_«id )ui erf abjo'Ag *.»e-o:runrjn

Ncrth AusT.tl:in av.h 'peira, iw. nrd club. i. 350
Ne*a eniamwi. breo-tplsla and arm r\4g <rfW t

tusks from New Cuinea. I jS>
NWa from K^dofsn. IL 407
Nt^ian. e. d *45
NUxait man ard girl. iii. 182; tbeplxrnl s crook and

dub. iii. 17a : ound ndXe*, m. >69 : rverd with

Stfiagen bkde. leithef^^ath. and belt. iii. n ff
;

ironight waren rm i H . L 213 : arnAt.k^ 215;
sohtcro pipe. iii. at 8 :

rxMafcrr. il 9x8 : bfbiet.^ *^4 ;
Hi. 570

Niertite i^Ants of INrfar rtglofo, IV to*

Nyvn-Nyom. 4. d 256

OiMarvpa erf H.^a, Ha«miL L ^42
Oil polm : pipsu cn r«bt. maroo: on left, tit 96
Oncodsga aampum belt. a. *36
Opowjii mg. i. 164
Oruirent on eoccnui • shell from Inisei, m Solcoce

Uhods. I. 89

Onaments. etc., of NIV; negros. n 41

OMamaotxi ot^ixu erf >lu»e Mil slmX frem YuuLm.
ii. 173

Outfit from Owh3 J. I. si2
Outnggad b>U llrltnin. L xC*

Owmln men. ii. 537 :
******* spewn. II. 385

;

^g neg of copper, it. 539 ;
wxxlen inpVsmnts of.

ti. S3? : dsbec. i< 541
Ovcntr’t mirk* :

nsdimcrjttty r/riting frea negroes o(

Linda. L 36. Us: ttjeigtu COimns from fr* Ainn.

*•#>

Padilla of ronnitttk rrf Artmimi, L
:
from ftettin.

di. 119
Paddks. from Surliam. U 71 •

**** •* d*>co. Eosto

IsUnds. i. ns
.

Palm. date, fruit c -iters of. 11 . 24o: oocm. fruit

dusKts of. ik *40
:
ol« toit eloiwcw of. i »40

Pampas Joiiaa’s byA*. a. 57
PUrcui girl ton Lpi»rr l^rdguay, U. 12

PutngenUn ormreants aud rldmg-f ear. ii. 4 a ;
As^a. ik

83
PAumoru IiViTvfs. vorran erf, i. at»
Pniugva hw. ». 57 : dieting bulCu. ii. 37
Pcba. man erf. L i 5o
Pekew Islands, covered \m\ in xha^ </ Urd Mlwl

with shrt from. i. 25$: * nate-inl. I *57

Pcrsum erf quality, a. i*L

Pcm. tceve ffrites. rtnu arrows, stcoe am H». U. 65

Pestle from Wynreia, ii. 99
Pin nerd in wtiting frem New ZcftUnf. I. 710

Rpc and tobacco lox iscd by Nik negro**. »L 35
Pkugh used bj Tnamxns n Ivm^lci. L 4*5
Panted dub from ihn Upper Ni>. ill.W
Payicilan clubs .and uiagnia erf rank i. 14J;
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I. oc4 :
ftin nmi fly-wlsiO* Insignia cd

<b«f». ptttably from Totgautrn, l 245
Pcnape In ibe Carolines s»nn of. I, ijo, ty®

;
»omin

ic L 900
:
voraw of. i. 273 : *ynfcbr*J rtoou-

rmnl to. l i&>
Pervlo warrior. ii. 44a
FOCI and impktrsw.ts fron tb* Adm rally Island*. k

*55

FoA:b. «mw. from AnoM grave, U. 177
Powder ftuks fr<xn Libtoia, ii 100 : fla* and bullet

peuefc fcero Algeria. iii. *47 ;
flmk and horn. G

*44
Process RcthoJ Hawaii ». m
Ptovlssxv wallet of goctskn from TimUictw. u- i63

Pymof Kdfu>. B. 161

Pyramids of Guo\ 111. I fro

*3 :
y^rt m I. 339:Queensland aborigines, _ .

ytnmc man with •• sen uetooeif .*
i. *68 . .

33$ :
gtrli. or* chiming 'sear UCtOOtoff" 1. Jfry*.

c#noc i. i^O
Obi/« or Apron <i knot*wntinc, one col Pcrvmi. ».

Quiver and arrow. Mil to be fro» S*tay Itlnndt. I

2:0
Quiver wills potocccd uiavj fur Uuw-fur*. i 60

.
fiota

Celebes. I 4X2

Rain itnative** and Rsiniluiri'on&. twOBtfmem
of Raton IL, k 463

RaimtKn;t»camka. Ch nation nuftjr ia MtJsjaKU. l

Koitm eurm Kaiser i Uad .

RaltWa snl eihn Irdiu ar.irin f*orr

t*t

Kqnb'Wt
America. 11. $9

m theKaulfftfrk fro

fcao-Nulc frees J*%». l 434
Rw nonir Md paddte from Madagascar. i. 461
Roefr.wulptwrre m T»><*. iii. 170
RouLccmnumu iod storing prop*from New

I. afrt

Rcury. with amu>«. treen NUdagucar, i. 479
Rotuma, man of. L 1 f 3

Rub Islands. man of. I. toy. 204

So.*k cuttsJ br lgx trees of Lusor, I. 435
Sieved Jar. profcctCv from Borneo. i. 470 : drum from

High lahnrf. Aattnd OTOUp. i. joj
;
[*uv In

Over. Nuw Guirai, l 318
S*:n2«al krufr. awdablc ilso at inttnjraot d lorturt,

from Easier Muni, I. a*<S

Sa*o irtlitu. i. ao*
Safcalara musical hstnment. i 456
JWt. preparation of. from tal«: oil. .a Uru* c. j34

1 warvfc* Us Aj/M-elabir*;. I

lady vmn bar deee«i high. fc, *a«
.
wanan,

i. 186

Sarocyede implements. IL 222 crcmpxeriu ii. 203
9wwta l frean C’nyiro. k ico

ami ponroi frem Wed Scudut. pasrhapa

Vandlcgo. ul 26d; Siohli. king cd th» Crntoat.

thwinx SesaUe type of Raft* » t3

67; rape

_ >*» f/tui CabitAT, i. y,7of »
'if-spine fcveit Mew. I. ato : stil to tx from

Fritndly leUrdt. to act
Sou-uuoefiig naiictia of. anoeg dc^ocs, R 395
iswre from b'liota. i. 316

-n with drum. B. 343
SJ.--V-1 rap «:rS utKr)«n Poat Port Flyl i. a^4
SPeatb made cf anraafs tail, accn by Ka6r gmcleme^w

K. 39I

Sldl wooi for ndoming brast and Corebeal. L 228
S^Zboefio*aO*M. it. y*
Z*zU1 from the Dvkcei of lha Nubian «^arl. ill «U 5 ;

blw gnn njwir. snd su^dsofTcrabyis in Cdcba.
i. .|js

;
from Teste ta New Oumen. 1. *35

;

waxten. tkitb picture writing
;
{» c^/rfs tcmUptolf.

L yd

Sbfllook 111 wo ; marrior md gill, B|. «I
\
lnnc«

with IcarS of an^ljpe bon. lit 32
ShiUoois. icr^ fillet by, ni. «
Shir kaHe. iii.

Shot dubs from Ka«a Island. L tyfr

ShuVur.yd faWr, IL *00
itonli wirxioc Ur equipped. 0. 410; Fasi. uo^den

n;m web Iron nogs. Ul 32; ne^o. utwoed.
wkh Hi veopont. ill 02

J
najrore pUjreg retnir.

W. 2» :
nwkhownrd hcml-dreas». £a. 41

J
‘hkbl.

f. 31
Shulis. amlct. heud diets of. L ici

“f»ure>«e young wnwtNii. iii. 4*S
*icfcU from Ja»a. i. ^*4

;
from the Dnilel Oasis. PI.

*<P
^Ung and theoih of lgurm< clio^lng-Vnife. L 4:9
*ml| iMd-hoBrt uaol by Giixuat d L=ior. i. 449.

vitawns V4b shotV 5 toeth fmm Tonga. » aia

looked d«li from dlaaua in Ease New Guinea. 1.

*54
>ccicty ls*is»4 i. women cd. 1. son
Solomcn Itlands. wamor of. i. o£i
Somali woman a illiff onomcoC, If. 485
?outL Austi .lain iWl.vr uomir. L 33a

JSotxlarcse negn> a. iii. iS*
>falull for twtei utae f'cm New Guinm. t. 201
SMr from Mtnyema. said to com* fam daarf trifco. il

306
;
uit with durlA’ teeth, bed Gllbet: IsUnds.

L no ; >wad. obadun. from Easmr Idand. I ood
;

idl case and leathem jnoch frcro Caitwl Soular.

f«Hi«p, Baghtoni. HI 286
Nfwarafn*,. filflk l 4*2
Sfean and shields from Borneo, u 490

;
from Nh* *•

4 II
;
from Mateci. L 430

.Sphinx ofC’*»X 1. 150
S'^ia and pbitrx nwJWa, ardent Pnvnis from

Anron li. 179
Sfoon. paddk-sfcnped. caned vaith Mtcci drsgxs. fron

Nocmanby S*Jaad«. u a^i

Spoons of plfilttl grto*. U. 112; from Lkiuewtei*
C^Uction. il 4:4

.Stamps for «rair« r« Udy. anriy Xfes'.can.

«. 171
5ump<ng at;kj fix /e/u. tt.iwail. •.

htick used by Biahmea fcc cigpng root* and acoe
wrigfic* for sou*, i. 88

;
caJcodnr c4 NgiB HanVi

tribe In New i>alAnd. ». 3113
;
<h*« from Xfarebal

Iiionds. i 165
Mcne axes freer Nonh Australlt. Vceeni.’ar^l. ard

Victoria, L 335 ;
aw and ftgire. from the Anrdkt.

ii. *8*
;

!**<!«» from Hawaii. I. 240: y:4e Tron

Mexico, il 19s; bowl wrelsnl IVuvion. u 175;

cUb wkJ to be Austmlwn. pouiWy from New
Hritart, u 338

Stool from Dceey ia New Guinea. - J<4
Steels, caned *ocdro. from Nig»-Benui dlsula. UL

»$
Straw p*a:tto|. probibly of merfern mportraion.

Hiwai. 1. 142
-Stmt n Brrfwrna town of KonauUL IL 402
Stdkiug and throw'eg dufc«, 1. 361
“Wxo omvMM from Caireu. &. *87

iKiatKthn lea\e*UuL a 544
Siaiom? i. 170; smo*. ». 431

Swjhel doll ce irVJ of r*iii»xl gmw. il 234 . nose-rjig

cdbraw. fi. 53a
Snabcte. i. 349
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Suvtft ^cU|. Il 4

S*wd from Gornc.titoia Cc£ct«. i *ta

Swrd V* Oltttti fr*«r\ Cornu**.. IL 54,; fion.

«hr G>!»ui. IL !06

%ra*n gtrl of Ifcirwtfcn*. »L

Tobongi nr.h Riv-uig <fronct.n, fn^«» SimMm L 401

Tagal rillAV. Lwn « to* nmippioM 1. 275

TolUwsa from North Boru». l 473 : wooden. 1*1 with

•J*mp rails. f/wu lTpj*r Nir, iL 357
T*it:l*3:r2i£ Ot AfMflni, nude of lao children ‘a *kul>

from North Tibet UL 519
fonuii «»<*«. UL 3J7
TaM/.u or Soath-Kast Hormn hincMri^, I 408

Taiguw vrceiwn, n. iii 321. 353
Tiro. L *57

Tartar msWc. Ii. 174

TarjM roran. a rch HloftCAtWf* mere hint, fonnerty

thing .11 Tnnrbsr UL *«7
Tattooed Maori, i itf

TlUOOBg en 1 RlfTO. p~l»aUj f«n fw«ot COUUT/ of

Yaombe, in 60; initfurr*iiu Item the friend*

Ubafr. 1. 197
Tell cuml Mrftfe, to. 16;

Teeth, West town. mod* of il^ i. J04

rtfcucfcfco. ctiers *n of tie. tl. to

TMomlifta. Ii* RlBCOf Fiji. L 177

TbfOWhgAnlfe fran Konkfe* fc« any
TlirOAfctc-«|dcj, Arisen, it »j . of dark mxto
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